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LETTERS. OF. TRANSMITTAL

DECEMBER 18,1980.
To the Members of the Joint Economic Committee:

Transmitted herewith is a staff study, printed separately, and tech-
nical papers which together form Volume 6 of the Special Study on
Economic Change (SSEC).

Volume 6 is entitled "Federal Finance: The Pursuit of American
Goals" and is one of 10 areas on different aspects of the economy
published by the SSEC. The SSEC was initiated in 1978 under the
direction of the former Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee
Representative Richard Bolling, then Vice Chairman Senator Hubert
H. Humphrey, and the former Ranking Minority Member, Senator
Jacob K. Javits. It is intended to identify major changes in the econ-
omy and to analyze their implications for policymakers. The success-
ful completion of this Study will, I believe, help provide an economic
agenda for the United States for the decade of the 1980's.

The views expressed in the technical papers are exclusively those of
the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Joint
Economic Committee or of individual members. The staff study was
approved by the Chairman's Special Study Review Committee formed
by the Chairman, Representative Bolling, Ranking Minority Member
Representative Clarence J. Brown, and Senator Javits.

Sincerely,
LLOY BENTSEN,

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.

DECEMBER 15, 1980.
Hon. Lwr BENTSEN,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United State8, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith is a staff study, printed
separately, and technical papers entitled "Federal Finance: The Pur-
suit of American Goals," which constitute Volume 6 of the Special
Study on Economic Change (SSEC).

The SSEC was initiated under the leadership of former Chairman
of the Joint Economic Committee, Representative Richard Bolling,
Vice Chairman Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, and former Ranking
Minority Member, Senator Jacob K. Javits. The Study is divided into
10 substantive areas, which together chart major changes in the econ-
omy and analyze their implications for policymakers. Volume 6 high-
lights major issues affecting the Federal Budget and its influence on
the American economy.
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The Federal Budget stands at the center of many of the significant
changes which the U.S. economy has undergone in the past decade. The
debate over the Federal deficit, tax policies for economic growth, and
the public concern with the proliferation of Federal grant-in-aid pro-
grams all relate directly to the way the Federal Budget is drawn up and
implemented. In fact, developments in Federal Budget policy have
gone hand in hand with the growth of post-World War II American
affluence-and also with the slowdown in the growth of national afflu-
ence which this country has experienced in recent years. This study
and the accompanying technical papers examine all these issues to shed
new light on a subject that is critical to the Nation's economic health.

It should be understood that the views expressed in the technical
papers are exclusively those of the authors and do not necessarily rep-
resent the views of the Joint Economic Committee or of individual
members. The staff study was approved by the Chairman's Special
Study Review Committee formed by the Chairman, Representative
Bolling, Ranking Minority Member Representative Clarence J. Brown,
and Senator Javits.

Sincerely, 
JoHN M. ALBERTINE,

. Executive Director, Joint Economic Committee.
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SUMMARY

The relation of the Federal budget to the national economy has
undergone substantial changes in the post-World War 11 period. One
of those changes is in the functional composition of the Federal budget
and in the functional composition of total spending in the American
economy. This paper examines the nature of those changes, what has
caused them, and what further changes we can expect in the next five
years. Eight major types of expenditures are isolated:- (1) Basic
necessities; (2) education and manpower; (3) health; (4) transporta-
tion; (5) general government; (6) defense; (7) new housing; and (8) all
other.

Large increases in the nondefense functional expenditures have
occurred in the last 20 years in the Federal budget at the expense of
defense expenditures. If real defense outlays are to increase as planned
in the next five years, then intense pressure will be put on nondefense
programs. This will result in a shar break from past shifts in the
composition of the Federal budget. or the economy as a whole the
next five years will not see such a sharp change in the historical trend
in the composition of expenditures. Rather, there simply will be a
slowdown in those historical trends. These assertions appear to be
true even under optimistic assumptions about the course of employ-
ment, real output and inflation in the next five years.

These conclusions are not sensitive to reasonable alternative as-
sumdtions about the growth of potential GNP or to small differences
in the inflation rate. Rather, the conclusions result from a perceived
change in the public attitude towards defense expenditures versus
nondefense expenditures and the scarcity of national resources that
dictates a hard choice among defense, health, education, transporta-
tion eneral overnment, and investment expenditures. That choice
is mde both iy the government sector and by the private sector and



it will dictate a significant adjustment, particularly by the Federal
Government.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last 25 years the U.S. economy has changed both its economic
priorities and how those priorities are determined. These changes are
not apparent from a cursory glance at the Federal Government budget
but can only be seen when the spending patterns of the private sector,
the Federal Government and the State and local governments are
considered as integral parts of the total national output as measured
in the national income accounts.

The traditional use of the national income accounts (NIA) has been
to analyze the business cycle. In this use the gross national product
has become a familiar measure of the state of the economy to a wide
variety of public decision makers. In contrast, the analysis of priorities
has almost always focused on the composition of the Federal Govern-
ment budget or the State and local government budget. For example,
the amount of resources dedicated to health in the United States is
often cited by computing the share of the Federal budget that is
allocated to health care. This figure is then compared with the share
that is computed for European countries and by this process the
United States appears lacking in health care support. It is often the
case that Federal and State and local budgets are described by a
familiar pie chart of functions and a description of the short- and
long-run trends in these budget components.

One contention of this paper is that this is an incorrect way to
analyze priorities, particularly in the analysis of long-term changes in
priorities. A major shortcoming of this traditional type of priority
analysis is that it ignores the influence of private decisions and State
and local decisions in changing-compensating, neutralizing, or rein-
forcing-the priority decisions made by the Federal Government.
A second shortcoming is tha t does not account for the indirect in-
fluences that Federal priority decisions have on the final set of realized
priorities. For example, housing subsidy programs in the short run
have a small impact on the composition of the Federal budget but
they may have a large impact on total housing expenditures by stimulating
additional private sector spending for housing. As a result the share
of the Federal budget devoted to housing may bear little relation to
the share of national output devoted to housing.

Most of these criticisms of traditional priority analysis are academic
if the Federal Government provided services-such as national de-
fense-that were available only through the Federal Government
budget. However, in the past 25 years the Federal Government has
greatly expanded its role both directly and indirectly in the provision
of education, transportation and health services. This change means
the Federal Government decisions can no longer be viewed n isolation
from private and State and local government decisions.

Passage of the Congressional Budget Act reflected the fact that
Congress recognized the need for examining systematically the effects
of individual program decisions on both the level of the Federal budget
and on the level of the economy. GNP budgeting is an extension of this
principle in the sense that it attempts to identify the effects of individ-
ual program decisions on both the composition of the budget and the
functional composition of the national output.



When the historical trends in the functional shares of the national
output are isolated, it is evident that striking changes in the composition
of the national output have taken place in the last 20 years. The moststriking are: (1) a shift away from defense expenditures to nondefense
expenditures both in Federal outlays and in the allocation of totalnational resources; (2) a shift away from direct outlays to indirectoutlays in the form of grants and transfer payments; and (3) a shiftinto education, manpower training, and health expenditures at theexpense of defense expenditures. Moreover, this shift in the use of thenational output is not always consistent with the shift in the spending
priorities that are implicit in the Federal budget. The most strikincase of this is the inconsistency between increased Federal direct anindirect outlays for "basic necessities" and the relative decline in-the
share of GNP, both in current dollar and in constant dollar terms,
allocated to "basic necessities."

These shifts in budget priorities and in how the national out ut isallocated have been so strong in the last 20 years that the trends cancontinue only with increasing pressures within the American economy.
Evidence for the existence of these pressures has developed in the last
several years and continues in the fiscal year 1981 budget of the Carter
administration. This budget attempts to reverse the decline in realdefense expenditures and even to bring about increases in real
defense outlays. At the same time this budget makes no significantreductions in nondefense outlays. The projected deficit is held toreasonable proportions only by a very large increase in taxes and ahigh projected inflation rate.

Changes in the composition of the national output cannot continue
without compensating changes-higher taxes, higher inflation rates orlower real growth. It is starkly evident that the 1981 budget priorities
are not consistent with the maintenance of high employment, price
stability, high real growth, and the attainment of higher real defense
outlays along with growth in nondefense programs.

II. THE GNP BUDGET CONCEPT

The GNP budget concept is in principle very simple. It consists ofan aggregation of detailed functional spending categories into gen-
erally recognized functional aggregates, in contrast to the usual con-
sumption, investment, government, and net exports aggregation. The
aggregate functional categories that were chosen in this analysis are:

1. Basic necessities. 5. General government.
2. Education and manpower. 6. Defense.
3. Health. 7. New housing.
4. Transportation. 8. All other.

These are nearly the same categories that were used in Chapter 3,National Priorities and the National Output, "Economic Report of
the President," February 1971. They are generally recognizable types
of s ending except "basic necessities," which are essentially spending
on food, housing maintenance, and clothing. A detailed listing of these
functional components and their relation to the national income
accounts is given below in the appendix. A brief description of each
functional component is given here to identify broadly what the
components contain.



1. Basic necessities

Primarily private sector expenditures on food and clothing and
governnient purchases from electric utilities and for agriculture and
agricultural resources.

2. Education and Manpower

Private expenditures on secondary and university education. In the
government sector this is primarily spending for research, the educa-
tion and training of veterans, and job programs.

S. Health

Primarily private expenditures for medical care and physician's
services. In the government sector it includes medicare outlays and
outlays on veterans' hospitals.

4. Transportation

Primarily purchases of new autos, tires and air fares in the private
sector. In the public sector transportation outlays are for roads, water
ways, air transportation and public transit systems.

5. General Government

This function is associated only with the government and not with
the private sector of the economy. It includes outlays for general
government administration, sanitation, civilian safety and natural
resources.

6. Defense

The defense function is also associated only with the government
sector. This function is identical to the national income accounts
definition of defense except for atomic energy outlays, which are
excluded from the defense function. The national income accounts
defense category is also conceptually close to the Federal budget's
definition with the exception of the timing aspects of defense
procurement.

7. New Housing

Expenditures on new housing include both private investment in
residential structures and private outlays for mobile homes. This
function is the only one which includes an investment component.
The government sector purchases include outlays for Department of
Defense housing and subsidized housing programs.

8. All Other

The "all other" category contains all of the gross national product
either not accounted for by the seven functional categories listed above
or not a part of business fixed investment, net exports and changes in
inventories. In the case of private spending the "all other" category
consists of expenditures on some consumer durables, recreation ex-
penditures such as travel, boats and sporting events. In the case of
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government the "all other" category contains outlays for natural
resources (forestry and fisheries), revenue sharing outlays, andsewerage grants.

The aggregation of the basic eight functional categories is performed
for several sources of demand: The private sector; the Federal sector;and the State and local sector. In addition, the aggregation is made fordirect purchases and, in the case of government spending, the aggrega-
tion is made for transfers, grants, and subsidies. Consequently, eventhough there is a relatively small number of functions, there is anextensive categorization of those functions by who spends the moneyand through what channel-direct purchase, grants, transfers andsubsidies-the spending flows.

III. THE USES OF THE NATIONAL OUTPUT, 1952-77
The allocation of total national output for 10 basic categories andfor selected years is given in table 1. The years 1952 and 1977 areincluded because they represent the longest time period for which thetabulation can be made. The years 1955, 1966, 1969 and 1973 areincluded in the table because they were periods when the economy wasapproximately at full employment. Choosing full employment yearscorrects the underlyng data for abnormal spending, such as increasesin unemployment insurance programs in cyclical downturns andincreased demand for consumer durables during cyclical upturns.
The changes in the allocation of the national output are very marked

between 1952 and 1977 and these changes are pervasive throughout
the 1952-77 period. Throughout the last 25 years the shares of nationaloutput that were allocated to business investment, net exports, housingand transportation have remained virtually unchanged. There weresignificant declines in both basic necessities and defense; these declines
were offset by a rise in the share allocated to education and manpower,health, general government, and the "all other" category.

This basic picture of the allocation of national output is true whether
the national output is measured in current dollars or in constant dollars.
Table 2 presents the national output and the functional categories
measured in constant 1972 dollars. Although the shifts in national
output are slightly less in table 2 than in table 1, the shift is stillhighly significant and follows the same pattern for both current dollar
and constant dollar measures.

TABLE 1.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GNP IN CURRENT PRICES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total GNP--------------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities ------------- -------------- 48.0 44. 7 38.0 37. 0 35.3 35.5Education and manpower ----------------------- 3.6 4. 3 6. 4 7. 1 7.6 7. 8Health- ---------------------------------- 4.3 4.6 5.9 6.6 7.4 8.5Transprtation-- - --------------------------- 10.0 11.5 11.3 11.3 11.4 11.7General government-------------------------- 2.3 2.2 2.8 3.1 3.5 3.9Defense --------------------------------- 12.8 9.3 7.9 8.1 5.6 4.9New housing..-....._... . _-........ .5.3 6.0 4.0 4.2 5.2 5.0Business i stment----------------------------- 9.9 11.1 12.7 11.6 11.8 10.9Newexports ------------------- ------------ .7 .6 .7 .2 .5 -6All other--------------------------------- 3.2 5.9 10.3 10.9 11.6 12.4
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TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GNP IN CONSTANT 1972 PRICES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total GNP--------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Basic necessities. . ...--------------------------- 42.5 42.2 37.0 36.5 33.9 34.8
Education and manpower .---------------------- 4.3 4.9 6.6 7.2 7.6 8.0
Health ....----------------------------------- 4.7 4.8 5.9 6.5 7.7 8.4
Transportation ------------------------------- 9.9 10.9 10.4 10.8 11.7 11.3
General government--------------------------- 2.8 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.8
Defense -------------------------------------- 15.1 11.1 8.6 8.7 5.6 4.9
New housing. ..------------------------------- 4.7 5.3 3.8 4.1 5.3 5.1
Business investment -------------------------- 9.4 10.5 12.5 11.6 11.9 10.4
Netexports --------------------------------- .8 .7 .4 -. 1 .6 .7
All other - ---------------------------------- 5.7 6.9 11.6 11.4 12.3 12.7

The fact that the shifts are less significant in real terms than in
nominal terms indicates that inflation was generally higher in those
categories experiencing a rapid increase in their relative share of na-
tional output. Good examples of this are the education, health, and
general government categories. An exception to this is the defense
category which experienced a relatively high rate of inflation but had
a large decline in its share of national output.

Because the functional breakdown is similar in both current and
constant dollars, most of the discussion below will be centered around
the nominal measures. A second reason for this focus is that when the
functions are measured in real terms, inadequate accounting is made
for the growth of productivity in the government sector due to the
method of deflation of the government sector used in the national
income accounts. The effect of this is to understate the sh are of defense
and general government in real terms. This problem is not encountered
when the functions are expressed in nominal terms.

The final composition of the national output results from a variety
of forces, some which reinforce and others which act against the
historical changes in the composition of national output. This is
evident when the spending patterns of two basic sources of demand
in the economy are examined. Tables 3 and 4 present the composition
of demand for the government sector and for the private sector. In
the case of the government, demand is measured as total Federal,
State, and local expenditures, which consist of purchases, transfers,
and subsidies. It excludes grants-in-aid which are omitted because
they represent a within-government transfer.

TABLE 3.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total expenditures .--------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Basic necessities ---------------------------- 13.7 18.5 19.3 21.4 25.9 29.9
Education and manpower----------------------- 11. 5 14.7 19. 3 19. 2 20. 8 20. 5
Health ------------------------------------- 4.0 3.9 5.4 7.4 8.5 9.1
Transportation------------------------------- 6.7 8.1 9.8 8.2 7.4 5.9
General government -------------------------- 14.8 15.6 16.4 16.1 17.8 18.2
Defense------------------------------------ 48.9 39.4 29.1 26.9 18.5 15.5
New housing--------------------------------- .5 -. 2 .8 .8 1. 1 .9
All other ----------------------------------- 5.0 4.6 5.9 3.7 4.4 4.0



TABLE 4.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME IN CURRENT PRICES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Disposable income --------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities ---- ----------------------- 69.2 63.6 54.8 52.7 49.0 48.2Education and manpower ----------------------- 1.7 1.8 2.5 2.9 2.8 2.9Health ----------------------------------- 4.9 5.4 7.0 7.7 8.3 9.8Transportation ----------------------------- 12.4 14.3 13.5 13.8 13.8 14.7New Housing ------------------------------ 7.5 8.8 5.6 6.0 7.3 7.1All other consumption and saving----------------- 4.3 6.1 16.6 16.9 18.7 17.3

In the case of the private sector, total disposable income is either
saved or spent on consumer goods and investment in housing. Dis-
posable income is treated as resources available to the private sector
with the "all other consumption and saving" category, the residual
of disposable income not spent on the six major functions given in
table 4. Of course, the private sector spending for general government
and defense does not exist and is not included in table 4.

In a sense tables 3 and 4 represent the priorities of the government
sector and the private sector. These priorities seem to overlap in the
case of education and health but diverge in the case of basic neces-
sities. As in the case of the total GNP budget, both private and
government sector spending for transportation and housing are for all
practical purposes constant for the last 25 years.

Another way to gauge the contribution of the government to the
definition of the final output is to compute the share of Federal
Government expenditures (purchases, grants and transfers) allocated
to final output for each functional category. Table 3 presents such a
tabulation, excluding the general government and defense functions
because government provides 100 percent of the output for these two
categories. The first line simply presents Federal expenditures as a
percent of total GNP. The second line presents total Federal expendi-
tures for basic necessities as a percent of the total GNP allocated to
basic necessities. These figures rise spectacularly both because Federal
expenditures for basic necessities rose rapidly and because the basic
necessities' share of GNP fell substantially between 1952 and 1977.
The direct and indirect contribution of the Federal budget to educa-
tion rose very little over this period- while health shows 6 strong
growth.

It is implicitly assumed that the indirect portion of the Federal
Government budget (expenditures excluding direct purchases) is spent
by their recipients on the same functional category they belong to in
the Federal budget. This is a convenient assumption which may not
be too inaccurate since many transfer and grant programs are tied to
particular types of spending.

In table 6 the State and local government sector is included with the
Federal sector. Grants-in-aid were excluded from Federal expenditures
since they are a within-government transfer which would produce
some double-counting if left in the Federal budget. The major differ-
ence between tables 5 and 6 is the marked increase in the level of
government education and manpower expenditures as a percent of
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total output for that category. In table 6, almost all of the percentages
increase through time, reflecting the strong growth in total govern-
ment spending as a percent of total output.

TABLE 5-TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AS PERCENT OF OUTPUT
USED, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total expenditures ---------------------- 20.3 16.7 18.3 19.6 19.7 22.0

Basic necessities ------------------------------- 5.3 7.4 10.B 13.4 17.3 22.7
Education and manpower------------------------- 14.4 10.1 10. 6 10.9 13.0 16.8
H ealth ------------------------------------- 9.0 5.9 10.6 18.7 29.2 21.8
Transportaton.------------------------------- 4.7 3.7 8.5 7.5 7.7 7.5
New housing-------------------------------- -. 3 -1.2 3.8 3.6 5.7 6.2
All other ---------------------------------- 12.4 9.0 11.9 8.6 10.9 11.4

TABLE 6.-TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AS PER-
CENT OF OUTPUT USED, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total expenditures------ --------------- 27.1 24.5 28.4 30.5 31.0 33.0

Basic necessities--------- ------------------- 6.8 9.6 14.3 16.9 21.3 25.7
Education and manpower-----------------------79.7 79.5 76.8 77.8 81.5 81.7
Health------------------------ 23.3 20.0 23.3 32.4 34.7 35. 1
Transportation ----------------------------- 16.0 15.4 19.5 18. 7 17.8 15. 0
New housing....------------------------------ 2.2 -1.1 3.5 3.6 5.3 4.2
All other----------------------------------- 15.4 10.7 13.5 10.4 8.5 9.2

IV. MAJOR DETERMINANTS OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE NATIONAL
OUTPUT

Sharp changes in the use of the national output, such as the shift
from defense and basic necessities to health and education, result both
from natural economic forces and from specific policy decisions made
by Federal and State and local governments. The typical natural
forces are different prices, incomes, and demographic characteristics
of the economy. The policy decisions are not only how much the
Federal Government or State and local governments allocate to a
given function in their budgets but also whether the allocation is
through purchases, transfers, grants, or subsidies.

Clearly, there are many other forces that influence the final composi-
tion of the national output. However, most of these are probably small
relative to the influence of government policy, prices, incomes, and
changes in demography. Factors such as changes in interest rates,
changes in the income distribution, tax changes, and changes in wealth
are not considered here, primarily due to measurement problems and
the need to reduce the list of major forces affecting the composition
of the national output to a manageable number.

The purpose here is to identify roughly the most important factors
behind the shift in the use of the national output without reliance on a

complex and detailed model of government and private decision-
making and how they influence the national output. Certainly how
the composition of final output is determined is a result of a complex set.
of forces and only a rough approximation of what determines the
final composition of output can be made with a simple model.
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Federal Budget Decision8

Tables 7 and 8 summarize how the composition of the Federal
budget has shifted in the past 25 years. Table 7 indicates primarily
that the Federal Government shifted from defense to all other major
functions. Table 8 isolates the shifts within nondefense spending and
indicates strong shifts towards basic necessities and health and away
from general government and the "all other" category. Education and
transportation maintained their shares of nondefense expenditures.
These tables primarily highlight the basic final shifts in the Federal
budget without regard to the type of Federal expenditure (purchases,
transfers, and grants-in-aid).

Tables 9 through 11 break the Federal expenditure totals into their
three major components. Each of these tables reflects the priorities
implicit in total expenditures except table 11 which gives the break-
down for grants-in-aid. Here, the basic necessities' share actually fell
in spite of the Federal Government absorption of a major portion of the
State and local government expenditures on welfare. The "all other"
category rose substantially due to the adoption of revenue sharing.
Another notable characteristic of these tables is the sharp rise in
health transfers evident in table 10, primarily due to development of
medicare as a major Federal health program.

TABLE 7.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total expenditure---------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -
Education and manpower ------------
H ealth ..-- _-- - - __ -- _____- _____-
Transportation ____-_-____-
General government--------------------.-.----.-
Defense -- - -- - -- - -- - _-- -- - - ____-
New housing .- __-_- -___- ___-

13. 7 22.6 27.2 28.5 34.4 38.9
2.7 2.7 3.9 4.1 5.2 6.2
2.0 1.7 3.6 6.5 8.0 8.8
2.4 2.8 5.7 4.6 4.9 4.7

11.8 11.9 12.4 11.8 14.1 13.8
67.3 58.7 46.2 43.6 31.2 25.5
-. 1 -. 5 .9 .9 2.2 2.'

TABLE 8.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL NONDEFENSE EXPENDITURE, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Nondefense expenditure----------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities--------------------------- 42.0 54.7 50.7 50.6 50.0 52.2
Education and manpower---------------------- 8.3 6.6 7.2 7.2 7.6 8.3Health----------------------------------- 6.2 4.1 6.6 11.5 11.6 11.9Transportation----------------------------- 7.5 6.9 10.7 8.1 7.1 6.3General government---------------------------- 36.2 28.9 23.1 21.0 20.5 18.5Defense---------------------------------- NA NA NA NA NA NANew housing ------------------------------ -. 3 -1.1 1.7 1.6 3.2 2.8All other-------------------------------- 23.4 17.0 17.5 10.3 11.2 8.6

TABLE 9.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PURCHASES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total purchases----------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessitie a ---------------------------- 2.2 4. 3 0 3.4 . 3 6.4Education and manpower------------------------ .3 .5 1.6 1.4 2.0 2.1
Health -__----------------------------------- 2.1 2.1 3.4 3.6 6.5 6.5Transportation---------- ------------------ 1.4 1.0 2.5 2.3 4.0 3.7General government-------------------------- 6.2 6.1 7.6 6.1 10.4 11.2Defense --------------------------------- 88.0 86.9 84.3 82.8 75.6 69.2New housing -_------------------------------ -. 1 -. 8 .6 .4 1.3 .9All other -- _--------------------------------- 4.2 4.4 12.5 7.5 7.0 8.3



TABLE 10.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TRANSFERS, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1972 1977

Total transfers ..----------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Basic necessities ..---------------------------- 47.8 57.6 62.5 55.3 58.3 58.9
Edacation nd manpower----------------------- 8.6 6. 1 1. 5 2.8 4.0 3. 4
Health . .-..----------------------------------- 1.2 .4 3.3 11.0 10.1 11.7
Transportation------------------------------- 3. 5 3.5 2. 9 2. 5 2. 4 2. 0
General government -------------------------- 36.3 29.8 25.9 24.3 20.9 19.7
Defense ------------------------------------ 2.6 2.6 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.2
New housing-------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 .2 .1
All other ----------------------------------- 15.8 12.0 5.4 3.3 2.4 1.6

TABLE 11.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT GRANTS, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total grants-in-aid ---------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Basic necessities------------------------------ 53.3 52.0 31. 6 41. 1 44. 5 45.4
Educatin and manpower ---------------------- 19.3 15.7 23.9 21.3 19.6 25.6
Health ----------------------------------- 4.6 3.4 6.4 6.8 6.5 5.3
Tranprtatin ----------------------------- 18.9 23.4 30.2 21.2 15.1 13.0
General government--------------------------- 2. 7 3.3 2. 2 3.6 6. 4 2.9
Defense------------------------------------- .8 1.0 .8 .8 .5 .4
New housing -------------------------------- .3 1.2 4.8 5.2 7.4 7.5
All ether ----------------------------------- 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.1 22.6 15.5

State and Local Government Budget Decisions

Tables 12 through 14 present breakdowns of State and local govern-
ment expenditures by type of expenditure and by function. These
tables are comparable to the Federal tables with the exception of
grants-in-aid which are not defined for State and local governments.
What is most striking in these tables is the lack of any distinctive
trends in table 12, indicating no strong shifts in priorities for State and
local governments. The strongest shift is from transportation to educa-
tion and manpower but even this one is far from spectacular.

Given the shifts in Federal grants-in-aid evident in table 11 one
would have to conclude that the Federal priorities implicit in grants-
in-aid had little or no effect on the distribution of State and local
spending. The introduction of a general revenue source, revenue shar-
mg, and the rise in State and local tax revenues allowed State and
local governments to redistribute spending according to their own
priorities.

TABLE 12.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, BY
FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total expenditures .--------------------- 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Basic necessities --------------------------- 14.8 13.3 11.4 13.6 15.9 16.6
Educatin and manpower---------------------- 34.4 37.8 42. 4 41.6 41. 5 41. 6
Health ------------------------------------- 9.0 8.2 7.9 8.5 9.1 9.3
Transportatison------------------------------ 17.7 18.4 15.9 13.7 10.9 8. 4
General government ------------------------- 21.9 21. 8 21.4 21.6 22.1 24.0
Defense------------------------------------- .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2
New hoasing--------------------------------- 1.9 .2 .6 .7 .4 0
All other ----------------------------------- 1.2 1. 1 1.2 1. 1 .9 1.0
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TABLE 13.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PURCHASES, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1973 1977

Total purchases----------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities ---------------------------- 7.9 8.2 8.6 10.0 11.8 13.7
Education and manpower----------------------36.8 39.8 43.6 43.0 43.3 43.0Health ------------------------------------ 9.7 8.7 8.3 8.9 9.7 9.8
Transportation----------------------------- 21.1 21.6 18.1 15.5 12.4 9.3
General government ------------------------- 21.6 20.6 20.3 21.4 22.0 23.7
Defense----------------------------------- .4 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2
New housing------------------------------- 2.6 .7 .9 1.0 .6 .3
All other---------------------------------- 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.0

TABLE 14.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT TRANSFERS, BY FUNCTION

1952 1955 1966 1969 1972 1977

Total transfers.----------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities--------------------------- 75.2 69.5 61.5 67.5 67.7 60.0
Education and manpower--_-------------------- 7.0 7.8 13.7 14.5 13.8 17.2
Health ------ ----- ------------------------ 1.1 .9 .4 1.0 1.1 1.4
Transportation ----------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0
General government. ..------------------------- 16.6 21.8 24.5 17.1 17.4 21.4
Defense------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0
New housing------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Allother-------------------------------------B 0 0 0 0 0

Private Sector Decisions-The Influence of Incomes, Prices, and
Demography

A rough measure of the price and income elasticities for private
sector consumption by functional category is presented in table 15.
These elasticities result from simple, ordinary least-squares regres-
sions for the 1952-77 period of real consumption on a time trend,
prices and real disposable income. All variables were computed as
logarithms and, where demographic factors seemed most appropriate,
they were included in an equation. For example, the health equation
included population variables for individuals 65 and over, and the
education equation included a variable for the school-age population.

These results are roughly what would be expected. The income
elasticity of basic necessities is low while the income elasticity for
education is high. However, transportation has a peculiarly high
income elasticity while housing has a price elasticity with the wrong
sign. Clearly the model is incomplete without recognizing the influence
of Federal, State, and local government spending on private spending.
For example, the low price elasticity for health expenditures probably
reflects the fact that in the last 20 years private insurance plans and
government medical plans have grown as the major source of funding
for private health spending, resulting in lower price sensitivity for
medical expenditures.

TABLE 15.-ESTIMATED PRICE AND INCOME ELASTICITIES FOR PRIVATE CONSUMPTION, BY FUNCTION

Price Income
elasticity elasticity

Basic necessities--------------------------------------------------- -0.16 0.37Education and manpower ------------------------------------------------ -. 55 .95
Health --------------------------------------------------------------- -. 05 .55
Transprttion-------------------------- -------------- ---------------- -. 10 2.00
New Hosng----------------------------------------------------------- .20 1.31

56-369 0 - 81 - 2



V. A LONG-RUN MODEL OF THE FUNCTIONAL COMPOSITION OF THE
NATIONAL OUTPUT

When the functional composition of the national output is developed
in the framework of the national income accounts, it is possible to
develop a model that predicts changes in the composition of the
national output. Moreover, this model can be used in conjunction with
forecasts from the standard short-term and long-term forecasting
models that are currently in use.

The structure of such a model is similar to the structure of most
long-term models:

1. Potential or available output is determined by a production
function that relates real output to technical changes, changes in
employment, which ultimately are'related to labor force and popula-
tion changes, and changes in the capital stock.

2. Investment is determined as the amount of investment that is
required to sustain-the projected level of potential output. In fact,
gross private domestic investument has not varied much from about
14 percent of the gross national product.

3. Incomes are distributed between the government and the private
sector based on the assumed tax system which is subject to policy
decisions. Typically, the current legislated tax system with several
minor changes is assumed, an assumption which generates consider-
able tax revenues and government income when long-term forecasts
are made.

4. Housing investment is determined by interest rates, the cost of
housing, demographic changes in the economy, and possibly by a
government policy goal for housing as an additional determinant.

5. The distribution of Federal and State and local government
expenditures among functional categories is determined by olicy
decisions, which in turn may be related to price, income and demo-
graphic considerations.

6. Private sector purchases by functional categories are determined
primarily by price,' income and demographic factors with possible
indirect influences from the. transfers and subsidies provided by the
government and negative indirect influences from the direct purchases
of the government.

7. A "GNP gap" may result from the fact that potential output
exceeds the projected demands.for the output. Typically, this results
from the fact that in long-term projections taxes rise rapidly for a
given tax structure due to the progressivity of the tax system. The
tax increases reduce private spending and, since the Federal and State
and local governments usually have not fully committed these tax
revenues, a GNP gap appears. This gap will not be actually realized
but is available for distribution either in additional government
spending or tax reduction. If. the gap should happen to be negative,
then the total demands exceed available resources and the gap will be
reduced by less government spending, tax increases, or possibly a
higher inflation rate.

This long-term model can provide the same type of information
that the conventional short-term and long-term forecasting models
provide. The major difference is that policy goals that are enunciated
in terms of the functional categories can now be analyzed. Examples



of such decisions are a goal for new housing starts, a goal for extending
college education to more lower-income students, a goal for extending
refurbishing the interstate highway system, or a goal for a national
health insurance program in which medical outlays per capita would be
targeted to grow over some specified time period. Most goals set by
the Federal Government either directly or indirectly commit resources
to the different functional components of national output and a model
such as this one allows policymakers to determine whether their goals
are consistent with the expected growth of the economy.

Table 16 presents actual or estimated values for calendar year 1977
and projected values for 1984 under baseline assumptions for the
growth of the American economy. These projections are closely com-
parable with those made by the Council of Economic Advisers in the
Economic Report 1980 as well as those made by private forecasters.
These projections provide a starting point for comparisons of alter-
native government policies with regard to the composition of national
output.

TABLE 16.-BASIC ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

Actual Piojected CEA-OMB
1977 1984 1984

Potential output (billions 1972 dollars) _------------------------- 1,381.6 1,727.0 1,727.0
Unemployment rate (percent) --------------------------------- 7.0 5.1 5.1Real GNP(billions 1972 dollars) _----------------------------- 1,340.5 1,664.0 1,664.0GNP (bill 97)---- ------------------------------------- 1,899.5 4,060.0 4,052.0GNPdeflator(1972=100)------------------------ ----------- 159.3 244.0 243.5
Federal Government(billions dollars NIA basis):

Receipts ------------------------------------------ 375.3 964.0 955. 7Expenditures----------- ---------------------------- 421.7 964.0 N.A.
Deficit-------------------------------------------- -46.3 0 N.A.

The projections in table 16 are best described as optimistic, par-
ticularly with regard to the projected inflation rate. They are con-
sistent with a moderately severe slowdown in 1980-81 and a modest
recovery in the economy thereafter. The implications of alternative
assumptions are examined below.

The Growth in Aggregate Supply (Potential Output)

The assumed level of potential output for 1984 is identical to that
used by the Council of Economic Advisers and the OMB in their
projections in the budget for fiscal year 1981. The potential growth
rate is.in the 3-3.5 percent range and is based on assumptions about
labor force participation rates, productivity trends, and the decline in
the average work week. The major uncertainty about this assumption
is the effect of the large change in energy prices towards making the
current capital stock obsolete. If the rapid increases in energy prices
continue and the ability of companies to retool their manufacturing
facilities to compensate for the higher energy prices is very limited,then potential growth may be much lower than assumed here. Also,
the fact that energy prices have risen in discrete steps in the last six
years means that the level of potential GNP has not grown at a smooth
rate but has changed abruptly with the change in energy prices.



The Target Unemployment Rate

The target unemployment rate has been assumed at 5.1 percent,
which under projected demographic assumptions is very close to the
historical policy target of 4.0 percent. This is also an optimistic
assumption since it implies that either the projected 1980-81 economic
downturn will be mild or, if not, a rapid and possibly not sustainable
recovery would be made after a sharp downturn. The consequences
of alternative target unemployment rates is examined more systemati-
cally below.

Real GNP

The real GNP assumption is derived from the unemployment rate
assumption, the potential GNP assumption, and Okun's law, which
states that every 3 percent change in the GNP gap will result in a 1
percent change in the unemployment rate. Although Okun's law has
not performed particularly well recently in short-term forecasting
models, it is still a reliable long-term predictor for the unemployment
rate if the level of potential GNP is measured reasonably accurately.

Nominal GNP

Perhaps the most difficult assumption in the long-term analysis is
the level of nominal GNP given real GNP or, what is the same thing,
assuming a particular path for the inflation rate for the years 1980
through 1984. It is possible to make an optimistic assumption of 9
percent to 10 percent per year and then to examine systematically
the direct effects of either higher or lower inflation rates on standard
components of economic activity such as production, consumer
demand, and government finance. Measuring these effects is not
simple and the measurements are not highly accurate; however, it is a
more simple and more accurate process than measuring a number of
indirect effects. For example, a higher rate of inflation and higher
taxes may adversely affect potential output by reducing investment
and worker incentives. The simple fact is that inflation rates above
10 percent in the U.S. economy are unprecedented in peacetime and
for any significant time period. Hence, high assumed inflation rates
may result in potentially misleading estimates of alternative govern-
ment policies. Because this paper does not focus on the effects of high
inflation rates per se, it opt'mistically assumes a long-term inflation
rate of somewhat under 10 percent on average between the years 1977
and 1984.

Federal Government Finance

Table 16 also presents the baseline projections for the Federal
Government budget. Federal receipts are based on scaled-down
legislated increases in social security taxes and an income tax reduction
of about $40 billion between 1980 and 1984, effectively adjusting
personal income tax rates for inflation, induced increases between
1980 and 1984. There is a problem in determining the level of Federal
receipts due to indirect business taxes. The windfall oil profits tax is
highly uncertain in both its final revenue generation and in how much
its revenues are targeted to particular types of spending, such as
energy research and development and income supplements for low
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income households to counter higher energy prices. It is assumed
that indirect business taxes rise by about $35 billion. Since the oil
windfall profits tax is treated as an excise tax its payment is a tax
deductible business expense and will create lower corporate profits
taxes as this excise tax grows.

The deficit in table 16 is assumed to be 0 as a target of economic
policy. That means that total Federal expenditures may grow to
about $964 billion by 1984.

TABLE 17.-COMPOSITION OF BASELINE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, BY FUNCTION

[Dollar amounts in billions of current dollars)

Levels Distribution (percent)

1977 1984 1969 1977 1984

Total expenditures --- ------------------ $421.7 $964.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities ---------------------------- 164.0 385.8 28.5 38.9 40.0Education and manpower----------------------- 26.1 56.9 4.1 6.2 5.9Health----------------- --------------- -37.1 86.8 6.5 8.8 9.0Transportation ------------------------------ 19.8 42.4 4.6 4.7 4.4General government-------------------------- 58.2 125.3 11.8 13.8 13.0Defense ...................... .. ...... 107.5 260.3 43.6 25.5 27.0New housing----------------------------------- 8.9 20.2 .9 2.1 2.1

Table 17 presents a breakdown of Federal expenditures by seven
major functional categories. The projections for 1984 were developed
in several ways. A set of time-series-regression equations that related
these seven functional categories to their unified budget categories was
computed. The match between categories is not exact, nor is the timing
exact due to the need to convert from fiscal years to calendar years for
the unified budget. Nevertheless, the fits were close, reflecting the
simple fact that the NIA and unified budgets are measuring similar
functional categories. For the year 1984 the current Federal Govern-
ment unified budget projections were inserted into the regression
equations to yield the predicted national income functional projec-
tions in table 17. This method implies that we are essentially assuming
the same composition of the Federal budget that the Federal Govern-
ment did in the budget document for fiscal year 1981.

Table 17 indicates a substantial slowdown in the growth of "basic
necessities" expenditures. In general, the projections tend to indicate
little or no changes in shares between 1977 and 1984. This is in marked
contrast with the sharp changes in shares in the past 20 years.

The Federal Government functional projections in table 17 can be
combined with projections for State and local and private spending to
yield a complete functional breakdown of the GNP for 1984. This is
given in table 18. The projections for the State and local government
and the private spending functional components were derived from a
simple regression model that combined a time trend with an appro-
priate measure of income-the State and local tax base and grants-in-
aid for the State and local government sector and disposable personal
incomes for the private sector. In addition, demographic effects were
mportant in some functional categories and where prices were signifi-

cant for particular funct onal components, they were also used to
project State and local government and the private sector expenditures
by functional components. The functional prices were projected from
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regression equations where the functional prices were related to a log
linear trend and to the overall GNP deflator. This procedure assumes
that long-term relative prices change at a relatively constant rate and
that long-term relative price changes are determined by sectoral
differences in productivity changes. This is not a bad hypothesis
since historically relative price changes have been closely linked to
sectoral productivity changes.

Table 18 indicates that like the Federal budget distribution in
table 17 the historical changes in the distribution of the functional
components of the GNP will be slowing down. Only the health com-
ponent continues its strong increase, due primarily to rising incomes
and to demographic factors.

TABLE 18-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GNP IN CURRENT PRICES, BY FUNCTION

Actual
Projected

1969 1977 1984

GNP -------------------------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0
Basic necessities ----------------------------------------- 37.0 35.3 34. 5Educatin and manpower ------------------------------------ 7. 1 7.6 7. 7
Health ------------------------------------------------ 6.6 7.4 9.0

sp n -------------------------------------------- 11.3 11.4 11.5
General government--------------------------------------- 3.1 3.5 3.8Defense ------------------------------------------------- 8. 1 5.6 5. 3
New housing--------------------------------------------- 4. 2 -5. 2 5. 1
Bus ness investmen ------------------------------------ 11 . 11.8 11. 5
Net esports--------------------------------- ------------- .2 .5 .1
All other---------------------------------------------- 10.9 11.6 11. 5

Finally, table 19 presents the distribution of private expenditures
by selected functional categories as a share of disposable personal
income. This table represents a simple rearrangement of table 18 for
the private sector and expressed as a share of disposable income. It
isolates the fact that except for the case of health the trends in the
redistribution of private expenditures have also slowed down con-
siderably.

The projections of the economy and associated spending by func-
tion presented in tables 16-19 are intended as a baseline from which
comparisons of alternative economic policies or economic assumptions
can be made. Sections VI and VII below describe the effects of alter-
native functional compositions of the Federal budget and of alterna-
tive assumptions of potential economic growth and alternative
inflation rates.

TABLE 19.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME IN CURRENT PRICES, BY FUNCTION

Actual
Projected

1969 1977 1984

Disposable income---------------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0

Basic necessities.-.----------------------------------------- 52.7 49.0 48. 5
Education and manpower------------------------------------ 2.9 2.8 3.0
Health ------------------------------------------------ 7. 7 8. 3 10.5
Transportation------------------------------------------ 13.8 13.8 14.0
New housing. . ..-------------------------------------------- 6.0 7.3 7. 3
All other consumption and saving.---------------------------- 16.9 18.7 18.7



VI. THE IM PACTS OF ALTERNATIVE LONG-TERM FEDERAL POLICIES

Trends in Federal Budget Policies

The Federal budget projections presented in the baseline forecast
do not contain massive changes in Federal outlays nor do they assume
the introduction of any large new spending programs. Certainly there
is no lack of potential demands on the Federal budget. Foremost
among these are: (1) a national rationalization of welfare programs;
(2) a national health insurance program; (3) Federal commitment of
funds to investment in key supply sectors, such as energy, food, raw
materials, transport, and research and development; (4) significantly
larger increases m real defense outlays; and (5) enlarged commitment
of the Federal budget to social security transfer payments and assump-
tion of nursing home and other medical costs for the aged.

Table 20 presents a high-spending alternative to the baseline Federal
budget. It includes a significant expansion in transfer payments, due
to welfare reform and a fully indexed social security program. It also
includes real increases in defense outlays that are $45 billion higher
than in the baseline, or approximately a 5 percent higher real growth
path. By 1984 total government expenditures are $121 billion higher
than in the baseline or approximately 13 percent higher. A glance at
table 20 indicates that this higher path results in a rather modest
increase in the basic necessities and the defense shares in the Federal
budget. It also results in an ahistorically large decline in the shares of
other nondefense functional categories in the Federal budget.

TABLE 20.-COMPOSITION OF HIGH FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES, BY FUNCTION

Billions of dollars Percent distribution

Baseline High Baseline High
1984 1984 1984 1984

Total expenditures--------------------------- 964.0 1,085.1 100.0 i00.0

Basic necessities .. ..-------------------------------- 385.8 440.0 40.0 40.5
Education and manpower.--.------------------------ 56.9 56.9 5.9 5.2
Health ....---------------------------------------- 86.8 95.0 9.0 8.8
Transportation ..----------------------------------- 42.4 42.4 4.4 3.9
General government------------------------------ 125.3 125.3 13.0 11.5
Defense----------------.---------------------- 260.3 305.3 27.0 28.0
New housing..------------------------------------ 20.2 20.2 2.1 1.9

When these high Federal expenditure assumptions are factored into
a forecast for the total GNP, it is necessary that other components of
the GNP adjust to accommodate the increased Federal claim on real
resources. Given a fixed goal for the unemployment rate and inflation
rates, the primary source of adjustment is the private sector spending;
i.e., it is necessary to reduce private consumption or total investment.
This can be accomplished by an increase in taxes. However, the in-
crease must be greater than the associated increase in Federal ex-
penditure. The reason for this is that an increase in taxes of $1 reduces
private consumption only by about $.95 a reasonable estimate of the
long-run marginal propensity to consume. Hence, if the Federal
Government chose to meet its baseline unemployment rate and infla-
tion rate goals, and increase its spending, then it must also increase
taxes more than proportionally. This would imply a budget surplus
in the high expenditure scenario.
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Of course, the government could choose to balance the Federal
budget on the high expenditure growth path by not increasing taxes
sufficiently. This would imply an excess of total claims on the potential
GNP, which would be resolved by a higher inflation rate, thus re-
stricting real claims on output. It is also possible that the excess
demand would be reduced to zero by a lower unemployment rate, thus
increasing aggregate supply and providing the additional real output
to satisfy the increased claims by the government on real output.

There are two problems with this last resolution to the problem of
excess government demands on real output. One is that it is necessary
for the unemployment rate to drop quite substantially because the
Federal Government gains resources only at the rate of about 30 cents
on the dollar, approximately the marginal tax revenue from a long-
term increase in nominal GNP. The rest of the GNP increase goes to
the private sector, the State and local government sector and to a
small extent to net exports. The other problem is that the lower
unemployment rate and increased level of real GNP may be inconsis-
tent with the inflation rate goal.

One point in table 20 is that a move towards substantial increases in
transfers and defense outlays does not shift the functional distribution
of Federal expenditures at all significantly. Moreover, these increases
in transfer payments and real defense expenditures imply substantial
imbalances between aggregate supply and aggregate demand. These
imbalances require substantial changes in the economy-higher taxes,
higher inflation, lower unemployment rates, or possibly a combination
of the three-to resolve the imbalance in aggregate supply and
demand.

The approximate dimensions of the real output, unemployment rate
and tax rate changes required to balance the economy under the higher
Federal Government expenditure path given in table 20 is presented
in table 21.

TABLE 21.-Alternative Policy Responses to Balance the U.S. Economy Under High
Federal Expenditures, 1984

[Billions of current dollars]

Option 1: Tax increase policy response:
Federal expenditure increase -------------------------------- +121
Federal budget tax increase --------------------------------- + 127
Federal budget surplus -------------------------------------- +6
Reduction in private consumption ----------------------------- 121
Increase in real output ---------------------------------------- 0

Option 2: Higher inflation policy response:
Federal expenditure increase -------------------------------- 121
GNP deflator increase ----------------------------- percent 5
Federal budget tax increase --------------------- - +127
Federal budget surplus -------------------------------------- +6
Reduction in private consumption ----------------------------- 121
Increase in real output ---------------------------------------- 0

Option 3: Lower unemployment rate policy response:
Federal expenditure increase -------------------------------- 121
GNP deflator increase ---------------------------------------- 0
Federal budget tax increase --------------------------------- 121
Federal budget surplus ---------------------------------------- 0
Increase in private consumption ----------------------------- 282
Increase in nominal GNP ---------------------------------- 403
Lower unemployment rate ------------------------- percent 3



Each of the three options in table 21 is an extreme case that would
probably never be observed. Rather, some combination of the three-
hIgher taxes, higher inflation and a lower unemployment rate-would
a take place concurrently in the process of balancing supply and
demand. Options 1 and 2 are similar in that they both increase taxes
by $127 billion to reduce private consumption demand sufficiently
to balance aggregate supply and demand. The first option raises funds
by explicit tax increases while the second raises funds through higher
inflation rates. Clearly, option 2 is highly reminiscent of the Federal
policies followed in the past 10 years.

Option 3 is the extreme case where stimulation of the economy is
used to generate the additional real resources required to balance
both the Federal budget and aggregate supply and demand. A sub-
stantial increase ($403 billion) in nominal GNP is required to balance
the economy and the budget because only about 30 cents out of every
dollar of GNP increase flows into Federal revenues. The unemploy-
ment rate is reduced by 3 percentage points, indicating a very stimu-
lated economy when the Federal government desires both high ex-
penditures and a balanced budget without additional legislated tax
rate increases.

The Implications of Alternative Potential Output and Alternative Infla-
tion Rates

Tables 20 and 21 indicate that the baseline Federal budget pro-
jection is consistent with a balanced budget, low unemployment rates
and a moderately high inflation rate. Substantial increases in non-
defense and defense programs can be accommodated, but only with
higher taxes, higher inflation or a very low unemployment rate target,
possibly leading to excessive inflation rates.

These results are not very sensitive to higher levels of potential
GNP. For example, suppose that the real rate of potential GNP
growth were 0.5 percent higher than assumed in the baseline. This
translates into a nominal GNP that is only $40 billion higher; this
creates approximately $12 billion in Federal budget revenues, a rather
small number compared with the $120 billion figure for proposed new
programs.

Similarly, if the inflation rate were about 1 percent higher per year
than in the baseline, about $80 billion in nominal GNP would be
generated resulting in a modest $24 billion in additional Federal
revenues. It is conceivable that the forecast for the inflation rate is
low by as much as 6 percent per year. Under a sustained inflation rate
of 16 percent the available resources would be very large-on the
order of $150 billion in additional Federal revenues. As mentioned
earlier sustained inflation rates on the order of 16 percent would
probably create very different behavior on the part of both the private
sector and the government sector, largely invalidating these simple
comparisons.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The past 25 years have seen a radical shift in the composition of
the national output. This shift has been primarily from expenditures on
national defense and basic necessities (food and clothing) to health,



education and manpower related expenditures, and general govern-
ment; the shift is a pparent when expenditures are measured in both
nominal and in real terms.

The basic causes of this shift are changes in demography and a
strong rise in income in the private sector. The public sector has
reinforced this shift in all cases except that the strong support given
to the basic necessities category by the Federal Government had
little or no influence in increasing the share of national output devoted
to that sector.

The channels by which the Federal and the State and local govern-
ments sought to alter the distribution of the national output also
changed significantly across the 1952-77 period. There was a strong
shift from direct purchases to indirect influences on the composition
of national output in the form of high growth in transfer payments,
subsidies and grants-in-aid.

These major past trends in the composition of the Federal budget
and of the total GNP will undergo significant changes in the next
five years. The trend towards nondefense outlays in both the Federal
budget and the GNP will be slowed considerably. This process will
probably be accompanied by considerable tension among those
programs competing for resources in the Federal budget. This is due to
a modest rate of growth of the economy and an associated modest
rate of growth of Federal revenues. This conclusion is not particularly
sensitive to alternative rates of growth in real output. However,
explicit changes in tax rates or very high inflation rates would release
large tax revenues and resources to the Federal Government.

APPENDIX. DATA SOURCES FOR FUNCTIONAL GNP
The functional components of GNP are all derived from detailed data from

the national income accounts. Two tables-table 2.6 (2.7) and table 3.14-
account for almost all of the information required to aggregate the national
income to functional components. Tables 2.6 and 2.7 provide personal consump-
tion expenditures by type of expenditure for approximately 100 components in
nominal and in real terms. Table 3.14 provides government expenditures by
type and function. Price deflators for each function were developed from informa-
tion in tables 2.6 and 2.7. Except in the general government and defense functions,
for which deflators are available in the national income accounts, the government
functional categories were deflated by the private sector functional deflators.
The private sector deflators were constructed from tables 2.6 and 2.7 where there
was a direct correspondence between the two tables. Thus, the deflation procedure
is only approximate due to the lack of comprehensive deflators for tables 2.6 and
2.7.

The components used to define each functional category are listed below sepa-
rately for the private sector and for the government sector. Those retrieval codes
with an appended "72" are measured in constant dollars and were used to create
deflators if a corresponding nominal series without an appended "72" existed.

In general, the descriptions use the same terminology as is used in tables 2.6,
2.7 and 3.14.

FUNCTION: BASIC NECESSITIES

Private Sector Expenditures

Retrieval code: Description
CNC&A Clothing and accessories less footwear.
CNCMIL Clothing for military personnel.
CNCSFTW Shoes and other footwear.
CNCSFTW72 Shoes and other footwear.
CNCSM&B Men's and boys' clothing and accessories.
CNCSM&B72 Men's and boys' clothing and accessories.



FUNCTION: BASIC NECESSITIEs-Continued

Retrieval code:
CNCSW&C
CNCSW&C72
CNCS72
CNFOOD&TOB
CNFOODAF
CNFOODFURN&AF72
CNFOODOFF
CNFOODOFF72
CNFOODPRCH
CNFOODPRCH72
CNFOOD72
CNTLT
CNTLT72
CNTOB
CNTOB72
CSCA&JO
CSFNRL
CSOBEAUT
CSOBEAUT72
CSOCLNGRMT
CSORPGRMT72
CSORPSHOE
CSORPSHOE72
CDAPPL
CDAPPL72
CDCGT&U
CDCGTU&072
CDFM&B
CDFM&B72
CDFURN72
CDHFO
CNFUEL
CNFUEL72
CNMISC
CNMISC72
CNSEMI
CNSEMI72
CSHHOPDOM
CSHHOPDOM72
CSHHOPE
CSHHOPE72
CSHHOPG
CSHHOPG72
CSHHOPOTH
CSHHOPOTH72
CSHHOPT
CSHHOPT72
CSHHOPW
CSHHOPW72
CSHHOP72
CSHOUS
CSHOUSAF
CSHOUSAF72
CSHOUSNFO
CSHOUSNFO72
CSHOUSNFT
CSHOUSNFT72
CSHOUSO
CSHOUSO72
CSHOUS72

Description
Women's and children's clothing and accessories.
Women's and children's clothing, accessories.
Clothing and shoes.
Food and tobacco.
Food produced and consumed on farms.
Food furnished employees plus farm food.
Premise consumption.
Premise consumption.
Purchased meals and beverages.
Purchased meals and beverages.
Food.
Toilet articles and preparations.
Toilet articles and preparations.
Tobacco products.
Tobacco products.
Other clothing, accessories, jewelry.
Funeral and burial expenses.
Barbershops, beauty parlors, baths.
Barbershops, beauty parlors and baths.
Cleaning, repair of garments, etc.
Cleaning and laundering of garments, etc.
Shoe cleaning and repair.
Shoe cleaning and repair.
Kitchen, other household appliances.
Kitchen and other household appliances.
China, glassware, tableware and utensils.
China, glassware, tableware, etc.
Furniture, mattresses and bedsprings.
Furniture, mattresses and bedsprings.
Furniture, household equipment.
Other durable house furnishings.
Fuel oil and coal.
Fuel oil and coal.
Miscellaneous household supplies, etc.
Miscellaneous household supplies, etc.
Semidurable house furnishings.
Semidurable house furnishings.
Domestic service.
Domestic service.
Electricity.
Electricity..
Gas.
Gas.
Other household operation.
Other household operation.
Telephone and telegraph.
Telephone and telegraph.
Water, other sanitary services.
Water, other sanitary services.
Household operation.
Housing.
Rental value of farm dwellings.
Rental value of farm dwellings.
Occupied nonfarm dwellings.
Occupied nonfarm dwellings.
Occupied nonfarm dwellings.
Occupied nonfarm dwellings.
Other housing.
Other housing.
Housing.



Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures

Old age, survivors, and disability insurance.
Public assistance and relief.
Other social security and special welfare services.
Unemployment insurance.
Veterans' pensions and disability.
Veterans' insurance.
Utilities and sanitation:

Gas and electricity.
Water and sewerage.

Agriculture and agricultural resources.

FUNCTION: EDUCATION AND MANPOWER

Private Sector Expenditures

Retrieval code: Decription
CSED&RSCH Private education and research.
CSED&RSCHE&S Elementary and secondary schools.
CSED&RSCHHI Higher education.
CSED&RSCHOTH Other education and research.

Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures
Education:

Elementary and secondary.
Higher.
Other.

Labor: Other.
Veterans' benefits and services: Readjustment and other.

FUNCTION: HEALTH

Private Sector Expenditures

Retrieval code:
CDOOPHT
CDOOPHT72
CNDRUG
CNDRUG72
CSOMEDDEN
CSOMEDDEN72
CSOMEDH&S
CSOMEDINS
CSOMEDINSC&H
CSOMEDINSWC
CSOMEDINSYL
CSOMEDOTH72
CSOMEDPFNO
CSOMEDPHY
CSOMEDPHY72
CSOMED72

Description
Ophthalmic and orthopedic goods.
Ophthalmic and orthopedic goods.
Drug preparations and sundries.
Drug preparations and sundries.
Services of dentists.
Services of dentists.
Private hospitals and sanitariums.
Health insurance.
Medical care and hospitalization.
Workmen's compensation.
Health insurance (income loss).
Other medical care services.
Other professional medical services.
Services of physicians.
Services of physicians.
Medical care services.

Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures

Health and hospitals.
Veterans'benefits and services: Hospitals and medical care.
Social security and special welfare services: Hospital and supplementary

medical insurance.



Retrieval code:
ODAUTON
CDAUTOUN
CDAUTO72
CDMV&P72
CDMVOTH
CDMVOTH72
CDTTA&P
CDTTA&P72
CNGAS
CNGAS72
CSTRANSPI
CSTRANSPIA
CSTRANSPIA72
CSTRANSPIB
CSTRANSPIB72
CSTRANSPIO
CSTRANSPIO72
CSTRANSPIR
CSTRANSPIR72
CSTRANSPI72
CSTRANSPL
CSTRANSPLC
CSTRANSPLO72
CSTRANSPLR
CSTRANSPLT
CSTRANSPLT72
CSTRANSPL72
CSTRANSUINSN
CSTRANSURP
CSTRANSUTOLL
CSTRANSU72
CSTRANS72
CSUSTRVLFOR

FUNCTION: TRANSPORTATION

Private Sector Expenditures

Description
New autos.
Net purchases of used autos.
Autos (new and not used).
Motor vehicles and parts.
Other motor vehicles.
Other motor vehicles.
Tires, tubes, accessories, parts.
Tires, tubes, accessories and other parts.
Gasoline and oil.
Gasoline and oil.
Purchased intercity transportation.
Intercity airline transportation.
Intercity airline transportation.
Intercity bus transportation.
Intercity bus transportation.
Other purchased transportation.
Other purchased intercity transportation.
Railway (excluding commutation).
Railway (excluding commutation).
Purchased intercity transportation.
Purchased local transportation.
Taxicabs.
Other local transportation.
Railway (Commutation).
Transit systems.
Transit systems.
Purchased local transportation.
Insurance premiums less claims paid.
Repair, rental, parking autos, etc.
Bridge, tunnel, ferry and road tolls.
Operated transportation.
Transportation services.
Foreign travel by U.S. residents.

Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures
Transportation:

Highways.
Water.
Railroads.
Air.

Other commerce and transportation.
Utilities and sanitation: Transit.

FUNCTION: HOUSING

Private Sector Expenditures

Table 1 from the National Income Product Accounts: Fixed Residential
Investment.

Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures
Housing and community development:

Urban renewal and community facilities.
Public housing.



FUNCTION: DEFENSE

None. Private Sector Expenditures

Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures

National defense:
Military services and foreign military assistance.
Other.

FUNCTION: GENERAL GOVERNMENT

None. Private Sector Expenditures

Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures

Central administration and management administration:
Property and records management.
Personnel management and employment costs.
Net interest paid.
Other.

Civilian safety:
Police.
Fire.
Correction.

Natural resources:
Conservation and development of resources.
Recreation.

Utilities and sanitation: Sanitation.
Veterans' benefits and services: Administration and other services.
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SUMMARY

During the postwar years, the Federal budget has changed notice-
ably in a number of ways. It has grown considerably relative to the
economy; the composition of both spending and revenues has changed
quite drastically; and it has moved from a situation of average balance
which was characteristic at least well into the 1960's and even up to
1970, to a situation of apparent chronic deficit. This raises a set of
interesting questions: To what extent have systematic longrun forces
(i.e., trends) been at work in producing this result, as compared to
other systematic forces such as adverse business cycle experience,
inflation, or ad hoc events such as the Korean and Vietnam situations?
Is the present situation the end result of a steadily ongoing process, or
have there been discontinuous shifts and changes in the budget
structure and its relationship to the economy?

This study attempts to address these and related questions. I have
worked with annual data on both versions (unified and NIA) of the
budget, and have used a simple statistical structure to separate the
shorter run influences on the budget of cyclical phenomena, inflation,
and the effects of particular events from the long run factors at work,
characterized here as "trend effects". I have found that rather strong
trends are at work in a number of budget areas both on the spending
and revenue sides. On the spending side, military expenditures (except
retirement) are steadily declining both as a share of the budget and
relative to the economy. The most strongly upward-trending outlays
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are the various transfer categories-income security, health care pay-
ments, interest, and so on. On the receipts side, personal income tax
and social insurance tax payments are trending upward relative to the
economy while indirect taxes have been declining in this regard. Both
total expenditures and total receipts are rising significantly relative to
the economy. In recent years, the trend rate of ncrease of taxes has
been considerably higher in this respect than the trend rate of spending.

In the process of estimating these trend effects, I have also been able
to measure the response of the budget structure and size to the business
cycle and to inflation (due to formal or informal indexing). The com-
position of the budget is affected cyclically most strongly by unemploy-
ment compensation and public assistance payments, while its size
relative to the economy is also affected cyclically by changes in defense
spending and interest payments. Tax revenues are quite sensitive
cyclically, with the shares of social insurance and indirect taxes
moving countercyclically, the share of corporate taxes showing strong
procyclical movement, and the ratios of all of these taxes to the
economy moving procyclically. Finally, the rate of inflation has
systematic effects on social insurance, personal income, and indirect
taxes, and on total receipts relative to the economy; and also affects a
number of expenditure categories, particularly interest payments and
certain transfers.

In my paper, I present numerical measures of the strengths of these
effects. I am also able to evaluate the degree of structural stability we
have experienced. In that connection, I conclude that our present
position is largely, but not entirely, the consequence of the action of
the trends I have described. However, there have been important
structural shifts-notably, a sharp increase in interest payments in the
mid-1960's, and the introduction in the early 1960's of new welfare
programs, notably Medicare and Medicaid. Mostly, however, the
structure has displayed considerable stability. In the past several
years, the trend effects have been exacerbated by unfavorable cyclical
effects, at least in some years; and by the effects of inflation on certain
expenditure categories. The paper concludes with some comments on
the implications of all of this for policy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The one-third of a century which has elapsed since the end of World
War II has seen considerable change in the size of the Federal budget,
relative to the U.S. economy, and in the internal composition of budget
spending and tax receipts (and their relation to each other as well). In
1947, Federal spending (as measured by the national income accounts
(NIA) version of the budget) was $29.8 billion, and tax revenues
totalled $43.2 billion; these figures are respectively 12.8 percent and
18.6 percent of the 1947 gross national product (GNP) of $232.8 billion.
In the 1947 budget, purchases of current output constituted 43 percent
Federal spending (the other 57 percent was transfer payments, with
net interest plus transfers abroad representing 20 percentage points
out of these 57). On the receipts side, corporate income taxes plus
indirect taxes made up the same fraction-43 percent-of revenues.

Between 1947 and 1978, current-dollar GNP grew at a compound
annual rate of 7.36 percent. But Federal expenditures grew at 9.23
percent, while revenues rose at a 7.70 percent rate. As compared with



the budget surpluses of the late 1940's, the Federal budget was in
continuous and considerable deficit in the 1970's. In 1978, spending
had become 21.4 percent of GNP, while receipts were 19.6 percent.
Further, the budget's composition differed markedly from what it
had been in the early postwar years. Purchases of new output were
just one-third of total expenditures instead of 43 percent, and the
share of net interest plus foreign transfers fell to 8.5 percent; while
on the receipts side the share of corporate and indirect taxes had
fallen 20 percentage points, to 23 percent. Their places were taken
mostly by rapidly growing domestic transfer and welfare programs,
on the outlay side; and by social insurance taxes, on the receipts side.

These are dramatic changes with far-reaching consequences. To
discover their ultimate causes would require a socioeconomic analysis
of depth and scope far beyond the resources available for the present
study. Rather, this paper has a relatively modest aim: to sort out and
quantify the immediate sources of change in the composition and size
of the budget. The statistics just cited show that the Federal budget
has grown rapidly, that outlays have increased at a faster rate than
revenues, and that, at the same time, the composition of both spending
and receipts has been altered markedly. But these statistics were
calculated from figures for 1947 and 1978 only-the two endpoints
of the period we are examining. The question addressed here essentially
is: How did we move from 1947 to the present? In particular, was our
position in 1978 the result of a set of trend movements in the budget
and its components, movements which dominated all other influences?
Or could the cited figures mainly be due to the economy being at
different positions in a cyclical process in 1978 as compared with
1947-with the Federal budget sensitively reflecting these differences?
Or are still other forces-particular ad hoc events, inflation-responsi-
ble for our postwar budget history? Answers to these questions are
important because they bear on our basic view of the budget and the
function or functions it performs. Thus if we were to find, for instance,
that cyclical forces have been the most prominent influences on the
budget from 1947 to the present, it might be suggested that budget
movements have largely been passive responses to more basic forces
emanating from the economy; i.e., we might conclude that most of the
observed movement arose from the budget playing its "automatic
stabilizer" role in a growing economy. The immediate question then
might be whether more-or-less cyclical sensitivity ought to be built
into the budget, or whether the existing configuration best balances
countercyclical considerations against other issues, such as the proper
size of government. But if instead it is found that trends have domi-
nated budget movements since 1947, a much different set of issues-
focused most immediately on the proper size and composition of
government spending and taxing, income distribution, incentives,
etc.-seems paramount.

The goal of this study, then, is to disentangle from one another, and
from random influences, the various systematic forces which have been
associated with movements in the Federal budget, using annual data
over the period 1947-78. Both unified and NIA budget data are
scrutinized, using a simple, uniform analytical framework. As a prelude
to this formal statistical analysis, I examine the year-to year move-
ments in budget spending and receipts, and their components, with
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some care. Some of the results of this descriptive work are later used
in the process of specifying the formal analytical structure.

This discussion of budget developments over the period studied
constitutes the next section of the paper. In Section 3, the statistical
model is explained and the results of the statistical analysis are pre-
sented and discussed. The study's conclusions are found in Section 4.
The detailed numerical results, as well as a list of symbols and an
outline of the organizational plan followed in the paper, are in the
Appendix.

2. FEDERAL BUDGET DEVELOPMENTS, 1947-78

The receipts and expenditures of the Federal government are sum-
marized in two somewhat different budget frameworks. One is the
unified budget, the version used by the Office of Management and
Budget, the Treasury, and other Federal agencies in making operating
plans and reporting results. Accordingly, it is considered the "official"
budget structure. The other is the national income accounts (NIA)
budget, the version already mentioned above and the one which is
consistent with the definitions and assumptions used in constructing
the national income and product accounts. These two budget formats
differ most importantly in the conventions followed as to the point in
time at which expenditures and receipts are to be recorded in the
budget; as to whether to include Federal government lending pro-
grams (the unified budget includes them; the NIA budget does not);
and as to whether Federal employee retirement plans should show
up as an explicit budget item (the NIA budget includes these both as
expenditures and receipts; the unified budget nets them out as being
an intragovernmental transaction; hence this particular difference
affects the relative size of the two budgets, but does not cause the
recorded surplus or deficit to differ between them).'

In this study, data from both of these budget formats will be
analyzed. The chief reason for using information for both budgets is
that a different set of details is available in each one. Thus, unified
budget outlays are broken down into seventeen functional subtotals
(plus a negative receipt item, "undistributed offsetting receipts")
and then into further detail within each subtotal, to that a great deal
of program-specific detail is available in this format (though not for
the entire postwar period). On the other hand, because. NIA budget
categories and data are consistent with the national income accounts,
the NIA budget is the best one to use in evaluating the relationship
between the economy and the budget. However, the data are divided
into fewer and more inclusive categories on both the spending and re-
ceipts sides of the budget.

a. Total Receipts, Spending, and Cumulative Position

Let us begin our descriptive analysis by examining developments
in the levels and growth rates of spending and taxing and in the sur-
pluses and deficits as measured by the two budget concepts over the

I See e.g. D. J. Ott and Attiat F. Ott, " Federal Budget Policy," 3rd ed. (Washington, D.C.: The Brook-
ings Institution, 1977); chapter 2, for a more detailed statement of the differences between the unified and
the NIA budgets.



period 1947-78. Annual Federal budget receipts, spending, and sur-
pluses or deficits are given in table 1 for this period, and these data
are plotted in figure 1. To facilitate comparison, data for both budgets
are given on a fiscal year basis in table 1 and figure 1, although in the
remainder of this study we use calendar-year data for the NIA
concept and fiscal-year data for the unified budget, since this is the
form in which the detailed data on budget subcategories are available.

TABLE 1.-FEDERAL BUDGET RECEIPTS, SPENDING, AND SURPLUS OR DEFICIT, 1947-78

[Dollar amounts in billions]

Unified budget concept National income accounts budget concept

Federal debt
held outside

Cumula- Cumula- the Federal
tive sur- tive sur- Government

Surplus plus or Total Surplus plus or and Federal
Total Total or deficit deficit Total expendi- or deficit deficit Reserve

Fiscal years I receipts outlays (-) (-) receipts tures (-) (-) System s

1947----------- $38.4 $34.5 $3.9 $3.9 $42.7 $29.5 $13.2 $13.2 $200.1
1948 -... ------ 41.8 29.8 12.0 15.9 43.6 30.9 12.7 25.9 192.2
1949----------- 39.4 38.8 .6 16.5 40.0 39.6 .4 26.3 198.9
1950----------- 39.5 42.6 -3.1 13.4 42.0 42.4 -. 5 25.8 196.8
1951----------- 51.6 45.5 6.1 19.5 60.8 44.6 16.2 42.0 193.4
1952----------- 66.2 67.7 -1.5 18.0 65.2 66.0 -. 8 41.2 196.9
1953----------- 69.6 76.1 -6.5 11.5 69.4 75.9 -6.5 34.7 201.0
1954----------- 69.7 70.9 -1.2 10.3 65.8 74.3 -8.5 26.2 197.0
1955----------- 65.5 68.5 -3.0 7.3 67.4 67.2 .2 26.4 200.3
1956 ----------- 74.5 70.5 4.0 11.3 76.3 70.0 6.3 32.7 195.5
1957----------- 80.0 76.7 3.3 14.6 81.0 76.0 5.0 37.7 194.0
1958 ----------- 79.6 82.6 -3.0 11.6 78.1 82.8 -4.7 33.0 195.1
1959----------- 79.2 92.1 -12.9 -1.3 85.4 91.2 -5.8 27.2 204.2
1960----------- 92.5 92.2 .3 -1.0 94.8 91.3 3.4 30.6 204.6
1961----------- 94.4 97.8 -3.4 -4.4 95.0 98.1 -3.1 27.5 205.9
1962----------- 99.7 106.8 -7.1 -11.5 104.0 106.2 -2.2 25.3 212.5
1963----------- 106.6 111.3 -4.7 -16.2 110.0 111.7 -1.7 23.6 216.1
1964----------- 112.7 118.6 -5.9 -22.1 115.6 117.2 -1.5 22.1 216.61965----------- 116.8 118. 4 -1.6 -23.7 120.0 118.5 1.4 23.5 215.41966----------- 130. 9 134. 7 -3.8 -27. 5 132. 7 132. 7 0 23.5 211. 51967----------- 149.6 158.3 -8.7 -36.2 146.0 154.9 -8.9 14.6 204.41968----------- 153.7 178.8 -25.1 -61.3 160.0 172.2 -12.2 2.4 217.0
1969----------- 187.8 184.5 3.3 -58.0 190.1 184.7 5.4 7.8 214.0
1970----------- 193.7 196.6 -2.9 -60.9 194.9 195.6 -. 6 7.2 217.21971----------- 188. 4 211. 4 -23. 0 -83. 9 192. 5 212. 7 -20. 2 -13.0 228.91972----------- 208.6 232.0 -23.4 -107.3 213.5 232.9 -19.5 -32.5 243.61973----------- 232.2 247.1 -14.9 -122.2 240.5 256.2 -15.7 -48.2 258.91974----------- 264.9 269.6 -4.7 -126.9 271.8 278.8 -7.0 -55.2 255.61975----------- 281.0 326.1 -45.1 -172.0 283.5 328.7 -45.3 -100.5 303.21976----------- 300.0 366.4 -66.4 -238.4 313.9 371.5 -57.6 -158.1 376.4Transition

quarter-.---- 81.8 94.7 -12.9 -251.3 83.9 96.6 -12.7 -170.8 ----------1977----------- 357.8 402.7 -44.9 -296.2 365.3 412.0 -46.7 -217.5 438.61978----------- 402.0 450.8 -48. 8 -345.0 413. 8 450.6 -36.8 -254. 3 488. 3

1 In this tabulation, receipts and spending are shown on a fiscal year basis for both budget concepts. However, in theremainder of this study the NIA budget data are on a calendar year basis, as most data on budget details are available inthat form.
a As of the end of the calendar year through 1953, and as of the end of the fiscal year thereafter.
Source: "Economic Report of the President" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office), various issues.

There is much interest in table 1 and figure 1. Looking first at table 1,
there is a column headed "cumulative surplus or deficit" for each of
the two budget statements. To derive the data in these columns, I
have simply begun at 1947 (arbitrarily taking the cumulative budget
balance at that point to be zero; i.e., "letting bygones by bygones") and
added each year's surplus or deficit figure to the cumulant of the
preceding years from 1947 on.
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Two extraordinary facts about the budget are immediately notice-
able. The first concerns the years from FY 1947 into the 1960's.
Where there were of course individual years of deficit mixed in with
years of surplus in the earlier part of the 1947-78 period, the budget
was in cumulative balance until well into the 1960's, starting from 1947.
In fact, the NIA version of the budget displayed a cumulative surplus
continuously until fiscal year 1971. Even if we begin this tabulation in
fiscal year 1949 (on the ground that fiscal years 1947 and 1948, years
of rather large surpluses, were atypical), the NIA budget was for all
practical purposes in cumulative balance until the mid-1960's. The
unified budget showed a cumulative deficit as early as fiscal year 1959,
but this deficit did not begin to increase with any rapidity until fiscal
year 1962 or thereabouts.

The last column of table 1 shows the amount of interest-bearing
Federal debt held outside the Federal government and Federal
Reserve System as of the end of each year. It is remarkable that, at
the end of fiscal year 1970, this amount was $217.2 billion-an increase
of only $17.1 billion during the whole 23-year period since 1947, and
a symptom of the fact that the budget basically was in cumulative
balance during that period. 2

While the cumulative data show the NIA budget to have been in
long-run balance until fiscal year 1971, a somewhat different picture
emerges from the unified budget figures, as we have already noted.
As of fiscal year 1970 the cumulative surplus or deficit differs by $68.1
billion between the unified and NIA budgets, with the unified budget
showing a $60.9 billion cumulative deficit and the NIA budget still in
cumulative surplus by $7.2 billion. What accounts for this rather
large difference?

We have already observed that, as regards surpluses and deficits,
the two budgets differ in timing and in coverage. As to timing, the
differences should largely disappear as a longer and longer period is
considered. The significant difference in coverage, as far as budget
balance or imbalance is concerned, involves Federal credit programs.
The rising unified budget cumulative deficit in the 1960's must be due
largely to the expansion of Federal lending, because new loans showed
up as current outlays in the unified budget. In a sense, this difference
between the two budgets also is one of timing. As these lending pro-
grams mature, and to the extent that the loans made under them are
sound, repayment flows will rise; and, since repayments are recorded
as current unified budget receipts, the lending programs will cause the
unified budget to move toward surplus at some piont in time (other
things equal), thus offsetting the expanding deficit which was a conse-
quence of these programs' early years.

In summary, the first striking fact is that the Federal budget can
be said to have been roughly in longrun balance or close to it, under a
reasonable definition, at least well into the 1960's. But the second
striking fact is the rapidity and degree of change in this situation in
the subsequent years. During the 1970's, both budgets show deficits
each year (except for the NIA budget in fiscal year 1970), and in most

2 Of course, the story is slightly more complicated than this. During much of this period, the budget was
in cumulative deficit on a cash basis (neither of the budgets discussed in this study is a "cash budget" in
the sense that its "bottom line" is a precise measure of the amount of financing needed for the period cov-
ered). Some of the cash deficit was financed by selling securities to the public which they held (note that
debt held by the private sector did increase by about $17 billion by the end of fiscal year 1970) and some
was monetized as the Federal Reserve System increased its holdings of U.S. Government securities by
$39.5 billion between 1947 and 1970, increasing the private sector's holdings of another form of government
debt-high-powered money-in the process.



years the deficits are very large ones in comparison to prior experience
during the postwar period. As of the end of fiscal year 1978, the
cumulative deficit was $345 billion in the unified budget accounts, and
$254.3 billion under the NIA concepts. Symptomatically, the Federal
debt held outside the Federal government and Federal Reserve
System has precisely doubled in the last six years of the period, rising
from $243.6 billion at the end of fiscal year 1972 to $488.3 billion at
the end of fiscal year 1978.

These contrasts set the theme for some of the particular issues
examined in the remainder of this paper. Before the turn of the decade,
there was (roughly) budget balance; since the 1970's began, however,the budgets have been in continuous and considerable deficit. It is
natural to ask: Did some change occur in the structure of the budget
itself or in the relationship of the budget to the economy at or about
the turn of the decade, which has led to this dramatic change in the
condition of the Federal budget? Or has the general structure of the
budget itself and of the budget's relationship to the economy remained
essentially unchanged, with the growing cumulative deficit mostly
reflecting changes in the economy that are responsible for the deterio-
ration in the budget balance? Or has the budget's structure and so on
remained unchanged, with present circumstances largely the result of
longrun forces within the budget itself? These are questions which I
shall try to address in the next section of this paper.

b. Spending and Tax Programs, 1947-78
As a basis for the statistical work which is discussed in that section,let us examine movements of the budgets and their components over

particular subperiods of the 1947-78 era, looking first at figure 1
showing annual total spending and receipts for each of the two budget
concepts. The vertical axis in this figure is scaled in logarithms; this
means that data which plot as a straight line display a constant rate
of growth.3 From our examination of the data plotted in this figure, it
appears that the fiscal year 1947-fiscal year 1978 period can be divided
into several subperiods, each differing from the ones around it in
terms of rates of growth of spending and revenue collection. First,
there were changes on both sides of the budget at the beginning of
the Korean war, so that fiscal year 1947-fiscal year 1951 is treated as
a subperiod which ends at the onset of action in Korea. Budget growth
faltered in fiscal year 1953 and fiscal year 1954, but resumed in fiscal
year 1955. Therefore I have chosen to consider fiscal year 1951-
fiscal year 1955 as a second subperiod, although there are obvious
changes in growth rates within this span of years. Beginning in fiscal
year 1955, spending and revenues grew at quite steady rates for the
next ten years, until the Vietnam involvement pushed budget growth
sharply upward; this gives a third subperiod consisting of fiscal year
1955-fiscal year 1965. The expansion which began in fiscal year 1965
continued until fiscal year 1969, at which time a substantial reduction
in budget growth occurred, especially on the receipts side of the ledger,
lasting until fiscal year 1974. After 1974, inflation and recession tilt
the budget growth lines upward again, and both revenues and spending
grow rapidly for the final four years in our analysis. Thus we have

3 A rising line indicates a positive rate of growth: an absolutely horizontal line means zero growth; and adownward-sloping line indicates negative growth. The steeper the line, the greater the rate of growth. Ifa line curves upward the growth rate is rising (or falling more slowly) as time passes; if it curves downward,the growth rate is faling (or rising less rapidly).



identified three final subperiods consisting of the fiscal years 1965-69,
1969-74, and 1974-78.

Following is a summary tabulation of growth rates of spending and
revenues under each budget for these subperiods:
TABLE 2.-COMPOUND AN'NUAL GROWTH RATES, FEDERAL BUDGET RECEIPTS AND SPENDING, FISCAL YEARS 1947-

78 AND SELECTED SUBPERIODS
[In percent

Unified budget NIA budget

Fiscal years Receipts Outlays Receipts Expenditures

1947-51 --------------------------------------- 7.69 7.16 9.24 10.89
1951-55 ..--------------------------------------- 6.11 10.75 2.61 10.79
1955-65 ..--------------------------------------- 5.96 5.63 5.94 5.84
1965-69 .-------------------------------------- 12.60 11.73 12.19 11.73
1969-74----------------------------------------- 7.13 7.88 7.41 8.58
1974-78--------- -------------------------------- 10.31 12.86 10.40 11.96
1947-78 -..--------------------------------------- 7.80 8.57 7.54 9.12

Note: The unified budget growth rates correspond to those shown for total receipts and spending in table 3 below, while
the NIA budget growth rates do not correspond exactly to those shown in that table. This is because the NIA budget data in
table 3 are based on calendar years rather than fiscal years.

Having identified these subperiods, we next examine movements in
the various components of the budget within this framework. Detailed
data on beginning-of-subperiod budget shares and within-subperiod
growth rates for spending and tax subcategories under each budget
format are found in tables 3a-3d. In reading the data in these tables
it should be borne in mind that the share of a particular spending or
tax subcategory will rise over some period if that subcategory grows
more rapidly than the whole budget; but if it grows more slowly, the
share will fall. In fact a considerable shift occurred in the distribution
of spending among programs between 1947 and 1978, as well as in
the size of the whole budget. And superimposed on these apparent
trend movements is the pattern of shorter term accelerations and
decelerations that delineate the subperiods.

We look first at the spending side of the budgets. The broad outlines
of the changes that have occurred can easily be seen in the NIA
expenditure figures, where total spending is broken down into just a
few subcategories (Table 3a); these changes were already summarized
in the Introduction above. In this budget, total expenditures are
broken down into purchases and transfers. Over 1947-78, both of the
purchase categories-defense and nondefense-grew more slowly than
total expenditures, so that purchases have fallen as a fraction of the
budget while transfers have risen. The two transfer categories that
have grown most rapidly are grants-in-aid to State and local govern-
ment, which has experienced a compound growth rate of 12.96 percent
per year since 1947; and domestic transfer payments to persons, which
grew at a 10.26-percent rate. These two items comprised 56 percent
of NIA expenditures in 1978.

Table 3b provides detailed breakdowns by function of unified
budget outlays in the period fiscal year 1948-fiscal year 1978.' In
fiscal year 1948, programs related to national defense constituted
26.3 percent of total unified budget outlays and was the largest single
category, approached only by veterans benefits and services, which
amounted to 21.7 percent (these are respectively Functions 050 and
700 in the unified budget).

I For unified budget breakdowns into the 17 major outlay categories, or functions as they are called, data
are available only beginning with fiscal year 1948. For further breakdowns into subfunctions, data are
available beginning only with fiscal year 1962.



TABLE 3a.-SHARES OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND GROWTH RATES OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES BY BUDGET CATEGORY, NATIONAL INCOMEACCOUNTS BUDGET, SELECTED CALENDAR YEARS,1947-78

[in percent

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent PercentOf total Compound nf total Compound of total Compound of total Coumpond of total Compound Of total Compound of total Compoundexpend- growth expend- growth expend- growth expend- growth expend- growth expend- growth expend- growthExpndtur ctegry itures, rate, itures, rate itares, 1rate, itures, rate itares, rate, ituren, rate, itares, rate,Expenditare category 1947 1947-51 1951 1951-59 1955 195-65 1965 196 i4 196 1969-74 1974 1974-78 1978 1947-78
Defense purchases of goods and

services ------------------ 30.3 38.71 58.0 3.51 56.4 2.55 39.9 11.43 40.5 0.19 25.7 6.64 21.6 804Nondefens e pqrchusen of 2. .4 2. .4 Cgoods and services --------- 12.3 7.04 8.3 5.60 8.8 11.50 14.4 4.43 11.2 9.97 11.4 12.44 11. B 9.09Domestic transfer payments to124 1.8 90persoans------------------29.5 .5 18 966 82 934 45Fr-.65 14.8fe 9.66nt 18.2- 9.34 24.59 13.69 26.8 17.73 38.2 12.28 39.4 10.26Fre in-------------------6.5l12.2 5.4 -9.82 3.0 .59 1.8 -1.47 1. 1 9.65 1. 1 1.87 .8 1.90
No men ii----- - 5.9 9.33 4.3 5.95 4.6 13.42 9.0 16.36 10.8 16.64 14.7 14.92 16.6 12.96N etiterspaid------------- 13.7 2.08 7.7 .84 6.7 6.26 6.8 11.21 6.8 10.19 7.0 14.20 7.7 7.23All other'------------------- 1.8 12.31 1.5 14.42 2.2 11.80 3.7 3.13 2.7 2.31 1.9 13.20 2.1 9.64

Total expenditure--------......... 17.96 ----------- 4.19 ----------- 6.16 ----------- 11.08 ----------- 9.70 ----------- 11.40............9.23

1Subsidies less current surpluses of Government enterprises plus wage disbursements less accruals.



TABLE 3b.-SHARES OF TOTAL OUTLAYS AND GROWTH RATES OF FEDERAL OUTLAYS BY BUDGET CATEGORY, UNIFIED BUDGET, SELECTED FISCAL YEARS, 1948-78

[In percent]

Percent Compound Percent Compound Percent Compound Percent Compound Percent Compound Percent Compound Percent Compound
of total growth of total growth of total growth of total growth of total growth of total growth of total growth

outlays, rate, outlays, rate, outlays, rate outlays, rate, outlnys, rate, outlays, rate, outlays, rate,
Outlay category 1948 1948-51 1951 1951-55 1955 1955-69 1965 1965-69 1969 1969-74 1974 1974-78 1978 1948-78

050 National defense--------- 26.3 40.73 48.0 16.81 58.1 1.77 40.1 13.73 43.0 -0.42 28.8 7.36 23.3 8.96
150 International affairs -..... 15.3 -7.31 8.0 -11.65 3.2 8.96 4.4 -3.37 2.5 4.43 2.1 .98 1.3 .86
250 General science, space and

technology ..----------------------- 270.84 .1 9.75 .1 54.73 4.9 -3.66 2.7 -4.54 1.4 4.23 1. 1 32.29
270 Energy------------------ 1.0 9.46 .8 -4.02 .5 7.49 .6 10.60 .5 -3.52 .3 58.08 1.3 10.42
300 Natural resources and en-

vironment----------------- 2.6 18.87 2.9 -7.96 1.4 10.38 2.1 3.08 1.5 14.76 2.1 16.69 2.4 9.12
350 Agriculture.-------------- .2 (I) -. 7 (1) 5.1 1.17 3.3 9.99 3.1 -17.36 .8 34.02 1.7 16.88
370 Commerce and housing

credit--------------------- 1.0 59.09 2.7 -47.05 .1 28.44 1.0 -17.24 .3 49.08 1.5 -3.83 .7 8.22 CO
400 Transportation----------- 2.6 6.70 2.1 6.85 1.8 16.54 4.9 3.20 3.5 7.03 3.4 13.04 3.4 10.34
450 Community and regional

development .--------------- .3 -15.54 .1 27.96 .2 23.68 .9 10.01 .8 21.44 1.5 26.28 2.4 17.77
500 Education, training, em-

ployment and social services- .6 7.15 .5 17.31 .7 16.99 1.8 37.03 4.1 10.37 4.6 19.65 5.9 17.71
550 Health------------------- .5 25.86 .7 -2.57 .4 19.92 1.5 60.09 6.4 13.42 8.2 17.42 9.7 20.32
600 Income security---------- 9.8 16.42 10.2 18.58 13.3 10.90 21.7 9.70 20.2 17.76 31.3 13.79 32.4 13.80
700 Veterans benefits and serv-

ices----------------------- 21.7 -5.06 12.1 -4.09 6.8 2.04 4.8 7.49 4.1 11.87 5.0 8.55 4.2 3.63
750 Administration of justice... .6 8.64 .5 4.10 .4 7.53 .4 9.52 .4 26.47 .9 10.77 .8 10.82
800 General government ---..- 3.4 1.07 2.3 -15.69 .8 10.62 1.2 3.09 .9 14.86 1.2 3.26 .8 4.42
850 General purpose fiscal

assistance-------------.... .1 18.26 .1 28.71 .2 7.27 .2 15.94 .2 74.60 2.6 8.12 2.1 21.58
900 Interest----------------- 17.1 2.99 12.2 2.07 8.8 5.56 8.7 11.12 8.6 12.16 10.4 11.17 9.8 7.39
950 Undistributed offsetting

receipts.------------------ -3.3 6.39 -2.6 3.26 -2.0 8.80 -2.7 15.08 -3.0 24.60 -6.2 -1.27 -3.5 9.57

Total outlays ..-------------------- 15.22 ----------- 10.75 ----------- 5.63 ----------- 11.73 ----------- 7.88 ----------- 12.86 ----------- 9.40

I Not def.



TABLE 3c.-SHARES OF TOTAL TAXES AND GROWTH RATES OF FEDERAL TAXES BY TAX CATEGORY, NIA BUDGET, SELECTED CALENDAR YEARS, 1947-78

Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compoundtotal growth total growth total growth total growth total growth total growth total growthreceipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receipts rate recei s rateTax category 1941 1947-51 1951 1951-56 1959 195549 196 1965-61 1960 1969-74 1974 1974-79 1 9749 1947-79

Personal Income tax----------- 45.4 7.40 40.7 4.73 43.3 5.55 43.4 15.14 48.1 6.69 45.4 10.18 44.8 7.65Corporate Income tax ----------- 24.7 19.40 33.7 -. 70 29.0 3.21 23.2 5.80 19.4 4.86 15.9 11.73 16.6 6.33Indirect business taxes--------- 18.0 4.67 14.6 3.36 14.7 4.44 13.3 3.60 9.6 2.70 7.5 6.48 6.5 4.20Contributions for social In-
surance---------.-..... 11.9 8.57 11.1 7.13 12.9 10.31 20.1 17.06 23.8 13.87 31.1 11.45 32.2 11.23

Total receipts------------------- 10.43 ----------- 3.08 ----------- 5.53 ----------- 12.19 ----------- 7.94 ----------- 10.57 ----------- 7.70

TABLE 3d.-SHARES OF TOTAL TAXES AND GROWTH RATES OF FEDERAL TAXES BY TAX CATEGORY, UNIFIED BUDGET, SELECTED FISCAL YEARS, 1947-78
Ca9
-4Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of Compound Percent of compoundtotal growth total growth total growth total growth total growth total growth total growthreceipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receipts rate receips rtTax category 1941 1947-51 1951 1951-5 1954 1955-6 196 1965-6 196 1969-74 1974 1974-7 19r7e 4 1947e-7

Personal income tax---------- 46.7 4.77 41.8 7.40 43.9 5.43 41.8 15.64 46.5 6.40 44.9 10.38 45.0 7.68Corporate Income tax ----------- 22.4 13. 11 27. 3 6.09 27.3 3.61 21.8 9. 56 19. 5 1.04 14.6 19.90 14.9 6. 41Socal insurancetaxes and con-
tributions ------- --------- 8.7 14.43 11.1 8.32 12.0 10.96 19.1 15.72 21.3 13.98 29.0 11.81 30.7 12.25Excise taxes ----------------- 18.7 4.75 16.7 1.37 13.9 4.78 12.5 1.10 8.1 2.05 6.4 2.07 4.6 3.05Estate and gift taxes----------- 2.0 -2.11 1.4 6.88 1.4 11.38 2.3 6.48 1.9 7.69 1.9 1.15 1.3 6.35Castoms duties--------------- 1.2 6.39 1.2 -1.09 .9 '9.44 1.2 12.61 1.2 7.53 1.3 17.32 1.6 8.76Deosit of earsnlngs by Federal

eevSystm--- 84 .4 7.35 .4 18.51 1.2 18.02 1.4 12.72 1.8 7.70 1.7 21.53Other miscellaneous recelpts. .-----2' .35 .1 7.36 .2 7.88 .2 2.70 .1 16.23 .2 9.55 .2 7.89
Total receipts--------------------- 7.69------------ 6.11------------ 5.96------------ 12.60------------ 7.13------------ 10.31------------ 7.80



The national defense fraction naturally rose considerably during
the Korean and Vietnam periods, causing the growth rate of total
outlays to be quite high in these periods; however, the defense share
has declined rapidly since fiscal year 1969 and was down to 23.3 per-
cent of unified outlays by fiscal year 1978. A change is also occuring
in the military spending mix which can be seen, though only dimly,
in these data. Outlay category 050 in the unified budget includes
military retirement programs as well as purchases of currently-pro-
duced goods and services. Retirement was a $9.2 billion item in the
fiscal year 1978 budget (7.8 percent of the Function 050 total);
while, e.g., in fiscal year 1962 it was $.89 billion or 1.8 percent of the
Function 050 total. Thus although Function 050 has lost relative
position in the budget over the years, that part of Function 050 which
represents current goods purchases, salaries, etc. has lost relatively
more. The NIA budget category "defense purchases of goods and
services" does not include military retirement, which instead is treated
"domestic transfer payments to persons". In the NIA budget, de-
fense purchases of current output have gone from 30.3 percent of total
budget expenditures in 1947 to 21.6 percent of the total in 1978-a
substantially larger proportional decrease than that which shows up
in the unified budget.

Other important programs in fiscal year 1948 were veterans benefits
and services (Function 700), with 21.7 percent of the total; interest
(900), with 17.1 percent; and international affairs (150), with 15.3
percent. International affairs has shown the lowest growth rate of all
Functions (0.86 percent per year overall, and negative growth in
several subperiods), and has fallen to 1.3 percent of unified outlays
in fiscal year 197-8. Of course, its rather large share in fiscal year 1948
was due to the operation of the Marshall Plan. The share of interest
has been very stable at around 10 percent ever since the mid-1950's."
The veterans programs category has grown quite slowly (though
with an increase in the late 1960's due to Vietnam) and has dropped
to 4.2 percent of budget outlays.

Which are the fast-growing programs which have moved into
dominant positions? This group of programs includes, most notice-
ably: Community and regional development (450), 2.4 percent of the
total in fiscal year 1978 and growing rapidly at that time (though
budgeted to decline in absolute terms in the coming years); educa-
tion, training, employment, and social services (500), 5.9 percent of
the total in fiscal year 1978 and increasing; health (550), 9.7 percent
and increasing, though not at the extremely high compound growth
rates it has shown over the past 10 years given current programs; and,
above all, income security (600), now one-third of the unified budget,
and budgeted to continue rising at a 10.7 percent growth rate in the
next 2 fiscal years. While we cannot go over these expenditure cate-
gories on a detailed program-by-program basis, these functions taken
together represented just half of fiscal year 1978 unified budget out-
lays, so it might be well at least to identify the largest component

5 A substantial part of the interest payments shown in Function 900 are intragovernmental and go to the
Federal trust funds ($8.53 billion in fiscal year 1978) and to the Federal Reserve System, which then returns
most of it ($6.64 billion was returned by the Federal Reserve in fiscal year 1978). If this $15.2 billion were
netted out, the interest share in the unified budget would be reduced to 6.5 percent in fiscal year 1978. In
fiscal year 1948, the share would have been 14.3 percent, and in fiscal year 1965 it would have been 4.9 percent,
on this basis.
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programs. Of the $11.0 billion budgeted in fiscal year 1978 for com-
munity and regional development (Function 450), $5.5 billion, or
half, is accounted for by the community development block grant
program and by local public works projects, the former spending
$2.5 billion aimed mainly at distressed urban areas and the latter
applying $3 billion mainly for countercyclical purposes. In the educa-
tion, training, employment, and social services Function (500) with
a fiscal year 1978 budget of $26.5 billion, the largest outlays are for
general training and employment programs established under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), $2.4 billion
in fiscal year 1978; public service employment (PSE) programs oper-
ated via grants to State and local governments, $5.8 billion; and
aid to elementary, secondary, and higher education totalling $6.2
billion. Under the health Function (550), whose budget was $43.7
billion in fiscal year 1978, the medicare and medicaid programs
accounted for $35.9 billion. And the income security Function (600),
with a fiscal year 1978 budget of $146.2 billion, essentially consists of
social security (OASDI) payments ($92.2 billion), Federal retirement
and disability ($10.5 billion), and a package of welfare programs
collectively called "public assistance and other welfare supplements"
($26.5 billion).'

Even without the widely discussed growth of the Social Security
System's outlays, this set of programs has grown enormously in the
last 10 years or thereabouts. As recently as fiscal year 1965, Functions
450, 500, and 550 taken together constituted only 4.2 percent of total
outlays; but in fiscal year 1978 they constituted 18.0 percent-and of
course total outlays themselves had grown considerably during that
period. To put it in dollar terms: In fiscal year 1965 these three
Functions (450, 500, and 550) accounted for $4.98 billion of spending,
while in fiscal year 1978 the amount was $81.2 billion. During these
13% calendar years, the three Functions together have grown at a
compound annual rate of 23.45 percent. In comparison, the growth
rate of the income security category appears relatively low over the
same period-it was just 14.01 percent compounded.

The record for tax receipts under the two budgets over this period
is contained in tables 3c and 3d. Let us look at the two budgets in
tandem. The personal income tax has grown almost parallel with
total tax revenues: it was 46.7 percent of total taxes in fiscal year
1947 and 45.0 percent of the total in fiscal year 1978 in the unified
budget. From fiscal year 1951 to fiscal year 1965 its share declined
by 2 or 3 percentage points (there were major tax cuts in 1948 and
1964, and underemployment in the late 1950's and early 1960's); but
increasing economic activity, inflation, and the tax surcharge of 1698
probably all contributed to the increase in the personal income tax
share back to 46.5 percent in fiscal year 1969 and about 45 percent
since. (Inflation combined with tax rates-defined with respect to
nominal income-has worked to increase the personal income tax
share in recent years, but this effect seems to have been offset to a
large degree by the tax cut of 1975; consequently the personal income
tax share was 44.9 percent in fiscal year 1974 and 45.0 percent in
fiscal year 1978.) The NIA budget data show very much the same

5 These include mainly the following: Supplemental security income ($5.9 billion); Aid for Families With
Dependent Children ($6.6 billion); food stamps ($5.5 billion); the school lunch program ($3.4 billion); and
housing assistance ($3.7 billion).



pattern, with personal income taxes growing at almost exactly the
same rate as total taxes over the whole period; the share declines
somewhat in the 1950's and early 1960's, rises in the latter part of
the 1960's, and returns to the longer run figure by 1974.

The corporate profits tax share of total tax revenues rose in the
early 1950's in both budgets. Since then the fraction has been falling
as corporate tax revenues have grown noticeably more slowly than
total taxes. This relative loss of position reflects the effect of tax cuts
the somewhat slower growth rate of business profits than personal
income, lack of progressivity in the structure of corporate profit tax
rates, and the rather rapid rate of increase of another tax category:
social insurance taxes and contributions.

These social insurance tax revenues have grown very rapidly
throughout the whole period (a 12.25 percent growth) rate in the
unified budget, and 11.23 percent in the NIA budget)-much more
rapidly than total tax receipts. Their rate of increase was itself rising
until the end of the 1960's (except for the 1951-55 subperiod), but has
been gradually coming down again in the early 1970's. Under both
budgets, personal income tax revenues plus social insurance taxes and
contributions provided about 76 percent of total receipts in 1978 as
against about 57 percent in 1947.

Of the remaining unified budget categories, the return to the Treas-
ury by the Federal Reserve System of earnings in excess of its operat-
ing expenses has shown a very rapid growth rate, partly because the
base for this calculation (earnings returned in fiscal year 1947) was
extremely small, and partly because both Federal Reserve holdings of
U.S. government securities and the interest rates paid on those securi-
ties have been rising very rapidly. Still, these revenues amounted only
to 1.7 percent of the total in fiscal year 1978. Customs duties have
increased slightly faster than total taxes, excise taxes and estate and
gift taxes a bit slower, and other miscellaneous receipts at about the
same rate. Thus in the NIA accounts, the category "indirect business
taxes" grew at a 4.20 percent compound rate, as compared to 7.70 per-
cent for all taxes: therefore this category falls from 18.0 percent to 6.5
percent of total receipts over the whole 31-year period.

The changes in the growth rate of total revenues from subperiod to
subperiod is of course dominated by changes in the growth rates of the
most important components: Personal and corporate income taxes in
the earlier years, and personal income taxes and social insurance taxes
and contributions in more recent times.

3. SYSTEMATIC INFLUENCES ON BUDGET COMPOSITION AND GROWTH,
1947-78

In the previous section of this paper, it was shown that the period
1947-78 could be divided up into distinct subperiods where the two
budgets are concerned; with considerable differences in growth rates of
spending and tax receipts from one such subperiod to another. How-
ever, the descriptive approach used there is limited: it does not provide
us with a general explanation of why spending and revenues behaved
as they did. For that purpose we need an analytic structure which will
systematically disentangle trend movements in budget components
from cyclical and other responses. I have used the same simple model
as the basis for all of the statistical work in this study, with only minor



variations in its specification for use in analyzing tax revenues as
compared to its use in studying expenditures. These variations in
specification were influenced by the descriptive analysis just discussed.
We now turn to the structure of this model.

a. Specification of the Model

The model used here is very similar to one which has been employed
by several scholars investigating changes in the pattern of income
distribution.' The model as applied to shares of total NIA budget
spending may be written as follows:

( ,= aj+f ti actual GNP ,+02 Time,+0i Time-DUM51,

+#d4A CPI- 1 2+4 5 DUM72,+e,,

Here the left-hand variable (Ef/E) is the fraction of the ith expendi-
ture program relative to total budget spending in year t (i= 1, . . ., n,
where n is the total number of spending programs). On the righthand
side, the first variable, the ratio of actual to potential GNP, is meant
to represent the business cycle. Time is a trend variable whose value
increases by one unit each year. DUM51 is a "dummy variable" whose
value is zero from 1947-50 and unity from 1951-78. In the spending
regressions, this- variable always multiplies the Time variable; the
effect is to allow the coefficient of Time-i.e. the trend rate of change
of the dependent variable-to change as of 1951 and beyond. DUM72
(or DUM73 in the unified budget regressions; the change of notation
being due to the fact that the unified regressions use fiscal year in-
stead of calendar year data) is a dummy variable whose value is zero
from 1947-71 (FY 1948-FY 1972) and unity from 1972-78 (FY 1973-
FY 1978). (The motivation for including these dummy variables is
discussed below.) The variable OPI is the rate of inflation as measured
by the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (here-
after CPI).

While the specification shown above happens to be specific to NIA
budget expenditure programs, its basic features are common to all
of the spending and tax regressions for both budgets. The specific
points of difference are as follows:

(1) Dependent variable.-Obviously the dependent variables will
change as we move from program to program. There are two sets of
regressions for each of the following budget groupings: NIA budget
expenditures, NIA budget tax receipts, unified budget outlays, and
umfied budget tax receipts. One regression set involves shares of
particular budget categories in the budget total, as in the above
equation. The other is for ratios of particular budget categories to
potential GNP. Thus for each spending and tax program, I seek to
explain movements in its share of the budget, and its movements
relative to movements in the economy. As a consequence, in addition

7 See, e.g., Alan S. Blinder and Howard Y. Esaki, "Macroeconomic Activity and Income Distribution inthe Postwar United States", Review of Economics and Statistics, LX (November 1978), pp. 604-609, and
the citations given there. Whereas Blinder and Esaki and others have used this model to account for trend
so that cyclical effects can be studied, we do just the opposite and account for cyclical and other forces so as toIsolate the trend.



to the budget share regressions for NIA expenditures, for example,
there will be another set of regressions involving the ratio of each
expenditure component, and of total NIA expenditures, to potential
GNP. For this latter set of regressions, the dependent variables will
be (Es/Pot. GNP), where j=O, 1, .. ., n, and Eois total NIA spending.

I have varied the notation for the dependent variable in order to
make it absolutely clear in every case which regressions are being
presented in the Appendix tables where the complete set of results is
given. Thus, for example, the dependent variables in the NIA tax share
regressions are designated as (TIT), where there are k= 1, . . ., m
tax programs. A complete set of definitions for all of the dependent
variables is contained in the Appendix.

(2) Dummy variable specification.-In general, dummy variables
like DUM51 and DUM72 are used to accommodate identifiable,
abrupt changes in the pattern of spending or taxing. Thus, our de-
scriptive analysis identified several points in time on or about which
accelerations or decelerations in the budget apparently occurred. It
is clear, for instance, that there was a sharp spending acceleration
connected with the Korean episode, as of about 1951. Trial regressions
showed that DUM51 multiplying the Time variable was significant in
many expenditure regressions; hence we have always included it. The
variable DUM72 (or equivalently in the unified budget regressions,
DUM 73) is included to accommodate another special spending phe-
nomenon which can be identified a priori. In 1972, the Congress
enacted the general revenue sharing program under which (originally)
$30.2 billion was to be distributed to State and local governments over
a five-year period, with the first outlay occurring in December 1972.
Since the program went from zero to $6.6 billion in one year, it was
felt appropriate to allow for an abrupt and one-time shift in the
budget at this point; hence this dummy, which permits the regression
intercept term to change permanently at this point in time so that,
in effect, the dependent variables can change for given values of the
other explanatory variables.

Tax receipts are affected by a somewhat different set of ad hoc
events than expenditures. In particular, one might expect the major
changes in the tax laws which have been enacted at several points in
the postwar period to show up as abrupt shifts in these regressions.
There were four major tax revisions in the period covered by this
study: The tax reductions of 1948, 1964, and 1975; and the tax sur-
charge of 1968. While dummies for all of these changes were used in
trial regressions, only DUM64 consistently was significant. It works
best when allowed to multiply the time trend variable; this is con-
sistent with the fact that the 1964 tax reduction was mainly directed
at changing tax rates rather than such features of the tax law as ex-
emptions. Therefore the tax regressions contain the multiplicative
variable Time-DUM64.

The logic of this general approach is as follows: The ratio of actual
to potential GNP is used to measure all of the cyclical influences which
systematically affect the budget, e.g. through unemployment com-
pensation and other cyclically sensitive programs. The presence of the
inflation rate in these regressions is due to the fact that some of the
biggest spending components-e.g. Social Security and other retire-
ment programs-are indexed for inflation so that payments auto-
matically respond to movements in the CPI. While spending for other



programs is not based formally on an indexing formula, there appears
to be a considerable degree of informal indexing-that is, outlays for
many programs are increased as prices go up in order to preserve the
real level of spending for those programs.' Because spending responds
with a lag of some months to CPI changes under several of the formulas
used in formally indexed programs, the CPI value is lagged by one-
half year in these regressions. Tax programs, typically being defined
with regard to current dollar income, are likely to show an indexing
effect, and so the inflation variable also appears in the tax equations.
Since wages, profits, etc. probably do not respond instantly to changes
in inflation, the half-year lag employed in the spending equations was
also used in the tax equations. Finally, the time trend variable is
meant to quantify the systematic forces-social, political, economic-
which cause programs to wax or wane in the longer run.

This model was fitted by the technique of ordinary least squares
(hereafter OLS) to annual data covering spending and taxes in the
two budgets over the period 1947-78 (NIA data) or fiscal year 1948-
fiscal year 1978 (unified data). For some of the unified budget regres-
sions where spending subfunctions are concerned, data were available
only beginning with fiscal year 1962. The Transition Quarter, 1976 III,
was omitted from the regressions because including it presented
statistical problems. (Of course, other variables such as the time
trend were adjusted appropriately to reflect the fact that the Transi-
tion Quarter had occurred.) Comparisons of (a) trial regressions
including it with (b) the final results excluding it indicated that its
inclusion or exclusion had little effect on the estimates.

A very useful aspect of the OLS technique for a set of regressions in
which the dependent variables consist of shares or ratios adding to
unity and in which each equation contains the same explanatory
variables is that the procedure imposes the following "adding-up
conditions" across the whole set of equations (the notation here sup-
poses that there are n equations, each with the same set of m explana-
tory variables):a

n

Z)3,j=0(f =1, . . ,m)
i=1

Z eu=O for all t
i=1

In other words, the set of coefficients estimated for any given variable
will add up to zero across the whole set of equations. This means that,
e.g., if the estimates of the defense spending equation show that the
share in total Federal spending of defense purchases goes down one
percentage point when the business cycle indicator variable (in this
case, the ratio of actual to potential GNP) goes down by one unit,
then the estimates for the other spending equations of the coefficient

For a thorough review of indexing in the Federal budget on a program-by-program basis, see Peter K.
Clark, "The Effect of Inflation on Federal Expenditures", Background Paper Number 9, Congressional
Budget Office, Washington, D.C., 1976.

9 This discussion follows that in Blinder and Esaki, op. cit., p. 604.

56-369 0 - 81 - 4



for that particular variable will show that the combined shares of
all the other spending categories rise by one percentage point.
(Obviously, the particular shares of the other subcategories may them-
selves rise or fall by more or less than one percentage point.) We may
say that in this respect the estimates display internal consistency.
Further, the intercepts or constant terms in these regressions sum to
one (so that the shares would sum to one if all of the explanatory
variables had values of zero); and finally the errors (the difference as
of a particular date between the observed value of the left-hand
variable and the value implied by the coefficient estimates and values
of the explanatory variables) sum to zero for each and every point of
time.

Slightly different, but now rather obvious, properties apply when
we shift from (a) regressions involving shares that add up to unity to
(b) regressions involving ratios to some particular variable such as
potential GNP. In the latter case, we do regressions first of the ratios
of total spending or tax revenues to potential GNP, and then regres-
sions involving the ratios of particular spending or tax programs to
potential GNP; in each case, the particular programs add up to the
total amount of spending or revenues. Now the individual equation
intercept values for the particular programs add up to the value of
the ratios of total spending (or taxing) to potential GNP. The
coefficients estimated for each explanatory variable in each subpro-
gram equation add up to the coefficient estimated in the regression of
the ratio of total spending (or taxing) to potential GNP. The subpro-
gram equation errors add to the error in the aggregated equation at
every point in time.

As will be seen below in the detailed discussion of results in the next
section, this model is able to explain 80 percent or more of the move-
ment of the dependent variable in most of these regressions, and over
95 percent in several cases. There is no evidence of serious autocor-
relation in the residuals of most of the equations, suggesting that no
important explanatory variable has been overlooked. If autocorrela-
tion appears, as it does in just a few equations, those equations are
reestimated with an autocorrelation correction procedure which will
be described below. The use of ordinary least squares presupposes
that there is no important causal impulse running from the dependent
variable to any of the explanatory variables. If there were such
"reverse causality", biased coefficient estimates would result. It seems
reasonable to assume its absence at least for the regressions using
budget shares as the dependent variables. This may be a more dubious
assumption for the regressions in which the ratio of the budget or its
components to GNP is being explained. It is in order to minimize the
seriousness of this problem that potential GNP rather than actual
GNP was used in the denominator of the dependent variables in these
regressions.

Having obtained our basic estimates of the nature of these trend,
cyclical, inflation-induced, and other effects over the whole period,
we then wish to investigate whether these estimates really are charac-
teristic of the whole period; that is, we want to investigate whether
or not there occurred a significant change in the structure of the budget,
and in its relationship to the economy, at some point or points in time
during the period. As noted earlier, we have already explicitly ac-
counted for some shifts we know to have taken place, via the use of



dummy variables; as for example specific tax program changes, or
spending acceleration during the Korean period. 0 But our descriptive
analysis of the budget data indicated other instances in which budget
growth accelerated or decelerated. We will be particularly interested
m the period of the middle and late 1960's, because the budget began
to show continuous deficits at that time (suggesting that some sort
of structural change might have occurred), and because our visual
analysis indicated that shifts in budget growth might have occurred
around 1965 and again around 1969.

We could investigate this issue by more extensive use of the dummy
variable technique, and in fact some experimenting in this direction
was done. But the particular regression specification outlined above
seemed to be the most satisfactory one overall, and therefore tests for
structural change in the middle and late 1960's were done by (1) sub-
jectmg our basic results, budget category by budget category, to a
simple statistical test in which we split the data at the point where a
structural change is thought to have occurred; (2) doing regressions
for each resulting subperiod; (3) comparing these results with a re-
gression over the whole period; and (4) inferring with a certain degree
of confidence whether the results from the two subperiods can be said
to have been based on data from the same "world". This procedure is
a version of the well-known Chow test." We shall use it to test system -
atically for possible structural change as of 1965 and 1969.

b. The Statistical Results

The results of the econometric work using the model presented
above are given in detail in tables I.A.1-II.B.2 in the appendix to
this paper. Following the tables themselves is a detailed description
of the organization of these tables, definitions of the symbols used
to represent the different budget categories and subcategories, and
the statistical criteria employed. Here we will attempt to highlight
and summarize these results in a systematic way, looking first at
the results of the spending regressions involving budget shares, then
at spending relative to potential GNP, and finally at tax shares and
tax receipts relative to potential GNP. A standard format will be
followed in these summaries. For every set of regressions, I first
tabulate the trend coefficients which were statistically significant,
listing those which are positive (indicating a rising budget share or
position relative to potential GNP) followed by those which are
negative (meaning a declining budget share or position relative to
the economy). Having dealt with the significant trends, I then discuss
the extent to which the set of regressions in question shows significant
responses to cyclical and price-indexing influences. In each case I
have listed the numbers of the relevant equations in the appendix
tables in order to facilitate reference to these tables if desired. In the
summaries of significant trend effects I have also shown the mean
values of the respective dependent variables, as a convenient measure
of the variable's relative importance. The reader may also refer to
tables 3a-3d in section 2 of this paper, where program shares at
different points of time are given.

1o It is interesting that the degree of spending acceleration during the Vietnam period is much less notice-
able than that in the Korean era, as can readily be seen in Figures la and lb.11 G. C. Chow, "Tests of Equality Between Sets of Coefficients in Two Linear Regressions", "Econome-
trica", 28 (1960), pp. 591-605.
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(1) SPENDING RESULTS: BUDGET SHARES

The econometric results summarizing the factors affecting the
budget shares of spending programs are given in the appendix in
table I.A.1 for the NIA budget and in tables I.A.2a-c for the unified
budget. We shall begin by examining the results based on the rela-
tively more aggregated expenditure categories in the NIA budget,
with primary emphasis on the evidence as regards the presence of
time trends.

As shown in table I.A.1, the budget share of "other expenditures",
equation (7), showed evidence of structural change following 1965, so
this equation is reestimated with separate results given for 1947-65
and 1966-78.12 Thus the relevant equations for our discussion are
equations (1)-(6), (7.1), and (7.2). Of this set, equations (1)-(5),
(7.1), and (7.2) show significant time trend coefficients as summarized
below. (In this and following tabulations, we shall only list significant
trend coefficients from the more recent subperiod of equations with
structural breaks. Also, the coefficients of the shift variables Time-
DUM51 and Time- DUM64 will be added to the basic trend coefficient
whenever these shift coefficients are significant. Hence only the
coefficient of Time -DUM51 from equation (7.2) shows up in Table 4
below.)

TABLE 4.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: NIA BUDGET EXPENDITURES, BUDGET SHARES

Percent of total
expenditure at Time trend of

the mean, share: percentage
Equation No. and category 1947-78 points per year

(2) Nondefense purchases .------------------------------------------ 11.34 0.197
(3) Domestic transfer payments --------------------------------------- 25.91 .740
(5) Grants-in-aid to State and local governments-------------------------- 9.04 .434

Subtotal: positive trends .------------------------------------- 46.29 1.371

(1) Defense purchasesx---------------------------------------------- 41.12 -1.315
(4) Foreign transfer payments----------------------------------------- 2.79 -. 117
(6) Net interest -.-------------------------------------------------- 7.27 -. 002
(7.2) Other expenditures ..--------------------------------------------- 2.54 1 -. 001

Subtotal: negative trends ------------------------------------- 53.72 -1.435

1 Since 1966 only.
Source: Appendix, table I.A.1.

These data show that about 46 percent of NIA budget expenditures
display a significant upward trend in terms of budget share, with the
most rapid trend growth in share by far shown by domestic transfer
payments. About 54 percent of total NIA expenditures show a signif-
icant downward trend in budget share; this category consists mostly of
defense purchases. It is interesting to note that the first three categories
with trend coefficients totalling 1.371, almost exactly offset the trend
in defense purchases. In other words, the loss in budget position
experienced by defense purchases is taken up by nondefense purchases,
grants-in-aid, and (predominantly) by increases in domestic transfer
payments.

n Because of the small size and disparate nature of the" Other expenditure" category, I did not reestimate
equation (7), Table I.A.1 separately with a correction for serial correlation.



Looking at the effects of cyclical and price-indexing phenomena, we
note in table I.A.1 that only defense purchases (equation (1)) and
domestic transfer payments (equation (3)) display significant responses
to cyclical movements of the economy. The cyclical response of defense
purchases is positive, and indicates that budget dollars tend to flow to
defense from other budget uses when times are good, and away from
defense when times are hard. The cyclical response of domestic
transfers is negative, due to the fact that unemployment compensation
and other cyclically sensitive transfer and welfare programs fall into
this category. Both responses are fairly substantial, with coefficient
values of .375 for defense purchases and -. 468 for domestic transfers.
These are interpreted in the following way: If actual GNP rises one
percentage point with respect to potential GNP (e.g., if the ratio

Actual GNP

Potential GNP

rises from .97 to.98), then the share of defense purchases will rise by .375
percentage points (e.g., from 41.12 percent to 41.495 percent) and the
share of domestic transfer payments will fall by .468 percentage points
(e.g., from 25.91 percent to 25.442 percent), according to these esti-
mates. Here an interesting finding is that the cyclical loss in share of
domestic transfers is almost entirely accounted for by the defense
purchase gain plus the gain in the share of grants-in-aid (whose
coefficient of .051, with t-ratio of 1.35, is the most significant among
the remaining expediture categories).

Lastly we consider the price-indexing results. If nominal expenditures
on a program are adjusted so as just to keep up with the inflation rate,
other things equal, its share ought neither to increase nor to decrease
as the inflation rate changes; that is, the price-indexing coefficient in
our regressions ought to be insignificant. In these budget share
regressions, therefore, a significant and positive coefficient on the
variable ACPI would indicate overindexing (i.e., a budget share which
is rising due to the effects of inflation alone), while a significant
negative coefficient would indicate underindexing. Among the NIA
expenditure categories, defense purchases (equation (1)) seem to be
underindexed in this sense, with the estimate indicating a loss in
percentage of the total budget of .29 percentage points for each one-
point rise in the CPI inflation rate. Grants-in-aid (equation(5))
appear to be overindexed, gaining .08 percentage points for each one-
point increase in inflation.

Net interest payments (equation (6)) also respond significantly to
changes in the inflation rate. This phenomenon differs from the index-
ing effects in other categories in that it reflects changes in the expecta-
tions of lenders and borrowers (buyers and sellers in the securities
markets). If both lenders and borrowers expect that the inflation rate
will change by a given amount, market interest rates will tend to
change by approximately this amount, as the economist Irving Fisher
pointed out many years ago. Changes in inflationary expectations
probably are influenced substantially by current inflationary experi-
ence; hence the connection between our inflation variable and interest
payments. If actual experience were reflected immediately and fully



in expectations, and if expectations showed up immediately and fully
in interest payments, a large coefficient on the inflation variable in
equation (6) would be expected; for instance, a rise in the inflation
rate from 5 to 6 percent should increase interest payments by 20
percent under these conditions. At the means, however, a one-point
inflation rate increase generates approximately a 2-percent rise in net
interest payments. This is very likely due to the fact that experience
is not reflected immediately in expectations, and that in any given
year only part of the Federal debt is newly issued (for example, at
present about 47 percent of the debt held outside of the Federal
government and Federal Reserve System has one year or less to
maturity).

In table I.A.2.a, the results of regressions for the shares of the major
functional expenditure categories in the unified budget are reported.
Among equations (1)-(18), there are several which display a very
low Durbin-Watson statistic, indicating significant serial correlation
in the regression residuals, a phenomenon which may lead to un-
derestimates of the standard errors of the regression coefficients and
hence to overly high t-ratios and the possibility of judging a coefficient
to be significantly different from zero when in fact it is not. There is a
simple way to deal with this problem: namely, to assume a systematic
relationship between this period's and last period's errors, but with a
random element also included. Such an error scheme can be incor-
porated directly into the regressions and will meet the problem
described above; however, this adjustment results in loss of the pre-
cise adding-up property mentioned earlier (because that property
requires that each of a set of regressions use the same set of explana-
tory variables; while in regression, using the error transformation
just mentioned, each equation typically has the lagged value of its
own dependent variable occurring as an explanatory variable).

Nevertheless, I have proceeded in this way, in the hope that the
coefficient estimates in the reestimated equations would not change a
great deal (i.e., in the hope that the adding-up property would hold
at least approximately). This seems to be the case in most of the
instances which I have checked. For instance, in Table I.A.2.a., the
relevant equations are (1), (2), (3')-(5'), (6), (7), (8')-(11'), (12),
(13), (14'), (15), (16.1), (16.2), (17), and (18'), where the primes
indicate equations which have been reestimated with a correction for
serially correlated residuals (note that a structural shift occurs in
equation (16)). If we add up the coefficients for the time trend variable
across all of these equations (some of which are from the original set
of regressions, and others of which have been reestimated), we find
that the sum is -. 0022, which is indeed fairly close to zero. Also, it
can be verified by comparison that the estimates of particular param-
eters do not change very much in most cases when the equation is
reestimated.
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Following is a summary of the regression findings as regard time
trends for the budget shares of unified budget outlay functional
categories:

TABLE 5.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, FUNCTIONAL BREAKDOWN,
BUDGET SHARES

Percent of total
outlays at the Time trend of

mean, fiscal year share: Percentage
Equation No. and function 1948-78 points per year

(9') 450-Community and regional development ------------------------- 0.70 0.065
(10') 500-Education, training, employment, and social services ..--.-.-.-- 2.46 .231
(1l') 550-Health .------------------------------------------------- 3.42 .340
(12) 600-Income security ------------------------------------------ 20.18 .688

Subtotal: positive trends --------------------------------- 26.76 1.324

B1 5-National defense------------------------------------------ 42.24 -1.213
2) 10Inentinlaffairs----------------------------------------- 4.24 -. 105

(13) 700-Veterans benefits and services-------------------------------- 6.94 -. 224
(15) BO-General government----------------------------------------- 1.23 -. 030
(16.2) 850-eneral purpose fi scal assistance------------------------------- .60 -. 121

(17) 900-Interest -------------------------------------------------- 9.43 -. 003

Subtotal: negative trends-------------------------------- 64.68 -1.696

Since 1970 only.
Source: Appendix, table I.A.2.a.

These results illustrate in more detail than the NIA regressions the
substantial shifts that have been occurring within the budget on the
outlays side, with national defense plus a few programs which by now
are small losing position steadily, while income security plus the
cluster of transfer programs mentioned earlier-Functions 450, 500,
and 550-have been gaining trendwise. The relative magnitudes are
much like those in the NIA budget results. The national defense share
has been falling trendwise almost twice as fast as the income security
share has been rising. But the other three programs just mentioned
taken together have been rising on trend about as rapidly as income
security. The effects of such rapid trend growth can be illustrated in
an interesting way. The average budget share of these four growing
functions over the whole period FY 1948-FY 1979 was 26.76 percent,
as shown in the above tabulation.

But as of fiscal year 1978, the combined share of these same func-
tions was 50.4 percent. Likewise, while the average share of Function
050 (National defense) was 42.2 percent over the whole period, as is
given in table 5, its share as of fiscal year 1978 was 23.3 percent.

Only one functional category showed evidence of a structural
change-Function 850 (General purpose fiscal assistance). This
function is dominated by the general revenue sharing program.
A break was found after fiscal year 1969, with a change from a very
small positive trend effect in 1948-69 to a somewhat larger negative
trend effect in the 1970-78 subperiod. This result ought to be inter-
preted in the light of the performance of DUM73, a variable with a



large, positive, and significant coefficient. This variable allowed the
share of Function 850 to rise sharply at the turn of the decade; with
that rather high level as a starting point, the share has lost position
slightly since 1970.

Looking at the other dimensions of this set of estimates in table
I.A.2.a. we note the following significant cyclical responses:

RetressionEquation No. and function coefficient

(5') 300-Natural resources and environment _----------------------------------------- - -0.048(12) 600-Income security- ------------------------------------------------------------- -. 694

(Note that while equation (16) indicates that the budget share of
Function 850 responds to cyclical forces, this estimate also indicates
the presence of a structural shift; and the two subperiod estimates
(16.1) and (16.2) do not show significant cyclical responses.)

Most of the cyclical response of the functional shares occurs via
Function 600 (Income security), which is not surprising since this
category includes various cyclically sensitive transfer programs. The
coefficients are interpreted as before: that is, they indicate that,
e.g., a one-percentage-point mcrease in the ratio of actual GNP to
potential GNP will reduce the budget share of Function 600 by .694
percentage points.

As to price indexing, only a few functions show significant but
rather small effects. Functions 300 (Natural resources and environ-
ment, equation (5')) and 350 (Agriculture, equation (6)) show evi-
dence of being slightly underindexed with coefficients of -. 0004 and
-. 0001 respectively (meaning that a one-point rise in inflation would
be accompanied by share reductions of .04 and .01 percentage points),
while Functions 800 (General government, equation (15)) and 900
(Interest, equation (17)) show positive indexing, with coefficients of
.0004 and .0012 respectively. It will be recalled that the NIA regres-
sions also showed an indexing effect for interest payments, and it can
be seen that the dimension of the effect is similar in the two budgets.
In the NIA regressions, the net interest share was 7.3 percent of
expenditures at the mean, and according to the regression findings
the share rose .13 percentage points with each one-point rise in the
CPI inflation rate. According to equation (17) in table I.A.2.a, in-
terest payments are 9.4 percent of unified outlays at the mean, and
the share changes .12 percentage points for each one-point inflation
change.

Table I.A.2.b in the appendix shows the results of regressions
using as dependent variables the shares of particular unified budget
subfunctions. These variables are defined on pp. A 26-A27 in the
appendix. They are supposed to reflect the movements of particular
programs more closely than the functional totals, and in this set of
regressions the idea was to separate out and study in isolation the
behavior of some of the larger outlay components. Indeed, the 13
components chosen accounted for 79.0 percent of total unified outlays
at the mean.13 Unfortunately, in general, data are available on this

Is Note that these l3 subcategories, accounting for 79 percent of total unified budget spending, involve only7 of the 18 unified budget functional categories: 050, 400,500, 550, 00, 900, and 950. And not all of the spending
in these seven functions is included.
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basis only beginning with fiscal year 1962 (however, as we shall see
later, data on certain particular programs classified as "relatively
uncontrollable" can be gotten beginning with fiscal year 1948).

In these regressions, again, serial correlation problems were en-
countered and alternative estimates of some equations were made.
Furthermore, category 0.1 (Outlays for military personnel) shows
evidence of a structural shift after 1969. The relevant set of equations
therefore includes equations (1.1), (1.2), (2')-(5'), (6), (7), (8'), and
(9)-(14). As before, a prime following the equation number denotes
that the equation was reestimated with a correction for serial correla-
tion. Equation numbers like (1.1), (1.2) indicate that there has been a
structural break in the equation in question (in this case, equation (1)),
and the two numbers indicate the subperiod regressions for this
equation.

At this level of detail, there is much more evidence of trend effects
at work than in the more aggregated data (of course, it must be
remembered that these regressions only span data beginning with
fiscal year 1962, while the preceding set of regressions covered data
beginning with fiscal year 1948). For convenience, a tabulation of
significant trend coefficients follows:

TABLE 6.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, PARTICULAR SUBFUNCTIONS,
BUDGET SHARES

Percent of total
outlays at the Time Trend of

mean, fiscal year share: Percentage
Equation No. and category 1962-78 points per year

(2') 0.2-Retired military personnel: Subfunction 051 (part)-------------- - 1.48 0.074
(6) 0.6-Elementary, secondary, higher, and vocational education: Subfunc-

tins 501 and 502-----------------------------------------1.94 .124
(7) 0.7-Training, employment, and other labor services: Subfunctions 504

and 505----------- ------------------------------- 1.06 .149
(8') 0.8-Health care services: Subfunctin 551 4.78 .564
(9) 0.9-Social security: Subfunction601---- ----------- .-- ..-------- 16.49 .354
(10) 0.10-Federal employee retirement and disability: Subfunction 602.---- 1.59 .066
(12) 0.12-Public assistance and other income supplements: Subfunction 604.- 3.88 .187

Subtotal:positivetrends---------------------------------- - 31.12 1.518

(1.2) 0.1-Military personnel: Subfunction 051 (part)----------------------- 9.83 1 -. 495
(3') 0.3-National defense other than active and retired military personnel:

Subtunction 051 (part)-------------------------------------- 2386 -. 953
(14) Other-All functions and subfunctions nottreated in other regressions) . 21.03 -. 361

Subtotal: negative trends -------------------------------------- 54.72 -1.809

1 Since 1970 only.
Source: Appendix, table I.A.2.b.

Thus according to these estimates, the budget shares of about 85
percent of unified budget outlays display trend influences, with the
shares of retirement, other transfer, and welfare programs moving
persistently upward, and the shares of outlays on defense spending
and military personnel trending downward. The picture actually is
very similar to that which was obtained from the regressions using
the functional categories, and also to the NIA regressions."1 Here we
get increased detail. For example, in the previous set of regressions
we found that the trend coefficient for Function 500 (interpreted as

'4 Because the period covered by the regressions in table 6 begins later, but ends at the same time as the
period covered by the regressions in table 5, the percentage at the mean of outlays in table 6 showing upward
trends is naturally larger, and the percent at the mean of outlays showing downward trends is naturally
smaller than in table 5.



percentage points per year of share change) was .231. In the present
regressions we treat separately the sum of Subfunctions 501 and 502,
and also the sum of 504 and 505, and have estimated trend coefficients
of .124 and .149 respectively for them. These sum to .273 (Subfunc-
tions 503 and 505, and Function 500's "Deductions for Offsetting
Receipts", are grouped together in the "Other" category).

How do these results relate to the set of functional regressions just
discussed above? It seems valid to consider the two sets of estimates
jointly; that is, to use the program-specific results from table 6 together
with the function-specific results from table 5 for functions other than
Functions 050, 500, 550, and 600 which have significant trend co-
efficients. This set includes Functions 150, 450, 700, 800, 850, and 900.
These functions, after all, did not show evidence of structural break
in the early 1960's, so it seems reasonable to assume that their trends
continued at the same rate in the 1960's as earlier.

Thus we may infer that trends exist in the budget shares of the sub-
functions shown in the above tabulation, as well as in Functions 150,
450, 700, 800, 850, and 900; and that such trend forces affect the
budget shares of over 85 percent of total outlays.

Significantly cyclical responsiveness is shown by only a few cate-
gories, as summarized in the following tabulation:

Regression
Equation No. and category coefficient

(1.2) 0.1-Military personnel: Sabfunction 051 (part) -------------------------------------- '10.201
(6) 0.6-Elementary, secondary, higher, and vocational education: Subfunctions 501 and 502... .122

(l1) 0.11-Unemployment compensation: Subfunction 603 ----------------------------------- -. 312
(12) 0.12-Public assistance and other income supplements: Subfunction 604------------------ --. 192

1 Since 1970 only.

These coefficients have the same interpretation as before: for ex-
ample, when the ratio of actual to potential GNP rises from .97 to
.98, the budget share of unemployment compensation outlays falls
by about three-tenths of a percentage point.

Significant price-indexing effects are shown only by Category 0.6
(equation (6), Subfunctions 501 and 502), which appears to be over-
indexed to the degree that a one-percentage-point increase in the
inflation rate would raise its share by .10 percentage points; and Cate-
gory 0.7 (equation (7)), Subfunctions 504 and 505), which is under-
indexed to a slightly smaller degree (-.07 percentage points). We may
note in this regard that the share of Function 500, which includes
these subfunctions, does not show evidence of either over- or under-
indexing (see Table I.A.2.a, equation (10')).

Finally, data on the outlays for certain subfunctions of the unified
budget are available back to FY 1948, through the categorization of
outlays into "relatively controllable" and "relatively uncontrollable"
classes by the Office of Management and Budget in their report en-
titled "Federal Government Finances." While these data are organized
in a slightly different way than the data used so far, and while only
some series are available back to 1948, those that are so organized are
included as a matter of interest. Note that the particular expenditures
included in these regressions constitute only about two-thirds of all
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outlays classified as "relatively uncontrollable"; but data on the re-
mang outlays in this category appear to be available only for a much
shorter time period.)

The results of this set of regressions are reported in Table I.A.2.c in
the appendix. The dependent variables are defined on p. A 27 in the
appendix. It will be noted that a number of these equations show signs
of structural change, and a few of them also required reestimation due
to serial correlation problems. The relevant equations are: (1'), (2),
(3), (4), (5'.1), (5'.2), (6'.1), (6'.2), (7.1), and (7.2). It is interesting to
note that, except for category U.7 (Public assistance and related
programs), the shares in unified outlays represented by all of these
variables show significant trend effects. The coefficient estimates are
summarized in convenient form below:

TABLE 7.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, CONTROLLABLE-
UNCONTROLLABLE CATEGORIZATION, BUDGET SHARES

Percent of total
outlays at the Time trend of

Equation No. and category mean, fiscal year share: PercentageEqutin o.andcaegry1948-78 points per year

(1') U.1-Social Security and railroad retirement payments---------------- 12.76 0.529(2) U.2-Federal employee retirement and insurance payments, includingmilitary------------------------------------------------ 2. 32 .098(5'.2) U.5-Medicare and medicaid -------------------------------------- 2.28 .759(6'.2) U.6-Housing payments ------------------------------------------ .25 .060
Subtotal: positive trends --------------------------------- 17.61 1.446

(3) U.3-Unemployment assistance ---------------------- -------------- 3.04 -. 036(4) U.4-Veterans benefits ------------------------------------------ 5.44 -. 174
Subtotal: negative trends -------------------------------- 8.48 -. 212

2 Since 1965 only.
Since 1970 only.

Source: Appendix: table L.A.2.c.

These six categories plus category U.7 (which did not show any
significant trend movement in its share) constitute 28.9 percent of
unified budget outlays at the mean. As before, we see strong upward
trends in Social Security and retirement payments, and in health
benefits. The upward trend in housing payments is very similar in
size to the trend effect exhibited by Function 450 (Community and
regional development) in the regressions (based on functional cate-
gories), although these housing payments are not from that category
(they are handled as part of Function 600). The significant down-
trend in unemployment assistance is new: in the previous set of
regressions on subfunctions, Category 0.11 (Subfunction 603 in the
unified budget) displayed a negative but insignificant trend coefficient.
However, U.3 seems to be a somewhat broader category, as it com-
prises 3.04 percent of unified outlays as compared to 2.69 percent for
Subfunction 603.

It is a little surprising that public assistance payments, Category
U.7, fails to show a trend effect (see equations (7.1) and (7.2), table
I.A.2.c), since, in the previous set of regressions, Category 0.12
(Public assistance and other income supplements) did show such an
effect. In this case Category 0.12 is more the inclusive one, accounting
for almost 4 percent of unified outlays as compared with about 2.8



percent for U.7. However, the regression involving Category 0.12
covered the period only since fiscal year 1962, while the regression
involving U.7 includes the whole postwar period and shows evidence
of a structural change after 1969. (Equation (7), Table I.A.2.c,
which does not allow for a structural break, also shows evidence of an
upward time trend.) Hence we conclude that the apparent upward
trend found earlier for public assistance programs probably was a
reflection of the underlying structural change, and the heightened
cyclical response of this variable in the latter subperiod.

Significant cyclical movements in budget share are shown only by
unemployment assistance payments (U.3), with a coefficient of -. 349
(equation (3)) and-since 1969-public assistance payments, (U.7),
with a coefficient of -. 320 (equation (7.2)). These results confirm
those from the previous set of regressions, though here the cyclical
response of publi assistance payments is somewhat stronger than inthe subfunction regressions. This may also be due to the fact that a
structural break is indicated for Category U.7, with an insignificant
cyclical coefficient found in the earlier subperiod. The subfunction
regression (equation (12), table I.A.2.b) indicates no break, so the
cyclical effect measured there is an average of experience over the
whole period fiscal year 1962-fiscal year 1978. Lastly, there is no
evidence of substantial over- or under-indexing of these programs for
inflation. This result is not inconsistent with earlier findings, which
indicated that most of the effects of inflation are felt in the interest
payment share; and interest payments are not included in this set
of regressions.

(2) SPENDING RESULTS: RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Having investigated movements in the composition of budget
spending, we now turn our attention to movements in the budget and
its components relative to the economy. The same basic model as before
is used, except that now the dependent variable is the ratio of total
spending or of particular spending components to potential GNP.
As explained earlier, this formulation is preferred over one using actual
GNP as the denominator of the dependent variable (and, e.g., the
unemployment rate as the cyclical indicator) because it avoids statis-
tical problems related to causality running from the dependent variable
to one or more of the explanatory variables, and consequent biased
estimates of the regression coefficients.

The regression results summarizing the factors affecting the relation-
ship of total budget spending and its components to potential GNP
are given in the appendix in table I.B.1 for the NIA budget and in
table I.B.2.a-c for the unified budget. As before, in scrutinizing these
results we shall be interested primarily in identifying trends: indeed,
the basic purpose of the statistical procedure used is to separate trend
forces from cyclical and other influences so as to assess the size of the
pure trend effects. Having analyzed the evidence on trends, we shall
follow our earlier procedure and note the nature of the other influences
systematically and significantly affecting the relationship of budget
spending to the economy.

It might be well to point out here that, in these regressions, a new
"adding-up property" holds. For any given explanatory variable, the



sum of the regression estimates of its coefficients in the regressions
involving particular spending categories will equal the regression
estimate for that coefficient in the regression involving total spending.
Also, the intercept estimates for each individual spending category will
sum up to the intercept estimate for the regression involving total
spending.

An obvious question at this point concerns the degree of consistency
between the results for budget shares and the results based on ratios to
potential GNP. There are at least two kinds of consistency which might
be expected, the first being of a broad or general kind, and the second
being arithmetic. The first can best be defined by example: If we
found that total budget spending or revenues relative to potential
GNP were not influenced by price movements, then it should be true
that the particular subcategories whose budget share was affected
significantly by price movements should be the ones whose position
relative to potential GNP is influenced by price movements. While
similar patterns are indeed found, this condition is not always met in
our results: these results possibly reflect some statistical problems,
such as multicollinearity, to a certain degree. It should also be remem-
bered that our standard for statistical significance-a t-ratio of two or
more in absolute value-is rather arbitrary so that a result might be
judged significant in one case and insignificant in another, just because
their particular t-ratios happen to fall close to but on either side of the
standard.

There also exists an arithmetic relationship connecting these results,
of the following kind. Suppose as an example we are studying move-
ments in the ratio E,/Y*, where Ei is a particular spending category
and Y* stands for potential GNP. This ratio can of course be written
as the product (Ei/E) (E/Y*), where E is total budget spending. This
means that the change in the ratio Ei/Y* due to a change, e.g., in
the ratio of actual to potential GNP, Y/Y*, which we might write as

d( E)

d( )

could be written as

[E E E E,
d d d

IE Y*1 E(Y* E E
(___) = ++second order terms.

d(Y* Y

Now the terms

(Y)

dY*



and

d(E)

d(Y

are regression coefficients, as is the term

(E,)d(Y*

and this says that a given coefficient from the ratios-to-potential
GNP regressions which we are about to examine ought to be derivable
as a weighted average of corresponding coefficients from the shares
regressions and from the regression involving total spending relative to
potential GNP, with the weights being budget shares and the ratio
of total spending to potential GNP.

While in principle such calculations could be made and the coeffi-
cients of the ratios-to-potential GNP relationships derived without
further regressions, the procedure is cumbersome and I have chosen to
do the regressions instead. I have checked one or two of the results to
assure myself that the results were indeed at least roughly consistent,
and this turned out to be so at least for those particular cases.

We first take up the NIA budget results (table I.B.1). Equation
(1) shows the regression estimate for total NIA expenditures relative
to potential GNP. On the average, NIA spending has been 18.75
percent of potential GNP over 1947-78. But this ratio has been trend-
ing upward significantly over period, according to this estimate;
since 1951, the rate has been .092 percentage points per year. The
ratio of total expenditures to potential GNP shows no significant
response to cyclical or price-index influences.

It might be useful to look ahead to the comparable unified budget
results (table I.B.2.a, equation (1)). Total unified spending has also
been trending upward significantly at a rate of .137 percentage points
per year since 1951 (at the mean, total spending is 18.78 percent of
potential GNP-almost identical to NIA spending). Here, also, there
is no evidence of other forces systematically affecting spending relative
to income; and it is worth noting further that there is no evidence
suggesting a structural shift in either of these regressions. The faster
rise of unified spending as compared to NIA spending is most likely
due to the inclusion of Federal credit programs in the unified figures,
as we noted at the beginning of this paper.

Looking at individual NIA expenditure categories, we note that
there is evidence of structural shifts after 1965 in the net interest and
"other" equations ((7) and (8)). Therefore the relevant equations for
this discussion are (1)-(6), (7.1), (7.2), (8.1), and (8.2). There is no
significant serial correlation problem in any of these regressions.

Most spending categories exhibit significant trend effects, and in
most cases the coefficient of the shift variable Time-DUM51 also is
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significant. Following is a summary of these trend effects for the period
following 1951 (as before, I shall only take note of coefficients from
the more recent subperiod in cases where there has been a structural
shift; also, I shall add the coefficients of Time and Time-DUM51
together if both are significant, so that the trend rate of change
shown generally should be interpreted as that applying to 1951 and
subsequent years):

TABLE 8.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFICIENTS: NIA BUDGET EXPENDITURES, RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Percent of Time trend of
potential GNP ratio to potential
at the mean, GNP: percentage

Equation No. and category 1947-78 points per year

(1) T

(3) N'
(4) E
(6) G
(7.2) N

(2) D
(5) F

otal NIA budget expenditures ------------------------------------- 18.75 0.092
londefense purchases------------------------------------ 2.11 .047omnestic transfer payments---------------------------------------- 492 .167
rants-in-aid to State and local governments ------------------------- 1.75 .092
et interest -------------------------------------------------- 1.33 1.057

Subtotal: positive trends --------------------------------------- 10.11 .363
intense purchases ---- ------------------------------------------ 7.69 -:217
oreiga transfer payments ----------------------------------------- .47 -021

Subtotal: negative trends---------------------- ----------------- 8.16 -. 238
Nettrendeffect ------------------------------------------------------------ .125

1 Since 1966 only.
Source: Appendix, table I.B.I.

We see here that the individual equation results imply a net up-
ward trend effect for spending relative to potential GNP of .125
percentage points per year (that is, .363 minus .238), while the re-
gression for total expenditures (equation (1)) implied a trend rise of
only .092 percentage points a year. The former estimate is higher
than the latter chiefly because the former reflects the reestimate of
equation (7) to accommodate the effects of a structural break, and the
substantial positive trend coefficient for the subperiod 1966-78 as
found in (7.2). Consequently, it is probably the better summary of
current circumstances. We see here that defense purchases are losing
ground relative to the economy as well as in their budget share; they
account for most of the total negative trend effect. Domestic transfers
are the most rapidly rising category, with grants-in-aid also rising
fast relative to potential GNP (according to these estimates, the trend
effect is such that domestic transfer payments to persons are increas-
ing one percentage point relative to potential GNP each six years,
while grants-in-aid are rising one point each 11 years).

Total NIA expenditures show a positive but not significant cyclical
response to income changes. However, certain subcategories do re-
spond significantly, as follows:

Equation No. and Category Regression
coefficient

(2) Defenrse purchases-------------------------------------------------------------- 0.154() Grant s-in-aid to State and local governmentn ------------------------------------------- .017
(7.2) Netinterest - - - - -____-_-__-_-___-_-____-_- _- _- _- .035
(4) Domestictransfers ----------------------------------------------------- ------------ -. 074

Netcyclical effect------------------------------------------------------------- .132



These results are interpreted to mean e.g. that if GNP rises by one
percentage point relative to potential GNP, defense purchases rise by
.154 percentage points relative to potential GNP. Altogether, accord-
ing to these estimates, such a one-percentage-point increase in GNP
relative to potential GNP brings with it a .132 percentage-point
increase in total NIA expenditure relative to potential GNP (note
that this number, which is derived from the estimates of equations
(2), (4), (6), and (7.2) as shown above, is almost exactly equal to the
coefficient estimate for the ratio of actual to potential GNP in equation
(1), the total spending equation).

In all of these regressions, all of the budget variables as well as both
actual GNP and potential GNP are in current-dollar terms. Hence a
significant positive coefficient estimate for the variable ACPI now
indicates overindexing in the sense that as prices rise the budget
variable in question rises by more than nominal potential GNP;
therefore that budget variable gains position relative to the economy.
A negative coefficient means that as prices rise the budget variable in
question loses position relative to the economy.

Since the whole NIA budget shows no significant indexing effect
relative to the economy, we would expect to find more or less the same
variables gaining or losing position relative to the economy as gained
or lost relative position in the budget as the inflation rate changed.
Grants-in-aid and net interest do indeed show positive indexing in
both these dimensions (their coefficients here are .0002 and .0003
respectively). However, defense purchases, whose budget share was
underindexed, do not show up as being underindexed relative to the
economy. And domestic transfer payments to persons, whose inflation
coefficient was positive but not quite significant according to our
arbitrary standard in the share regressions, here display a significant
overindexing effect, with a coefficient indicating that. a one-point
inflation rate increase is accompanied by an increase of .05 percentage
points in the ratio of domestic transfers to potential GNP.

The regression results using the functional breakdown of unified
budget outlays are presented in table I.B.2.a in the appendix. We
have already discussed the performance of total unified budget
outlays relative to potential GNP: the only systematic force at work
was found to be a lmear trend, with the percentage of total outlays to
potential GNP rising at a secular rate of .137 percentage points per
year. There was no evidence of structural change in the relationship
of total spending to potential GNP.

As before, some of the regressions for particular outlay categories
displayed significant serial correlation and had to be corrected. There
was also evidence of structural change in the regressions for Functions
850 and 900. Therefore the relevant equations in Table I.B.2.a are
(1)-(3), (4')-(6'), (7), (8), (9')-(12'), (13), (14), (15 (16), (17.1),
(17.2), (18.1), (18.2), and (19').
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Following is a tabulation of significant trend coefficients from this
set of equations (as before, the coefficient for Time-DUM51 is
included if it is significant):

TABLE 9.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, FUNCTIONAL BREAKDOWN
RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Percent of poten- Time trend of ratio
tial GNP at the to potential GNP:

mean, fiscal year percentage points
1948-78 per year

(1) Total unified budget outlays 18.78 0.137

S9') 400.-Transportation --------------------------------------------- .61 . 017
10') 450-Community and regional development- ------------------------- .14 .014
11') 500--Education, training, employment and social services ------------ .49 .050
12') 550-Health-------------------------------------------------- .69 .073

(13) 600-Income security -------------------------------------------- 3.89 .157
(15') 750-Administration of justice------------------------------------- .10 .003
(18.2) 900-Interest------------------------------------------------ 1.74 1.050

Subtotal: positive trends--------------------------------- 7.66 .364

(2) 050l-National defense ------------------------------------------- 7.95 -. 178
(3) 150-International affairn ----------------------------------------- .74 -. 001
(14) 700-Veterans benefits and services--------------------------.. ... 1.22 -. 031
(6) 809-General goverement ----------------------------------------- .22 -. 004

(17.2) 850-General purpose fiscal assistance ----------------------------- .12 2-.024

(19') 950-Undistributed offsetting receipts------------------------------ -. 57 -. 015

Subtotal: negative trends---------- --------------------- 9.68 -. 253

Net treed effect------------------------------------------------------ .111

I Since 1966 on .
2 Since 1970 only.
Source: Appendix, table I.B.2.a.

Only four of the unified budget functional outlay categories do not
display a significant trend, upward or downward, relative to the econ-
omy: Functions 270, 300, 350, and 370. The other functions which
have significant trends (accounting for 93.8 percent of total unified
budget outlays at the mean) total 17.6 percent of potential GNP.
Measured at the means, there were more dollars involved in down-
trends relative to the economy than in uptrends (due almost entirely
to the presence of Function 050 (National defense) among the down-
ward trenders). However, the rate of trend change among the func-
tions trending upward is greater in total (and in most individual cases
also, with the exception of national defense), so that total unified
outlays show a net upward trend. Aside from defense, the down-trend
rates are very small. However, several categories of spending are
rising rather rapidly on trend relative to potential GNP: Income
security; health; education, training, employment, and social services;
community and regional development; and (since 1970) interest (these
four functions alone have a composite trend coefficient of .330, and
account for about 82 percent of the total positive trend response of
unified outlays). Relative to potential GNP, national defense spend-
ing has been trending downward at the rate of 1 percentage point

56-369 0 - 81 - 5

Equation No. and function
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each four years. Income security outlays are gaining 1 percentage
point each six years (the same rate as was found for NIA budget
domestic transfers to persons); and Functions 450, 500, and 550
together are gaining 1 point each seven years at present trend rates.

Only three functions show significant cyclical response: Functions
600 (Income security, equation (13)), with a coefficient of -. 111; 800
(General government, equation (16)), with a coefficient of .009; and
900 (Interest, equation (18.2)), with a coefficient of .035 for the period
after 1965. Undistributed offsetting receipts, Function 950 and a
negative receipts item, has a significant coefficient of .026. There are
also only three instances of significant indexing effects: Function 350
(Agriculture), with a coefficient of -. 0005; Function 850 (General
purpose fiscal assistance), -. 0002 since 1970; and Function 900
(Interest), .0004 since 1966.

Next we turn to the same set of particular unified outlay subfunc-
tions as were studied in the share regressions; the present results are
set out in table I.B.2.b in the appendix. No structural shifts were
found here, but a few equations were reestimated due to serial correla-
tion in the residuals. The relevant equations are (1), (2')-(5'), (6),
(7), (8'), and (9)-(14). The time trend evidence is as follows:

TABLE 10.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, PARTICULAR SUBFUNCTIONS,
RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Percent of poten- Time trend of ratio
tial GNP at the to potential GNP

mean, fiscal year percentage points
Equation No. and category 1962-78 per year

(2') 0.2-Retired military personnel: Subfunction 051 (part). -------------- 0.30 0.016
(6) 0.6-Elementary, secondary, higher, and vocational education: Sub-

functions 501 and 502 --------------------------------------- .37 .027
(7) 0.7-Training, employment, and other labor services: Subfunctions 504

and 505-------------------------------------------------- .22 .031
(8') 0.8-Health care services: Subfunction 551---------------------------- .90 .118
(9) 0.9-Social security: Subfunction 601 -------------------------------- 3.30 .096
(10) 0.10-Federal employee retirement and disability: Subfunction 602 -- .32 .016
(12) 0.12-Public assistance and other income supplements: Subfunction 604-. .78 .043
(13) 0.13-Interest on the public debt less interest received by trust funds:

subfunctions 901 and 952----------------------------------- 1.53 .026

Subtotal: positive trends ------------- -------------------- 7.80 .373

(1) 0.1-Military personnel: Subfunction 051 (part)-- ----------------------- 1.96 -. 031
(3') 0.3-National defense other than active and retired military personnel:

Subfunction 051 (part).-------------------- ------------------ 4.4 -. 151

Subtotal: negative trends ---------------------------------- 6.70 -. 182

Nettrend effect.-.-.-------- -- ------- ---------------------------------- -191

Source: Appendix, table I.B.2.b.

Here the subfunctions we have isolated which show significant
trends involve dollars consituting 14.5 percent of potential GNP, and
77.2 percent of total unified budget outlays, at the mean. As can be
seen by comparing table 10 to table 9, most of the outlays in uptrending
functions identified in the regressions across functions are accounted
for here in a more narrowly defined set of programs. There are a few
differences, of course: in table 10 we see that outlays for military
retirement are trending upward, while outlays for active military
personnel and for defense other than for personnel trend dowards."6

is Note that the upward-trending sobfunctions covered in table 10 are 7.80 percent of potential ONP at
tho mean, while the upward-trending functions included in table 9 are only 7.66 percent of potential GNP
at the mean. The discrepancy is due to the fact that the regressions reported in table 10 cover data only from
fiscal year 1962-fiscal year 1978, while those in table 9 cover the period fiscal year 1948-fiscal year 1978. With
trends of the kind identified here at work, the mean ratio in a shorter, later period can be greater than that
in an earlier, longer period even if the programs covered are fewer.



To summarize, we may infer that there exist trends in the sub-
functions shown above, as well as in those functions shown in table 9
which were not split into subfunctions for the present regressions.
These include Function 400, 450, and 750, as upward trenders; and
150, 700, 800, 850, and 950 as downward-trending functions. The most
pronounced trend is the downward movement of national defense
outlays other than for personnel, at -. 15 percentage points per year
relative to potential GNP. Among programs showing positive trend
movement, health care services (Subfunction 551) displays the strong-
est trend, at .12 percentage points per year relative to potential GNP;
it is followed closely by Social Security payments. We may note finally
that practically the same sets of programs are identified as moving
trendwise with respect to potential GNP as were found to be showing
trends in budget shares (see table 6 above); the only difference is
Category 0.13, interest on the public debt less interest received by
trust funds, which did not have a significant trend coefficient in the
shares regressions.

Several programs in this grouping show significant cyclical move-
ment relative to potential GNP, as follows:

Regression
Equation No. and category coefficient

(1) 0.1- Military personnel: Subfunction 051 (part) ..-----------------------------.--..... - 0.073
(6) 0.6-Elementary, secondary, higher, and vocational education: Subfunctions 501 and 502..--. .026
(11) 0.11- Unemployment compensation: Subfunction 603 --------------------------.--.-.--- 0.60
(12) 0.12-Public assistance and other income supplements: Subfunction 604------------------- -0. 38

Net cyclical effect---------------------------------------------------- .001

As may be seen, the net consequence of cyclical movements of the
economy on the relationship of these programs to potential GNP is
almost zero. Note that the only unified budget functional categories
not included here which showed significant cyclical sensitivity in the
previous set of regressions were Function 800 (General government),
which displayed a cyclical coefficient of .009; and Function 900 (In-
terest), with a coefficient of .035 since fiscal year 1965. On this evi-
dence, then, there is a net cyclical effect of .045, which is rather
small. This is consistent with the earlier finding for total unified
budget outlays relative to potential GNP (table I.B.2.a, equation (1))
of no significant cyclical response.

Spending categories 0.1 and 0.6 have significant positive price-index
responses, with coefficients of .066 and .022 respectively (that is, a
one-point rise in inflation would for example be associated with a
change of .066 percentage points in the ratio of spending for Cate-
gory 0.1 to potential GNP).

Lastly, we turn to the outlay variables which are available as part
of the relatively controllable-relatively uncontrollable categorization
made by the Office of Management and Budget. These categories, it
will be recalled, are of interest in that they cover particular programs
and that data on some of them are available over the whole period
fiscal year 1948-fiscal year 1978, whereas data on the subfunctions
just analyzed are available only since fiscal year 1962.

The relevant results are reported in table I.B.2.c in the appendix.
Both structural shifts and autocorrelation are in evidence, requiring
the reestimation of some equations. The relevant equations for our
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discussion turn out to be (1'), (2.1,) (2.2), (3), (4), (5'), (6'.1), (6'.2),
(7.1), and (7.2). Following is a summary of the trend coefficient
estimates which were significantly different from zero:

TABLE 11.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, CONTROLLABLE-UNCON-
TROLLABLE CATEGORIZATION, RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Percent of poten- Time trend of ratio
tial GNP at the to potential GNP:

mean, fiscal year percentage points
Equation No. and category 1948-78 per year

(1) U.1-Social security and railroad retirement payments --- _------- 2.48 0.125
(2.2) U.2-Federal employee retirement and insurance payments, including

military ---------- -- - - ----------------- ----- .45 .026

(5') U.5-Medicare and medicaid -------------------------------------- .47 .064
(6.2) U.6--Housing payments ------------------------------------------ .05 1.012

Subtotal: positive trends --------------------------------- 3.45 .227

(4) U.4-Veterans benefits.------------------------------------------- .95 -. 026

Subtotal: negative trends --------------------------------- .95 -. 026

'Since 1970 only.

Source: Appendix, table I.B.2.c.

This is an incomplete list (recall that data since fiscal year 1948 are
not available for more than a few of the categories in the controllable-
uncontrollable tabulation), but it tends to confirm the results of the
subfunction regressions. Social Security and Federal retirement pay-
ments are shown to be trending upward somewhat faster than in those
regressions (where their trend coefficients were .096 and .016 respec-
tively-see table 10); while Medicare and Medicaid are rising trend-
wise more slowly here than health care services do in the subfunction
regressions (where the trend coefficient is .118). In this connection, it
should again be noted that the regressions summarized in table 11 are
based on data over the period fiscal year 1948-fiscal year 1978, while
the table 10 regressions cover only fiscal year 1962-fiscal year 1978.
On that basis, it is not surprising that the latter regressions show a
larger trend coefficient for a program like health care services than is
found in the former ones.

Just as in the budget share regressions, Category U.7 (Public
assistance programs) fails to show a consistent trend, strengthening
the earlier conclusion that the trend found in the subfunction regres-
sions may have been due to the failure of those regressions to catch
the structural shift that seems to have occurred in this variable's
relationship to the budget and to potential GNP. As before, it is
difficult to compare these results closely with the previous ones because
of differing definitions.

Categories U.2 (Federal retirement, including military), U.3
(Unemployment assistance payments), and U.7 (Public assistance
payments) all show negative sensitivity to the business cycle, though
the effects are not large (for U.3 and U.7, a 1-percentage-point rise in
the ratio of actual to potential GNP will cause their respective posi-
tions relative to potential GNP to fall by about .07 percentage points;
while the position of U.2 would fall by .01 percentage point). Finally,
a small underindexing effect is found for Category U.7 since 1970;
with its coefficient of -. 0003 meaning that a 1-percentage-point rise
in the inflation rate will reduce the relationship of public assistance
payments to potential GNP by .03 percentage points.



(3) TAX RESULTS: BUDGET SHARES

Tables II.A.1-II.B.2 in the appendix summarize the statistical
results obtained by applying our analytical framework to tax revenues
under the two budget concepts. We note here that these regressions
differ in format from the spending regressions only in that they have
just one dummy variable-"DUM64"-with value of zero up to 1964
and unity in 1964 and beyond. This dummy multiplies the time trend
variable; that is, it allows the coefficient of the trend variable to become
larger or smaller in 1964 and after than it was in the pre-1964 period.
It represents the shift in the structure produced by the 1964 change in
the tax law, a change which was effected largely by changing tax rates.
Dummies inserted for other tax law changes failed to reach significance
and were deleted.

It will be convenient to discuss the NIA and unified budget results
together, since there are many fewer categories to examine than there
are on the spending side. First we look at the behavior of budget shares.
The results of these regressions appear in the appendix, in tables
II.A.1 (NIA budget) and II.A.2 (unified budget). Following is a sum-
mary of the significant trend coefficients from these estimates. Because
of autocorrelation problems, the equations for indirect business taxes
in the NIA budget regressions, and for excise and gift taxes in the
unified budget regressions, were reestimated. No structural changes
were found in any of the estimates. Therefore the relevant equations
in the NIA budget set (table II.A.1 in the appendix) are (1), (2), (3')
and (4). In the unified budget set (table II.A.2), the relevant equations
are (1)-(4), (5'), and (6)-(8). The trend coefficients shown include the
coefficient of Time. DUM64 if that coefficient is statistically significant.

TABLE 12.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: NIA BUDGET RECEIPTS, BUDGET SHARES

Percent of total Time trend of
receipts at the share: Percentage

Equation No. and category mean, 1947-78 points per year

(1) Personaltaxesandnantaxreceipts ----------------------------------- 44.66 0.237
(4) Contributionsforsocialinsurance ------------------------------------ 20.33 .641

Subtotal: positive trends--------------------------------------- 64.99 .878

(2) Corporate profits tax accruals--ii------------------------------------- 22.35 -. 375
(3') Indirect business tax and nonta accruals------------------------------ 12.66 -. 474

Subtotal: negative trends -------------------------------------- 35.01 -. 849

Source: Appendix, table II.A. 1.

TABLE 13.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET RECEIPTS, BUDGET SHARES

Percent of total
receipts at the Time trend of

mean, fiscal year share: Percentage
Equation No. and category 1978-79 points per year

(1) Individual income taxes------------------------------------------- 43.80 0.269
( 3) Social insurance taxes and contributions - --------------- 18.87 .677
6) Custom duties ------------------------------------------------- 1.16 .013

(7) Deposit of earnings by the Federal Reserve System --------------------- 1.04 .041

Subtotal: positive trends --------------------------------------- 57.87 1.000

2) Corporation income taxes ----------------------------------------- 21.78 -. 409
Exasetaxes -------------------------------------------------- 11.34 -. 572

Subtotal: negative trends -------------------------------------- 33.12 -. 981

Source: Appendix, table II.A.2.
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The significant movements in shares that show up in these regres-
sions are very similar as between the two budgets. The share of
personal income taxes trends upwards in both budgets at the rate of
about one quarter of a percentage point per year. (It is interesting to
note that the level of explanation of the personal income tax equation
in both of the share regressions is very low: the R- 2 is .091 in the
NIA budget regression and .289 in the unified budget regression.
Apparently there is a good deal of random fluctuation in the share of
personal taxes. Nevertheless, the time trend is clearly significant in
both regressions.) The share of social insurance revenues trends up-
ward at a very fast rate: about two-thirds of a percentage point per
year in each budget (note that in 1978 these taxes were 30.7 percent
of NIA budget receipts and 32.2 percent of unified budget receipts-
far above the respective mean values of 20.3 percent and 18.9 percent
respectively).

On the other hand, the share of corporate profit taxes is falling at a
trend rate of about .4 percentage points per year, and excise taxes
fall at about .6 percentage points annually in terms of budget share.
Clearly, steady and substantial shifts are occurring in the pattern of
tax receipts, and these shifts have been going on during the whole
postwar period, according to this evidence.

There is a fair amount of cyclical sensitivity in tax shares. Following
is a tabulation of these coefficients for the two budgets:

Regression
Equation No. and category coefficient

NIA budget:
(2) Corporate profit tax accruals. .-------------------------------------------------- 0.394
(3') Indirect business tax and nontax accruals.----------------------------------------- -. 249
(4) Contributions for social insurance. .. ..------------------------------------------- -- -. 298

Unified budget:
(2) Corporation income taxes. . .----------------------------------------------------- .416
(3) Social insurance taxes and contributions.----------------------------------------- -. 239
(4) Excise taxes.--------------..---. ---------------------------------------------- -. 317

In neither budget does the personal income tax receipts share achieve
a significant cyclical coefficient, though in both cases the estimated
coefficient is positive. The corporate tax share is estimated to rise
about .4 percentage points when actual GNP rises 1 percentage point
with respect to potential GNP, in both budgets. The share of social
insurance contributions falls when income rises relative to potential,
as does the share of indirect business taxes (and of all the indirect
taxes shown in the unified budget accounts, though only the excise
tax coefficient is significant).

Regarding indexing, the share of indirect taxes is underindexed and
the share of social insurance taxes overindexed in the NIA budget
accounts: the two effects (table II.A.1, equations (3') and (4)) almost
exactly match each other in size (share changes of -. 18 and .19 per-
centage points respectively in connection with a 1-percentage-point
change in the inflation rate). Very similar effects show up in the uni-
fied budget results (table II.A.2, equations (3) and (4)): only the
shares of social insurance and excise tax receipts show significant
indexing response, with the former's share rising .14 percentage points,
and the latter's falling .15 percentage points, in response to a one-
point rise in the CPI inflation rate.
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(4) TAX RESULTS: RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Regression results for the movements of tax collections relative
to potential GNP are given for the two budgets in tables II.B.I and
II.B.2 in the appendix. In the NIA results, there was evidence of a
structural change following 1965 in the social insurance equation; also,
the indirect business tax equation had to be reestimated due to the
presence of significant autocorrelation in the residuals of the original
estimate. Consequently, the relevant NIA budget equations from
table II.B.1 are (1)-(3), (4'), (5.1), and (5.2). There was no break
found in the unified budget regressions, but two equations needed
correction for autocorrelation. Thus the relevant unified budget equa-
tions from table II.B.2 are (1)-(4), (5'), (6'), and (7)-(9). Following
is a summary of the significant trend coefficients found in each of
these budgets:

TABLE 14.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: NIA BUDGET RECEIPTS, RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Percent of Time trend of
potential GNP ratio to potential
at the mean, GNP: percentage

Equation No. and category 1947-78 points per year

(1) Total NIA budget receipts---------------------------------------- 18.41 0.200
(2) Personal taxes and nontax receipts ---------------------------------- 8.23 .129
(5.2) Contributions for social insurance ----------------------------------- 3.78 1.184

Subtotal: positive trends -------------------------------------- 12.01 .313

(3) Corporate profits tax accruals--------------------------------------- 4. 10 -. 001
(4') Indirect business tax and nontax accruals----------------------------- 2.30 - 061

Subtotal: negative trends-------------------------------------- 6.40 -. 062

Net trend effect---------------------------------------------------------- .251

I Since 1966 only.

Source: Appendix, table II.B.1.

TABLE 15.-SIGNIFICANT TIME TREND COEFFICIENTS: UNIFIED BUDGET RECEIPTS, RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Percent of poten- Time trend of ratio
tial GNP at the to potential GNP:

mean, fiscal year percentage points
Equation No. and Category 1948-78 per year

(1) Total unified budget receipts--------------------------------------- 17.99 0.211

2) Indinidual i acome tes -------------- ----------------------------- 7.89 .135
(4) Social insurance tases and contributins--------------------------- ---- 3.42 .149
(7) Custom duties-------------- ------------------------------------- .21 .004
(8) Deposit of earnings by the Federal Resumve System----------------------- .19 .009

Subtotal: positive trends --------------------------------------- 11.71 .297

(3) Crporation income taxes..------------------------------------------ 3.90 -. 001
(5) Exse taxes--------------------------------------------------- 2.01 -. 068

Subtotal: negative trends.-------------------------------------- 5.91 -. 069

Net trend effect- ----------------------------------------------------------- .228

Source: Appendix, Table II.B.2.

Here again the results are very similar as between the two budgets.
Both estimates show the trend ratio of personal income taxes to po-
tential GNP rising by .13 percentage points per year, and a miniscule
trend reduction in the ratio of corporate profit taxes to the economy.
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The personal income tax equations perform better here than in the
budget share regressions, with about two-thirds of the variance of the
dependent variable explained in each of the two equations. The rates
of change of social insurance tax receipts differ somewhat in the two
estimates, but that is because the NIA estimate shown for that
variable covers only the period 1966-78 due to the finding of a struc-
tural break following 1965. The original NIA estimate over the whole
postwar period (equation (5)) produced a trend coefficient of .151,
almost identical to the unified budget estimate.

The net trend effect calculated from the significant trend coefficients
for individual tax categories in both budgets is positive, and comes out
to be .25 percentate points per year for the unified budget data. These
figures are slightly higher than the trend coefficients of .20 and .21
from the total receipts equations. The difference reflects the fact that
in both budgets the basic corporate profits trend coefficient, which
was negative, was not significant (though the coefficient of Time.
DUM64 was significant in both cases), and that several of the unified
tax categories displayed negative but insignificant trend coefficients.
But the differences are not large, and it would probably be fair to
conclude that tax revenues as a percentage of potential GNP are
trending upward at a rate of between .20 and .25 percentage points per
year.

Next we examine the cyclical sensitivity of revenues relative to
potential GNP. Following is a summary of the significant coefficients:

Regression
Equation No. and category coefficient

NIA budget:
(1) Total receipts. ..----------------------------------------------------------- 0.477

(2) Personal taxes and nontax receipts.-------------- ------------- ---------- ------- .243
(3) Corporate profits tax accruals .------------------------------------------------- .185
(4) Indirect business tax and nontax accruals ..----------------------------------------- .020
(5.2) Contributions for social insurance ---------------------------------------------- ' .100

Net cyclical effect.- .------------------------------------------------------ .548

Unified budget:
(1) Total receipts ..-- . ..------------------------------------------------------------ .487

(2) Individual income taxes . . ..----------------------------------------------------- .245
(3) Corporation income taxes . ..---------------------------------------------------- .197
(7) Custom duties.---------- --. ------------------------------------------------- - .003

Net cyclical effect.--.-.-.----.---------------------------------------------- . 5

1 Since 1966 only.

The cyclical response shown by personal income and corporate
income tax receipts is practically the same in the two budgets: an
increase of one-fourth of a percentage point in the ratio of personal
tax collections to potential GNP accompanies a 1-percentage-point
rise in the ratio of actual to potential GNP. The comparable corporate
tax figure is about two-tenths of 1 percentage point. Contributions
for social insurance just miss significance in the unified regression
(this variable's cyclical coefficient is .030, with a t-ratio of 1.97),
while in the NIA regression this equation (5) shows a structural break
after 1965. We may note that the NIA social insurance regression for
the whole period 1947-78 produces a cyclical coefficient of .028 with
a t-ratio of 1.74-essentially the same as the corresponding unified
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budget regression. (Note the discussion of the trend coefficients above,
where similar comparisons between whole-period NIA budget and
unified budget regressions are made).

Finally, total receipts show significant evidence of overindexing in
the NIA regression (with a coefficient of .0015), and almost significant
evidence of overindexing in the unified budget regression. In the NIA
budget, personal income tax receipts and social insurance tax receipts
display significant over indexing; no tax program is shown to be under-
indexed. The same qualitative result holds for the unified budget-
though the numbers are slightly different, as shown in the following
tabulation which gives the percentage-point change in the ratio of
each program to potential GNP given a 1-percentage-point rise in the
CPI inflation rate:

NIA budget Unified budget

Personal income tax receipts -------------------------------------------- 0.082 0.061
Social insurance receipts----------------------------------------------- .064 .039

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper is to test for the presence of trend effects
which have influenced the budget's composition and its position rela-
tive to the economy. The procedure used in these tests involved the
application of a statistical regression technique to separate these
secular effects from the effects of others systematically operating
influences (cyclical forces, price indexing), known one-time phenomena
(the Korean war spending acceleration, particular tax changes), and
random elements. The trend effects which have been found in the
various budget categories, as documented in this paper, obviously
summarize the trends which are present in particular programs. Pre-
sumably these could also be identified in a detailed, program-by-
program study of the budget, in which the effects of such factors as
demographic shifts, changes in entitlement provisions, and so on, could
be studied carefully for each program. Such a detailed approach was
infeasible, given the time constraints and the availability of other
resources. Instead, the supposition being investigated in this paper is
that an underlying set of social, economic, political, demographic,
and other forces taken together is exerting a continuing, systematic
secular influence on the budget's composition and size.

The degree to which particular programs, or at least particular
spending or tax categories, are affected is found via regression analysis
rather than by the study of the provisions particular to individual
programs, and is summed up in the trend coefficient for each category.
When the cyclical, one-time, and random influences had been ac-
counted for, it was indeed found that a very large part of the budget
has been affected by trends. Where budget shares were concerned, all
of the NIA expenditure and tax categories showed significant trend
movements up or down, while under the somewhat more detailed
unified budget, 10 of the 17 functional spending categories (covering
91.4 percent of outlays at the mean) and 6 of 9 tax categories (covering
91.0 percent of receipts) show significant trend effects. Similar state-
ments can be made for results related to growth in the budget's size



relative to the economy. In regressions involving ratios of the budget
and its components to potential GNP, all NIA expenditure and tax
categories, as well as total NIA expenditures and receipts, have trend
effects in evidence. Among the 17 unified budget outlay categories, 12
of them plus undistributed offsetting receipts show significant trends.
Compared to the ratio of total unified outlays to potential GNP
(which itself shows a trend) of 18.8 percent at the mean, the spending
in these categories amounts to 17.3 percent of potential GNP at the
mean. On the tax side, total unified receipts are 18 percent of potential
GNP and show a trend. Six of the nine receipt categories, amounting
to 17.6 percent of potential GNP at the mean, display trend effects.
Thus such effects are very pervasive throughout the whole budget.

In section 3 of this paper, the specific findings have been presented
and reviewed in considerable detail. Here I shall attempt to present
the overall picture and its implications by summarizing which spending
and which tax categories display upward and which display downward
trends, and the strengths of these trends. In drawing all of this to-
gether, it is important to be aware of two things. First, the patterns
which are being discussed are a characterization of a certain historical
period as revealed by a particular statistical structure. The findings
for this historical period will not necessarily carry forward into the
future: for example, changes in the features of important programs
could alter the patterns considerably. And how well reality, in the
historical period covered, is being described depends also on the
adequacy of the statistical framework used. Does it do a good job?
Certainly the structure adopted here is very simple-but, as long as
it "explains" reality well and is logically consistent internally, most
economists would in general prefer a simpler explanatory structure
to a more complicated one. Looking at the results, one would have to
give the present approach high marks on the basis of the usual statis-
tical criteria. Second, given the structure and the historical period, the
results are subject to error, as measured for example by the standard
error of estimate for each of the regression equations and by the
standard errors of individual coefficients. While the numerical esti-
mates reported in this paper satisfy a set of statistical criteria for
"best" estimates, and are certainly the numbers one would tend to
cite if asked for point estimates of the effects of the phenomena studied,
their exact values should not be taken too literally. Rather, it should
be understood that they lie within a range of reasonably likely values,
with the dimensions of this range indicated by, e.g., the standard
errors of the coefficients.

a. Trend Effects

(1) BUDGET SHARES

Regarding composition of the budget, both budget measures tell
similar stories concerning both spending and taxes, with more details
available from the unified budget results. Total military spending is
trending downward as a component of both budgets, and at a rather
rapid rate. However, the more detailed unified budget data show that
this general result masks divergent trends in military retirement pay
and other military outlays. The budget share of payments to military
retirees is trending upward (and so is the share composed of payments



to nonmilitary-retired-Federal employees). The military-retiree-pay-
share-trend rate is .074 percentage points per year, and the nonmili-
tary-Federal-retirement-outlays share-trend rate is .066 percentage
points. The share of national defense spending other than military
retirement has been falling at a rate of 1.45 percentage points annually,
based on subfunction estimates over fiscal year 1962-fiscal year 1978.

The most strongly upward-trending categories in terms of budget
shares are the various transfer programs. Among NTA expenditures,
the share of domestic transfers plus that of grants-in-aid to State and
local governments has been rising at a combined rate of 1.17 percent-
age points per year. Among unified budget outlays, the share of Func-
tions 500, 550, and 600 have been increasing at trend rates of .23, .34,
and .69 percentage points per year respectively, for a combined in-
crease rate of 1.26 points per year. Thus the growth in these functions
plus the two retirement programs already mentioned has been almost
exactly offsetting the relative decline of nonretirement military outlays.
However, the available subfunction data, and data on the relatively
controllable-relatively uncontrollable categories, enable us to examine
budget trends in even more detail. Within Functions 500, 550, and
600, the Subfunctions of importance are 501-502 (Elementary,
secondary, higher, and vocational education), 504 - 505 (Training,
employment, and other labor services), 551 (Health care services),
601 (Social Security), and 604 (Public assistance); these constituted
90.3 percent of the outlays in Functions 500, 550, and 600 in fiscal
year 1978. Their combined trend coefficient is estimated to be 1.44
percentage points per year (that is, their combined share of unified
budget outlays has been increasing at a trend rate of 1.44 percentage
points per year as compared to the 1.26-point rate for their parent
functions; as of fiscal year 1978, the combined share stood at 43.3
percent of total outlays). Looking at even more detailed data from
the controllable-uncontrollable classification), especially rapid trend
growth relative to the whole budget is shown by the Medicare and
Medicaid programs, which constitute most of Subfunction 551. These
have a share trend coefficient of .76 percentage points annually since
1970 (the share of Subfunction 551 total grew trendwise at .56 per-
centage points per year since 1962).

The story concerning trends in the budget shares of various tax
programs is quite simple. The share of social insurance taxes has been
rising steadily at a rate of two-thirds of a point annually, while personal
income taxes have been increasing their share by one-fourth of a per-
centage point per year. The losers in share terms have been corporate
taxes and indirect taxes.

Thus there clearly exist strong trend movements in the composition
of both sides of the budget. However, there is another dimension to be
considered: The budget tends to vary systematically in relationship to
the economy. We next summarize the findings on this aspect.

(2) RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

We begin by examining the movements of expenditures and receipts
taken as totals. As will be recalled, we measure budget growth relative
to the economy by working with ratios of expenditures and tax receipts
to potential GNP, or "the economy". The regression for total NIA



spending relative to potential GNP shows a significant positive trend
coefficients with a value of .092. However, by summing the significant
trend coefficient across individual spending category regressions, we
obtain a net coefficient value for the trend term of .125. The difference
lies chiefly in the fact that the latter figure, but not the former, incor-
porates a structural shift: at the end of 1965, according to our esti-
mates, the net interest trend coefficient changed from a value
insignificantly different from zero to .057, thus increasing the trend
rate of growth of total expenditures. The .125 figure suggests that,
since 1965, NIA outlays have been rising relative to potential GNP
by 1 percentage point every 8 years; before that, the rate was much
slower-the estimate for the earlier years is .092 points per year, repre-
senting a relative increase of 1 percentage point about every 15 years.

Receipts in the NIA budget have shown a considerably more rapid
trend upward relative to the economy than have expenditures, with
significant trend coefficients for individual tax categories summing to
.25, just twice the expenditure sum. The regression for total NIA
receipts has a trend coefficient of .20, but there also was a structural
shift not reflected in this figure; this time it is a sharp increase in the
trend response of social insurance contributions, from .128 before
1966 to .184 points thereafter. The net trend coefficient of .25 indi-
cates that NIA receipts are presently rising trendwise 1 percentage
point relative to potential GNP each four years.

The unified budget results are not very different. Unified outlays
show a combined trend response of .11 percentage points per year
relative to the economy, suggesting that total outlays under this
concept have risen 1 percentage point every nine years as a fraction
of potential GNP. Again, an increase in the interest rate trend re-
sponse as of 1965 was found, of practically the same size as in the
NIA results. Unified receipts trend upward at a rate of about .23
percentage points per year.

Among the particular NIA expenditure categories, each one except
"other expenditures" shows evidence of significant trend movement
relative to the economy. Defense purchases have trended downward
strongly in this dimension, as well as in share, losing 1 percentage
point of position vis-a-vis potential GNP each five years or so. Domes-
tic transfer payments to persons and grants-in-aid to State and local
governments have been the strongest gainers, with the former rising
1 percentage point on potential GNP each 6 years, and the latter
1 point about each 11 years.

Interest payments began to trend upward relative to the economy
in the mid-1960's in both the NIA and unified budgets. On the other
hand, interest payments have the interesting property of displaying
downward trends as a share of both budgets. In the unified budget,
military payments for active personnel and for purposes other than
personnel are trending downward relative to the economy at .18 per-
centage points per year (or 1 percentage point every 5/ years).
Retired military pay plus Federal nonmilitary retirement payments
together are trending upward at .03 percentage points annually
relative to the economy. But the strongest trends have been shown
by health care services and by income security payments. Since 1962,
the former (reflecting mostly Medicare and Medicaid growth) have
risen at .12 percentage points annually relative to potential GNP



(a rate of 1 point each 8% years) while Social Security plus public
assistance and other income supplement payments have been in-
creasing .139 point per year on the economy (1 point each 7 years).

Trend changes in the importance of particular tax categories rela-
tive to the economy are dominated by social insurance receipts, which
have been trending upward by about .18 percentage points per year
in ratio to potential GNP. The personal income tax trend rate has
been .13 percentage points annually, while indirect taxes have been
declining relative to the economy at a trend rate of about .07 points
annually.

b. Cyclical Effects, Price-Indexing Effects, and Stability of Results

The remaining systematic evidence in this paper is concerned with
cyclical and price-indexing responses of budget shares and the position
of the budget relative to the economy, and finally with the stability
of the whole structure. In terms of budget shares, most of the cyclical
action is in Function 600 (Income security), which shows a cyclical
response coefficient of about -. 7 in the functional regressions and
only slightly smaller coefficients in the more detailed regressions (this
number means that, if the ratio of actual to potential GNP rises by
1 percentage point, e.g. from .97 to .98, the ratio of Function 600
outlays to total budget outlays would fall by .7 percentage points).
There is some evidence of procyclical movement in the share repre-
sented by payments to active military personnel (it has a cyclical
coefficient of .20 in the subfunction fits; and defense spending shows
a cyclical response of .37 in the NIA shares regressions). In the results
for ratios to potential GNP, there is evidence of slightly more wide-
spread cyclicality, as interest payments (in both budgets, each with
a procyclical coefficient of .035) and grants-in-aid (in the NIA figures,
with a procyclical .017 coefficient) also show up. The net cyclical
effect estimated for the whole spending budget relative to the economy
is .13 for the NIA version and -. 04 for the unified one. The difference
is that the NIA figures produce a significant defense-spending cyclical
response of .15, while the cyclical sensitivity of military spending in
the unified budget (Function 050) is positive but insignificant (co-
efficient of .17 with a t-ratio of 1.79, though the military personnel
subcategory shows a significant procyclical movement). It may very
well be due to the differences in timing between the two budgets in
recording outlays. Since the NIA procedure is aimed more closely at
recording expenditures in such a way as to reflect their economic im-
pact, perhaps the NIA results are the more accurate in this case. If
we take this line, the spending evidence shows roughly the following
important cyclical responses: Defense spending, .15; net interest,
.035; unemployment compensation, public assistance, etc., -. 10; all
in relation to potential GNP.

There is a good deal of cyclical response by tax revenues, both as to
budget shares and in relation to the economy. The share of personal
income taxes is not affected, but the corporate tax share moves pro-
cyclically with a response coefficient of .4. The shares of social in-
surance contributions and indirect taxes move countercyclically (co-
efficients of about -. 25 to -. 30 for each one). Relative to potential
GNP, all of the significant cyclical responses are positive. The more



important response coefficients are as follows: Personal income taxes,
.25; corporate profits tax, .20; social insurance contributions, .10.

While several spending categories show weak price-indexing effects
in various regressions, there are a few which show it consistently, with
interest payments being the most noticeable. The interest share rises
by about .12 percentage points when inflation accelerates by 1 point;
and this also causes interest payments to rise by about .03 percentage
points relative to the economy. Payments for education under Sub-
functions 501 and 502 also increase their share (.10) and their position
in relation to the economy (.02) in response to a 1-point inflation in-
crease. The following tabulation, giving the share or ratio-to-potential
GNP change in the particular category in response to a 1-point in-
flation acceleration, is a convenient summary of all of the significant
price-indexing effects found.

Spending categories
Bud get shares:

NIA grants-in-aid ---------------------------------------- +. 08
NIA net interest ----------------------------------------- +. 13
Unified Fn. 800 ------------------------------------------ +. 04
Unified Fn. 900 ------------------------------------------ +. 12
Unified Subfns. 501+502 ----------------------------------- +. 10
Unified Subfns. 504+505 ----------------------------------- -. 07
Unified Fn. 300 ------------------------------------------ -. 04
Unified Fn. 350 ------------------------------------------ -. 01

Ratios to potential GNP:
NIA grants-in-aid---------------------------------------- +. 02
NIA net interest ----------------------------------------- +. 03
NIA domestic transfers ------------------------------------ +. 05
Unified Fn. 900 ---------------------------------------- +. 04
Unified Subfn. 0.1 ---------------------------------------- +. 07
Unified Subfn. 0.6------------------------------------------- +. 02
Unified Fn. 350 ----------------------------------------- -. 05
Unified Fn. 850 ----------------------------------------- -. 02
Unified Subfn. U.7 -----------------------------------------. 03

Tax categories
Social insurance ------------------------------------ --+. 14 to +. 19
Indirect taxes .---------------------------------------- 15 to +. 18
Total receipts .---------------------------------------- 09 to +. 15
Personal income .-------------------------------------- 06 to +. 08
Social insurance .-------------------------------------- 04 to +. 06

I Since 1966 only.
3 Since 1970 only.

Finally, a word needs to be said regarding the stability of these
estimates and of the underlying budget relationships. To what extent
have there been noticeable changes in the structure as identified by
the Chow tests done on each estimate? Are we in a "new ball game"
regarding the budget in the 1970's relative to earlier years?

A glance through the tables in section 3 shows evidence of some
structural shifts scattered here and there throughout the whole set
of results. In some cases, shifts have occurred in quite insignificant
categories, as in equation (6'), table 7, covering housing payments,
which amount to only .25 percent of outlays.

Yet there are at least a few structural changes worth noting. In the
share equations, military personnel outlays increased its rate of de-
cline threefold in 1970 and later (table 6, equation (1)). Medicare and
Medicaid payments showed a marked increase in their budget share
trend coefficient in the mid-1960's; but this is certainly not surprising
since the first outlays under this pair of programs were recorded only



in 1961. In the ratio-to-potential GNP equations, interest payments
in both budgets showed a sizeable trend increase in the mid-1960's,
as has already been noted. Among taxes, NIA social insurance contri-
butions relative to potential GNP show a shift after 1965 from a trend
coefficient of .13 to 1 of .18 percentage points per year (though the
unified budget estimate gives a trend sensitivity of .15 percentage
points for the whole period). But this is really all-there are only
one or two important structural shifts which show up. These estimates
display a quite remarkable degree of overall stability; the structure
imposed a priori has indeed captured most of the systematic movement
that has occurred (of course, the dummy variables included in this
structure had already accommodated several anticipated structural
shifts).

Let us close by attempting to draw a few inferences from this mass
of results and interpretations, especially as regards the present budget
position and the possibilities for fiscal policy in the future.

The point of this exercise was to strip away the shorter run influences
on the budget of cyclical phenomena, inflation, and the effects of
particular events; and to lay bare the longrun factors at work, charac-'
terized here as "trend effects." We have found significant evidence
that such effects, which we attribute to the operation of a set of on-
going social, political, economic, demographic, and other pressures,
are indeed present in almost all dimensions of the budget, and are
reflected both in substantial longrun changes in the composition of
spending and revenue and in the increased size of the budget relative
to the economy.

Our estimates showed that trend-dominated categories constituted
90 percent or more of the budget over the period 1947-78, and that
spending under each budget version shows a net upward trend relative
to potential GNP of about one-eighth of a percentage point per year.
(This figure would be almost two-fifths of a point per year had military
purchases not been trending downward so strongly during the period.)
We have also found that programs dominated by rising trends have
increased very significantly their fraction of the budget. For instance,
outlays in unified budget functions 450, 500, 550, and 600 constituted
50.4 percent of total budget outlays in fiscal year 1978 as compared
to a total of 26.8 percent at the period mean. Further, outlays in just
these four categories were 10.5 percent of potential GNP in fiscal year
1978 as compared to 5.2 percent at the mean for the period-and of
course potential GNP itself has been growing steadily.

These gains have by no means been offset totally by downward-
trending programs. National defense outlays (Function 050), which
display by far the strongest downward trend, were 4.9 percent of
potential GNP in fiscal year 1978, as compared to 8.0 percent at the
mean. A very likely consequence is that flexibility in budgeting is
lost. Given the level of revenue, there result fewer options for new
initiatives. Possibly desirable new programs may in a sense be "crowded
out" as the upward-trending ones leave less and less room. As it has
happened, of course, tax revenues themselves have been growing. One
of our interesting results above was that in trend terms, tax revenues
have recently been rising much faster than outlays, while both have
been growing relative to the economy. Other things equal, such revenue
growth can provide space for new programs, for the expansion of old
ones, or for other possibilities. However, it will also continuously
expand the government sector relative to the rest of the economy if



devoted to program enlargement or to increasing the number of
programs.

One should not conclude that these phenomena are necessarily bad.
The economic, social and other underlying forces mentioned earlier
embody changing views regarding the proper size of the government
sector, the need for welfare programs, etc. The important issue is
whether the trends we have measured were fully anticipated at the
time the programs were initiated. This question has not been addressed
directly m this paper, but it is of some relevance to note that the
unified budget outlay categories which show the strongest trend
growth are those driven by expenditures labeled as "relatively uncon-
trollable." Among these are, e.g., Social Security and Railroad Retire-
ment, Federal employee retirement, Medicare and Medicaid, and
housing payments. The ratio of these taken together to potential
GNP was 7.1 percent in fiscal year 1978, which is slightly more than
double the ratio of 3.45 percent found at the mean.

At the beginning of this paper, we raised the question: Why has the
economy moved from a position of budget balance (at least in longrun
or cumulative terms) to what seems to be a new situation of chronic
and rather large deficits? Did something change in the 1960's to bring
this about? If taxes are growing so much faster than outlays, why
is the budget not in surplus?

There are several dimensions to this question. There were some
important specific changes in the 1960's on the spending side: for
example, the expansion of the Medicare-Medicaid program from zero
outlays in the early 1960's to annual outlays of more than $40 billion
presently; programs initiated in the 1960's under the "War on Poverty "
which have involved large expenditures, etc. Another is the sharp
increase in interest outlays which began in the mid-1960's. But these
changes are not numerous, and it is also important to realize that the
trend phenomena which have been the focus of most of the present
discussion are only one of several systematic factors at work. In addi-
tion to trend effects, the budget responds fairly sensitively to cyclical
movements in the economy: when actual GNP falls relative to its
full-employment or potential level, tax revenues fall sharply (we found
significant procyclical responses of personal, corporate, and social
insurance tax revenues) while unemployment assistance and other
transfer programs expand; this is all quite independent of the trends. It
is a combination of all these factors-some structural changes with
negative implications for the budget's position, negative cyclical
effects during at least parts of the 1970's, plus the effects of inflation
on interest payments and certain other classes of expenditures-which
accounts for our recent experience.

In closing, it is important to stress that we as a society are not
necessarily committed to a continuation of the forces which have been
identified here, nor is this particular paper intended to be interpreted
explicitly or implicitly as advocating the expansion or contraction of
any particular program or programs. The analysis has been devoted to
an examination and quantification of what has happened; it has
nothing to say about what should happen or what is going to happen
in the future. Its motivation was the notion that, by separating and
measuring these various influences, we hopefully will be better able
to discuss the underlying issues intelligently and to make informed
choices and decisions.



APPENDIX TABLES

TABLE I.A.L.-NIA BUDGET EXPENDITURES, CALENDAR YEARS 1947-78: BUDGET SHARES

Chow Test
Statistic: Auto-Acsal Break Following regres-GN P/ sivePot. Time-DUM -- 1965 1969 Param-Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept GNP Time 51 ACPIt-u2 DUM 72 R2 S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,22) F(4,22) eter

(1).-------------.. . E.Def/E-------------------- 25.90330 0.37531 -0.013311 0.000160 -0.00285 -0.02747 0.973 0.0208 0.4112 1.42 2.388 0.651(17.31830) (2.61430)(-17.657600) (19.167800) (-2.16001) (-1.86970)(2).-------------- E.Nondef/E----------------- -3.82164 .06482 .002004 -. 000034 -. 00004 -. 01787 .448 .0167 .1134 1.39 1.497 .394(-3.19631) (.56501) (3.326910) (-5.051210) (-.03859) (-1.52201)(3).------------- E.DomTr/E------------------13.78080 -. 46831 .007425 -. 000025 .00219 .03486 .948 .0186 .2591 1.94 .133 .183(-10.34040) (-3.66195) (11.057100) (-7,051020) (1.86515) (2.66321)(4)....--.-.-.----.- E.ForTr/E----..-----.-..---..-.. 2.32937 -. 01030 -. 001140 -. 000032 -. 00038 -. 00572 .881 .0100 .0279 2.05 .139 .108 .(3.25411) (-. 15002) (-3.159380) (-7. 951070) (-.59467) (. 81401)(5)--------------. E.Grants/E- ..------------------ -8.48247 .05084 .004355 -. 000017 .00081 .01828 .983 .0055 .0904 1.11 1.526 5.754-------(-21.61580) (1.35013) (22. 021300) (-7.902940) (2. 34811) (4.74247) OR(6).------------- E.Netint/E--------------------- .39325 .01779 -. 000155 -. 000022 .00125 .00030 .894 .0058 .0727 9.58 2.165 1.551(.93974) (.44300) (-.735970) (-9. 551270) (3.38269) (.07172)(7)- Eother/E----------. -1.54698 -. 03015 .000822 -. 000003 -. 00099 -. 01381 .376 .0068 .0254 1.03 .480 3.371 .(-3.16268) (-.64230) (3.334760) (-.919950) (2.28851) (-2.87459)1947-65: (7.1).-- E.other/E -- _------------------- -3.66091 -. 03904 .001908 -. 000005 -. 00001 .00285 NA NA NA NA(-4.86220) (-.70656) (5.144480) (-2.039810) (-.03249) (.47796)1966-78: (7.2).--- E.other/E-------------------- 2.42848 -. 01198 -. 001205 -. 000005 -. 00115 .00285 NA NA NA NA(1.04843) (-.09690) (-1.063370) (-2.039810) (-.89897) (.47796)

*Significant at 5 percent level. NA-Nat available.



TABLE I.A.2.a.-UNIFIED BUDGET FUNCTIONAL OUTLAYS, FISCAL YEARS 1948-78: BUDGET SHARES

Chow Test
Statistic: Auto-

Actual Break Following regres-
GNP/ sive

Pot. Time*DUM . 1965 1969 Param-
Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept GNP Time 51 ACPI1-us2 DUM 73 R S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,21) F(4,21) eter

(1)-------------- UO.050/UO ------------------- 23. 91640 0.36030 -0.012300 0.000174 -0.00035 -0.03810 0.905 0.0388
(8. 93550) (1.28950) (-9.167050) (10. 032100) ( -. 13614) (-1.38252)

(2)-------------- U0.150/1.0O-------------------- 2. 10408 .00327 -. 001010 -. 000044 .00105 -. 00940 .874 .0127
(2. 39911) (. 03573) (-2. 304570) (-7.703583) (1. 25370) (-1.04107)

(3) -------- -4.07877 .15542 .002020 -. 000038 -. 0372 -. 02372 .555 .0100
U25UO(-5.91549) (2. 15326) (5. 843503) (-1.8167730) (-1.09888) (-334194)

(4)-------------- UO.270/UO----------------------.05590 -. 00884 -. 03323 -0033D1 .03316 .03194 .305 .0019
(.42150) (-63834) (-. 306820) (-1. 45532a) (1.27753) (1.42135)

(5) --------- U.0/1 ------------. 01294 -0 1239 ) .03)28 -. 033336 -03)12 .00432 .484 .0032
U30/O(-.05810) (-53289) (.247930) (-3875983) (-.56452) (1.88468)

(6)-------------- U0.35011U0-------------------- -. 49844 -. 11929 -.003342 -030310 -. 00286 -. 01229 .443 .0114
(-.63247) (-1450M1) (.865791) (-1. 9250D0) (-383045) (-1.51497)

(7)-------------- UO.370/UO----------------------.05564 .03501 -. 030337 -. 0003)3 .03339 -. 09232 -. 070 .0083
(.09691) (.58420) (-. 127750) (-.733983) (.16253) (-.39288)

(8)-------------- U0.400/11U------------------- -2.04320 -. 08153 .03113 -. 0)9)33 -.0339 -. 01422 .526 .0064
(-4.62209) (-1.74505) (4.972170) (-.895260) (-.1991) (-3. 12427)

(9)-------------- UO.450/UO-------------------- 1.27339 .03224 .03)338 -. 03332 .03322 .00311 .860 .0024
(-7.81174) (1.89484) (7. 834)53) (-2.07273) (.10551) (1.85444)

(10)------------- UO.500/UO ------------------- -4.8340D3 .15120 .032410 -. 03333 .0339 .03)38 .940 .0049
(-14.39260) (4.31238) (14.283333) (-3.923773) (1.83345) (.02344)

(11)------------- UO.550/UO ------------------- -6.68945 .15215 .033353 -. 013011 .00146 .01536 .915 .0101
(-9.61698) (2. 03533) (9.619583) (-2.44930) (2. 22113) (2.22882)

(12)------------- UO.600/UO ------------------ -12.63520 -69334 .006889 .0303 -. 03375 .0213 .971 .0137
(-13.41060) (-7.05538) (14.565600) (.741580) (-.83357) (2. 78255)

0.4224

.0424

.0145

.0059

.0197

.0256

.0124

.0323

.0070

.0246

.0342

.2018

1.77 0.317 0.042 .--.---

.186 1.240 .771 ....-..

.47 *17.640 3.525 ----.

.70 3.571 18.672 --....

1.01 .620 .504 ---..

1.80 .753 .137 --..--.

1.24 1.790 .892 -----..

.79 t11.897 5.042 ..-..

1.04 4.914 t8.870 ..-..-.

.98 *25.844 4.438 .....

.66 *42.912 t6.088 -.--...

1.06 2.428 2.480 ..-.-..



(13)------------.U..700/ ------------------- 4.46349 -. 02061 -. 002180 -. 000056 .00046 .01862 .932 .0120
(5.39558) (-.23870) (-5.256280) (-10.477700) (.59067) (2. 18668)(14)------------UO.750/O-------------------.0549 -. 00330 .000058 -. 000000 .00008 .00331 .889 .0007

(-2.32902) (-.69882) (2. 555350) (-1. 733890) (1.89328) (7. 10164)(15)------------- U0.800/UO----------------------.55169 .04235 -. 000292 -. 000005 .00044 .00205 .278 .0031(2. 61397) (1.92195) (-2.761440) (-3.820160) (2.18306) (94262)(16)------------- UO.850/uO ------------------- -. 107493 .02294 .000079 -. 000000 -. 00017 .02224 .974 .0015(-1.75267) (2. 20169) (1. 588410) (-1. 047140) (-.83500) (21. 64040)(17)------------- JO.900/U0 ---------------------. 90397 .04431 -. 000414 -. 000026 .00020 .01193 .793 .0093(1.40739) (.66079) (-1.286790) (-6. 293310) (1. 99122) (1.80392)(18)------------- UO.950/U0 -------------------- 1.30451 -. 06129 -. 000653 .000006 -. 00022 -01045 .688 .0054(3. 53276) (-1. 58993) (-3.529520) (2. 591940) (-.62499) (-2.74769)(3') -------------- UO.250:/U0 ------------------ -1.47125 .06232 .000727 -. 000002 -. 03012 -. 00470 -. 079 -.0049(-1.07976) (1.30053) (1.056630) (-.684610) (-38503) (-. 87293)(4') ------------- U1.1.270/1.0O------------------- -. 06918 -. 02014 .000050 .0(0221 .00006 -. 00003 -. 006 .0013(-.16711) (-1.68529) (.237150) (1.098890) (.74616) (-.01829)(5') -------------- UO.300/UO --- -----------------. 69955 -. 04794 -. 000321 .000001 -. 00037 .00256 . 165 .0022(1.04089) (-2.21658) (-944490) (.667110) (-258758) (1. 05180)(8') ------------- UO.400?/UO------------------- -73124 -. 00294 .000391 -. 00001 -00315 -. 00028 -. 130 .0038(-.81745) (-0.7787) (.869400) (-.328660) (-.61641) (-.06608)(9') ------------- UO.450t/UO---------------- --- 1. 29291 .03048 .0000648 -. 000002 .00004 .00323 .695 .0022(-5.21980) (1.50510) (5. 268220) (-1.53981) (.31274) (1.54186)(1014)------------- UO.5001/UO ------------------ -4.55297 .05942 .002310 -. 000004 .00018 -. 00551 .522 .0036(-5.89126) (1.65795) (5. 945900) (-1.718130) (.79521) (-1.38091)1 )------------- UO.550t/UO ------------------ -6.65574 .02777 .003400 -. 000003 .00225 -. 00284 .322 .0051(-4.22658) (.51785) (4. 271390) (-.810970) (.79057) (-.51872)(14')------------- U0.7501.10-------------------- -. 04952 -. 00489 .000030 . 000000 .00002 .00171 . 195 .0001(-.34620) (-.97718) (.41 8740) (.667470) (.68118) (3. 03659)(18')------------- uo.9sotuo---------------------.98361 -. 06996 -. 000484 .000005 -. 00012 -. 01184 .385 .0048(1.73489) (-.154651) (- 1.719320) (1.744430) (-39534) (-2.51781)1948-69: (16.1)--UO.850/UO-------------------- -. 11557 -. 00711 .000063 .000000 -00001 .02787 NA N A(-2.56081) (-1. 462109 (2. 762460 (.719201) (-.1852) (26.57490)1970-78: (16.2)-___U0.850/uo0 --------------------- 2. 40867 -. 02327 -00120 .000000 -. 00106 .02787 NA NA(4. 74102) (-.98910) (-4.884000) (.719201) (-4.94788) (26. 57490)

.0694 1.89 .764 .677 ....-..

.0052 1.13 1.428 t6.124 ---.---

.0123 1.97 .505 .162 -....-.

.0060 1.13 2.770 *39.050 -..----

.0943 2.31 .450 .856 -...--

-. 0300 1.08 1.429 t7.273 -...---

.0145 --.-.. 4.148 .471 .936

.0059 -----. 1.680 2.058 .966

.0197 -------- .286 .621 .955

.0323 --..-. 1.885 .363 .891

.0070 _ --- 2.101 4.505 .501

.0246 -...-.-. 4.998 .677 .862 -

.0342 --..... 5.447 .161 .963

.0052 -------- .856 1.171 .938

-. 0300 -------- .674 2.064 .529

NA NA . -.. -.

NA NA ..... -- --. - -

*Significant at I percent level.
Significant at 5 percent level. Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.

NA-Not available.



TABLE I.A.2.b.-UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, PARTICULAR SUBFUNCTIONS, FISCAL YEARS 1962-78: BUDGET SHARES

Actual GNP Time*DUM .

Chow
Test

Statis-
tic:

Break
Fol- Autore-

lowin gress-
1969 ive Pa-V fU CA 0. .... ,

Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept Pot GNP Time 51 ACPlt-i/s UU 73 tv S.E.t. . . ,

(1) U------------ O./ --------------------------- 4.41072 0.27963 -0.002330 ------------ 0.00228 -0.01515 0.942 0.0983 0.0047 1.11 *12.893 -..-.-.
(4.04228) (5.41632)(-4. 144210)----------- (2. 73544) (-3.29755)

(2)------------0.2/O --------------------------- 1.39226 -. 00296 .000715 ------------ 00003 .00008 .969 .0007 .0148 .88 2.110 ------.
(-8.31315) (-.37336) (8.291120)------------- (.23954) (1. 11809)

(3).------. ------ 0.3/UO 0--------------------------- 18.24780 .42022 -:009350------------ - 00284 -03270 .919 .0183 .2386 .87 2.078 --- ....
(4. 32001) (2.10260)(-4.296110)------------ (.87859) (-1.80379)

(4)------------0.4/UO ----------------------------- 38021 -. 03922 -. 000159 ------------ -. 00087 -. 00068 .445 .0028 .0255 .94 2.079 --.-
(.58614) (-1.27799) (-.474400) ---------- (-1.78481) (-.24823)

(5)------------0.5/ ----------------------------- 20850 -. 00937 -. 000095 ------------ -. 00016 .00078 .277 .0011 .0124 .77 3.161 .

(.84639) (-. 80387) (-. 745810) ----------- (-.86953) (.75589)

(6) ------------ 0.6/ a ---------------------------2.54025 .12155 .001240------------ 00099 -. 00742 .842 .0024 .0184 1.79 1.945 -..-...
(-4.60863) (4. 66061) (4. 357700)------------ (2. 33735) (-3.19866)

(7) ....------------ 0.7/U --------------------------- 2.90155 -. 01586 001490 ------------- 00072 -. 00114 .897 .0019 .0106 1.81 1.911 -------
(-6.55165) (-.75697) (6. 520130) ----------- (-2.11095) (-.60961)

(8) . ...------------ 0.8/ (--------------------------11.89900 .09220 .006020 ------------ - 00172 -. 01012 .952 .0066 .0478 .92 *6.706 - ..-- ..

( -781723) (1.28021) (7.671070) ------------ (1.47581) (-157946)

(9) ------------- 0.9/Va----------------------------- -6.71727 -. 10531 .003540 ------------ -. 00158 .02802 .926 .0080 .1649 1.31 1.456----

(-3.62282) (-1.20039) (3.703580) --------- (-.11428) (3. 5902)

(10)-------------0.MOO------------- -------------- -1.25493 -. 02823 .059- ----- 002 .038 91 .014 .0159 2.23 2.112----

(-3. 86596) (-1.83785) (3.940150) ----------- (-1. 04643) (2. 47194)

(11).------------ . 0.1/U---------------------------1.55643 -. 31206 -. 000523 ------------ 00032 .00354 .798 .0048 .0269 1.93 1.798 ------

(1.40070) (-5. 93545)(-1. 088070) ------------ (.37897) (.75735)
(12)------------0.12/UO--------------------------3.45181 -. 19223 .001870-------------.00079 .00733 .948 .0034 .0388 1.28 .636 ..--..

(-4.34693) (-5.11635) (4.564500) ---------- (-1.30130) (2.19167)



(13).------------ 0.13/U10. . .. ..------------------------- -1.10449 -. 06826 .000635 ------------ -. 00102 .00367 .379 .0044 .0768 1.74 1.562 --------
(-1.08884) (-1.42221) (1.215080)---------- (-1.31593) (.86058)

(14).------------ Other/UO . . . ..-------------------------- 7.45788 -. 14010 -. 003610 ------------ -. 00278 .01906 .607 .0127 .2103 1.42 2.446 --..-..-
(2.54644) (-1.01106)(-2.389970) ---------- (-1.24107) (1.54582)

(2') ------------- 0.2f/UO---------------------------- -1.43161 -. 00253 .000735 ------ - .00000 .00047 .907 .0006 .0148--------- .302 .627
(-7.96747) (-.26940) (8. 033220) ---------- (-.01622) (.60961)

(3')..------------- 0.3t/UO -------------------------- 18.59050 .43116 -. 009530 ------------ 00264 -. 02590 .800 .0152 .2386 -------- .414 .586
(4. 24330) (1. 88556)(-4. 265340) ------------ (.87836) (-1.48972)

(4') .. ..------------ 0.4t/UO . ..---------------------------- .35543 -. 03315 -. 000149 -----.-....- - 00074 -. 00037 .109 .0024 .0255 -------- .473 .556
(.51462) (-.92249) (-.423980) ---------- (-1. 53898) (-.13212)

(5') -.------------ 0.5t/UO .. ..---------------------------- .27820 -. 01133 -. 000129 -.----...--- -. 00018 .00102 -. 015 .0008 .0124 ------.. 1.945 .634
(1. 11266) (-.86677)(-1.013970) ---------- (-1.05906) (1.04334)

(8')...------------ 0.8t/UO .- .. . ..------------------------- -11.11900 .06145 .005640 ------------ .00089 -. 00655 .835 .0055 .0478 ---..-- 3.077 .671
(-6.71467) (.71234) (6.689580) ------------ (.81908) (-1.03310)

1962-49: (1.1)- 0.1/UO --------------------------- 3.37803 .11961 -. 001725 ------------ 00262 -. 00727 NA NA NA NA ............
(1.05307) (0. 02080)(-1. 022930)------------ (1.39299) (-1.77680)

1970-78: (1.2)--.-- 0.1/U0 --------------------------- 9.66281 .20054 -. 004950 ------------ .00102 -. 00727 NA NA NA NA ---..-..-----.--
(4. 87132) (2. 18284)(-5. 131918)------------ (1.21412) (-1.77600)

*Significant at 5 percent level. NA-Not available.
tAlternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.



TABLE I.A.2.c.-UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, CONTROLLABLE-UNCONTROLLABLE CATEGORIZATION, FISCAL YEARS 1948-48, BUDGET SHARES

Chow Test
Statistic: Auto-

Actual Break Following regres-
GN P/ sine

Pot Time*DUM 1965 1969 Param-

Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept GNP Time 51 ACPIt-/sa DUM 73 R' S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,21) F(4,21) eter

(1)------- .. ~jU0------ ------------------- -11. 97940 -0.24337 0.006280 0.0300009 -0. 0010D 0.00305 0.960 0.0127 0.1276 0.86 *0.406 '6.623----
(-13.70960) (-2.66798) (14. 342400) (1. 518800) (-1.20452) (.00565)

(2)-------------- U.2/U0 --------------------- -1.89751 -. 00230 .0080 -. 003002 -. 00018 .00705 .978 .0016 .0232 1.88 2.405 2.714----
(-17.03110) (-. 19742) (17. 548500) (-2.525650) (1.67174) (6. 14462)

(3)-------------- .3/U0 ----------------------- 1. 08175 -. 34850 -. 000360 -. 000001 -. 00042 .00260 .861 .0040 .0304 1.97 1.156 2.393----
(3:91084)(-12.06920) (-2598210) (-.559050) (-159244) (.91210)

(4)-------------- U.4/1.0O----------------------- 3.61684 -01178 -001760 -. 000051 .0030 .01500 .928 .0108 .0544 1.80 .939 .910----
(4.84145) ( -. 15106) (-4.710620)(-10.564100) (.12861) (2. 06774)

(5)-------------- U.5/1.0---------------------- -5.39007 . 13223 .002700 -. 000009 .00142 .01641 .884 .0102 .0228 .61 t64. 741 '6.063----
(-7. 69531) (1.80804) (-7.674800) (-1.940070) (2.:14174) (2.27487)

(6)-------------- U.6?/UO --------------------- -. 25114 -00602 .000132 -. 000000 .00000 .00330 .957 .0005 .0025 1.02 *6.667 *13.293.----
(-7.17747) (-1.68443) (7. 518000) ( -. 086090) (.06093) (9.14771)

(7)-------------- U.7/11U---------------------- -. 51550 -. 10049 .000326 -. 000001 .00032 .01647 .878 .0040 .0279 1.40 '13.166 '14.498 ------ 00
(-1.85687) (-3. 46737) (2. 340460) (-.652530) (1.22862) (5. 76161)0

(11) ------------- U.1/UO -------------------- 10. 21840 -. 02832 .005280 .003337 -00035 .02039 .708 .0085 .1276---------.828 .261 .865
(-5.61153) (-.34523) (5. 770350) (1.314460) (-.64053) (2.18533)

(5') ------------- U.5t/UO --------------------- 6.04367 .02750 .003000 -. 000003 .00030 -. 00426 .276 .0049 .0228---- 6.783 .239 .962
(-3. 94665) (.58)04) (3.982040) (-926480) (.97563) (-79030)

(6') ------------- U.6t/UO --------------------- -. 42378 .00322 .003217 -03)330 -. 033) .00147 .574 .0004 .0025 ------ 3.496 -6.129 .953
(-3.95470) (.06182) (4. 014350) (-.54140) (-. 53160) (3.74624)

1948-65: (5'.1) --- U.5/1.0O---------------------- -. 32776 .00525 .000166 -. 000030 .00031 -. 01319 NA NA NA NA--------------------
( -3.10828) (1.59428) (3.085040) (-1.579241) (.46156) (-1.84211)

1966-78: (5' .2)--U.5/UO0 --------------------- -15.12200 .20075 .007590 -.003000 .00155 -. 01319 NA NA NA NA--------------------
(-4.36353) (1.64419) (4. 378750) (-1.579240) (1.33896) (-1.84211)

1948469: (6' .1)--U.6/UO ---------------------- -. 16328 -00130 .0000095 -. 000000 -. 00000 .0000 NA NA NA NA--------------------
( -3.21927) (-.71694) (3.268560) (-.037240) (-.40218) (1. 13479) NA NA NA NA--------------------

1970-78: (6' .2)--U.6/UO---------------------- -1.17685 .00175 .000596 -. 000000 -. 00006 .0000 NA NA NA NA--------------------
(-2.52250) (.29162) (2. 576910) (-.037240) (-.41957) (1. 13478)

1948-69: (7.1) --- U.7/1,1O------------------------.05074 -. 03358 .000003 -. 000002 -. 00020 .01185 NA NA NA NA--------------------
(.26988) (-1.65650) (.042420) (-1.841230) C-1. 12233) (2.71300)

1970-78: (7.2) --- U.7/UO ------------------------. 54028 -. 32025 -. 000093 -. 000002 -. 00139 .01185 NA NA NA NA--------------------
(.25526) (-3.26680) (-.00682) (-1. 841230) (-1.54731) (2.71300)

*Significant at 5 percesnt level. NA.-Not available.
Significant at 1 percent level.
Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized leant squares.



TABLE I.B.1.-NIA BUDGET EXPENDITURES, CALENDAR YEARS 1947-78: RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Chow Test
Statistic: Auto-

Actual Break Following regres-
GNP/ sive

Pot. Time-DUM .- 1965 1969 Param-
Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept GNP Time 51 ACPit-u 2 DUM 72 R2 S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,22) F(4,22) eter

(1).. ..------------ E/Pot.GNP.- ..----------------- -1.74581 0.13321 0.000899 0.000021 0.00034 0.00794 0.769 0.0115
(-2. 119266) (1.68519) (2.165460) (4.515210) (.47320) (.98170)

(2).------------- E. Def/Pot. GNP.--------------- 4.19147 .15358 -. 002204 .000037 -. 00022 -. 00403 .880 .0089
(6.56285) (2.50593) (-6.849880) (10.292400) (-.39078) (-.64282)

(3).------------E. Nondef/Pot. GNP.------------ -. 93348 .02802 .000476 -. 000003 -. 00003 -. 00222 .366 .0033
(-4.00282) (1.25229) (4. 047060) (-2.487730) (-.12917) (-.96882)

(4) .------------E. DomTr/Pot. GNP------------ -3.16832 -. 07370 .001678 -. 000005 .00048 .00994 .978 .0028
(-15.53520) (-3.76583) (16.332300) (-4.265610) (2.65623) (4.96195)

(5).------------E. ForTr/Pot.GNP---------------. 40706 .00076 -. 000202 -. 000004 -. 00009 .00122 .811 .0017
(3.30326 (.06447) (-3.255100) (-5.370770) (-.81032) (1.00721)

(6)-------------E. Grants/Pot. GNP.------------ -1.81178 .01730 .000925 -. 000002 .00020 .00484 .985 .0012
(-21.38560) (2.12780) (21.657100) (-4.805290) (2.69151) (5.81305)

(7).. ..------------ E. NetInt/Pot. GNP------------- -. 07844 .00940 .000043 -. 000001 .00016 .00078 .753 .0007
(-1.47484) (1.84159) (1.610100) (-5.819250) (3.47830) (1.48439)

(8).------------E. Other/Pot. GNP------------- - 35231 -. 00215 .000184 -. 000000 -. 00016 -. 00258 .532 .0012
(-4.20544) (-.26732) (4.352840) (-.302050) (-2.21274) (-3.13136)

1947-65: (7.1)..... . Netlnt/Pot. GNP-------------- .02901 .01267 -. 000013 -. 000002 .00011 -. 00185 NA NA
(.35210) (2.09562) (-.331507) (-5.957360) (2.59283) (-2.82395)

1966-78: (7.2).- E. Netint/Pot. GNP ------------- 1.14066 .03496 .000569 -. 000002 .00028 -. 00185 NA NA
(-4.49961) (2.58366) (4.590600) (-5.957360) (2.03682) (-2.82395)

1947-65: (8.1)-.E. Other/Pot. GNP.------------- -. 65478 -. 00879 .000342 -. 000000 .00000 .00058 NA NA
(-5.26595) (-.96340) (5.579490) (-1.036530) (.01331) (.59169)

1966-78: (8.2)..-- F. Other/Pot. GNP.--------------- 45855 -. 00159 -. 000228 -. 000000 -. 00022 .00058 NA NA
(1.19874) (-.07768) (-1.219280) (-1.036530) (-1.05162) (.59169)

0.1875 1.21 1.894 0.781 -------

.0769 1.40 1.810 .472 ---.-.-

.0211 1.40 .414 .284 .---.-.

.0492 1.71 2.887 2.154 .-...--

.0047 1.91 .335 .232 ------- 00

.0175 1.20 4.235 5.170 --..---

.0133 1.44 *6. 325 5.277 --.----

.0048 1.12 *7.386 4.593 .......

NA NA .- - ---.................

NA N A ---..---------..-----.-

N A ---..---.---------.----..------

N A .. -. - - --....-

*Significant at 5 percent level. NA-Not available.



TABLE I.B.2.a.-UNIFIED BUDGET FUNCTIONAL OUTLAYS, FISCAL YEARS 1948-78: RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Chow Test
Statistic: Auto-

Actual Break Following regres-
GNP/ sive1965 969 Iarsm
Pot. Time*DUM

Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept GNP Time 51 ACPIt-Isn DUM 73 R3 S.E.E.

(1) ------------- U0/Pot.GNP ------------------ 2.66870 0.16393 0.001358 0.000016 0.00028 -0.00086 0.640 0.0138
(-2.79600) (1.64500) (2.838000) (2.653000) (.30480) (-.08760)

(2) ------------- UO.050/Pot.GNP --------------- 3.42256 .17012 -. 001821 .000037 .00357 -. 00931 .746 .0132
(3.76254) (1.79149) (-3.993100) (6.256350) (.41360) (-.99452)

(3) ------------- UO.150/Pot.GNP----------------- .23665 .00283 -. 000113 -. 000006 .00002 -. 00168 .833 .0018
(1.85901) (.21302) (-1.772250) (-6.725540) (.15123) (-1.28323)

(4) ------------- UO.250/Pot.GNP --------------- -. 82215 .03319 .000406 -. 000002 -. 00012 -. 00467 .614 .0018
(-6.61637) (2.55846) (6.516000) (-2.088310) (-1.02780) (-3.64721)

(5).------------- . U.270/Pot.GNP.--------------- -. 00739 -. 00123 .000005 -. 000000 .00003 .00041 .220 .0004
(-.27015) (-.43192) (.359120) (-.426710) (.95885) (1.44204)

(6)............ U.300/Pot.GNP ----------------. 05977 -. 00029 .000032 -. 000001 -. 00002 .00083 .410 .0006
(-1.55904) (-.07286) (1.711690) (-2.156190) (-.57815) (2.09962)

(7) ------------- UO.350/Pot.GNP ----------------. 13974 -. 01562 .000084 -. 000001 -. 00047 -. 00254 .399 .0020
(-1.00122) (-1.07221) (1.195130) (-1. 308110) (-3.55115) (-1.76455)

(8) ------------- UO.370/Pot.GNP ---------------- .03318 .00901 .000014 -. 000000 .00004 -. 00065 -. 126 .0016
(-.30607) (.79582) (.253150) (-.319790) (.42595) (-.58391)

(9) ------------- UO.400/Pot.GNP ----------------. 48249 -. 01004 .000254 -. 0000 -. 00007 -. 00269 .727 .0010
(-6.67321) (-1.33007) (7.020170) (-.369690) (-1.01775) (-3.61617)

(10) ------------ U0.450/Pot.GNP --------------- -. 26245 .00665 .000131 -. 000000 .00000 .00066 .870 .0005
(-8.08786) (1.96367) (8.077320) (-2.090220) (.12842) (1.98954)

(11) ------------ U.500/Pot.GNP.--------------- -1.00654 .03187 .000501 -. 000002 .00013 .00001 .930 .0011
(-13.15700) (3.99103) (13.051900) (-3.353590) ( 1.83698) (.01191)

(12).------------ U0.550/Pot.GNP --------------- -1.38818 .03132 .000696 -. 000002 .00133 .00001 .909 .0022
(-9.27093) (2.00354) (9.271960) (-3.353590) (1.83698) (.01191)

(13).------------ U0.600/Pot. GNP.-------------- -2.93769 -. 11051 .001569 .000002 .00001 .00603 .991 .0017
(-24. 66090) (-8.88671) (26.271600) (2.581100) (. 11399) (4.91760)

(14).------------ U.700/Pot. GNP---------------- 61919 .00047 -. 000304 -. 000007 -. 00007 .00366 .906 .0017
(5.29261) (.03852) (-5.178010) (-8.695620) (-.64212) (3.03648)

1965 1969 Parete? D.W F(4,21) F(4,21) eter

1.75 0.511 0.586 ---.-

1.85 .182 .113 --...

1.53 1.446 1.055 ---..

.48 *16.520 4.508 ---...-

.56 3.733 t10.074 --...

.65 1.144 1.412 ..-..

1.75 .805 .128 ..-.-..

1.32 1.986 1.060 ---.

.78 t9.622 5.254 ---..

.99 t6.276 til.121 --.-.--

.97 *22.944 3.770 --...

.65 *37.846 5.211 ----..-

1. 53 1.355 2. 420 -----

1.15 3.890 3.006 .-.-...

0.1878

.0795

.0074

.0028

.0011

.0037

.0048

.0023

.0061

.0014

.0049

.0069

.0389

.0122



(15)------------ UO.750/Pot. GNP---------------.03406 -. 00032 .000018 -. 000000 .00002 .00067 .926 .0001
(-4.13214) (-.37273) (4. 339000) (-.190200) (1.88376) (7. 90067)(16).------------ UO.800/Pot. GNP---------------- 06187 .00013 -. 000035 -. 000001 .00005 .00043 .592 .0004

(2. 04538) (2. 89160) (-2.283490) (-2.540900) (1. 70434) (1.37804)(17).------------ UO.850/Pot. GNP--------------- .03880 .00416 .000018 -. 000000 -00003 .00449 .980 .0003
(-2.19451) (2. 25477) (2. 033020) (-1.005320) (- 1.81053) (24. 66080)(18)------------ U0.900/Pot. GNP---------------.13319 .01837 .000069 -000002 .00012 .00242 .725 .0010
(-1.86322) (2.46200) (1.929410) (-4. 91670) (1. 78926) (3. 28795)(19)------------ UO.950/Pot. GNP---------------- 33871 -. 01539 -. 000168 .000001 -0004 -. 00209 .806 .0009

(5. 22461) (-2.27370) (-5. 172020) (1.686930) (-.56322) (-3.12752)(4')....----------- UO.2501/Pot. GNP---------------.31073 .01332 .000153 -000470 -. 00002 -. 00100 -. 044 .0009
(-1.24425) (1. 57948) (1.215320) (.56720) (-.27271) (-105553)(5').---------.---. UO.270t/Pot. GNP---------------.08674 -00296 .000046 .000072 .00002 -00000 .016 .0003
(-1..21287) (-1.17644) (1.283570) (.440650) (.96304) (-.340)(6')------------ .U0.300t/Pot. GNP.---------------.07163 -. 00501 .000041 -. 000108 -. 00004 .00030 .127 .0004(-.9731 -136313) (1.112570) (-.461410) (-1.59502) (.74163)(9')------------.. . UO.400t/Pot. GNP---------------.33147 ( 00271 .000171 -. 000304 -. 00002 -. 00037 .028 .0006(-2.17344) (.42641) (2. 225860) (-.744240) (-48340) (-.52188)(10')----------- UO.4501/Pot. GNP.----------------.27348 .00588 .000137 -. 000373 00001 .00063 .686 .0004(-5.24370) (1.,44265) (5. 301880) (-1.497220) (.27688) (1.48902)(15')-------------- UO.500/Pot. GNP---------------.98227 .01157 .000498 -. 000844 .00005 -. 00121 .559 .0008(-6.09182) (1.39629) (6. 167090) (-1.605320) (. 94357) (-.131906)(12')----------- U0.5501/Pot GNP--------------1.43398 .00408 .000733 -. 000568 .00007 -. 00076 .336 .0011(-4.27815) (.37260) (4.329940) (-.796850) (.97091) (-.61583)(15')------------UO.75/Pot. GNP----------------.05237 -. 00066 .000027 .000003 .00001 .00029 .498 .0001
(-2.75202) (-. 91445) (2. 865840) (.062840) (1. 49393) (3. 57575)(19')------------UO.950/Pot. GNP.--------------- 30673 -. 01458 -. 000152 .000688 -. 00001 -. 00213 .538 .0008

(2.99412) (-1.88410) (-2.990650) (1.447640) (-.09265) (-2.61553)1948-69: (17.1)- UO.850/Pot. GNP---------------.02735 -. 00087 .000015 .000000 -. 00000 .00559 NA NA
(-3.19921) (-.93963) (3.347830) (.726684) (-.11750) (28.15850)1970-78:(17.2)- UO.850/Pot. GNP----------------.8370 -. 00868 -. 000240 .000000 -. 00023 .00559 NA NA

(5.02569) (-1.94637) (-5.133810) (.726684) (-5.67804) (28.15850)1948-65: (18.1)- 0.900/Pot GNP.----------------- 812440 .02618 -. 000066 -. 000002 -. 00005 -. 00080 NA NA
(1.24325) (3. 23999) (-1. 364460) (-6. 276950) (-1. 02833) (-1. 12695)1966-78:(18.2)--UO.900/Pot. GNP--------------- .99628 .03456 .000499 -. 000002 .00040 -. 00080 NA NA

(-3.65923) (2.41677) (3.749490) (-6.276950) (2.86941) (-1.12695)

.0010 .88 4.333 t13.938 ..----

.0022 1.60 1.142 .505 -..--..

.0012 1.38 2.373 *33. 486 -...---

.0174 1.07 t14.310 tll.106 -....-

-. 0057 .91 1.917 t7.956 -----..

.0028 ---...- 4.421 .694 .945

.0011 -------- 1.280 1.790 .936

.0037 -------- .659 1.092 .836

.0061 ---...- 2.283 .704 .895

.0014 ---.- 2.264 4.552 .552

.0049 ----..-- 3.553 .584 .825

.0069 ----.--- 3.824 .240 .952

.0010 --.-.. 1.623 1.929 .918 00
CO

-. 0057 -------- .724 2.175 .585

NA NA ..--- -----.. -... ---

NA NA ----- ----. -. --- ----

NA NA --.-.. --. - --. --....

NA NA .--.-. -. -- -.. -- ----

- 11niifiott as I pe:rcent 1evel.Significan at 5 prcen't level Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.
NA-Net available.



TABLE I.B.2.b.-UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS, PARTICULAR SUBFUNCTIONS, FISCAL YEARS 1962-78, RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Chow Test
Statistic:

Break Autore-
Actual GNP/ - Following gressive

Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept Pot GNP Time ACPIh-in DUM 73 i2 S.E.E. Y D.W. 1969 F(4,8) Parameter

(1).--------------.. . 0.1/Pot GNP--------------------0.5503 0.07303 -0.000305 0.0006 -0.00405 0.923 0.0010 0.0196 1.49
(2. 28277) (6. 39972) (-2.466290) (3. 58129) (-3.98989)

(2).--------------.. . 0.2/Pot. GNP.-------------------31931 .00001 .000164 .00002 .0000 .993 .0001 .0030 1.04
(-18.75580) (.00337) (18.641900) (1.74315) (.55457)

(3).--------------- . 0.3/Pot. GNP.------------------- 2.75584 .13362 -. 001442 .0010 -. 00302 .802 .0055 .0474 .99
(2. 15476) (2. 20318) (-2.187320) (I. 10397) ( -1.617469)

(4) ---------------... 0.4/Pot. GNP.-------------------.01552 -. 0025 .000013 -. 00013 -. 0038 .264 .ooo .0051 .93
(-.13870) (-.80252) (.223770) (-1.46653) (-80119)

(5).-------------- 0.5/Pot. GNP-------------------.00114 -. 00030 .000002 -. 00001 .00004 -. 306 .0002 .0025 .64
(-.03025) (-.16702) (.103180) (-.39032) .23318)

(6) -------------- . 0.6/Pot. GNP-------------------.55059 .02566 .000269 .00022 -00164 .821 .0006 .0037 1.74
(-4.29009) (4. 22419) (4. 059580) (2. 23172) (-3.03361)

(7) --------------. 0.7/Pot. GNP..------------------.61101 - 00345 .000313 -. 00014 -. 00030 .81 .0004 .0022 1.69
(-6.06767) (-.72496) (6. 038610) (-1.1898) (-.71246)

(8) -------------- 0.8/Pot. GNP-------------- -2.48195 .01728 .001256 .00036 -. 00236 .948 .0014 .0098 1.00
(-7.56230) (1.11270) (7.426260) (1.43644) (-170453)

(9).--------------.. . 0.9/Pot. GNP------------------1.85622 -. 00964 .000963 -. 00010 00119 .984 .0008 .0330 1.75
(-9.48066) (-104058) (9.547940) (-67114) (5. 08926)

(10)-------------- 0.10/Pot. GNP.------------------.29838 -00504 .000156 00004 .00055 .910 .0003 .0032 2.13
(-4.03424) (-1.43944) (4.081820) (-.63143) (1.76682)

(11)---------------0.11/Pot. GNIP------------------ .22678 -. 06030 -. 008083 .00012 .00052 .781 .0010 .0054 1.94
(.94400) (-5. 30407) (-669150) (.62316) (51147)

(12)--------------- 0.12/Pot. GNP------------------.80493 -. 03784 .000431 -. 00012 .00117 .968 .0006 .0078 1.50
(-6.03393) (-5.99478) (6.275600) (-1.17025) (2.09109)

(13) -----.-------- 0.13/Pot. GNP-------------------.48252 -. 00552 .000255 -. 0009 .00032 .771 .0006 .0153 1.36
(-3.31333) (-.80052) (3.406740) (-.77496) (.03981)

(14)...------------- Other/Pot. GNP------------------.75770 .00115 -.. 00.364 -. 00016 00181 .183 .0024 .0419 1.95
(1.39107) (.04460) (-1.296580) (-.39193) (.78798)

(2')- ...-------------- 0.2*/Pot. GNP.------------------- 31710 -. 00357 .000163 .00001 .00032 .965 .0662 .0030
(-15.10720) ( -. 52869) (15. 252400) (78944) (.30967)

(3').. ..-------------- 0.3*/Pot. GNP..------------------2.90690 .12123 -. 001512 00090 -. 00738 .596 .0048 .0474
(2. 15709) (1.73727) (-2. 196650) (.94696) (-1.35632)

(4') - .-------------- 0.4*/Pot GNP------------------ .737 -. 00390 0011 -. 00024 -. 026 .0004 .0051
(-. 06216) (-.63228) (140860) (-1. 34909) (-.51049) ---

(5') ---------------- 0.5*/Pot. GNP-------------------.02755 -. 00181 -000012 -. 00302 .00015 -. 104 .0001 .0025 .
(.71618) (-.94856) (-.605110) (-1.04934) (1.13355)

(8') --------------- 0.8/Pot. GNP ------------------ -2. 33154 .01007 .001183 .00020 -. 00156 .844 .0012 .0098 ----
(-6.53246) (.53968) (6.506540) (.83353) (-1.11031)

3.477 --.----...--

3. 587 ...........

1.625 ......... .

3. 092 .........--.

4.382 ......... 

1.150 ------ ---

1.903 ...........

4.393 ---------.. .

2.169 ---.-..-....

.983 ---------

1.981 ---------.. .

.439 --------- 

2.735 ......... .

1.605 ...........

1.028 .734

.355 .524

.772 .566

.506 .786

2.051 .617

*Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.



TABLE I.B.2.c.-UNIFIED BUDGET, CONTROLLABLE-UNCONTROLLABLE CATEGORIZATION, FISCAL YEARS 1948-78 RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Chow Test
Statistic: Auto-Actual Break Following regres-GN Tl.siie

Pot. Time-DUM .-- 1965 1969 Param-Eqa. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept GNP Time 51 ACPh- 1 DUM 73 §2 S.E.E. Y DAW F(4,21) F(4,21) eter

(1).------------- U.1/Pot. GNP ..---------------- -2.62941 -0.02933 0.001366 0.000001 -0.00007 0.00046 0.986 0.0016(-24.50010) (-2.61759) (25.380200) (1.960930) (-.68508) (.41197)(2)-------------- U.2/Pot. GNP .----------------- -. 42705 .00162 .000219 -. 000211 .00005 .00146 .985 .0003(-20.89060) (.75939) (21.367400) (-1.587560) (2.33811) (6.91468)(3).------------- U.3/Pot. GNP.------------------- .13879 -. 06377 -. 000037 .000638 -. 00005 .00060 .796 .0009(2. 22710) (-9. 81079) (-1. 170240) (1. 576600) (-. 87762) (.93233)(4).------------- U.4/Pot GNP------------------- .50957 .00094 -. 000250 -. 000006 -. 00011 .00308 .892 .0016(4.49505) (.07933) (-4.393460) (-8.450690) (-98242) (2.64178)(5).------------- . U.5/Pot. GNP ..---------------- -1.10665 .02608 .000554 -. 000002 .00030 .00326 .879 .0021(-7.54072) (1.70236) (7.527470) (-1.876260) (2. 14124) (2.15565)(6).------------- . U.6/Pot. GNP ----------------- -. 05276 -. 00114 .000028 -. 000009 .00000 .00067 958 .0001(-7.39766) (-1.53631) (7. 728240) (-.193660) (.42616) (9. 17964)(7)------------- U.7/Pot. GNP.------------------ -. 16836 -. 01812 .000097 .000227 .00008 .00332 .894 .0009
(-2.90254) (-2.99309) (3. 329840) (.603740) (1.37139) (5. 56670)-2,43350 -. 00005 .001251 .000546 .00002 .00336 .849 .0010I')..-.....--. --.-- U.1t/Pot. GNP-------------- (-9.65620) (-.00458) (9.861620 (.828570) (.28816) (2.93325)

5').----....-.... U.5t/Pot. GNP.--------------- -1.24592 .00314 .000637 -. 000522 .00007 -. 00096 .264 .0011(-3.80813) (.30625) (3.851020) (-.779600) (.99560) (-.83322)(6')------------ U.6t/Pot. GNP.---------------- -. 09048 -. 00011 .000046 -. 000022 -. 00000 .00028 .565 .0001
(-4.06031) (-.15864) (4. 123750) (-.499510) (-.27800) (3.68893)1948-65: (2.1).-. U.2/Pot. GNP ----------------- -. 35735 .00544 .000181 -. 000000 .00000 .00081 NA NA(-19.16210) (3.61006) (20. 051500) (-3.184080) (.15627) (6.13901)1966-78: (2.2).-. U2/Pot. GNP. ..----------------- -. 49524 -. 01041 .000260 -. 000000 -. 00004 .00081 NA NA(-9.75997) (-3.90660) (10.484100) (-3.184080) (-1.47033) (6.13901)1948-69: (6'.1)--.-. U6/Pot.GNP-.------------------ .03581 -. 00010 .000018 -. 000007 -. 00025 .00019 NA NA(-5.63654) (-.48772) (5.691130) (-.653340) (-.21538) (1.17917)

-. 23507 -. 00003 .000120 -. 000007 -. 00002 .00019 NA NA1970-78: (6'.2)-.-. U6/Pot.GNP-- .---------------- (-2.42312) (-.00948) (2.484390) (-.653340) (-.50809) (1.17917)1948-69: (7.1)-..- U7/Pot.GNP..------------------ -. 05515 -. 00135 .000031 -. 000000 -. 00005 .00236 NA NA(-2.05997) (-.46651) (2.274650) (-.146873) (-1.92825) (3.79384)1970-78: (7.2).-. U7/Pot.GNP-------------------- .09549 -. 07231 -. 000008 -. 000000 -. 00031 .00236 NA NA(.31686) (-5.18036) (-.057724) (-.146873) (-2.41922) (3.79384)

Significant at 5 percent level.
tSignificant at 1 percent level.

0.0248 0.91 *12.261 *10.037 ---....

.0045 1.15 t40.798 t35.909 .-.-.--

.0056 1.88 1.245 2.649 ---..--

.0095 1.18 3.472 2.990 ...--..

.0047 .62 t52. 853 5.442 -------

.0005 1.02 *11.814 t18.758 --.-.

.0053 1. 15 t34. 182 t37. 296 ------- 00
CR

.0248 ---.-- 2.744 1.290 .902

.0047 ---.--. 5.285 . 281 .960

.0005 ---- 4.110 *6.505 .967

NA NA ------.. -. ---. ---...

NA NA ... -. ---. - -.-.

NA NA ... -- -- ----.. - ..

NA NA . -...

NA NA -- --. - -. ---. -- -

NA NA .. -- -. - -.. - -- -

Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.
NA-Not available.



TABLE II.A.I.-NIA BUDGET RECEIPTS, CALENDAR YEARS 1947-78: BUDGET SHARES

Chow Test
Statistic: Break

Following Autore-
gressive

Actual GNP/ Time-DUM . 1965 1969 Param-

Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept Pot. GNP Time 64 ACPIs-n R5 S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,22) F(4,22) eter

(1)--------------T.Pers/T --------------------- 4.36950 0.18610 0.002367 -0.000016 0.00102 0.091 0.0214 0.4466 1.23 0.984 1.802 .----...
(-2.13776) (1.16481) (2.372390) (-1.738390) (.84538)

(2)--------------T.Corp/T 72--------------------- 1673 .39440 -. 003754 -. 000008 -. 00108 .824 .0217 .2235 1.22 2.489 3.327 --.--.-
(3.48693) (2.43797) (-3.716480) (-.798830) (-.88305)

(3)--------------T.IndBus/T ------------------- 10.23380 -. 28292 -. 005011 .000013 -. 00185 .973 .0061 .1266 .99 3.300 2.874 ...-..
(17.60550) (-6.22694) (-17.662700) (4.787400) (-5.39727)

(4)--------------T.ScocIns/T ------------------- 12.08100 -. 29757 .006399 .00011 .00191 .980 .0107 .2033 1.46 2.071 1.201 --------
(-11.81480) (-3.72310) (12.820900) (2.370270) (3.16569)

(3'). . ..-------------- T.IndBus*/T.......-.......... . 9.69774 -. 24893 -. 04750 .000010 -. 00180 .926 .0052 .1266 ----..-. 1.026 .517 584
(14.88240) (-5.83415) (-14.560500) (3.422140) (-5.51725)

*Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.



TABLE II.A.2.-UNIFIED BUDGET RECEIPTS, FISCAL YEARS 1948-78: BUDGET SHARES

Chow Test
Statistic: Break

Following Autore-
Sgresaive

Actual C NP/ 1965 1969 Param-Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept Pot. GNP Time Time-DUM 64 ACPi-us R2 S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,21) F(4,21) eter

(1)-------------- UR. Pers/UR-.------------------ -5.07269 0.21652 0.002710 -0.000019 0.00161 0.289 0.0155 0.4380 1.40 0.391 0.927 .(-3.20998) (1.74171) (3.514660) (-2.709580) (1.79504)
(2).--------------.. . UR. Corp/UR.------------------- 7.84553 .41646 -. 004090 -. 000009 -. 00154 .864 .0202 .2178 1.30 .258 1.019(3. 82235) (2. 59007) (-4.086810) (-.971980) (-1.31619)
(3)--------------.. . UR. SocIns/R ...----------------- -12.88710 -. 23855 .006770 .000008 .00144 .979 .0105 .1887 1.15 .872 .969 ---

(-12.04320) (-2.84571) (12.994000) (1.688980) (2.36012)
(4).--------------.. . UR. Ex/UR ..-------------------- 11.66860 -. 31741 -. 005730 .000014 -. 00152 .973 .0066 .1134 1.50 .549 .312 .(17.30540) (-6.00919) (-17.450500) (4.640420) (-3.95972)
(5)--------------.. -UR. E&G/UR-------------------- .49773 -. 03982 -. 000226 .000004 -. 00020 .198 .0030 .0183 .93 5.526 5.193(1.62993) (-1.66477) (-1.517060) (2.618140) (-1.12121)
(6).-------------- UR. Cust/UR -------------------- -. 22486 -. 00997 .000125 .000001 -. 00004 .723 .0012 .0116 1.44 1.258 .749

(-1.91174) (-1.08165) (2. 183750) (1. 546240) (-.53546)(7)--------------.. . UR. FRS/UR -------------------- -. 78474 -. 01418 .000411 .000001 .00014 .901 .0018 .0104 1.50 2.378 2.538(-4.39561) (-1.01358) (4. 727320) (1.874530) (1.40861)(8).--------------.. . UR. Other/UR.------------------ -. 04243 -. 01216 .000028 .000000 .00009 .197 .0012 .0018 2.11 .979 1.609(-.34788) (-1.27237) (.477730) (.203170) (1.33697)
(5'). ..-------------- UR. E&G*/UR-----.------------ .34213 -. 01778 -. 000157 .000001 -. 00012 -. 080 .0025 .0183 5.526 5.193 .724(.90715) (.81600) (-.824830) (.981800) (-.76368)

Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.



TABLE II.B..-NIA BUDGET RECEIPTS, CALENDAR YEARS 1947-78: RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Chow Test
Statistic: Break

Following Autore-
gresSIve

Actual GNP/ . - - 1965 1969 Param-

Equ. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept Pot GNP Time TimeDUM 64 ACPIt-1th R S.E.E. Y D.W. F(4,22) F(4,22) eter

(1) --------------- T/Pot. GNP -------------------- -4.22349 0.47656 0.002011 -0. 000012 0.00150 0.891 0.0045 0.1841 1.59 0.256 0.956 ----
(-9.79996) (14.14700) (9.560010) (-6.247720) (5.89413)

(2)----------------T. Pers/Pot GNP _--------------- -2.68941 .24266 .001294 -. 000008 .00082 .669 .0049 .0823 1.37 .621 1.484
(-5.80343) (6.69911) (5.718480) (-3.821060) (2.99901)

(3)-T--------------T. Corp/Pot GNP---------------- .26352 .18913 -. 000204 -. 000005 .00017 .793 .0043 .0410 1.15 3.064 3.764-
(.64213) (5.78068) (-1018730) (-2.438420) (.71630)

(4)----------------T. IndBus/Pot GNP-------------- 1.15062 .02008 -000584 .000000 -. 00011 .953 .0013 .0230 .94 6.037 2.783-
(9.54490) (2.13080) (-9.932360) (.178030) (-1.51488)

(5)---------------T. Soclns/Pot GNP.------------- -2.94822 .02839 .001506 .000000 .00061 .979 .0022 .0378 1.53 7.308 2.148
(-14.11720) (1.73943) (14.774200) 274910) (4.97536)

(W)---------------T. IndBust/Pot. GNP ------------- 1.20568 .01984 -. 000613 .000000 -. 00005 .874 .0011 .0230-- 2.164 .689 .566
(9. 01982) (2.23920) (-9.154510) (.366100) (-73500)

1947465: (5.1)--- T. Soclns/Pot GNP------------- -2.46754 -. 01144 .001279 -. 000000 .00041 NA NA NA NA --------------------
(-12.78210) (-.73735) (13.368700) (-.195678) (3.44218)

1966-78: (5.2)-.---- T. Socins/Pot. GNP--------------3. 67236 .10049 .001837 -. 000000 .00090 NA NA NA NA
(-8.09042) (4.15232) (8.284870) (-.195678) (3.41912)

*Slgslllant at the 5 percent level. NA-Not available.
fAlternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.



TABLE 11..2.-UNIFIED BUDGET RECEIPTS, FISCAL YEARS 1948-78: RATIOS TO POTENTIAL GNP

Chow Test
Statistic: Break

Following Autore-
Actual GNP' TimeDUM 1965 1969 grsivEqu. No. Dependent/Variable Intercept Pot. GNP Time Te 64 ACPIt-sn R2 S.E.E. 7 D.W. F(4,22) F(4,22) eter

(1)--------------.. . UR/Pot. GNP------------------- -4.45586 0.48664 0.002123 -0.000011 0.00087 0.724 0.0078 0.1788 2.04 0.948 0.578 .(-5.62762) (7.84562) (5.503250) (-3.265710) (1.93253)(2).--------------.. . UR. Pers/Pot. GNP--------------- 2.82960 .24454 .001362 -. 000008 .00064 .684 .0046 .0789 1.49 .499 .342(-6.08583) (6.71391) (6.014590) (-3.871920) (2.42840)(3).............. UR. Corp./Pot. GNP ...--.....--.- .22551 .19685 -. 000191 -. 000005 -. 00003 .753 .0051 .0390 1.50 .501 .794 ..43735 (4.87329) (-.749540) (-2.131180) (-.09467)(4). ..-------------- UR.Socins/PotGNP............ -2.92759 .02956 .001493 .000000 .00039 .982 .0019 .0342 1.53 3.335 1.545 .(-15.24980) (1.96564) (15.967000) (.332360) (3.52470) 00(5)--------------.. . UR. Ex/Pot. GNP---------------- 1.34441 .01111 -. 0008680 .000000 -. 00016 .965 .0012 .0201 1.03 3.782 .683 --------- CO(11.40640) (1.20372) (-11.844800) (.768440) (-2.33498)(6).--------------.. - UR. E&G/Pto. GNP--------------- .00579 .00128 -. 000002 .000000 -. 00003 .323 .0005 .0033 .99 4.181 5.697(. 10729) (.30385) (-.079070) (1.869500) (-. 80618)(7).--------------.. . UR. Cust./Pot GNP-------------- -. 08828 .00329 .000044 .000000 .00000 .843 .0002 .0021 1.36 .870 .816 .(-4.78884) (2. 27831) (4.941450) (.477920) (.23367)(8)--------------.. . UR. FRS/Pot. GNP--------------- -. 17187 .00139 .000088 .000000 .00003 .900 .0003 .0019 1.44 2.551 2.064 .(-5. 01816) (.51871) (5. 253900) (11.419730) (1. 68127)(9)--------------.. . UR.Other/PotGNP -------------- .01423 -. 00140 .000008 .000000 .00002 .209 .0002 .0003 2.06 1.051 1.774 .(-.68416) (-.85834) (.797743) (.036740) (1.44419)(5')..--------------UR. Ex*/Pot. GNP--------------- 1.34158 .01169 -. 000679 .000237 -. 07804 .903 .0010 .0201 -- 3.782 .683 .560(10.31010) (1.32687) (-10. 460000) (.435190) (-1.22246)(6').--------------UR. E&G*/Pot. GNP-------------- -. 00364 .00345 .000002 .000228 -. 00000 -. 043 .0005 .0033.--.... 4.186 5.697 .611(-.05762) (.83725) (.053750) (.884940) (-.11991)

*Alternative estimate corrected for first-order serial correlation using generalized least squares.
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NOTES TO THE TABLES

A. Organization

The tables in this appendix are numbered to correspond to the outline of the
presentation in the paper itself. Since the organization of such a large mass of
data as is examined here is of prime importance for intelligibility, it might be
well to present the organizational plan that was used. It is as follows:

I. Budget expenditures.
A. Budget shares.

1. NIA budget.
2. Unified Budget.

a. Functional categories (050, . . , 950).
b. Particular subfunctions of interest.
c. Controllable-uncontrollable categorization.

B. Ratios to potential GNP.
1. NIA budget.
2. Unified budget.

a. Functional categories (050, . . . , 950).
b. Particular subfunctions of interest.
c. Controllable-uncontrollable categorization.

II. Budget receipts.
A. Budget shares.

1. NIA budget.
2. Unified budget.

B. Ratios to potential GNP.
1. NIA budget.
2. Unified budget.

Thus for example Table I.B.2.a. contains regressions for the ratios of each of
the particular unified budget functional outlay categories (050 through 950) to
potential GNP.

B. Presentation

1. Table structure.-The data in each table are presented in essentially the same
way, the only important difference among the tables being that the dummy
variables used in the spending equations are different than those used in the tax
equations, as explained in the text.

Below each estimated coefficient, in parentheses, is its t-ratio reflecting the size
of the estimated coefficient relative to its standard error. In discussing the results,
I follow the usual rule of thumb that a t-ratio of 2 or greater in absolute value
signifies that the corresponding coefficient is significantly different from zero.

For each equation in the basic set of estimates (i.e., the ones shown in each table
above the double line) is given a standard set of statistics: The equation's co-
efficient of determination (adjusted for degrees of freedom), RI; the standard
error of estimates, S.E.E.; the mean value of the dependent variable in the
equation, Y; the Durbin-Watson statistic, D.W., and Chow test statistics cal-
culated alternatively for potential structural change occurring at 1965 and at
1969.

For six elements in the parameter vector and 32 observations, the lower and
upper bounds of the region of indeterminacy as regards the possible presence of
autocorrelation in the regression residuals are Durbin-Watson statistics valued
respectively 1.11 and 1.82 at the 5-percent confidence level, and .92 and 1.60 at the
1-percent level. In this study I have reestimated particular equations using
generalized least squares and a first-order autbcorrelation transformation if the
Durbin-Watson statistic was less than about 1.03. (In general I have avoided
reestimating in this way because it does not preserve the adding up-property
which characterizes the ordinary least squares estimates. See the discussion in
the text on this point.) These estimates which include an autoregressive trans-
formation are shown following the basic set of estimates in each table, and they
are numbered by adding a prime to the number of the corresponding basic equa-
tion. The autoregressive parameter is given for these equations.

As to the Chow test for structural change, the following tabulation gives the
relevant critical values:



Confidence level

Period F statistic 5 percent I percent

1947-78 _------------------------------------------- F 4,22) 5.79 14.00
1948-78.------------------------------------------- F4 ,21) 5.79 14.00
1962-78 -- _____------------------------------------------- 4,8 ) 6.04 14.80

When a structural change is indicated, the subperiod regression results are
given following the main set of results and the autoregressive equations. If the
Chow statistic indicated structural change as of both 1965 and 1969, I have
selected the year with the larger F-ratio as the break point. These subperiod
equations have the same number as their full-period counterpart, with the sub-
period indicated by a "1" or "2" following the equation number.

2. Symbols used.-It was necessary to develop a set of symbols to represent
the dependent variables in the regressions. Following is a key to those symbols.

First, I have characterized spending and revenues under the different budgets
in a standard way, as follows:

E NIA budget expenditures.
T NIA budget receipts.
UO Unified budget outlays.
UR Unified budget receipts.

These are the quantities that appear in the denominators of the dependent
variables in the budget share regressions.

To define particular spending or tax programs (the numerators of the dependent
variables in the regressions), I have used modifying letters or numbers along with
the basic budget symbols. Following is a listing of the full symbol for each par-
ticular program, and its definition:
E.Def Defense purchases of goods and services, NIA budget.
E.Nondef Nondefense purchases of goods and services, NIA budget.
E.DomTr Domestic transfer payments to persons, NIA budget.
E.ForTr Transfer payments, foreign, NIA budget.
E.Grants Grants-in-aid to state and local governments, NIA budget.
E.NetInt Net interest paid, NIA budget.
E.Other Subsidies less current surplus of Government enterprises plus wage

disbursements less accruals, NIA budget.
T.Pers Personal taxes and nontax receipts, NIA budget.
T.Corp Corporate profit tax accruals, NIA budget.
T.IndBus Indirect business tax and nontax accruals, NIA budget.
T.SocIns Contributions to social insurance, NIA budget.
UO.050 Outlays for national defense, unified budget.
UO.150 Outlays for international affairs, unified budget.
UO.250 Outlays for general science, space, and technology, unified budget.
UO.270 Outlays for energy, unified budget.
UO.300 Outlays for natural resources and environment, unified budget.
UO.350 Outlays for agriculture, unified budget.
UO.370 Outlays for commerce and housing credit, unified budget.
UO.400 Outlays for transportation, unified budget.
UO.450 Outlays for community and regional development, unified budget.
UO.500 Outlays for education, training, employment, and social services,

unified budget.
UO.550 Outlays for health, unified budget.
UO.600 Outlays for income security, unified budget.
UO.700 Outlays for veterans benefits and services, unified budget.
UO.800 Outlays for general government, unified budget.
UO.850 Outlays for general purpose fiscal assistance, unified budget.
UO.900 Interest payments, unified budget.
UO.950 Undistributed offsetting receipts, unified budget.
0.1 Outlays for military personnel, unified budget (Function 051-

military personnel).
0.2 Outlays for retired military personnel, unified budget (Function

051-retired military personnel).
0.3 Outlays for national defense other than on active and retired

military personnel, unified budget (Function 051-operation and
maintenance, procurement, research and development, military
construction, and other).
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0.4 Outlays for ground transportation, unified budget (Function 401).
0.5 Outlays for air transportation, water transportation, other trans-

portation, and deductions for offsetting receipts (DFOR),
Function 400, unified budget (Functions 402, 403, 407, and
DFOR).

0.6 Outlays for elementary, secondary, higher, and vocational education,
unified budget (Functions 501 and 502).

0.7 Outlays for training, employment, and other labor services, unified
budget (Functions 504 and 505).

0.8 Outlays for health care services, unified budget (Function 551).
0.9 Outlays for Social Security, unified budget (Function 601-Social

Security).
0.10 Outlays for Federal employee retirement and disability, unified

budget (Function 602).
0.11 Outlays for unemployment compensation, unified budget (Function

603).
0.12 Outlays for public assistance and other income supplements, unified

budget (Function 604).
0.13 Outlays for interest on the public debt less interest received by

trust funds, unified budget (Function 901 plus Function 952).
U.1 Social Security and railroad retirement payments to individuals,

unified budget.
U.2 Federal employees retirement and insurance payments to individ-

uals (military and other), unified budget.
U.3 Unemployment assistance payments to individuals, unified budget.
U.4 Veterans benefits: pensions, compensation, education, and insurance,

unified budget.
U.5 Medicare and medicaid payments to individuals, unified budget.
U.6 Housing payments to individuals, unified budget.
U.7 Payments to individuals under public assistance and related pro-

grams, unified budget.
UR.Pers Individual income tax receipts, unified budget.
UR.Corp Corporation income tax receipts, unified budget.
UR.SocIns Social insurance taxes and contributions, unified budget.
UR.Ex Excise tax receipts, unified budget.
UR.E&G Estate and gift tax receipts, unified budget.
UR.Cust Customs duties, unified budget.
UR.FRS Deposits of earnings by the Federal Reserve System. unified budget.
UR.Other All other budget receipts, unified budget.
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I. SUMMARY, INTRODUCTION, AND MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Summary

The current U.S. inflation could not have happened without an
important and substantial change in the financing of the Federal debt.
This change was begun in 1961, and .was accelerated after 1965. It
produced a temporary boom and a short-run improvement in unem-
ployment in 1966-69, but that improvement has long since worn off.



In the 1970's we were left with considerably more inflation than in
1960, and no better unemployment.

What was this important change in U.S. Government debt financ-
ing? It was a substantial increase in the Federal Reserve's rate of
purchases of Treasury securities. Such purchases are paid for chiefly
with newly created additions to the monetary base (high powered
money), created by the Federal Reserve for that purpose. Thus the
growth rate of the monetary base was substantially increased, espe-
cially after 1965. That is a sure recipe for inflation, whatever its other
effects.

Federal budget deficits have become more common since 1965. And
their size in proportion to gross national product (GNP) has grown.
Indeed, in 1975 the deficit was 4.6 percent of GNP, a higher percent-
age even than during the Great Depression of the thirties. Deficits
are not very inflationary as long as they are financed by sales of
securities to private and foreign investors rather than to the Federal
Reserve. However, deficits do increase the amount of debt that has
to be financed. This may lead the Federal Reserve to buy more of it
than price stability would dictate. Also, large persistent deficits are
likely to result in the crowding out of some private capital invest-
ment, thus reducing future growth.

The period since World War II falls into three parts, concerning
macro-economic policy. First, from 1948 to 1960 the growth rate of
the monetary base was kept under 1 percent a year on the average,
and the average inflation rate measured by the consumer price index
(CPI) was under 2 percent a year. Second, in 1961-65 there was a
transition to more rapid growth of the monetary base. Third, from
1966 to October 1979, the growth rate of the monetary base was
further increased, exceeding 8 percent a year in the late seventies,
and the inflation rate rose to the same range.

It is perfectly possible to stop inflation and achieve an approxi-
mately constant price level. What is required is to reduce the use of
monetary expansion as a means of financing the Federal debt. We
should return to very slow and fairly steady growth rates for the
monetary base and other stocks of money. They should average about
1 to 3 percent a year after a transition phase. A gradual policy carried
out over a period of 5 to 10 years will be best. It will begin to be suc-
cessful after we pass through one recession and recovery without
abandoning it, so that the public will believe that it will be adhered to.

At this writing the Federal Reserve appears to have embarked on
such a policy beginning in October 1979. At first it is likely to cause
a temporary reduction in output and employment (the reverse of the
1966-69 boom). Such adverse cyclical effects can be ameliorated by a
temporary slowdown in the reduction of monetary growth (provided
the long-run goal is met) and by a temporary budget deficit.

A reduction in the average level of Federal budget deficits would be
desirable, to at most about 0.5 percent of GNP on the average over
the business cycle. The budget should not be balanced at all times.
To ameliorate the business cycle, it should be in deficit during reces-
sions and in balance or in surplus during prosperity.

This paper supports these statements with a description of the re-
lationships between Federal debt financing and such important
variables as output, employment, the several stocks of money, in-
flation, interest rates, the exchange rate, and the balance of payments;



with annual data on the Federal deficit and its financing from 1946
through 1979, in nominal and real terms and as a ratio to GNP;
and with an analysis of our present difficult macroeconomic situation,
how we got into it, and how we can get out of it. Conditional pre-
dictions are offered for the period from 1980 to 1990.

B. Introduction

The financing of the Federal debt is of high importance to the
economy. This is because of its close direct relations with (a) the
amount of Federal debt securities in domestic private and foreign
hands, (b) the monetary base (sometimes called the high powered
money stock), (c) several other stocks of money, and (d) the. country's
stock of gold, SDR's and foreign exchange, Through these asset
stocks and in other ways, the Federal debt is related to such important*
variables as employment, output, the rate of inflation, interest
rates, and the international value of the dollar.

-In sections II and III we describe in a simplified way the essential
nature of the relationships between Federal debt financing and these
important asset stocks. In section II we emphasize the domestic
relationships, temporarily assuming for simplicity .that the U.S.
is involved in no international claims or transactions. In section III
we bring economic relations with the rest of the world into the picture.
In each of these sections we make use of a table of intersectoral
claims that embodies the balance sheets of each of the four sectors
into which we divide the economy. From the year-to-year change in
the balance sheet of the U.S. Government sector (including the
Federal Reserve System) is derived an important relationship called
the Government budget restraint. It says that the Government's de-
cisions about spending, taxing, priiting money; borrowing, spending
reserves of gold and foreign exchange, etc., cannot all be made inde-
pendently. This is because the total of .government spending must.be
equal to the total of government financing from all sources. Such
restraint plays a leading role in explaining the relations between the
financing of the Federal debt and the behavior of the. economy.

In section IV we present annual data for the variables in the U.S.
Government budget restraint for 1946 through 1979. They are based
on the flow of funds accounts that .are published by the Federal
Reserve System.

In section V we discuss the macroeconomic effects -of Federal debt
financing upon the stocks of money, inflation, employment, interest
rates, exchange rates, and the balance of payments.

In section VI we venture some conditional projections for the U.S.
economy to 1990, indicating what kinds of policies will lead to the

perpetuation or acceleration of inflation, and what kinds will lead to
price stability.

The appendix describes the manner in which we obtained the
consolidated U.S. Government and Federal Reserve sector by com-
bining the U.S. Government sector and the monetary authorities
sector as they are defined in the flow of funds accounts.

A supplementary note discusses some aspects of Federal debt
management that are related, but not central, to the subject of this
paper.
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C. Main Recommendations

A number of recommendations are made in the course of this paper.
For convenience the main ones are given here, together with a ref-
erence to the subsection where each may be found:

1. For the long run, the Federal Reserve should provide non-
inflationary and fairly steady growth of the stocks of money.
To reach this long-run state, the growth rates of the money stocks
must be reduced from their recent range of 6 to 10 percent a
year to their 1948-60 range of around 1 to 3 percent a year.
(The noninflationary growth rates will not be the same for the
several stocks of money.) This transition should be accomplished
gradually, over a period of 5 to 10 years, by small reductions
averaging 0.5 to 1 percent each year. The transition should not
be reversed in the event of a recession, but it could be temporarily
slowed, provided the long-run goal is met. (See section I.A,
V.D, V.E, and VI.)

2. For the short run, the money stocks should not be permitted
to rise very fast in booms, nor to decline during recessions.
(During the transition mentioned just above, they should not
be permitted to decline more rapidly in recession than at other
times.) (See section I.A. and V.D.)

3. For the long run, the Congress should reduce the frequency
and average size of Federal budget deficits, so that on the average
over the business cycle they amount to at most about 0.5 percent
of gross national product (GNP). (See section I.A., V.D, V.E, and
Vl.)

4. For the short run, the size of the deficit should not be made
the same every year. In particular, a Constitutional amendment to
require a balanced budget every year would be pernicious.
There should be deficits during recessions, and surpluses or
roughly balanced budgets during business cycle peaks. (See
section I.A, V.E, and VI.)

5. The Federal Reserve should not attempt to control interest
rates directly, but rather should secure their decline by following
recommendation 1 above. (See section V.F.)

6. The Congress should provide for the gradual increase and
final abolition of statutory ceilings on interest rates (See section
V.G. and supplementary note.)

7. The minimum wage law should be abolished, or at least
amended to exclude teenagers and young adults. (See section
VI.)

8. Unemployment compensation should be made to start
after a few weeks of unemployment rather than immediately,
and to continue longer than at present. (See section VI.)

II. THE ESSENTIAL RELATION BETWEEN THE FEDERAL DEFICIT
AND ASSET STOCKS IN A CLOSED ECONOMY

A. Introduction

In sections II and III we describe in a simplified way the important
relationship between Federal debt financing and the asset stocks
that influence inflation, output, employment, interest rates, and



international economic events. The essence of this relationship
is most clearly seen in an economy that is closed to all foreign trans-
actions. This is the subject of section II. Foreign transactions are
introduced in section III.

There are three main points in section II concerning a closed
economy. First, the Congress and the executive branch, together with
the private sector, determin e Federal budget deficit (or surplus).
Second, the deficit (or surplus) is matched by an equal net increase
(or decrease) in the sum of private holdings of Federal debt plus
the monetary base. Third, the Federal Reserve cannot control this
sum, but does control its composition as between private holdings of
Federal debt and the monetary base.

We will. argue later that over any long period, by its. control of the
monetary base, the Federal Reserve controls the rates of growth
of the other money stocks and the rate of inflation.

B. Balance Sheets for a Simple Closed Economy

In section II we will consider only the bare essentials of monetary
and fiscal policy action in a closed economy. The Federal Government
makes expenditures and sets tax rates. It issues debt if it has a deficit,
and retires debt if it has a surplus. That is all we permit it to do in this
section. In particular, it holds no assets.

The Federal Reserve holds a portfolio of Federal Government
securities, balanced by a liabliity in the form of the monetary base.
The base is held partly by banks in the form of reserves and partly
by nonbank private agents in the form of currency. The Federal
Reserve buys and sells Federal securities, issuing new additions to the
monetary base when it buys, and retiring part of the monetary base
when it sells. That is all we permit it to do in this section.

The rest of .the domestic economy will be called the private sector.
It holds all of the monetary base, and some of the outstanding Federal
securities (those not held by the Federal Reserve). It goes about its
business of producing, consuming, saving, and investing. Our con-
solidation of the private banks and all other private agents in a single
private sector serves well to bring out the main points of sections
I and III, but of course it suppresses detail that is useful for other

purposes.
The balance sheets of all three sectors are displayed in table 2.1.

There is a row for each sector, containing its liabilities, and a column
for each sector, containing its assets. There are a row and a column
for a fictitious sector called the capital account which by construction
holds the net worths of all other sectors as its assets and carries all
physical assets as its liabilities. Every balance-sheet item is a claim
of some sector against another. All claims of A against B are in A's
column and B's row, while all claims of B against A are in B's column
and A's row. Thus the balance sheet of an sector can be read from
its column (assets) and row (liabilities). For example, the private
sector's balance sheet can be read as follows:
Private sector assets: Private sector liabilities:

Treasury securities ---------- Net worth.
Monetary base -
Physical assets ------

Total liabilities.Total assets.



TABLE 2.1.-INTERSECTORAL CLAIMS IN A SIMPLIFIED CLOSED ECONOMY

Assets of-

Federal Govern-
ment (excluding

Private sector Federal Reserve) Federal Reserve Capital account Total

Liabilities of-
Private sector ------------------- 0 ------------- 0 ------------- Net worth of Net worth.

private sector.
Federal Govern- Federal securities--------------- Federal securities Net worth of Total Federal

ment (exclud- held by private held by Federal Federal Govern securities plus
ing Federal. sector. Reserve. ment (negative), n

Fderal Govern-
ment equals 0.Federal Reserve.. Monetary base 0 -------------------------- 0------------Monetary base.

Capital account. Physical assets.... 0------------0 -------------------------- Physical assets.
Total.----- Federal securities 0------------ Federal securities Net worth of Grand total.

held by private held by Federal private sector
sector plus Reserve, plus net worth
monetary base of Federal
plus physical Government
assets.

Note: Each sector's balance sheet can be read from this table, assets from the sector's column, and liabilities from its row.

C. The Government Budget Restraint for a Simple Closed Economy

We are now ready to develop the relation of the Federal budget
deficit or surplus to private holdings of Federal debt and the monetary
base.

First, note that the Federal debt came into existence because of
Federal deficits in the past. Further deficits increase the debt, and
surpluses decrease it. The debt is held partly by the private sector and
partly by the Federal Reserve (as shown by the Government sector's
row in table 2.1). Therefore we have this simple equation:

Federal deficit=net increase in combined holdings of Federal
debt by the private sector and the Federal Reserve (2.1)

This equation can equally well be expressed in terms of the Federal
surplus, rather than the deficit, thus:

Federal surplu=net decrease in combined holdings of Federal
debt by the private sector and the Federal Reserve (2.2)

Since a negative surplus is the same as a sitive deficit, and vice
versa, it is clear that equations (2.1) and (2.2) say the same thing:
either one can be obtained by multiplying both sides of the other by
-1. When the budmet is in deficit, both sides of (2.1) are positive
numbers, and both sides of (2.2) are negative. When the budget is in
surlsth reesistu.n what follows, we will usually use (2.1)

an~~~~l sran 
total.se 

is tr e.I

adspeak of the deficit, even when it is negative. But sometimes,
especially when discussing the national income accounts and the flow
of funds accounts, we will follow their practice and use (2.2), and speak
of the surplus, even when it is negative.

The defici t is determined by the Congress and the Executive Branch,
interacting with the private sector. Therefore, because of equation
(2 ), the same process determines the net increase of the combined
Federal debt holdings by the private sector and the Federal Reserve.

The essential function of the Federal Reserve is to decide how much
of this combined total of Federal debt is to be held by the private sec-
tor, and (by subtraction) how much is to be held by the Federal Re-
serve itself. It does this by buying or selling Federal securities in return
for high powered money. When it buys, it creates additional new high



powered money, and when it sells, it retires high powered money, in
amounts equal to the value of the purchase or sale. Therefore we have
another simple equation:

increase in Federal Reserve holdings of Federal debt equals in-
crease in the monetary base (2. 3)

Now replace the increase in the Federal Reserve's holdings of Fed-
eral debt in (2.1) by the equal increase in the monetary base from
(2.3), and obtain the following equation:

Federal deficit equals increase in Federal debt holdings by the
private sector plus increase in the monetary base (2. 4)

This important relation is called the Government budget restraint. It
says (in this simplified world) that the budget deficit must be equal to
the increase in the total of two types of asset held by the private sector:
Federal securities and the monetary base.

Another useful interpretation of the Government budget restraint
follows. Consolidate the U.S. Government and the Federal Reserve
into a single sector, netting out the only claim between them (Federal
debt). Next, take the first difference (that is, the year-to-year change)
of the balance sheet of this consolidated government sector. Finally,
replace the net increase in the sector's net worth by the negative of the
Federal budget deficit. The result is the Government budget restraint
(2.4).

To summarize, the role of the Congress and the Executive is to con-
trol the size of the deficit, and therefore to control the change in the
private sector's total holdings of Federal debt and monetary base,
without controlling the composition of the total. The role of the Federal
Reserve is to control the mix of this total as between privately held
government debt and the monetary base, without controlling the total
itself. This kind of division of responsibility requires cooperation to
achieve success.

The budget deficit and the monetary base are among the most im-
portant variables that economic policy deals with. Their effects on
employment, output, inflation, interest rates, and international econo-
mic events will be dealt with in later sections. But first, in section III,
we must take international transactions and claims into account.

III. THE ESSENTIAL RELATION BETWEEN THE FEDERAL DEFICIT
AND ASSET STOCKS IN AN OPEN ECONOMY

A. Introduction

In this section we extend the discussion to an economy that is open
to foreign transactions. The results are similar to those obtained in
section II for a closed economy, except that there is now an additional
market, the foreign exchange market. The authorities can either fix
the exchange rate and let the balance of payments, fluctuate, or fix
the balance of payments at zero and let the exchange rate float freely,
or follow a middle course: A managed (or "dirty") float.

B. Balance Sheets for a Simple Open Economy

In section III we consider the bare essentials of monetary and fiscal
policy action in an economy that is open to foreign transactions, but
is otherwise as simple as the one in section II. The foreign sector
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(consolidated public and private) is assumed to hold some of our
country's government debt and monetary base, as well as some phys-
ical assets; its liabilities consist of its net worth and some of its money
which is held by our government as a foreign exchange reserve. Table
3.1 shows the assets (in columns) and liabilities (in rows) of each
sector, on the same plan as table 2.1. Of course, table 3.1 has a new
row and column representing the foreign sector.

TABLE 3.1.-INTERSECTORAL CLAIMS IN A SIMPLIFIED OPEN ECONOMY

Assets of-

Federal Govern.
ment (including

Liabilities of- Private sector Federal Reserve) Foreign sector Capital account Total

Private sector ----------------- 0 ------------ 0------------ Net worth of pri- Net worth.
vate sector.

Federal Govern- Private holdings ---------------- Foreign holdings Net worth of Total monetary
ment (includ- of monetary of monetary Government base plus
Ing Federal base and base and sector. Federal se-
Reserve). Federal Federal curities. plus

securities. securities. net worth of
Government
nector.

Foreign sector. --- 0 .------------ Foreign exchange---------------Not worth of for- Foreign exchange
reserves. eign sector. reserves plus

foreign net
worth.

Capital account.. -- Private physical 0------------.. . Foreign physical----------------Total physical
assets. assets. assets.

Total.--.-. Private holdings Foreign exchange Foreign holdings Total net worth. Grand total.
of monetary reserves. of monetary
base, Federal base, Federal
securities, plus securities, plus
physical assets, physical assets.

Note: Each sector's balance sheet can be read from thin table, assets from the sector's column and liabilities from its
row.

For convenience we have consolidated the Federal Government and
Federal Reserve sectors into a single sector. This consolidation causes
no difficulty, for the claims and transactions that are thus netted out
are of no great interest for our purpose. Recall that the important
relationship in section HI, the Government budget restraint (2.4),
deals with the consolidated Government sector.

The balance sheet of each sector can be read from Table 3.1. For
example, the balance sheet of the consolidated Government sector can
be read as follows:
Government assets: Government liabilities:

foreign exchange reserves monetary base (held by priv-
ate and foreign sectors).

Federal Government debt
(held by private and for-
eign sectors).

Government net worth (nega-
tive).

Total assets. Total liabilities.

. oT e Gorernment Budget Restraint for a Simple Open Economy

We are now ready to present the relation of the Federal deficit to
the amounts of private and foreign holdings of Federal debt, the mone-
tary base, and the stock of foreign exchange reserves. As before, this



relation is the first difference (i.e., the year-to-year change) of the
balance sheet of the consolidated Government sector, thus:

Federal deficit = increase in private and foreign holdings of Fed-
eral debt + increase in the monetary base - increase in foreign
exchange reserves (3.1)

As before, it is called the Government budget restraint. This time
it says (in this still simplified world) that the Federal deficit must be
equal to the increase in the net total of Federal debt and monetary
base held by the private and foreign sectors minus the increase in U.S.
foreign exchange reserves.

As before, the Congress and the Executive (interacting with the
private sector and now with the foreign sector too) determine the size
of the budget deficit and therefore determine the net flow given by the
right side of the Government budget restrait (3.1 )without determining
its composition. As before, the Fedei al Reserve's role is to control the
composition of the net asset total whose net increase appears as the
right side of (3.1), without controlling the total itself. Again there is a
division of responsibility.

But now the Federal Reserve has three types of assets to deal with
and two degrees of freedom in its actions, rather than (as in the closed
economy of section II) two types of asset and one degree of freedom.
It can still buy and sell Federal securities in return for high powered
money, as before, but now it can also buy and sell foreign exchange as
well.

Under a fixed exchange rate, one degree of freedom is used up in
choosing the rate and in buying and selling whatever amounts of
foreign exchange will maintain that rate; the other degree of freedom
allowvs the Federal Reserve to buy or sell Federal securities in return
for high powered money as in a closed economy.

Under a freely (cleanly) floating exchange rate, one degree of free-
dom is used up in holding foreign exchange reserves constant (possibly
zero) so that the rate will be determined freely by market forces. The
other degree of freedom is available as before for trading Federal
securities for high powered money.

Under the more general situation of a managed (or "dirty") float,
the Federal Reserve can determine the levels of any two of the three
assets in the Government budget restraint (3.1); namely, Federal
securities in private and foreign hands, the monetary base, and U.S.
foreign exchange reserves. The third asset level will be determined by
the operation of the Government budget restraint and past levels of
the three assets.'

D. A Net Surplus Identity for an Open Economy

For any open economy, national accounting conventions require that
the surpluses and deficits of the three sectors (private, government,
and foreign) be related as follows:

excess of private investment over private saving plus government
budget deficit plus excess of exports over imports equals 0 (3.2)

I The five preceding paragraphs of this subsection are written for the case where the Federal Reserve, not
the Treasury, holds the foreign exchange reserves and deals on the foreign exchange market. If the Treasury
does this, instead of the Federal Reserve, the balance sheets in table 3.1 and the Government budget re-
straint (3.1) are not affected, because we have consolidated the Federal Reserve with the Government; the
only difference would be that the Federal Reserve would lose the degree of freedom representing foreign
exchange transactions, and the Treasury would gain it.
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This is because GNP can be expressed either as the sum of consump-
tion plus private gross investment plus government purchases of goods
and services plus net exports, or as the sum of consumption plus pri-
vate gross saving plus taxes less transfers. Subtracting one of these
sums from the other and rearranging terms results in equation (3.2).
Of course private saving and private investment must both be defined
in the same way with respect to depreciation: either both gross or
both net. If the deficit in (3.2) applies to the Federal Government
only, then State and local governments must be included in the private
sector (as is done in this paper).

Equation (3.2) is a useful reminder that policy actions influencing
the Government budget deficit must also influence the deficit and/or
surplus of one or both of the other two sectors. In the closed economy
of section II equation (3.2) would always hold, but the excess of ex-
ports over imports would always be zero.

IV. FINANCING THE U.S. GOVERNMENT DEFICIT, 1946-79

A. Introduction

In sections II and III we considered the bare essentials of fiscal and
monetary policy action. We found that fiscal actions, interacting with
other actions, determine the budget deficit. The deficit then determines
(is equal to) the increase in the net liabilities of the consolidated
government sector that are held by the private sector and the rest of
the world. The three important assets and liabilities that we considered
in section III were the Federal debt in private and foreign hands, the
monetary base, and U.S. foreign exchange reserves. In section IV
we develop the corresponding relation for the actual U.S. economy.

The relationship that will emerge from section IV gives the Federal
budget deficit (NIA basis) as the sum of the items shown (with
appropriate algerbraic signs) in table 4.1. Lines 5, 6, and 7 correspond
to the three terms on the right side of equation (3.1). The remaining
items in table 4.1 were assumed away for simplicity in the discussion
of sections II and III. They will be explained below.

TABLE 4.1.-U.S. GOVERNMENT BUDGET RESTRAINT, SHOWING THE FINANCING OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT DEFICIT,
WITH DATA FOR 1979

fIn billions of dollars per year]

Add or 1979
Line subtract Item flow

1.... ....-.----------------- Total: U.S. Government deficit, national Income accounting (NIA) basis... -- 11.450

2---------- Subtract- Increase in Treasury deposits at commercial banks---------------------.490
3---------- -Subtract- Increase in Federal Reserve loans to member banks--------------------282
4 .----------- Subtract--ncras in U.S. Government loans escept to member banks-------------30.400
5 .----------. Subtract- Increase in U.S. reserves of gold, SDR's, and foreign exchange-------------.578
6------------ Add ---- Increase in the monetary base (high powered money) ------------------- 9.5247----------Add- Increase in U.S. Government deht held in private and foreign handn-. 30. 320
8----------Add- Mineral rights sales by U.S. Government e r.--------------------------- 4.745
9-----------Add------Increase in financial net worth of monetary authorities.------------------ .390
10.--------- Subtract Statistical discrepancy between national income accounts (NIA) and flow

of funds accounts (FofF).......------------------------------------ 2.935

Source: Table 4.3. See text of section IV.B for explanation.
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We use the national income accounts (NIA) definition of the budget
deficit. We use the flow of funds (FofF) accounts for the U.S. Govern-
ment and the monetary authorities,2 which we consolidate into a
single government sector as in table 3.1. In table 4.3 we present
annual. data for the period from 1946 through 1979, corresponding
to table 4.1, showing in detail how the Federal deficit was financed.
In section V we use these data to interpret the change from relatively
stable prices in 1948-60 to continuous inflation in 1966-79. In section
VI we venture some projections for 1980-90, indicating what types
of financing will be consistent with continued inflation and what types
will be consistent with a return to price stability. Output, employment,
interest rates, and the international value of the dollar will also be
considered.

B. Derivation of. the Empirical U.S. Government Budget Restraint

The U.S. Government budget restraint, which shows the financing
of the budget deficit as in table 4.1, is derived as follows from NIA
and FofF data. In the derivation we follow the official statistics and
speak of the surplus rather than the deficit. At the end of the derivation
we will reverse all the signs to obtain the Government budget re-
straint in terms of the deficit.

The FofF accounts are used because they provide consistent stock
and flow accounts for both the U.S. Government and the monetary
authorities, which we want to consolidate into a single sector.'

Step one in the derivation is to reconcile the U.S. Government
surplus on the NIA basis with the change in the financial net worth
of the U.S. Government of the FofF basis. This has already been done
in the FofF accounts as follows. (The figures accompanying the next
several equations are flows for the year 1979 in billions of dollars,
from table A. 2.)'

U.S. Govt surplus (NIA basis) (-11.450) equals increase in
life and retirement insurance reserves (8.303) minus mineral
rights sales by U.S. Government (4.745) plus FofF discrepancy
(2.935) plus increase in financial net worth of U.S. Government
(-17.943) . (4.1)

Note that the FofF Accounts ignore nonfinancial assets altogether. That
is, the FofF balance sheet lists only financial assets on its asset side,
and shows financial net worth rather than total net worth on its liability
side; financial net worth is defined as total net worth minus the value of
nonfinancial assets. Thus the balance sheet still balances.

2 See Board of Governors [1975] for explanation, and [1976] or [1978] for tables of annual stock and flow data.
. In the FofF accounts, the monetary authorities sector is defined as the Federal Reserve plus the monetary

accounts of the Treasury; the latter are accordingly not included in the U.S. Government sector in the FofF
accounts. This causes us no difficulty, because we are interested in the consolidation of the two accounts,
which is not affected by the transfer of the Treasury's monetary accounts.

4 Several points should be noted about this relationship. First, annual data for it can be found in the FofF
table of annual flows for the U.S. Government sector, lines 10, 11, 13, 30, and 15; see Board of Governors
[1976], pages 22-24, or 11978], table 46. Updated data for 1946-79 can be found below in table A.2, lines 48-52.
Second, the item that is here -called "increase in financial net worth of U.S. Government" is called "net
financial investment" [of the U.S. Government] in the FofF publications just cited. Third, the item "in-
crease in life and retirement insurance reserves" refers to reserves of the U.S. Government employees
insurance system and the railroad retirement insurance system, but not social security. (See Board of Gover-
nors [19751, p. 31.) Fourth, the item "mineral rights sales of U.S. Government" consists mainly of receipts
from offshore oil leases. Itis not included in government receipts on the NIA basis (presumably because it
is not a payment for productive services rendered -by factors of production), but it is treated as revenue
in the FofF accounts. Fifth, the remaining discrepancy is discussed in Board of-Governors [1975], pp. 30-34.
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Step two is to consolidate the FofF balance sheet accounts of the
U.S. Government sector and the monetary authorities sector by net-
ting out all claims between them so that the only claims vis-a-vis the
consolidated sector are claims vis-a-vis the private sector, the foreign
sector, and the capital account. Details of the consolidation are given
in the appendix. The result is the following balance sheet equation for
the consolidated U.S. Government and monetary authorities sector."

Treasury deposits at commercial banks plus member bank bor-
rowing plus U.S. Government loans except to member banks
plus gold, SDR's, and foreign exchange equals monetary base
plus U.S. Government debt in private and foreign hands plus

fe and retirement insurance reserves plus financial net worth
of U.S. Government plus financial net worth of monetary
authorities (4.2)

The network of intersectoral claims corresponding to this consolida-
tion is given in table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2.-INTERSECTORAL CLAIMS UNDERLYING THE U.S. GOVERNMENT BUDGET RESTRAINT
IN TABLE 4.1

Financial assets of-

Government sector Capital account
Private domestic including monetary excluding physical

Li3b:li.ies of- sector authorities Foreign sector assets

Private domestic sector..- . ..-------------------- Treasury deposits 0--------------Financial net worth
at commercial (private domestic).
banks; loans to
member banks;
U.S. Government
loans to private
domestic sector.

Government sector including Monetary base pri------------------Monetary bane held Financial net worth
monetary authorities. vately held; U.S. by foreign sector; of U.S. Govern-

Government debt U.S. Government ment including
privately held; debt held by for- monetary author-
ife and retire- eign sector. ities.

meat Insurance
reserves.

Foreign sector------------0...........-U.S. Government. ................ Financial net worth
loans to foreign of foreign sector.
nectar; U.S. for-
eign exchange,
gold, and SDR
reserves.

Capital account excluding 0--------------....0.. ... ........... 0.... Ce n Fina
physical asseta.

Note: Each nector's financial balance sheet can be read from thin table, financial assets from the sector's column and
liabilities from its row. In order to save space, the row and column tatals are not printed.

Step three is to solve the foregoing balance sheet equation (4.2) for
the financial net worth of the consolidated U.S. Government and
monetary authorities sector, thus:

Financial net worth of U.S. government plus financial net worth
of monetary authorities equals Treasury deposits at commercial
banks plus member bank borrowing plus U.S. government
loans except to member banks plus gold, SDR's, and foreign
exchange minus monetary base minus U.S. government debt in
private and foreign hands minus life and retirement insurance
reserves (4.3)

STheitem "gold, DR', and foreign exchange" includthe IMFgold tranche0of.the United States. Data
for equations (4.2)-(4.3) are in table A.1, ierea 5 f-r1, 49, 52 and 54.
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Step four is to write down the annual flows version of the preceding
consolidated U.S. Government sector balance sheet equation (4.3): 6

Increase in financial net worth of U.S.. government (- 17.943)
plus increase in financial net worth of monetary authorities
(0.390) equals increase in Treasury deposits at commercial
banks (0.490) plus member bank borrowing (0.282) plus U.S.
government lending except to member banks (30.400) plus
increase in gold, SDR's and foreign exchange k-.578) minus
increase in the monetary base (9.524) minus increase in U.S.
government debt in private and foreign hands (30.320) minus
increase in life and retirement insurance reserves (8.303) (4.4)

Ste p five is to substitute, for the increase in financial net worth of
the U.S. Government in equation (4.1), the equivalent expression ob-
tained from equation (4.4). This-yields an expression for the U.S.
Government surplus (NIA basis) in terms of the changes in the assets
and liabilities in the balance sheet of the consolidated government
sector. It is the U.S. Government budget restraint expressed in terms
of the Federal surplus. Data for it are shown in table 4.3.

Step six is to multiply the equation obtained in step five by -1,
thus obtaining' the U.S. Government budget restraint expressed in

terms of the Federal deficit, as follows:
U.S. government deficit (NIA basis) (11.450) equals minus in-

crease in Treasury deposits at commercial banks (0.490) minus
member bank borrowing (.282) minus increase in U.S. govern-
ment loans except to member banks (30.400) minus increase
in U.S. gold, SDR's, and foreign exchange reserves (-.578)
plus increase in the monetary base (9.524) plus increase in
U.S. government debt in private and foreign hands (30.320)
plus mineral rights sales by U.S. government (4.745) plus in-

crease in financial net worth of monetary authority (0.390)
minus NIA-FofF discrepancy (2.935) (4.5)

This corresponds precisely to table 4.1, and to (-1) times table 4.3.

C. Tables of Data for 1946-79

Tables 4.3 to 4.6 present annual data for the U.S. Government
budget restraint for 1946-79, inclusive, including the same compo-
nents of the Government deficit as are shown in table 4.1. Table 4.3
gives nominal data in billions of dollars. It is the same as lines 55-64
of table A.2. Table 4.4 gives real data in billions of 1972 dollars using
the implicit GNP deflator. Table 4.5 expresses the budget deficit
and its components as ratios to GNP. Table 4.6 expresses them as
ratios to the financial net worth of the U.S. Government and monetary
authorities at year-end. (This net Worth is negative; hence these ratios
are negative in years when there was a deficit, and positive in years
when there was a surplus.)

5 The source is the FofF tables of annual flows for the U.S. Government and monetary authorities sectors;
see table A.2, lines 52, 54, 56-61, and 49. The consolidation is done on the same principles as that for the pre-
ceding equation. The annual flows are not always equal to the first differences of the stocks, for two reasons.
First asset revaluations are not recorded in the flow accounts though they do affect the stocks and hence the
first aifferences. Important examples of this are the issue of Si) R's by the IMF to the U.S. Government, the
revaluation of the gold stock, and write-offs of foreign-aid loans as bad debts. In each case it is the flows we
want in the government budget restraint, not the first differences of stocks. Second, there are some items
that are carried as constants in the FofF stock accounts because stock data are not available for them. For
both reasons, we work with the flows rather than with the first differences of stocks.



Figures 4.1 to 4.4 present some of the same information in graphical
form, plotted against time. Figure 4.3 summarizes the data that under-
lie the main thrust of this study. It shows that Federal budget deficits
have been made more frequent, and larger as a ratio to GNP, since
1961. And it shows, if taken in connection with the initial level of the
monetary base (table A.1, line 26), that growth of the monetary base
has been made more rapid since 1961 as well.

There are two respects in which the government deficit in the na-
tional income accounts, as shown in tables 4.1 and 4.3-4.6, does not
give a complete picture. It overstates the real value of the deficit
during inflation in that it does not recognize the capital gain to the
government that comes from the erosion of the real value of the gov-
ernment's monetary liabilities (securities and the monetary base);
see section V.E below for further discussion. On the other hand, the
national income accounts deficit understates the true deficit in that
it does not provide for the unfunded future liabilities being built up
by the social security system.

56-369 0 - 81 - 8



Table 4.3

11 JUME 1980 UA LSY4I

ANNJUL 
ANNUAL FLUNSo 1946=f1

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS CUMPUNLNIS

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 CODE

1 3.523 13.384 8.316 -2.638 9.208 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

2 -22.108 -102 949 719 -58 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CONL. BANKS 2

3 -156 18 -A -iD DV IASU8UUUL 1*R. LUANS IU MECK UDANKM a
4 20 6.578 2.311 -969 9.369 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 r u s ,''I 1.bbU 185 -1.D59 3ZSU11UYS bULO, SUSKb L UFVeN.eALf. S

6 661 1.676 1.936 -4.540 1.259 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6

1 -24.660 -(.110 -6.tbZ 6.1u -1.30 I41U30us - U.S. bUVtKNMNI ULkI I

a - - - - - 105030003 - NINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8

v 82 6 5-w 4 -12 IU500UUU - FINANLIAL N.M., RUPM. AUH. v

10 1.107 -2.259 -1.377 -268 845 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.3-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS 1946-9

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS, AND OMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 CODE

1 6.508 -3.735 -7.076 -6.034 4.417 6.067 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. I
2 651 2.302 -989 -563. -85 -370 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2
3 -48 108 -114 -3 97 -82 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 7.115 -1.246. 1.057 -2.845 4.307 -209 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4
5 145 390 -1.126 -544 -96 953 323011095 GOLD, 5DR'S & OFF.FGN.EXC.. 5
6 3.840 1.121 558 -1.556 778 686 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6
7 -2.338 4.307 5.435. 2.911 -1.048 -5.529 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBI 7
8 - - - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8
9 30 44 41 37 32 53 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MN. AUTH. 9

10 177 183 130 -687 -44 985 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.3-Continued

11 JUNE 1980 annuaL Runs, 1veo-l
ANNAL FLUN~, 1946-FY

U.S. 6UVkKNNENI MUKPLUb, Nel*Ae tAbl~, AND igh LUNItNIb

BILLION 
BILLIONS U DOLLARS PhK YEAK

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 CODE

1 -2.282 -10.7 -. 38 3.035 -3.886 -4Z1 36613U.S. bUvI. SUKVLUS, N.I.A. L

2 81 535 762 1.053 14 840 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COAL. BANKS 2

3 ,-& 1#74UI -4 vU -to I13ubOUL P-*l* LUAb lu nYtwR DANKS 3

4 -996 -1.316 4.421 623 3.150 3.755 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

S .IZ -1.110 -Z.018 -614 -1*41 SZ3UAAOys tuLU, SUKS K U11.hN.EAM.

6 19 -171 67 -813 1.356 1.487 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6

7 -1.90Z ff.~ 6.30 L06 .bu0 >-5 *Z1#SWJi - U.S. buv~rI~~I ~
8 -.. . . - . 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES

9 69 59 -19Z Z9 60 46 110UUUUU0 - HIWANLAL N.M., MUN. AUmHe 9

10 232 -148 807 353 637 -368 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.3--Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNIML FLUWS- 1q94-@V

U.S. GOVERNMENI SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND IS COMPUNENIS

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 CODE

1 256 -3.269 530 -1.789 -13.180 -5.824 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 12 -659 239 -1.264 -280 165 -510 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CONL. BANKS 23 -6 125 -60 77 -32 47 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 34 3.945 3.085 4.396 5.569 602 7.732 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 45 -301 -224 -1.154 -772 -43 799 323011095 GLD, SDR5 6 OFF.FGN.EXCHI. 56 1.947 2.728 2.840 3.954 3.802 4.562 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 67 723 2.947 -1.806 506 8.886 10.881 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT
8 - - - - - 1.330 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 89 55 -467 26 18 28 21 115000005 - FINANGIAL N.M., MON. AUTH. 910 2 -1.286 -328 -1.905 -1.156 2.902 317005005 N.IA.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.3--Continued

11 JUNE 1980

ANN FOWS, 1946-19 ANNUAL PLUMS, 1946-1V

U.S. GUVKRNMENI SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND 15 COMPONENIS

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 CODE

1 8.541 -12.136 -21.959 -17.263 -6.711 -10.721 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

2 415 3.086 2.470 215 -1.516 -4.939 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CONL. BANKS 2

3 -5 152 -296 1.942 -T23 -59 113068001 F.R. LUANS TU MkMBER BANKS 3

4 773 657 3.738 625 5.241 16.090 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 1.354 -3.313 -3.184 -646 -140 1.ZI1 323011095 GOLD, 5DK-5 a UFF.HUN.EXCH. 5
6 3.149 5.273 7.524 3.396 7.394 6.029 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6

7 -8.Z26 r.3Z5 16.936 15.041 454 5.426 324130035 - U.S. SUVLKNLNI Uto B

8 44 329 717 912 3.168 6.490 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8

9 40 21 -bU 101 13Z 130 F1UU0UU0 FINANGIAL N.M.9 KN. AURM. 9
10 1.011 230 430 51 1.575 -1.049 317005005 N.I.A.-F.0.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.3-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLU5W, 1946-IV

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1948-60 CODE

1 -70.584 -53.595 -46.331 -27.685 -11.450 8.941 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1
2 -1.479 1.062 2.981 7.158 490 4.987 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2
3 -70 -204 240 907 282 -9 713068001 F.R. LOANS 10 MEMBER BANKS 3
4 16.709 15.416 12.826 29.979 30.400 21.622 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4
5 593 2.366 271 -1.044 -578 -4.240 323011095 GOLD, SOR5 S& OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5
6 7.013 6.276 11.806 15.187 9.524 3.184 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6
7 78.264 65.387 51.689 48.560 30.320 11.150 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
8 1.323 3.973 2.470 1.973 4.745 - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8
9 236 48 223 680 390 273 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 9

10 499 3.449 3.539 1.715 2.935 1.188 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.3-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL PLOUls 1946-79 anuAL roIsas Avqe* ,

U.5. WUVRNWkNI 5UPLUbe N.t.A. DA3Sh AND 11b G4NPUImEN

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1961-65 1966-74 1975-79 1966-79 1948-79 CODE

1 -10.616 -81.042 -209.645 -290.687 -29Z.362 316061105 US. 6OVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1
2 -830 -694 10.212 9.318 13.475 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2
3 71 Z03 1.155 1*355 1.4ZU fl306UUUI r.K. LUAlla BU RKNUMK tAUNS I

4 18.331 41.02? 105.330 146.357 166.310 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MElBER BANKS 4
5 -3.864 -4.734 - 1.608 -3.126 -11.ZD 3DooLLUV2 OULU, Sown a u11.iNbt.H. >

6 10.358 45.083 49.806 94.889 108.431 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6
7 IZ.87b 60.ZZ9 Z74.ZZO 334.449 3 #5.4t> 34130035 - U.S. bvUennItu uns

a - 12.990 14.484 27.474 27.474 105030003 - MINERAL RIS14S SALES 6
9 -Z73 431 - 1.5t Z.Ou Z.UU FlMIDUUUS - PANapadAL N. N.S. AUIe V

10 -1.343 2.089 12.137 14.226 14.071 317005005 N.I.A.-F.0.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.4

pfl JUNE 1980
ANNUAl FLOWS, 1944-79 ANNUAl FLDMS, 1946-79

U.S GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF 1972 QOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 CODE

1 8.015 26.929 15.652 -2.014 17.166 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.Y.A. 12 -50.302 -205 1.786 1.367 -108 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 23 -423 36 -1 -47 109 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BAMKS 34 45 13.235 4.349 -1.842 17.466 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO NEMBER BANKS 41*758 7*486 3.124 351 -2.980 323011095 GOLD. SDR*S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 56 1.503 3.372 3.643 -8.632 2.347 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 67 -56s109 -1430S5 -12.727 12.903 -3.422 324130035, - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
- - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8

2.186 12 97 64 -27 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.i. MON AUTh.t0 2s518 -4.545 -2.591 -509 1.575 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.4--Continued

11 JUNE 1980 ANNUtAL FLOWS. 1946-79
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS O 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR 
BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 CODE

1 11.363 -6.439 -12.017 -10.108 7,243 9.645 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

2 1.136 3.968 -1.679 -943 -139 -588 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2

3 -83 186 -193 -5 159 -130 713068001 F-R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 12.423 -2.148 1.795 -4.766 7.062 -332 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 253 672 -1.912 -911 -157 323011095 GOLD, SOR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH 5

6 6.705 1.932 947 -2.606 1.275 1.090 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY

7 -4.082 7.425 9.230 4.876 -1,718 -8.790 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT

8- - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES

9 52 ;5 69 61 52 84 715000005 - FINANCIAL M.W MON, AUTM. 9

10 309 315 220 -1.150 -72 1.565 317005005 N.I.A.-P.O.F. DISCREPANCY .10



Table 4.4-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUMIAL ~eFLOWS 1946-.79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.l.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 CODE

1 .3.509 -15.547 -1.685 4.419 -5.609 -6.019 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.I.A. 1
124 809 1.128 1.533 20 1.190 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2

3 38 -6 602 -623 129 -110 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 . -1.531 -1.992 6.547 907 4.546 5.322 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4
5 1.731 -3.339 -1.643 -2,938 -972 -2,170 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S E OFFeFGNEXCHe 5
6 29 -258. 99 -1.183 1.957 2.107 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6
7 -2.925 10.965 9.700 -3.885 8,198 7.557 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
8 - - - - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8
9 106 89 -284 42 96 65 715000005 - FINANCIAL NeWes MON, AUTHe 9
10 . 356 -224. 1.195 514 919 -521 317005005 N.I.A.-F.0.F. DISCREPANCY 10

A F G S 
94 

-79



Table 4.4--Continued

11 JUNE 1980 ANNUAL FLDMS. 1946-74
ANNUAL FLOS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIDNS DF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 CODE

1 357 -42495 713 -2.330 -16.679 0 606110S U.S. GOVT.

2 -920 328 -1.700 -364 208 17 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2

3 -8 171 - 100 -40 - 7134 0 P.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 5.51U 4.242 5.914 7.255 761 9.364 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEM4BER BANKS 4

5 -420 -308 -1.552 -1.005 -54 97 323110G95 GOLD. SOR'S s F.G.XH1 
5.511 4.242WRE 

MNE

6 2.719 3.751 3.821 5.5.811 5.525 324100035 - ml*PWRE OE

7 1.009 4,053 -2.430 659 11,245 13,177 324130035 - U-S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

81.610 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES

934 3 35 25 71000005 - FINANCIAL N6W42 RON- AUTH. 9
10 2 -1.768 -441 -2.481 3.514 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 1Q

10 2--1466



Table 4.4-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAl FItWnS 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 CODE

1 9.848 -13.283 -22.869 -17.262 -6.343 -9.240 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPlUS. N.l.A. I
2 478 3.377 2.572 215 -1.432 -4.257 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2
3 -5 166 -308 1.942 -683 -826 713068001 F.R. lOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 891 719 3.892 625 4.953 13.868 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4
5 1.561 -3.626 -3.315 -646 -132 1.043 323011095 GOLD. SOR'S I DFF.FGN.EXCH. s
6 3.631 5.771 7.835 3.395 6.988 5.196 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6
7 -9.485 8.017 17.637 15.040 429 7.262 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
8 50 360 746 912 2.994 5.593 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8
9 46 22 -62 101 124 112 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.M.. MON. AUTH. 9

10 1.165 251 447 51 1.488 -904 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.4-Contintued

It JUNE 198f' A AiA cl fl i OA5.70
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1948-60 CODE

1 -55.512 -40,082 -32.696 -18.207 -6.920 18.185 316061105 US. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.T.A. 1

2 -1.163 794 2.103 4.707 296 8.394 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2

3 -55 -152 169 596 170 6 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER RANKS a

4 13.141 11.529 9.051 19.716 18.373 37.938 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 466 1.769 191 -686 -349 -6.234 323011095 GOLD, SOR'S & OFFeFGN.EXCHe 5

6 5.515 4.693 8.331 9.988 5.756 5.388 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6

7 61.552 48,902 36.477 31.936 18.324 17.550 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

8 1..4u 2.971 1.743 1.297 2.867 - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 8

9 185 35 157 447 235 480 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.M.. MON. AUTH. 9

10 392 2.579 2.497 1.127 1.773 . 1.503 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.4--Continued

ii JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 

ANNUAL FLOWS. 1946-79

- U.S5 GOVFRNMENT SUIRPLUS_ N.I.A BASIS. AND TTS COMPONFNTS
BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEARION OF 1972 DLARS PFR YFAR

1961-65 1966-74 1975-79 1966-79 1948-79 CODE

1 -15-85e211 -153.417 -238628 -235.496 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.I.A. 12 -1 O 6.737 6.97 14.229 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 23 1252 462 71 le?28 71068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBFR BANKS 34 25.534 42.328 71.810 114.138 177.610 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 45 -5.422 -5.Z57 1,391 -3.816 -15.472 323011095 GOLD, SOR*S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. rp6 14.355 48.303 34.283 82.586 102.329 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED M4ONEY 87 18,337 63.981 197,191 261,172 297.109 34305-US OENETDB
8 - 12.265 9.918 22.183 22.183 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 810 -371 26 8.38 1.437 1,594 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.o.* MON. AUTH. 91 0 -1.19 2.Cb9 8.368 10.437 10.131 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5

11 JIUNE 1980

ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 CODE

1 1.680 5.749 3.209 -1.021 3.217 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

2 -10.548 -43 365 278 -19 124000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. RANKS 2

3 -88 7 - -9 20 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 9 2.,25 891 -375 3.273 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 368 1.598 640 71 -558 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5

6 314 719 746 -1.759 439 324100035 - HIGH-POERED MONEY 6

7 -11.765 -3.054 -2.609 2.629 -641 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

a - - - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES a

9 38 2 19 12 -4 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.M., MON. AUTH. 9

10 527 -970 -530 -103 294 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5-Continued

11 4tim8 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

WT 75'TOCROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 CODE

1 1.970 -1.075 -1.932 -1.646 1.105 1.441 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1
2 196 662 -269 -153 -20 -87 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CO4 BANKS 23 /-14 30 -30 - 23 -18 713068001 P.R. LOANS TO EM NKS 3
4 .154 -358 288 -776 1.078 -49 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4
5 43 111 -307 -148 -23 226 323011095 GOLD, SOR'S & OFP.FGN.EXCH. 5
6 1.162 322 151 -424 194 162 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY
7 -707 1.240 1.483 794 -261 -1.3 0635 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
B - - - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES a
9 8 12 10 9 7 12 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 910 53 52 35 -187 -10 233 317005005 N.I.A-POE. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5-Continued

it JUNE 1980ANULFOS1967
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RATIOS TO GROSS NATIbNAL PRODUCT

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 CODE

1 514 -2.287 -233 599 -742 -752 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

2 17 118 156 207 2 148 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2

3 5 - 83 -84 16 -13 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 -224 -292 908 122 601 665 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANIS 4

5 253 -490 -227 -398 -128 -271 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S G OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5

6 3 -37 13 -160 258 263 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6

7 -429 1.613 1.345 -526 1.084 945 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
- - - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES a

9 15 12 -38 5 12 7 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 9

10 51 -32 165 69 121 -64 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 

ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

"WATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 CODE

1 42 -513 76 -237 -1.654 -670 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 12 -110 37 -183 -36 20 -58 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 23 - 19 -8 9 -3 4 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 662 484 638 739 75 889 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 45 -50 -34 -167 -102 -4 91 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 56 326 428 412 524 476 524 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 67 121 463 -261 66 1.115 1.252 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7a - - - - - 152 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 89 8 -72 3 1 3 1 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 910 - -201 -47 -252 -144 333 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

1969 1910 1971 1972 1973 1974 CODE

1 912 -1.234 -2.064 -1.473 -513 -758 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

2 43 313 231 17 -115 -349 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CQML. BANKS 2

3 - 14 -27 165 -54 -67 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 82 66 351 52 400 1.138 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 144 -336 -298 -54 -10 85 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5

6 336 536 707 289 565 426 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONFY 6
7 -878 745 1.592 1.283 34 595 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

8 4 32 66 77 241 a58 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SAIFS a

9 3 1 -5 8 9 8 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 9

tQ 107 22 39 3 120 -73 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

"PLATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

AVERAGE
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1948-60 CODE

1 -4.616 -3.148 -2.438 -1.300 -482 297 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1

3 96 61 156 335 20 111 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2-4 -11 12 42 11 - 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 34 1.092 905 674 1.408 1.282 510 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4
5 38 138 13 -48 -23 -62 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 56 458 368 621 713 401 62 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 67 5.118 3.840 2.720 2.281 1.279 201 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 78 86 232 129 92 199 - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES aS
9 14 2 11 31 15 6 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 910 32 202 185 80 123 7 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.5-Continued

11 JUNF 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

AVERAGE RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AVERAGE RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

1961-65 1966-74 1975-79 1966-79 1948-79 CODE

1 -377 -855 -2.397 -1.406 -553 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.I.A. 1
2 -20 7 95 38 59 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 2

3 2 4 10 6 3 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 610 422 1.073 654 589 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 -130 -54 23 -26 -57 323011095 GOLD, SOR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5

6 3"8 487 513 496 295 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 6

7 470 645 3.048 1.503 813 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

8 - 115 148 127 55 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES B

9 -7 3 15 8 5 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W. MON. AUTH. 9
10 -38 17 125 56 21 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 10



Table 4.6

11 JNF -19RD

ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A. RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A.

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 00F

1 -1.589 -6.451 -4.182 1.303 -4.718 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1
2 9.974 42 -476 -354 29 S24000005 DFPASTTS AT CONLi RANKS 2
3 83 -8 - 11 -29 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 -8 -3.170 -1.162 478 -4.801 174010035 LnANS FXcFPT Tn MFNRFR RANKS 4
5 -348 -1.793 -834 -90 819 323011095 GOLD, SOROS & OFF.FGN.EXCH 5
6 -797 -R07 -973 7741 -644 37410005 - HtCIH-PWFRF MnANFY &
7 11.125 3.427 3.401 -3.352 940 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

- - - - - 105030003 - MTNFRAL RIHHTS SAlFS
9 -36 -2 .-25 -16 7 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.Mo, MON. AUTH. 9
10 -498 1.68A 692 131 -432 317005005 N.T.A.-Fn.F DT.SCRFPANCY 10



Table 4.6-Continued

11 JUINE 19,1 NUA LW*0967
NA FOS 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO FTNANCIAL N.We, U.S.G. & M.A. 
RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A.

1951 1952 1953 194 1955 1996 CODF

-3.430 1.919 3.520 2.922 -2.177 -3.055 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS* N.I.A. 1

2 -342 -1,182 491 272 41 185 324000005 DEPOSITSAT 0 2

3 24 -55 56 - -47 40 713065001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3

4 -3.750 640 -525 1.377 -2*123 104 32403003 LOANSECFPT T. MEMBER RAN 4
5 -75 -199 559 263 46 -479 323011095 GOLD, SOR*S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5
6 -2-024 -575 -277 753 -383 -345 37!4I003. - HI-PnnERE MnNEY 6
7 1.232 -2.213 -2.703 -1.409 516 2.784 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

8 - -- - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SAt Fr A

-15 -22 -19 -17 -15 -26 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.M., MON. AUTH. 9

11 -9;1 -91 -64 33 1-495 7000 .1 .-. fF flrEP rY i



Table 4.6-Continued

ii .ImhE 19go
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNA FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A* RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.We, U.S.G. & M.A.

197 1998 1999 1960 1961 19A? EnFlP

1 -1.157 4.932 538 -1.449 1.806 1#933. 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1
2 -40 -7SA -A0 -so? -A -981 F2&nous fnonTTS AT nMI . RANKS 2
3 -12 1 -192 203 -41 35 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 504 All -2092 -797 -1-4&4 -1,709 1740OAn0 InAN'g FrFPT TQ MFMRFR RAMK 4
5 -570 1.059 524 963 312 696 323011095 GOLD, SDR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5
A -9 Al -tI TR7 - 60 -3A 9 '16015 - IGH-Pf'AP l NMFY A
7 964 -3.479 -3.099 1.273 -2.641 -2.427 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
a - - - - - - 10503100 - MTNFRAl PTGHTS tAlFP R
9 -34 -27 90 -13 -30 -20 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 9

10 -117 70 -381 -168 -29S 167 317005005 N.IA.-O.n.F DISCRFPANCY 10



Table 4.6-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A. RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A.

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 C-- DF- _______

1 -115 1.454 -234 782 5.451 2.326 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 1
2 297 -105 559 121 -67 2u3 3740u0005 DFPoSITS AT COML. RANKS 2
3 2 -55 26 -33 12 -18 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 -1.783 -1.372 -1.947 -2.4-5 -248 -3.088 374090035 LOANS FXCFPT TO EMRFR RANKS 4
5 135 99 510 337 17 -318 323011095 GOLD, SOR'S C OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5
& -RO -1.213 -1.758 -'.779 -1.972 -1.822 37410001 -.- NHitM-POWERD MNFY _&
7 -326 -1.310 799 -220 -3.675 -4.347 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7

- - - - - -830 1803C,003 - MINFRAI RIGHTS SAirq a

9 -24 207 -11 -7 -11 -7 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 9
10 - 571 14 832 477 -1,159 1170 50o- N.TA.-Fn.F. DisREPANCY 10



Table 4.6-Continued

11 lIuNF r9o
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A. RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W.t U.S.G. & M.A.

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 cOOF

1 -3.494 4.720 7.825 5.792 2.206 3.404 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. 12 -169 -1.200 -879 -71 498 1.5h8 324000005 DFPOSITS AT COML. RANKS 2
3 1 -58 104 -651 237 304 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 -315 -755 -1.331 -209 -1,723 -5.110 24030035 lnANS FXrFPT TO MFM R RANKS 4
5 -553 1.288 1.134 216 45 -384 323011095 GOLD, SDRIS & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5
A -12?A -2.050 -2.680 -1.139 -2.431 -1.914 324100035 - HTGH-PnWFRFn MnNPY A
7 3.365 -2.849 -6.034 -5.046 -148 -2.675 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
a -17 -127 -255 -305 -1.041 -7.040 105030003 - MTNFRAl RIGHTS SAl Fr R
9 -15 -7 20 -33 -42 -40 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 910 -413 -SA -152 -16 -517 341 317no0oG N-1.A.-F.-n.F. nTSCRFPANrY to



Table 4.6-Continued

1I JUNE 1989
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A. RATIOS TO FINANCIAL N.W., U.S.G. & M.A.

AVERAGE
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1948-60 CODF

1 18.157 12.028 9.275 5.184 2.073 -387 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. I

2 379 -237 .- 596 -1.340 -Be -192 324000005 POSITS AT CML. BANKS 2

3 17 45 -47 -169 -50 - 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 3
4 -4.297 -3.459 -2.567 -5.614 -5.505 -847 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 4

5 -152 -530 -53 195 104 152 323011095 GOLD, SOR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 5
6 -1.803 -1.408 -2.363 -2.843 -1.724 -138 374ton5 - HIGH-PWFRFD 1MONEY &
7 -20.133 -14.675 -10.348 -9.094 -5.491 -395 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 7
8 -339 -891 -494 -369 -RSR - 103090003 - MINERAl RIGHTS SALFS
9 -60 -10 -44 -126 -70 -10 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 9

10 -127 -773 -708 -120 -531 -46 317005005 M.I.A.-F..F. DTSCRFPANCv 10

1 _ i



Table 4.6-Continued

11 JUNF 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 

ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS

AVG IO TO AVG. RATIOS TO FINAN. N.W., U.S.G.&M.A.

194l-AS 1966-74 197r-79 1944-79 1948-79 CfnF

1 968 3.224 9.344 5.410 2.360 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS, N.I.A. I
- 72 - -376 -134 -125 324000005 FFPARITS AT 2OL. BANKS3 -6 -11 -40 -21 -10 713068001 FR ON OMME AK4 -1-55 -1&635 -4,289 -2-583 -1-733 A24010015 ILOANS FXEFPT Tn mN8 KM 4
5 351 198 -87 96 159 323011095 GOLD, SORIS & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 54 - 93&2 -1.84A -2.n!29 -1-912 -1.038 24035- I4IG4-pflwFRFf MONFY

7 -1.181 -2.403 -11.949 -5.812 -2.888 324130035-U..OVRINTDB7
9-482 -591 -521 -228 105030003 - MINFRAL RTGHTS SALEU A23 -16 -62 -33 -15 715000005 - FINANCIAL NW MON. AUTH. 910 117 -Ia -497 -72 -99 317005005 N.I.A.-F. .M. TSCRFPANCY 9



Figure 4.1

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Nb.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS, 1946-79

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

11 JUNE 1980



Figure 4.2

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS, AND ITS COMPONENTS. 1946-79
BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS PER YEAR
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11 JUNE 1980



Figure 4.3

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS. 1946-79

RATIOS TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
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Figure 4.4

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. N.I.A. BASIS. AND ITS COMPONENTS. 1946-79

11 JUNE 1980



V. MACROECONOMIc EFFECTS OF FEDERAL DEBT FINANCING

A. Introduction

In this section we discuss the relations of Federal debt financing to
inflation, employment, the money stocks, interest rates, the exchange
rate, and the balance of payments, with special reference to experience
since World War II. Its main results are summarized in section I
above.

B. The Relation Between Inflation and the Several Concepts of the Stock
of Money

So far we have emphasized only one of the several concepts of the
stock of money; namely, the monetary base (high powered money).
Its definition and data as used in this study are found in table A. 1,
lines 26-29. There are several other concepts that have important uses,
and that behave somewhat differently than does the monetary base.
Also, so far we have not discussed the variation that exists in the
relation between the growth rate of the monetary base and the rate of
inflation. In this subsection we address these matters.

We will consider briefly four additional recently adopted concepts
of the stock of money, known as MiA, MIB, M2, and M3. (The
formerly used concepts were called M1, M2, and M3.) MiA is the sum
of currency outside banks plus commercial bank demand deposits
adjusted, excluding U.S. Government deposits, interbank deposits,
and deposits held by foreign banks and official institutions. M1A is
almost the same as old M. M1B is MiA plus checkable deposits at
all depositary institutions. It includes NOW accounts and automatic
funds transfer service accounts at banks and thrift institutions,
demand deposits at mutual savings banks, and credit union share
draft accounts. M2 is MlB plus savings and small-denomination
time deposits at all depositary institutions, overnight repurchase
agreements at commercial banks, overnight Eurodollars held by U.S.
residents other than banks at Caribbean branches of member banks,
and money market mutual fund shares. M3 is M2 plus large-denomi-
nation time deposits at all depositary institutions and term repurchase
agreements at commercial banks and savings and loan associations.!

Obviously, M3 exceeds M2, which exceeds MiB, which exceeds
M1A. Less obviously, M1A exceeds the monetary base. Why? The
ratio of M1A to the monetary base is the ratio of (currency outside
banks + demand deposits) divided by (currency outside banks plus
bank reserves). And demand deposits exceed bank reserves (roughly
by the amount of interest-earning assets that banks hold). Therefore
MiA exceeds the monetary base. One can think of each dollar of
reserves as suppoiting more than a dollar of deposits. (That is why
the names "monetary base" and "high powered money" make sense.)

The ratios of these four M's to each other and to the monetary base
can and do change through time, in response to demand and supply
conditions in the financial markets, and to government regulation of
interest rates, of bank reserve ratios, and so on. These changes are

7 Data for these money stocks are published by the Federal Reserve. See the Federal Reserve Bulletin for
February, 1980 for a description of the new concepts of MiA, MiB, M2, and M3 and their relationships to old
M,, M2, and Ms. See the Federal Reserve Bulletin for April 1980 and Board of Governors [1980] for data for the
new concepts since 1959.



usually gradual except when government regulation is involved. For
example, if there is a ceiling on the interest rate payable on one kind
of deposit, and the market rate rises to that ceiling and would rise
further if allowed to, then depositors will rather abruptly switch to
other forms of deposit whose interest rates are not regulated, even if
financial institutions have to invent such forms of deposit (which
they often do: witness the invention of the certificate of deposit and
the money market mutual fund). Or if the Federal Reserve abruptly
increases the required reserve ratios of banks, other things equal, then
banks must reduce the amount of loans outstanding, thus reducing
MiA. In a severe recession or depression, MiA can decline substan-
tially more than the monetary base, as bank deposits and loans
decline. Indeed, in the 1929-33 depression, old M, declined drastically
but the base did not decline.

The adjusted monetary base is the monetary base plus an adjustment
(sometimes negative) to allow for the effects of changes in required
reserve ratios against deposits and for changes in the distribution of
deposits among accounts that have different required ratios. The
advantage of the adjusted monetary base is that it is a single time
series that reflects monetary policy actions to increase or decrease
MiA regardless of whether these changes come from changes in the
(unadjusted) monetary base or from changes in required reserve ratios.
Data for the adjusted monetary base are published by the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Because the stocks of money, differently defined, can change rela-
tive to each other, their growth rates need not be identical (and
usually they are not). Of course this raises the question as to which
money stock, if any, should be used as a guide for monetary policy.
We will return to this question presently.

But first we consider the relation between inflation and the growth
rates of the various stocks of money. A useful identity for this purpose
is the so-called equation of exchange. It says that nominal GNP can
be expressed in two equivalent ways, thus:

nominal GNP equals real GNP times price level equals money
stock times velocity of circulation of money (5. 1)

This equation defines the velocity of circulation of money, which is not
directly observable, in terms of variables that are directly observable.
Of course, for every definition of the money stock, there is a corre-
sponding money velocity given by the ratio of nominal GNP to that
money stock.

The velocity of money varies through the years, no matter which
definition of the money stock one chooses. It varies more for some
definitions than others but it is not constant for any of them. How-
ever, it does not vary rapidly or unsystematically. It rises when the
use of money becomes more expensive, as when interest rates are
high and/or when inflation is rapid, because people find it worthwhile
to reduce their average real holdings of money, thus increasing its
velocity. It falls when incomes rise, because people feel they can
afford the convenience that comes from holding larger stocks of
money per unit of income, thus decreasing its velocity.

Return to equation (5.1), and consider the growth rate of nominal
GNP. The growth rate of a product of two variables is approximately
equal to the sum of the growth rates of the two. Therefore we see
from (5.1) that, approximately,
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Growth rate of nominal GNP equals growth rate of real GNP
plus inflation rate equals growth rate of money stock plus
growth rate of velocity of money (5. 2)

This too is true for each definition of the money stock that one may
choose.

Nov let us look at the data for the growth rates that appear in
equation (5.2). They are calculated in table 5.1 for the three periods
1960 to 1965 (5 years), 1965 to 1979 (14 years), and 1960 to 1979
(19 years).



TABLE 5.1.-SEVERAL MONEY STOCKS (NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED) AND THEIR VELOCITIES OF CIRCULATION WITH GROWTH RATES FOR 1960 THROUGH 1979

Velocity of money
Levels Average annual growth rates, percent Levels Average annual growth rates, percent

1960 1965 1960 1960 1965 1960Money stock or other variable 1960 1965 1979 to 1965 to 1979 to 1979 1960 1965 1979 to 1965 to 1979 to 1979
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

Nominal GNP ----------------------- 506.0 688.0 2,369.0 6.3 9.2 8.5Real GNP _-------------------------- 737.0 926.0 1,432.0 4.7 3.2 3.6GNP deflator-------------------------- 68.7 74.3 165.5 1.6 5.9 4.7 -----------------------------------------------------
Monetary base ----------------------- 50.0 60.5 155.4 3.9 7.0 6.2 10.1 11.4 15.2 2.5 2.1 2.2 COAdjusted monetary base---------------- 44.4 57.5 154.0 5.3 7.3 6.8 11.4 12.0 15.4 1.0 1.8 1.6MIA-------------------------------- 145.3 173.7 381.1 3.6 5.8 5.2 3.48 3.96 6.22 2.6 3.3 3.1MIB .----------------------------- 145.3 173.7 397.3 3.6 6.1 5.4 3.48 3.96 5.96 2.6 3.0 2.9M2 ------------------------------ 314.2 461.5 1,526.0 8.0 8.9 8.7 1.61 1.49 1.55 -1.5 .3 -.2M3 .__------------------------------ 316.1 482.1 1,779.0 8.8 9.8 9.5 1.60 1.43 1.33 -2.2 -. 5 -1.0

Sources: MIA, MIB, M2, M3, December (billions of dollars): Board of Governors [1980) and "FederalNominal GNP (billion dollars per year), real GNP (billions of 1972 dollars per year), and GNP Reeve Bulletin", April 1980.deflator (1972: 100): national income accounts. Velocities: Calculated as nominal GNP for the ear divided by the December money stock.Monetary base, year-end (billions of dollars): Table A.2. Growth rates: For nominal and real GNP and the GNP deflator, growth rates are computedAdjusted monetary base December (billions of dollars): Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, from each year's average. For stocks, growth rates are computed from each year's December"Review" and "Monetary t[rends." figure. For velocities, growth rates are computed from each year's velocity ratio.



All six money stocks were allowed to grow too fast for price-level
stability since the end of 1960, and especially since the end of 1965.
From then until the end of 1979 each of their average rates was between
5.8 and 9.8 percent, substantially too high.

None of the six velocities was constant during any of the three
periods, though the velocity of M2 was nearly constant. But notice
that none of the velocities changed very rapidly over any of the three
periods: The largest change was for MiA's velocity, which grew from
1965 to 1979 at an average rate of 3.3 percent a year. This modest
growth of MiA's velocity together with the nearly constant velocity
of M2 and the slight decline in M3's velocity are attributable to the
fact that during these periods nominal interest rates were rising on all
the components of M2 and M3 except the MiA component, which has
had a legal interest ceiling of zero; people were gradually shifting their
holdings out of currency and demand deposits (especially the latter)
into interest-paying deposits and savings shares. These changes in
velocity are not only gradual and roughly predictable; they also re-
inforce rather than counteract the effects of changes in the growth
rates of the money stocks. Increases in monetary growth rates create
more inflation, which increases interest rates and velocities and thus
compounds the inflationary effect as shown by equation (5.2). Simi-
larly, decreases in monetary growth rates dampen inflation, which
lowers interest rates and velocities, thus compounding the deflationary
effect.

We conclude that although the relation between the inflation rate
and the growth rates of the money stocks is not immutable, it changes
slowly enough so that it is reliable as an approximate guide to the kind
of monetary policy that is required to stop inflation. The message is
that the growth rates of all the money stocks must be brought down.
The Federal Reserve exerts direct control over the monetary base, and
must reduce its growth rate substantially if inflation is to be brought to
a halt. If there are to be substantial changes in required reserve ratios
in the future, the adjusted monetary base is the better base to stabilize,
since it incorporates reserve requirement changes. If interest ceilings
and other regulations combine with changes in the inflation rate to
produce rapid shifts of the public's asset holdings among different
forms of money, as in the late 1970's, the monetary base may tempo-
rarily be a better quantity to stabilize than MiA or MiB or M2. In
normal times M2 may be the best choice since it has had a more nearly
constant velocity than the others. In the remainder of this paper we
will conduct the discussion mainly in terms of the monetary base.

Variations in velocity are not likely to be abrupt in the future, but if
velocity does change over long periods, gradual adjustments in the
growth rate of the monetary base should be made accordingly. This
process cannot easily be made precise in advance, but it can be ad-
ministered in such a way as to stop inflation and maintain approximate
price level stability over long periods in the future.

C. Inflation, Unemployment, and Phillips Curves

At one time, in the middle and late sixties, it was thought by some
that the Phillips curve diagram gave a reliable picture of a stable
trade-off between the inflation rate and the unemployment rate. (How-
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ever, Phillips himself did not say this. See Lipsey [1978] for a good
review.) Subsequent data for many countries combined with fur-
ther theoretical work have destroyed that view.

It is instructive to look at a Phillips curve diagram for the U.S.: see
figure 5.1. For the period from 1959 to 1961, it suggests a stable nega-
tive relation between unemployment and inflation, such that by ac-
cepting a somewhat higher permanent inflation rate we could attain a
permanently lower unemployment rate. If this were true, most people
would probably be willing to accept permanent inflation at the
moderate rate of say 3 percent in order to achieve a permanent reduc-
tion in the unemployment rate to say 4 percent. However, the ap-
parently stable relation fell to pieces as more data became available.
Instead of a stable negatively sloping curve, the graph became a
series of loops, containing segments with positive, zero, or infinite
slopes as well as negative. This happened not only for the U.S. but
also for Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom: see McCracken et al. 119771, pp.
105-6, 314, and 339-41.

A somewhat more complex theory, known as the "natural rate of
unemployment" hypothesis, is more nearly (but not completely)
consistent with the data. It distinguishes a long-run Phillips curve
from a series of short-run curves. It says that the long-run Phillips
curve applies to situations where the actual and expected inflation rates
are equal, and that this curve is approximately vertical at the so-
called natural rate of unemployment which is approximately inde-
pendent of the inflation rate; though the natural rate can change for
other reasons. (See below.) It says further that for each different

FIGURE 6.1
U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT VS. INFLATION 1460-79
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expected rate of inflation there is a different negatively sloped short-
run Phillips cuive which crosses the long-run curve at the expected rate
of inflation. It says still further that people change their expectations
of inflation slowly, partly in response to recently observed actual rates.
Thus it seeks to explain figure 5.1 by supposing that the natural un-
employment rate in the U.S. was percent in the 1960's and
is about 6% percent now, and that inflationary expectations behaved
as follows: Were quite steady at a rate of about 1 to 1.5 percent in
1959-67 so that the short-run Phillips curve for those years was quite
stable; rose in 1968-70 so that the data for 1968, 1969, and 1970-72
were on new and successively higher short-run Phillips curves; rose
again in 1973-74 so that the data for 1974-75 were on a still higher
short-run curve; receded somewhat in 1976 so that the data for
1976-78 were on a somewhat lower short-run curve, but not as low
as the one for 1970-72; and rose again in 1979. According to this
hypothesis, the sections of the diagram where the curve slopes posi-
tively or is vertical or horizontal correspond to changes in inflationary
expectations, upward for movements up and/or toward the right, and
downward for movements down and/or toward the left. (The price
data understate the actual inflation rate for 1971-73 because price
controls were in effect, and overstate it for 1974 because part of the
observed 1974 increase reflects delayed 1971-73 inflation that did not
come into the open until controls were lifted in 1974. A point represent-
ing the 1971-74 average is shown on the diagram, connected to 1970
and 1975 by dashed lines, as a reminder of this.)

When inflation is expected, the contracts that people make for future
payments of money reflect an adjustment for the decline in the pur-
chasing power of the dollar that is expected to occur with the inflation.
Nominal interest rates are important cases in point. Long-term in-
terest rates have risen substantially since being set free by the Treas-
ury-Federal Reserve accord of 1951, in a manner broadly consistent
with the kind of inflationary expectations that rationalize figure 5.1
via the natural rate hypothesis. See section V.F. below.

D. Inflation, Unemployment, and Federal Debt Financing

Next we look at postwar statistics for the Federal budget deficit
and its financing, and their relation to unemployment and inflation,
for the period since the beginning of 1948. We choose 1948 as a starting
point because it was the first normal peacetime year after the readjust-
ments of prices and production following World War II.

Table 5.2 shows the cumulative Federal deficit and its financing
by means of additions to the monetary base, borrowing from the
private and foreign sectors, and other sources for the entire period
1948-79 inclusive, and several subperiods. This table corresponds to
equation (4.5) which states the U.S. Government budget restraint
in terms of the deficit. The source is table 4.3 which states the same
relation in terms of the surplus. Budgetary data mentioned in the
text of this subsection come from table 5.2 unless otherwise stated.
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TABLE 5.2.-CUMULATIVE U.S. GOVERNMENT DEFICIT AND ITS FINANCING FOR 1948 THROUGH 1979 AND SELECTED

SUBPERIODS

(Flows In billions of dollars)

1948-60 1961-65 1966-74 1975-79 1966-79 1948-79

1. U.S. Government deficit, NIA basis ------------ -8.9 10.6 81.0 209.6 209.7 292.42.-Treasury deposits at commercial banks------- 5.0 -. 8 -. 9 10.2 9.3 13.53.-Federal Reserve loans to member banks- -0 .1 .2 1.2 1.4 1.44.-U.S. Government oans except to member banks. 21.6 18.3 41.0 105.3 146.4 186.35.-U.S. gold SDR and foreign exchange reserves.. -4.2 -3.9 -4.7 1.6 -3.1 -11.26. Monetary base (high-powered money).--------- 3.2 10.4 45.1 49.8 94.9 108.47. U.S. Government debt in private and foreign
hands -------------------------------- 11.2 12.9 60.2 274.2 334.4 358.5

8. Mineral rights soles by U.S. Govt -------------- 0 0 13.2 14.5 27.5 27.5
9. Financial net worth of monetary authorities ---- .3 -. 3 .4 1.6 2.0 2.0

10.-NIA-FofF discrepancy --------------------- 1.2 -1.3 2.1 12.1 14.2 14.1

Source: Table 4.3, last columns

The management of the budget since 1948 falls into three distinct
periods. The first is 1948 through 1960. It was characterized by a
small cumulative budget surplus of $8.9 billion, offset mainly by
$10.4 billion in net leanding by the Federal Government ($10.4
billion is the difference between Federal lending of $21.6 billion and
Federal borrowing of $11.2 billion from private and foreign lenders).
The surplus averaged 0.3 percent of GNP. (See table 4.5.) It was a
period of very stable monetary policy on the average: the cumulative
increase in the monetary base was $3.2 billion, from $46.8 billion at
the beginning of 1948 to $50.0 billion at the end of 1960 (see table
A.1) for an average growth rate of 0.5 percent a year. For the same
period old M1 rose at 1.7 percent a year on the average, and old M2
at 2.3 percent a year. The price level was nearly stable: The CPI
rose at an average rate of 1.7 percent a year from 1948 to 1960.
Concern was expressed about this high rate of inflation at the time!
But in comparison with recent experience that period looks very
good. There were three mild recessions-in 1949, 1954, and 1958-
with annual unemployment rates rising 2 to 2/ percentage points
from their previous lows to peaks of 5.9, 5.5, and 6.8 percent, and
and with quarterly real GNP declining from its previous peak by
1.4, 3.3, and 3.2 percent, respectively. The budget was in deficit by
1 to 2 percent of GNP in each recession, with surpluses before and
after (see table 4.5), thus providing some built-in stabilization. The
monetary base and the other money stocks were not managed in a
cyclically stabilizing manner; however: table 4.3 shows that the base
was allowed to decline somewhat in each of these three recessions.
Old M1 and M2 were allowed to grow more slowly as well. A policy
of maintaining undiminished growth rates for the base and other
money stocks during recessions would be preferable. It would of
course allow short-term interest rates to go lower in recessions than
did the policy of reducing the base.

The second period is 1961 through 1965. The year 1961 is chosen
as its starting point because in 1961-63 there was an abrupt increase
in Federal Reserve purchases of Treasury debt, from $0.4 billion a
year in 1948-60 on average to $3 billion a year in 1963-65 on average.



(See Board of Governors [1976], pp. 25-27.) In 1961 through 1965
the authorities provided a small cumulative deficit amounting to
$10.6 billion over the 5 years, averaging 0.4 percent of GNP (see table
4.5). The Federal Reserve financed it by increasing the monetary base
somewhat faster than before; by $10.4 billion-from $50.0 billion
to $60.5 billion (see table A.1)-for an average annual growth rate of
3.9 percent. The growth rates of MIA and MlB averaged 3.6 percent
a year; the growth rate of M2, 8 percent. There was one mild recession,
in 1960-61, when the annual unemployment rate rose 1.2 percentage
points to 6.7 percent, and quarterly real GNP declined 1.2 percent
from its previous peak. The expansionary shift in fiscal and monetary
policy during this period helped to reduce the unemployment rate
to 4.5 percent in 1965 (it was to go still lower in 1966-69), and there
was as yet no sign of the faster inflation that follows more rapid
increases of the monetary base. It was a time when the Administration
could briefly claim that fine tuning of the economy was now possible
in such a way as to maintain high employment with very little in-
flation (recall the points for 1959-65 in figure 5.1). Even as late as
January 1969, President Johnson wrote in "The Economic Report
of the President" (p. 4):

Ever since the historic passage of the Employment Act in 1946, economic
policies have responded to the fire alarm of recession and boom. In the 1960's,
we have adopted a new strategy aimed at fire prevention-sustaining prosperity
and heading off recession or serious inflation before they could take hold.

The third period is 1966 through 1979. Much more expansionary
policies were followed begmmg in 1966. It is sobering now to read
the testimony of William McChesney Martin as Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board urging that Congress abolish (as in fact Con-
gress did) the 25 percent gold reserve requirement against Federal
Reserve deposits in 1965, and against Federal Reserve notes in 1968.
Mr. Martin stated in 1968: "Removal of this requirement would in
no way reduce our determination to preserve the soundness of the
dollar." See the Federal Reserve Bulletin for February, 1965 and for
February, 1968, p. 125.

Because of the unusually large deficits associated with the reces-
sion of 1975, let us consider 1966-74 and 1975-79 separately. (It is
important to put all of the years 1971-74 into the same subperiod
because much of the 12 percent increase in the consumer price index
(CPI) during 1974 really belongs to 1971-73 but it could not come
into the open until the price controls were lifted in 1974.)

In 1966-74 there was a deficit every year except 1969 when there
was a surplus of $8.5 billion, not quite 1 percent of GNP. (See tables
4.3 and 4.5.) For the 9 years the deficit aggregated $81.0 billion, and
averaged 0.9 percent of GNP. (See table 4.5.) Even though only about
half of it, $45.1 billion, was financed by additions to the monetary base,
this brought a large increase in the base, to $105.6 billion at the end
of 1974. (See table A.1.) This meant that the average growth rate
of the base during 1966 through 1974 was raised again, to 6.4 percent
a year, clearly incompatible with price stability. The average growth
rates of MIA, M1B and M2 were 5.6, 5.6, and 7.8 percent a year.
The average CPI inflation rate from 1965 to 1974 was 5.1 percent a
year. There was one mild recession, in 1970-71, with the annual em-
ployment rate rising 2.4 points to 5.9 percent and quarterly real GNP



declining 1.1 percent from its previous peak. The expansionary poli-
cies of 196-168 held the average unemployment rate to 3.7 percent
in 1966-69, but this effect began to wear off as the slower-acting price
effect began to appear. The annual unemployment rate was 4.9 per-
cent in 1970 and again in 1973 but has not been below 5.6 percent in
any other year since 1970.

In 1975-79 there was a deficit every year. For the 5 years it aggre-
gated $209.6 billion and averaged 2.4 percent of GNP. In 1975 the
deficit was $70.6 billion, or 4.6 percent of GNP. (See tables 4.3 and
4.5). This was a larger fraction of GNP than in any year of the Great
Depression of the thirties (though it did not approach the 1944 war-
tine peak of 26 percent). Even though only about one-fourth of the
cumulative deficit for 1975-79 was financed by additions to the mone-
tary base, the increase was large ($49.8 billion in 5 years) which
brought the base to $155.4 billion at the end of 1979 (see table A.1)
for a still higher average growth rate of 8.4 percent a year, again
clearly incompatible with price stability. The average annual growth
rates of M1A, MiB, and M2 were 6.1, 7.0, and 10.9 percent.

The recession of 1975 was more severe than any since World War II,
with the annual unemployment rate rising 3.5 percentage points to
8.5 percent, and quarterly real GNP declining 7 percent from its pre-
vious peak. The severity was partly due to the increase in imported
oil prices which forced some reduction in our standard of living.

This brief sketch of macroeconomic policy in the United States
since World War II gives strong support to the view that the authori-
ties raised the growth rate of the monetary base too high, beginning
in 1961, after a period of successfully limited monetary growth and
nearly stable prices. This resulted in too-rapid growth of the money
stocks MiA, MiB, and M2, without which the inflation could not
have occurred.

Why was this inflationary policy followed? Arthur Burns, Chairman
of the Federal Reserve from 1970 to March, 1978, had this to say
[1979, p. 15]: "Viewed in the abstract, the Federal Reserve System
had the power to abort the inflation at its incipient stage fifteen years
ago or at any later point, and it has the power to end it today. At
any time within that period, it could have restricted the money supply
and created sufficient strains in financial and industrial markets to
terminate the inflation with little delay. It did not do so because the
Federal Reserve was itself caught up in the philosophic and political
currents that were transforming American life and culture." He then
referred to the Full Employment Act of 1946, which proclaims the
responsibility of the Federal Government "to promote maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power" without mention-
ing price stability among those goals.

According to the natural unemployment rate hypothesis, a rise in
the inflation rate is accompanied by a temporary decrease in unem-
ployment, and a decline in the inflation rate is accompanied by a
temporary rise in unemployment. By how many percentage-point
years was unemployment reduced between 1960 and 1973 by the
stimulative policies that also increased the inflation rate? If we could
answer this question, we could get a rough idea of how many percent-
age-point years of above-normal unemployment might be required to
reduce the inflation rate to its 1948-59 level. Suppose that the natural



unemployment rate were 4.57 percent (the 1948-59 average) at the
end of 1959, 6.77 percent (the 1973-78 average) in mid-1973, and fol-
lowed a straight-line growth path between these two time points.
The accompanying table 5.3 suggests that about 9.8 percentage-point
years of unemployment were prevented by the stimulative poicies of
1960-73, which also gave us the increase in the inflation rate. (Each
period in table 5.3 begins and ends at a cyclically low rate of unem-
ployment.) If the reverse process has an effect of similar size, this sug-
gests we might expect about 10 percentage-point years of extra unem-
ployment as an unpleasant side effect of reducing the inflation to its
1948-1959 level, e.g., 2% percent for 4 years, or 2 percent for 5 years,
or the like. Of course this is not a prediction, it is only an indication of
a possible order of magnitude.

TABLE 5.3.-ROUGH ESTIMATE OF PERCENTAGE-POINT YEARS OF UNEMPLOYMENT PREVENTED BY STIMULATIVE
POLICIES IN 1960-73

Sum for
1969 to Mid-1973 1960 to

(1) Period (inclusive). . ..----------------------- 1948-59 1960-68 mid-1973 to 1978 mid-1973

2) Years...----------------------------------- 12 9 4% 5% 131
Number of cycles---------------------------- 3 1 1 1

(4) Average unemployment rate, percent ---------- 4.57 4.92 4.97 6.77 .------.....
Assumed natural unemployment rate, percent,

average . . . ..----------------------------- 4.57 5.30 6.40 6.77 ------.--.--
(6) Difference, (5)-(4), percent------------------ 0 .38 1.43 0 ------.-----

Percentage-oint years of unemployment pre-
vented, (2)X(6) except for last column------ 0 3.4 6.4 0 9.8

I Defined by linear interpolation between 4.57 percent (the 1948-59 average) at the end of 1959 and 6.77 percent (the
1973-78 average) in mid-1973.

In October 1979, the Federal Reserve announced its intention to
reduce the growth of the money stocks gradually until noninflationary
growth rates are attained. If this program is carried through, late 1979
will mark the beginning of a fourth postwar period for macroeconomic
policy in which inflation is brought under control.

E. The Relation Between the Federal Debt and the Monetary Base

The frequency of government deficits and their magnitude in relation
to GNP were increased after 1960, and those deficits were financed to
a significant degree by the too-large increases in the monetary base,
as we have seen. Perhaps if the deficits had not been so large, the
Federal Reserve would not have been led to contribute so heavily
to their financing by such large increases in the monetary base. That
is the subject of this subsection.

Consider the relationship between the size of the Federal deficit
and the rate of growth of the monetary base. When the financial au-
thorities run a large deficit, do the monetary authorities have any
choice but to help finance it by large additions to the monetary base?
What would happen if the monetary authorities tried to maintain a
slow growth rate of the base in the face of a large deficit?

Return again to table 5.2. It shows the sources of deficit finance that
are available. Large continuing deficits can be financed only by the
sale of securities either to the Federal Reserve (which increases the
monetary base) or to private and foreign buyers on the open market



(which has other disadvantages as we will see). The other sources of
finance, e.g., depletion of foreign exchange reserves, can make impor-
tant contributions in the short run, but they would be exhausted by
large sustained deficits in the long run.

When there is a large deficit, and hence a large issue of securities by
the Treasury to finance it, the Federal Reserve is the agency that
decides how much of that debt issue will be dumped on the open market
(at whatever prices and interest rates will persuade the market to buy
them) and how much will be transformed into an increase in the
monetary base through purchase by the Federal Reserve.

Suppose the deficit is large and sustained. Then the Federal Reserve
is ma box because undesirable consequences will follow no matter
what it does.

To understand the nature of this box, it is helpful to make the
distinction between nominal and real interest rates. Nominal rates are
those typically quoted in the market, on savings accounts, mortgages,
bonds, etc. Real rates are nominal rates adjusted for the rate of infla-
tion. The adjustment is made according to this formula:

real interest rate- 1 +nominal interest rate -1 (5.3)1 +inflation rate

For example, if the inflation rate were 20 percent a year and the
nominal interest rate were 32 percent a year, then the real rate of
interest would be (1.32/1.20)-1=1.10-1=.10=10 percent. If the
nominal interest rate and the inflation rate are both small, say both
less than 10 percent, then a quick approximation to the real interest
rate can be found by subtracting the inflation rate from the nominal
interest rate. This approximation for the preceding example yields
(32 percent -20 percent)=12 percent, which is 2 percentage points
too high.

The significance of this distinction is that business borrowers and
consumer borrowers care more about the real rate of interest than
about the nominal rate, for the real rate is what determines the cost of
borrowing in terms of real resources such as labor, capital, and
materials.

Note that the budget deficit, as stated in the Government budget
restraint equation and in the corresponding tables 5.2 and 4.3, does
not account for the erosion of the real purchasing power of the out-
standing stocks of money and government bonds that occurs during
inflation. This erosion is a capital loss to the holders of money and
bonds but a gain to the Government. Thus the real value of the
Government deficit, taking account of this capital gain, is less than the
amounts shown in the tables when inflation is occurring. In early
1980, with privately held Federal Government debt net of Federal
loans to the private sector amounting to about $350 billion and infla-
tion in the neighborhood of 10 percent a year, the overstatement of the
real value of the deficit amounted to about $35 billion a year.

Now let us return to the question of what difference the Federal
Reserve's actions make when there is a large and sustained deficit.

Suppose first that the Federal Reserve buys only a small amount of
the Treasury's sustained debt issues; just enough to maintain a small
average growth rate of the monetary base, say at 1 or 2 percent a year



which would be consistent with a roughly constant price level. The
great bulk of the Treasury's securities would be offered on the open
market, year after year. The immediate effect, when the process begins,
would be a reduction in bond prices and an increase in interest rates
(both real and nominal since the price level is nearly constant). The
longer term effect as the process continues would be still lower bond
prices and still higher interest rates (real and nominal), as the market
is asked to hold increasing quantities of government bonds. Some
private borrowers would be priced out of the market, and thus private
investment in plant and equipment and technology would be reduced.
This is called "crowding out" of private investment by the govern-
ment's borrowing. The average deficit in 1966-79 was 1.4 percent of
GNP (table 4.5), which amounts to about one-fifth of net private
domestic investment: a significant fraction.

Suppose instead that the Federal Reserve buys a large amount of the
Treasury's sustained debt issues, enough to create rapid growth in the
monetary base (as it has done since 1966). This produces first a tem-
porary period of high employment and output (as in 1966-69),
followed by continuous inflation. The effect on nominal interest rates
is to reduce them when the process first starts but to raise them later
by building an inflation premium into them as borrowers and lenders
come to expect inflation to continue. The effect on real interest rates
is to lower them at first, but the long-run effect is small and we are not
sure whether it is positive or negative. However, if the sustained
deficits are due to increased government purchases (rather than to
reduced taxes), there will also be some crowding out of private expendi-
ture.

In the first case, where the Federal Reserve sticks to slow monetary
growth for the sake of price stability, we get high nominal interest
rates, high real rates, and some crowding out of private investment. In
the second case, where the Federal Reserve creates rapid monetary
growth to help finance the deficits, we get inflation, high nominal
interest rates, and perhaps some crowding out of private investment.
Neither outcome is desirable. The fault here is not with the Federal
Reserve, but with the fiscal authorities (the Congress and the Execu-
tive) for continuing to have large deficits.

Thus the happiest outcome would be obtained with small deficits,
averaging at most about 0.5 percent of GNP over the business cycle,
and a small average growth rate of the monetary base, about 1 or 2
percent a year for approximate price-level constancy.

Why is 0.5 percent of GNP about the highest acceptable size for the
deficit, on the average? Consider that the net total of the monetary
base, plus Federal debt in private and foreign hands, and less U.S.
Government loans outstanding at the end of 1978, was $510 billion
(table A.1, lines 26+30-7) or about 22 percent of GNP. A deficit of
0.5 percent of GNP would be about $12 billion, or about 2 percent of
that $510 billion net total. Thus if the ratio of the monetary base to
that net total were kept constant, a deficit of 0.5 percent of GNP would
require a growth rate of about 2 percent a year in the monetary base,
which would be about right for price stability. A smaller deficit than
0.5 percent of GNP, a balanced budget, or a small surplus-on the
average over time, after an adjustment period-would also be accept-



able. But deficits averaging much over 0.5 percent of GNP would risk
either inflation or the crowding out of investment.

The foregoing discussion does not support the proposal to amend the
Constitution to require that the Federal budget be balanced every
year. In fact, it would be pernicious to balance the budget every
year in both high and low stages of the business cycle. The reason
is that our fiscal system now has built-in stabilizing forces that in-
crease the deficit (or decrease the surplus) in recession-thus helping
to cushion the economy against the decline in expenditure that
characterizes recession-and that decrease the deficit (or increase
the surplus) at business cycle peaks, thus helping to moderate the
high expenditure that characterizes the peak. If the budget were
balanced every year, this would deprive us of those stabilizing effects,
and business cycles would be rendered more severe.

F. Interest Rates

In this subsection we shall argue that if the average size of the
budget deficit and the average growth rate of the monetary base are
chosen correctly, the determination of interest rates can be left to the
market, and no attempt need (or should) be made to control them.

Interest rates are important prices. They enter into decisions to
consume, to save, and to invest. They affect many people. Large
unforeseen changes in interest rates create large unforeseen capital
gains and losses on long-term assets. Consequently it is not surprising
that economic policymakers pay attention to variations in interest
rates.

Interest rates are influenced by monetary policy. One rather popular
view of monetary policy supposes that changes in interest rates are
a reliable indicator of changes in the ease or tightness of monetary
policy, and in particular that a rise in interest rates indicates a tighten-
ing of monetary policy, and a decline indicates an easing. However,
for reasons alluded to earlier, this supposition is not reliable. Some-
times it is correct and sometimes just the reverse is correct. To under-
stand the relation between monetary policy and variations in interest
rates, it is necessary to distinguish short-term and long-term reactions
to changes in monetary policy and to recognize that the long-term
effect can be in the opposite direction from the short-term effect.

Imagine an initial situation in which the money stock is growing
slowly and prices are stable. Imagine now a departure from that
situation for a period of two months: The money stock is increased
2 percent the first month, returned to its former path the second
month, and thereafter made to follow the same slow-growth path
it was following before. Then the aforementioned popular view
is correct: Interest rates will fall during the first month when the
money stock is expanded, because higher asset prices and lower
interest rates are required to persuade people to hold the larger money
stock. Similarly, for the opposite reason, interest rates will rise to
approximately their former path during the second month when
the money stock is reduced to its former path.

Start from the same initial situation as before, but now imagine
that the money stock is made to embark on a 2-percent-per-month



compound-growth path (which amounts to 27 percent a year) and is
held to that path for several years. In the first month, interest rates
will fall just as in the previous case. However, after several years of
monetary growth at 27 percent a year, the economy will develop a
rapid inflation, and interest rates will (if free to be determined in
the market without regulation) rise to levels above the inflation rate,
thus affording a positive real return. Then for the long-run effect the
popular view is just backwards: The high interest rates are an in-
dication that monetary policy has been so easy as to create rapid
inflation. To make interest rates come back down and remain doum,
it is necessary to slow or stop the inflation. This requires a reduction
in the rate of growth of the money stock. Its short-run effect will be
to raise interest rates briefly, as money becomes scarcer than expected,
but when the inflation rate comes down interest rates will come down
too.

The fact that long-run and short-run effects of money-stock growth
upon interest rates can be in opposite directions makes it impossible
to deduce the degree of ease or tightness of current monetary policy
from current changes in interest rates. Rising interest rates today
may possibly be due to a tightening of monetary policy today, or
they may be due to an easing of monetary policy last year which is
now generating inflation and thus driving interest rates up as the
continuation of inflation comes to be expected. Attempts to stabilize
interest rates by open market operations can easily go wrong if the
authorities try to hold the interest rate at a level that is not consistent
with the going rate of inflation. For example, if the current inflation
rate is 10 percent and the corresponding equilibrium short-term
interest rate is 12 percent-with the authorities trying to maintain
the actual short-term rate at 11 percent, the result will be an accelera-
tion of inflation; this because in order to keep the rate below 12
percent the authorities must buy Treasury securities more rapidly
than is consistent with 10-percent inflation.

If the average growth rate of the money stock is kept low in order
to maintain price stability, and if the average budget deficit is kept
small in order to avoid crowding out private borrowers, then interest
rates will fluctuate mildly as the economy experiences mild business
cycles, but they will not reach the extreme high levels that we have
seen accompanying the inflation of the 1970's and early 1980.

It has been the Federal Reserve's practice for many years to con-
duct a large volume of open market operations in order to remove the
seasonal variation that would otherwise occur in interest rates thus
transferring the seasonal variation to the money stock (especially the
currency stock). In view of the difficulty of interpreting the meaning
of changes in interest rates, it would be preferable to cease seasonal
variations in the money stock, or perhaps in the monetary base, and
allow the seasonal changes in the demand for currency relative to
deposits to be accompanied by seasonal variations in interest rates.
Private investors and speculators are equal to this task. The Federal
Reserve would then be better able to concentrate its attention on the
growth rate of the money stock, where it belongs.

Interest-rate ceilings on bank deposits, savings and loan shares,
certificates of deposit, and mortgages generally have harmful effects.



They should be gradually increased and then, after they have been
raised above prevailing market rates, they should be abolished. In-
terest ceilings have existed for some years, doing little harm because
they were usually above the rates set by the market and hence usually
had no effect. With the adoption of inflationary monetary policy,
however, market rates rose as the inflationary premium was incor-
p orated into them. When market-clearing rates rose above the ceilings,
lenders naturally switched their funds to other channels where inter-
est rates could reflect market equilibrium. This had a particularly
unfortunate effect on financial institutions that typically lend at long
term and borrow at short term: they were locked into portfolios of
long-term loans and investments made in earlier years at low rates,
and were competing for borrowed short-term funds in a market where
short rates became very high because of inflation. This is one of the
many problems that would not have arisen had a noninflationary
monetary policy been followed.

G. Uncertainty

When the future rate of inflation is uncertain, as at present, long-
term planning by both savers and investors is seriously interferred
with. Long-term financial commitments become very risky, for the
real value of future payments will be high or low depending upon
whether inflation is lower or higher than was expected. This applies
to decisions about life insurance, retirement plans (including social
security), long-term leases, and long-term financing of housing, plant,
equipment, and technology. Part of the recent decline in capital
spending and in productivity growth is surely due to uncertainty
over future inflation rates.

In principle, once a constant inflation rate has heen established and
adjusted to, it doesn't matter whether it is plus 10 percent, minus 10
percent, or zero. Of course, during the adjustment period required to
switch from one constant inflation rate to another, large unanticipated
wealth transfers occur between parties to long-term contracts, and
there is much uncertainty until inflation has heen constant at the
new rate long enough that people come to expect it to continue to be
constant at the new rate. This adjustment period can be very long,
perhaps 50 years, because there are many long-term pension and insur-
ance and other contracts outstanding.

Although any constant moderate inflation rate will do as well as
any other, once it has become established and adjusted to, experience
strongly suggests that it is not possible to maintain any inflation rate
approximately constant on the average over a long period, unless it is
approximately zero. Whenever the inflation rate is much above zero,
strong pressures arise to change it in both directions. Those who
advocate an activist policy to stimulate aggregate demand will press
for faster monetary growth, and those who seek a return to price
stability will press for slower. An average inflation rate of zero appears
to be easier to maintain than any other rate.

Another aspect of inflationary uncertainty concerns the effective
real tax rate that individuals and firms will have to pay under our
present tax law. Inflation pushes wages and salary earners into higher
tax brackets and thus increases their real tax burden even though

56-369 0 - 81 - 11



wages and salaries before tax may exactly keep up with inflation.
Income from interest, dividends, and profits is subject to much worse
distortion. Imagine for simplicity a corporation in the 50 percent tax
bracket. Suppose it earns 10 percent in real terms before tax. If the
inflation rate is zero, there is no distortion: its real tax rate is 50 per-
cent and its after-tax return is 5 percent. But if the inflation rate is
11.1 percent, the nominal rate of return is 22.2 percent (since 1.10 X
1.111= 1.222), the real tax rate is 100 percent, and the after-tax
return is zero. And if the inflation rate is 25 percent, the nominal rate
of return is 37.5 percent (since 1.1 X1.25=1.375),the real tax rate
is 150 percent, and the after-tax return is minus 5 percent. In principle
it is possible to rewrite the tax code so that the real tax rate on every-
one is independent of the inflation rate, but in practice it is very diffi-
cult and probably will never be done. This is another reason to opt
for price stability.

H. The Exchange Rate, the Balance of Payments, and Foreign Exchange
Reserves

In a closed economy, the values of government expenditures, tax
receipts, the monetary base, and government debt in private hands
are required to satisfy the Government budget restraint, equation
(2.4). Therefore the authorities cannot exogenously fix the paths of
all four of these policy variables. They can fix paths for at most three
of them, any three. The Government budget restraint and the private
economy together determine the fourth endogenously.

In an open economy, foreign exchange reserves appear as an addi-
tional variable in the Government budget restraint. (See equation
(3.1).) The net increase in foreign exchange reserves is related to the
exchange rate. We measure the exchange rate in dollars per unit of
foreign currency. Then, after an adjustment period, a higher exchange
rate (meaning a lower foreign value of the dollar) goes with a larger
net increase in foreign exchange reserves. The authorities have two
more variables to think about than in a closed economy: Foreign ex-
change reserves and the exchange rate. They can choose a path for
either one of them exogenously and let the market determine the other
one endogenously.

(a) Suppose the authorities choose a flexible exchange rate regime,
a clean float. To do so, they exogenously fix the change in foreign ex-
change reserves at zero and let the market demand and supply of
dollars determine the exchange rate endogenously. This is compatible
with the choice of any one of the closed economy's four policy variables
as endogenous (expenditures, taxes, the monetary base, and govern-
ment debt held outside the Federal Reserve).

(b) Suppose the authorities choose to fix the exchange rate exog-
enously. They do so as follows. Whenever more dollars are supplied
than demanded in the market at the chosen exchange rate, the au-
thorities step in and buy the excess dollars, spending part of their
foreign exchange reserves. This prevents the foreign value of the
dollar from falling. Whenever more dollars are demanded than sup-
plied at the chosen rate, the authorities sell the excess dollars, re-
ceiving foreign exchange in return, which they add to their reserves.
This prevents the foreign value of the dollar from rising. Thus the



exchange rate is maintained at the chosen level, while the stock of
foreign exchange reserves is determined endogenously, falling when
dollars are in excess supply and rising when dollars are in excess de-
mand. This too is compatible with the choice of any one of the closed
economy's four policy variables as endogenous, with one proviso: that
we do not run out of foreign exchange reserves. If we do run out, we
no longer have the wherewithal to buy any excess supply of dollars,
and so we can no longer prevent a decline in the foreign value of the
dollar.

(c) Suppose the authorities choose to fix all four of the closed econ-
omy's policy variables exogenously, and leave both the exchange rate
and foreign reserves to be deternuned endogenously. In principle this
should be possible, but it might lead to rather wide fluctuations in
the exchange rate because foreign exchange reserves must move in
such a way as to satisfy the Government budget restraint (3.1); and
the variable that must bear the burden of adjusting to make this
happen is the exchange rate. This policy too might break down through
the exhaustion of the stock of foreign exchange reserves.

(d) What if the authorities try to fix exogenously both the exchange
rate and the change in foreign exchange reserves? Can they do so?
No, because they cannot foresee disturbances quickly and accurately
enough to offset them before they affect either the exchange rate or
foreign exchange reserves. The difficulty here is similar to the difficulty
of trying to fix the path of real income exogenously. It may be possible
to fix an average path, about which the actual values fluctuate, but
not the actual values themselves.

(e) The authorities may choose a managed ("dirty") float, by using
either explicitly or implicitly a rule determining when to intervene in
the foreign exchange market and by how much. Then both the ex-
change rate and foreign exchange reserves would be endogenous. This
regime too would break down if foreign exchange reserves fell to zero,
unless the rule prescribed floating rates at that juncture.

We have found that in an open economy, the authorities must con-
sider the following 6 variables: Government expenditures, taxes, the
monetary base, government debt outside the Federal Reserve, the
exchange rate, and the change in foreign exchange reserves. Four of
them can be chosen exogenously; two (at least) must be determined
endogenously. Any choice is possible, with the following exceptions:
(1) It is not possible to fix exogenously both foreign exchange reserves
and the exchange rate; (2) if foreign exchange reserves are made
endogenous and subsequently foreign exchange reserves fall to zero,
the regime will break down because they cannot be negative.

J. Changes and Continuity Since World War II

The two most important changes in the financing of the Federal
debt since World War II, as noted above, have been an increase in
the frequency and size of Federal budget deficits (even as compared
to GNP) and an increase in the use of additions to the monetary base
as a means of financing. Other changes in Federal debt financing have
been of minor importance in comparison.

It is important to note that there are some things that have not
changed since World War II and on which we still can rely. One is



the positive relation between the rate of inflation and the growth rate
of the monetary base. It remains true that rapid inflation cannot con-
tinue in the absence of, and cannot be stopped in the presence of, sus-
tained rapid growth of the monetary base. As we have seen, this
relationship, although not arithmetically precise, is compelling, and
policymakers cannot successfully fly in the face of it.

Another is the negative relation between the amount of slack in the
economy and the difference between the actual rate of inflation and
the expected rate. This relation was incorrectly perceived when a
stable Phillips-curve tradeoff was thought to exist between the rate
of unemployment and the rate of inflation. A more nearly correct
view is that the tradeoff is between the unemployment rate and the
difference between the actual and expected rates of inflation. Abnor-
mally low unemployment leads to an inflation rate higher than ex-
pected, while abnormally high unemployment leads to an inflation
rate lower than expected (though perhaps still at a positive rate, if
expected inflation was high). Thus it is possible to understand the
simultaneous existence of inflation and unemployment in the 1970's.

VI. PROJECTIONS TO 1990

In this section we offer some conditional projections concerning the
financing of the Federal debt and its implications to the year 1990.
The reason the projections must be conditional is that no one knows
how large the deficits in the Federal budget will be for the next decade
nor how rapidly the Federal Reserve will accumulate Federal debt in
its portfolio thus increasing the monetary base. We shall make our
projections for three different values of each of these two magnitudes;
one value that approximates recent policy decisions, one considerably
lower (as recommended in this paper), and one considerably higher.
The three values assumed for the budget deficit as a percentage of
GNP are 0.5 percent which is the upper limit recommended herein,
3 percent which was the approximate average in the years 1975-79,
and 6 percent. The three annual growth rates assumed for the monetary
base are 1 percent as recommended approximately herein, 8 percent
as in the years 1974-79, and 15 percent.

We shall base our projections on two additional assumptions. One
is that real GNP will grow at an average rate of 2.5 percent a year
(slightly less than 3.5 percent growth rate from 1948-79) as it did in
the last complete business cycle peak to peak (1973-79). This of course
will depend on the amounts of employment, investment and technical
progress in the coming decade, which will be influenced in turn by the
tax, expenditure, and monetary policies followed by the Federal
Government.

The second additional assumption is that the income velocity of the
monetary base will increase at an average rate of 2 percent a year, as
it did from 1960 to 1978 with relatively little fluctuation. (See again
table 5.1). This is consistent with a roughly constant velocity of M2.
Of course, if the inflation rate is brought down, interest rates and the
velocity of money will come down too.

The projections below are all based for simplicity on these two uni-
form assumptions concerning the growth rates of real output and of
velocity. If as time passes these assumptions turn out to be incorrect,
the projections can and should be adjusted to reflect the changes.

We will apply equation (5.2) to the monetary base, thus:



Growth rate of nominal GNP equals growth rate of real GNP
plus inflation rate equals growth rate of monetary base plus
growth rate of income velocity of monetary base (6.1)

Using our assumptions about the growth rate of real GNP and of the
income velocity of the monetary base and rearranging terms in
equation (6.1), we find the following expression for the rate of inflation:

Inflation rate equals growth rate of monetary base plus growth
rate of income velocity of monetary base minus growth rate
of real GNP equals growth rate of monetary base plus 2 per-
cent minus 2.5 percent equals growth rate of monetary base
minus 0.5 percent (6.2)

Table 6.1 records the different assumptions made, in columns (1),
(3), and (8). It shows the conditional projections made for the 1990
values of the monetary base in column (2), the price level on a 1979
base in column (4), nominal GNP in columns (5) and (6), the increase
in the monetary base as a percent of GNP in column (7), the nominal
Federal budget deficit in column (9), the amount of deficit financing
required from sources other than additions to the monetary base,
expressed as a percentage of GNP, in column (10), and the net Federal
debt as a percent of GNP in column (11).

Line 1 of table 6.1 shows the policy combination that we ought to
be approximately following on a long-term basis, according to this
paper: A growth rate of the monetary base averaging about 1 percent
a year in column (1), and a Federal deficit averaging about 0.5 percent
of GNP in column (8). If 1979 is taken as a benchmark, and if this
policy had been in effect before 1979 and were continued until 1990,
then prices would be essentially stable, growing at only 0.5 percent a
year in column (3) to reach only 5.6 percent above the 1979 level by
1990 in column (4). The deficit would be $16 billion in 1990 in
column (9), and the amount of deficit financing required from sources
other than additions to the monetary base would be a modest 0.45
percent of GNP on the average in column (10), not enough to crowd
out any significant amount of private investment.

It would be unwise to embark upon such a combination of policies
abruptly, because a much more inflationary mix of monetary and
fiscal policies has been followed in recent years, approximately the mix
shown in line 5 of table 6.1. A gradual approach to the noninflationary
and noncrowding-out policies of line 1 is to be preferred in order to
give the economy time to adjust its expectations toward price stability
and thus reduce the severity of any ensuing recession. A reduction in
growth rate of the monetary base by 0.5 to 1 percentage point a year
would be suitable. Starting from a growth rate of 8 percent a year as
in late 1979, this would require a transition period of about 5 to 10
years. The Federal Reserve may have embarked on such a path in
October 1979.

A continuation of the policies of the 1970's would yield a result
approximately like line 5 of the table. Inflation would continue at
about 7.5 percent a year, resulting in a price level more than twice
as high in 1990 as in 1979. The nominal budget deficit by 1990 would
be $203 billion. The amount of deficit financing required from sources
other than additions to the monetary base would be about 2.6 percent
of GNP, approximately the same as the average for 1975-79. This
represents, in recent years, a third of net investment as a proportion
of GNP and, therefore, gives cause for concern about the risk of
crowding out.



TABLE 6.1.-CONDITIONAL PROJECTIONS TO 1990 FOR INFLATION AND THE U.S. GOVERNMENT DEFICIT AND ITS FINANCING

(Growth rates in percent

(Deficit to be
financed other (Federal debt

(Increase in than by adding held privately
moneta to the monetar and abroad net

Monetary base Price level Nominal GNP base)+G N de Nominal base)+GN9 of Federal
___________________ __________________1990 deficit 1990 1990 loans)-iGNP

Line Growth rate 1990 level Growth rate 1990 level Growth rate 1990 level 1X2+6 Deficit+GNP 6X8 8-7 1990

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

1 1 173 0.5 1.056 3 3,279 0.0005
2.-----...----.-----.--------------------------------------------------------------------

3 - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----------------------------------------------------------------

0.295

.0595
...............-----

4-------------8 362 7.5 2.216 10 6,759 .004 .005 34 .001 .05
.03 203 .026 .23

6 ...--- -- --- ---.... --- --- --..- -- --- -- ------------------------------------------------------------------- . 64 6. 5 4
.6467 .003 .05

7---..----.-.. -------- - 15 723 14.5 4.435 17 13,323 .008 005
8 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------. 03 409 .022 .35

Sources: Cola. 1, 3, and 8: assumption. Col. 5: col. 3+2.5 percent Cols. 2, 4, and 6: 1979 level Units of measarement: Colsn 1, 3 5: annual growth rates. Col. 2: billions of dollars. Col. 4: index

S ected to1990 at indicated growth rate. Cols. 7,9 and 10: as indicated at the head of the column, with 1979 value equal to 1.000. o a. d and 9: billions of dollars per year. Coln. 7, 8, and 10: pure

I .11: [cumulation of (deficit-increase in monetary base)]+col. 6. numbers, ratios without any units.
Assumptions: see test.



Line 9 of the table portrays a policy of more inflation and more
crowding out than we have been following recently. It would more
than quadruple the price level by 1990 and would require deficit
financing (other than by adding to the monetary base) in an amount
that approaches recent total net investment as a proportion of GNP,
thus posing a grave threat of crowding out private investment.

Numerical projections of unemployment are not presented in table
6.1, for cycles are difficult to project accurately. At the business cycle
peak in 1979, the lowest monthly unemployment rate was 5.7 percent
and the average for 1979 was 5.8 percent. At the trough in 1975, the
annual average unemployment rate was 8.5 percent. These rates are
about 2 percentage points higher than was typical of the 1950's.
Several reasons have been suggested for this increase in unemploy-
ment rates. Among them are an increase in the labor force participa-
tion of women and youths (whose unemployment rates are typically
somewhat higher than men's), improved unemployment compensation
programs, broadened coverage of the minimum wage law, the 1972
requirement that in order to be eligible for AFDC welfare and for food
stamps one must register with the U.S. Employment Service for work,
and the deterioration of the quality of education in some schools.
None of these factors appears headed for a spectacular reversal in
the next decade or so. Hence it seems likely that unemployment rates
in normal business cycles will fluctuate between about 6 and 8 percent.
If the Federal Reserve adheres to the policy of gradually reducing
the growth rates of the money stocks which was announced in October
1979, there will probably be a temporary increase in unemployment
rates, just as there was a temporary decrease in 1966-69 following
the adoption of a policy of more rapid monetary growth (recall table
5.3). How long would this temporary unemployment last? Until the
general public and officials of firms and labor unions begin to believe
that the anti-inflationary policy actually will be carried through. They
are not likely to believe this until we have passed through one reces-
sion and recovery without abandoning the policy. Action, not just
talk, is needed. The credibility of government pronouncements about
the future effectiveness of anti-inflation programs is now almost nil.
A period of 3 to 5 years might be required before unemployment sub-
sides to a long-run normal path.

To ameliorate unemployment during this transition and in future
recessions, I propose several measures. One is the abolition of the
minimum wage law or at least the exemption of teenagers and young
adults. Surely there are potential employers and workers who would
like to get together at an annual wage of $6,000 for a year's work of
50 weeks at 40 hours a week, but that is illegal in 1980. And $6,600
will be illegal by January of 1981.

A second is the alteration of the unemployment compensation
program-to have benefits begin after several weeks of unemployment
rather than immediately but continue for a longer period than at
present-in order to give protection against long bouts of unemploy-
ment but not against short ones.

A third is the use of countercyclical expenditure and tax programs
designed to run a deficit during recessions but not during prosperity
and financed only slightly by additions to the monetary base so that
the growth of the base is maintained at a low non-inflationary rate on
the average over time.
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A fourth is mild countercyclical monetary policy to prevent the
money stocks from declining in recession and from rising rapidly in
prosperity as they have usually been allowed to do in the past.

APPENDIX. CONSOLIDATION OF THE FLOW-OF-FUNDs ACCOUNTS FOR
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SECTOR AND THE MONETARY AUTHORITIES
SECTOR

The U.S. Government budget restraint given by equation (4.5) and tables 4.1
and 4.3 concerns the funds flows for the sector that is obtained by consolidating
the U.S. Government sector and the monetary authorities sector in the flow-of-
funds (FofF) accounts, canceling out all claims of either one against the other.
This appendix describes how the author carried out the consolidation. (See the
acknowledgement at the beginning of the study.)

The FofF statements of year-end outstandings and annual flows for the U.S.
Government sector and the monetary authorities sector are given for 1946-75
in Board of Governors [1976], pages 22-27 and 110-115. The nine-digit numerical
code numbers that identify each item in the FofF accounts, together with data
for 1973-77, are given in Board of Governors [1978]; the two sectors in question
are treated in tables 46-47 and 546-547. The data in these two sources are now
obsolete, having been somewhat revised since their release. Quarterly updates and
revisions are released by the Board of Governors under the title Flow of Funds
Accounts ( )th Quarter 19( ).

Table A.1 shows the year-end outstandings for the consolidated U.S. Govern-
ment and monetary authorities (USG+MA) sector for 1945 through 1978. We
begin by describing the items in this table with the aid of the first four digits of
the nine-digit code numbers that are found in the "CODE" column.

Look first at the third and fourth digits of the codes. Asset items are denoted
by "30" or "40". Liability items are denoted by "31" or "41". Financial net
worth items are denoted by "50".

Look now at the first two digits of the codes. Items that appear in the Fof F state-
ment for the USG sector are denoted by "31". Items that appear in the FofF
statement for the MA sector are denoted by "71" 8 or "72" ("72" refers to the
commercial banking sector; that is the source of the "vault cash of commercial
banks" item in line 28, which is a liability of the MA sector). Items that were
created in the consolidation of the USG and MA sectors are denoted by "32". The
definition of each "32" item can be read from the indenting of the verbal descrip-
tions of each line of the table, having regard to the minus signs that appear in those
verbal descriptions For example, "deposits at commercial banks" in line 2 is de-
fined as line 3-line 4+line 5. "Total financial assets" in line 1 is defined as the
sum of lines 2, 6, 7, and 21. "U.S. government debt" in line 30 (held outside the
Federal Reserve) is defined as the sum of lines 31, 32, 34, 36, 37, and 38 minus the
sum of lines 33 and 35. And so on.

The consolidation of the US G and MA sectors was carried out as follows. First,
find the FofF statements of year-end outstandings in one of the FofF publications.
Board of Governors [1978] is especially convenient for this purpose because it
contains the code number of each item. Second, put all the asset items from both
the USG sector and the MA sector on the left side of an aggregate balance sheet,
and all the liability and net worth items on the right side. Third, obtain the con-
solidated balance sheet of the USG + MA sector by netting out claims of the
USG sector against the MA sector and claims of the MA sector against the USG
sector. This is done by canceling out items that are included on both sides of the
aggregate balance sheet that was obtained in the second step; these items are dis-
cussed individually below.

A fourth step was taken to obtain table A.1. Combine some of the individual
items in the consolidated balance sheet into subtotals, shown in lines 2, 6, 7, 21,
26, 30, 39, and 40 in table A.1. The subtotals are the same year-end outstandings
that appear in equation (4.3) in the text, namely, Treasury deposits at commer-
cial banks (line 2), member-bank borrowing (line 6), U.S. Government loans ex-
cept member-bank borrowing (line 7), gold and SDR's and foreign exchange
reserves (line 21), the monetary base (high powered money, line 26), U.S. Govern-
ment debt held outside the Federal Reserve (line 30), U.S. Government life and

I There is one exception, regarding items whose codes begin with "71"; it is noted in the memorandum to
table A.2.
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retirement insurance reserves (line 39), and financial net worth of the USG + MA
sector (line 40).

The items netted out in the consolidation are as follows. Each is indicated explic-
itly in the stub of table A.1 by a particular line carrying a minus sign.

Line 4 is Treasury holdings of currency and of deposits at the Federal Reserve.
It is a liability of the monetary authority (note that its code begins with 7131),
and is also included in the U.S. Government's asset item "demand deposits and
currency" (whose code begins with 3130, in line 3). Hence it is netted out so that
the consolidated asset item "deposits at commercial banks" in line 2 will not
include any claims of the U.S. Government against the monetary authority.

Line 14 is a U.S. Government liability. It is the seignorage on currency issued
by the Treasury plus the value of SDR certificates held by the Federal Reserve.
Line 15 is a monetary authority asset representing the face value of currency
issued by the Treasury plus the value of the same SDR certificates. They are
netted against each other to cancel out the value of SDR certificates and the
seigncrage; the difference between them is the value of the silver at cost that is
in the currency issued by the Treasury. It is a rather small item and does not
seem to belong naturally to any of the eight major balance-sheet items. Hence it
was combined with the two miscellaneous asset items, lines 19 and 20, and
allocated to the major item "loans except to member banks" (line 7) which is the
least homogeneous of the asset items and is large.

Lines 33 and 35 are Federal Reserve holdings of direct and guaranteed U.S.
debt and of budget agency issues and loan participations. As such they are
netted out against the total of U.S. Government debt in order to obtain the
amount held outside the Federal Reserve (line 30).

There is one netting-out operation in table A.1 that is not the result of canceling
out claims between the USG and MA sectors: Line 24, foreign deposits at the
Federal Reserve excluding those held by the IMF, is an offset to foreign exchange
reserves and hence is netted against them to obtain line 21, "gold, SDR's and
official foreign exchange."

The original FofF statements of year-end outstandings for the separate USG
and MA sectors can be recovered from table A.1, if desired, as follows. Ignore all
items in table A.1 whose codes begin with "32". Ignore the minus signs that
appear in the stub of the table. Put on the asset aide of the USG sector statement
all items whose codes begin with "3130", and on the liability side all items whose
codes begin with "3131". Put on the asset side of the MA statement all items whose
codes begin with "7130" and the liability side all items whose codes begin with
"7131" and also line 28 whose code begins with "7230" (this item was discussed
earlier in the appendix).

This completes the description of table A.1, which is the statement of year-end
outstandings for the consolidated US G + MA sector.

Table A.2 contains in lines 1-42 the corresponding statement of annual flows
for the years 1946-1978. Recall that it is not exactly the same as the year-to-year
change in outstandings for reasons explained in footnote 6 in the text.

Lines 43-48 show U.S. Government receipts, expenditures, and surpluses accord-
ing to the national income accounts (NIA).

Lines 48-54 correspond precisely to equation (4.1) in the text. This is the
reconciliation (carried out in the FofF accounts) between the NIA and the FofF
accounting system.

Lines 55-64 correspond to equation (4.5) and to tables 4.1 and 4.3 in the text,
which express the U.S. government budget restraint.

Tables 4.3 to 4.6 in the text are the same as lines 55-64 of table A.2.
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8 5 2 - 0 9 313061703 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. B

.391 2.936 3.376 3.425 3.622 3.644 A 31S306S0. 9

15 7.7E .878 _1 IT.05 67 15.117 313069805 OTMFR IOANS 1112 21.S01 17.999 18.537 15.561 18.234 16.389 313078E005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
0 17.307 2.251 2 5214 2.4 214 2.32 1309003 3ISCRASSE OF F1 2 ;397 2.435 2.469 71 29 2.52 313112003 T EAS CFR. FX CHAS. 1415 53 .56 4730 48294 4.0 325 713012003 TRFAS. CUER SXClF. 2416 114 97 935 08 1.5ES 1.665 713022000 P.R. FLOAT 1625 26217 268.69 275.28 298

27~~~ 2T163995 0.6

IE5 34 17 134 2 26 71306E1 3 LOANS ON GOLD TO ._O. lB19 260 5.6609 27.6380l .C
28 177 207 205 2 221 MISC. ASSETS OP P.R. 2021 Z376 241,4 23.028 22-484 22.33 33n32019 Go'." 5"RS & 0PP . !'i 'IU.22 1.631 17 1.471 1.30 1.168 1.776 313011E05 GOLD SO C. 22

33- 2380 226925.1

234 54 005 GOLD FOREIGN E ANG34 60 430 494 409 325 713122605 - Po. DEPOSITS EXCL. D.M.P. 24
23 262.176 268.649 275.287 276.798 277.231 273.202 324198033 TOTAL LIABILITIES 252649385 50.163 50,849 32410005 HIGH-POtERED MONEY 262 9 2 18.876 19.003 19.9 713113081 MEMBER BANK RESERVE DEP. 2728 2.97 2.7S3 2.512 2.469 2.682 3.26 7230250l1 VAULT-CASH OF CONL, BANKS 2829 26.509 27*6 80 .28.269 28.040 28.476 28.529 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE COML. BANKS 29'0 199.319 20..7. 2 09.1 212.094 2 2 . 3 3103 U.S. GFERNMENT DEBT 3031 49.031 49.173 49.371 49.966 50.229 50.135 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 318 178.532 178.189 172.722 313161105 DIRECT & GUAR.TREASe SS. 32
33 ,23.801 24,98 25.915 24.932 26.783 24.915 713061101 - P.R. HOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR. 333e5 66 Z.253 2.338 1,611 1e356 13161753 BUDG.AGCV.ISS..MTGS.& L*P. 343323-.8 - M 0 713010 - F.R. HOLDINGS B.A.I.5 L.P. 3536 27L11 2.775 Z'600 2,366 a.8 N160 331000 TRAD DEBT337 3274 931 2.691 2.481 2.222 2.003 313190805 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37382343 1476 1.435 713190009 MISC. P.R. LIABILITIES 3839 13.995 14.596 13.200 15.319 13.843 17.009 313154003 LIFE K RETIREMENT RESERVBS 39

40 -189 *39 -194.i33 -200.964 -206.437 -282.784 -198.100 325000535 FINANCIAL N.M 0..N. & M.A. 4041 -189.&59 -94.53 -20964 -206.A7.?0 .764 -198.500 313008008 FINANCIAL N.V.. U.S. GOVT- 4142 - --- - 718000005 FINANCIAL N.V., MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.1-Continued

U1 IEt 1250
".A END OUTSTANDINGS. 1945-79 YEAR-END OUTSTANDINGS, 1945-79

SECTOR STMT.OF FINANCIAL ASSETS & LIABILITIES, U.S. GOVT. & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF COLLARS BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1997 19SA 199 1960 1961 1967 ODF

I 74.913 71.864 76.61, 79.RaA 7!.23 81.994 324090035 TOTAl FINANCIAL ASSFTS 1

2 4.204 4.739 5.501 6.554 6.568 7.408 32400000 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL IANKS 2

3 5.141 5.453 6.III 7.114 7.171 8.116 313020001 DEMAND DEPOSITS & CURRENCY 3
4 1.242 1.041 595 862 BE7 977 713123101 - TREAS.CASH I F.R. DEPOSITS 4
9 301 3?7 r5, 2A2 254 769 313031003 TIMF DEPOSITS B
6 s0 46 453 25 ItS 37 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 6

7 46.192 44.818 49.511 50l414 93.181 57.771 32490033 IANS FXCFPT To MEMBER BANKS 7

B 13 3 2 37 35 - 313061703 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. 8

B - - - - - - 713061713 SPDNSAGCY.ISSilF-F.R. 9

10 3.923 4.335 5.605 5.B00 6.249 6.322 313065005 MORTGAGES 10

it 10.479 19.997 70.107 0.943 22.1AS 74.333 313069003 OTMER LOANS II

12 14.406 11.957 14.115 12.675 13.15 13.697 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
IT 7.761 1.779 1.72? - 1.790 1e77 6 3 1370003 TRADF CREDIT
14 2.562 2.600 2.639 2.686 2.740 2.760 313112003 - TREAS. CURR. & SOR CTFS. 14
19 4.990 3.075 3.199 9.242 9.429 9.41l 713017003 TREAS. CURR, & IDR CTFS, 15

16 1.424 1.296 1.590 1.868 2.300 2.903 713102000 F.R. FLOAT 16
17 A6 49 79 74 51 I, 7136960, ACCEPTANCF 17

1s 9 1a 5 8 15 1 71306113 LOANS ON GOLD TO R.0.W. 1E
19 2.853 3.167 3-411 3.09 4.399 4.355 313090005 MISC. .ASSEISOF *5, GO

20 308 240 363 317 348 411 713293005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20
21 74.467 2?.741 21.191, 19.133 18.459 16.928 323011095 GOLD. SDRS & OFF.FGN. EXCH. 21

22 2.0oo 2.041 2.110 1.693 1.911 1.2t9 313011005 GLO,5DR*S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 22
23 77.792 70.499 19.394 17.666 16.847 theoll 713011001 6nin C FREIGN EXCHANG
24 365 279 353 226 294 292 713122605 - FGN. DEFOSITS EXCL. I.M.F. 24

25 271.955 280.054 287.887 285.208 293.336 301.202 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
26E 50 .SO 697 '90766 49.951 51.397 52.794 324109035 HIGH-PfER0 MONEY 26

27 19.034 18.504 18.174 17.081 17.357 17.454 713113001 MEMBER BANK RESERVE SEP. 27
p 3e339 3.269 3.012 3*946 3.689 4.519 72325C01 VAULT CASH OF COML BANKS 28

29 28.499 28.944 29.578 29.524 30.231 30.821 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE COML. BANKS 29
3 0e.356 210.936 117.609 214.741 222*N0 229.769 324130035 U.S. GVERNMENT .3

31 48.226 47.703 45.907 45.642 46.445 46.968 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 171.937 181.425 190.632 188.692 194.5 200.229 313161105 DIRECT & GUAR.TREAS. SECS. 32
33 24.238 26.347 26.648 27.384 28.881 30.82 713061101 - FR. WOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR..33
34 1.779 2.130 1.796 1.940 3.469 3.277 313161733 BUDS.AGCY.l55..MT

35 - - - - - - 713061705 - F.R. HULOINGS B.A.I.& L.P. 35
36 2.769 2,8;2 2e903 3.141 3.390 3.661 313170005 TRADE OFBT 36

37 1.709 1.537 1.349 1.161 1.037 815 313190005 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37
3g 1e358 la36 1S671 .545 1.493 1.641 713190005 MISC, F.R. LIABILITIES 38

39 17.531 18.521 19.514 20.516 21.525 22.643 313154C05 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 -197.042 -208.190 -211.271 -209.342 -215.013 -219.608 325000535 FINANCIAL N.sb., U.S.G. & M.A. 40

41 -197.042 -209el9 -211:271 309.342 -215.013 -19e608 - 315000005 FINANCIAL N.s U.S.GOVTo 41
42 - - - - - - 715000005 FINANCIAL N.W., MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.1-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
YEAR-END QUrSTANDINGS, 1945-79 

YEAR-END OUTSTANDINGS, 1945-79

SECTOR STMT.OF FINANCIAL ASSETS & LIABILITIES, U.S. GOVT. & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 CODF

1 84.299 87.4.3 89.099 92 923.786 10132 32400035 TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS 1
2 .749' 6.988 5.724 5.444 .66 .556 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 23 7.730 B-302 6-902 6.816- 8,266 6.586 31008 EMAND DEPOSITS 6 CURRENCY 31.24 .586 1.428 1.92 2.467 1.39A 713123101 - TREAS.CASH B F.R. DEPOSITS 4' 6 72 2,0 220 267 36 ;110311203 TIM DPOSITS'

6 31 156 98 113 141 Ise 713068001 P.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 87 60.8922 63,856 11 ,1:118.830 J72.450 73-06% f 0.46 1 12403C13S LOANS5 EXCEPT To MEMBER _BANSL.......29 12 45 1.355 1.267 1.4*I 313061703 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. 89 - - - - - - 7130"'113 tPN.GYISE- .10 5.917 5.870 5.853 6.831 7.824 9.261 313065405 MORTGAGES 1011 26,349 29,211 32.028 3426 
3

2 0 41.2i 2 31069105OHR 
ON

12 15.47 1!.73'3 - 7T02 1 15.6I56 10.535 1.8s4 3 13078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 1213 2.49;0 3. 3.22 437 5.39 6.1 13070803 TRAOF CRiDIT
14 2.816 2.830 3.064 3.963 4.646 5.062 313112003 - TREA5. CURRe B IDR CTFS. 1418 5422 .249 5.41 6.61 6.62a 6.795 71301203 TUAS COEU' OBCP. I

162187 19 16 58 713089603 ACCpyEAEy
lB 3 30 41 --- 7130681D3 LOANS ONGOLD 70 R.... is4.4 4.788 4.679 4430 16.336 4N113 31 05 A O .20 351 359 451 658 671 906 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 2022 1.229 403 15.249 14-477 14.434 19 3 '3011095 GOLD. SaR*S E FF.FFGN. FXCH. 2122 1.9 ' 1.04 1.137 9( 05 1.3014 3o.4' 31301'I.1001 GOL,.DRS ' OPP;.GM.EXCH. 22

22 1.61 15638 14.33 1.97 13526 12.7 73000 GOLD . FOREIGN A.0880 2324 216 269 201 405 396 477 713122605 - PGM. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.M.F. 24
25 305.380 312.150 314.762 321.153 335.453 351.712 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25

25 -4 _ 7 10 3 . 4 5 7 6 8 . 2 2 . 9 9 4 3 " 133 5 I AG E Y S M E 2P
27 1.99 1.5 18.447 194 21.092 2189 73101 MEMBER BAR4K RESERVE DP. 2728 4299 04-5A2 ,.81 5.450 5.911 7t195 723025001 V AUIILS PCM.BNS29 33.433 35.9 37.20 4.23 4 1236 - 713125705 CUR-Fe HOLTSIDE CONL. ANKS 29

37 04 .S5.03 3E170MENTRAF DDF T 30

31 48.149 49.060 49.695 50.249 51.219 51.866 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 3139 23.9 20288 26.737 6 29 2378 3
S3 33.593 37.0!4 40.768 46.282 5911 52937 7101101-PR. OLIGDR.B08.334 313 4-0!8 4t.519 5.0 9.900 .12.994 31-3161785A OUG Aficy.ISS,,MTGz .. 34EAk35 3. - 34 38 - 713061705 - .R.* HOLDINGS B.A.I.4 L.P., 35

""1 3.6 .8 .66 455 814 10 313170005 TRADE DEBT C637 187 56 999 791 1.044 1*. 313190005 MISC. U.5.0. LIABILITIES 371 1.605 1.5 1.391 -1.6 1,641 "1%40 713190005MS.PR LAIIIs339 23.935 2.288i 26.737 28.097 29.492 30.814 31315.095- LIFE. RETI8REM.EN.T RLESERVE13S "39
44 -221:081 -- 24747 -225.663 -228.609 -241.747 -250.274 325000535 FINANCIAL N.M., U.5.G. & N.A. 4041 -7 -2.663 -228.749 -241.747 -250.274 315000005 FINANCIAL N.t.. U.S. GOVT. 4142- 

715000005 FINANCIAL NM.,W MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.1-Continued

It JUNE 1980YA-N 
USTNIG,14-

YEAR-END OUTSTANDINGS, 1945-79 YEAR-END OUT5TANDINGS, 1945-19

SECTOR STMT.OF FINANCIAL ASSETS & LIABILITIES, U.S. GOVT. & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF 00LLARS BILLIONS DF DOLLARS

199 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 ftDF

n 803.9AS 18D9-3 1OA8161 112478 18.007 asA.600 34090035 TOTAl FINANCIAL ASSETS I

2 5.971 9.1S7 11.527 11.742 10.226 5.436 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMERCIAL BANKS 2
1 7.729 10.1-1 13.491 1.36 12.646 8.257 391)il0 DEMAND DEPOSITS I CURRENCY 3
4 1.969 .1.587 2.484 2.200 2.859 3.298 713123101 - TREAS.CASH & F.R. DEPOSITS 4

22 43 570 606 439 477 313naton3 TTMF nFPOSITS 5
6 183 335 39 1.981 1.258 299 713068001 F.R. LOANS To MEEBER BANKS 6
7 81.24 R1.700 84.893 85.923 91.440 105.914 32403009 LOANS FMCFPT TO MEMRFR BANKS 7

8 104 7 25 6 6 2.50S 313061703 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. B
9 - - 553 I.154 1.677 4.62R 713061713 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-F.R. 9

10 10.231 10.533 10.153 9.470 6.871 10.293 313065001 MORTGAGES 10
18 44.746 41.228 49.740 57.915 94.595 40.758 315069005 nTHFR LOANS IZ

12 8.812 6.221 7.763 7.014 8.330 8.901 31307005 TAxES RECEIVABLE 12
13 Te339 6.59 4a52 4.31 4.107 5.309 313070003 TRADE CRSEDI 13

14 5.334 5.956 6.446 6.979 7.401 7.733 313112003 - T&EAS. CURR. K SR CTFS. 14
IS 6.949 7.549 8.027 6.713 9.116 9.653 713012003 TREAS. CURE. & SDR TFS. _5

16 3.440 .4.261 4.343 3.974 3.099 2.001 713022000 F.R. FLOAT 16
1T 64 97 2 126 !8 999 713069603 AftFPTAlgES 17

18 - - - - - - 713068103 LOANS ON GOLD TO R.D.W. 18

19 4.7(4 4.39 4.971 4.449 9.420 5.9DR 313090005 MISC. ASSETS OF U.S. .

20 776 866 1.051 1.068 1.362 3.193 71309300 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20

28 16.'87 14.141 1102 17.782 14.078 15.360 32301095 GOLD. SOR*S L OFF.FGN. EXCH. 21

22 4.691 3.5713 2.094 2.627 2.887 4.312 31301100 GOLD.SDR*S & OFF.FGM.ECH. 22
23 17.773 16.9'4 10.07 10.574 11.491 11.71 71011005 GOLD A FORFIGN FXCHANGF 23

24 377 346 465 . 369 300 523 783122605 - FGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.M.F. 24

25 348.321 362.275 388.768 410.422 421.075 441.434 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
26 79.97 81.243 98.767 92.163 99.957 105.86 324100035 HIGH-PDMFRED MONFY 26
27 22.085 24.150 27.788 25.647 27.060 25.843 713113001 MEMBER BANK RESERVE DEP. 27

28 7.320 7.047 7.541 8.648 10.688 11.640 723029001 VAULT CASH OF COML. BANKS 28

29 46.563 50.046 53.438 57*868 61.809 68.103 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE COL: BANKS 29

30 239.992 246.14. 262.201 277.314 278.263 289.739 324130035 U.S. G PVRNMFNT DEBT 30

31 '1.770 52.089 54.416 57.667 60.354 63.338 313133800 SAVINGS BONDS 31

32 226.988 39.151 262.846 273.857 279.077 288.120 313161105 OIRECT K GUAR.TREAS. SES. 32

33 57.154 62.142 70.218 69.986 78.516 80.501 713061101 - .R. HOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR. 33

34 10.6'9 9.572 R.454 9.767 9.626 9.390 313161795 8lDG.AGCY.ISS..MTGS.K L.P. 34

35 - - 33 170 302 585 713061705 - F.R. HOLDINGS B.A.I.S L.P. 35

36 4775 .193 3e518 3.398 3984 4"266 3'3137009 TRADE DFBT 36

37 , 942 329 336 337 337 1.748 313190005 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37

38 2.422 .948 '.882 2.864 4.173 4.023 713190009 MISC. F.R. LIABILITIFS 38

39 32.399 34.086 37.600 40.945 43.255 46.109 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 -244.356 -257.042 -280.607 -297.994 -304.073 -314.825 325000535 FINANCIAL N.M., U.S.G. & M.A. 40
41 -344.9. -757.042 -285.607 -797.994 -04.079 -314.825 9000009 FINANCIAL N... U.S. GOVT. 41

42 - - - - - 715000005 FINANCIAL N.*. MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.1-Continued

YEAR-END IUNSTANDINGS, 1945-79 YEAR-END OUTSTANDINGS, 1945-79

SECTOR STMT.OF FINANCIAL ASSETS & LIABILITIES, U.S. GOVT. & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF 00LLARS 
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

1975 197, 8977 1978 12 CODE

14 2.13 162.892 1..6 2'14.B74 246.214 240933 TOAL FIN ASSEtS
2 3.957 5.019 8.000 15.158 15.649 3 5POSIT AT CMEECIAL BANK 23 11.153 15.141 14.628 18.62 19.211 MAN DEPOSITS CRENCY4 T7e8 1l.853 7.506 4.436 4.9713123101 A S.CASH &F.R. DEPOSITS572 731 R78 4 2 1 3 TME lEPSI
6 229 25 265 1.172 1.454 3D68081 F LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS

7 172.2' 137.675 190.862 180.56 210.968 4 1 A E P7*012 10.750 16.095 23.825 32.051 3130617 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. B
9 8.623 6.491 7.868 7.513 R.248R1011 FN.GYISJIER
10 13.517 10.455 10.225 9.884 10.890 313065005 MORTGAGES ID
11 'T:"77 ":.5 "275 9582 ''.'833608OTHR LOANS-1
12 5.800 11.337 10.054 13.594 17.290 313018005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 1.

3 645 694 4186 8.913 ADE CRED 1
14 1.670 9.859 10.159 10.633 12.293 313112003 TREAS CURE E I FS. 14
15 10.612 12.010 12.581 13.146 14.883 101003 T CTFS. is
16 3.698 2.611 3.810 6.516 6.767 713022000 P.R. FLOAT 16, 991 954 887 704 71306963 ACEPTANCES 1B - - - 7 1306903 LOANS ON GOLD TO E... i19..... 1l4 7:.n7 7.792 8519 9.438 31 M A O M GOV 1920 3.214 3.008 2.424 2.953 3.130 713 M S F21 1.742 18.100 1 17.976 18.143 339 GOLD. SOR'S A OEF.ON. CH. 21
22 4.571 7.004 7.603 5.492 5. 3111008 OLDSDRS & OFF..3.EX0
-23 11.655 11.743 11.714 13.748 1.6R 713011008 GO MEISM A E 324 414 647 618 674 785 713122605 - F. DEPOSITS OLR I. NKm 24

23q 530.93S4 606.366 677 008 748.92 2 798.3 22 324 190035 TOTALMLIABILITIES 2526 9301 1416 1 92 2 0031 DAND OIT & F27 26.052 25.15P 26.870 31.223 29,792 713113001 MEMBER BA N RESARVE DEP. 27
71212113068001 VAULT LAS TO CMEB BANKS 629 74.295 816596 89.889 99.175 1.1o2 71310.00 CUR. OUTSIDE COL. BANKS 2930 368...35 2 5.43 488.034 534-438 56" 11L 3245 I0 U.S. 30,NMN EB31 67.363 72.018 76.762 80.691 79076 313133003 SAVNGCS BONDS 31

33 87.4 97. 1028 7562 11 8 71 1113 PR HOL.G. I .AR. 39.Ii~.9 7 .31 8425 6.9 3.9 3211795 8UDGAC.X.M . -L.F.3 --35 567 671 9 516 461313061705 F HOLDINGS B.A.I.& L.P. 10

567 6-"1NO059 95 1MF I ;r! DEIT

36 691 10.012 11.11 14.06 14.418 313170003 TRADE DET 363 675 25 2 31319000 MIS. U RR. IABILITIES 37

710100 TRAS URR. 
4 

SD CTF2e 1

39 49.955 54.644 61.293 68.516 716.819 313154085 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 -381.718 -445.547 -499.482 -533.948 -552.118 3250085335 FINANIAL NM., U.S.G. & M.A. 40S31300005 FIACIALSSES.D U.S. GOVT. 1421801009 FANC NDR* . O .AU H. 42

42 313011005 GOANL NSDR.S OFN.ExCTH. 42



Table A.2

II JUNE 1980
ANiMAL PLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL PLOWS, 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT. U.S. GOVERNMENT A MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF 0OLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OP 00LLARS.PER YEAR

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1990 CODE

1 *21.501 10.215 4.919 -90 7.771 32409003S TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSFTS
2 -22.108 -102 949 719 -58 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 2
3 -22.723 -52 1.185 339 -238 313020001 DFMAND DEPOSITS 4 CURRFMCY 3
4 -599 -459 242 -315 -172 713123101 - TREAS.CASH & P.R. DEPOSITS A

16l -4 A 69 9 8 0'0 TIOIQ TMF DFPOSTTS
6 -186 18 -1 -25 39 713069001 PR. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS A

20 6.578 2.311 -969 9.369 324030035 LOANS FMCEPT TO MFRFRE RANKS 7
98- - - - 313081703 SPONS.AGCYel55UE5-TREA. 8
9 - - - - - 71301713 SPPNMSAGCY-ISilFT-F.R. 9

10 -346 -93 46 471 315 313065005 MORTGAGES 10
11 2.626 4.381 1.330 819 418 313069005 OTHFR inANS 1.
12 -1.389 2.348 812 -2.264 7.401 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
13 -800 -100 - - 400 313070003 TRADF .RFDIT 13
14 126 -28 -5 -19 -10 313112003 - TREAS. CURR! & 1DR CTFS. 14
1s 223 - 27 9 39 713012993 TRFAS. liRa 5 CP e 1
16 2 -45 6 -7 834 713022000 F.R. FLAT 16
17 -- 713069603 ACCEPTANCES IT

18 99 -96 139 -119 -69 713068103 LOANS ON GOLD TO R.0.a. 18
19 -29 as -86 149 -3 3po0a0e0 M4yr. ASSFTS OF 1.S. GOVT. 19
20 -19 69 31 -46 25 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20
21 773 3.721 1.660 15 -1.599 323011095 GOLD. SDR*S S OFF.FGN. FIGH. 21
22 -89 1.401 399 149 -284 313011005 GOLDO.5DRS & OFF.FSN.ExCH. 22
23 464 1.946 1.488 184 -1.475 71301005 GOLD & FORFIGM FXCHANGF 23
24 -398 -374 227 148 -160 713122605 - FGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.M.F. 24

25 -22.464 -4.006 -3.790 3.370 516 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
2: 661 lT676 -4 '40 l259 3241009 HTGt-9OfFRFD MONEY 26
27 224 1.760 2.580 -3.916 1.1198 713113001 MEMBER BANK RESERVE DEP. 27
28 177 170 -238 37 159 723025001 VAULT CASH OP CONL. BANKS 28
29 260 -254 -406 -661 -18 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE CONL. BANKS 29
30 -24.660 -7el0 -6=762 6786 -1,936 32413QQ33 UiS. GOVERNMENT DEBT 30
31 1.216 2.095 1.601 1.463 252 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 -24.462 -9279 -8.157 1.025 -809 313161105 DIRECT & GUAR.TREAS. SECS. 32
33 -912 -791 774 -4.448 1.893 713061101 - F.R. HOLOINGS DIR. GUAR. 33
34 -203 -37 847 99 -622 313161755 fUDG.4GCYeSeMTGS.& 34
35 - - - - - 713061705 - F.R. HOLDINGS B.A.I.& L.P. 35
36 -2.013 -666 - - 1.100 313170005 TRADE DEBT 36
37 -35 -236 -286 -460 -257 313190005 MISC. U.S.C. LIABILITIES 37
39 -75 252 7 221 393 713190005 MIC. .R. LIAB1LITIES S
39 1.535 1.428 1.036 1.124 1.093 313134005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 963 14.221 8.709 -3.460 7.235 325000535 FINANCIAL N.w. USG & MA 40
41 891 14 215 8:657 -3.494 7.270 31300003 FINANCIAL NIn U.S. GOVT. 1
42 82 6 52 34 -15 715000005 FINANCIAL N.t. MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.2-Continued

ANNUAL PLOWS. 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS. 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 CDF

43 39.105 43.220 43.218 38.706 50.035 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPT$, N.I.A. 43

44 35.582 29.836 34.902 41.344 40.827 316900005 U.S.GOVT. EXPENOITURES. N.I.A. 44
45 17.617 12.698 16.700 20.41O 18.724 316901001 GnnnS 8 SERVICER 4.
46 3.912 4.076 4.131 4.264 4.351 316132001 NET INTEREST 46
47 14.053 13.062 14.071 16.670 17.752 316400205 TRANSPERS. FT. 41

48 3.523 13.984 8.316 -2.638 9.208 31606110S U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.S.A. 48
49 1.535 1.428 1.036 1.124 1.093 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 49
50 - ---- 18000003 - MTNFPA1 PTGHTS SA1FT 90
51 1.107 -2.259 -1.377 -268 845 317003008 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 51
52 881 14. -5 8.357 -3.494 7.270 3100005 FTMANCIAt N.W.. U.S. GOVT. 42

53 963 14.221 8.709 -3.460 7.255 325000535 FINANCIAL No.. US% & MA 53
4 82 S2 34 - FINANCIAL M.W. NN. AtTH. 54

SS 3.823 1".84 8.3IA -2.638 9.208 316061105 U.S. GOVT. BTELRUS. N.T.A. 55
56 -22.108 -102 949 719 -58 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 36
57 -in6 la -1 -25 59 71306Rant F.R. LOANS Tn MRFER RANKS 57
58 20 6.578 2.311 -969 9.369 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 58
59 773 3.721 1.660 185 -1.599 323011095 GOLD SDR*S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 59
60 661 1.676 1.936 -4.540 1.259 324100033 - HIGH-POatERED NONEY 60
61 -24.6!0 -7.110 -6.767 6.7R6 -1.836 324130035 - U.S. GOVERNNFNT DBT 61
62 - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 6263 87 6 52 34 -15 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.M.. MON. AUTH. 63
64 1.107 -2.259 -1.3T -268 845 317008005 N.I.A.-F.O.P. DISCREPANCY 64

MEMORANDUM&

EACH LINE IN LINES 1-64 ABOVE (OTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE NUMBERS
BEGINNSING WITH 32) APPEARS IN THE FLOW OF FUNDS TABLF OF FilWS FOR EITHER
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SECTOR OR THE MONETARY AUTHORITY SECTOR EXCEPT FOR
713061711 AND 71306170 TN LINES 9 AND 35. THEIR Sat APPEARS IN THF MONETARY
AUTHORITY SECTOR TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM 

8
AGENCY ISSUESn 713061703.



Table A.2-Continued

UA FL , 1946-79 AUAL FOS. 1946-W

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT I MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF 0OLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

2951 1952 1953 1984 1989 1986 CODE

I 7.863 1.554 -1.172 -3.958 4.223 292 324090038 TOTAL FINAMCIAL ASSETS
2 651 2.302 989 -563 -65 -370 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CONNERCIAL BANS 2
3 119 2.3I1 - 152 -3 20 28 33201 EADDPSISSC3,
4 -444 142 -552 252 -198 55 713123101 - TREAS.CASH P.R. DEPOSITS 4

gs 73 -9 20 -13 -2T 313031003 TIME DEPOITS s
6 -48 108 -114 -3 97 -82 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MENBER BANKS A
7 7.115 -1.246 1.057 -2.845 4.307 -209 32403003 LOANS EXCEPT TO E R SANS 7

5 -3 -2 1 19 -11 313061703 SPONS.AGCYlSSUES-TREAS. 0
9 - - - - - - 713061713 TPONL.AGY.lWF-F.R.. 9

10 614 513 390 99 197 22 313065005 MORTSAGES £D
11 679 1.N0 181 -384 503 667 313069005 NNFR LDAMS 11

12 5.086 -3.603 539 -2.996 2.693 -1.646 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
13 900 951 -37 231 -171 76 313070003 TRADE CRFDIT IS

14 24 37 34 36 2 19 313112003 TREAS. CURR. & SOR CTFS. 14
15 73 103 82 91 23 58 713012003 TEAS. CURR. & SDR CTFS. 1
16 -184 -217 -32 -127 777 80 713022000 F.R. FLOAT 16
17 - - - - 28 41 713069603 ACCFTANCEF I7

10 2 29 -17 117 -132 24 713065103 LOANS ON GOLD TO R.0M. 18
19 -53 -14 -11 172 343 895 313090005 MISC. ASSFTS AP U.S. S t. 19

20 17 30 -2 -13 29 104 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20
21 145 390 -1.126 -544 -96 953 323011005 G010. RM*S I OFF.FCM. EXCH. 21

22 37 -74 -86 -169 -134 608 313011005 GOLDSDR*S S OFF.PGN.EXCH. 22
23 -5 490 -1.170 -311 -47 261 713011005 GOLD 1 FOREIGN EXCHANSE 23
24 -113 26 -130 64 -85 -64 713122605 - PGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.N.F. 24

25 2.385 6.429 6.597 1.474 254 -3.677 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
26 3.840 1.121 55 -1.56 778 686 324100038 HIGH.PDMERED NDNET 26
27 2.375 -106 210 -1.284 129 34 713113001 MENBER BANK RESERVE DEF. 27
28 523 56 -241 -43 213 . 79 723025001 VAULT CASH OF CONL. BAS 2a
29 942 1.171 569 -229 436 53 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE CONL. BANKS 29
30 -2.338 4.307 5.435 2.911 -1.048 -. 529 324130035 U.S. GOVERNMENT DEBT 30
31 -471 92 198 595 263 -94 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 170 4.892 5.192 1.718 -343 -6.467 313161105 DIRECT & GUAR.REAS. SECS. 32
33 3.023 897 1.217 -983 -147 130 713061101 - FR. HOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR. 33
34 -137 381 1,627 85 -727 -258 313161755 I G.49CYeISSeITGS.S I P. 34
35 - - - - 73061705 - F.R. HOLDINGS B.A.I.S L.P. 35
3 1.600 75 -175 -234 -83 325 313170005 TRADE DEBT 36
37 -42 -343 -240 -210 -406 186 313190005 MIS. U.S.Go LIABILITIES 3
38 -435 107 47 -26 101 -94 713190005 MISC. F.R. LIABILITIES 38
39 883 1.001 604 119 524 1.166 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 5.478 -4.875 -7.769 -5.429 3.969 S.969 328000835 FINANCIAL N.M* USE S MA 40
41 5.448 -4.919 -7.810 -5.466 3.937 3.916 315000005 FINANCIAL N.M.. U.S. GOVT. 41

42 30 44 41 37 32 53 715000005 FINANCIAL N.M.., ON. AUTH. 42



Table A.2-Continued

II .0UNE 1980
A 196iTIN

ANNUAL FLOFS, 1946-79
SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR 
BILLIONS OF 00LLARS PER YEAR

191 952 1953 L954 1955 -16- CODE

43 64.277 67.317 70.032 63.738 72.59 77.985 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPTS. N.I.A. 43
44 57.769 11.052 7710 6I.7. 63.042 71.918 316905 U.S.GOVT 8EDTAS ... 451 3.27 3 3 :130 4 45 4 10000 00 R RIHTS AL 446 4.447 4.:7 4.14 4.644 4.986 5.071 31812001 NE NEET4647 1439 9 3100005 TR IANSAERSL ET. 54

43 6e93S -3.73 -7.07 -04 4.17 6.067 314061108 II.S. GOVy, SuRpLUS g i.A,4

49 8 51 604 119 924 1.166 313154005 LIFE RETIREMENT A RTSCEAS 4
5 1 1 - - - 3 IAL RIGTS SALESU177 183 130 -44 985 317005005 N*I*A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 552 M.4 -4.99 -. 1 5466 L 97 3.1 3150000 FPiNA NC AL N.Mms U.S. GOVYT. 5-253 5. -4.075 -7.769 -5.429 3.969 3.69 35000835 FINANCIAL NM.. USG & MA 5354 3 4 41 7 32 53 718000005 - IANCIAL 4N.MON,183 AUTH. 94

U5 658 -. 3 7.7 604 44 6.67 310610 U.S. - GOV. SURPLUS, N-I.A. 856 .1 2.3112 -99 -563 -85 -370 32400005 DEPOSITS AT (CML. BANKS 36

57 -8 10 ~ l 4 -'87 - 2 7 0 0 6 8 0 1 P R . O A N STEM O R A N D UA N S s

E-1.246 1.0L67 -2.A845 4.307 -20 T 324030038 LOANS ECEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 8
2 1' 944 -9h 9 3 12 1LT SOR S & N SET E.FXCA I E960 3.840 1121 558 -1I~.5. 7 636 32410005 - HGH-PO1EREO MOEY 6061 a235 4 307 .45 .91 -06 529 3415005 _ US. GOVE MO DEBT 1062 - - - --- 105030003 -MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 62
64 177 183 130 -687 44 985 317005005 '.IA -P.O.F . DICRPANCY 6

MEMNDNUNM:

EACH LINE IN LINS 1-64 ABOVE (OTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE NUIMBERS

THE USGOENENT SCOORTE M184ETARY AUTORITY S~ECTOR. BCEPT FD7306!1713 AND 713061705 N LINES 9_N 5 HI 14APA1M HE :ONER
AUTHORITY SECTOR TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM 'AGENCY ISSUES' 713061703.



Table A.2-Continued

II JUNE 1980
ANNUAL. FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS. 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING 9 INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT S MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 COOF

236 -2.991 4.480 -770 2.5180 2.986 324090035 TOTAL FINANCIAL ASFTS
2 81 535 762 1.053 14 840 324000 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 2
3 136 308 658 1.043 17 945 313020001 DEMAND DEPOSITS & CURRENCY 3

24 -201 -146 -33 25 90 713123101 - TREAS.CASH & F.R. DEPOSITS 4
5 -79 26 -42 -23 22 -1F 5I303I003 TTM DFPITS 4
6 25 -4 407 -428 90 -78 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 6
7 -996 -E.316 4.421 623 3.150 3.755 324030035 LDANS FXCEPT TO NFRRE RANKS 7
8 4 -10 -1 35 -2 -33 313061703 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. 8
9 - - - 7301713 SPONS..AOY.I FS-F.R. 9

10 281 410 1.270 195 449 73 313065005 MORTGAGES 10
11 336 1.097 514 800 1.212 1.91 35069005 OTHER LOANS 11
12 -1.982 -2.449 2.158 -1.440 480 542 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
13 -89 -538 -1 6 14 279 313070003 TRADF CPFPTT 19
14 36 38 39 47 54 20 313112003 - TREAS. CURR. & SOR CTFS. 14
1 a80s 77 87 187 -18 71301203 TPES. UR. I 50P CTFFS. 1I
16 -241 -18 294 278 453 603 713022000 F.R. FLOAT 16
17 -3 -17 26 -1 -29 59 71309603 AffFPTANCES 17
18 -21 13 -13 3 7 -14 713068103 LOANS OW GOLD TO R.0.... 18
19 692 329 13 691 425 360 313090005 MISC. ASSFTS DF U.S. GOVT. 19
20 -17 .- 68 123 -46 30 63 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20
21 1.126 -2.206 -1.110 -2.018 -674 -1.531 32301109' GOLD. SOR*S A OFF.FGN FxCH. 21
22 304 -39 69 -417 218 -702 313011005 GOLDSDR-S A OFF.FN.ExCH4. 22
23 962 -2.253 -1.105 -l177R -824 -831 713011002 2nin a FOR PI CHANSF FT
24 40 -86 74 -127 68. -2 713122605 - FGNO. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.M.F. 24

25 -1.361 8.063 7.610 -2.479 8.045 7.937 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
26 19 -171 67 -013 1.356 1.487 324100035 HIH-PtERED OEY 26
27 -25 -530 -330 -1.093 306 67 713113001 MEMBER BANK RESERVE DEP. 27
28 74 -86 -237 334 343 830 723025001 VAULT CASH OF CNML- BANKS 28
29 -30 445 634 -54 707 590 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE COML. BANKS 29
30 -1.902 7.244 6.5"0 -2.668 5.680 5.332 324130038 U.S. EnvFRNMENT DEBT 30
31 -1.909 -523 -1.796 -265 803 823 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 -765 9,46a 97207 -1.940 5,869 5,667 3131611ll DIRECT GUABTREh SECI U 32-
33 -677 2.109 301 736 1.497 1.939 713061101 - F.R. HOLDINGS DIR. S GUAR. 33
34 419 355 -334 144 539 803 313161755 BUlGeAGAYTSeeNTGS e L.P. 34
35 - -- 713061705 - F.R. HOLDINGS B.A.1.S L.F. 35
36 161 63 71 242 235 201 313170005 TRADE DEBT .6
37 -339 -149 -604 42 -160 -105 313190005 MISC. U.S.Go LIABILITIES 37
38 -146 139 307 -155 -99 102 713190005 MISC: F:R. LIABILITIES 38
39 522 990 993 1.002 1.009 1.118 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 1.597 -11.054 -3.130 1.709 -5.465 -4.951 325000535 FINANCIAL N.tt U5G & MA 40
41 1.528 -11.113 -2.938 1.680 -5.532 -4.997 315000005 FINANGA N.t.e U.S. 9OVT. 41
42 69 59 -192 29 67 46 715000005 FINANCIAL N.M., MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.2--Continued

I1 JUNF 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ONTIMIFOANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1-- -- . . 1BILLIONS 1961 1962 cooD

43 81.916 78.662 89.826 96.141 98.058 106.187 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPTS, N.I.A. 43
44 7*9.64 88,933 99.964 93.106 101.944 110.4 316900005 U5 ;GOVT. EPENOITURES, M.I.A. 44

4 5 .53 5.208 6:165 6.806 6.4 6:.758 3161320 N1ET INEET 4622 9.81 30.909 3 y 6248 
NR 300 NSSNTERS.47 2.18 -112 118 .3 386 _424 3166109U.. OV.1 I-P-S NIA.

4 1. 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 49
5 3 -48 - 10030003 - INFRAL RIGHTS SALS Ng55 232 -148 807 353 637 -368 317000005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. OISCREPANCY !152 1.52 -1511 __I -- 2.938 1-.8 _,.,932 4.9 3199005 

CIACA781.US.GV.53 1.597 -11.054 -3,130 1.709 -5.465 -4.951 32500035 FINANCIAL N.W., US & MA 5369 9 29 67 46 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.H.. MON. AUTH. 84
-5 2.262 -10.1 -lel38 3.(15 -3.86 -4.247 316061005 US. GOVy SRPLUS. N.I.A. 5956 81 535 762 1.053 14 840 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 56
58 9 -34 407 -420 -78 713068001 S.7. LAS TO MFMRFR RANKS58 -199 -1.36 4.421 623 150 3.755 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 5860 129 -176 6 -1.91 373011099 GLD. SDRIS F AFF.FGN.FXCH. 59619 171 67 -813 136 1.487 324100035 -HIGr-OWERED MONEY 60

-1 -.9U 7.244 5.9 -68 .60 4.3 3 1 .. GVRMN ET6
2 9 - 9 - - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 6263 22 19 -12 39 _ 46 715000005 - FINANCIAL 8.t.. MON. AUTH. 6364 2 -148 807 353 637 -368 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 64

MEMORANDUMt

EACH LINE IN LINES 1-64 ABOVE (OTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE NUMBERS;EINNING WITH 321 APPEARSITH FLOW OF FIPSOS TABLE OF FLOWS FOR BI 1THOTHE U.S. GOVERNMENT SICTO OR THE SONETARY AUT OIT S T
71361713 AND 71206170 ILNE 9AN 35. THI f 8 APPEARSINTHE MONETARYAUTHORLIT SETORU TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM NAGENCY ISSUES- 713061703.



Table A.2-Continued

INN FLWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS. 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING 9 INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT G NONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF COLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF COLLARS PER YEAR

196- 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 CODE

1 2.979 3.225 1.91 4 594 692 R.06A 324090035 TA FINANCIAL ASSETS I
2 -59 239 -1.264 -260 165 -510 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 2
3 -366 972 -1.400 -86 993 -1.680 313020006 DFMAND DEPOSITS & CURRENCY 3
4 264 345 -156 164 875 -1.069 713123101 - TREAS.CASH P,. DEPOSITS 4

-9 12 -22 -10 47 101 513031003 TIMF DEPOSITS
6 - 125 -60 77 -32 47 713068001 FR. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 6
7 3.945 3.065 4.396 5.569 602 7.732 324030035 LOANS FECEPT TO NMFR BANKS 7
8 29 -17 33 1.310 -08 134 313061703 SPONS.AGCY.ISSUES-TREAS. 8
9 - - - - - - TI3O61713 SPON.A60Y.IltWFS-F.E. 9

10 -405 -47 -17 976 993 1.437 313065005 NORTGAGES 10
II 1.925 2.,93 2.864 2.770 3.749 3.662 513069005 OTHFR A GANS Il

12 1.775 261 1.268 -1.365 -5.12. 1.269 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 1

13 4a5 244 21A 1:249 1,46e 575 313070003 TRADE CREDIT I3

14 46 24 234 699 683 416 313112003 - TREAS. CURR. & SOR CTFS. 14
15 II -173 170 742 467 167 713012001 TRFAS. CURE. I SDR CTFS. 15
16 -303 8 - -358 262 -27 999 713022000 P.R. FLOAT 16
1? 52 -68 93 6 -29 -'!6 713069603 ACCFETANCgF IT
18 31 -2 11 -41 - - 713068103 LOANS ON GOLD TO R.0.0. 18
19 451 4 66 358 -148 -224 313090005 MISC. ASSETS OF U.S. GOVT. 19

20 -60 8 92 199 21 235 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF FR. G 0

21 -301 -224 -1.154 -772 -43 799 323011095 GOtD. SDR*S & DFF.FG. EXCH. 21
22 20 -193 103 -232 399 2.036 313011009 GOLO.SDR*S £ DFF.FGN.EXCH. 22
23 -397 24 -1.325 -336 -451 -1.ISA 713011005 GOID £ F2RIGM FXCHANSF 73
24 -76 53 -68 204 -9 81 713122605 - PGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.M.F. 24

25 3.962 7.028 2.483 5.820 14.083 16.765 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 26
26 1.947 2.728 2.840 3.954 3.802 4.562 324100035 1GN-PONFRED OEY 26
27 -405 801 403 1.347 1.298 767 713113001 MEMBER RANK RESERVE DEP. 27
28 -260 273 319 599 441 1.264 723025001 VAULT CASH OP CL. BANS 28
29 2.612 1.654 2.118 2.008 2.023 2.531 713125001 CURR. 0UTSIDE COML. BANKS 29
30 723 2.947 -1.806 506 8.886 10.881 324130035 U.S. GOVERNMNN DEBT 30
31 1.181 911 635 554 970 647 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
52 2.901 4.433 662 1.782 7.938 9.827 313161105 DIRECT & GUAR.TREAS. SECS. 32
33 2.773 3.451 3.724 3.514 4.830 3.625 713061101 - F.R. MOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR. 33
34 -109 885 467 1.293 4.092 3.094 353161755 BUDG.AGC.ISS..NTGSrS& L P 34
35 - - - 34 4 -38 713061705 - F.R. MOLDINGS B.&e L*P. 35
36 -99 -23 07 669 569 -1 313170006 TRADF DEBT 36
37 289 -- 340 -60 -361 64 723 313190006 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37
38 -69 712 -293 117 87 378 713190006 MISC. F.R. LIABILITIES 38
39 192 33 1.31.360 1.395 1.322 313154005 LIFE & RETIREWENT RESERVES 39

40 -983 -3.603 *65 -1.226 *13J91 4.697 326000635 FINANCIAL N.t. USO & MA 40
41 -1.038 -3.336 -91 -1.244 -13.419 -8.718 315000006 FINANCIAL N.M.. U1.. 60WT 41
42 55 -467 26 16 28 21 716000005 FINANCIAL N.V.. MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.2--Continued

ANNUA FLOWS 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOtS. 1946-19

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DDLLARS PER YEAR

1961 1964 1Q65 1966 1967 1960 ftDF

43 114.415 114.913 124.337 141.843 150.496 174.739 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPTS, N.I.A. 43

44 114.159 118.182 123.807 143.632 163.676 180.563 316900005 U.S.GOVT. EXPENDITURES, N.I.A. 4445 64.631 65.718 A7.26R 78,.833 90.974 98.019 39100an GOnnS r SERUTCES 4846 7.319 7.983 8.360 9.160 9.840 11.390 316132001 NET INTEREST 46
47 47.719 44.981 48.159 55.699 67.912 7t54 316400205 TRANSFFRS. FTC. 47

48 256 -3.269 S30 -1.789 -13.180 -R.R24 316061104 U.S. GnvT. SURPLUS. NEA.A. 4*
49 1.292 1353 1.449 1.360 1.391 1.322 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 49

-1.990 108030001 - NMRAL RIGHTS SALrS 8o
51 2 -1.286 -328 -1.905 -1.156 2.902 317005009 N.S.A.-F.0.F. DISCREPANCY S1
S2 -1.39 .TTA -491 A1.244 -13.419 -8.711 315000005 FINANPTAI N.M.. 1.S. GOVT. 83
53 -983 -3.803 -565 -1.226 -13.391 -6.697 3250003 FINANCIAL N.. USE & MA 53
54 95 -467 26 18 28 21 71000005 - FINAMMAl N.M-. NfWA. AUTH. S4

59 296 *9.269 530 -1.789 -13.100 -4.824 31A061108 tU.S. OVT. MIR8ills. NJ1.A. 58
56 -659 239 -1.264 -280 165 -510 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CONL. BANKS 567 175 -60 77 -97 47 713068001 R.R. InANS TO MEMBER RAe 87
S8 3.945 3.085 4.396 1.569 602 7.732 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 5859 -_1i -224 -i,12+ -772 -43 799 3230nIo09 GOmn. anRS a nFFCFaExc 8
60 1.947 2.728 2.840 3.954 3.802 4.562 324100035 - HIGH-POWERED MONEY 60h1 723 2.947 -1.806 50 8.886 10.881 324130035 - 1.S. GOVERNMFNT DFRT 6162 - - - - - 1.330 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 6263 55 -467 76 to 28 21 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.M.. MON, AUTH. 6364 2 1.286 -328 -1.905 -1.156 2.902 31700001 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 64

MEMORANDUMS

EACH LINE IN LINES 1-64 ABOVE (OTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE MBERS
RFAINI ITH I21 APPEARS IN THE FLOn OF FUNIDS TABI A FLOWS FER FITHE
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SECTOR OR THE MONETARY AUTHORITY SECTOR, EXCEPT FOR
713061713 AND 713061705 IN ITNES 9 AND 35 THEIR 511 R ADRS IN TIH MONETARY
AUTHORITY SECTOR TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM AGENCY ISSUES- 713061703.



Table A.2-Continued

ANUAL FLO., 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOtS, 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1Q69 1970 1971 1972 1971 1974 DE

2.557 582 2.72a 3.236 .8 62 . 1.403 324090019 TTM FTuamTAI ASSETS

2 415 3.086 2.470 215 -1.516 4.939 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 2
3 1.143 2.4- 3.3110 -977 -1.847 -4.!18 11020001 DEMAND DPntlTSE KCLERFNCY S
4 571 -382 897 -1.106 -498 439 713123101 - TREAS.CASH & F.R. DEPOSITS 4

5 -157 22 97 86 -167 3O 119031003 TINE DEPOSITS 9
6 -5 112 -296 1.942 -721 -959 713068001 P.R. LOANS TO MNEMBER BANKS
7 773 657 3.738 625 5.241 16.090 324030035 LOANS FXCEPT TO NNBER RANKS 7

B -1.97 -97 18 -17 -2 2.502 313061703 SPONS.AGCV.ISSUES-TREAS. 8
9 - - 913 601 523 2.951 713061713 WRNSAger.TT S-P. 9

10 97C 302 -380 -683 -599 1.422 313065005 MORTGAGES 10
II 3.4 4 2.5.4 f*179 2.538 9.418 .9., 3110900 1THFR IRANS II

12 -2.992 -2.591 1.142 -749 1.316 571 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
13 919 -777 -1.704 -819 274 998 13070003 TRADF CRFDIT 1
14 272 622 490 533 422 445 313112003 - TREAS. CURA $ 50R CTFS. 14
15 53 745 478 686 403 537 713012003 TRFAS4 CURR. & 50R CTFS. IS

16 -42 821 82 -369 -875 -1.098 713022000 P.R. FLOAT 16
17 6 -7 204 -1 -738 91 713069603 ACCFPT.NEFT II
18 - - - - - - 713068103 LOANS ON BOLD TO R.0.M. 18
19 94 253 71 10 949 313090009 NIS.E ASSFTS OF U S. GD. 19

20 -130 90 185 17 294 1.831 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20
21 1.354 -3.313 -3.184 -646 -140 1.21 323011005 GOLD. SORS A OFFFGN. EXCH. 231

22 1.351 -1.985 -2.224 -371 -19 1.354 313011005 GOLD.SDR'S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 22
23 -97 -1.35 -841 -371 -190 80 713011009 GmO 8 FORFEEN FICHANGF 23
24 -100 -31 119 -96 -69 223 713122605 - FGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.N.F. 24

25 -3.492 15.085 27.374 21.582 10.158 17.309 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25

26 3.149 5.273 7.524 3.396 7.394 6.029 324100035 HIGH-PDtfERED DEY 26

27 226 2.065 3.638 -2.141 1.413 -1.217 713113001 MEMBER BANK RESERVE DEP. 27
28 115 -273 494 1.125 2.040 952 723025001 VAULT CASH OF COL, BANKS 28
29 2.805 3.481 3.392 4.412 3.941 6.294 713125001 CURR OUTSIDE CONL. BANKS 29
30 -8.226 7.325 16.936 15.041 414 8.426 3341001 5 U.S. DVERNNFM DEBT 30

31 -96 319 2.327 3.231 2.687 2.984 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 -1.183 12.561 23.693 11.011 5.220 9.043 113161109 DIRECT & GUARTREAS. SECS. 32
33 4.217 4.988 8.076 -312 5.610 1.985 713061101 - P.R. HOLDINGS DIR. B UAR. 33

34 -2.385 -1.033 -1.122 813 359 -236 313161755 BUDG.ASCY.ISS..MTSS.& L.P 34

35 - - 33 137 132 283 713061705 - F.R. HDLDINGS B.A.I. L.P. 35

34 -328 -552 -675 -120 116 -810 313170005 TRADF DEBT 36

37 -359 539 828 30 -363 -7 313190005 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37
38 342 50 -6 -119 1.177 -280 713190009 MISC. F.R. LDABILITIES 38

39 1.585 2.487 2.914 3.145 2.310 2.854 313154005 LIFE . RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 6.029 -14.503 -24.646 -19.446 -7.296 -59.06 325000535 FINANCIAL N.M. USG & MA 40
41 5.989 -14.24 -24.986 -19.147 -7.42R -6.036 313000005 FINANCIAL M.M.. I.S. G0VT. 41

42 40 21 -60 101 132 130 715000005 FINANCIAL N.V.e NON. AUTH. 42



Table A.2-Continued

II JUNF 1980 fTINU4FR
ANMUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT G MONETARY AUTHQRITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1969 1970 1971 1972 1971 1974 CODE

43 196.984 192.056 198.648 227.471 258.286 280.612 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPTS, N.I.A. 43

44 18.0443 204.194 220.607 244.734 264.997 299.333 316900005 U.S.OVT. EXRPENDITURES, N.S.A. 44
AR 97.6 9LA.47 QA.2 182.126 182.188 11.121 31690tool r0n1nt E SERVICFS s
46 12*893 14.256 13.974 14.552 18.202 20.874 316132001 NET INTEREST 46
47 78.129 84.296 110.419 178.086 144.607 167.338 3issoo20s naTppaNSE. Tr., 67

48 R.41 -'2th16 -21.820 -17. AN -h.711 -10.721 91601105 I.S. G0VT. SURPLUS. N.I.A. 48

49 1.585 2.487 2.914 3.145 2.310 2.654 313154005 LIFE R RETIREMENT RESERVES 49
0 44 3we 717 ol? 3.1AR A.990 105030003 - MINFRAl RIGHTS SAlFS 50

51 1.011 230 430 51 1.575 -1.049 317005005 N.I.A.-F.DEF. DISCREPANCY 51
82 42989 14.24 -24.88A -14447 -7.42A -S6.0O 1000004 FINANCAE M.. U.S. GOVT. 52

"3 6.029 -14.503 -24.646 -19.446 -7.296 -5.906 325000535 FINANCIAL N.8.. USG & MA 53
54 40 21 -60 101 132 130 715000005 - FINANCIAL N.te. MON. AUTH. 54

55 8.41 -t.1A -21.99 -773 -. 1 1. 1050 IR tGnvT. S UlS. N'IT-A- S56 415 3.086 2.470 215 -1.516 -4.939 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COML. BANKS 56
87 - 152 -2 1.842 723 -989 1TO2R1 E'.R. LOANS TO MEMBER RANKS 7
58 773 657 3.738 625 5.241 16.090 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 58
88 1.384 -3.313 -3.184 -66 -140 1.211 37901109" GOLO. SDR*S & OFF.FGN.EXCH. 59
60 3.149 5.273 7.524 3.396 7.394 6.029 324100035 - HIGH-POWtERED MONEY 60
61 -'.a26 7.374 1A.Q3A 18.041 494 R.47A 324130038 - I.S. GDVFRNMNT DFRT 61-
62 44 329 717 912 3.168 6.490 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 6263 40 21 -A 101 132 130 715000008 - FINANCIA N.M.. MON. AUTH. 63
64 1.011 230 430 51 1.575 -1.049 317005005 N.I.A.-F.O.F. DISCREPANCY 64

MEMORANDUMt

EACH LINE IN LINES 1-64 ABOVE (OTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE NUMBERS
BEGINN8ING WITH 321 APPFARS IN THE FLOW OF FUNDS TABLE 0P FLOWS FOR ETHER
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SECTOR OR THE MONETARY AUTHORITY SECTOR. EXCEPT FOR
713061719 AND 713061708 IN LINES 9 AND 35. THEIR SUN APPEARS IN THE MONETARY
AUTHORITY SECTOR TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM 'AGENCY ISSUES' 713061703.



Table A.2-Continued

11 JUNE 1980
ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79 ANNUAL FLOWS, 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING 8 INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF COLLARS PER YEAR

197 . 1976 197T 1978 1979 1948-60 CODF

1 15.753 18.640 16.318 37.000 30.594 22.360 324090035 TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS I

2 -1.479 1.062 2.981 7.150 490 4.987 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 2

3 2.096 3.988 -513 4024 859 3.492 313020001 DEMAND DEPOSITS L CURRENCY 3
4 4.470 3.085 -3.347 -3.070 134 -1.344 713123101 - TREAS.CASH & F.R. DEPOSITS 4

5 95 159 14 64 641 151 3130310.3TIEDPST
6 -;70 -2o4 24 907 28 -9 713068001 F.R. LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS 6

16.709 15.416 1Z.826 29.979 30.400 21.622 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO %EMBER BANKS 7

8 4.504 3.738 5.345 7.730 8.225 37 313061703 SPONS.AGCYeISSUES-TREAS. B

9 993 77a 1.444 -382 7T8 - 713061713 SPflNSAprY.TSSF-FnB. 9

10 3.224 -3.062 -230 -371 1.036 4.823 313065009 MORTGAGES 1D
11 7.357 8*3A 4.7th . 13.048 13.226 7.957 31o069005 OTHEn LOANS a

12 -3.101 5.937 -1.283 3.540 3.696 2.109 313078005 TAXES RECEIVABLE 12
13 1.190 453 -763 2.726 1.944 1.790 13070003 TRADF FRFDTT 13

14 937 1.189 300 524 1.610 278 313112003 - TREAS. CURR. & SR CTFS. 14
15 959 1.398 571 565 1.737 836 713012003 TRFAS. CURR. K SDR CEFS. IS

1.687 -1.087 1.209 2.706 251 1.333 713022000 F.R. FLOAT 16

17 127 -135 -37 -367 117 74 713039603 ACCFPTANCES IT
18 ' - - - - -44 713068103 LOANS ON GOLD TO R.D.t. 18
19 683 995 TIT 749 800 2.818 3190001e MTSC. ASSFTS OF UI.S. EnvT. 19

20 21 -206 -584 529 177 167 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. 20

1 893 2.366 271 -1.044 -578 -4.240 323011095 GOLD. SDK*S & OFF.FON. EXCH. 21

22 470 2.441 271 -2.634 -1.195 383 313011005 GDLDSDR.S OFF.PGN.EXCH. 22
23 84 an -9 1.646 738 -4.809 713011009 GOL a FORIGN FXCHANGF Z'

24 -39 163 -29 56 111 -206 713122605 - FGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I".F. 24

25 89.073 76.402 70.144 70.970 48.147 25.391 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
26 7.013 6.276 11.806 15.187 9.524 3.184 324100035 HIGH-PDERED MONEY 26

27 209 -894 1.712 4.353 -1.431 -818 713113001 MENBER BANK RESERVE DeP. 27
28 612 -131 eI01 1.548 3.018 1.130 72302001 VAULT CASH OF COME. BANKS 2A

29 6.192 7.301 8.293 9.286 7.937 2.872 713129001 CURR. OTSIDE CONL- BANKS 29

30 78.264 65.387 51.689 48.560 30.320 11.150 324130035 U.S. GoVFRMENT DERT 3o

51 4.025 4.655 4.744 3.929 -818 *94 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 81.823 64.484 g2.909 51.184 39.576 14.194 313161105 DIRECT L GUAR.TREAS. SECS. 32

33 7*433 9.087 5*798 7*743 6.896 4.825 713061101 - F.R. HOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR. 33
34 -443 -112 -886 -1.432 -1:401 1.872 313161755 BUDG.AGCY.ISS.MTSS.S L.P. 34

35 -18 104 -81 -74 -55 - 713061705 - F.R. HOLDINGS B.A.1. L.P. 35
36 1.445 4,361 1670 2.374 402 3.145 313170005 TRADf DEBT 36
37 -709 939 -925 -276 -1.310 -3.108 313190005 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37
38 -462 251 -102 480 709 466 713190008 MISC. FeR. LIABILITIE 38

139 S796 4.739 6.649 7.223 8.303 11.057 313154005 LIFE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 39

40 -73.320 -57.762 -53.826 -33.970 -17.553 -3.031 328000535 FINANCIAL NeM. USG & MA 40
41 *73.p6 -57.810 -34.049 -34.650 -17.943 -3.304 315000005 FIRANCIAL t:.fe UeS. G0V. 41

42 236 48 223 680 390 273 715000005 FINANCIAL N.t., MON. AUTH. 42



Table A.2-Continued

NA FLO 1946-79 AMUAL PLOWS. 1944-

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT & NONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF OOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OP 00LLARS PER YEAR

1979 1976 1977 1978 1979 1948-60 CHRF

43 286.241 331.421 375.384 432.066 497.588 894.402 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPTS, N.l.A. 43

44 356.825 38.016 421.715 459.751 509.038 685.461 316900009 U.S.GOVT. EXPENDITURES. N.I.A. 44
49 129.098 129.707 144.379 192.990 166.649 SS3.810 3IA90I0DI GO0DS A SFRVICES 45
46 23.199 26.754 28.983 34.816 43.072 64.234 316132001 NET INTEREST 46
47 210.9MI 228.549 340.53 272.39 299.317 067.417 16400209 TRANPRS. FTC. 47

48 *.76.984 -9.599 -46.331 ..- 27.685 -11.840 8.941 316061105 U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS. N.I.A. 48
49 3.796 4.739 6.649 7.223 8.303 311 3 LIE & RETIREMENT RESERVES 49
90 1.323 3.97 2.470 1.973 4.749 - S0t030009 - NFRAL RICHTS SAAFS 9A
51 499 3.449 3.539 1.715 2.935 1.188 311005005 N.I.A.*Pe0.P. DISCREPAMCY 51
92 -73.996 -97.810 -54.049 -34.690 -17.949 -3.304 515000009 FINANCIAl NM.. U.S. GDUT. 92
33 -73.320 -17.762 -53.826 -33.970 -17.593 -3.031 325000535 PINANCIAL N.V., USG & NA 53
54 236 4 223 &no 190 273 719000as - FINANCIAL N.M.. nM. AfH. 44
95 -73.684 -93.599 -46.331 -27.689 -11.410 8.941 31606110 II.S. GOVT. G1RRluS. N.I.A. 99
56 -1.479 1.062 2.981 7.158 490 4.987 324000005 DEPOSITS AT CONL. BANKS S6
97 -70 2204 40 90T HP -e 713068001 8.A. Ins Tn M5anAt FT
98 16.709 13.416 12.826 29979 30.400 21.622 324030035 LOANS EXCEPT TO MEMBER BANKS 5899 490 2.1AA 771 -1.044 -978 .4-240 323011S45 GOLD. WT SDR* fFF.FECH. S9
60 7.013 6.276 11.806 15.187 9.524 3.184 324100035 - HIGH-PDMERED MONEY 60
Al 0 7.2A 649 37 St ARQ 48.960 Tit.320 11.190 324100394 - 11.5. GOvFRNNT OFRT? Al
62 1.323 3.973 2.470 1.973 4.745 - 105030003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 62
A3 236 48 723 680 390 273 711000009 - FINANCIAL N.M.. NON. AUTH. 63
64 499 3.449 3.539 1.715 2.935 1.188 317005005 N.I.A.-P.F. DISCREPANCY 64

MEMORANDUMr

EACH LINE IN LINES 1-64 ABOVE (OTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE IUMBERS
BFGINNING tlTH 321 APFARS IN THF Ft OF FiDS TARLF OF PLOUS FDR FITHFA
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SECTOR OR THE MONETARY AUTHORITY SECTOR, EXCEPT FOR
719061713 AND 713061709 ON ITNES 9 AND 39, TuneO Sas gappFAR T THP unuONRy
AUTHORITY SECTOR TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM "AGENCY ISSUES

8
713061703.



Table A.2-Continued

1) JUNE 198.
ANNUAL FLO WS. 1946-79 ANNUAL PLtWS. 1946-79

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING 9 INVESTMENT. U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR

1961-65 1966-74 1975-79 1966-79 1948-79 CODE

1 13.688 3.h62 IIR.908 199.907 189.958 124090038 TOTAL FTMANrIA ASS1TS
2 -830 -894 10.212 9.318 13.475 324000005 DEPOSITS AT COMMERCIAL BANKS 2
3 -252 -1.23U 10.994 9.724 12.964 313020001 FMAND DPPOSITS -'UNCY 1
4 566 -19 1.272 1.163 385 713123101 - TREAS.CA5H S F.R. DEPOSITS 4
5 -12 27 830 77 &96 919031003 TTMF OFPASITS
6 71 203 5.155 1.358 1.420 71306800 F.R. LOANS TO MENBER BANKS 6
7 18.331 41.027 109.30 146.387 '1RA.TIS 324090099 10ANS FICFPT TO 1FRR RANK 7
B 8 2.463 29.542 32.005 32.050 313061703 SPONS.AGC.ISSUES-TREAS. 8
9 - 4.628 3.620 8.24t 8.248 7190713 SPnutA rais -- P... 8

10 53 4.440 597 5.037 9.913 313065005 MRTGAGES 10
11I 10.907 1.757 48.649 79.906 98.670 13069001 nTMNR HIANS It
12 4.346 -8.120 8.389 269 6.724 313078005 TAKES RECEIVABLE 12
13 1.332 2.183 5.531 7.734 10.8B6 313070003 TRAnF CapIT I3
14 379 4.782 4.560 9.342 9.998 313112003 - TREAS. CURR. & $DR CTFS. 14
15 177 4.234 5,230 9.464 19.477 71013003 TPFAS. CUPRs S 90P CTFS. 1
16 401 -47 4.766 4.519 6.253 713022000 F.R. FLOAT 16
17 113 812 -295 , 517 74 713069603 ACCFPTANCFS 37
1S 33 -41 - -41 -52 713068103 LOANS ON GOLD TO R..W. is
19 1.306 1,456 3.904 '.362 9.486 313090008 NIC. A=IpTS nP II.5. EnvT. 19
20 1 2.742 -63 2.679 2.979 713093005 MISC. ASSETS OF F.R. o
21 -3.884 -4.734 1.608 -3.126 -11.250 32301^095 GOLD. 'DR*S M OFF1 FICH. 3I
22 -556 309 -647 -338 -531 313011005 GOL.SR'S £ OFF.MFN.EXCH. 2
23 -3.353 -4.721 2.517 -2.204 -10.366 713011008 GOLD & FORIGN F rCHANF 23
24 -25 322 262 584 353 713122605 - FGN. DEPOSITS EXCL. I.N.F. 24

25 29.455 124.684 354.736 479.420 534.266 324190035 TOTAL LIABILITIES 25
26 10.3s9 48.083 4.a06 94.889 '08.414 324190939 HIGH-FOMFRFD NOfMY Z6
27 1.172 7.396 3.949 11.345 11.699 713113001 MEMBER BANK RESERVE DEP. 27
28 1.505 6.797 6.848 13.645 16.280 723025001 VAULT CASH OF CONL. BANKS 28
29 7.681 30.890 39.009 69.899 80.452 713125001 CURR. OUTSIDE CONL. BANKS 29
30 12.876 60.29 274.220 334,449 358.475 324130035 U.Se G0VEUilMNT DFBT 36
31 4.053 53.643 16.538 30.181 33.640 313133000 SAVINGS BONDS 31
32 19.532 79.996 2899972 369.868 403.994 313161105 DIRECT & GUARAREAS, SECS, 32
33 13.394 39.733 36.957 76.690 94.899 713061101 - P.R. HOLDINGS DIR. & GUAR. 33
34 2.575 4.875 -4974 601 L4P( 34
35 - 595 -124 461 461 713061703 - P.R. HOLDINGS B.A.I.t L.P. 35
36 721 -1.162 10.252 9.090 t.956 31317009 TRADF DFBT 56
37 -954 1.094 -2.281 -1.187 -5.249 313190005 MISC. U.S.G. LIABILITIES 37
38 333 2.201 846 3.047 3X846 7131900 MISC. Fgg. LIABILITIES S
39 6.221 19.372 30.710 50.082 67.360 313154005 LIFE , RETIRENENT RESERVES. 39

40 -15.767 -89.082 -236.431 -325.513 -344.311 325000535 FINANCIAL N.M. USG A NA 40
41 -15*494 -899513 -238.008 -327,521 -346.319 31500000 FINANCL N.Ml. I.S. G0VT. 41
42 -273 431 1.577 2.008 2.008 715000005 FINANCIAL. N.M.., NON. ATH. 42



Table A.2-Continued

11 JlNE 1980 
mANNUAL FLOWS 1946-79 

ANNUAL LOWS, 194A-

SECTOR STATEMENT OF SAVING & INVESTMENT. U.S. GOVERNMENT & MONETARY AUTHORITY

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR 
BILLIONS OF OLLARS PER YEAR

1961-65 19A6-74 1975-79 196-To 1941-79 fROF

43 557.910 1829.137 1922.700 3791.837 5204.149 316010005 U.S. GOVT. RECEIPTS, N.I.A. 43
44 568526 1910e.179 2132:345 40454 5496.1 31 ,60 U.SGVT EXPEDTUREES. N.I.A. 44

31822 87.64 16583 168.17 46.9'7159000 00005- FINAM E . NW UH 94

46 T66o 121.101 156:824 281*.25 382.837 316153201l NET INTERES 4647 71.3 91.4 2918 27.8 627296076TRANSFER.E 
4.,

-8 10.AIA -81.4 I 29.4 -20.o7 27.56A 511HO ig.g GOaVy, quRPiliI. N.A.. 45

49 6.21 1.37 30: .10 503082 67360 3134005 LIFE ETI RMENTL RSERVES 4912.990 14 27.474 27.474 10500003 - MINERAL RIGHTS SALES 6251 -1.343 2.089 12.137 14 226 1 071 7005005 -FNAAl.M DISCREPANCY 51
53 -1.767 -89.082 -236,431 -32551 -344.311, 325000335 INANCIA N.M., USC . MA 53

5 -80 -894 10.212 9.38 13.475 324000 DEPOSITSAT COL. BANKS 56S?31000 

.AN TF DISCREPANKY 67
58 18331 41027 105330 1!6e357 1324030035 EXCEPT TO MEMBER BKS

60 LINE4 49I.N 94L 1.9 10864 AO 24100035 HIGCO EED NEY 60
62 - 12190 14.484 27.474 27.47T4 1050003 - MNEAL RIHTS:SAES 6264 -. 33 3 1.7 2.21 2 .08 100005 FINANCA !.. Ol AUT. 36 -133 2.089 12.137 14.226 14.071 317005005 M.I.A.-F.0.F. DISCREPANCY 64

ME NORAMOU N

EACH LINE IN LINES 1-64 ABOVE COTHER THAN TOTALS HAVING CODE NUMIBERS

TE U.S. ERNM0IENT' SECTOR ORTHE METAYATOIYSCO.ECP 
O7136115 NO7136106 N INE 9AN T. THE!'R SUN APPE.RS IN THE MONETARYAUTHORITY SECTOR TABLE AS THE ASSET ITEM -AGENCY ISSUES- 713061703.
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A SUPPLEMENTARY NoTE ON DEBT MANAGEMENT

In this note we mention some aspects of Federal debt management that would
be treated in any thorough account of the subject, though some of them are not
central to the subject of this paper.

Debt management is carried out by the Treasury subject to legislation enacted
by the Congress. It is concerned with such matters as the following.

What should be the term structure of the Federal debt? That is, how much
should be in 13-week bills, how much in long-term bonds, and how much in inter-
mediate maturities? The average term to maturity of the Federal debt is now
rather short. Very short-term issues are regarded by the public as relatively
close substitutes for money since the value of a short-term instrument fluctuates
only insignificantly as market interest rates fluctuate. Long-term bonds are poor
substitutes for money because their values do fluctuate (in reverse) as market
interest rates change. Open market operations in long-term bonds have a greater
impact than those in short-term bills because the securities being exchanged for
money are less like money.

What interest rates should be offered by the Treasury? Here the answer is
simple, for the Treasury must offer rates comparable to the going market rates
for similar private securities or it will find no private takers. (At times like the
present, when discriminatory Federal interest ceilings deny to small savers the
right to receive yields as high as the market is paying, the Treasury may possibly
be able to sell some of its small-denomination U.S. Savings Bonds to small savers,
but one hopes that such interest ceilings are not long for this world.)

In what denominations should Federal securities be offered? In recent years
the Treasury has increased the minimum size of those securities whose interest
rates are market-determined (such as Treasury bills: their minimum denomination
was raised a few years ago from $1,000 to $10,000). The only small denominations
now offered carry interest rates considerably below going market rates. It is
not very important whether the Treasury offers its own securities in small de-
nominations for small savers, so long as private financial institutions are per-
mitted to accept small amounts of savings from individuals. What is important,
in fairness, is that small savers not be denied access to market yields because
of discriminatory government regulations as at present.

What kind of commitment to pay interest and principal should be offered?
Currently, almost all U.S. Government debt carries the promise to pay in dollars,
regardless of what the purchasing power of those dollars may be when the pay-
ment is due. It would be possible to promise to pay in dollars of constant pur-
chasing power according to some price index, in gold, or in some foreign currency
such as German marks. When a country's currency has been stable in purchasing
power in the past, and is expected to remain so, promises to pay interest and princi-
pal in that currency are quite satisfactory. However, when the future inflation
rate is uncertain, a long-term promise to pay in dollars is a very risky thing: it
will turn out very valuable if inflation is stopped dead the day after the promise is
made, but nearly worthless if the inflation rate rises much further than expected.
In inflationary uncertainty, many lenders might prefer a promise in terms of
indexed dollars or gold in order to protect themselves from this uncertainty. A
difficulty with such promises is that governments have caused them to be broken
before and might do so again. The gold clause in certain contracts was abrogated
by the courts after the U.S. abandoned the gold standard in the thirties.

A crucial related question has to do with the tax treatment of interest and
principal payments. During an inflationary period, the interest rates agreed upon
in the marketplace carry an inflation premium to allow for the decline in purchas-
ing power of the dollar that is expected to occur during the life of the loan. For
example, if borrower and lender agree that the expected inflation rate for the next
year will be 10 percent and that a real interest rate of 3 percent is appropriate,
then they will agree on an interest rate of 13.3 percent for a one-year loan to be
repaid in dollars (1.10X 1.03=1.133, which requires an interest rate of 0.133= 13.3
percent). Under present U.S. tax law, written for an era of stable prices, the entire
13.3 percent is regarded as income and is taxed at the lender's marginal tax rate.
But this amounts in fact to a confiscation of part of his original capital. If he
received 10 percent interest during a 10 percent inflation, he would have no income
at all in terms of real purchasing power. If he receives 13.3 percent interest, then
only the 3 percent real return should be regarded as income and taxed. Under
present tax law, it is virtually impossible for the Treasury to offer interest rate.
that will protect lenders against future inflation. Inflation plus taxation of
nominal interest and dividends and capital gains equal confiscation of capital.



The remaining items of debt management to be mentioned are rather minor
and technical. Should interest on Federal securities be paid periodically during
their life, or should it be accumulated and paid at maturity? Answer: Whatever
lenders prefer. There is no harm in offering a variety of securities. Should Federal
securities be sold at auction, as Treasury bills are, or through an offering of a
stated amount of securities at a fixed interest rate? Answer: The auction method
works well where the Treasury wants to be sure in advance how much money it
will raise through the sale of the issue. Offerings at fixed interest rates work well
where that advance certainty is not important. Should Federal securties be nego-
tiable (as most current issues are), or should they be redeemable only by the
original buyer (or his or her heirs)? Answer: Negotiability is important to most
lenders, and accordingly the Treasury can borrow at slightly lower rates if it
issues negotiable securities. This, it should do.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses stabilization policy in the open economy.
The emphasis is to set out the channels through which the openness
of the economy affects the manner in which monetary and fiscal
policies, as well as domestic or foreign disturbances, work themselves
out in the economy. The analysis that emerges attaches an important
role to openness in qualifying standard thinking on stabilization policy.

The qualifications to conventional thinking arise in a number of
respects. First, external balance is an objective of policy-or at least
a constraint whether the subject is balance of payments equilibrium,
the current balance or the basic balance. Second, policy moves im-
pinge through the openness of the economy on the exchange rate and
the current account and thus affect aggregate demand or price trend
targets. Third, there is an important distinction between short-run
accommodating policy that is appropriate to transitory disturbances
and policies conducive to adjustment which is required in the case of
structural change. The paper devotes considerable attention to the
idea of long-term adjustment through changes in competitiveness
because, in discussions of stabilization policy, aggregate demand
problems appear transitory or cyclical. In an open economy perspec-
tive, however, it is entirely possible that there is an adverse secular
demand shift due to a loss of competitive advantage that is not offset
by innovation in products or techniques. Here adjustment through a
change in the real exchange rate is required, an adjustment that
policymakers find hard to understand and even harder to swallow.

The paper is organized in four parts. Part II is a review of various
facets of the openness of the U.S. economy. This section highlights
"openness" as a real life issue in the U.S. economy. It shows that the
target and instrument variables of stabilization policy are quite
tightly linked internationally. This, of course, implies that the proper
analytical framework for the study of stabilization policy is one of an
open economy.

Part III, the main body of the paper, develops a series of open
economy models that focus on the channels through which policies

*Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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operate taking into account international linkages. The analysis
distinguishes fixed and flexible rates, the role of short-term capital
flows and the importance of real adjustments to cope with structural
payments imbalance. The analysis in this section is perforce quite
technical and goes decidedly beyond the textbook level in isolating
critical linkages and effects. Included are a discussion of expectations,
the question of medium term real wage rigidity on the supply side as a
limitation to the effectiveness of exchange rate changes and the issue
of long-term borrowing and lending as an adjustment process.

Part IV offers perspective on the theoretical models. The argument
here is that stabilization policy under flexible rates with highly in-
formed expectations becomes a difficult task because the inflation
unemployment trade-off is significantly worsened. The U.S. stabi-
lization policy should increasingly give way to a framework that
emphasizes adjustment policy and that looks at real exchange rate
changes as a more significant and positive policy tool.

II. THE U.S. IN THE WORLD EcoNoMY

This part presents some evidence of the integration of the U.S.
in the world economy. It also focuses on the extent and role of openness
of the economy. Such a perspective is important to prepare for an
appreciation of the importance that openness plays in the conduct
of macroeconomic policies. In particular the paper wants to draw
attention to the extent of integration in goods and assets markets as
evidenced by the tight linkage between financial markets and the
substantial linkages in output and price movements. The U.S.
economy figures as a large player in the world market but it is also
true, and increasingly, that foreign disturbances, or disturbances
originating in the external sector, play an important part in the
domestic macroeconomic scene. These considerations suggest the
dimensions of that openness.

1. Trade

One of the most visible aspects of openness is the U.S. external
trade patterns and position in world trade. A first measure of the role
of trade is the contribution of net exports to the growth of Gross
National Product. Table 1 shows the growth rate of GNP and the
change in net exports expressed as a fraction of the GNP, both
measured in real terms. The table reveals that changes in net exports
are quite sizable even by comparison with GNP growth.

TABLE 1

Change in net
Percent change exports as per-

inGNP centof GNP

1960-70 average ----------------------------------------------------- 3.6 0.3
1971-.----. --. -------.---.----. --...-.-.----.-- 3.0 - 2
1972 ------------------------------------------------------------- 5.6 2
1973 ------------------------------------------------------------- 5.3 .9
1974.------------------------------------------------------------ -1.4 7
1975---- ...--.- -- - --....- 1.3 5
1976-5.5 -. 6
1977----------------------------------------------------------------- 4.7-.

56-369 0 - 81 - 13
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In particular the table shows the cyclical pattern of net exports. In
the recession of 1974-75, growth in net exports dampened the con-
traction. In the expansion of 1976-77 a sharp decline in net exports
contained the expansion. The order of magnitude of the changes in
net exports as a source of growth in the U.S. economy must be recog-
nized as being invariably less than 1 percent and more nearly around
one-half a percent. This suggests that the U.S. cannot expect changes
in net exports to be an overridingly important source of growth or
contraction, at least in the short run.

A second perspective on U.S. trade comes from a look at the com-
modity composition of trade as shown in table 2. The table indicates
a concentration of U.S. exports in manufactures, although agricultural
products remain near one-fifth of exports. On the import side, the
U.S. is a substantial buyer of raw materials, including fuels. There is,
also, however, an important part of imports occupied by manufactures.

TABLE 2.-THE PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF U.S. TRADE

Industrial
Foods, feeds, supplies and Consumer

and beverages materials Capital goods goods Other

Exports:
1970.------------------ 13.8 32.5 (5.2) 43.6 6.6 3.5
1973------------------ 21.3 27.8 3. 40.4 6.7 3.7
1975------------------ 18.0 27.9 53 44.2 6.1 3.8
1977------------------ 16.3 28.6 43.8 7.4 3.8
1978/1----------------- - 17.6 27.5 43.8 7.4 4. 2

Imports:
1970 ------------------ 15.4 38.6 (8.0) 24.5 18.6 2.8
1973------------------ - 12.9 39.9 (12.7 26.7 18.3 2.1
1975------------------ 9.9 52.3 (29.11 22.6 13.5 1.8
1977 ------------------ 9.3 53.4 ( 21.7 14.4 1.2
1978/1 ----------------- 9.5 49.3 ( 23.8 15.8 1.8

Notes.-The parentheses in the third column show the category fuels, lubricants, petroleum, and products. The category
capital goods in the third column include automotive vehicles, parts, and engines. Data for 1978/1 are seasonally adjusted.
Percentages may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.

Source: "Survey of Current Business," June 1978, pt. II.

A third perspective on U.S. trade concerns our position in the world
economy. We concentrate on manufactures considering their impor-
tance in our exports. Table 3 shows volume indexes for manufactures
exports by all industrialized countries and by the U.S. It also shows
the U.S. terms of trade for manufactures and the U.S. share in in-
dustrial countries' exports of manufactures.

Table 3 shows that U.S. exports of manufactures grew along with
the exports of industrialized countries, although at a substantially
lower rate, 6.2 pei cent versus 8.5 percent. The relative price of the
U.S. manufactures has declined since 1970, reflecting largely the gain
in competitiveness achieved by the repeated dollar depreciation. Our
share in industrialized countries exports has declined since the 1960's-
from a share of more than 20 percent in the early 1960's down to less
than 15 percent. That decline reflects in part the giowth of our com-
petitors-Germany, Japan and other advanced countries-but also
of the new Less Developed Country (LDC) competitors such as
Brazil or Korea. The loss in export share also reflects our adverse
relative price development. The declining importance of the U.S. as
an exporter of manufactured goods is perhaps one of the outstanding
facts in the transition from the 1960's to the 1970's. The other critical
fact is the transformation of LDCs into competitive producers of
manufactures. That fact is becoming increasingly apparent and will
no doubt pose a major challenge for trade policy.
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TABLE 3.-TRADE IN MANUFACTURES

Volume indexes

Industrialized U.S. terms U.S. export
countries United States of trade share

1960.-------------------------------------- 41 55 96.4 22.3
1965.-------------------------------------- 60 70 94.4 19.1
1970-------------------------------------- 100 100 100.0 17.4
1971.-------------------------------------- 108 101 97.1 16.0
1972.-------------------------------------- 118 110 92.0 14.9
1973.-------------------------------------- 134 135 85.0 14.8
1974.-------------------------------------- 148 158 84.6 15.7
1975.-------------------------------------- 141 152 87.4 16.3
1976.-------------------------------------- 157 155 92.9 15.9
1977---------------------------------.. . . . 164 153 89.5 14.5

Source: "U.N. Monthly Bulletin of.Statistics," September 1978.

2. Income Interdependence

The second channel through which the United States is linked to
the world economy is the interdependence of income and spending.
The paper presents three ways of looking at that interdependence.
Chart 1 shows the growth rate of real GNP in the United States and
the size-weighted growth rate for all Organizations for Economic
Cooperation Development (OECD) countries. The chart reflects the
high extent to which the United States and the rest of the world share
their cyclical experience. Thus, for example, the United States and
the OECD area at large shared the 1970 recession, they joined in the
1973 boom and they shared again the severe recession of 1974-75.

The broad pattern of correspondence in the growth rates should not
conceal, however, the fact that there remain important differences not
only in the trend growth rate but also in the cyclical behavior. Thus
in the recovery from the 1974-1975 recession, the United States clearly
chose a more rapid expansion than the OECD, causing thereby a large
trade gap.

CHART 1.-Comparative real growth rates.

7J .. -S ..... .. .L -.

s~E - ED.

i2 iVji 1 A___

62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78

Source: OECD Economic Outlook, December 1978.
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A second perspective on the income interdependence comes from
macroeconometric models of the open economy. In these models esti-
mates of interdependence through trade flows are used to simulate
the impact of fiscal or demand expansion in one country on the income
of trading partners. In table 4 we reproduce some estimates from a
study by Hickman, using the LINK-model. The table shows the
impact of a 1 percent demand expansion in the countries reported in
the left column on the countries shown in the top row. Accordingly
the table reveals that a 1 percent demand expansion in the United
States raises our own income within a year by 1.18 percent. Income
in Germany is raised by 0.04 percent, in Canada by .31 percent and
in Japan by .13 percent.

TABLE 4.-THE TRANSMISSION OF AGGREGATE DEMAND DISTURBANCES

[Percentage change in incomel

Affected country

Initiating country I United States Germany Canada Japan

United Staten ------------------------------- 1.18 B. 04 B. 31 B. 14
Germany ----------------------------------- .04 .98 .05 :03
Canada ------------------------------------ .08 .02 1.15 .02
Japan------------------------------------- .02 .01 .02 1.18

1(1 percent increase in autonomous spending).

Source: Bert Hickman "International Transmission of Economic Fluctuations and Inflation," in Albert Ando, et al.,
"International Aspects oStabilization Policies," Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, 1975, p.211.

The precise estimates matter less than the broad pattern. In that
perspective there is clearly an important transmission between highly
integrated countries such as the U.S. and Canada. The interaction
between Germany and the U.S. is considerably smaller, reflecting
the fact that direct trade links are not very important. The fact of
some transmission in this instance relies largely on indirect or third-
country induced expenditures.

Modeling empirically the international macroeconomic interde-
pendence is still in its infancy and numbers as those in table 4 need
to be interpreted with caution. They are reported here mainly to
point out that useful empirical estimates of international interde-
pendence are becoming available and should increasingly become an
important part of the macroeconomic stabilization policy design.
Surely, disregarding the interdependence in setting macroeconomic
policies would be altogether foolish.

A third perspective on income interdependence arises from trade
equations. These are, of course, implicit in the simulation results of
table 4 but are worth spelling out in more detail. Studies of trade
equations show the impact of U.S. and foreign incomes on trade flows
and, -thereby, on income. The precise estimates of income elasticities
vary considerably across specifications. One set of estimates is re-
ported in table 5 .i

See Dornbusch, R. "Flexible Exchange Rates and Macroeconomic Experience: The U.S. Since 1973."
A paper presented at the Tripartite Meeting, Tokyo, November 1978.
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TABLE 5.-INCOME ELASTICITIES OF U.S. TRADE FLOWS

U.S. actual U.S. potential Foreign actual Foreign potential
output output output output

U.S. exports -------------------------------------------------------- 0.6 0.2
U.S. imports-------------------------------- 0.9 1.7

Table 5 indicates that a 1 percent increase in foreign income will
raise U.S. exports by only 0.6 percent. By comparison, a rise in U.S.
income will raise imports almost by the same percentage increase (0.9).
Potential output also affects trade flows. Trend growth abroad leads
to an increase in our exports, although only on a modest scale (0.2).
Domestic potential output growth has a substantial effect on imports
(1.7). The table thus reveals the much discussed Houthakker-Magee
law-world demand for U.S. goods is much less income elastic than
our demand for foreign goods. As an implication, if the U.S. and the
rest of the world grow at the same rate there would be a growing
trade gap.
tThe interpretation of the equations remains somewhat in doubt

since it is uncertain whether there is truly an asymmetry in the in-
come response or whether the potential output variable captures a
time trend effect, namely the adverse shift in competitive advantage
against the U.S. This adverse shift, already noted in discussing U.S.
performance as an exporter of manufactures, would imply that over
time, as technology spreads, the U.S. increasingly loses out to other
industrialized countries and LDC's as a competitive producer of man-
ufactures unless there is an offsetting gain in new techniques or
products at home. The issue whether it is shifting competitive ad-
vantage or asymmetry of income elasticities that are revealed in
table 5 is not an esoteric question. It is of the first order of importance
in assessing the impact of stabilization policies. If it is an asymmetry in
income elasticities, then U.S. expansion gives rise to a large trade gap
and U.S. contraction-because of the large income elasticity of
imports-is an effective tool for correcting the external balance. If, on
the contrary, we are looking at a shifting of competitive advantage,
then U.S. stabilization policy faces the major challenge of coping
with a secular decline in demand for U.S. goods. The issue remains
unsettled and, regrettably, has attracted far too little interest.

3. Financial Integration

A third area where openness is essential concerns capital markets.
What evidence is there for a close linkage among capital markets?
Table 6 shows the correlation of changes in real stock market returns.
The real stock market is computed as a stock market index deflated
by the respective countries 1a Consumer Price Index (CPI). Monthly
data for one-year percentage changes in the real value of the stock
market are computed and their correlation across countries, shown in
table 6, is evidence of market integration.

I- Ibid.
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TABLE 6.-CORRELATION OF REAL STOCK MARKET CHANGES: 1970:1-1978:5

United States Germany Japan United Kingdom

United States ------------------------------- 1.0 ----....-.-.-------------.------- .....---..-
Germany ----------------------------------- .55 1.0
Japan-------------------.63 .63 1.0 --------
United kingdnm ------------------------------ .76 .67 .57 1.0

The table reveals a substantial positive correlation between real
market returns. Interestingly, the correlation is highest for the U.S.
and the UK, but it is also substantial for Germany and Japan. The
integration of stock markets shown in the table thus broadly reflects
the pattern of correlation of economic activity that was commented
on above.

The integration of stock markets is more difficult to assess than the
integration of bond markets. With highly comparable instruments
investors can make a direct comparison of interest rates. A direct
comparison of interest rates would of course reveal substantial inter-
national differences, with low rates prevailing in Germany and Switzer-
land and high rates in the U.S. and Canada. An adjustment for ex-
change risk is appropriate to reflect the anticipation of U.S. or
Canadian depreciation. "Covered" interest differentials-with such
an adjustment, equal to the percentage premium of forward foreign
exchange-are shown in chart 2. It is apparent that these differentials
are small. Furthermore, to the extent that they persist, they may be
evidence of differential tax treatment or regulation rather than of a
failure of capital markets to be quite completely integrated.

CHART 2.-Covered interest rate differentials.
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4. Price Linkages

The last international linkage to be considered here is that between
prices. The linkage is much harder to pin down with any precision
because exchange rate movements can offset divergent trends in price
levels. Nevertheless, chart 3 reveals a substantial comovement in in-
flation rates for the U.S. and the OECD countries. It is apparent from
the chart that in the 1960's inflation rates were not only low but also
diverged relatively little. With the advent of flexible exchange rates
in the early 1970's a wider divergence of inflation became possible.
Within the OECD, the UK and Italy experienced inflation rates in
excess of 20 percent per year while Germany lowered inflation to less
than 5 percent.

Should the divergence of inflation rates be interpreted as a departure
from market integration? Such an interpretation would be inappro-
priate since it omits the fact that exchange rate movements may have
largely offset divergent price trends. The appropriate comparison is
one of exchange rate adjusted price trends. Table 7 shows measures of
exchange rate adjusted wholesale price of manufactures comparisons
for various countries:

TABLE 7.-EXCHANGE RATE ADJUSTED PRICE COMPARISONS
[1975=1001

United States Canada Germany Japan United Kingdom

1972----------------------- 106.9 103.3 94. 3 100. 5 107. 8
1974----------------------- 100.0 104.0 103.2 113.9 95.1
1976...------------------- 103.1 104.8 101.6 103.8 93.9
1978/Il---------------.. ---- 96.1 91.1 104.5 117.4 102.2

Source: IMF "International Financial Statistics," December 1978.

Table 7 shows that the substantial movements in nominal exchange
rates have had some effect on competitiveness. Relative prices have
changed as evidenced by the decline in the relative price of U.S. goods
from 1972 to 1978/II and the increase in the relative price of Japanese
goods. At the same time one must recognize that these changes in
competitiveness are both minor and, in some measure, transitory. The
fact that they are minor is perhaps seen most strongly for the case of
the U.S. and Germany. The fact that they are transitory is strongly
evidenced by the case of the UK. In that country the substantial de-
preciation brought about a gain in competitiveness in 1974-1976. But
that gain was soon eroded and is continuing to wither partly as a con-
sequence of oil-related appreciation, partly under the pressure of
increasing wage settlements.

On balance then international price linkages have to be looked at
with considerable qualification. There is clearly a tendency for ex-
change rate adjusted prices "to stay in line." It is important, though,
to recognize that the pressure in that direction varies substantially
across countries as does the speed with which that process takes place.
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CHART 3.-Comparative inflation rates.

This chapter has reviewed a variety of channels through which the
U.S. is linked to the world economy. All the evidence suggests that
these links are effective, systematic and substantial. They are of suffi-
cient importance to be an essential ingredient in macro-modeling of
the U.S. economy. That lesson should be borne in mind when reviewing
macroeconomics in the open economy. Such a ieview seeks to answer
the question of how external disturbances or domestic policies work
themselves out once the openness of the economy is an essential part
of one's macroeconomic model.

III. STABILIZATION POLICY

In this part two related questions are discussed: How do external
disturbances affect domestic income and employment, interest rates
and prices? How can domestic monetary and fiscal instruments be
used to offset domestic or foreign disturbances, recognizing the open-
ness of the economy? Our discussion starts with a formal presentation
of the open economy linkages. In the first section the linkages are
studied in terms of national income accounting concepts. In the second
section we extend the discussion to financial aspects by bringing in the
linkages between the budget financing, domestic credit and the exter-
nal balance. These preliminary considerations are followed by a study
of "models" of the open economy in section 3. They consist mainly of
key assumptions about the flexibility of prices, including the exchange
rate, the integration of capital markets, and the extent of economic
slack. Finally, this part extends the model to emphasize the supply
side of the economy.
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1. Saving, Investment, and Net Exports

This section introduces the open economy through the national
income accounts. The point to be made is the following: In the open
economy the trade deficit is identically equal to the budget deficit plus
the excess of private investment over private saving. This key relation-
ship thus establishes a link, though not causality, between a policy
instrument-the budget-and the external balance. The following
paragraphs proceed to develop that relation, noting that it is an iden-
tity which means that it is not a matter of opinion, theory or anything
like that but rather a matter beyond discussion.

We start with the identity of the value of domestic output, Y, and
total (actual) spending on domestic output:

Y= C+I+ G+X-M (1)

where C,I,G,X,M have the conventional meaning of consumption,
investment, government spending, export and imports. Since con-
sumption investment and government spending refer to all spending
by these sectors, whether it be on domestic or foreign goods, we have
to make an adjustment to deduct total import spending (by these
three sectors) and to add exports or foreign demand for our goods.
The relation is an identity because, in accounting terms, investment
includes involuntary inventory accumulation. 2 Subtracting net taxes
(total tax payments less transfers), T, from both sides yields:

(2) Y-T-C+I+(G-T)+(X-M)

or, taking consumption to the left and noting that income less con-
sumption is equal to saving, S, we have:

(3) S-I= (G- T) +(X-M

The identity in (3) states that the excess of private sector saving over
investment is equal to the budget deficit, G-T, plus the trade surplus,
X-M. Table 8 shows the relevant figures for the U.S. economy for
recent years.

The table shows the macro relationships of identity (3) with net
foreign investment the equivalent of net exports and with the budget
being the national income accounts budget of the government con-
solidated across Federal, State, and local levels. Private saving
includes business saving as well as personal saving. Ignoring the
substantial statistical discrepancy we can look to the table to find, in
accounting terms, the counterpart of external imbalance. Thus in
moving from 1974 to 1975 there is a vast increase in the budget deficit
due to discretionary and automatic fiscal policy in the recession of
1975. The offsetting items are an increase in private saving, a decline
in investment and an increase in net exports. Moving on to 1977,
there is a decline in the budget deficit, but an increase in investment
that exceeds the rise in saving. Accordingly, the external balance
shows a deficit.

2 For a more extensive discussion see an intermediate text such as Dornbusch and Fischer Macroeconomics,
McGraw-Hill, 1978.
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TABLE 8.-SAVING, INVESTMENT, AND THE BUDGET AND NET EXPORTS

[Dollars In billions]

1974 1975 1976 1977

Budget surplus----------------------------------- -3. 2 -64. 4 -33. 2 -18. 6
Private savings----------------------------------- 209.5 259.8 270.7 290.8
Private domestic investment.------------------------- 214.6 190.9 243.0 297.8
Net foreign investment.----------------------------- -4.5 11.9 -1.2 -20.9

Statistical discrepancy.------------------------------ 5.8 7.4 4.2 8.6

Note -Numbers may not add due to rounding.

Source: "Survey of Current Business," July 1978, p. 47.

The identity thus serves the useful purpose of linking key macro-
economic aggregates. It tells us that we cannot have an unchanged
budget, a rise in investment, no change in saving and yet expect an
external surplus. The identity implies that an improvement in the
external balance comes either from a reduction in the deficit, 0- T, or
from a decline in investment relative to saving.

It is tempting to view external balance problems as merely a re-
fle ction of an imbalance in the public sector between income and spend-
ing. Such a view has been argued in the United Kingdom where it has
been asserted that the private sector essentially spends at the rate of
disposable income so that at the margin private saving equals private
investment.' This would, of course, imply that the changes in the
budget are one-for-one translated into changes in the trade balance.
This is doubtful even for the UK; it certainly is not the case for the
U.S. Table 9 amply shows this. For the United States we have to go
further and ask how particular fiscal measures affect each of the
components in identity (3). The net effect of a fiscal measure on the
trade balance depends in part on the discrepancy between private
saving and investment that it introduces. Such questions are addressed
below in section 3.

2. Domestic Credit and the Balance of Payments

In the previous section we looked at the relation between national
income accounting measures of spending and saving by sectors and
their relation to the external balance. We now turn to the place of
the financial system in relation to the external balance. The starting
point is the balance sheet of the central bank.

TABLE 9.-Central bank balance sheet
Assets:

Net foreign assets (NFA). Liabilitues
Domestic credit (DC)-- ------------- Highpowered money (H).
Other net.

The central bank balance sheet shows that changes in net foreign
assets or reserves are equal to changes in high powered money less
changes in domestic credit. The latter is made up of lending to the
government-the central bank's holding of government debt-and
lending to the banking system: 4

a See M. J. Fetherstone and W. Godley, " 'New Cambridge' Macroeconomics and Global monetarism.
Some Issues in the Conduct of UK Economic Policy." in K. Brunner and A. Meltzer (eds.) Public Policies
in Open Economies Carnegie Rochester Conference Series, No. 9, 1978.

4 We neglect here the term net other assets.
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The accounting relation shows that domestic credit expansion leads,
one for one, to a reserve loss unless there is an offsetting expansion in
high-powered money. The accounting framework plays an important
role in identifying balance of payments policies. It establishes that an
improvement in the balance of payments-a reduction in the rate of
decline of foreign assets-requires a lower rate of monetary expansion
relative to the rate of domestic credit expansion.

The accounting framework serves as a simple policy framework once
it is argued that high-powered money expansion is determined by
income expansion thus setting a limit on the rate of domestic credit
expansion compatible with balance of payments equilibrium. Fixing
the rate of credit expansion by the central bank therefore is one way
of exercising proximate control over the balance of payments. The
framework immediately connects with the question of budgetary
policy since domestic credit is mostly holdings of government debt.
Changes in domestic credit mean open market operations or monetiz-
ing of government deficits. Control of domestic credit therefore im-
plies that public sector deficits are financed outside the central bank.

The analysis can readily be extended to the consolidated banking
system. In this perspective we substitute the consolidated monetary
liabilities of the banking system (M2) for high-powered money. The
interpretation of the "policy equation" remains much the same:
balance of payments improvement requires that domestic credit ex-
pension be kept low relative to the rate of monetary expansion. How
to keep a check on domestic credit expansion? The two standard
procedures are direct ceilings on bank lending combined with control
of the public sector deficit.

3. Two More Linkages

We have already studied two linkages between the home economy
and the rest of the world. One arises from the sectoral income spending
balances and emphasizes the government budget deficit as one of the
sources or counterparts of external imbalance. The other approach
looks at the balance sheet of the consolidated banking system and
focuses on domestic credit creation-and thus implicitly at least in
part at financing of budget deficits-as a source of external asset
decumulation. The remaining two relations emphasize price relation-
ships. The following analysis looks first at the trade balance in rela-
tion to relative prices and then turns to capital flows and interest
rates.

A. TRADE FLOWS AND COMPETITIVENESS

Among the popular explanations of external imbalance are excess
spending or lack of competitiveness. The views are not necessarily
incompatible. We concentrate here on competitiveness by noting that
for given income and spending levels relative prices will determine the
allocation of spending between goods. The lower are the prices of the
goods produced in the U.S. compared to those produced abroad the
larger the share of world spending that falls on our goods. Denoting
the relative price of our goods 0 we can write the trade balance or net
exports, NX, as:

NX=X-M=NX(,Y,.) (5)



The lower 9, the relative price of our goods, the larger net exports.

Exports are larger and import spending is lower.'
The emphasis on competitiveness is adopted here because it intro-

duces one of the important adjustment instruments. Noted below are

changes in relative prices as one means by which the potentially
divergent requirements of full employment and external balance can
be reconciled. This point becomes apparent when we note that the
trade balance depends, of course, not only on relative prices but also

on aggregate income or spending. A higher level of spending implies
higher import spending and therefore a smaller surplus or a larger
deficit. To maintain or restore external balance, an offsetting change
in relative prices would be required. An alternative, at least in the
short run, is to finance the trade deficit through capital flows. This is
the aspect we turn to next.

B. INTEREST RATES AND CAPITAL FLOWS

The second linkage to be considered here is that between capital
markets. As a first approximation one can assume that financial capital
or portfolio investment flows in the direction of the high interest rate
country. A country with high interest rates will attract foreign capital
as lenders seek to hold their securities while borrowers turn to the low
interest countries as a source of funds.

We can formalize this idea by writing the net rate of capital flow, K,
as a function of the international interest differential, X. The higher
is X the higher is our interest rate compared to that abroad and
accordingly the higher is the rate of capital inflow:

K=K(X, . . .)+K (6)

where the term IT denotes "autonomous" capital flows, that is flows

independent of the interest differential. Along these flows we note in

particular long-term capital flows includig direct investment.
This treatment of the capital account is to be viewed as a description

strictly of the short-run possibility of attractig capital due to interest
differentials. These flows cannot be sustained since they merely reflect
a reallocation of portfolios internationally. Once the full adjustment
has taken place interest differentials will at best affect the allocation
of current saving between domestic and foreign securities. They there-
fore have a much less significant longrun impact on capital flows.

We can now combine the trade balance and capital account in dis-
cussing the overall balance of payments, B:

B=NX(9, Y . . .)+R+K(X, . . .) (7)

The overall balance of payments is simply the sum of net export
receipts and net capital inflows. An increase in the relative price of

I This statement implicitly assumes that quantities are sufficiently price responsive so that when a decline

in export prices reduces revenue there is a more than compensating increase in sales. See Caves, R. and
Jones, C. 'World Trade and Payments;" Little Brown, 1973.
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our goods, because it makes us less competitive, will worsen the trade
balance and balance of payments. To maintain overall payments equi-
librium a less favorable competitive position would have to be offset
by a more favorable interest differential that draws in capital flows
on a level sufficient to "finance" the trade deficit.

This idea is expressed in figure 1 that shows the schedule B= 0 as
the balance of payments equilibrium schedule. An increase in our
relative price, 0, leads to a deficit unless it is offset by a higher interest
differential, X. Points to the right of the schedule, such as point A,
correspond to a surplus-interest rates at home are too high, given
our competitive position, so that capital flows more than cover the
trade deficit. Points to the left such as point C correspond to a deficit.

The position of the balance of payments equilibrium schedule is de-
termined by income and spending which affect the trade balance and
by autonomous capital flows, K. An increase in spending at home shifts
the whole schedule down and to the right-to maintain balance of
payments equilibrium at a higher level of overall spending the U.S.
either has to be more competitive so that a smaller part of our higher
spending falls on imports or interest rates have to be higher at home
to draw in enough capital to cover our trade deficit. Similarly, a change
in autonomous capital inflows will shift the schedule up and to the
left. The capital flow by itself will give rise to a surplus. To maintain
equilibrium we would either have to be less competitive (a higher 0)
or have lower interest rates thus bringing about a reduced inflow of
interest sensitive capital.

The external sector of the economy has now been tied in a number
of ways to key variables that concern domestic policymakers. In
particular, the models just discussed establish a link between the

alance of payments and such variables as income and spending,
competitiveness and interest rates.

Relative Price of
Domestic Goods

Deficit Deficit B=0

4C

eA

Surplus Surplus

Interest
Differential

FIGURE 1
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The next step in the analysis is to consider how policies affect
simultaneously income, interest rates and the balance of payments and
what implications different balance of payments adjustment processes
have for the effectiveness of policies.

To motivate our analysis, consider a circumstance where the U.S.
starts with a position of initial trade and balance of payments equilib-
rium. Suppose now there is a decline in world demand for our goods.
At the initial interest rate differential and relative price we now have a
deficit. Accordingly, either competitiveness has to be improved or
interest rates at home have to rise relative to those abroad. From the
external point of view we are indifferent about these policies. Of course
on the domestic front we are not at all indifferent. The decline in
foreign demand has already created an excess supply of domestic goods
and thus an employment problem. Higher interest rates would only
worsen the situation. From the domestic point of view, we would
clearly look to improved competitiveness as an adjustment that rec-
onciles at the same time the objectives of external and internal bal-
ance. An alternative, at least in the short run, is to use a combination
of interest rate and fiscal policy. Such a policy mix would use fiscal
ex ansion for domestic balance and higher interest rates for external
baY ance. The following section contains a more detailed discussion of
these ideas.

4. Stabilization Policy Under Fixed Real Rates

In this section we study stabilization policy for the case where
output is demand determined and relative prices or real exchange rates
are given. This is the standard Keynesian model and it remains an
important conceptual framework for the understanding of stabiliza-
tion policy.

Figure 2 shows T, the full employment level or output, and the
balance of payments equilibrium schedule, B=O. The latter is posi-
tively sloped to reflect the fact that higher income levels lead to
increased import spending and thereby to a trade and balance of

ayments deficit. To achieve overall balance of payments equilibrium
igher income levels must therefore be accompanied by higher interest

rates. The higher interest rates would attract capital flows and thus
finance the trade deficit. Moving up and along the external balance
schedule thus implies a growing trade deficit financed by a capital
account surplus or borrowing abroad.

The schedule II shows equilibrium in the market for our goods. A
lower interest rate implies higher levels of spending and thus increased
demand for our output. To maintain equilibrium the supply of goods,
Y, has to be larger. The schedule is drawn for a given relative price of
our goods compared to those abroad and for a given stance of fiscal
policy. Increased competitiveness, cuts in taxes or increased govern-
ment spending all would raise demand at the going interest rate and
thus bring about a higher level of equilibrium output. In terms of
figure 2 this implies that these changes shift the II schedule to the
iight.
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It is apparent from figure 2 that only at point A is there simul-
taneously internal balance and external balance combined with full
employment. This means that for a given competitiveness and fiscal
policy there is only one level of the interest rate that will secure full
employment equilibrium. If the interest rate were higher, say Ro,
investment spending and therefore equilibrium output would be lower.
We would be at point A' with unemployment and a balance of pay-
ments surplus. This leads to the discussion of adjustment processes
since the question naturally arises whether the economy could stay
at a point like A' or whether it would automatically move to point A.

There is indeed an automatic adjustment process that operates to
restore equilibrium at point A iven an initial position of a balance of
payments surplus and unemployment. The adjustment process in
question relies on the effect of payments imbalance on the money
stock and hence interest rates. As noted in section 2 above, there is a
link between changes in the central bank's external assets and the
money stock. Intervention in the foreign exchange market in support
of a fixed exchange rate implies, in the case of a surplus, that the
central bank buy foreign exchange or accumulate reserves. The
counterpart in the central bank's balance sheet is an expansion in
high- powered money. The normal adjustment process to a surplus is
therefore a monetary expansion and falling interest rates. With a
decline in interest rates, spending and hence income rise so that the
domestic unemployment problem is alleviated. At the same time, the
external balance is corrected since the income expansion raises imports
thus reducing the surplus while the decline in interest rates directly
reduces the rate of capital inflow.



The monetary adjustment process that links automatically changes
in the money stock to external imbalance serves to correct simultane-
ously the internal and external balance problem. Two important
reservations have to be introduced to quahlfy these results.

The first is sterilization. What happens if the central bank offsets
the monetary expansion implied by a balance of payments surplus
by a reduction in domestic credit. Technically this means that the
foreign exchange desk buys foreign exchange creating high-powered
money and the open market desk undoes the money creation by selling
debt. The net effect is thus no change in high-powered money and only
a change in the portfolio composition of the central bank. It is quite
apparent that such a system will, at least in the short run, make it
possible for disequilibrium in the external balance to be perpetuated.
Of course there are limits here, too, since the country is piling up-or
worse, running out of-reserves.

For the case of the United States a further qualification is important.
Not only do we have more or less automatic sterilization but it is also
true that foreign central banks hold their reserves not in US money
but rather in Treasury bills. Therefore changes in foreign reserves
would in the first place show their effects in bond markets.

A second important qualification concerns the equilibrium point A.
It is not in general true that for a given (arbitrary) relative price

internal balance at full employment and external balance can be
achieved simultaneously. This point is readily appreciated from the
following experiment. Suppose we start in figure 3 with full equilibrium
at point A and now foreign interest rates increase so that at the initial
equilibrium there is now an external imbalance. To attain the same
rate of capital inflow interest rates would have to be higher, matching
the higher level of foreign rates. Accordingly the B= 0 schedule shifts
upward to B'=O. Three points can be considered. At A there is in-
ternal balance and full employment, but we have a balance of payments
deficit since capital flows are no longer sufficient to finance the current
account. At A" we have full employment and external balance but
interest rates are too high so that domestic demand falls short of full
employment output. Finally at A' there is internal and external
balance as well as unemployment.

Where would the monetary adjustment process lead in this case?
Starting from the initial equilibrium at point A, the impact of the
foreign interest rate increase is a capital outflow and therefore a
balance of payments deficit. The incipient depreciation of the exchange
rate is prevented by the monetary authorities selling foreign exchange
in return for domestic money. The domestic money stock thus is
declining and interest rates are rising. With increasing interest rates,
spending and income decline, a process that continues until the un-
employment equilibrium at A' is reached. Only at point A' is the
money stock, and hence interest rates, constant and demand equal to
supply of domestic goods. There remains, of course, a longer term
adjustment process that is induced by unemployment. Discussion of
that longer term process will be in a later section.
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We have now reached the point where the fixed real rate system
poses a policy problem: how to achieve simultaneously internal and
external balance at full employment. One answer, just alluded to, is
to wait for unemployment to affect wages and prices and thereby
competitiveness. Changes in competitiveness would afford us with the
needed instrument. Since that process is, however, slow and painful
we consider here active policy interventions that can restore balance
without the need for protracted unemployment.

Stabilization policy in the case where equilibrium would be achieved
at a level other than full employment can be thought of in terms of
table 10. Situations are classified in terms of the state of the balance
of payment (surplus or deficit) and the level of employment or resource
utilization (boom or slack):

TABLE 10

Surplus Deficit

Boom __-- ---------------------------------------------------------- RJ;FT RT;Ft
Slack __-__-___....---------------------------------------------------------. R ;F. RT; F.

The table suggests that in the case of a boom and a surplus, we
should lower interest rates (R I ) and tighten fiscal policy (FT ).
Conversely, when there is a deficit and economic slack we want to
raise interest rates and ease fiscal policy. The policy mix allows us

56-369 0 - 81 - 14



to achieve simultaneously internal and external balance. (In figure 3 it
amounts to using fiscal policy to shift the internal balance schedule
to intersect the external balance schedule at full employment).

We can now return to our example of an increase in foreign interest
rates that in the absence of fiscal policy leaves us with an unemploy-
ment equilibrium. It is clear that if the economy were to be at full
employment, then interest rates would have to be sufficiently high to
maintain external balance. With high interest rates, however, demand
would be low and, indeed, fall short of full employment output.
Accordingly we use a fiscal expansion to increase demand thus off-
setting the depressing effect of high interest rates.

The idea of a monetary-fiscal policy mix is a powerful one in that it
recognizes the variety of instruments and the possibility to use the
capital account to finance the trade deficit. There are nevertheless
sharp limitations to such a policy mix that must be brought out:

A first limitation concerns the composition of the balance of pay-
ments. In the use of the policy mix we use interest rate policy to induce
capital flows to "finance" the trade imbalance. This immediately
points to the short-term nature of the analysis since it is quite apparent
that we cannot indefinitely finance a trade deficit by continued
borrowing. The policy mix is thus at best a transitory intervention
that is justified for a short-term, self-liquidating disturbance such as
a foreign business cycle for example. It is not a long-term policy.

The latter point is reinforced by consideration of the domestic
implications of our policy mix. To achieve full employment balance,
policymakers use both interest rate and fiscal policy, which of neces-
sity affect the composition of aggregate demand between investment
and consumption and the balance of the economy between the private
and public sector. It is important to recognize that it is only in the
short term that monetary and fiscal policy should be used to stabilize
demand at the full employment level subject to the external con-
straints. In the longer term, once again, we need to adjust to the
external constraints, and that adjustment may or not involve a change
in fiscal policy. More likely the longer term adjustment will require
changes in competitiveness that should not be forestalled by an
excessive reliance on fiscal policy.

The policy mix has so far been discussed only in terms of broad
fiscal policy measures such as tightness or ease. Of course the many
side constraints or objectives of policy can in some measure be satis-
fied by a more differentiated use of fiscal tools. Thus, for example, the
effect of high interest rates on investment could be offset by invest-
ment tax credits or a reduction in corporate taxes. There is thus some
scope to maintain neutrality although, of course, one doubts that there
is sufficient flexibility in fiscal policy to accommodate the short-term
needs of a policy mix.

The lack of flexibility in fiscal policy means in practice that only
one-half the policy mix is implemented. The. rule will be to use tight
monetary policy for the balance of payments but there will be no
offsetting fiscal expansion. The outcome in deficit countries is there-
fore likely to be a deflationary system where maintenance of the fixed
rate implies protracted unemployment at an overvalued real exchange
rate.
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5. Longer Term Adjustment

In this section we turn away from the Keynesian model of stabiliza-
tion policy to see what long-term adjustment would arise in an econ-
omy where interest rates and relative prices are determined by real
factors. In such a model we look at the joint determination of relative
prices and interest rates that will allow full employment output and
equilibrium in the basic balance. We disregard short-term capital
flows characteristic of an economy with active monetary management
and emphasize instead the longer term real factors.

Figure 4 summarizes our equilibrium conditions with R now de-
noting the long-term real interest rate and E again the relative price
of domestic goods. Along II we have internal balance in the sense that
demand for domestic goods is equal to the full employment supply.'
Because it reduces demand, a higher real interest rate requires an
offsetting gain in competitiveness to sustain full employment. Along
BB we have basic balance. Longer term capital flows induced by the
real interest rate level-the nominal rate less anticipated deprecia-
tion-finance the trade imbalance. Thus with a higher interest rate
we have a basic balance surplus and require an offsetting loss in com-
petitiveness to maintain basic balance. Accordingly the basic balance
schedule is positively sloped.

R

B

.E

R
0

Bo

FIGURE 4

5 The equations for the II and BB schedules are respectively: T=A(Y, R)+NX(6, r) and B=O=NX
(0, v>+K(R), where A( ) denotes aggregate domestic spending.
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The long-term equilibrium of the system is at point E where we
have full employment equilibrium in the domestic goods market and
equilibrium m the basic balance. This is an equilibrium without
"active" policy management although, of course, it is not independent
of fiscal arrangements.

Now what is the adjustment process if this long-run equilibrium
were disturbed? Suppose there is a shift in world capital flows and
that at the prevailing real interest rate and relative prices there is
now a net capital inflow and a basic balance surplus. The BB schedule
shifts down and to the right and our new equilibrium is at point E'
with a decline in interest rates and a deterioration in our competitive
position.

The adjustment process can be described in the following terms:
The initial shift in world lending (shown by the shift of the BB
schedule) puts immediate balance of payments pressure on the ex-
change rate. The real exchange rate will appreciate to point E" in the
first place but that leaves disequilibrium m the goods markets. Do-
mestic wages and prices will start falling, as will the interest rate,
until point E' is reached.

What is the lesson of this longer term adjustment process when it
is set in contrast with the Keynesian model of stabilization policy?
The main lesson is that long-term adjustment to changes in the basic
balance requires changes in both real interest rates and competi-
tiveness. If the disturbances are permanent, then using the policy mix
pastes over the disequilibrium and is likely to delay adjustment. In
the longer term, adjustment is inevitable and the policy mix should
certainly recognize the direction in which competitiveness and real
interest rates have to move.



6. Flexible Exchange Rates

This section introduces the discussion of flexible exchange rate
regimes. We start off with a world where there is no capital mobility
in response to interest differentials. In such a world we are concerned
with internal balance-domestic output at the full employment level-
and external balance. External balance here means that autonomous
capital flows match the current account imbalance.

Assume for the present that interest rates are set by monetary
policy and are exogenous; we also maintain that domestic and
foreign prices are given. That latter assumption implies that changes
in the exchange rate change, one for one, the relative price of domestic
goods. To recognize this latter point we define domestic and foreign
prices as P and P* respectively. The exchange rate is denoted by e,
measured as units of domestic currency for unit of foreign currency.
With these definitions the relative price of domestic goods is:

e>PeP* (8)

The relative price measure has the interpretation (or dimension) of
units of foreign output per unit of domestic output. It thus tells how
much our exports buy in terms of imports. Accordingly, the lower 0
the more adverse our terms of trade.

Now, how will an exchange rate change affect competitiveness or
relative prices? An increase in the domestic currency price of foreign
exchange or a rise in e will worsen the terms of trade or raise import
prices (eP*) relative to export prices (P). Our exports will buy fewer
imports and our goods will become cheaper compared to foreign goods.
Thus, as long as there is no offsetting movement in domestic or foreign
prices, that is P or P*, exchange rate movements change relative
prices and thereby affect trade flows.

What is the impact of relative prices on trade flows? As before, we
maintain that a decline in the relative price of our goods will raise net
exports. Accordingly, a depreciation will raise demand for domestic
goods and improve the current account. Assuming for the moment that
output is entirely demand determined, then figure 6 shows how ex-
change rates, exogenous capital flows and fiscal policy interact in
determining output.!

Figure 6 shows combinations of the exchange rate and domestic
output that yield equilibrium in the market for domestic goods-the
II schedule-and in the external balance-the B= O schedule. An ex-
change rate depreciation (a rise in e) makes us more competitive and
thus shifts demand toward domestic goods creating an excess demand.
To restore equilibrium, output must rise to meet the increased de-
mand. Moving up along the schedule, the exchange depreciation im-
proves the trade balance, raising net exports and thus creating
increased demand for domestic output.

Along the B= O schedule there is external balance. The schedule is
drawn for a given level of world income and given exogenous capital
flows, K. A depreciation, by raising net exports, improves our trade
balance and thus gives rise to an overall surplus. To restore external
balance, income and therefore imports must rise.8

7 The internal balance schedule is given by the equation: Y=A(Y)+NX (e, Y) and the external balance
schedule by B=O=NX (e, Y)+K where K denotes exogenous capital flows.

I The B= 0 schedule is steeper than the II schedule as can be inferred from the equations in the preceding
footnote.
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The equilibrium income level and exchange rate are jointly de-
termined at point Q, where we have goods market equilibrium, though
not necessarily full employment, and external balance. The adjust-
ment process can be thought of in terms of output and exchange rate
movements. Suppose the exchange rate adjusts rapidly, or indeed in-
stantaneously thus maintaining external balance along the B=O
schedule. But with points above and to the left of the II schedule
corresponding to an excess demand for domestic output there is an
output expansion. Points to the right imply an excess supply of goods
and therefore a contraction. Thus the adjustment process leads us to
point Q where the goods market and the external balance are jointly
in equilibrium.

What does this model suggest about the impact and channels of
fiscC. policy? A fiscal expansion would imply an increase in aggregate
demand at the initial exchange rate and income level. The II schedule
shifts out and to the right. At the initial exchange rate, income would
expand to point Q' in figure 7. At that point, however, the increased
income has induced increased import spending and has thereby led
to an external deficit. The deficit causes an exchange depreciation
which now shifts demand toward domestic goods and further adds to
the expansion.

The process continues until we reach point Q" where external bal-
ance and goods market equilibrium are restored. What lesson can we
draw from the analysis? The lesson is that under flexible exchange
rates, and in the absence of capiral flows, fiscal policy will leave the
trade balance unaffected, the incipient deficit due to the income ex-
pansion leads to an offsetting depreciation that restores external
balance and amplifies the expansion.
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On the surface the model suggests that fiscal policy under flexible
exchange rates is fully effective, leaving aside for the present the
question of price adjustment or output adjustment. This result must be
qualified, however, in an important manner by recognizing that the
output adjustment is achieved at the expense of a worsening in the
terms of trade. The exchange depreciation implies that the relative
price of domestic goods declines or that it now takes more of our ex-
ports (and labor) to buy a given amount of imports. This must surely
be thought of as a cost. It certainly is not appropriate to take the out-
put expansion to be one for one an expansion in real income. The reason
is simply that the purchasing power of our output in terms of imports
declines. The output expansion, in a sense, comes with a loss in real
income to those already employed. It is thus a policy that is potentially
unfavorable. This is certainly the case if imports form an important
part of the domestic expenditure pattern and if the depreciation is
large, as it will be if the trade flows are not responsive. We draw atten-
tion to the role of the terms of trade in the trade balance adjustment
process to dispel the idea that exchange rate adjustment can, in some
miraculous way, give us external balance without tears. Trade balance
adjustment must involve a cut in income at constant prices or a loss
in the purchasing power of income through terms of trade adjustment.
Flexible exchange rates will aid the adjustment if there is sufficient
money illusion or if there are institutional arrangements that favor
price adjustment through the exchange rate rather than through
domestic wages and prices.



7. Interest Rates and Capital Flows

How would the preceding analysis change with interest responsive
international capital flows? Suppose the money stock were fixed. The
fiscal expansion would tend to raise interest rates since the income
expansion increases money demand. The increase in interest rates in
turn attracts capital flows and thus improves the external balance
thereby offsetting, in part at least, the impact of expanded incomes on
imports and the trade balance. Which effect will dominate? If capital
mobility is high, then the chief impact is for higher interest rates to
dominate the balance of payments. The improvement in the balance of
payments causes the exchange rate to appreciate and thus to raise the
relative price of domestic goods. With a loss of competitiveness there
is a tendency for reduced net exports to offset the increased level of
government spending. There is crowding out through the channel of
higher interest rates on the exchange rate and therefore on net exports.

It is worth summarizing these results, because they are strikingly
different from the fixed exchange rate case. Under flexible exchange
rates, given the nominal money stock, fiscal expansion will tend to
raise interest rates and thereby draw in net capital flows. The resultant
surplus in the external balance causes an exchange appreciation and a
reduction in net exports. The net effect of a fiscal expansion is thus
dampened through two channels: The higher interest rates will reduce
interest sensitive components of spending in a manner familiar from
the closed economy. The additional effect derives from the interest
responsiveness of international capital flows. The capital inflow will
appreciate the exchange rate, cause a loss of competitiveness and
therefore a loss in net exports. This channel thus acts as a further
dampening affect of a further channel for "crowding out."

Will there be a net expansion at all? This will depend on the degree
of capital mobility. The polar case is one where capital mobility is
complete so that only at the world interest rate external balance can
be achieved. With lower interest rates there are large persistent
outflows, with higher rates large persistent inflows. In this case, as is
readily recognized, our interest rate cannot diverge from the world
level. This implies that the exchange rate will appreciate until net
exports have declined by exactly the increase mi government spending.
The level of income is unchanged and the increased budget deficit
matches the worsening in the current account. This extraordinary
result is the conclusion reached by Robert Mundell. It highlights
the essential role of capital mobility, but it highlights also, once
again, the link between the budget and the external balance. In the
open economy crowding out may be complete and increased govern-
ment spending may be reflected in reduced net exports rather than a
decline in domestic investment.

Even in the case where crowding out is not complete, we must
recognize that the increased budget deficit leads to a worsening in the
external balance. With higher interest rates there will be net capital
inflows or external borrowing to finance the current account deficit.
The budget deficit is thus partly financed externally. Debt is ac-
cumulated that will ultimately have to be repaid through net exports.
Again there is a real cost to the economy (different from the costs of
debt finance in the closed economy that one may simply want to think
of as a transfer).



Holding constant the money stock in the face of a fiscal expansion
thus ensures that the budget will at least in part be externally financed.
There is accordingly an analogy with the fixed rate case, and the
question must again be raised under what conditions fiscal policy
financed by external borrowing is advisable?

Suppose we wish to maintain full employment in the face of a loss of
exports. One choice is to use a fiscal expansion, combined with tight
money to have external balance and full employment. The fiscal
expansion makes up for the loss of exports and the higher interest
rates attract the capital flows to finance the trade deficit. Alterna-
tively we hold interest rates, and therefore capital flows, at their
initial levels and allow the exchange rate to depreciate until we have
restored net exports, and therefore the demand for domestic goods,
to their initial level. The former policy implies financing the trade
deficit, the latter implies adjustment. What should be the mix between
these polar cases? There are two considerations. First whether the
disturbance is transitory or permanent. Only transitory disturbances
can be financed. A permanent worsening in the external balance re-
quires adjustment or the country would soon face a loss of confidence
and adverse capital flows. A second consideration in the mix involves,
of course, domestic objectives concerning the monetary-fiscal policy
mix and the medium term path that monetary and fiscal instruments
should follow. There are also more refined instruments that came to
attention during the 1974-75 recession. Then countries such as
Sweden, faced with a decline in world demand for their export pro-
ducts, viewed that decline as transitory and with public support.
continued production for inventory, pending a recovery of world
spending. Such a policy, where it is feasible, is of course preferred
since it involves a minimum of disruption and waste in the allocation
of resources. To an important extent one would expect the private
sector to follow such smoothing policies by themselves, provided there
is fiscal framework that does not penalize inventories and that there
not be excessive uncertainty about the real exchange rate.

How realistic is the framework set out so far? There are two im-
portant, interrelated difficulties that have been avoided so far. One is
the influence of price and exchange rate expectations on capital flows
and exchange rate determination. The other complication concerns
the determination of domestic prices and the role the exchange rate
may play in that context.

8. Exchange Rate Expectations

Exchange rate expectations play an overridingly important role in
the determination of exchange rates. Investors will consider the total
return on alternative assets, interest plus gains or anticipated losses
from changes in the exchange rate. With domestic and foreign assets
close substitutes we can state as an equilibrium condition the equality
of total return:

R=R*+(e2-e)/e (9)

where R* is the foreign interest rate and i is the expected future ex-
change rate. The term (e--e)/e measures the anticipated percentage
depreciation. The equilibrium condition in (9) thus implies that domes-
tic interest rates can diverge from foreign rates to the extent that
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there is an offsetting anticipation of depreciation or appreciation.
We can futher use (9) to solve for the current equilibrium exchange
rate:

e
1+ (R-R*) (9a)

In this form the current equilibrium exchange rate is determined by
two factors. The first is the prevailing interest differential; the second
is the anticipated future exchange rate. The higher our interest rates
relative to those abroad, the lower the exchange rate relative to its
future level-high interest rates compensate for the anticipation of
depreciation. Interest rates thus are one of the determinants of the
exchange rate and, through this channel, monetary and fiscal policy
exert their effect on the exchange rate.

The other important determinant of today's exchange rate is the
expected future rate. News relevant to tomorrow's exchange rate will
be immediately translated into anticipated depreciation or apprecia-
tion and thereby immediately exert its effect on the spot exchange rate.
This is a powerful channel since it implies, in effect, that news about
events even quite far into the future will have effect on today's
exchange rate.

The asset market view has emphasized exchange rate determination
along the lines of (9a). The approach notes that exchange rates are
determined along with interest rates and that, as (9a) shows, they
share the volatility of short-term interest rates. Furthermore, like
asset prices they discount new information.

How can we embody this expectational framework in our model of
the macroeconomy? The procedure is to add an assumption about
exchange rate expectations. Particularly assume that the exchange rate
is expected to depreciate in proportion to its deviation from the long-
run equilibrium exchange rate:

X=X(e-e) (10)

where x denotes the expected rate of depreciation and _e now is the
long-run equilibrium exchange rate.

Figure 8 shows the equilibrium of our macromodel, including ex-
change rate expectations as part of asset market equilibrium. Along
the schedule AA there is asset market equilibrium. The public holds
the existing stock of money and asset yields are equalized internation-
ally, taking into account expected exchange rate changes. An increase in
income will raise money demand and require higher interest rates for
monetary equilibrium. With higher interest rates there is an inter-
national yield differential unless the exchange rate depreciates suffi-
ciently (relative to its long-run value) to generate the expectation of
appreciation at a rate just sufficient to offset the higher interest rate.
Thus the AA schedule is negatively sloped.

Along the YY schedule goods and money market are in equilibrium.
Higher output creates an excess supply both because the propensity to
spend on domestic goods is less than one and because higher income
raises money demand and thereby interest rates so that spending is
depressed relative to income. To restore goods market equilibrium at
higher interest rates, the exchange rate must depreciate thereby
raising net exports. Thus the YY schedule is positively sloped. Move-
ments up along the YY schedule imply a growing trade surplus.
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Now suppose that we start in full equilibrium at point Q and that
there is a fiscal expansion that raises aggregate demand. We want to
explore the implications of rapid versus slow exchange rate expecta-
tions formation to point to the pivotal role of these expectations in
assessing the potency of stabilization policy. We start with the case of
rational expectations which are formed in a manner that recognizes the
new long-run equilibrium. The public recognizes that the increased
spending will raise interest rates, and appreciate the exchange rate
until the trade deficit offsets the increased spending so that interest
rates and income are unchanged. The public thus anticipates a large
depreciation and, of course, the spot rate will immediately depreciate
and, without any output expansion taking place, will assume its new
long-run level. Fiscal policy is entirely offset by the rapid formation of
exchange rate expectations.

Consider next the alternative where exchange rate expectations are
formed adaptively. Say the public revises its expectation of the long-
run equilibrium exchange rate in the light of developments in the actual
rate. When the actual rate depreciates, the long-run rate is revised
upward. With this assumption there emerges scope for transitory
effects of fiscal policy. In the first instance as government spending
takes place and, because exchange rate expectations have not yet
been revised, there is an expansion in aggregate demand and accord-
ingly output will start expanding.



But along with rising interest rates and an appreciating exchange
rate there will be revisions of exchange rate expectations. The exchange
rate will appreciate more rapidly, the trade deficit will increase and
it will increasingly come to offset the higher level of government
spending. With declining demand because of a growing deficit, the
output expansion will soon turn around. Output will start declining
until the initial level is reattained. There will be complete crowding
out, as was already noted above. The only difference now is that ex-
change rate expectations will determine how rapidly the expansion
will come to an end. The more completely informed the public is the
less expansionary fiscal policy will prove to be. Even with adaptive
expectations there is only transitory scope for expansion.'

9. Output Supply and Price Adjustment

Throughout the analysis, we assumed that supply of output is per-
fectly responsive to demand at prevailing prices. We also assumed
that an exchange depreciation will raise net exports, reducing imports
and shifting demand toward domestic goods without such a demand
shift, or for that matter the exchange depreciation itself, affecting
domestic prices. In such a setting, depreciation is, indeed, an effective
device for controlling the composition of aggregate spending and it is,
therefore, an effective instrument in the adjustment of external
balance.

In this section we have to question these assumptions and that
purpose is best achieved by the polar case of real wage rigidity. We
will build up a simple model of labor supply and pricing that, quite
realistically, will show a response of domestic prices to a depreciation.
In the limit the terms of trade are frozen by real wage demands and
policy must turn toward more structural considerations.

We abstract for the present from issues of capital mobility and
focus on the adjustment process of relative prices, 0. Figure 9 shows
domestic full employment output at Y. The (real) interest rate is
given. Along YY goods market are in equilibrium. A decline in the
relative price of our goods, 0, requires higher output for goods market
balance since it stimulates demand through increased net exports.
Along BB there is external balance. Higher relative prices of our goods
shift demand toward net imports, creating a deficit so that external
balance requires a cut in income and therefore import spending. The
schedule is drawn for given autonomous capital flows or lending K.

Now suppose that, starting from point Q, there is an increase in
domestic spending on domestic goods. The YY schedule shifts up and
to the right and our equilibrium is disturbed. At point Q' internal and
external balance obtain but there is overemployment. Such a point
would cause us to lose competitiveness and is thus unsustainable. At
point Q" we have internal balance and full employment but also an
external deficit because at the full-employment level of spending our
prices are too high so that net exports are in deficit. A point like Q"
can be transitorily sustained, but only through net borrowing abroad.
Over time there will be an adjustment because the growing indebted-

* For a more detailed analysis see R. Dornbusch "Expectations and Exchange Rate Dynamics." Journal
of Political Economy, December 1976 and "The Theory of Flexible Exchange Rate Regimes and Macro-
economic Policy." Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 2, 1976.



ness lowers income at each level of output, thus causing spending to
decline until it falls in line with income. There are thus two adjust-
ment processes taking place over the medium to long term that are
neglected by the traditional short-run macroeconomic model. These
adjustment processes are essential because, for anything but a transi-
tory disturbance, they describe the course the economy must take if
it is to return to equilibrium. Fiscal policy should not attempt to
frustrate that adjustment. We turn now in more detail to these ad-
justment processes, starting with the case of price adjustment.

A simple and quite realistic way to describe the pricing process is
in terms of markup pricing by firms. Firms set prices as a markup
over labor cost.' 0

P= (1+m) aW (11)

where m is the percentage markup, W is the money wage rate and a is
the amount of labor it takes to produce a unit of output or the recip-
rocal of the level of productivity. Prices are thus determined by the
level of wages, by markup and by productivity. Wage increases are
fully passed through, as are productivity gains. Next, assume that the
markup moves cyclically. When output rises relative to normal, the
markup increases as firms seize the opportunity to raise profit margins.
The converse occurs during a recession. Thus the markup is a function
of output relative to normal;

m=m(Y/ Y) (12)

Labor, in setting money wages, seeks to achieve a given real wage, w:

W=wP (13)

Changes in the price level, P (as opposed to the price of our output P)
are matched one for one by changes in money wages. The price level
that labor looks at is made up of domestic prices and import prices:

P=P(P,eP*) (14)

and increases with either of these prices. In particular an increase, in
the same proportion of import prices and domestic prices will raise the
price level in the same proportion and therefore, by (13) will increase
wage demands in that proportion. There is no money illusion.

Putting together now the behavior of firms and labor as described in
equations (11) to (14) gives us an equation for the terms of trade as a
function of output, productivity and the real wage demands:

0=0(w,a,Y/Y) (15)

An increase in real wage demands will cause an improvement in the
terms of trade: at going import prices labor raises wages and firms pass
on the wage increase into higher prices and thus generate improved

1o This section draws on Modigliani, F., and Padoa-Schioppa, "100% Wage Indexation and More" Un-
published Manuscript, M.I.T., 1977.



terms of trade and a loss in competitiveness. A gain in productivity,
by contrast, lowers unit labor costs and thus allows firms to charge
lower prices. The terms of trade worsen and competitiveness is gained.
Finally an increase in output, by raising desired profit margins, raises
prices relative to wages. The terms of trade improve with real wages
unchanged. Real wages fall in domestic goods but they rise in imports.

A final ingredient concerns the behavior of real wages, w. One as-
sumption is that they are entirely exogenous. They are, as it were,
controlled by unions that are impervious to unemployment. An alter-
native and more realistic scenario is one where rea wages move slowly
in response to unemployment or deviations of output from normal.
Specifically we might postulate an adjustment process whereby real
wages rise whenever output exceeds normal and fall whenever output
is below normal;

wV=h(Y/Y) (16)

where w' denotes the rate of increase in real wage demands.
For a given real wage, wo, we show in figure 9 the terms of trade as

determined by the interaction of firms and labor. The schedule is drawn
for a given real wage and productivity level. We also show the goods
and market external balance schedules discussed earlier. The economy
starts in full equilibrium at point Q.
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FIGURE 9



Suppose again there is a domestic demand disturbance so that spend-
mg on our goods increases at the initial level of income and prices.
The YY schedule shifts to the right, as noted earlier. The demand
expansion would, of course, in the first place cause an expansion of
output. But as output rises above normal, firms will seek higher profit
margins and thus the relative price of our goods rises. Some of the
increased spending thus spills over into imports and the pressure of
demand lessens. Output, however, is still above normal and accordingly
unemployment is below normal. Accordingly real wage demands rise
and the increase in wages is passed on by firms into higher product
prices." This serves to further (livert demand toward imports, a proc-
ess that continues until point Q" is reached where output is back to
normal but where the trade deficit equals the reduction in saving.
Our terms of trade have improved sufficiently to divert demand toward
imports to restore balance in the home market. Real wages have re-
mained constant, having fallen in domestic goods but having risen in
imports. Of course the economy cannot remain indefinitely at point
Q" because of the trade deficit. There will be a further adjustment
process, involving the adjustment to external borrowing or lending,
that will reduce spending to the level of income.

The analysis can be directly applied to the discussion of fiscal policy.
What we just found out is that a fiscal expansion, at full employment,
will cause a transitory expansion in output. In the long run, though,
the demand expansion persists but it is no longer met by higher output
but rather spills over fully into an increased deficit in the external
deficit. A fiscal expansion in the long run improves the terms of trade
but leads to a trade deficit equal to the change in the budget deficit.
In the long run, fiscal deficits are externally financed through trade
deficits. The adjustment process that brings about this crowding out
is the response of profit margins and real wages to overemployment.
With rising real wage demands and profit margins domestic prices rise
relative to import process. Domestic industries lose competitiveness
and demand shifts toward imports until the full expansionary effect of
the budget deficit is offset by the loss in competitiveness.

The framework of analysis can also be used to show the role of
fiscal interventions on the supply side of the economy. Supposedly,
starting with full employment, a payroll tax is imposed but the pro-
ceeds are rebated through a lump sum income tax reduction so as not to
confound the supply effect with the impact of the fiscal policy, through
the budget surplus from tax collection, on aggregate spending. If
real wage demands are unaffected by the income tax cut, then labor
costs to firms rise and this increase is passed on as higher prices. The
terms of trade improve together with a decline in demand for domestic
goods. The payroll tax exerts a deflationary effect on the domestic
economy because it has an adverse effect on competitiveness. Once
output declines there will be downward pressure on real wages, a
process that continues until money wages received by labor have
declined enough to restore the initial level of prices and competi-
tiveness. At that point, after-tax real wages are back to normal,

11 In figure 9 this implies that the price schedule e shifts upward.



having been higher in the transition, and unemployment is back to
normal as is the external balance. Payroll taxes thus exert a transitory
deflationary effect on the economy.

Consider next the case of a gain in productivity and accordingly
a rise in potential output, Y. In the short run output expands as
real wages have not yet adjusted but unit labor costs have declined.
The gain in competitiveness creates demand for domestic goods and
thus leads to an output expansion. Figure 10 shows that the new
long-run equilibrium will be at point Q' with higher output and a
worsening in trade just sufficient to raise world demand for domestic
goods to the higher level of the new full-employment output. How
will that output be reached? In the transition process, prices will
fall reflecting the gain in productivity. Wages will fall less than prices,
reflecting the gain in real wages. Of course the new equilibrium at
point Q' cannot be permanent. Again the trade imbalance, in this
case a surplus, gives rise to further adjustments through asset ac-
cumulation impled by the external surplus. We turn to these con-
siderations in the next section.

What bearing does this analysis have on flexible exchange rates as
an adjustment process? The analysis shows that in the long run, the
real exchange rate, 9, is determmed by the requirement of goods
market equilibrium at the level of full employment. The real exchange
rate does not ensure long-run external balance. The external balance
is determined by income and spending and we have to appeal to a
further adjustment process, involving asset accumulation and the
resulting adjustment of income and spending, to achieve external
balance. Viewed in this perspective, exchange depreciation is a means
to move the real exchange rate from a disequilibrium position and to
bypass the need for a protracted recession. Such a shortcut if possible
if there is no real wage resistance. It is an empical question, however,
whether depreciation can bypass protracted unemp oyment-that is,
whether there is enough rationality to recognize the requirement of
a cut in real wages-or whether it is only in the face of unemployment
that real wages are allowed to fall. In the latter case we would expect
inflationary pressure as the depreciation-induced increase m import
prices leads to wage and domestic cost increases that are passed on
mto higher prices without bringing about much of a real exchange
rate adjustment.

10. Asset Adjwstment and Long-Term External Balance

This section concludes the review of formal models in drawing at-
tention to the long-term adjustment of income and spending. This
process is the one nmost remote in time, but of course it is a process no
less important the short-run adjustment in output or the medium
term adjustment in relative prices.12

SFor a mortve analysis see R. Dornbusch and S. Fischer, "Exchange Rates and the Current
Account." Unpublished Manuscript, M.I.T., 1977.
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To formulate our analysis we introduce explicitly (external) assets,
their influence on spending decisions and the relation between ex-
ternal imbalance or borrowing and lending and the accumulation of
assets. Assume that saving and spending depend on wealth. Let the
letter a denote the capital value of net external assets, measured in
terms of foreign goods, and a/0 their value in terms of domestic output.
Saving depends on wealth; it declines as wealth increases. It can
readily be shown that when the goods market clears, saving is equal
to the current account surplus. The surplus in turn measures the rate
at which we are acquiring claims on the rest of the world. Accord-
ingly, the rate of increase in external assets, &, as determined by net
domestic saving, is:

it=Os(a/o) (17)

In the market for domestic output, equilibrium requires that domestic
demand plus exports equal the full employment supply, Y:

Y=D(0, a/0)+X* (0) (18)

where D and X* denote domestic and foreign demand for our goods.
An increase in the relative price of our goods-a rise in 0-creates an
excess supply because it lowers the real value of assets thus lowering
spending and raising saving and because it shifts demand away from
domestic goods toward imports.

56-369 0 - 81 - 15



Figure 11 shows the equilibrium in the goods market as the schedule
II. Higher relative prices of domestic goods create an excess of do-
mestic output and thus require an increase in external assets to raise
wealth and spending to restore internal balance. Along a= 0 the
current account is in balance. Higher external assets reduce saving
and lead to decumulation thus requiring an increase in the relative
price of domestic goods that reduces the real value of assets and thus
restores the balance between income and spending. The arrows indi-
cate that the economy will converge with external balance to a long-
run equilibrium. In the long run, the current account achieves balance
so that the trade deficit is matched by income from external assets.
In the move toward external balance both assets and competitiveness
adjust. Thus the model complements our earlier analysis by ensuring
not only internal balance at the full employment level but also an
asset adjustment process leading to current account equilibrium or
equilibrium between income and spending."

What does this extended model suggest are the effects of disturb-
ances such as a loss of exports? A loss of exports would imply a reduc-
tion in demand for domestic goods. The impact effect would be a
decline in their relative price so as to maintain full employment. But
with a decline in the relative price, the real value of wealth rises and
saving declines. Assets are thus run down, income and spending fall
until we reach a new equilibrium with worsened terms of trade and a
reduction in external assets. The trade balance improvement arises
through the reduction in spending induced by lower assets and by the
adjustment of world demand to a reduced relative price of domestic
goods. IV. A PERSPECTIVE

We have now reviewed the theoretical models of the open economy
showing how external disturbances or domestic policies exert their
effects. Among the channels that received particular attention were the
interdependence of aggregate demand through the trade balance, the
interdependence of income and spending decisions as they are affected
by accumulation or the running down of external assets, the interna-
tional price linkage and the international integration of capital
markets. Of course it must be recognized at this point that "models"
of the economy are merely abstractions that center on an essential
aspect of the economy, say a transmission channel, a price effect or the
like. They do not, by themselves, allow a conclusion or a grand finale.

Rather than attempting a set of conclusions, we look here at some
issues on U.S. policymaking that the previous analysis casts some
light on. The first point to be made here concerns the operation of
stabilization policy under flexible exchange rates and significant capital
mobility. The closed economy view of stabilization policy would argue
that unemployment can be reduced through increased aggregate
demand and that a fairly flat Phillips curve provides the shortrun
trade-off. Over time the Phillips curve will shift in response to in-
flationary expectations, but that adjustment will gain momentum
only in response to a sustained expansion of demand.

Is We are not considering here adjustment of the capital stock and hence of potential output. Such analysis
is feasible but involves a considerable level of complexity.
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Under flexible rates the mechanism becomes dramatically different.
Here an expansion, because it directly affects exchange rate expecta-
tions and because of the actual and anticipated current account
deterioration, will lead to a depreciation in the exchange rate. The
depreciation arises fast, before the policy has even had a substantial
effect on aggregate demand. But with an exchange depreciation, there
is an immediate impact on domestic import prices and on the general
level of prices. It is in this sense that the Phillips curve becomes
steeper under flexible rates."

The extent to which the exchange depreciation raises import prices
and affects domestic inflation varies substantially across countries.
For the United States it is sensible to assume that a 10 percent
depreciation will raise import prices by about 5 percent. This dampen-
ing reflects the fact that foreign prices will in part decline to absorb the
exchange rate movement. In part the dampening reflects a shrinking
of profit margins. Now given the increase in domestic import prices,
what is their impact on inflation? A first approximation of the efect of
impor* prices on domestic inflation is given in table 11 below:

TABLE 11.-PRICE EQUATIONS

Price index Const P- 1/u P R DW

PCPI-------------------------- 0.002 0.43 0.007 0.15 0.64 1.92
(.003) (.14) (.005) (.03)PDEP------------------------------ .004 .40 .004 .15 .78 1.96
(.002) (.10) (.003) (.02)

I Dornbuseh, R., and Krugman, P., developed this argument in "Flexible Exchange Rates in the Short-
Run." Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, March 1976.
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The equations (estimated on quarterly data for 1965-77) suggest
that for a given unemployment rate, here denoted by u and measured
by the prime male rate, a 10-percent increase in import price inflation
will raise domestic CPI inflation by 1.5 percent in the same quarter
and by 2.6 percent in the long run. Similar results obtain for the GNP
deflator. The equations thus suggest that a 10-percent exchange
depreciation, given the 0.5 passthrough into import prices, will raise
the CPI by about 1.3 percent when all adjustments have taken place.

This effect is clearly of quite sizable magnitude. It is essential that
it should be recognized and it is an important part of the explanation
for the recent acceleration in inflation. This steepening of the Phillips
cruve implies that stabilization policy in isolation becomes signifi-
cantly more difficult unless it is accompanied by policies designed to
stabilize exchange rate expectations.

The second issue to be discussed is the extent to which changes in
the government budget exert offsetting changes in the current account.
We have argued that to the extent that fiscal expansion raises (real)
interest rates and leads to an appreciation this would worsen the
current account and thus provide an offset or a crowding out. Chart 4
plots the government budget and the current account, both as a frac-
tion of GNP. The chart reveals some tendency for the budget and the
net exports to move in the same direction, perhaps most clearly in the
1950-55 period. It is certainly not correct, however, to argue that
there is anything in the nature of systematic, full crowding out.
Episodes such as 1975 where the budget was in a historically large
deficit and net exports were historically high provide striking evidence
to the contrary. What this suggests is that exchange rate expectations
and monetary policy exert an important and sometimes overriding
side effect in the effectiveness of fiscal policy.

A third and final issue to be discussed concerns the long-run real
exchange rate of the dollar. This issue is important because there is a
tendency to underestimate the need for real exchange rate changes as

CHART 4.-The budget and net exports as a percent of GNP.
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part of the evolution of the world economy. Exchange rate movements
are primarily seen from a perspective of financial markets. Their use-
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fulness is questioned because of their inflationary impact. The appro-
priate extent of exchange rate movements is frequently assessed by
reference to purchasing power parity comparisons. An alternative
view is that the United States has been developing a structural trade
deficit. At full employment, the United States is losing competitive-
ness. Foreign countries are imitating U.S. technology and products
and are moving beyond. As a consequence, the United States is losing
in exports, and is starting to import manufactures on an increasin
scale. This loss of competitive advantage occurred with Japan an
Europe throughout the late 1950's and 1960's. It certainly was aided

CHART 5.-The U.S. real exchange rate.
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Source: IMF International Financial Statistics, November and December 1978.

in Europe by the EFTA and EEC arrangements. At present thattrend is continuing in the LDCs that are rapidly emerging as majorcom etitors in engineering products. In the 1960's attachment tofixe exchange rates led to a major overvaluation of the dollar, re-flected in a growing full employment trade deficit.
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The real exchange rate adjustment of the early 1970's has gone far
in remedying the loss of competitiveness. What has to be recognized
now is that the loss in competitiveness is continuing and that, unless
the U.S. develops new products and techniques that are competitive
in world trade at the going real exchange rate, a continuing real
depreciation is required to maintain both full employment and external
balance. What is the relevance of these considerations for domestic
stabilization policy? The relevance is that there are alternatives to
monetary and fiscal policy in maintaining full employment output.
The alternative to expansionary fiscal policies is real exchange rate
depreciation. In the short run, real depreciation may be inflationary
but in the medium term it is the only sensible policy when one asks
how to use resources effectively, how to maximize real income and
how to run an economy without facing a growing role of fiscal policy
because of an increasing aggregate demand problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This paper analyzes the Nation's most important income transfer
programs-an interrelated but not integrated set of programs which
provide cash or in-kind support to persons and their families. Public
expenditures on these programs totaled nearly $200 billion in 1978. The
objective is to describe these programs and to analyze their effects on
the economy. Section I is a survey of the transfer programs and their
objectives. Sections II and III describe the evolution of income transfer
programs since the 1930's and analyze their impacts on poverty, income
inequality, and regional income differentials.

In recent years, government income transer payments have increased
more rapidly than other sources of personal income. New programs
have been introduced (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, and Food Stamps),
benefit levels in existing programs have been increased (e.g., Social

* Sheldon Danziger is associate professor of social work, University of Wisconsin, Madison; Robert Have-man is professor of economics, University of Wisconsin, Madison; Robert Plotnik is assistant professor ofeconomics, Dartmouth College. The authors are staff members of the Institute for Research on Poverty,University of Wisconsin, Madison. Irwin Garfinkel, Peter Gottschalk, Alan Gustman, Martin Holiner.George Jakubson, L. Douglas Lee, James Storey, Timothy Smeeding, and Michael Weinstein provided
useful comments on an earlier draft. A special debt is owed Robert Lampman, who offered insightful com-
ments on a number of versions of the paper.
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Security), and eligibility requirements and program rules have been
liberalized (e.g., Aid to Families with Dependent Children-AFDC).
Currently about 45 percent of all households (80 percent of all poor
households) receive cash or in-kind support. Much of the increase in
income support payments has benefited persons over 65. The aged head
about 20 percent of all households, but receive about 50 percent of all
transfers.

The incidence of poverty among persons, as officially measured, has
declined from about 22 percent in 1959 to less than 12 percent today.
If the value of in-kind transfers-now about $50 billion annually-is
added to the cash incomes used officially to measure poverty, the
incidence has fallen further, to about 7 percent now. Because a dis-
proportionate share of the increased transfers has gone to the aged,
poverty for them has fallen from 35 to 5 percent over the same period.
The official poverty lines are adjusted only for rice increases, and not
for increases in real incomes; thus, the poverty ine for a family of four
has declined from 46 to 39 percent of median family income between
1965 and the present. If a relative poverty line (defined as a constant
fraction of median family income) is used, poverty has not declined at
all since 1965. Moreover, even if one accepts the low aggregate incidence
of 7 percent, a serious poverty problem remains, particularly for
women heading families and racial minorities. About one-third of all
persons living with black female heads of households, one-seventh of
all persons living with white female heads, and one-tenth living with
black male heads remain poor.

This reduction in measured income poverty did not occur because
economic growth or the programs of the War on Poverty provided a
"hand up" for the poor to earn their way out of poverty. Increases in
cash and in-kind transfers account for most of the progress against
poverty. Indeed, if only earned income is considered, the aggregate
incidence of poverty has remained unchanged at about 21 percent.
Economic growth and expanded employment opportunities, however,
did lead to increased earnings and reduced pretransfer poverty for
some groups, most notably married black men.

These patterns in relative and absolute poverty are reflected in
patterns of income inequality. As conventionally measured, income
imequality has remained stable over the past 30 years, despite the mas-
sive increase in government transfer payments. If official measures
are altered to account for both demographic changes and in-kind trans-
fers, only a slight downward trend in inequality appears. While the
growth of transfers has significantly reduced inequality by raising the
incomes of the poor-about 40 percent of all transfers go to the poorest
20 percent of all households-this equalizing effect has only offset an
increase in the inequality of earned incomes. While the growth in in-
come support transfers may have contributed to the increase in earned
income inequality the effect is small. In any case, if transfer payments
were to be reduced, measured poverty and income inequality would rise
substantially.

While these effects on poverty and income inequality are the in-
tended and most visible impacts of transfer programs, they also have
major impacts on other economic variables. Section IV discusses the
effect of the transfer programs on the performance of the economy.
Several indicators of economic performance are used: labor supply,
aggregate demand, the unemployment rate, the growth rate, inflation,



and cyclical stability. In each case, the theoretical linkage between the
transfer system and the variable is established, and then the empirical
evidence on the strength of this linkage is examined.

The income and wage effects of the growth of the transfer programs
since the early 1950's have caused labor supply to be about 5 percent
less than it would otherwise have been. About 40 percent of this reduc-
tion has been among the aged and female family heads. Because the
financing of this expansion may have led to some increase in the
labor supply of higher income households, the total reduction in labor
supply attributable to these programs might have been even less than
5 percent.

For several reasons, the growth of the transfer system has increased
the incentives for individuals to remain unemployed longer than other-
wise, and for employers to use layoffs and temporary unemployment
more often. Empirical studies suggest that these effects have caused the
measured unemployment rate to be 1 to 2 percent greater.

Because the growth of transfer programs has involved the redistri-
bution of income from higher to lower income families, and from
younger to older persons, the demands for consumption goods and
services have changed. Empirical studies indicate that the growth of
the transfer system since the 1950's has led to an increase of about 3
percent in consumption spending. In an economy which is not at full
employment, this expansion is aggregate demand would be an impor-
tant stimulus, increasing the growth rate and reducing the rate of
unemployment. Had the economy been at full employment, the trans-
fer system would have contributed to some price increase.

The effect of the expansion of these transfer programs on the growth
rate of the economy depends on its effect on aggregate demand and
savings. The transfer system expands aggregate demand and growth
in a situation of less than full employment. Another impact of the
system occurs through its effect on savings behavior. Research on this
question indicates that, with full employment, private savings are
reduced moderately because of the transfer system. Because the econ-
omy has operated at less than full employment over much of the last
two decades, the increased aggregate demand effect is likely to have
exceeded the savings effect.

Furthermore, the growth in transfer programs has led to somewhat
higher prices, largely through increasing the demand for medical
care services, and reducing the constraints on price increases in this
area. On the other hand, the transfer system does provide a sub-
stantial cushion against income losses in economic downturns, and
hence tends to reduce cyclical instability in the economy. Finally,
the paper discusses some potential effects of the transfer programs
on other economic variables-locational choices, attitudes toward
work, labor market efficiency, and demographic behavior.

Section V gives a rough summary of these effects. The chart
presented there states the impact of the growth of transfer programs
since 1950, and offers a judgment on the way in which a marginal
proportional increase in the system from its present level would affect
these variables.

Section VI offers some speculations on the future evolution of
transfer programs. We suggest that if no changes are made in current
programs, the growth rate of transfer payments is likely to slow rel-
ative to the rate of the recent past. If this is the case, the demographic
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drift toward a greater proportion of households headed by the young,
the old, and females without spouses will lead to increases in poverty
and income inequality over the next 10 years. If pretransfer poverty
and inequality are not reduced, transfer programs must provide
greater amounts of income to these demographic groups to prevent
current levels of poverty ad inequality from increasing.

We suggest. that a restructuring of transfer programs can reduce
their adverse efficiency effects, and an expansion of policies designed
to increase private sector employment (especially, the employment
of low-skilled workers) can reduce poverty and inequality and, at the
same time, promote work effort and productivity.

While this is an ambitious agenda, this paper has been limited in a
number of ways. First, there are a number of programs or policies
which can be considered a part of the Nation's income transfer system
which we neither describe nor analyze. Housing, education, and labor
market programs are all included in the list of social welfare expendi-
tures compiled by the Social Security Administration. Although
public spending on these programs totals nearly $200 million in 1978,
they are only mentioned in passing in this paper. A wide array of
other implicit subsidies to people occurs through special provisions
in the tax law. These "tax expenditures" for income support purposes
include tax relief related to earnings (the Earned Income Tax Credit
for low-earning family heads), disability status, medical expenses,
and housing. Although these provisions account for $50 to $70 billion
in foregone tax revenue (depending on how one categorizes them),
this paper does not include them. Nor does the paper analyze private
transfers, including private pensions, employer-provided health in-
surance charities, and gifts. This set of income transfer mechanisms
is also large and growing rapidly.

Second, in considering the growth of these transfer programs and
their economic impacts, we limit ourselves to the past decade or two
and to the next. Most of the reliable data on the impacts of the system
have been assembled since the beginning of the War on Poverty in
1965. Moreover, there was a rapid growth of these major transfer
programs in the last two decades. As to the future the authors are
skeptical about trends in income transfer programs, which are extrap-
olated more than a few years. Hence, except for the implications of
demographic changes which have already occurred (e.g., the impli-
cations or the Social Security System of declining birth rates and
longer life expectancies), this paper does not consider possible long-run
changes in these transfer programs or their impacts on the economy.

Third, the effects of the transfer systems which this paper analyzes
are the primary economic impacts. Clearly, a wide range of other
impacts could have been included-such as the size of government,
Federal-State fiscal imbalances, the work ethic, and social cohesion.
For many of these impacts, the data and studies necessary to frame
an informed judgment are not available.

II. INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES

A. The Nature of Income Transfer Programs

Government spending for social welfare programs is large, is growing
rapidly, and is the subject of perennial debate. These expenditures
form the core of the "welfare state." They represent that part of



government activity concerned with securing adequate standards of
income, health, nutrition, housing, and education for all citizens as a
matter of legal right, not as charity. This social institution is founded
on the two beliefs that the state should take an interest in the well-
being of its citizens, and that satisfying this responsibility requires
direct public intervention to modify the outcomes of unrestrained
economic forces.

The Social Security Administration has defined social welfare
expenditures (SWE) to include all public programs that provide cash
income transfers, food, housing, health services, education, manpower
training, employment assistance, and other social services directly to
individuals and families. Excluded are community services such as
police protection and other government services such as research or
regulatory actions. Social welfare expenditures include much more than
so-called "welfare" expenditures. "Welfare" expenditures are specifi-
cally designed to aid those with low incomes, while SWE include all
expenditures in the areas identified-most of which are not designed
for the poor alone (e.g., public education).

Since World War II, social welfare expenditures have grown rapidly-
from 35 percent of total government spending in 1950, to 56 percent in
1976 (when they cost about $300 billion). While about half of all State
and local outlays has gone to SWE over the entire period since 1950,
Federal SWE spending increased from 25 percent of all Federal outlays
(net of grants to states) in 1950 to 59 percent in 1976.

The share of GNP devoted to social welfare purposes provides the
best view of SWE growth. Before 1960, SWE accounted for less than
10 percent of GNP. This figure jumped to 15.9 percent in 1974 and
to 20.6 percent by 1976. This last figure may be unusually large,
however, because the recent recession led to expanded outlays for
unemployment insurance and public assistance.

SWE expenditures can be divided into transfer payments which
merely redistribute resources, and resource-using expenditures for
which the government directly controls the goods and services pur-
chased. Transfer payments can be further divided into income-tested
transfers, which are designed to aid those with low incomes, and other
transfers. The analysis in this paper will deal with the major income
transfer programs, a large component of total SWE expenditures.

Table 1 lists the major income transfer programs in 1977.1 The
$180 billion of expenditures on these programs accounts for over one-
half of all SWE. This total expenditure equals about 7 percent of
GNP. These programs are divided into two categories-social insur-
ance programs and income assistance programs.

Consider first the social insurance programs. While each of the
programs differs, all share two characteristics. First, eligibility for
benefits depends upon past contributions to the program, which is
tantamount to working in a job covered by the system. Second, in
nearly all cases one must have an identifiable problem-disability,
unemployment, old age, death of a spouse-to qualify for benefits.
Because of their size and broad coverage, these programs provide

1 The transfer programs shown here are the major cash and in-kind programs. They are a subset.of themore comprehensive list shown in Table 2. This list of major programs is based on tables in U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Report on the 1977 Welfare Reform Study, Supplement No. 1, Vol. 2,May 1977. These data differ somewhat from those presented in the National Income Accounts. For example,see Table 3.12, " Government Transfer Payments to Persons," in Survey of Current Business, July 1978.
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significant income support to numerous families. About 35 percent of
the Nation's households receive income from one or more of these
social insurance programs; the mean amount of transfer per recipient
household is in excess of $3,000 per year.

The second category of transfer programs is labeled income assist-
ance. These programs do not require past contributions; they are
designed to increase the income of those with low earnings or social
insurance benefits. These income assistance programs, taken together,
form what is often referred to as the "welfare system." They are
diverse in their characteristics. Some provide support in the form of
cash (e.g., AFDC or Supplemental Security Income (SSI)), while
others provide in-kind support (e.g., Medicaid or Food Stamps).
Some of the programs are Federal programs (e.g., Food Stamps and
SSI), while others are joint Federal-State programs (e.g., AFDC) or
State-only programs (e.g., General Assistance). Of the programs listed
in the table, only the Food Stamp program provides assistance to all
low-income people. Benefits in all of the other programs depend on
some characteristics in addition to low income (for example disability,
old age, or dependency).

TABLE 1.-Major income tra88fer programs, 1977 1

Billions
Social insurance programs ------------------------------------- $134. 2

Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI)-----------------------71.0
Disability Insurance (OASDI)--------------------------------10.9
Unemployment insurance ----------------------------------- 14.3
Workers compensation--------------------------------------6. 7
Veterans compensation -------------------------------------- 5. 7
Railroad retirement ------------------------------------------ 3. 6
Black lung------------------------------------------------- 1. 0
Medicare ------------------------------------------------- 21. 0

Income assistance programs-------------------------------------- 45. 7

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) ---------------- 10.3
Food stamps----------------------------------------------- 4. 5
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) ---------------------------- 6. 3
Medicaid ------------------------------------------------- 17. 2
Veterans pensions------------------------------------------- 3. 1
General assistance ------------------------------------------- 1. 3
Housing assistance ------------------------------------------- 3. 0

Total-------------------------------------------------- 179. 9

1 Fiscal year. Lists of income transfer programs often include government employee pensions. They are
not included in this table, but they are included as transfer income in tables 4-13, below. The Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare uses tbis catalog of major income transfer programs. (See footnote i).

Source: The Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year. 1978, Appendix.

At the present time, about 12 to 15 percent of the Nation's families
receive benefits from one or another of these programs, and many
receive support from more than one of the programs.

The following statements, adapted from a recent government
report,' characterize the nature and diversity of the major income
transfer programs:

The largest social insurance program, Social Security (OASDI),
is the full responsibility of the Federal Government. Benefits

'U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Report on the 1977 Welfare Reform Study, Supple-
mnt No. 7, Vol. 2, May 1977.



are somewhat related to past earnings, and there are no
variations from state to state.

The second largest social insurance program, Unemployment
Insurance, is left almost completely to the states. Benefits
are somewhat related to past earnings, but vary widely from
state to state. For example, maximum weekly payments
including dependents' allowances range from $63 in Texas
to $165 in Connecticut (fiscal year 1977).

One major Federal welfare program, Food Stamps, assures a
uniform minimum income for all households with the pro-
vision of the benefits in food coupons. States administer this
Federal program.

A second Federal income assistance program, Supplemental
Security Income, assures a uniform minimum income in cash
to aged, blind, or disabled individuals. States are required
to supplement benefits to some of these recipients, and may
elect to provide additional supplementation. The Federal
Government administers the basic Federal benefit and some
of the state supplements.

A third major welfare program, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, allows each state to determine how much cash
assistance the Federal Government provides and, within
some limits, to which citizens. That is, AFDC is an agree-
ment by which the Federal Government provides matching
grants to a state for the purpose of assisting it to help the
needy population in state-entitlement programs.

The largest welfare program, Medicaid, bases eligibility in most
instances on participation in other programs. For example,
AFDC recipients are "categorically eligible" for Medicaid.
Benefits are in-kind and, as in AFDC, the Federal share
varies widely among states.

A "last resort" program for most low-income Americans is
General Assistance. This program operates solely at State
and local discretion and provides uneven, unsure, and usually
temporary income support.

While these various programs are diverse and not well integrated,
they are relatively effective in achieving several objectives. The two
basic objectives are, first, the replacement of income losses from events
which are largely outside the control of individuals and, second, the
assurance of a minimum level of economic support to those who, for
either defined or undefined reasons, have little other income support.
The first objective is largely served by the social insurance programs,
which replace income losses from retirement, death, disability, and
unemployment. The second is the focus of the income assistance pro-
grams, for which inadequate economic means is the chief criterion for
support. In a real sense, however, these two objectives are but com-
ponents of a broader social objective-to reduce poverty and in-
equality among U.S. citizens. Clearly, without these programs and
with reliance on only earmed income, savings, or private transfer
programs, poverty would be substantially greater and the gap be-
tween the rich and the poor significantly larger.
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B. The Evolution of Income Transfer Programs

This section briefly describes the evolution of the major income
transfer programs.' The Great Depression played a critical role in
heightening concern for those with low incomes. Because millions were
unemployed for long periods, the chances of becoming poor increased,
and the causes of poverty came to be seen as systemic rather than
personal. In the years before the Depression, many states gradually
shifted from haphazard local and private charity toward government-
administered income transfer programs. Most had established work-
men's compensation and widows' pension plans, and seven states
provided some pensions for old age. Thus, it was not surprising that
the Depression produced significant new social welfare initiatives.

1. THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT OF 1935

Enacted by Congress in 1935, the Social Security Act established the
basic framework of current income transfer programs. It created five
new rograms. Two were social insurance programs in which eligibility
and benefit levels are related to previous employment and contribu-
tions by the worker and/or his employer: Old Age Insurance (OAI)
and Unemployment Insurance (UT). Three were welfare programs in
which eligibility and benefit levels depend on current income: Aid to
the Blind (AB), Old Age Assistance (OAA), and Aid to Dependent
Children (ADC). The two social insurance programs were federally
financed and administered. The three welfare programs were funded
jointly by Federal and State governments (and locally as well in most
states at least initially) and administered by states and localities.
The Act established the still-important distinctions between types
of programs (social insurance or welfare) and level of government
authority (Federal or State).

These new programs substantially increased the aid provided to the
aged, unemployed, blind, and dependent children. Perhaps even more
important, the Social Security Act established a foundation on which
other programs could be built.

The Old Age Insurance (OAI) Program encouraged retirement since
benefits were generally available only to the semi- or fully retired.
Because OAI is a social insurance program, however, coverage de-
pended on previous labor force attachment and benefits were related
to previous earnings. People without a sufficient labor market history
were not eligible for benefits. The Unemployment Insurance (UI) Pro-
gram also provided benefits based on previous labor force attachment.
UI beneficiaries were, moreover, required to accept suitable employ-
ment offers, and benefits were of limited duration. The Aid to the
Blind, Old Age Assistance, and Aid to Dependent Children programs
provided cash aid without requiring the aged, blind, and mothers of
dependent children to work, but (except for female heads of families)
there was no cash relief program for the able-bodied poor. Many of
these program provisions remain the same today.

The distinction between employables and unemployables was made
a foundation of the Social Security Act. The two social insurance

I This section draws heavily from Irwin Garfinkel and Felicity Skidmore, "Income Support Policy
Where We've Come From and Where We Should Be Going," Institute for Research on Poverty Discussion
Paper 490-78, April 1978 (Madison: University of Wisconsin).



programs were designed for employables; the welfare programs were
for those with insufficient labor force attachment. This categorical
approach, treating different groups of people differently, continues to
characterize the U.S. income support system.

The welfare programs in the Social Security Act were expected to
decline in importance over time. OAA was to help those aged poor who
had not contributed to and were therefore not eligible for the Old Age
Insurance Program. As the Old Age Insurance Program matured, it
was expected that the number of beneficiaries of the welfare program
would dwindle. The welfare programs for both the blind and dependent
children were also expected to remain small. Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren (ADC) was viewed as a program for aiding widows; no one
envisioned the growth in marital instability that was to convert the
program from a minor, relatively uncontroversial, program into the
focal point of the welfare reform debate in the 1960's and 1970's.

The period between 1935 and the War on Poverty was essentially
one of legislative quiescence. However, the income support system
expanded incrementally: More aid to more groups was provided at
increased cost, and the Federal role gradually increased. Expansions
included a welfare program, Aid to the Permanently and Totally
Disabled, the extension of ADC to the parent of the children, be-
coming Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and a
social insurance program, Disability Insurance.

2. THE WAR ON POVERTY AND THE GREAT SOCIETY 4

Just as the Great Depression accelerated developments in income
support policy in the 1930's, a combination of events led to a similar
acceleration during the 1960's and early 1970's. The civil rights move-
ment heightened awareness of social injustice and increased the
political power of one of the poorest segments of our society. The
assassination of President Kennedy created sympathy for implement-
ing social welfare legislation. Within this context, President Johnson
declared his War on Poverty in March 1964. The Economic Oppor-
tunity Act enacted by Congress later that year established the Office
of Economic Opportunity (OEO) and created a series of education
and employment and training programs such as Head Start, Job
Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, Work Study, Upward Bound,
and the Work Experience Program for AFDC mothers.

The War on Poverty, in addition to direct program creation, had a
profound indirect effect on income transfer programs. By declaring the
War on Poverty, President Johnson had elevated the question, "What
does it do for the poor?", to a test for judging government interven-
tions and for orienting national policy.5

In the years following the declaration of the War on Poverty, several
important changes in transfer policy occurred. Expanded benefit levels
and coverage of the Social Security program increased the antipoverty
impact of the program. By the mid-1970's, the Food Stamp program,
begun in 1964 as a program designed primarily to stabilize and support
farm commodity prices, had become a $5 billion program of assistance
to all low-income families, irrespective of their work status or the

4 A full discussion and appraisal of the War on Poverty is found in Robert Haveman (ed.), A Decade of
Federal Antiproverty Policy (New York: Academic Press, 1977).

3 Robert J. Lampman, "What Does It Do for the Poor? A New Test for National Policy," The Public
Interest, Winter 1974, pp. 66-82.



cause of their meager income. It became, in effect, a negative income
tax for food. Similarly, the evolution of health policy took on an anti-
poverty character. In 1965, Congress passed the long-debated program
of health insurance for the aged, Medicare. Medicaid, passed in the
same year, provided health care for the poor. Since their inception,
these health care programs have grown dramatically, costing about
$40 billion by the late 1970's. Housing assistance for low-income
families grew from a relatively small scale before 1965 to a $3 billion
program in the 1970's, in part owing to the introduction of new
programs.

Additional changes, largely unplanned, occurred in other transfer
programs. Aid to Families with Dependent Children and Aid to the
Aged, Blind, and Disabled grew enormously during the years after
1965. Federal public assistance expenditures for these programs
increased from $2.7 billion in 1965 to nearly $6 billion in 1974, while
total program costs rose from $0.7 billion to nearly $15 billion. There
were many sources of the increase in costs. They included increased
leniency on the part of welfare administrators, expanded rights and
entitlements stemming from the initiatives of organized groups of
recipients and legal rights activists, more liberal court interpretations
of beneficiary rights and entitlements, the raising of state supplemental
benefit levels, and reduction in the stigma attached to being on welfare.

The War on Poverty and legislation spawned by it continued the
trend toward providing more adequate benefits to an increasingly
larger percentage of the population than had been taking place since
the enactment of the Social Security Act. In addition to the specific
achievements cited above, the emphasis on the commitment to reduce
poverty continued to influence a broad array of policy issues through-
out the 1970's (e.g., energy policy, tax policy).

3. REFORMS ENACTED IN THE 1970'S

In 1974, the Supplemental Security Income Program took effect as
a substitute for the existing adult welfare programs and established
for the first time a nationwide, minimum income for the aged, blind,
and disabled, set at about 75 percent of the poverty level for a single
individual and almost 90 percent for a couple. For the first time, bene-
fits in a welfare program were indexed to the cost of living (Social
Security benefits were also indexed at this time). In an attempt to
reduce the stigma associated with welfare, the Social Security
Administration became responsibile for the administration of SSI.

The Food Stamp program has continued to expand and evolve
during the 1970's as the only welfare program entitling all Americans
to a uniform nationwide minimum income guarantee-in food coupons.
In 1971, Congress amended the Food Stamp program to provide
national eligibility standards and benefits, and a work test. In July
1974, it extended the program to all areas of the country and benefits
and indexed income eligibility limits to increases in the cost of food.
Beginning in 1979, the purchase requirement was eliminated, and
participation in the program began to increase once again.

Although both Presidents Nixon and Carter proposed major welfare
reforms which were not enacted (the Family Assistance Plan, and the
Program for better jobs and income), Congress has continued to expand
the number of new programs and coverage under existing programs.
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Recent changes include the introduction of the Earned Income Tax
Credit in 1974 and its expansion in 1979, the introduction and expan-
sion of public service employment under the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act (CETA), Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants, the 1978 Social Security Amendments, and the increase in the
number of beneficiaries in various programs for the disabled.

C. The Current Dimensions of Income Transfer Programs

As the discussion has indicated, transfer programs are diverse,
broad in coverage, growing rapidly, and complex. Table 2 is an
elaboration of Table 1, and provides evidence on expenditure levels in
1965 and 1974. Currently, there are many separate transfer programs
which provide significant amounts of income support. Table 2 presents
for 1965 and 1974 the estimated expenditures of the most important
ones, and for 1974, the percentage of these expenditures received by
the pretransfer poor (the pretransfer poor are defined in section III.A).

Several characteristics of these programs should be emphasized.
First, the system is clearly a categorical one, with separate programs
for single parent families, veterans, the aged, blind, and disabled, the
unemployed, and the working poor. Most of this categorization is a
response to the work issue-an attempt to distinguish and treat differ-
ently those who are expected to work from those who are not.
T

ABLE 2.-MAJOR INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS AND BENEFITS TO THE PRETRANSFER POOR, 1965 AND 1974

[in millions of dollars]

Percentage
spent on

1965 1974 pretransfer
expenditures expenditures poor in 1974

Federal rograms:
A. sCiasecurity----------------------------------------- $16, 488 $53, 564 58.8
B. Railroad retirement_ ------------------------------------ 1,118 2,671 58.8
C. Railroad disability ..--------------------------------------- 44 28 58.8
D. Public employee retirement.------------------------------- 3, 216 10,776 40.5
E. Unemployment insurance. ..-------------------------------- 2,506 5,316 20.8
F. Workers compensation..------------------------------------ 73 1,237 45.2

1. Regular--------------------------------- -------- 73 271 ----..--.----
2. Black lung ----------------------------------------- -------- 966 45.2

G. Public assistance. .. ..-------------------------------------- 2,614 6,925 85.9
AFDC-------------------------------------------- 956 4,009 91.8
OAA, AB, APTO, and emergency assistance--------------- 1,658 1,047 77.8
3. SSI -------------------------------------------------------- 1,869 77.8

H. Veterans' income support -------------------------------- 4,108 6,763 43.0
1. Compensation and pensions -------------------------- 4,042 6,616 ----..-..----
2. Other----------------------------------------- - 57 103 ------.---...

I. Food stamps -- _------------------------------------------- 36 2,718 83.0
J. Housing assistance-------------------------------------- 227 1,968 65.0

1. Public housing.------------------------------------ 219 1,233 73.0
2. Rentasupplements-------------------------137 77.0
3. Home ownership and rental housi-ng -assi-stance,sec. 236----------------- 523 46.0
4. Other ------------------------------------------- . 2 59 89.0

K. Health------------------------------. ---------. - 1,990 15, 120 58.0
1. Medicare------------.------------------------..-.------. 9,557 59.0
2. Medicaids:------------------------------------------ 271 5,563 73.0

State and local programs:
A. Public employee retirement------------------------------- 1,861 5,682 40.5
B. Temporary disability insurance------------------------------ 253 481 27.0
C. Workers compensation.-.---------------------------------- 1,690 4,152 45.2
D. Public assistance------------------------------------- 2,148 5,658 86.1

1. AFDC--------------------------------------.-. . 768 3,362 91.8
2. OAA, AB, APTD and general assistance ---------------- 1,379 1,652 77.8
3. SSI.-------------------------------------------------------- 643 77.8

E. Veterans' bonuses and compensation ------------------------- 20 156 43.0
F. Huing assistance ---------------------------------------- 8go 545 73.0
G. Meduicaid, vendor medical payments-------------------------- 252 4,174 73.0

Source: Sheldon Danziger and Robert Plotnick, "Has the War on Income Poverty Been Won?" (New York Academic
Press, forthcoming).

56-369 0 - 81 - 16



Second, expenditures for the social insurance programs are sub-
stantially larger than those for welfare programs, and account for
nearly three-quarters of total transfer expenditures. As a consequence,
social insurance programs lift more people out of poverty than do
welfare programs, even though a larger proportion of the benefits
from welfare programs go to the poor.

Third, cash benefits account for a larger share of total expenditures
than in-kind benefits, and in-kind welfare benefits exceed both cash
welfare benefits and in-kind social insurance benefits.

Fourth, although many people identify the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children program with welfare, it actually accounts for
only 20 percent of total welfare expenditures and for not much more
than 5 percent of total expenditures on income support. By far the
largest welfare program is Medicaid.

Fifth, the bulk of income transfer expenditures is financed by the
Federal Government. Just as in-kind benefits play a bigger role in
welfare than in social insurance programs, State and local financing
also play a bigger role in welfare programs than in social insurance.
Nearly 30 percent of total welfare expenditures are borne by State
and local governments. In contrast, less than 7 percent of total social
insurance expenditures are borne by State and local governments.

Table 3 presents evidence on the growth of various income transfers
relative to median income, and table 4 shows how transfers are dis-
tributed among various demographic groups.

TABLE 3.-GROWTH IN TRANSFER PROGRAM BENEFITS AND MEDIAN INCOME, 1965-77

Average monthly benefits
Median
family Retired AFDC

income worker Widow Disabled family Weekly UI

15--------------------------- $6,957 $84 $74 $98 $137 $37
1974 --------------------------- 12,902 188 176 206 216 64
1977. ..-------------------------- 16,009 243 222 265 240 78

Percent change 1965-1974----------- 85 124 138 110 58 73
Percent change 1965-1977----------- 130 189 200 170 75 111

Source: "Social Security Bulletin. Annual Statistical Supplement" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Departmentof Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, 1978.)

From the data in tables 2, 3, and 4, and from supplemental informa-
tion, several other summary statements regarding the size and growth
of the transfer system can be made:

Since President Johnson declared the War on Poverty, transfer
expenditures have rapidly increased due to: (a) new pro-
grams; (b) liberalized eligibility requirements in existing
programs; and (c) more generous payment standards.

In 1976, 44 percent of all household units received a cash transfer;
this transfer averaged $3368 or 24 percent of mean household
income. For the aged, 94 percent received cash transfers
averaging about 39 percent of their mean income.

Between 1965 and 1976 mean pretransfer income of all households
grew by 95 percent while the mean cash transfer grew by 164
percent. The mean public assistance payment grew by 92
percent, the mean Social Security benefit by 165 percent, the
mean other government transfer (Unemployment Compensa-
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tion, government employee pensions, Workers Compensation,
Veterans' Benefits) by 180 percent.

In 1977 there were 28 million recipients of Social Security benefits,
4 million of disability, 11 million of AFDC, 25 million of
Medicaid, 18 million of Food Stamps and 4 million of SSI.

Since 1965, the increase in benefits for the aged far exceeded those
of welfare recipents or those of the average wage earner.

The gains of welfare recipients who work were substantial, and
above the gains in median income.



TABLE 4-SOURCES OF TRANSFER INCOME, BY DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP, 1965 AND 1976

Percentage of Percentage of
Percentage of Percentage of households Mean households

households Mean households Mean receiving other Gov- receiving
Number of Mean pre- Mean post- receiving social receiving public other Gov- enment any Gov- Mean Goy-
households transfer transfer social security p ublic assistance erment transfers eroment erment

(millions) income income security Income assistance income I transfers 2 Income cash transfer cash transfer

Total, 1976 ----------- 78.16 $12, 599 $14, 087 25.98 $3, 206 8.26 $1,944 19.52 $2, 536 44.20 $3, 368

Families beaded by:....2.5 207 461,0235139 287153
Young men8------54.26 11,764 12,141 2, 3 354
Prime-age menndl....... - 37.74 18,813 19,718 9.72 3,005 3.48 1,938 21.49 2,539 29.
Aged men--------------. 6.99 6,694 11,656 91.85 4,251 7.31 1,618 21.81 4,304 94.68 5,240
Young women ------ .86 2,755 4,403 2.41 2,156 64.01 2,363 7.86 1,055 70.15 2,349

Prime-age women ------- 5.71 7,481 9,382 24.60 3,091 30.34 2,695 16.90 1,913 57.63 3,299
Aged women ----------- 1.15 6,855 10, 823 91.53 3,158 25.86 1,689 24.10 2,660 97.34 4,077

Individuals who are:
Young men ------------ 2.39 6, 333 6,642 2. 47 1,712 1.68 1,003 16.32 1, 525 19.66 1, 568
Primn-age men ------ 5.13 10331 11,080 7.13 2,530 5.11 1, 491 20.85 2,365 29.67 2,526

go .en--- ..-.- 21.56 2,335 5,486 90.05 2,688 14.80 043 18.44 3,128 94.15 3
Young women. . 2.03 4,881 5,048 3.72 482 3.78 294 7.33 857 13.84 1,206

Prime-age women 4.88 6,74 7,927 15.18 2,132 10.16 686 11.61 2,244 61.99 2,405 1

Aged women------------ 5.4 1,913 4,704 9096 2,481 13.68 1,078 15.43 2477 95.64 2,913

Total 1965------------- 60 64 6,459 6,905 21.54 1,212 5.15 1,010 17.71 907 37.13 1,275
Families headed by:

Young men-------------- 2.69 5,781 5,857 1.04 529 1.73 599 15.97 373 17.95 420

Prime-age men----------- 35.07 8,699 8,919 6.56 1,022 2.25 965 17.36 780 23.61 950

Aged men--------------- 5.79 3, 533 5,047 82. 12 1, 536 6.04 925 26.05 1,391 87. 84 1,912

Young women ------ .27 2,042 2, 552 3,54 1, 472 39.34 1, 160 5.43 274 47.43 1,102

Prime-age women curity 3.61 3,799 4,651 30.75 1,341 19.67 1,434 18.49 895 55.23 1,557
Aged women ------------ 1.04 3,775 4,973 74.10 1,068 18.96 882 25.03 1,178 88.97 1,409

IndivIduals who are:
Young men--------------- .40 2,576 2,625 1.89 581 2.04 402 10.53 285 14.49 340

Prime-age men ------ 3.00 4,527 2,744 5.62 1,039 3.02 658 17.64 945 23.77 1,039
Aged men--------------- 1.21 1,221 2,261 79.64 1,091 11.68 670 19.17 1,206 88.43 1,333

Young women ------ . 82 1, 884 1, 897 0.05 229 1.07 580 4. 51 148 5.62 231

Prime-age women ---- 3.30 3,431 3,651 12.04 746 3.69 894 11.68 984 22.98 1,034

Aged women------------- 3.43 971 1,927 74.18 903 15.94 817 15.87 1,174 86.46 1,141

1Public assistance includes: Aid to families with dependent children, Old age assistance (now sup- Source: Computations by authors from 1966 Survey of Economic Opportunity and March 1977 cur-
plemental security income), and general assistance. rent population survey computer tapes.

Othe Goernenttrasfes iclue: nmloyment compensation, workmen's compensation,
Government employee and veteran's pensions aicom pensation.



The growth in the AFDC payment level for those not working
was slightly lower than the growth in net earnings for the
average worker. But the growth in real economic well-being
was greater because of the rapid growth in in-kind benefits
from Food Stamps and Medicaid (which are not counted as
income in the census data in table 4).

Twenty percent of prime-age (25-64) female heads received public
assistance in 1965; 30 percent, in 1976; however, their average
transfer went up by only 88 percent, less than the rise in
median income.

Among all of the patterns in these tables, the rapid growth of the
various transfer programs is the most notable. This growth has several
causes. First, the increased affluence of the post World War II period
led citizens to revise upwards their notions of what constitutes a
minimally decent level of income. As this happened, the willingness to
redistribute income to those with the lowest market incomes increased.
(However, as we discuss in section VI, the relative constancy of living
standards in the 1970's has become a brake on increased spending on
transfer programs.)

Also, there is an inherent tendency for certain kinds of income
transfers to grow until programs reach maturity. For example, ex-
penditures on Social Security were low for many years because few
retired workers had qualified for benefits. Over time, a larger and larger
fraction of retirees became eligible for payments and outlays rose.
This would have happened even if eligibility rules and benefit sched-
ules had remained unchanged. Finally, several programs were initiated
or expanded tremendously after 1965. Medicare, Medicaid, and Food
Stamps quickly became major programs in terms of total expenditures
and the number of program beneficiaries. Second, Social Security
payments grew unusually quickly in the early 1970's, largely because
of generous increases in benefit schedules. In a series of measures
between 1967 and 1974, Congress increased benefits by 90 percent,
while average personal income during this period rose 43 percent.

This rapid growth in the coverage and benefit levels of income
transfer programs has had major redistributive impacts on the level
of poverty and income ineauality and, significant effects on the re-
gional flow of funds. Section III analyzes these redistributive effects.
Because transfers have grown more rapidly than earned income,
they have also had significant effects on work effort and savings be-
havior. Section III discusses these and other effects.

III. THE REDISTRIBUTIVE IMPACTS OF INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS

A. The Poverty Reduction Impact

The Federal Government's official measure of poverty provides a
set of income cutoffs adjusted for family size, age and sex of family
head, number of children under age 18, and farm-nonfarm residence.
The cutoffs provide an absolute measure of poverty which specifies
in dollar terms minimally decent levels of consumption for families
of different types. For 1976, the official poverty thresholds ranged
from $2313 for a single female living on a farm to $9622 for a two-
parent family of seven or more persons not living on a farm.
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The official income concept is current money income received during
the calendar year. This is defined by the Census Bureau as the sum of
money wages and salaries, net income from self-employment, Social
Security income and cash transfers from other government programs,
property income (e.g., interest, dividends, net rental income), and
other forms of cash icome (e.g., private pensions, almony). Current
money income does not include government or private benefits in-kind
(e.g., Food Stamps, Medicare benefits, employer-provided health
insurance) nor does it subtract taxes, although both of these affect a
household's command over resources. We refer to the official income
concept as posttransfer income.

Some writers have argued that absolute poverty thresholds, like
the official ones, fail to measure adequately changes in poverty in a
society with an increasing standard of living. They conclude that
persons whose incomes fall well below the prevailing average in their
society are regarded as poor by that society, no matter what their
absolute incomes may be. Thus, they advocate relative poverty thresh-
olds which vary directly with average income.

Since concern with income inequality has been increasing, this
paper uses relative poverty thresholds in addition to the official ones.
The relative poverty thresholds differ from the half-the-median
standard offered by some observers. In 1965, the first year for which
detailed data are presented, this paper sets the relative poverty lines
equal to the official absolute ones. (In 1965, the official lines were
equal to about 45 percent of the median income.) In succeeding years
the relative lines are increased at the same rate as the median. With
this approach, trends in absolute and relative poverty are easily
compared because they begin with exactly the same base year popu-
lation. In applying the relative thresholds, this paper uses the same

posttransfer income concept employed by the official measure. Then
it applies both the absolute and relative lines to three income concepts
in addition to posttransfer income.

Posttransfer income does not distinguish between income derived
from market sources (e.g., wages, dividends) and income derived from
government sources (e.g., Social Security, Public Assistance income).
As such, it fails to separate the market economy's antipoverty per-
formance from the performance of government cash transfer programs.
The second income concept, pretransfer income, distinguishes market
income from government income. Families and unrelated individuals
who do not receive enough money income from market sources to
raise themselves over the poverty lines constitute the pretransfer
poor (a more exact title would be pregovernment transfer poor).
Pretransfer poverty reveals the magmtude of the problem faced by
the public sector after the market economy has distributed its rewards.
Because pretransfer income is always less than or equal to posttransfer
income, using this concept produces a larger population living in
poverty.

A related measure of income is prewelf are income. While pretrans-
fer income does not count any money income from government pro-
grams, prewelf are income excludes only income from public assistance
(i.e., welfare) programs. Social insurance benefits (e.g., Social Security,
Unemployment Insurance) are included in prewelfare income because
they do not depend on the current income on the recipient. Because



they are based on the past earnings and contributions of the indi-
vidual and are received because of retirement, disability, unemploy-
ment, work injury, or death, social insurance benefits are perceived
by the public as earned. Thus for many, the "real" poverty popula-
tion, the one to whom antipoverty policy should be addressed, is the
prewelfare poor.

Both pretransfer and prewelfare income exclude some components
of posttransfer income. The fourth concept used in this paper, adjusted
income,' corrects three flaws in the data used to generate poverty
statistics. Each of these flaws biases the measure of the poverty popu-
lation. First, posttransfer income does not include in-kind income

rovided by either government (e.g., Food Stamps) or private (e.g.,
health insurance) sources. Since these benefits increase a family's
command over resources, their exclusion leads to an overestimate of
the poverty population. Second, many persons misreport their incomes.
The official statistics make only a partial correction for this sort of
underreporting, so this defect overestimates the number of low-income
persons. Third, direct taxes are ignored, so the amount of income
available for household consumption spending is overstated. Because
the official lines represent the cost of minimally decent levels of con-
sumption, not adjusting for taxes underestimates the size of the
poverty population.

The adjusted income concept confronts these three problems. This
paper has corrected the data for income underreporting, estimated the
amount of in-kind income each living unit received from the three
largest government in-kind programs-Food Stamps, Medicare, and
Medicaid-and subtracted liabilities from the Federal income and
Social Security taxes. These corrections yield a better measure of the
income actually available to each household for consumption spending
than does the government approach.

Table 5 presents the trend in the incidence of poverty among persons
for the various poverty measures. The top panel of the table presents
the incidence based on the absolute poverty thresholds; the bottom
panel, on the relative poverty thresholds. The columns begin with
pretransfer income and end with adjusted income.

Pretransfer poverty.-The size of the pretransfer for poverty
population has received scant attention in journalistic accounts of
poverty and antipoverty policy, and in scholarly studies and texts,
primarily because the data are not published by the Census Bureau.
The failure to measure the level of pretransfer poverty obscures the
magnitude of the poverty problem the public sector faces after the
market has distributed its rewards. To judge the antipoverty effec-
tiveness of government transfer programs, one must compare their
outlays to the size of the problem existing before the outlays are taken
into account.

A striking observation emerges from column 1 of table 5. The level
of absolute pretransfer poverty has been stagnant since 1965. In both
1976 and 1965, 21 percent of all persons were pretransfer poor.
Although the incidence for persons was slightly lower in the intervening
years, there is no downward trend. Indeed, pretransfer poverty
declined to 18.2 percent in 1968; since then, the trend has been slowly
upward.

* Our data on adjusted income were provided by Timothy Smeeding. See his article, "The Antipoverty
Effectiveness of In-Kind Transfers," Journal of Human Resources, Summer 1977, pp. 360-378.
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TABLE 5.-TREND IN THE INCIDENCE OF POVERTY AMONG PERSONS, 1965-76

[In percentl

Income concept

Pretransfer Prewelfare Posttransfer Adjusted
Type of measure, year Income Income Income Income J

Absolute measure:
1965.---------------------------------- 21.3 16.3 15.6 12.1
1968.---------------------------------- 18.2 13.6 12.8 10.1
1970.---------------------------------- 18.8 (1) 12.6 9.4
1972.---------------------------------- 19.2 13.1 11.9 6.2
1974.---------------------------------- 20.3 13.1 11.6 7.8
1976.---------------------------------- 21.0 13.1 11.8 6.5

Change, 1965-76-.------------------.. -1.4 -19.6 -24.4 -46.2

Relative measure:
1965.---------------------------------- 21.3 16.3 15.6
1968----------------------------------- 19.7 15.3 14.6
1970----------------------------------- 20.8() 15.1
1972----------------------------------- 22.2() 15.7 I
1974----------------------------------- 22.9 16. 1 14.9
1976----------------------------------- 24. 1 16.3 15.4

Change, 1965-76---------------------- +13.1 0 -1.3 ()

I Data are for fiscal year 1976 and are roughly comparable with earlier years.
Not available.

Source: Unless noted otherwise, computations by authors from Survey of Economic Opportunity (for 1965) and various
March current population surveys (for other years).

The economy's performance at providing above-poverty-line
incomes from market sources did not improve in recent years even
though the 1965-1976 period was fairly prosperous-average real
pretransfer income per capita rose 25 percent. However, most of this
growth occurred in the late 1960's; since 1970 the growth of average
pretransfer income has been small. Real per capita pretransfer income
rose 6 percent between 1970 and 1972, but did not grow at all from
1972 to 1976. Because of this income stagnation, one might not have
expected the level of pretransfer poverty to decline. One would not
have expected it to increase, however, as it has since 1978.

Prewelfare poverty.-Like pretransfer poverty, the level and trend of
prewelfare poverty have not received much attention and are not
among the series published by the Census Bureau. In 1965, 16.3 percent
of all persons were pre-welfare poor (column 2). Owing partly to a
strong labor market and partly to increased social insurance transfers,
prewelfare poverty decined to 13.6 percent in 1968. Since 1968,
despite the substantial increase in social insurance transfers, prewel-
fare poverty has not declined; it remained at 13.1 percent in 1976.

Posttransfer poverty.-The incidence of posttransfer poverty (the
offical measure) declined by about 25 percent between 1965 and 1976.
Much of the decline, however, occurred before the 1970's. Thus, in 1976
11.8 percent of the population was officially poor.

Adjusted poverty.-When the Census data are adjusted for the under-
reporting of incomes, the payment oi Federal income and payroll taxes,
and the receipt of in-kind transfers, there is a steady decline in the
incidence of poverty. While roughly 12 percent of the nation was poor
in 1965, only 6.5 percent was poor in 1976. The contrast with the other
trends in the top panel of Table 5 is striking: while pre transfer poverty
did not decline, and prewelfare and posttransfer poverty declined
somewhat, adjusted poverty was cut in half.



Relative poverty.-For each income concept, the relative measure
provides a less optimistic view of the recent past-a higher level and
no sign of a decline. Relative pretransfer poverty declined slightly
until 1968 and then began to increase; by 1976, 24.1 percent of all
persons was pretransfer poor, an increase in the incidence of 13.1
percent. Relative prewelfare poverty and relative posttransfer poverty
have fluctuated only slightly during the period, and remain at about 15
percent. This means that the incomes received by those at the bottom
have not increased relative to the median income. Rather than lending
support to the notion that the War on Poverty has been won, the data
on relative poverty suggest that nothing was accomplished, that
poverty in America is so pervasive that its elimination requires stronger
tactics.

Antipoverty efectivenes.-Table 6 measures the antipoverty effec-
tiveness of tranfers by the percentage of the pretransfer poor removed
from officially defined income poverty by transfers. The greater this
number, the more successful are transfers. There are, however, two
reasons why Table 6 may overstate the antipoverty impact of govern-
ment transfers. First (as discussed in section IV.A), transfer income
tends to reduce the work effort of recipients and their families. When
work effort and consequently earnings fall, some persons become
pretransfer poor who would have been nonpoor in the absence of
transfers. Secondly, transfers influence people's choices of living
arrangements. For example, rising levels of Social Security have surely
contributed to the decisions of more and more elderly couples to main-
tain separate households. Because these persons are generally not in
the labor force, they are likely to be included in the pretransfer poor.
Without this program, or with only meager benefits, many elderly
might live with children who earn nonpoverty incomes and would not
he included among the pretransfer poor.

Because of these two factors, part of the pretransfer poverty which
is calculated to have been eliminated by income transfer programs is,
in fact, created by them. The importance of these responses for measur-
ing the antipoverty effectiveness of transfers has not, however, been
conclusively established. Our own work in progress suggests that the
net decline in absolute poverty due to cash transfers may be over-
stated by about 5 to 10 percent in 1974, and less in earlier years when
transfers were a smaller fraction of personal income.

Table 6 divides all government transfers into social insurance trans-
fers, public assistance transfers, and in-kind transfers. For each type
of transfer and for each measure of poverty, public transfers became
increasingly effective between 1965 and 1976. While all transfers re-
moved about 43 percent of the pretransfer poor from absolute poverty
in 1965, almost 70 percent was removed in 1976. The larger effect is
due to the rapid increase in the average transfer benefit received and
to the increasing percentage of the pretransfer poor receiving transfers.
The fraction of absolute pretransfer poor households receiving a cash
transfer payment rose from 69 percent in 1965 to 81 percent in 1976.
At the same time, the real value of the typical household's cash trans-
fer grew 34 percent, which exceeded the growth in real pretransfer
income. Consequently, more and more households were able to move
beyond the official poverty lines.
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TABLE 6.-THE ANTIPOVERTY EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFERS, 1965 AND 1976

Percentage of the pretransfer poor removed from poverty by:

Cash social Cash public
insurance assistance In-kind

Poverty measure transfers I transfersI transfers a All transfers

Absolute measure:
1965 ---------------------------------- 23.5 3.3 16.4 43.2
1976.------------------.-- ---------- 37.6 6.2 25.2 69.0

Relative measure:
1965 ---------------------------------- 23.5 3.3 n.a. n.a.
1976 ---------------------------------- 32.4 3.7 n.a. n.a.

I Cash social insurance transfers include social security, railroad retirement, unemployment insurance, workers compen-
sation, government employee pensions, and veterans pensions and compensation.

2 Cash public assistance transfers include AFDC, SSI (OAA, APTD, and AB in 1965), and general assistance.
In-kind transfers include the cash equivalent values of madicare, medicaid, food stamps and public housing assistance;

this figure also adjusts for the underreporting of cash transfers.

Source: See table 5.

Cash social insurance transfers were over six times as effective in
reducing poverty in 1976 (absolute measure) as were cash public
assistance transfers. This is so because a greater portion of the pre-
transfer poor received them, and because the average social insurance
benefit was higher. In-kind transfers-which include benefits from
both social insurance and public assistance programs-were less
effective in reducing proverty than cash social insurance and more
effective than cash public assistance transfers.

Table 7 shows that the increased cash transfers were increasingly
effective in reducing poverty: 27 percent of the pretransfer poor
escaped poverty because of cash transfers in 1965, but 44 percent
escaped in 1976. More poor persons received transfers in 1976 than in
1965 (77 percent as compared to 62 percent) and the real value of the
transfers grew by more than the rise in per capital income.

The antipoverty effects of government cash transfers differ markedly
across major demographic groups and have changed at different rates
in the 1965-1976 period. Pretransfer poor persons in households with
aged heads have fared much better from transfer programs than have
persons in nonaged households. In 1976, 84 percent of poor persons
iving with aged white male heads and 36 percent of those living with

nonaged white male heads rose above the poverty lines because of
cash transfers.

It is easy to understand why the transfer system favors the aged
pretransfer poor. Social Security benefits, which are largely received
by the elderly, have grown enormously since 1965 and now account for
about one-half of total cash transfers. The Supplemental Security
Income program, implemented in 1974, has further increased the
antipoverty impact of transfers for the aged.



TABLE 7.-RECEIPT OF TRANSFERS BY THE PRETRANSFER POOR. ABSOLUTE MEASURE, CLASSIFIED BY HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD, 1965-1976

Percent pretransfer poor-

Persons receiving no cash Removed from poverty by cash
transfer s transfers 2

Groups 1965 1976 1965 1976

Nonaged white male ------------------------- 59 46 15 36
Aged white male ---------------------------- 3 1 67 84
Nonaged nonwhite male ---------------------- 68 43 8 24
Aged nonwhite male.-------------------------11 4 31 62
Nonaged white female.-----------------------28 22 27 26
Aged white female---------------------------2 1 37 66
Nonaged nonwhite female.-------------------- 26 14 10 16
Aged nonwhite female ----------------------- 6 0 17 42
All pretransfer poor-------------------------- 38 23 27 44

I Cash transfers include social security (OASDI), railroad retirement, unemployment insurance, workers compensation,
veterans pensions and compensation, Government employee pensions, aid to families with dependent children, supple-
mental security income (old age assistance or aid to the blind and disabled in 1965) and general assistance.

2Defined as (number of pretransfer poor-number of pouttransfer poor)/ number of pretransfer poor.

Source: See table 5.

There are also substantial racial differences in the income main-
tenance system's antipoverty impact. For example, in 1976, transfers
lifted out of poverty twice the fraction of white pretransfer poor per-
sons as they did nonwhite. Although the difterence remains large, it
represents an equalization of transfer effects in the period, from the
three to one ratio prevailing in 1965. These racial differentials do not
necessarily imply discriminatory transfer programs. Smaller social
insurance payments to nonwhites and their resulting smaller anti-
poverty effects may be due to labor market discrimination. If blacks
have lower earnings, and transfers cushion losses of income equally by

race, then blacks will get smaller transfers. The improvement in the
transfer system's antipoverty impact for blacks since 1965 is probably
due to the narrowing of black-white earnings differentials since that
time.

Tables 5-7, then, summarize the antipoverty impact of income
transfer programs. Increases in government cash and in-kind transfers
have produced a decline in the incidence of absolute poverty. However,
neither absolute pretransfer poverty nor any of our measures of,relative
poverty declined. Despite the efforts of the War on Poverty to increase
the ability of the poor to earn their way out of poverty, the need for
transfers remains high.

Accounting for the trend in poverty: A statistical decompoition.-The
observed trend in posttransfer poverty reflects the interaction of three
distinct components: the trend in pretransfer poverty, change in the
transfer system's effectiveness in reducing poverty, and demographic
change in the population. This interaction is illustrated in table 8



with some hypothetical data. The aggregate data show that the post-
transfer poverty incidence increased from 6.9 to 7.8 percent between
years 1 and 2 because pretransfer poverty increased from 12 to 14
percent, and the antipoverty effectiveness of transfers increased only
slightly from 43 to 44 percent. These aggregate data, however, obscure
the changes that actually occurred. The detailed data by demographic
group (in table 8 there are only two groups) show that pretransfer
poverty and the antipoverty effectiveness of transfers remained con-
stant for each group. The aggregate incidence of posttransfer poverty
increased only because the demographic composition of the population
shifted-in the first year, 10 percent of the persons lived with female
heads, while in the second, 20 percent did. Because the incidence of
poverty for female heads (30 percent in both years) was above average,
this demographic change led to an increased aggregate incidence of
poverty.

Because of the interaction demonstrated in table 8, we performed a
simple statistical decomposition to test whether the conclusions on the
trend in poverty, cited in the previous section, are valid. For each of
the three factors, we perform the following experiments-we compute
what the level of posttransfer poverty would have been in 1976 if one
of the components had remained at its 1965 level. Then we compare
this hypothetical posttransfer incidence with the actual 1976 mci-
dence. If the hypothetical incidence is higher than the actual, then we
conclude that the change in the component between 1965 and 1976
contributed to a reduction in posttransfer poverty.

TABLE 8.-AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE IMPACT OF TRANSFERS AND OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE
ON POVERTY

Un percent]

Fraction taken
Demographic Pretransfer out of poverty Posttransfer

Year composition poverty by transfers poverty

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Year 1:
Malehead.-.--------------------------- 90 10 0.40 6.0
Female head --------------------------- 10 30 .50 15.0

Total-------------------------------- 100 12 .43 6.9

Year 2:
Male head------------------------------ 80 10 .40 6.0
Female head. --------------------------- 20 30 .50 15.0

Total -------------------------------- 100 14 .44 7.8

Table 9 presents the results. If pretransfer poverty had been con-
stant across demographic groups at the 1965 levels, but if the 1976
antipoverty effectiveness of transfers and the 1976 distribution of the
population among demographic groups remained, then posttransfer
poverty would have been 13.5 instead of 11.8 percent in 1976. Thus,
declines in pretransfer poverty among demographic groups, not re-
vealed in the aggregate data, did occur. Similarly, poverty would
have been 15.0 percent if the antipoverty effectiveness of the transfer
system had not improved. Thus, both the increase in transfers and
the changes in the incidence of pretransfer poverty for specific demo-
graphic groups contributed to the decline in the measured poverty.



TABLE 9.-Actual and Simulated Incidence of Posttransfer Poverty, Absolute
Measure, 1976

Factor Held Constant at 1966 level I Percent
Actual 1965 ------------------------------------------------- 15.6

Pretransfer poverty ---------------------------------------- 13. 5
Effect of transfers - ---------------------------------------- 15. 0
Demographic composition ----------------------------------- 10. 3

Actual 1976 ------------------------------------------------- 11. 8
I The simulation is based on a division of the population into eight demographic groups based on the age

of head (over 65, under 65), the race of head (white, nonwhite) and the sex of head.
Source: See table 5.

Demographic changes, in contrast, contributed to an increase in the
incidence of proverty. If the composition of the population had re-
mained constant across demographic groups (by the age, race, and sex
of household head) at its 1965 proportions, then proverty would have
been only 10.3 percent rather than the observed 11.8 percent. Demo-
graphic shifts toward groups with higher than average incidences
of poverty (particularly headed by females) have partly obscured
measured progress against poverty. This experiment does not suggest
that the "extra poverty" due to demographic change is not real, or
that it can be ignored. Regardless of its cause, the actual incidence
of proverty is the appropriate measure of the size of the problem.
The plight of low income people cannot be minimized by considering
it as the result of "just" a demographic shift. Nonetheless, the decom-
position provides insight into the sources of the trend in posttransfer
poverty. Because groups with higher than average incidences of
poverty (households headed by the young, the old, and females with-
out spouses) are growing as a percentage of all households, the aggre-
gate incidence of poverty can be expected to increase over the next 10
years unless transfers become larger and more effective against poverty
and/or the labor market yields lower incidences of pretransfer poverty
for the specific demographic groups.

B. The Income Distribution Impact

The aggregate distribution of income has remained stable over the
postwar period, despite increases in government transfer payments.
We use microeconomic data to explore the relationship between in-
come inequality and changes in demographic composition on the one
hand and increases in government transfers on the other. Inequality
is measured by the Gini coefficient, which ranges from zero (perfect
equality of income) to one (total inequality). Thus, a declining Gini
coefficient means that the income distribution is becoming more equal
and a rising Gini coefficient means the income distribution is becoming
more unequal. The population is divided into 12 exhaustive and
mutually exclusive groups, distinguished by type of household unit
(family or unrelated individual), sex of head, and age of head. The age
categories are young (less than 25 years of age), prime-age (25 to 64),
and aged (over 65). This decomposition is similar to that for poverty
shown in tables 8 and 9.

Substantial demographic change occurred between 1965 and 1974.
The total number of household units increased by about 24 percent,
from 60.4 million to 74.6 million, while total population grew by only
about 10 percent. The largest group, families with prime-age male
heads, fell from 57.8 to 51.0 percent of total units. Eight of the other
11 groups, mostly those headed by women and the young, increased.
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Families headed by prime-age men had the highest mean income
both before and after transfers. Thus, one would expect that the demo-
graphic shift toward lower income units would increase aggregate
inequality. Tables 10 and 11 confirm this expectation and reveal that
inequality increased among families headed by prime-age men as well.

Table 10 presents Gini coefficients for each demographic group for
the pretransfer distributions of income in 1965 and 1974. The coeffi-
cients range from 0.2846 to 0.7615. The aggregate degree of income
inequality rose by 8.1 percent (top row of table). Inequality among
families headed by prime-age men rose by more than one-half this
amount; inequality declined for five subgroups.

TABLE 10.-INEQUALITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRETRANSFER INCOME

1965 Gini 1974 Gini Percent change in
Demographic group coefficient coefficient Gii coefficient I

Total population .----------------------------------- 0.4406 0.4765 8.1

Families headed by:
Young men ------------------------------------------ .2846 .2876 -2.1
Prime-age men--------------------------------------- .3100 .3245 4.7
Aged men------------------------------------------- .:6482 .6423 -. 9
Young women---------------------------------------- .5863 .6453 10. 1
Prime-age women------------------------------------- .4832 .5361 10.9
Aged women ---------------------------------------- .5361 .5672 5.8

Individuals who are:
Young men ------------------------------------------ .4574 .4168 -8.9
Prime-age men--------------------------------------- .4375 .4539 3.7
Aged men------------------------------------------- .7109 .7561 3.7
Young women---------------------------------------- .5202 .4508 -13.3
Prime-age women------------------------------------ .4744 .4722 -. 5
Aged women ...----------------------------------- ----. 7433 .7615 2.4

1 Changes are defined as ((X974-X1965)/X965]-(100).

Source: Sheldon Danziger and Rovert Plotnick, "Demographic Change, Government Transfers and Income Distribution,"
Monthly Labor Review. 1977, (April); 7-11.

Table 11 reveals that posttransfer income inequality decreased for
eight of the groups, but not for families with prime-age heads. The
aggregate degree of inequality, however, rose by 4 percent. The increase
in the aggregate posttransfer Gini coefficient is smaller than the
increase in the pretransfer coefficient. This suggests an improvement
over time in the equalizing effect of transfers, an issue explored below
in greater detail.

TABLE 11.-INEQUALITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF POSTTRANSFER INCOME

Percent change
1965 Gini 1974 Gini in Gini

Demographic group coefficient coefficient coefficient I

Total population ----------------------------------- 0.3922 0.4077 4.0

Families headed by:
Young men. . ...----------------------------------------- .2876 .2661 -4. 5
Prime-age men. ..----------------------------------- - .3004 .3040 1.2
Aged men----------------------------------------- .4368 .3958 -9.4
Young women.---------------.. ------------------------ .4378 4258 -2.7
Prime-age women-----------.. ------------------------- .3752 4061 8.2
Aged women. . ..---------------------------------------- .4046 .3615 -10.7

Individuals who are:
Young men ----------------------------------------- .4453 .4028 -9.5
Prime-age men ...-------------------------------------- .4034 .4065 .8
Aged men.- . ..------------------------------------------ .3778 .4423 17.1
Young women.--------------------------------------- .5177 .4282 -17.3
Prime-age women.. ..------------------------------------ .4234 .4008 -5.3
Aged women ... ..---------------------------------------- .4163 .3717 -10.7

1 Changes are defined as IX1974-X1965/X19651.(100).

Source: Sea table 10.
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Table 12 decomposes the increased inequality of both pretransfer
and posttransfer income into components attributable to changing
demographic composition and to changing income distributions. For
each income concept, the table presents the observed aggregate mean
incomes and Gini coefficients for 1965 and 1974 and two standardi-
zations. The standardization of line 2 reveals what the pretransfer
Gini coefficient would have been in 1974 if the 1965 demographic
composition had not changed but if the 1974 income distribution for
each group had still been generated. Line 3 shows what the Gini
would have been in 1965 if the 1974 demographic composition had
existed along with the 1965 income distribution. Lines 6 and 7 are
interpreted identically for posttransfer income.

TABLE 12.-DECOMPOSITION OF CHANGES IN INEQUALITY

Gini Mean income in
coefficient current dollars

Pretransfer income:
1. 1974 income distribution, 1974 demographic composition ------------------ 0.4765 $11, 304
2. 1974 income distribution, 1965 demographic composition ------------------ .4573 12, 053
3. 1965 income distribution, 1974 demographic composition ------------------ - .4597 6,119
4. 1965 income distribution, 1965 demographic composition ------------------ .4406 6,509

Posttransfer income:
5. 1974 income distribution, 1974 demographic composition------------------ .4077 12, 448
6. 1974 income distribution, 1965 demographic composition ------------------ .3932 13, 202
7. 1965 income distribution, 1974 demographic composition------------------ - .4075 6,612
8. 1965 income distribution, 1965 demographic composition------------------ - .3922 6,995

Source: See table 10.

The Gini coefficient of line 2 is less than that of line 1, and the mean
income is greater. This demonstrates that demographic change during
the period increased inequality and reduced mean income. Comparing
lines 3 and 4 confirms this result. The Gini of line 1 (line 2) exceeds
that of line 3 (line 4) indicating that when the demographic composi-
tion is held constant at the 1974 (1965) pattern, changes in income
distribution during the period increased inequality. These standardi-
zations show that about one-half of the 8.1 percent increase in the
pretransfer Gini coefficient from 0.4406 to 0.4765 cannot be accounted
for by demographic change.

The posttransfer Gini coefficient increased from 0.3922 to 0.4077,
which indicates that the distribution of posttransfer income became
more unequal. Line 6 reveals that if no demographic change had oc-
curred during the period, the Gini would have remained at about its
1965 level. The Gini in line 7 is virtually identical to the actual 1974
Gini, indicating that there were no significant changes in the income
distribution. Both of these comparisons show that the 4-percent in-
crease in posttransfer inequality can be accounted for by demographic
change, there is, however, no evidence to suggest that inequality would
have declined in the absence of demographic change.

In conclusion, demographic change was associated with an increase
of about 4 percent in both pretransfer and posttransfer inequality.
This accounts for about one-half the increase in the pretransfer Gini
and almost all the change in the posttransfer Gini.

Between 1965 and 1974, expenditures on public cash transfers rose
from $35 billion to $103 billion. Table 13 examines the impact of the
level and rapid growth of transfers in this period. In both years, trans-
fers substantially reduced inequality and raised incomes for several
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demographic groups and had a noticeable impact on the aggregate
level and distribution of income. As mentioned in the section on pov-
erty when the paper measures the effect of transfers, it compares the
pretransfer and posttransfer distributions of income. This method as-
sumes that the level and distribution of pretransfer income are not
altered because of the existence of transfer payments. The availability
of transfers, however, affects pretransfer income through its effects on
labor supply and on household composition. Adjusting for these
effects, or for the payment of taxes, was beyond the scope of this paper,
but some of these effects are discussed below.

In 1965, transfers reduced the Ginai coefficient by 11.0 percent
(increased equality) and raised average incomes by 7.5 percent. These
aggregate results obscure a wide variation in the effects among the 12
demographic groups. Transfers slightly altered the level and distribu-
tion of income among families with young or prime-age male heads
and among young unrelated individuals of both sexes. They reduced
inequality by about one-third and raised mean income by about 47
percent for families with aged male heads. For families headed by
women of all ages, transfers decreased inequality by more than 22
percent and raised incomes by 23 to 33 percent. Among individuals
over 65 years of age, both men and women, transfers doubled incomes
while reducing inequality by about 45 percent. The large redistributive
impacts for all categories of aged units are attributable to Social Secu-
rity payments, which account for about one-half of all cash transfers.

In 1974, the aggregate posttransfer Gini coefficient was 14.4 percent
less than the pretransfer Gini, a figure that indicates the equalizing
effect of transfer payments. The posttransfer mean income was 10.1
percent higher than the pretransfer mean. Again, the transfer system
had a small impact on families headed by young and prime-age men
and on young unrelated individuals, and larger impacts on the other
demographic groups. The 1974 reduction in aggregate inequality and
increase in mean income are larger than those changes for 1965 (top
line of table 13).

TABLE 13.-IMPACT OF TRANSFERS ON THE LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

[in percentl

1965 1974

Changelin Changel in Change'in Changel in
Demographic Group Gini coefficient mean income Gini coefficient mean income

Total population---------------------- -11.0 7.5 -14.4 10.1

Families headed by:
Young men ----------------------------- -2.1 1.3 -4.5 2.8
Prime-age men------------------------- -3.1 2.8 -6.3 3.8
Aged men------------------------------ -32.6 47.3 -38.4 65.6
Young women -------------------------- -25.3 25.6 -34.0 44.0
Prime-age women----------------------- -22.4 22.6 -24.2 25.0
Aged women--------------------------- -24.5 32.5 -36.3 51.4

Individuals who are:
Young men ----------------------------- -2.6 1.9 -3.4 3.0
Prime-age men------------------------- -7.8 5.4 -10.4 3.9
Aged men------------------------------ -46.9 96.0 -41.5 88.7
Young women--------------------------- -. 5 .7 -5.0 3.3
Prime-age women----------------------- -10.8 7.2 -15.1 9.3
Aged women --------------------------- -44.0 100.7 -51.2 152.0

I Changes are defined as [(Xpost - Xpre)/Xpre] - (100).
Source: See table 10.



The equalizing effect of transfers in 1974 forms a pattern across the
demographic groups that is similar to the one observed in 1965.
Among 11 of the 12 household types, the reduction in inequality and
the increase in incomes because of transfers were greater in 1974 than
in 1965. The consistent pattern probably arises because there were no
major structural changes in the transfer system.

Three principal findings emerge:
The aggregate pretransfer and posttransfer degree of inequality

increased between 1965 and 1974. The modest increase
probably does not signal any disturbance in the post-World-
War-II stability of income inequality.

Demographic change accounted for some of the increase in in-
equality during the period. Economic forces contributed to
an increase in pretransfer inequality. Inequality would not
have descreased in the absence of demographic change.

Government transfers dramatically reduced inequality for several
population subgroups and had a significant impact on the
aggregate degree of inequality. This impact increased be-
tween 1965 and 1974.

As with poverty, inequality over the next 10 years is likely to in-
crease because of the continued trend toward households headed by
the young, the old, and females without spouses. Only declines in
income inequality of pretransfer income or increasing transfers to
these demograplc groups can reverse this demographic drift toward
poverty and inequality.

C. The Impact of Federal Income Transfer Programs on Regional
Flow of Funds

By far the largest share of income transfer payments is accounted for
by Federal Government programs. In 1975, the U.S. Department of
Commerce estimated the total volume of transfer payments to be $174
billion, of which $129 billion-about 75 percent-originated from
Federal funds alone. These federally sponsored payments differentially
affect the level and growth of income among states and regions. Any
full assessment of the economic effects of transfer programs must
consider this differential flow-of-funds effects.

In table 14, this flow-of-funds impact is shown for the 50 states and
eight census regions. In terms of total transfers received, California
ranks first with over $13 billion in 1975. Per capita transfers were the
largest in the District of Columba (because of Federal retirement
payments) and Florida (because of the large n imber of Social Security
recipients) with totals of $1100 and $850, respectively. This compares
with an average per capita payment of $600 for the country as a whole.

TABLE 14-REGIONAL FLOW-OF-FUNDS IMPACTS OF FEDERAL INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS, 1975

Transfers from
Federal funds Per capita Index of transfer

(millions) Federal transfers receipts '

United States.-..------------------------------------- $129.0 $606 100

New England--------------------------------------------76 627 100
Connecticut ------------------------------------------ .7 550 77
Maine...--...---.--.-.-----..--------.- .7 669 136
Massachusetts......................................... 386410Mascusett---------------------------------------- 3. 4 0New Hampshire.---------------------------------------- .5 627 114
Rhode Island.----------.--..--...-.--.-..-. .7 717 140

63 592 116
See footnotes at end of table.

56-369 0 - 81 - 17



TABLE 14-REGIONAL FLOW-OF-FUNDS IMPACTS OF FEDERAL INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAM, 1975-Continued

Transfers from
Federal funds Per capita Index of transfer

(millions) Federal transfers receiptsI

Mideast -. . ..---------------------------------------------- $26.6 $623 94
Delaware----------------------------------------------- .3 539 18
District of Columbia ------------------------------------- 8 1,113 140
Maryland ------------------------------------------- 24 594 89
New Jersey. ...------------------------------------------ 4.3 582 84
New York ---------------------------------------------- 11.2 617 91
Pennsylvania ----------------------------------------- 7.5 640 105

Great Lakes: 22.1 540 85
Illinois-------------------------- ------------------ 6.2 560 80
Indiana-------------------------------------------- 2.8 519 89
Michigan. ..-------------------------------------------- 4.8 522 83
Ohio---------------------------------------------- 5.9 546 91
Wisconsin--------------------------------- ---------- 2.5 540 92

Plains: 9.9 594 100
Iowa---------------------------------------------- 1.6 572 91
Kansas..----------------------------------------------- 1.4 607 97
Minnesota------------------------------------------- 2.1 546 91
Missouri ..-------------------------------------------- 3.1 649 115
Nebraska ..------------------------------------------ .. 9 585 93
North Dakota----------------------------------------- .4 5 93
South Dakota ----------------------------------------- .4 587 116

Southeast --------------------------------------------- 30.6 641 123
Alabama -------------------------------------------- 2.2 631 132
Arkansas ------------------------------------------- 1.4 673 142
Florida --------------------------------------------- 7.2 858 148
Georgia -------------------------------------------- 2.8 561 108
Kentucky----------------------------------------- - -2.1 621 123
Louisiana. . ..------------------------------------------- 2.0 533 106
Mississippi ------------------------------------------ 1. 4
North Carolina-------------------------------------- 2.9 527 104
South Carolina ---------------------------------------- 1.6 559 117
Tennessee ------------------------------------------- 2.4 582 116
Virginia -------------------------------------------- 3.2 643 108
West Virginia ----------------------------------------- 1.3 748 147

Southwest --------------------------------------------- 10.9 595 105
Arizona . ..--------------------------------------------- 1.5 683 124
New Mexico ------------------------------------------ .7 617 125
Oklahoma ------------------------------------------- 1.8 673 124
Texas ---------------------------------------------- 6.9 560 96

Rocky Mountain. ..------------------------------------------ 3.1 547 95
Colorado ..-------------------------------------------- 1.4 569 92
Idaho ---------------------------------------------- .4 546 102
Montana --------------------------------------------- .4 575 103
Utah ----------------------------------------------- .6 493 97
Wyoming -------------------------------------------- .2 513 82

Far West ---------------------------------------------- 18.2 633 94
Alaska ---------------------------------------------- .2 560 57
California ------------------------------------------ 13.4 634 93
Hawaii ---------------------------------------------- .5 559 82
Nevada --------------------------------------------- .3 581 84
Oregon . ..--------------------------------------------- 1.5 648 110
Washington------------------------------------------- 2.3 657 102

The loden of transfer receipt is the ratio of Federal transfer payments received to personal income, an a percentage
of the ratio of total Federal transfers to personal income in the United States.

Source: Calculations from data sapplied by 1. M. Lebowitz and U.S. Department of Commerce.

The final column of table 9 summarizes the differential pattern
among states and regions by means of a transfers-income index-the
ratio of total Federal transfers received to personal income as a per-
centage of the U.S. ratio. By and large, the index is largest for the
poorest states and regions. For example, the Southeast region has an
index of 1.23, with no component state having an index below unity.
On the other hand, the industrialized Great Lakes region has an index
0.85, with no component state having a ratio in excess of that for the
country as a whole. Alaska, Connecticut, and Delaware all have an
index value of less than 80 percent of the U.S. average. The states with
the largest index values are Florida (1.48), West Virginia (1.47)', and
Mississippi (1.44). All of these are low-income states.



While these Federal payments favor low-income states and regions,
they also tend to favor the fast growing regions of the country. Only
two of the regions have an index value in excess of 1.0-the fast grow-
ing Southeast (1.23) and Southwest (1.05) regions. Of the 28 states with
an index value above 1.0, 15 are in these two regions. Only one state
in these two regions (Texas) has an index value less than 1.0.

In sum, then, the Federal transfer system distributes an enormous
volume of income-over 10 percent of total personal income-among
various states and regions. The states and regions with the most ad-
vantageous flows are concentrated among the low-income but rapidly
growing sunbelt states. Thus, the Federal transfer system has tended
to equalize the regional distribution of income, while contributing to
the disparity among states in economic growth rates.

Although not shown in table 14, certain trends in the index over the
1965-1975 decade can be discerned. For most of the States in the
Northeast and Midwest, the ratio of transfers to total income increased.
This is due largely to relative changes in the denominator of the ratio,
as the states in these declining regions lost manufacturing activity and
skilled workers to the Southern and Western regions. Also, the reces-
sion of 1974-1975 was particularly severe in the Northeast and the
Midwest, causing a further decline in personal income, and hence an
increase in the ratio. Offsetting these patterns to some extent was the
migration of retirees during this decade from the snowbelt areas to the
Southeast and the Southwest. Thus, even though total Federal trans-
fers to the Southeast and the Southwest have been increasing more
rapidly than those to the Northeast and Great Lakes States, the index
value of the snowbelt regions has increased relative to that of the
sunbelt regions because of the slow growth in nontransfer income in the
high income industrialized regions.

These recent changes, however, say little about the long-term effects
of transfers on regional income disparities. Two points seem rele-
vant regarding such long-run implications. First, given the proper
character of the transfer system, it will contribute to the disparity m
regional income growth patterns as long as the Southeast and South-
west remain poorer than the rest of the Nation. By favoring lower-
income families, the system serves as an "automatic convergence"
factor in regional income levels. The second point modifies this first
point to some extent. Because the Federal transfer system favors lower-
income families, it will allocate more to a region with an unequal
income distribution than to a second region with the same mean (or per
capita) income but a less unequal distribution of income. Because both
the Southeast and the Southwest have a greater degree of inequality
than the rest of the Nation, the Federal transfer system tends to favor
these regions even though their per capital income level approached
or equals that of the rest of the Nation. For both of these reasons,
then, the Federal transfer system will continue to favor the fast-
growing sunbelt regions over the next several years, even though
convergence among per capital income levels becomes substantial.

One final note: In the above analysis, the paper has looked only at
the flow-of-funds impacts of the transfers themselves, ignoring the
source of funds required to finance them. One reason for this is that
the tax source of the transfers is complex. Some of them are financed



by the Federal payroll tax and other contributions, while others are
funded out of general revenues. If one were to accept the regional flow-
of-funds pattern of the entire Federal tax system as a proxy for the
flow of funds required to finance only the transfer system, the patterns
shown in table 14 would be even more exaggerated. This is so because
the Federal tax system is mildly progressive, taking a larger portion
of the income of richer than of poorer regions.7 The net flow of funds
would then show the Southeast and Southwest to be net gainers, and
most of the other regions net losers. Again, the lower-income regions
and the faster-growing regions would experience net gains and per
capita income would tend to converge.

In a recent study, Martin Holmer analyzed the pattern of regional
impacts of the transfer system in a more comprehensive framework
than that employed here.' His model simulates the regional effects of
both the transfers and the taxes resulting from a balanced expansion
of the transfer system. Thus, his results refer to a marginal expansion of
the system, while his paper refers to the annual pattern of flows of the
esisting system. Moreover, his model includes the induced consumption
and production effects generated by the expansion. In general, his
results are consistent with our discussion, although some exceptions are
found. For example, the balanced tax transfer expansion resulted in
an above average positive labor demand in both New York and New
England and a below average impact of California, Texas, and the
Mountain States. New York, California, and Texas all experienced a
slightly below average index. Neither of the studies, however, attri-
butes a significant role to the tax-transfer system m explaining the
historical differences in the patterns of growth among the regions.

IV. THE ECONomIC EFFICIENCY EFFECTS OF INCOME TRANSFER
PROGRAMS

In addition to affecting the income security of families by reducing
poverty, equalizing the distribution of income, and altering regional
income patterns and resource flows, transfer policy has a set of more
pervasive effects. These effects stem from the changed incomes caused
by transfer programs, and the incentives in them for alterations in
economic behavior. This paper concentrates on these economic effects,
sometimes at a macro-economic level, and sometimes from a more
micro-economic perspective. This section explores the linkages between
transfer programs and their economic impacts both conceptually and
empirically. In the discussion, the available research will be drawn
upon to assess the empirical importance of each of these mechanisms
and to indicate those issues for which statistical evidence is meager,
ambivalent, or lacking altogether. We focus on the interaction of
transfer benefits with the rest of the economy: the economic effects of
the taxes used to finance transfer programs are not emphasized.' Any

7 See I. M. Labovitz, "Federal Expenditures and Revenues in Regions and States," Intergovernmenta
Pers ectives, 4/4 Fall 1978: 16-23.

Sfolmer, Martin, " Regional Economic Effects of the Federal Budget," in William Wheaton (ed.), Pro-
ceedings of the coimmittee on Urban Public Economics Conference on Inter-Regional Growth in Amencan
Economy, 1978, Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, forthcming.

* This neglect of taxation effects is particularly debatable in the case of those transfer programs which are
directly financed by earmarked taxes. Over the long run, the financial burden of these taxes will rise and
fall with the level of program benefits. In many cases, the economic effects of the taxes will reinforce those
of the transfer program (e.g., the labor supply effects of Social Security benefits and the associated payroll
taxes): in other cases (e.g., regional flow of funds) the effects may be offsetting.



evaluation of the effects of changing the transfer system however, must
simultaneously consider the impact of both the sources and uses of
funds.

The most important indicators of the overall performance of the
economy are: (1) the level of GNP (and other measures of output or
aggregate income); (2) the unemployment rate; (3) the growth rate
of GNP; (4) the degree of cyclical stability; and (5) the rate of infla-
tion. We discuss the ways in which transfer programs affect each of
these.

A. The Effect of Transfers on the Level of Output

Transfers can influence the overall level of output via two principal
channels-by changing the supply of inputs-labor and capital-or by
inducing changes in aggregate demand.

1. LABOR SUPPLY EFFECTS

The last decade has produced a large number of studies, based on a
variety of data and methods, designed to evaluate the impact of
transfer programs on the labor supply of recipients. These studies
found that transfer benefits can, and generally do, induce recipients to
work less than they would otherwise. In response to transfer benefits,
some recipients reduce the number of hours they work; others with-
draw from the labor force completely. Less labor supply leads to less
production for the market. Less work or labor force withdrawal by
recipients could, of course, provide more work for others, but only if
there were 100 percent replacement would output not decline. Because
both theory and empirical work on this "replacement effect" is
minimal, this section concentrates on analyzing the work response of
individual recipients to transfer income.

Theoretical considerations.-Understanding the work response to
income transfers is difficult for several reasons. One reason relates to
the pattern of work incentives which these programs and changes in
them create. For example, if the program is income tested so that
benefits fall as earnings increase, the realized wage rate from working
will be reduced by the program. Moreover, the existence of a transfer
program, and even more so of the entire transfer system, cushions any
loss of income experienced by a person, whether that loss is voluntray
or not. While both the realized wage rate effect and the cushioning
effect of income transfer programs imply an adverse effect on work
effort (or labor supply, something more fundamental may occur. When
an entire system of transfers is put into place, peoples' evaluation of
the benefits and costs of working (or working hard), the benefits and
costs of entering the labor force early, when young, or leaving later,
when old, the benefits and cost of avoiding lay-offs or terminations, the
benefits and costs of hurrying back to work when laid off, and the
benefits and costs of seeking advancement and promotions may all be
altered. These changes involve not only alterations in the reward for or
costs of working, but also changes in attitudes toward work and to-
ward various kinds of work.

To evaluate the labor supply effect of income transfer programs or
the transfer system itself, then, one must establish a "counterfactual"-
an estimate of how much labor supply would occur if the transfer
program or the transfer system did not exist. For example, in evaluat-



ing the effect of public retirement benefits on labor supply, one must
determine both how much more younger people would work if they
knew there would be no public provision for their support after retire-
ment and how much longer older people would continue working (and
how much work they would do) if they knew there was no public re-
tirement benefit program or a smaller program. While it is possible to
define such counterfactuals, it is substantially more difficult to measure
reliably how the world would be if the transfer system were not in
place.

Because of the intractability of this counterfactual problem, re-
searchers have by and large focused on a more manageable question.
Instead of asking how much the existence of, say, the Social Security
system has reduced labor supply in the economy, they have inquired
into the effect on work effort of small expansions (or other changes) in
the system. The approach has been an incremental one. This paper
relies on the results of this incremental approach. However, at the end
of the section we will present some speculations on the total effect of
the transfer system on work effort.

While changes in almost any provision of a transfer program might
affect work incentives of beneficiaries, two key financial characteris-
tics of transfers-the guarantee and the tax rate-are probably most
important. The guarantee, which often varies with family size, is the
payment to a person who or family that has no other income. The tax
rate (or the benefit-reduction rate) is the percentage by which pay-
ments are reduced as earnings (or other income) increase. For example,
if benefit payments are reduced by 60 cents for each dollar of earnings,
the tax rate is 60 percent. In most income transfer programs in the
United States, tax rates are positive and rather high: benefits are high
when a family has a small amount of pretransfer income, and they fall
markedly as income rises. This is true of Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children, Supplemental Security Income, Unemployment Insur-
ance, and Old Age Insurance for those younger than age 72. In some
transfer programs, however, tax rates equal zero; neither OAI benefits
for those aged 72 or older nor veterans disability payments are reduced
as earnings rise.

Standard economic theory leads to predictions about the way
changes in the income guarantee and the tax rate of a program will
affect labor supply. A brief description of these predictions is as follows:
The income guarantee in a transfer program increases the beneficiary's
income opportunities. If the individual prefers to engage in activities
other than market work (and his tastes and the wage rate do not
change), it follows that increases in transfer income will lead to de-
creases in market work. Thus, the income guarantees in income trans-
fer programs have an income effect that reduces labor supply. More-
over, the larger the income guarantee, the more the individual can
afford to engage in activities other than work and hence, the greater
the reduction in market work.

An increase in the tax rate in an income transfer program reduces
the reward for working an extra hour. Other things being equal, a
decrease in this reward would lead to reductions in market work. This
effect of higher tax rates is called the substitution effect. The tax rate
in most transfer programs however, not only reduces the benefits of
working a marginal hour, but it also reduces the beneficiary's total



income (by reducing his or her transfer benefits). It thus puts the re-
cipient in a position where he or she can less easily afford to work less.
Therefore changes in program tax rates have an income effect as well
as a substitution effect, and the two effects work in opposite direc-
tions. Theoretically, it is not known whether the income effect or the
substitution effect associated with a change in the tax rate is more
important.

If the guarantee and the tax rate in a transfer program were to
increase, the beneficiaries would experience an increase m income op-
portunities and a reduction in the costs of not working. The combina-
tion of the substitution effect (related to the tax rate) and the total
income effect (related to both the tax rate and the income guarantee)
would tend to induce reductions in labor supply. An increase in only
the guarantee of a transfer program would a so reduce labor supply.
Although the effective wage rate would be unaffected by the change,
the individual could afford to work less because of the increase in his
income from the larger guarantee. Thus, static economic theory pre-
dicts that transfer programs with income guarantees and either zero
or positive tax rates will lead to reductions in the labor supply by
their beneficiaries. The magnitude of this effect however, is an em-
pirical question, which is discussed below.

Work tests in transfer programs may, in part, offset the effects of the
income guarantee and the tax rate on work effort. UI, for example,
has a work test. If recipients refuse to search for a job or reject "suit-
able" employment, they cannot receive benefits. Application of this
test surely increases the work effort of some UI beneficiaries above
what it would be if their labor supply responses were not so "regu-
lated." Because the line between unemployment and labor force with-
drawal is a narrow one for many low skilled, and older workers, the
receipt of UI benefits subject to a work test (as opposed to the receipt
of benefits without a work test) may lead some to continue searching
for employment-and some of those will find a new job. Similarly,
required work registration for Food Stamps and AFDC probably pre-
vents some recipients from reducing their work effort as fully as they
would in the absence of such a provision.

In addition to this effect on the contemporaneous work effort
response of recipients, transfer programs may have an intertemporal
labor supply effect. Consider, for example, removing Social Security
from an economy in which it is present. If individuals viewed the
program as an income guarantee in retirement years, the program may
have caused some people to reduce their labor supply and savings
(including the purchase of private retirement pensions) in the years
before retirement-an intertemporal shift in work patterns attribut-
able to Social Security. Hence, if Social Security is eliminated, people
would tend to work and save more before retirement. This added work
effort and saving attributable to the elimination of Social Security
would, ceteris paribus, tend to induce earlier retirement in later years.
In effect, the private savings would have its own "income guarantce"
effect on retirement decisions. As a result, the net income effect of
Social Security on labor supply and retirement decisions would be
smaller than that implied by looking simply at its income gaurantee
provisions alone.



A second example of the intertemporal shift in labor supply caused
by income transfers is also provided by the Social Security system.
Because of the high tax rate on earnings after age 65 that is incorpo-
rated into the Social Security program, work effort in that age range
is discouraged relative to work effort during younger years. In effect,
the relative wage rate before retirement rises relative to that in retire-
ment years. There is evidence to suggest that just such an intertem-
poral labor supply reallocation has occurred because of the program."o

Substantial research effort has been devoted to measuring the effects
of the various determinants of labor supply decisions. Numerous
studies using cross-section data collected from sample surveys have
confirmed the theoretical expectation-other things being equal, work
effort falls as nonlabor income rises and as the effective (or net) wage
rate falls."

Empirical 'tudies.-We now consider the empirical estimates of
these labor supply responses. By holding constant, all variables that
might affect labor supply except, say, nonlabor income, we can meas-
ure the impact of changes in this variable, which can be interpreted as
being equivalent to an income effect, on labor supply. Similarly, if we
allow only wage rates, as a proxy for the effect of transfer program tax
rates on wages, to vary, we can evaluate the substitution effect of
transfer programs. A recent study estimates that, for prime-age males,
a $1000 increase in nonlabor income is associated with a 1 percent re-
duction in labor supply. 12 Percentage reductions are greater for aged
persons (10 percent) and women and youths (4 percent). For a 10-
percent increase in the tax rate of transfer programs, this study indi-
cates a 2-percent reduction in the labor supply of female family heads
and a 4-percent reduction in the work effort of wives. The labor supply
of men does not appear to be greatly affected by marginal changes in
the wage rate.

These results are, by and large, confirmed by the two large-scale
experimental studies designed to test the labor supply effects of pro-
posed negative income tax plans.13 And, as with the cross-section
studies, the responsiveness of female family heads and wives is sub-
stantially greater than that of husbands.

In sum, the results of these experimental or econometric studies
lead to the conclusion that increases in the level of income guarantees
or tax rates of transfer programs will reduce aggregate labor supply
and the economy's total output." These studies, however, measure
changes in labor supply attributable to changes in guarantees or tax
rates; they do not lead to any direct conclusions regarding the total
effect of the existing transfer system on work effort.

10 Richard Burkhauser and John Turner, "A Time Series Analysis of Social Security and its Effects on
the Market Work of Men at Younger Ages," Journal of Political Economy, August 1978, pp. 701-716.

II For asample of cross section analyses, see Glen Cain and Harold Watts, Income Maintenance and Labor
Supply (Chicago: Markham, 1973).

s2 Stanley Masters and Irwin Garfinkel, "Estimating the Labor Supply Effects of Income Maintenance
Alternatives" (New York: Academic Press, 1977).

1. Recent experimental results are in Harold Watts and Albert Rees (eds.), "The New Jersey Income
Maintenance Experiment," Vol. II. (New York: Academic Press, 1978); Michael Keeley et al., "The
Estimation of Labor Supply Models Using Experimental Data," American Economic Review, December
1978, pp. 873-887; and Michael Keeley et al., "The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Negative
Income Tax Programs," Journal of Human Resources, Winter 1978, pp. 3-36. The first reference presents the
results from the New Jersey Income Maintenance Experiment, the second two references report on the labor
supply results in the Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment.

14 This assumes that persons who reduce their labor supply could have uesd it in gainful employment. In
an economy with persistent unemployment, this assumption may only be partially correct.



Finally, despite the large number of these analyses, the estimates
of the loss of work time and output attributable to the guarantee and
tax rate characteristics of transfer programs are still problematic.
The empirical results for any demographic group vary substantially
with the choice of a data source, the estimation technique, included
variables, and other methodological procedures. The substantial
differences among these estimates suggest that no firm "point esti-
mate" of labor supply and earnings effects is possible.

Only a limited number of studies have focused on the labor supply
effects of existing single transfer programs. Even these, however, have
concentrated on the marginal labor supply responses to changes in the
guarantee or tax rate of the specific programs, rather than the aggre-
gate reduction in work effort for which they are responsible.

First, consider the Social Security system." As one study suggested,
economic research leaves "little doubt that rising levels of other in-
come-and particularly the increases in Social Security benefits and
coverage-have played a major role in reducing the labor force partic-
ipation of older males during the postwar years.'8 This reduction may
not have been trivial-while the labor force participation rate of
males who are 65 years old or older was 46 percent in 1950, by 1978
it stood at 20 percent. Clearly, Social Security has not been solely
responsible for this trend; the growth of pensions, mandatory retire-
ment rules, and private savings have also been important factors.
Still, one could reasonably attribute up to one-half of the decline in
the older male labor force participation rate to the labor supply
disincentives of the Social Security program.'7

While the absolute decline in work effort (and consequently earn-
ings) of the aged is large, this reduction is rather modest relative to the
economy-wide level of work effort and output. Feldstein finds that, in
1970, the labor force was about 3 percent smaller than it would have
been, had the participation rates of those over 65 remained at their
1930 levels." Because half this decline may be attributed to Social
Security, its aggregate impact has been to reduce the labor force by 1.5
percent." Because earnings of the aged are below average, the per-
centage loss of output was less-about f percent. It should be noted
that the labor supply reduction induced by the Social Security retire-
ment program may result in an increased labor demand for new labor

Is A review of factors influencing the labor supply of the aged is in Robert Clark et al., "Economics of
Aging: A Survey," Journal of Economic Literature, September 1978, pp. 919-962.

15 William Bowen and T. Aldrich Finegan, The Economics of Labor Force Participation (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1969), pp. 357-358.

17 Cross-section studies conclude that the higher one's Social Security benefit, the more likely one is to
retire, but these works do not draw out the quantitative implications for changes in participation over the
past few decades. Major studies of the relationship between Social Security and labor force participation
include: Bowen and Finegan. "Labor Force Participation;" Michael Boskin "Social Security and Retire-
ment Decisions," Economic Inquiry, January 1977, pp. 1-25; Joseph Quinn, "Microeconomic Determinants
of Early Retirement: A Cross-sectional View of White Married Men," Journal of Human Resources, Summer
1977, pp. 329-346; Anthony Pellechio, "The Effect of Social Security on Retirement," unpublished paper,
September 1978; and Richard Burkhauser, "An Asset Maximization Approach to Early Social Security
Acceptance," Institute for Research on Poverty Discussion Paper 463-77, 1977.

Is Martin Feldstein, "Social Security, Induced Retirement, and Aggregate Capital Accumulation,"
Journal of Political Economy, October 1974, pp. 905-926.

I" The observed increase in voluntary part-time employment of the aged, especially its earnings test. More
part-time employment does not reduce the size of the labor force, but does reduce hours of work. The one
econometric study of this effect examined a special sample of men aged 65-70 who were still working, and
estimated that in 1972 the earnings test reduced work effort by an average of 151 hours per year. (Anthony
Pellechio, "The Social Security Earnings Test, Labor Supply Distortions, and Foregone Payroll Tax Reve-
nues." National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 272, August 1978.) If these estimates are
naively projected to apply to all aged members of the labor force, the loss of work hours in 1972 was about 0. 3
percent of the national total.



force entrants, making the impact on net labor supply and output still
smaller. Moreover, if the suggestion by Burkhauser and Turner, noted
above, that this program raised the work week for prime-age men by
about two hours, is added to the other estimates, the net loss of total
output in the economy due to Social Security probably runs betwen
0.5 and 1 percent.

The Social Security program also provides benefits to aged widows,
the disabled and to survivors, and hence is likely to affect the labor
supply of these nonaged recipients as well. A relatively small set of
studies has focused on the work response of the disabled. The stringent
maximum earnings test in the disability program, the need to demon-
strate permanent and total disability, and the relatively large income
and wage elasticities of the disabled combine to make the labor supply
impact of this program a matter of substantial concern.

Consider next the effect of Unemployment Insurance on labor
supply. While many diverse estimates have been produced, "the best
estimate is that a 10-percentage-point increase in the gross replace-
ment rate . . . leads to an increase in the duration of insured unem-
ployment of about half a week when labor markets are tight.2 0 Because
the gross replacement rate (the ratio of UT benefits to gross weekly
earnings) is usually 50 percent, UI may add 2.5 weeks to the typical
spell of joblessness. This, of course, assumes that the statistical results
for incremental changes in program benefits can be extrapolated to an
estimate of the labor supply results of the program itself. If this effect
is summed over all UI recipients, the aggregate impact would be about
0.3 percent of total hours worked in the economy in 1972, Because UI
beneficiaries have lower than average wage rates, the loss in aggregate
output would be somewhat smaller than 0.3 percent. Note that in
making this estimate, the empirical findings on the effects of a marginal
change in program benefits on labor supply are extrapolated to the
situation in which there is no UI program. Clearly, such an extrapola-
tion is heroic, and is likely to understate-to some unknown degree-
the effect of the existence of the program on labor supply.

The third program of particular importance for labor supply is Aid to
Families with Dependent Children. Concern about AFDC's induce-
ments to reduce work effort has been a major source of support for
welfare reform." The AFDC program, especially when augmented by
Food Stamps, often provides a better net income for women with
children than full-time work at the minimum wage, and may induce a
strong work disincentive. Statistical analyses find that a $1000 rise in
the guarantee reduces the employment rate of beneficiaries by 2 to 12
percentage points. For every 10-percent rise in the AFDC tax rate, the
employment rate falls by 1 to 3.5 percentage points." Again, it should
be noted that these estimates are of changes n labor supply attribut-
able to rather modest changes in program characteristics.

Current research has not identified the declines in aggregate labor
supply and production due to the work disincentives of AFDC. AFDC
is about one-eighth the size of Social Security in terms of spending.

20 Daniel Hamermesh, "Jobless Pay and the Economy" (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1977), p. 37.
51 Masters and Garfinkel, Labor Supply Effects, chapter 8, present and compare results from several

studies, and our discussion draws on this material. Although there are many studies of the labor supply
behavior of female heads of families using the standard approach that looks at nonemployment income and
wage rates, only a few focus explicitly on the effect of AFDC program parameters.

22 The employment rate is the ratio of persons employed to all persons in a group. We would prefer evi-
dence on the determinants of labor force participation of hours of work, but such estimates are not readily
available.



AFDC recipients are probably about as responsive to work disincen-
tives as Social Security beneficiaries, and probably somewhat less
productive per hour worked (as measured by the expected wage
rates). Taking these factors into account, it seems likely that the
overall output effect of this welfare program would be no more than
one-eighth of Social Security's. One important difference, however,
should be noted. In a world without the Social Security retirement
program, people would have made some provision for old age via
private retirement programs or savings. As a result, retirement would
likely be delayed somewhat, but perhaps not greatly. The situation for
AFDC recipients is quite different. They are poor largely because of
some unforeseen event for which they could not have planned. In the
absence of the program, then, they would be forced into employment
at whatever wage rate they could command. The existence of the
program, therefore, is likely to account for a larger reduction in labor
supply than this extrapolation of incremental changes suggests.

Fmally, consider the labor supply effects of transfer programs other
than Social Security, UI, or AFDC. While the implicit guarantees and
tax rates of Workers Compensation (including the Black Lung
program), railroad retirement, veterans pensions and disability com-
pensation, and SSI probably lead to labor supply reductions, their
magnitudes have not been carefully estimated. We can, however,
suggest some bounds for these effects.

Total outlays for these cash transfers have been well below those for
Social Security, and the labor supply of their recipients is likely to be
no more responsive to economic incentives than that of Social Security
beneficiaries. Thus, the aggregate labor supply and output decline
induced by these programs considered together would be much less
than Social Security's. At the same time, total payments from these
programs exceed spending on UI. Because recipeints of income from
these programs are generally less closely tied to the labor market than
UI recipients, it is likely that their total labor supply response would
be greater.

Food Stamps and several housing assistance programs also have
guarantees and tax rates which might induce labor supply reductions,
but no empirical estimates are available. Medicare benefits do not
change as earnings rise, so the program exerts only an income effect
upon beneficiaries. In all likelihood this effect is quite small once one
takes into account the effect of Social Security. Similarly, Medicaid
benefits do not decline as earnings rise until a family's income reaches
the eligibility ceiling. Then all Medicaid benefits are lost. This "notch"
surely discourages some persons from increasing their work effort, for
a small increase in earnings may cost the family medical care coverage
worth hundreds of dollars. As with other noncash transfer programs,
the size of this work disincentive has not been identified.

This discussion, then, summarizes the empirical findings on the labor
supply effects of changes in transfer program guarantees and tax rates,
and provides a few clues regarding the aggregate labor supply effect of
these programs. Can anything be said regarding the full response of
labor supply to the existence of these programs? While no estimate
with statistical confidence limits is possible, a recent study by Robert
Lampman has attempted to provide a "guesstimate" of this aggregate
impact. The counterfactual to the existing system of transfer

23 Robert Lampman "Labor Supply and Social Welfare Benefits in the United States," Institute for
Research on Poverty Special Report 22, 1978.



programs and required taxes is assumed to be the system which
existed in 1950. Hence the estimate provided relates to the aggregate
labor supply reduction caused by the expansion of social welfare
benefits during the last 25 years. 4 While rough, this estimate is based
on both the estimates from the empirical studies referred to above and
the allocation of benefit and tax growth among various demographic
groups in the population. It is concluded that the increase in social
welfare benefits from 9 percent of GNP to 21 percent in the 1950-1976
period caused the quantity of labor supplied to the economy to be 7
percent less than it would otherwise have been. The percentage
breakdown in this aggregate reduction is as follows:

Percent
Age 62 and over ------------------- 27
Disabled under age 62------------------------------------------------10
Female heads with children------------------------------------------10
Age 18 to 24-------------------------------------------------------14
Other women------------------------------------------------------34
Other menP--------------------------------------------------------ec5

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 100
The reduction in labor supply attributed to the "other women" and
"other men" categories is mainly due to the higher taxes required to
finance the growth in benefits.

This estimate is not inconsistent with the result obtained from sum-
ming the separate estimates mentioned in the text. Social Security for
the aged reduces work effort by 1.5 percent. Since Disability Insurance
and payments to nonaged survivors are about one-seventh the cost of
the elderly's benefits, add 0.3 percentage points. UI leads to a decline
of about 0.3 percent. For AFDC, taking one-eighth of the Social
Security impact gives about 0.3 percent. The other cash programs fall
between UI and Social Security; let us say 0.6 percent. The total
impact equals 3.0 percent. (It should be noted, however, that the effect
on earnings would be less because many transfer recipients have rela-
tively low earnings capacities.) While this 3.0 percent estimate is
less than Lampman's, he has considered the effect of all social welfare
mates also include the effect of the increased taxes required to finance
the growth in transfer programs. The programs he considered rose
from 9 to 21 percent of GNP since 1950; our cash transfer programs
rose from 3 to 7 percent of GNP.

While the Lampman study appraises the labor supply effects of the
expansion of the transfer system since 1950, one cannot rely on it for
an estimate of the labor supply effect of an expansion (or contraction)
of the system from its current level. Any expansion of the system from
its current size would affect demographic groups quite differently than
did the expansion from the small and immature system of 1950.

One way of approaching the auestion of the labor supply response to
an expansion of the transfer system from its current size would be to
set forth a particular plan, and then to simulate with a micro-data
model the labor supply responses of the primary groups affected by the
expansion. Researchers at the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare followed this procedure in a recent study.25 They analyzed

24 Lampman's estimate is of the labor supply effect of all social welfare benefits (including housing,
manpower training, and education programs), rather than just income transfers.

25 David Betson, David Greenberg, and Richard Kasten, "The Negative Income Tax Versus the Credit
Income Tax," prepared for Conference on Income Tested vs. Universal Transfer Programs, Institute for
Research on Poverty, Madison, Wisconsin* March 1979.



both credit income tax (CIT) and negative income tax (NIT) plans
which would replace some existing programs and extend benefits to
groups not now covered.

With such expansion plans, three groups are affected: (1) Existing
transfer recipients; (2) households which become recipients when the
new programs are adopted; and (3) households required to pay addi-
tional taxes to finance the expansion. The first group is likely to record
an increase in work effort because of the change. In the current system
they face cumulative tax rates in the 60-80 percent range; the CIT
and NIT plans would have a lower implicit tax rate and would neither
expand nor contract the income guarantee to any substantial extent.
The second group would tend to reduce its labor supply, as the tax
rate in the plan would likely exceed the tax rate which the group faced
prior to coverage. Moreover, the plan would afford this group an
income guarantee which it did not have prior to the expanxion. Finally,
the taxpayer group experiences higher tax rates and a reduction in dis-
posable income because of the need to finance the expanded system.
While the higher tax rates would tend to discourage work effort (unless
the labor supply curve is backward bending), the reduced income
would be expected to bring forth additional labor supply. The net effect
is uncertain, but could be positive if the income effect is substantial. All
of these expected responses are derived from the standard labor supply
theory described above.26

Consider one of the NIT simulations undertaken by the HEW re-
searchers. In this analysis, it is assumed that a negative income tax
with guarantees equal to 75 percent of 1975 poverty level incomes and
a benefit reduction rate of 50 percent replace the major income support
programs existing in 1975 (AFDC, Food Stamps, SSI, and General
Assistance). The Federal cost of this expansion is $16.4 billion, and
this cost is financed by an income surtax of 10.3 percent. The effect of
this program change on income inequality is substantial-the Gini
coefficient drops from the actual level of 0.456 in 1975 to 0.409 with
the NIT.

The labor supply effects of this program expansion were estimated
with a micro-data simulation model, which incorporated the labor
supply coefficients for husbands, wives, and female family heads from
the large income maintenance experiment taking place in Seattle and
Denver. For the households who would be receiving NIT benefits
(groups 1 and 2, above), the expansion of benefits would lead to a 0.2
percent decline in earnings and output. The income tax surcharge,
however, would cause an increase in labor supply-mostly among
wives-which would result in a 1.2-percent increase in earnings.
Hence, the net effect of this particular expansion in the tax-transfer
system is an expansion of labor supply sufficient to increase aggregate
income by about 1.0 percent. Although this result would imply a back-
ward bending supply curve, it would not be inconsistent with economic
theory. Moreover, the overall result would also occur if the simulation
were based on other, less extreme, labor supply response coefficients.

2* Two recent papers have emphasized the importance of distinguishing the impact of expanding income
transfer programs on the first two groups. See Giora Hanoch and Marjorie Honig, "The Labor Supply
Curve Under Income Maintenance Programs," Journal of Public Economics, February 1978, pp. 1-16; and
Frank Levy, "The Labor Supply of Female Household Heads, or AFDC Work Incentives Don't Work
Too Well," Journal of Human Resources, Winter 1979, pp. 76-95.
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The results of this and the Lampman study are not inconsistent.
Both studies find that the low income population receiving benefits
reduces labor supply in response to program expansion. The smaller
response reported in the HEW study is due to the nature of the expan-
sion which it analyzes-existing recipients have their tax rate reduced
by the policy change, and a number of them experienced a reduction in
benefits. Both of these reductions would tend to encourage work effort
of individuals who are recipients. On the other hand, the changes
analyzed by Lampman uniformly increased the transfer income re-
ceived by and tax rates facing low-income recipients. The HEW study
records the main reduction in labor supply for households which be-
come recipients because of expansion of the transfer system-intact
families and higher income families affected by the higher break-even
level. Moreover, while the coefficients used in the HEW study to
estimate the response of higher-income households to the increased
taxes to finance the program were rather large in the basic simulation
(especially for wives, who were found to work more in response to
higher taxes), Lampman's coefficients were in the other direction-
married women work less at lower wages. Because so little is known
about the responses of these higher income people, the estimates for
this group are highly speculative.

A synthesis of the two results would yield a conclusion along the
following lines: Given the nature of the expansion of the social welfare
system since 1950, a reduction of labor supply equal to about 7 percent
of the potential labor force occurred, largely among those groups which
were the primary benefit recipients. Because this reduction is concen-
trated in relatively low-productivity groups, the reduction in output
caused by this expansion is less than 7 percent-perhaps as low as 3 to
5 percent. Moreover, if the current system were simultaneously re-
formed to reduce the high marginal tax rates on active recipients and
expanded, no necessary reduction in labor supply would be expected.
Indeed, such a change could lead to a net increase in labor supply and
earmngs.

2. EFFECTS ON THE LEVEL OF DEMAND

As we have seen, public income transfers accrue largely to low-
income households that tend to have a higher than average propensity
to consume. Thus, the programs help raise aggregate demand, which
induces increased production and a higher level of GNP. This GNP
effect is increased by the income stabilization effect of transfer pro-
grams. Because transfer benefits reduce income fluctuations, recip-
ients expect a more secure income stream; this raises permanent
income and leads to increases in consumption.

No thorough estimates of this aggregate consumption effect are
available, but micro-data simulation studies have given some results.
In a series of analyses, the authors assumed that Congress legislated
a negative income tax to replace the AFDC and the Food Stamp
programs.2 These programs would have increased the size of the

27 See Frederick Golladay and Robert Haveman, "The Economic Effects of Tax-Transfer volicy" (New
York: Academic Press, 1977); Sheldon Danziger and Robert Haveman, "Tax and Welfare Simplification,"
National Tax Journal, September 1977; and Robert Haveman, Kevin Hollenbeck, David Betson, and
Martin Holmer, "A Microeconomic Simulation Model for Analyzing the Regional and Distributional
Effects of Tax-Transfer Policy," in Robert Haveman and Kevin Hollenbeck (eds.), "Microsimulation
Models for Public Policy Analysis (New York: Academic Press, forthcoming).



Federal income-support system, and the authors assumed, would
have been financed by a surtax on Federal income tax. Because of the
program, low-income people would have had more disposable income
and high-income people would have had less. The analysis indicates
that an expansion in the income support system of $1 billion (financed
by a Federal income surtax) results in a net increase in consumption
spending of about $.45 billion, and a net increase in total production
in the economy of $.88 billion.2 8

This increase is due to the tendency for lower-income people to
spend more out of each additional dollar of income they receive than
is spent by higher income people. These results can ge roughly ex-
trapolated to the entire income support system. If the $180 billion of
public expenditures identified earlier were to have the same consump-
tion effects as those identified above, annual consumption spending
would be about $80 billion higher than it otherwise would have been.
However, the simulated programs analyzed were more highly targeted
on poor families with high spending propensities than is the average
dollar of actual income transfers. Hence, a reasonable estimate is that
consumption spending may be in the range of $40 to $60 billion higher
per year because of the existence of the Nation's income transfer
system. This represents from 3 to 5 percent of consumption spending
in 1976.

Using the same multiregional model, Martin Holmer (cited above)
confirms the consumption increase. In his simulation study, Holmer
analyses the effect of a $400 million proportional expansion of welfare
state benefits and the associated income and payroll taxes. This
expansion was estimated to yield an increase in aggregate consumption
demand of $72 million, or about 18 percent of the total. This repre-
sents a smaller increase, because it is an expansion which is not targeted
heavily on low income families. When this percentage is applied to
the $180 billion of expenditures in the transfer programs included in
this study, it is estimated that a $32 billion expansion of aggregate
demand is attributable to the programs. If a multiplier of 2 is assumed,
the expansion would be $64 billion, or about 3.5 percent of GNP.

This expansion estimate must be interpreted carefully. In an
economy operating at less than full employment, much of this expan-
sion in demand will be reflected in an expansion of both output and
employment. As a result, both consumption and savings would grow as
a result of the redistribution. On the other hand, if the economy had
been operating at full employment without the programs, their intro-
duction would have resulted in increasing prices and, in all likelihood,
a substituion of consumption for savings (and investment). Because
excess capacity has characterized the economy during much of the
period of rapid program expansion, it seems safe to conclude that
transfer system expansion has increased consumption demand, and
with it total output and savings.

n' Implicit in this model is the assumption that low-income households consume a greater portion of their
incomes than do high-income households. With this assumption, the reduced inequality caused by expanison
of the transfer system would be expected to lead to increased aggregate consumption. Using a life-cycle model
with bequests, Blinder has recently shown that income-equalizing transfers need not lead to an increase in
consumption spending. See Alan Blinder, "Distribution Effects and the Aggregate Consumption Func-
tion," Journal of Political Economy, June 1975, pp. 447-475. Indeed, his empirical results show that equaliz-
ing transfers might even decrease consumption spending. Given the weakness to his data and empirical
tests, and the counter-intuitive nature of the result, we prefer to rely on what he refers to as the "educated
layman's view" rather than that which is "now dominant among macroeconomists."



B. The Efect of Transfers on the Unemployment Rate

The effect of income transfers on the unemployment rate is related
to our earlier discussion of labor supply effects, and was partially
discussed there. Here, our focus will be on the measured unemployment
rate, rather than as labor supply. Transfer policy influences the meas-
ured rate of unemployment by increasing time spent searching for new
jobs, by subsidizing unstable employment through the experience
rating system, and through work requirements. In this section, we
will discuss each of these.

Consider first the effect of transfer programs on the time people
spend searching for jobs. The income and substitution effect of trans-
fers, particularly UI, allow extended job search, for either better jobs
or jobs more suited to skills or tastes. The time spent searching is
appropriately counted as unemployment, for it represents a real loss
of productive resources (assuming the extra search time is unproduc-
tive or at least less productive than returning to work sooner). This
increased unemployment occurs among laid-off workers collecting UI,
and among other transfer recipients who reenter the labor force.

The second way in which the UI program affects the unemployment
rate concerns the demand for labor, and is related primarily to the
Experience Rating System of the UI program. The current method of
firm experience rating used to finance the UI program raises the net"wage" received by unemployed workers relative to the cost of their
unemployment borne by their employers. This encourages businesses
to expand the amount of temporary, seasonal, and cyclical fluctuations
in their output and employment.29

Employers now contribute to their State's unemployment insurance
fund on the basis of the unemployment experience of their own previous
employees. Within limits, the more benefits drawn by these former
employees, the higher is the firm's tax rate. The theory of experience
rating is clear: employers are given some incentive to reduce insta-
bility in employment patterns. Indeed, if the program required all
employers to pay the full cost of the benefits that their employees
receive when laid off, unemployment compensation would provide a
greater stabilizing incentive. While it would not reduce the duration
of unemployment of a person who was changing jobs, it would reduce
the frequency and duration of temporary layoffs.

In practice, howevei, experience rating is an imperfect means of
allocating the transfer costs of unemployment to employers responsible
for it. Hence, it provides an inappropriately low level of inducements
to reduce the instability in employment. The unemployment insurance
tax has a relatively low maximum rate and a positive minimum rate.
As a result, many firms with high layoff rates have "negative balances"
in their accounts, i.e., they have paid less in taxes than their employees
have received in benefits. These firms already face the maximum tax
rate so increased layoffs do not increase tax payments. Similarly,
firms with larger positive balances face the minimum rate even if their
layoffs increase somewhat. Because they bear only part of the costs,
employers are less likely to orgainize production and work rules in ways
that minimize the instability in employment patterns.

29 This analysis has been developed by Martin Feldstein in a series of papers. See his "Temporary Layoffsin the Theory of Unemployment," Journal of Political Economy, October 1976, pp. 937-957.



While the UI experience rating system affects employers, the tax-
exempt status of unemployment benefits affects workers. 0 Consider a
worker in a seasonal or temporary job or one in a cyclical industry.
Such a worker knows that he or she is much more likely to be laid off
than a worker with a more stable job. Without UI, workers would
only accept unstable jobs if these jobs paid higher wage rates than
those of more stable positions. These pay differentials would reflect
the chances of being laid off and the expected duration of unemploy-
ment. The higher labor costs in unstable jobs would induce employers
to reduce instability, and would also increase the output prices of such
firms. The higher prices would in turn reduce the demand for such
products, further reducing unstable employment. With UI benefits
being largely free of taxes, however, the necessary wage premium falls,
and its stabilizing effect is lost.

The third transfer effect on the unemployment rate results from the
interaction of the definition of unemployment with the work registra-
tion/work test requirements of UI, AFDC, and Food Stamps, not
from a real loss of productive time by jobless workers.31 To receive
these benefits, one must register with the Employment Service and be
willing to accept a reasonable job offer, or risk loss of benefits.

The unemployment rate is calculated from the monthly Current
Population Survey (CPS). Although it guarantees a respondent's
anonymity, some transfer recipients probably report themselves to
the CPS as interested in working even if they really are not, out of
fear that their benefits might be canceled. Consequently, persons who
are not really in the labor force are counted as unemployed. Because
UI, AFDC, and Food Stamps have all recently expanded coverage,
this upward bias in measured unemployment is likely to have grown.

UI induces another measurement effect as well. Some people who
otherwise would not be seeking work may be induced by the existence
of potential UI benefits to enter the labor force. If, as is likely, such
entrants have an above average probability of being or becoming
unemployed, the overall unemployment rate would be increased.

On the other hand, Social Security benefits and welfare programs
such as AFDC, SSI, and Food Stamps might induce some recipients
to withdraw from the labor force. In all likelihood, those recipients
also have higher than average rates of unemployment. The importance
of this effect, which would tend to lower the measured rate of unem-
ployment, has not been explored, and thus will not be examined in
our empirical discussion.3 2

In recent years, there has been a substantial amount of empirical
research on the unemployment effects of transfer policy. Here, we
first summarize evidence on transfers' real effect on the rate of unem-
ployment, and then discuss estimates of their measurement effects.

On the basis of 12 recent studies of the relationship between UI
and duration of unemployment, one analyst cautiously concludes that
if without the regular UI system the unemployment rate were 7.3

3 Although the bulk of unemployment benefits received are exempt from income taxes, extended benefits
are now subject to some taxation. The receipt of UI benefits may reduce the level of other transfer benefits
which the family received. This reduction in other benefits also serves as a "tax rate" on UI benefits.1 Kenneth Clarkson and Roger Meiners identified this effect of transfers on the unemployment rate in
"Government Statistics as a Guide to Economic Policy: Food Staxnps and the Spurious Increase in the
Unemployment Rates." Poliey Review. Summer 1977. op. 27-51.

2 See Glen Cain, "Labor Force Concepts and Definitions in View of Their Purposes." Institute for
Research on Poverty Special Report 20, 1978, pp. 34, 38.
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percent, the rate would increase by 0.1 to 0.2 percent with UI. If the
unemployment rate were 4 percent without regular UI benefits, the
increase would be about 0.5 percentage points."3 Another study obtains
a comparable result for a low unemployment situation. 4

Only one paper has estimated the effect of the experience rating
provisions which operates through the demand side of the labor market.
H amermesh suggests that imperfect experience rating in the UI pro-
gram raises the unemployment rate by about 0.1 percentage point at
low (4 percent) unemployment rates. 35

The real effects of transfers other than UI on the unemployment
rate have not been investigated. These effects are likely to be much
smaller than UI's impact. Many recipients of AFDC, General Assist-
ance, SSI, and Social Security are not in the labor force (in part
because of the labor supply effects of the programs) and, thus, pro-
gram benefits do not affect the rate of joblessness.

Several researchers found that the effect of the registration require-
ments of welfare programs on measured unemployment was to add
about 0.2 to 0.5 percentage points. 3

6 Hamermesh concludes that the
UI work requirement adds an additional 0.5 percentage points to the
unemployment rate in times of high unemployment, but has no effect
in times of low unemployment." Clark and Summers tentatively find
that effect to be as much as 1.8 percentage points in the mid-1970's
but conclude that the effect would be smaller at lower rates of unem-
ployment.

Finally, Hamermesh concludes that the entrance of persons into the
labor force who expect future UI benefits may add an additional 0.1
percentage points at low levels of unemployment, but that this effect
probably disappears at high unemployment rates.

This review of recent studies suggests that the real and measurement
effects of the transfer system together add 1 to 2 percentage points to
recent reported unemployment rates, depending on whether the
smaller or larger estimates of UT's reporting effect are accepted. This
impact was smaller before 1973, the year when work registration
requirements became important, but it is difficult to quantify the
difference.

C. The Efect of Transfers on the Growth Rate of GNP

In its discussion of the effect of transfer programs on aggregate
demand, this paper concludes that the expansion of welfare state
benefits has increased consumption spending. In an economy with
slack resources, this expansion would increase output, employment,
and savings. In an economy without slack resources, however, the
result would likely be an increase in prices and a substitution of con-

,, Hamermesh, "Jobless Pay," chapter 3, finds additional small effects of the emergency Ul legislation
of 1974-1975.

34 Irwin Garfinkel and Robert Plotnick, "How Much Does Unemployment Insurance Increase the Unem-
loyment Rate and Reduce Earnings, Work Effort, and Efficiency?" Institute for Research on Poverty

Discussion Paper 378-76, 1976. Feldstein finds that UI raises the temporary unemployment rate by about
0.75 percentage points for a special sample of 25 to 55-year-olds. It is difficult to compare this reult with that
cited in the text because this sample omitted labor force reentrants and those with no prior work experience.
See Martin Feldstein, "The Effect of Unemployment Insurance on Temporary Layoff Unemployment,"
American Economic Review, December 1978. pp. 834-84.

asHamermesh, "Jobless Pay," chapter 4. No estimateis offered for a high unemployment period. This
estimate should be regarded cautiously because of possible methodological bases.

35 Paul Flaim, "Impact of Demographic and Other Noncyclical Factors in the Unemployment Rate,"
Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 1977, mimeo; Kim Clark and Lawrence Summers, " Social Insurance,
Unemployment and Labor Force Participation: The Reporting Effect," Harvard University, May 1978,
mimeo. Clarkson and Meiners conclude that the effect was as high as 2 percentage points in the mid-1970's.

37 Hamermesh, "Jobless Pay." pp. 50-54.



sumption for personal savings. If the induced reduction in personal
saving in a fully employed economy occurs without a corresponding
shift in public savings or the level of retained corporate earnings,
transfers may change the growth rate through their influence on the
total level of savings in the economy. Because the rate of new capital
investment, which affects economic growth, is related to the economy's
rate of saving, transfers may have an effect on the growth rate of GNP.

Much attention has been devoted to the impact to Social Security
on savings behavior. The analysis has assumed, at least implicitly,
that the economy would be at full employment without the expansion
in transfers, already discussing. This is not consistent with this paper's
conclusion in the discussion regarding the impact of the system on
aggregate demand. This literature identifies three possible mechanisms
by which Social Security benefits interact with the savings rate.38 First
Social Security benefits substitute for private sources of retirement
income-they provide an alternative form of "wealth." If increased
public savings out of Social Security tax revenue offset reduced private
services, the economy would experience no net reduction in saving at
all. The Social Security program, however, operates on a pay-as-you-
go basis:

Current revenues are almost immediately paid out as benefits,
are are not invested. The benefits of Social Security are uncertain,
however, as Congress may change them at any time. As a result,
they are not perfect replacements for private wealth. If they tend to
displace private savings, the effect would probably be less than on a
dollar-for-dollar basis. Hence, to some unknown extent, aggregate
savings in the economy would tend to fall because of this "wealth
replacement effect."

Second, because Social Security's work test encourages early retire-
ment, it may encourage an increase in savings. Early retirement and
reduced earnings under partial retirement increase the need for retire-
ment and reduced earnings under partial retirement increase the need
for retirement income. As a result, persons may work more, and ac-
cumulate more assets during the earlier years of their work life. The
increased preretirement savings from this "induced retirement effect"
is reinforced by the increased relative wage rate in preretirement
years. Noted earlier, this shift in the wage before retirement relative
to after retirement could also bring about such an intertemporal labor
supply readjustment, leading to increased savings.

Third, private actions might nullify the negative wealth replace-
ment effect discussed in the first linkage. Suppose parents wish to
leave a bequest to their children. Given the pay-as-you-go arrange-
ment in the Social Security program, an increase in benefits shifts
income from children, who pay the taxes, to parents. Parents may
save more to leave larger bequests in an effort to counteract the added
tax burden on their offspring. Conversely, suppose parents plan no
bequests and, in the absence of Social Security, would expect their
children to support their retirement. Then the pay-as-you-go Social
Security system simply replaces a pay-as-you-go system of private
transfers. There is no impact on savings because no savings for a
bequest motive would have occurred without Social Security.

33 Feldstein developed the first two in "1ocial'Security, Induced Retirement and Aggregate Capital
Accumulation." Robert Barro developed the third in;"Are Government Bonds Net Wealth?" Journal of
Political Economy, November/December 1974, pp. l095-1117.



Besides possibly affecting the rate of savings and physical capital
formation, transfer policy may influence decisions to invest in human
capital through education and training programs. By raising income
when earnings are low, a transfer program may increase the demand
for schooling. By discouraging work effort through the income and
substitution effects already discussed, however, transfer programs may
reduce the potential returns from further human capital development
and reduce the demand for education and training. The relative size of
these two effects-it is not known-will determine whether transfer
policy will increase or decrease the demand for schooling.

In recent years, there has been a large number of studies of the
effect of Social Security on saving behavior. This paper reports and
summarizes the results from five time series analyses of aggregate
savings and three cross section studies of household savings rates."

Theoretical analysis suggests that Social Security has ambiguous
saving effects. The time-series research contributes to resolving that
ambiguity. Because investigators rarely find even a statistically
insignificant positive relation between total savings and Social
Security benefits, one can conclude that the transfer program does not
increase savings. But whether the impact is neutral or negative re-
mains disputed.

Feldstein's estimates were the first in the recent series of studies to
be presented. They suggest that each dollar of Social Security wealth
(the present value of expected future benefits) increased consumption
(and, by implication, depressed savings) by 2 to 3 cents. 0 However, these
effects were statistically significant only when the equations eliminated
the unemployment rate variable and only when economists analyzed
the entire 1929-71 period (omitting the war years 1941-1946). Further,
for the 1947-71 period, the effect of Social Security was not statisti-
cally significant, though it was positive. Feldstein speculated on the
basis of this study that the Social Security system could have reduced
private saving by 30 to 50 percent.

Robert Barro analyzed the same basic data as Feldstein, but speci-
fied the consumption function (and implicitly the savings function)
differently.41 In his specification, both the unemployment rate and the
government budget surplus were included as determinants of con-
sumption. With this specification, Social Security wealth had a positive
(negative), but statistically insignificant, impact on consumption
(saving) in all of the periods analyzed. For the 1947-1974 period, no
significant effect appears even if the unemployment variable is
dropped.

Feldstein challenged Barro's specification on theoretical grounds and
presented revised and updated estimates to supplement his earlier
paper." He incorporated Barro's unemployment variable, but other-
wise used his previous specification. In particular, he omitted the
surplus variable, arguing that it was endogenous, changing in response
to the tax revenues generated by changes in income. He again found
a statistically significant effect of Social Security on consumption over
the total 1929-1940 and 1947-1974 periods.

"A useful review of four of the time-series studies in Louis Esposito, " Effect of Social Security on Saving:
Review of Studies Using U.S. Time Series Data," Social Security Bulletin, May 1978, pp. 9-17.

4o See footnote 38.
'1 Robert Barro, "The Impact of Social Security on Private Saving: Evidence from the U.S. Time Series"

(Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1978). Besides using Feldstein's wealth measure,
Barro developed an alternative measure of Social Security benefits. It, too, was insignificant.

42 Martin Feldstein, " Reply." in ibid.



Munnell's estimates used yet a different specification which also
included the unemployment rate.43 On balance, her results offer little
support for the savings disincentive hypothesis. While the signs of the
coefficients on the Social Security wealth variables suggest some reduc-
tion in savings, the Social Security variables were not statistically
significant determinants of total savings.

Although Michael Darby develops an alternative consumption
function, again there is no evidence of a significant effect of Social
Security on savings in the 1947-1974 period.14 For the full 1929-1940
and 1947-1974 sample, his point estimates do suggest a decline in the
savings-income ratio of 20 percent, but the coefficients are not sta-
tistically significant.

The last time-series study by Gultekin and Logue experiments in an
ad hoc fashion with various specifications of a savings equation for
the 1947-1974 years.4" Their point estimates of the effect of the Social
Security wealth variables are larger than any other researcher's, but
remain statistically insignificant.

In sum, the time-series studies have examined a wide variety of
variables and empirical equations and the results show no statistically
significant evidence that Social Security has depressed private savings.
On the other hand, the point estimate for the Social Security variable
in nearly every equation does indicate a depressing impact. Such con-
sistency is hard to dismiss; in all likelihood there is a small negative
effect which time-series analysis cannot isolate precisely.4

Like the time-series results, cross section studies have also failed to
isolate conclusively the relationship between Social Security and sav-
ings. Kotlikoff has conducted the most careful cross-section analysis of
this question for a sample of male household heads aged 45-59.o4 He
separates each household's net Social Security wealth into two
components.

The first component is the present value of past Social Security
taxes. If people regard these taxes as forced savings and expect to earn
the market return on such payments, they will theoretically reduce
private savings. Kotlikoff found that an extra dollar accumulated in
one's tax "fund" did reduce asset levels by about 70 cents. Because
Social Security benefits are not certain, finding less than dollar-for-
dollar replacement is reasonable. This result, however, does not prove
Social Security reduces aggregate savings and capital accumulation. It
simply shows that a fully funded public retirement program partly
substitutes for private choices to save when young and consume when
older.

n Alicia Munnell, "The Impact of Social Security on Personal Saving," National Tax Journal, December
1974, pp. 553-567. Munnell covered the 1900-1971 period and sought to estimate Social Security's impact on
"retirement savings" as well as on all personal savings. Social Security was found to have a greater effect on
retirement savings, but the effect is not statistically significant after 1946.

44 Michael Darby, "The Effects of Social Security on Income and the Capital Stock," UCLA Discussion
Paper 95, July 1977. His consumption function is based on the permanent income model while the others
rest on the life-cycle model.

45 N. Bulent Gultekin and Dennis Logue, in George von Furstenberg (ed.), "Social Security versus
Private Saving in Post-Industrial Democracies," proceedings of a conference sponsored by the American
Council of Life Insurance, Washington, D.C., forthcoming.

49 Two comments are in order. First, a fall in savings does not imply an equivalent decline in the capital
stock. International capital flows may replace part of the capital investment out of domestic savings.
Domestically owned capital will fall if savings fall but domestically used capital may not. Second, changing
the Social Security program may not be the best way to raise saving even if its current structure does dis-
courage saving. There are other policies to increase saving and capital formation; these may be more effective.
Darby, " Effects of Social Security," concludes that the reduction of the savings-income ratio due to Social
Security lies between 0 and 10 percent.

4' Laurence Kotlikoff, "Testing the Theory of Social Security and Life Cycle Accumulation," Harvard
University, 1978, mimeo.



The second component of net Social Security wealth is the difference
between the present value of expected future benefits and the present
value of past and expected future Social Security taxes. Under existing
benefits and tax schedules, this component is positive for most house-
holds-they are wealthier because the Social Security system has not
been fully funded. Because these wealth increments are unfunded, any
reduction in private savings they induce could well mean a decline in
real capital formation. The estimates suggest, however, that asset
accumulation is not affected by this wealth increment. The coefficient
for this variable has a positive sign and is statistically insignificant.
Large differences in unfunded or fictional wealth generated by Social
Security apparently do not alter savings behavior.

Kotlikoff also finds that, given the choice to retire earlier, persons
accumulate more assets. To the extent Social Security encourages
earlier retirement, the additional savings induced by this effect partly
offset whatever reduction in savings is due to Social Security taxes.4 1

The findings by Kotlikoff also must be regarded as tentative. The two
components of Social Security wealth are constructed using strong
assumptions rather than through direct observation of the data, and
there are other technical flaws that may have influenced the results.

Two other cross section studies bear brief mention.49 Feldstein and
Pellechio find that a dollar of net Social Security wealth reduced
private savings by about one dollar. Their sample is small however,
(138 observations) and they do not separate the wealth variable into
the two components suggested by Kotlikoff. Munnell uses the same
data base as Kotlikoff and discovers a strong negative effect of private
pensions and Social Security coverage on annual savings. Her lack of
a precise measure of Social Security wealth, however, precludes isola-
tion of the effect of unfunded benefits.

These cross-section findings are not inconsistent with the time-series
work. Time-series data suggest a slight negative impact of transfers on
private savings. Available cross section analyses confirm the existence
of this impact. They further imply the effect is not created by unfunded
Social Security wealth, but by the perceived forced saving of Social
Security taxes. Again, there is no consensus on the size of the effect.

These studies focus on the effect of Social Security alone, not on
the entire transfer system, on aggregate private savings, and do so in
the context of a fully employed economy. In a slack economy, there is
no persuasive reason to believe that aggregate private savings would
decrease, especially in the presence of the increased aggregate demand
which is likely to be induced by the expansion of transfers. Indeed, in
the absence of any evidence that transfers "crowd out" investment
spending in a less than fully employed economy, the increased aggre-
gate consumption demand discussed above is likely to have stimulated
investment spending. Hence, when the negative, though not large,
estimates of the impact of transfers on savings are placed in the full
employment context and combined with the earlier findings regarding
the added consumption spending induced by transfers, the conclusion
is that the overall effect of the transfer system on the level of aggregate

as Contrary to most studies, Kotlikoff finds Social Security benefits have no significant effect on retirement
decisions. If we accept the consensus finding of some effect, Kotlikoff's results on savings and asset accumu-
lation support the conclusion in the text.

4' Martin Feldstein and Anthony Pellechio, "Social Security and Household Wealth Accumulation: New
Microeconomic Evidence," National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper, October 1977; Alicia
Munnell, "Private Pensions and Savings: New Evidence," Journal of Political Economy, October 1976,
pp. 1013-1031.
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demand-and hence on the growth rate of GNP-has been slightly
positive.

D. The Effect of Transfers on the Cyclical Stability of the Economy

Automatic stabilizers are an important element of Federal fiscal
policy. These instruments automatically raise the budget deficit (luring
recessions by either increasing government outlays or decreasing tax
revenues. In this way, the deflationary effect of a drop in private
spending is partly offset; aggregate demand is kept at a higher level
than otherwise and the decline in GNP is reduced. The opposite occurs
in a cyclical upswing. Outlays decline; revenues rise; inflationary
pressures stemming from excess demand are automatically dampened.

Transfers to persons are among the economy's major automatic
stabilizers on the expenditure side. As incomes fall and unemployment
rises, UI payments expand. Other transfer programs also help to offset
declines in private sources of income during a recession, though to a
lesser degree. Cash public assistance and food stamp outlays rise when
other incomes fall. A greater number of households become eligible
for these benefits and the average payment to those previously on the
rolls increases. Social Security and veterans' pensions also have slight
countercyclical effects.

Two qualifications to these observations are appropriate. First, it
is possible that, in the absence of UI, people would save more during
good tines to finance consumption when unemployed. To the extent
UI replaces such savings, it replaces "natural" stabilizing behavior
and its independent stabilization effect would be overstated.

Second, some economists argue that no fiscal policies are effective
by themselves, that only changes in the money supply can change real
output. If this is correct, automatic stabilizers in fact do not stabilize
at all. Because the issue remains unresolved, we proceed under the
assumption that fiscal policies are effective.

Most analyses have examined Unemployment Insurance because it
is designed to counter fluctuations in earnings. Estimates of the share
of personal income replaced by UI benefits range 5 to 30 percent. 0

This rather wide range reflects differences among the studies in
methodology and the time examined." Most results, though, fall in
the 10-20 percent interval.

So In this discussion, we focus on the fraction of the fall in personal income (as defined in the National
Income Accounts) replaced by transfers. This differs from the standard "replacement rate," which indi-
cates the fraction of the recipient's income replaced by one or more transfers. Although the replacement rate
is quite useful for evaluating the adequacy of the program in reducing hardship for individual unemployed
workers, it is less appropriate in this macroeconomic context. Here we are concerned with the aggregate
cushion provided by transfers, regardless of the distribution of benefits arcoss income classes-whether a
few recipients have nearly all their lost income replaced (or many have a small percentage replaced), or if
there is wide variation in replacement rates. By ignoring these distributional considerations, however, we
implicitly assume that the marginal propensity to consume does not systematically vary by income class
and, thus, that a dollar of lost income replaced by transfers has on average the same effect on aggregate
demand regardless of the recipient. We focus on the share of personal income replaced by transfers, rather
than the share of GNP or national income replaced, because transfers are counted in personal income but
not in the other indicators.

51 Hamermesh, "Jobless Pay", summarizes several studies. To make the figures reported more comparable,
we transformed each result to measure the percentage of personal income replaced. Also see Edward
Gramlich, "The Distributional Effects of Higher Unemployment," Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity, 2 1974, pp. 293-336; and "The Cyclical Behavior of Income Transfer Programs: A Case Study of
the Current Recession," Technical Analysis Paper 7, Office of Income Security Policy, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, October 1975.

The studies by George von Furstenberg (cited in Hamermesh) and the Office of Income Security Policy
both employ 1976 data, but arrive at dramatically different replacement percentages. After our adjust-
ments, von Furstenberg reports about 5 percent while the other reports El percent. We have no explanation
for the discrepancy.



For several reasons, UI replaces far less than 100 percent of earnings
lost due to recessions. Many job losers do not receive benefits because
they work in uncovered jobs, have not worked long enough to qualify,
or have exhausted their benefits. In addition to inducing layoffs,
recessions reduce earnings by shortening work hours (less overtime
and more part-time work), but UI generally does not insure against
such losses. Also, UI has never been intended to replace all income
lost from unemployment; the typical recipient is entitled to a weekly
benefit of about one-half his gross weekly earnings.

Two analyses have assessed the degree to which all transfer benefits
including UI, respond to income declines.5 2 Gramlich found that cash
transfers and food Stamps replaced between 10 and 60 percent of a
family's personal income losses in 1971. The value varied with the sex
of the head and the normal income of the family. For most families,
the cushion provided by transfers lay in the 10-20 percent range; it
was greater for low income families. Because of the rapid growth of
Food Stamps, cushioning is likely to be somewhat larger today. The
second study suggested that in 1976 spending on essentially the same
set of transfers rose by about 30 cents for every one-dollar fall in
personal income."

Leaving aside the question of adequacy, the transfer system serves
a significant stabilization function. Currently, a decrease in earned
income of $1 induces an increase in cash or near-cash transfer income
of from 25-35 cents, with another increase in in-kind benefits of
10-15 cents. However, because changes in consumption spending
tend to be less variable than changes in income, the effect of transfers
in stabilizing aggregate demand may be less than these replacement
percentages suggest.

E. The Effect of Transfers on Inflation

The tie between transfer programs and inflationary pressures is not
a close one. As a result, the paper would offer only three comments
regarding the contribution of transfers to inflation. First, considered
apart from their financing, the expansion of transfer programs in-
creases government spending. Although public deficits need not in-
duce price increases, in some circumstances deficits can contribute
to inflationary pressures. Thus, to the extent that the growth in trans-
fers in a full employment context is not offset by increased taxes or
reductions in other spending programs, transfer growth may con-
tribute to inflation. Clearly, no estimates or even "guesstimates" are
to be had regarding the share of the blame which is to be shouldered
by income transfers. Federal transfer policy per se is not an inflationary
factor. Although outlays on transfers have grown faster than average,
the dollars spent on transfers appear to be neither more nor less in-
flationary than any other fiscal activity.

Second, to the extent that transfers contribute to labor force with-
drawals, to extended periods or reduced intensity of job search, or
to the general reluctance to accept employment at lower wages, the
growth in income transfers could have contributed to increased wage

52 Cash transfers include regular UI, AFDC, Social Security, and" other" in Gramlich, but only the first
three and General Assistance (not "other" transfers) in the study by the Office of Income Security Policy.

53 When Medicaid and special unemployment benefits are added, the figure increases to 53 cents.



and price pressures at any level of aggregate demand. This phenom-
enon is often referred to as a "policy-induced shift in the Phillips
curve." And although there is some evidence that such Phillips curve
shifts have recently occurred in industrialized Western countries, and
that the growth in social welfare benefits has contributed to that shift,
there are again no reliable estimates regarding the role that the growth
in transfers may have played."4

Third, specific features of the two largest in-kind programs-
Medicare and Medicaid-have undoubtedly contributed to rapid
price increases in the health sector. These programs are not the only
causes of the extremely rapid rise in health costs since 1965, but they
have contributed in an important way to general inflation.

According to many observers, the key factor behind rising health
care costs has been the growth of third-party financing through private
health insurance and public programs." About 94 percent of hospital
expenses and 70 percent of all personal health care expenses are now
covered by third-party payments. In 1950, the corresponding figures
were 50 and 32 percent. Moreover, beyond a required "deductible,"
the out-of-pocket cost of many services is typically zero for most
patients. The patient, his/her physician, and the hospital all realize
that a third party has an open-ended commitment to pay all or nearly
all the costs of whatever services are used.

Given these incentives, patients demand more and higher quality
services, even if the added treatments are of little benefit. Extensive
third-party involvement increases the amount of resources devoted to
health care, and exerts pressure on medical care prices. Total costs
rise more rapidly than if patients and doctors faced prices that more
closely reflected the real total costs of their decisions.

Statistical evidence supports this logic. Most empirical research
shows that the out-of-pocket price of medical services influences the
amount of care demanded." By extending cheap or free insurance to
the elderly and certain groups among the poor, Medicare and Medicaid
have both been important factors in reducing this price by accelerating
the growth of third-party financing. Between 1965 (the year before
these programs began) and 1977, the Federal share of total personal
health care costs rose from 9 to 28 percent. Medicare and Medicaid
now pay over 25 percent of all personal health costs and about one-
third of hospital charges. Beneficiaries were encouraged to demand
more and better services, while providers were free to incur higher
costs without worry that patients would either resist or be unable to
pay. Unfortunately, however, the precise increase in the rate of
inflation caused by the programs has not been identified, as other
developments such as rising personal incomes and improved private
health insurance coverage have also helped generate price increases.

u Robert Haveman, " Unemployment in Western Europe and the United States: A Problem of Demand
Structure or Measurement?" American Economic Review, May 1978, pp. 44-50.

sTh discussion which follows is largely drawn from Louise Russell, "Medical Care Costs," "Setting
National Priorities, 1978" (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1977). See also Michael Zubkoff (ed.),
"Health: A Victim or Cause of Inflation" (New York: PRODIST, 1976). Figures for 1977 come from Robert
Gibson and Charles Fisher, "National Health Expenditures, Fiscal Year 1977," Social Security Bulletin,

July 1978, pp. 3-20.
Z For a review of many studies, see Martin Feldstein, "Econometric Studies of Health Economics," in

M. Intriligator and D. Kendrick (eds.), "Frontiers of Quantitative Economics," vol. 2 (Amsterdam:
North-Holland Publishing, 1974), pp. 377-434. Also see Karen Davis, "Hospital Costs and the Medicare
Program," Social Security Bulletin, August 1973, pp. 18-36; Zubkoff, "Health"; and Joseph Newhouse,
Charles Phelps, and William Schwartz, "Policy Options and the Impact of National Health Insurance,"
New England Journal of Medicine, June 1974, pp. 1345-1359.



The impact of Medicare and Medicaid on the overall Consumer
Price Index has been small, even though the effect on medical costs has
been substantial. If these programs were solely responsible for the
above average inflation rate for medical expenses, they would have
contributed .05 percentage points to the average annual rate of overall
price change of 6.1 percent from 1967-76. It is difficult however, to
allocate changes in the price index among components-changes in
relative prices imply little about inflation.

F. Other Economic Efects of Transfer Policy

In addition to these economic impacts, transfer policy may produce
various other important social and economic effects. The focus here is
on the possible relationships between transfers and (1) demographic
decisions, including choice of living arrangements and marital status;
(2) locational choices; (3) attitudes toward work; and (4) the efficiency
of labor markets. Because empirical work on these questions is either
nonexistent or inconclusive, we present only a review of the issues.

1. DEMOGRAPHIC DECISIONS

Any transfer program can influence decisions about living arrange-
ments or whether to divorce or remarry in two ways. Programs that
increase the income available to the whole living unit may reduce
personal tensions created by economic problems, and promote greater
family statibility. For example, UI benefits or Food Stamps alleviate
financial pressures that otherwise might rupture a marriage.

Secondly, some programs extend actual or potential benefits only to
some members of the household. This independent source of income or
the prospect of such support exerts an "independence effect," that
allows the actual or potential recipients to live separately from the
rest of the family. For example, elderly persons or couples may choose
to live alone instead of with their children if their Social Security
benefit (plus other income) is sufficient. An unmarried youth's UI
may permit him to remain independent during a period of joblessness.
Similarly, the AFDC benefits which a woman with children may poten-
tially receive may lead her to leave her husband, converting the poten-
tial benefit into an actual one. Conversely, a divorced woman with
children may be less likely to remarry because of AFDC's independence
effect. These last two examples illustrate how transfer eligibility rules,
as well as the benefit level, can affect demographic choices.

Another demographic issue concerns the pro- or anti-natalist effects
of income transfer programs. To the extent that such programs are
conditioned by family size, or require the presence of children in the
home for the family to remain eligible for benefits, they could increase
birth rates. Because many of the welfare programs in the income
support system have these family-size characteristics, there has been
a good deal of speculation about their pro-natalist incentives and
effects, but the empirical evidence suggests that these are not large.

In short, transfer policy can change the financial benefits and costs
to those contemplating household composition changes, and, by doing
so, tip the incentive toward certain types of livin' arrangements or
family sizes and away from others. Naturally, decisions on these
personal matters are motivated by far more than financial incentives,
but it is equally true that economic variables can have an identifiable
impact of their own.



2. LOCATIONAL CHOICES

Certain transfer benefits, notably Social Security and other retire-
ment pensions, are not dependent on where one lives. The sharp rise
in payments from these programs has permitted many older people
to move to geographic areas that they find more desirable. Population
shifts toward the sunbelt and rural recreation areas are partly due to
this separation of income from locale.

Transfer benefits that vary from state to state may also affect
migration decisions. Some analysts suggest that states with relatively
large welfare benefits attract some low income persons for this reason.
Greater benefits offer the prospect of increased income to persons
looking to live off welfare. And for those intending to work, larger
benefits will provide a better cushion in case they experience poor
earnings.

3. ATTITUDES TOWARD WORK

As discussed earlier, transfer benefits have the direct effect of
reducing work effort. Over the long run, then, the continued existence
and availability of income support programs might induce a decline
in the work ethic. Conversely, the boost in the level and security of
living which income support policies give to poor families may have a
positive long-term effect on their physical and mental health, and also
on their motivation and energy levels arising from improved nutrition
and living environments. Income transfers may, as a result, improve
the quality of labor. Ascertaining such a cause and effect relationship
is virtually impossible. Nonetheless, arguments of this sort lie behind
public debate on proposals for universal income support plans and
employment strategies to assist able-bodied transfer recipients.

4. LABOR MARKET EFFICIENCY

We have already identified mechanisms by which transfers might
interfere with functioning of labor markets by offering incentives
to work less, remain unemployed longer, or expand the number of
unstable jobs. Such behavior makes labor markets work less efficiently.
Two ways in which transfers, especially UI, can improve the efficiency
of labor markets are discussed here.

It is widely recognized that specialization of both workers and
machinery raises productivity. However, specialization may be risky."
If the demand for one's special skill declines and one's job'disappears,
it may be difficult to find other work. Insurance against the higher risk
of earnings loss that accompanies specialization can encourage
specialization and its economic benefits. Unemployment Insurance
provides such a system. The earlier attention to the work disincentives
of UI ignored what may be a far more important contribution.

UI also allows some umemployed persons to conduct more effective
searches for new positions. Benefits reduce financial pressure to take
a job as soon as possible, permit the recipient possibly to find better
employment or to relocate, and, thus, improve the match between
workers and jobs produced by labor markets. This improvement in the
allocation of labor may partly or wholly offset the loss of output
resulting from increased search time. Similarly, new entrants or

57 This argument is developed in Frank P. Stafford, "More on Unemployment Insurance as Insurance,"
Industrial and Labor Relations Review, July 1977, pp. 521-526.
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reentrants to the labor force who are collecting other transfer benefits
such as AFDC may find more productive jobs by being able to search
more carefully.

V. THE ECONOMIC AND REDISTRIBUTIVE EFFECTS OF TRANSFERS-
A SUMMARY SCORECARD

The discussion in sections III and IV traced the effect of the trans-
fer system on a wide range of other phenomena-poverty, income
inequality, regional growth, output and its growth, unemployment,
stability, and several other economic variables.

Table 15 draws together much of our discussion of the various
economic effects of transfers by offering a rough evaluation of their
importance. No simple schema such as this can convey a full evaluation
Our objective is to summarize the general evaluation reached in the
discussion in the text. Hence, the entries in the table reflect our reading
of the empirical evidence and our value judgments. The first column
compares the effects of the current set of transfer programs and the
requisite financing of these programs on a number of variables. The
counterfactual is a transfer system of the real size and composition of
that existing in 1950. For example, the entry in column one for income
poverty indicates the difference between the actual current value of
this variable and the value which the variable would have currently if
a transfer system of the real size and composition of that of the early
1950's existed today. The second column reflects our judgment regard-
ing the change in the current situation which would result from a
small-perhaps, 3-5 percent-proportional expansion in expenditures
on the set of transfer programs studied here. This impact might be of a
quite different sort from the impact in column one, insofar as the
growth in the system since the early 1950's was not proportional to
the structure of the system that existed at the beginning of the 1950's.

TABLE 15.-REDISTRIBUTIVE AND ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY IMPACT OF INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMSI

Effect of transfer programs, relative to Effect of marginal expansion, relative to
1950 system current system

Income poverty-------------Reduction by 50-60 percent----------Not large as most easy gains have bees
had.

Income inequality------------- With current xystem, income in substan- Some additional reduction, as programs
tially less unequally distributed, provide most benefits to below-median

income hoseholds.
Regional income differences- Moderate contribution to reduction in small reduction, given reduced size of

differences, existing differential.
Regional growth differences- Small contribution to more rapid sunbelt Small increase in north-south differences.

growth.
Labor supply--------------- Reduction by about 4 percent--------Jeutral; perhap slight increase.
Unemployment rate----------Increase by at leant I percentage point Do.
Saving-------------------Modest reduction, assuming ull employ Neutral; slight expansion if less than full

mGnt; otherwise an increase, employment.
NP growth-----------------RModest reduction assuming full employ Do.

ment; otherwise an increase.
Inflation --- t------------------ iModest increase, largely through medical Neutral; perhaps slight increase.

pieces.

Cyclical stability--------------Mot increase------------------ Slight increase.

' This table excludes the other economic effects of income transfers which the text discusses because there is no firm
empirical evidence on the direction and magnitude of the effect.

Although it is useful to view the effect of the transfer system on a
number of individual economic and redistributive goals, it must be
emphasized that trade-offs among these goals exist. Transfer policy
may contribute toward improving one macroeconomic goal at the



expense of worsening either another or some nonmacroeconomic objec-
tive. For example, actions to minimize the loss of output and the in-
duced increases in unemployment conflict with efforts to improve the
stabilizing effects of transfers.

Reducing transfer benefits encourages a quicker return to work and
induces smaller labor supply responses. But such a change means that
transfers offset a small proportion of any income decline and are
weaker stabilizers. Similarly, providing larger benefits, enhances
income security, but may discourage work effort.

The effects discussed above, and illustrated in the table, indicate
that these trade-offs exist. The impact of the current transfer system
is generally positive for equity issues (e.g., the reductions in poverty
and inequality among individuals, and the promotion of income con-
vergence among regions), but somewhat negative (or at least neutral)
for efficiency issues (e.g., the reductions in labor supply and savings).

VI. THE NEXT DECADE OF INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS

This concluding section includes recent developments in income
transfer programs and economic trends. We note the recent emphasis
placed on employment-oriented programs in the income support
system. Unless changes in this system are implemented, poverty and
income inequality will increase. Here we suggest that the most feasible
ways to reduce poverty and inequality while maintaining work effort
and productivity may be to emphasize the expansion of labor market
rather than transfer programs. Much of this discussion is speculative,
and reflects our perception of both underlying attitudes toward income
transfers and employment programs and the efficiency and equity
effects of the current set of programs.

A. Recent Developments

In previous sections, we have documented the evolution and nature
of income transfer programs and their redistributive and economic
effects. We concluded that these programs reduced poverty and income
inequality significantly; reduced regional income differences, output
and employment slightly; widened disparities in regional growth rates
to a small extent; and affected aggregate demand and economic growth
in ways that are less clear.

In recent years, policy attention has focused on improving the opera-
tion of the income-tested transfer programs and the equity of their
impacts on various population groups. The most recent of these
"welfare reform" efforts were the 1977 proposal by President Carter
for a Program for Better Jobs and Income, and his May 1979 welfare
reform proposals.

Since the problems of the current welfare system have been evalu-
ated and catalogued numerous times, our discussion will be very brief.
First, the existing welfare system is inequitable. It treats people who
have similar needs differently. A single-parent family of four living in
Mississippi was entitled to $3071 in AFDC and Food Stamps in
fiscal year 1978, while a similar family living in New York was eligible
for $7354. In addition to the inequity itself, these geographic dis-
parities tend to encourage migration from low-benefit to high-benefit
states. Secondly, welfare treats differently people who have similar
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needs but live in different types of families. In any of the 25 states
and Puerto Rico which do not have an AFDC program for unem-
ployed parents, a family with two parents but no earnings becomes
eligible for AFDC benefits only if the father deserts the family. If
the father stays with the family, it will be eligible only for Food
Stamps plus, in some jurisdictions, General Assistance.

Besides discouraging marital stability and encouraging migration,
the current system discourages work. As we have analyzed in section
IV, the reward from working is diminished because of the income and
substitution effects of the programs. Because some families participate
m two or more of these programs at the same time, the total loss in
benefits caused by an increase in earnings may almost completely
offset that increase. In other cases, an individual's income is higher
without work than with a job.

Finally, each of the welfare programs has different operating rules.
In a single household, one person may receive Food Stamps and AFDC
benefits while another receives Food Stamps and SSI benefits. Since
each program has different rules, different accounting periods, and
different notions of the filing unit, administration is complex. Many
of the poor may not receive benefits which they need and to which
they are entitled.

In August 1977, President Carter announced his welfare reform
plan-the Program for Better Jobs and Income (PBJI) .58 The plan
would have consolidated three major components of the current wel-
fare system and provided a Federal, nationwide, minimum cash pay-
ment for all the poor. It also pledged to provide as an integral part of
the welfare system a public service job for some- of those able and
expected to work. Earnings, welfare, manpower policy, and taxes
would have been interrelated through an expanded Earned Income
Tax Credit. and a new, nationally uniform system of basic income
support payments. These aspects of the proposal served explicit
notice that the income support system can and will no longer be
adjusted without careful consideration of the operation of labor
markets.

Proponents claimed that, compared with the current system, large
gais were possible from PBIJ. (a) Welfare would have been integrated
with earnings and both coupled with the tax system. (b) Consolidation
would have streamlined administration. (c) Persons at work would
always have had more income than those on welfare. (d) Family
stability would have been enhanced by allowing married couples with
children to benefit in the same manner and to the same extent as
single-parent families. (e) The relatively high national minimum pay-
ment would have reduced incentives for migration from low- to high-
benefit states. (f) States and localities would have received fiscal relief.

Although many current recipients who do not work would not have
benefitted under the Carter plan, the expansion of cash benefits to all
persons would have increased the incomes of many who are currently
ineligible for cash assistance-childless nonaged couples, unrelated
individuals, and two parent families in states without an AFDC pro-
gram for unemployed parents. These persons are currently eligible
only for Food Stamps, and possibly for Unemployment Insurance and
General Assistance.

8 The Program for Better Jobs and Income is assessed in Sheldon Danziger, Robert Haveman, and
Eugene Smolensky, "The Program for Better Jobs and Income-A Guide and Critique," U.S. Congress,
Joint Economic Committee, February 1978 (also available as Institute for Research on Poverty Reprint
259).



For those who worked, PBJI represented a significant departure
from previous welfare policies. Because the program emphasized
the provision of jobs and the supplementation of earnings, all those
who worked at low wages, regardless of family composition or region
of residence, would have had higher incomes and in many cases would
have risen from income poverty.

In keeping with its precedents, however, Congress chose to set aside
comprehensive welfare reform in favor of enacting selective compon-
ents of the reform plans. PBJI was thus rejected. In 1977 and 1978,
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) rapidly
expanded public employment. Many of these jobs were filled by those
who would have received jobs under PBJI. At the present time,
Congress is considering an incremental welfare reform plan proposed
by President Carter in May 1979. It is embodied in the Social Welfare
Reform Amendments of 1979 and the Work and Training Opportuni-
ties Act of 1979.

The Tax Reform Act of 1978-considered by many as a regressive
departure from the recent direction of tax reform-picked up on
PBJI's emphasis on employment and the encouragement of work.
The Act significantly expanded the Earned Income Tax Credit. It now
provides a maximum refundable credit of $500 for a family head with
low earnings, and provides some reduction in taxes to all such families
with incomes below $10,000. Because the credit is tied to earned in-
come, it makes work, relative to transfer recipience, more attractive
than before, and thus seeks to reduce the adverse impact of transfers
on labor supply. This emphasis on work and income support through
employment is also reflected in the expansion of public employment
programs.

The other developments in the late 1970's are also particularly
relevant, because they focus on earned income and the labor market
determinants of the persistent high level of pretransfer poverty.
In 1976, Congress adopted the New Jobs Tax Credit, which subsidized
employment over and above a fixed base (102 percent of the previous
year's employment level). Because of the structure of that subsidy
(50 percent of the first $4200 of earnings), employers were given a
substantial incentive to hire low-skilled workers and to substitute
labor for capital. It is estimated that, in the two-year life of the pro-
gram, employment in the construction and retailing industry increased
by at least 150,000 above that which would have existed in the absence
of the policy.59 Many of these additional workers are likely to be in the
low-skill, low-wage category.

The second development occurred in late 1978 when Congress passed
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. This program provides subsidization
of 50 percent of the first $6000 of wages of certain target groups of
workers, including disabled workers, youths from disadvantaged
families, disadvantaged Vietnam-era veterans, ex-convicts, and re-
cipients of SSI and General Relief. 6 0

Both of these developments-as well as CETA, the jobs component
of PBJI, and the expanded EITC-have perhaps signaled a new era
in public policy that recognizes the connections among poverty, trans-
fers and the labor market. All but the EITC aim at directly altering

5 John Bishop and Robert Haveman, "Employment Subsidies: Can Okun's Law be Repealed,'
American Economic Review, May 1979.

50 This subsidy is for the first year of employment. In the second year, the subsidy falls to 25 percent of
the first $3000 of wages.



the demand for labor-especially the demand for workers with low
productivity. All help to offset the likely adverse effects of minimum
wage legislation, the work disincentives of transfer benefits, and other
labor market rigidities on the earnings and unemployment of these
workers. Thus, they address squarely the issues of pretransfer poverty
and earnings inequality. The focus upon structural problems on the
demand side of the low-skill labor market is a relatively new develop-
ment, and would appear to have substantial potential for lowering
both the inequality in the earnings distribution, and the high level of
pretransfer poverty.

B. Some Speculation on Future Income Transfer Programs and Labor
Market Policy

In recent years, there have been several important developments in
both the economy and the income support system that may affect
future policy. Because of the rapid growth in cash and in-kind transfer
programs, income poverty as conventionally defined is no longer as
serious a problem as it was in the early 1960's. With a concept of
family income altered to include the recipient value of in-kind trans-
fers and corrected for income underreporting and interfamily transfers
the incidence of income poverty has been markedly reduced since 1965.
The aggregate progress however, masks the high levels of poverty that
persist for minorities and for females without spouses who head
families. Also, there will probably continue to be a drift toward a
greater proportion of households in poverty-prone groups-those with
young, old, or female heads.

Although there has been substantial progress against absolute
poverty and iapid growth in income-conditioned transfer and social
welfare expenditures in the 1965-1978 period, pretransfer poverty has
not declined, and the distribution of money income has not become
notably less unequal. Indeed, on balance, income support policies
have served merely to offset the increasing inequality in the distribu-
tion of earned income. Because of the apparent secular tendency of the
labor market, as it currently operates, to increase the spread between
high- and low-earnings families, a large and perhaps growing social
welfare budget appears necessary simply to prevent an increase in
income inequality. This has been particularly true in the past five
years, during which unemployment and inflation have remained at
high levels and real family disposable incomes have stagnated.

Finally, labor market policy of the 1960's and early 1970's largely
emphasized the supply side of the low-wage labor market-education
and training policies were designed to improve the skills, productivity,
and hence the earnings, of low-skilled workers. It has been well docu-
mented that this approach has not been particularly effective."
Although there is no easy explanation for the disappointing results
from supply-side policies, the internal functioning of the labor market
has become a primary suspect.

In light of these developments, what sorts of policies appear most
effective for further reducing poverty and inequality? An expansion of
the current income support system is not likely to increase its anti-
poverty impact appreciably. A simple statistical "experiment" shows

61 Henry Levin, "A Decade of Policy Developments in Improving Education and Training for Low-
Income Populations," in Haveman, "Decade of Federal Antipoverty Policy," (New York: Academic
Press, 1977).



why. Suppose that every transfer recipient could have received an
extra 10 percent in cash and in-kind aid in 1974. Further, assume that
this extra income would not have produced any reduction in work
effort or decline in earnings, so that the total income of recipients
would have risen by the full amount of the transfer increase. In such a
scenario, transfer spending would have risen $12.1 billion; the poverty
population (under the adjusted measure) would have fallen from 16.4
to 15.0 million; and, the poverty gap would have registered $8.7
billion instead of $9.3 billion. Of the added $12 billion, merely $0.6
billion, or 5 percent, would actually have helped cut the poverty gap.
Such a meager decline in economic need for such great direct cost is
clear evidence that simply expanding the existing transfer system
without major reform of eligibility and benefit schedules will yield
small returns. Moreover, the increased benefits as well as the higher
taxes to finance them may create additional indirect costs in the form
of labor supply and savings effects.

Programs oriented toward increasing "human capital" are no longer
expected to play a central role in antipoverty policy. The EITC,
which tends to stimulate work effort but does not shift the demand for
labor, is a more passive supply-side program that reduce poverty.
It is one of the few supply-side activities which Congress should
consider expanding.

There are two other principal approaches-pursuing active labor
demand policies and major restructuring of the transfer system. Labor
market initiatives appear relatively more attractive for at least three
reasons. First, they can reduce poverty and inequality while tending
to maintain or enhance work effort and productivity. Careful reform of
transfer programs might also increase work incentives while meeting
distributional goals, but the equity-efficiency trade-off is likely to be
less difficult for labor market policies. Second, helping others to in-
crease their earnings accords with both traditional and current
American social values. The Nation appears to prefer offering the
needy a "hand-up" rather than a "hand-out." The jobs-oriented
policies described above as well as the Nation's earlier commitment to
training and education efforts testify to the political viability of this
approach. Third, Congress in recent years has rejected wholesale
welfare reform and even modest reforms to Social Security. Demand-
side policies, on the other hand, have been neither seriously attempted
nor comprehensively analyzed. Because the deficiencies of human
capital programs and the tangled trade-offs of welfare reform have
been thoroughly exposed, demand-side approaches, whose pitfalls are
less well-known, may seem better in comparison. Thus, demand-side
policies that stimulate employment in the private and public sectors
and focus on the structure of the labor market and the concept of the
"job," may well seem the most appropriate mechanisms to achieve
reductions in poverty and inequality.

The structural characteristics of existing labor markets that may
need to be altered include labor union power and exclusionary prac-
tices, minimum wage legislation, restrictions on entry to certain
occupations, impediments to spatial and occupational mobility,
racial discrimination, and the operation of "internal" labor markets.
These features are increasingly seen as contributors to high unemploy-
ment among youths and minorities, high pretransfer poverty, and
substantial earnings and income inequality. Examples of changes in
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labor market policies that can alter these structural characteristics
range from full worker participtation in firms' decisionmaking to
more modest suggestions for tougher enforcement of anti-discrimina-
tion laws, increased on-the-job training, constraints on firm layoff
and firing decisions, and greater internal seniority-based advancement
up specified job ladders.

To the extent that political reasons preclude such fundamental
changes, policies designed to supplement the results of the labor
market, including employment subsidies, wage rate subsidies, and
earmngs supplements, appear increasingly attractive. The New
Jobs Tax Credit and Targeted Jobs Tax Credit could well be the first
steps in a more concerted effort to stimulate private sector demand
for low productivity workers, to reduce their high unemployment
rates, and to increase their earned incomes. Such employment sub-
sidies can offset the labor market distortions created by minimum
wages and racial discrimination, and if appropriately designed they
can lead to reductions in unemployment with minimal inflationary
effects. 62 In concert with these policies, the ultimate supplement to
the labor market-guaranteed public service employment-could
also be continued and expanded. In a time of fiscal caution and in-
creasing reservations about government intervention, however, the
high, visible costs and problematic outputs of this sort of program,
as well as current dissatisfaction with CETA operations, make it less
attractive than the indirect, less noticeable credits and subsidies."3

There are serious administrative, equity and incentive problems
inherent in both employment subsidies and public employment
strategies. Nevertheless, if combined with: (1) an earnings supple-
ment for those employed by the private sector; (2) expanded support
for child care to help single parents enter and stay in the work force;
and (3) an income guarantee for those not expected to work, a strategy
emphasizing employment subsidization for private sector work or
direct public employment could lead to increased employment of
low-productivity workers, a reduction in earnings, inequality, and a
decrease in pretransfer poverty.

Policies oriented toward improving the earnings of low-income
families will have to deal with the constraints imposed by the welfare
system, however. Indeed, the complexity of the interactions between
labor market behavior and welfare programs is one of the major
research lessons of the past decade. For current income support
policies to help achieve reductions in pretransfer poverty and earnings
inequality, they must reduce labor supply disincentives and curtail the
horizontal inequities among low-income families. Fundamental wel-
fare reform should correct these problems in a truly satisfactory
manner. Thus, active labor market policies and restructuring of the
welfare system are complementary, not competing strategies.4

The welfare overhaul strategy, however, is clearly nonmarginal in
approach and impact. As past experience shows, it is likely to encounter
substantial political opposition for this reason. The reduction in bene.

2 Robert Haveman and Gregory Christainsen, "Public Employment and Wage Subsidies in Western
Europe and the U.S.: What We're Doing and What We Know" in National Commission for Manpower
Policy, "European Labor Market Policies," Special Report 27, §eptember, 1978.a For a full discussion of the potentials and problems of public employment and wage subsidy policies,
see John Palmer (ed.), "Creating Jobs: Public Employment and Wage Subsidies" (Washington: The
Brookings Institution, 1978).

54 For a discussion emphasizing this complementary, see Sheldon Danziger, Irwin Garfnkel, and Robert
Haveman, "Poverty, Welfare, and Earnings: A New Approach," Challenge, September/October 1979,
in press.
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fits to some of the beneficiaries of current programs and the probable
increase in taxes for higher-income families-the inevitable results of
such reforms-would be primary sources of such opposition.

Instead of taking a comprehensive approach, some view the existing
potpourri of cash and in-kind transfer programs as an acceptable start
toward a more effective income redistribution system. The strategy
implied by their approach is one of extending the coverage and benefits
on state-controlled programs, adding programs-such as comprehen-
sive national health insurance, child care subsidies, and rent sup-
plements-to fill in the gaps in coverage, and simultaneously pursuing
jobs policies. a

In following an incremental strategy, two difficulties will have to
be confronted. First, enacting new income-conditioned programs and
improving older ones would probably add to the already serious
problem of work disincentives. This would act at cross purposes with
the policies designed to stimulate employment. Careful coordination
between transfers, tax policy, and jobs programs would seem essential.
Second, it should also be recognized that the strategy of extending a
set of categorical programs is likely to exacerbate the administrative
inefficiencies and overlaps in these programs and to encourage the
discretionary behavior of program administrators.

As attention turns toward employment policies, several factors
are likely to affect adversely the growth rate of conventional cash and
in-kind transfer spending: (1) a shift in political focus to non-income
maintenance issues; (2) general budgetary pressures; (3) concern with
the financial soundness of Social Security (and the recent increase in
the payroll tax required to finance it); and (4) a growing sensitivity
to the possible adverse effects on output and employment which may
accompany expanded income support programs. Nonetheless, there is
ample scope for incremental changes and growth in income support
programs. Some form of national health insurance, perhaps starting
with a program for children, looms on the horizon and would be a
logical extension and reform of Medicare and Medicaid. Reform of
the Social Security benefit structure to reduce the inequities between
one- and two-earner families in gathering support and may lead to
higher outlays. Child care subsidies, a natural complement to jobs
programs, can be expanded. And increased participation in SSI, Food
Stamps, and subsidized housing programs could swell spending on
these transfers. While major welfare reform has failed twice in the
1970's, there is every reason to expect continued marginal changes in
income support policies in the 1980's. The mandating by the Federal
Government of national minimum benefit level in the AFDC program
and of the establishment of an AFDC-U program in all states are
logical next steps. In somewhat disguised. form, President Carter's
May 1979 proposed reform package included these steps.

Obviously, what will in fact occur cannot be accurately anticipated.
As in the previous decade, many future policy developments affecting
earnings and income inequality are likely to be both unplanned and
unanticipated. If one were inclined to speculate, however, it would
not be unreasonable to forecast that, within a decade, analysts
will record a modest reduction in earnings and income inequality
and attribute it to some combination of: (1) a better-coordinated (if
not overhauled) and somewhat larger cash and in-kind transfer
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system; (2) a significantly expanded employment subsidy and public
employment policy; and (3) a modest restructuring of labor markets,
including a reduction in labor market discrimination by race and sex.
Only the commitment of American citizens and their leaders will
determine whether even such a mildly optimistic forecast is warranted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future trends in social welfare spending-and programs-will be
affected by social, economic, and political factors, as they have been
in the past. Since some of those underlying factors are changing,
future trends in expenditures on human service programs will be quite
different than in recent decades. Expectations for future growth in
spending must be quite pessimistic for many program areas. This
outlook stems from the following two observations:

Many of the underlying social and economic forces that determine
the future have hit turning points in recent years. Thus it is
unlikely that the future will reflect past trends nearly as much as
has been assumed in the recent past. Existing studies do not
provide a sufficient basis for comfortably assessing the future.
Much of the research needed to project emerging new trends
into the future is just beginning and is not sufficient for reaching
firm conclusions except in a few specific cases; and

*Executive vice president, The Urban Institute. An earlier versicn cf this paper was commissioned by theNaticnal Conference on Social Welfare and presented at the 106th Annual Forum in Philadelphia, Penn-sylvania, May 14, 1979. A number of Urban Institute colleagues contributed ideas and suggestions duringthe course of this work: I wish to thank Nancy Barrett, D. Lee Bawden, Burton Dunlop, Jack GoodmanGary Hendricks, Sandra Hofferth, Jeffrey Koshel, Malcolm Baber. James Storey, Richard Wertheimer, andSheila Zedlewski for their assistance. Alair A. Townsend of the U.S. Department of Health and HumanServices provided valuable comments. None of them should be held responsible for any errors or for theconclusions reached. Views expressed are the author's and should not be attributed to the trustees of TheUrban Institute or any of its sponsors. Copyright 1980, The Urban Institute.
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Ultimately, political events will determine the future course of
social welfare policies since the programs are largely publicly
funded. Legislation is needed to authorize new programs, to
modify or continue old ones, and to appropriate operating
lunds. The political climate of the recent past has facilitated
rapid growth in social welfare spending, but this may change
in the future. Thus, we may be at a political turning point.

In following sections of this paper, several topics that are important
to thinking about the future will be discussed m a qualitative as well
as a quantitative manner. Past social and economic trends will be
reviewed, and reasons for future changes of uncertain magnitude will
be discussed in detail.

Part 2 presents a case of social policy legislation based on projec-
tions gone wrong. The adoption of liberalizing amendments to
the Social Security Act in 1972, based upon long-run projections
that proved very wrong, has created serious long-run social and
political problems.

Part 3 reviews past trends in expenditures for social welfare
programs-and the political environment which facilitated the
rapid growth of the last 15 years. I

Part 4 explores two of the key changing factors that will affect
the future: Population trends and the health of the economy.
It also briefly notes the relationship between domestic social
policy and international events.

Part 5 attempts to pull these diverse strands together, reviews
the Federal budgetary outlook for the next several years, and
presents some speculations about possible longer term future
developments.

II. SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING: UNANTICIPATED PROBLEMS

Future projections can go very wrong because underlying factors
change in unanticipated ways. The history of social security legislation
in the 1970s provides a dramatic example of problems that can be
caused when major policy changes are based on uncertain long-term
projections. The current financing problems of the social security
system will seriously affect our ability to support all other social pro-
grams in the years ahead.

Since its enactment in 1935, the social security system has been
steadily liberalized and expanded. It started as a modest program to
provide income support to retired workers. Survivors benefits for
families of deceased workers were added in 1939. Over the years suc-
cessive amendments enacted by Congress steadily increased cash
benefits. In 1956 a program was added to provide cash benefits to
disabled workers and their families. Health benefit coverage for the
aged was added in 1965 and extended to the disabled in 1972. Cash
benefits are financed by a payroll tax on the earnings of current
workers. Health benefits are financed by a combination of payroll
taxes, beneficiary contributions, and Federal general revenues. The
combined outlays for old age, survivors, disability insurance and
medicare were $132 billion in fiscal year 1979-approximately 27
percent of total Federal outlays.'

I The legislative history of this program is summarized in U.S. Congress, "Handbook of Public Income
Transfer Programs," Studies in Public Welfare, Paper No. 20, Subcommittee on Fiscal Pelicy, Joint Eco-
nomic Committee, 1974. Outlay data from "The Budget of the United' States Government, 1981" (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1980).



Each benefit liberalization and program expansion was adopted by
Congress only after presentation and careful review of detailed long-
range projections of both benefit outlays and payroll tax revenues. The
payroll tax rate and the taxable wage base have each been periodically
adjusted to maintain an actuarial balance, so that projected revenues
for a long period ahead-75 years-would be sufficient to cover pro-
jected outlays.

Congress has been willing to periodicaly increase taxes to finance
liberalization of benefits under this very popular system. The last
significant liberalization of current benefits was enacted in 1972.
Numerous changes were made, including an across-the-board 20
percent increase in cash benefits and the explicit linking of benefits to
the consumer price index-so that in the future they would auto-
matically increase as prices rose. These changes were financed in the
usual manner (an increase in payroll taxes) coupled with a provision
that would automatically raise benefits and taxes annually as the con-
sumer price index rose. Based on careful actuarial studies, it was ex-
pected that projected increases in revenues would cover the projected
increases in benefit outlays.2

This popular legislative package met the real needs of many citizens
at a cost in higher taxes that seemed quite reasonable and politically
acceptable at the time, based on the projections that were made. But
something went very wrong. In 1974 a new actuarial study was con-
ducted. Some of the key underlying assumptions used in earlier analyses
were changed. The new assumptions projected reduced future birth
rates, lower rates of real economic growth, and more rapid inflations.3

These changes increased the projected future costs of the system's
benefits and lowered projected future revenues. Analysts discovered
that the system was seriously in deficit: long-run revenues would fall
considerable short of long-run costs. In addition, costs of disability
claims were beginning to rise more rapidly than had been expected,
leading to an expected short-run deficit in the system's finances as
well. Newspaper stories and magazine articles began announcing and
still continue to announce the impending bankruptcy of the system.

In 1976, another actuarial study was made, with further revisions in
assumptions. Three sets of assumptions were presented, ranging from
optimistic to pessimistic. This study showed an even larger deficit,
except under the most optimistic-and unrealistic-projection. The
average payroll tax set for the next 75 years in the 1972 legislation to
finance cash benefits was 10.9 percent shared by employers and em-
ployees. The 1976 intermediate projection indicated that the tax rate
should be set at 18.9 percent simply to support the existing benefit
structure. Stunned policymakers and their advisors immediately
began seeking solutions to the problem. None of the proposed solutions
were appealing, since all involved either significantly increasing
taxes or reducing benefits, or some combination of both. Public debate
was bitter and often acrimonious. An interim resolution was reached
in 1977, with enactment of legislation modestly reducing some benefits

2 The full package of changes is described in U.S. Ccngress, "Social Security Amendments of 1972," Report
of the Committee on Finance to Accompany H.R. 1 Senate Report 92-1230, September 26, 1972. A summary
is provided in "H.R. 1: Social Security Increases; No Welfare Reform," Congressional Quarterly, Vol. 30,
No. 43, October 21, 1972.
2 The sensitivity of the financial balance of the system to these three factors is explored in Alexander

Korns, "The Future of Social Security." The actuarial studies and assumptions used are discussed in F. J.
Crowley, "Financing the Social Security Program-Then and Now." Both papers appear in U.S. Congress,
"Issues in Financing Retirement Income," studies in Public Welfare, Paper No. 18, Subcommittee on Fiscal
Pclicy, Joint Economic Committee, 1974.



and greatly increasing revenues by increasing both the tax rate and the
taxable wage base.' It was the largest peacetime tax increase enacted by
Congress in our Nation's history, and it was not attractive to politicians
then or taxpayers since, no matter how badly it was needed.'

In 1977, (luring floor debate over the need for a tax increase, Senator
Russell Long (Finance Committee chairman) responded to a sugges-
tion that the 1972 enactment of the increase in benefits was hasty
as follows:I

The action we took in 1972 was not hasty action. It was thoroughly considered.
But the action was ill-advised. Frankly, nobody could have done any better at
the time.

At that time, the Advisory Committee on Social Security said we could afford
a 20 percent increase and an automatic cost-of-living provision. They were advising
us that we could afford what that amendment provided . . . I supported it, as
did almost every other Senator here, because the Commissioner of Social Security
and all those who always had been able to give us very solid and reliable predictions
and cost estimates said this was something we could afford. I hate to say it, but
the best experts in America proved to be in error. That is how we got into this
situation.

. . . there was a lot of respectable advice-in fact, I would say the overwhelming
burden of respectable advice-headed by Mr. Robert Ball, the Commissioner
of Social Security, and others, to the effect that we could afford it. They said we
should adopt these so-called dynamic assumptions. Those dynamic assumptions
proved to be too dynamic-more dynamic than we could afford. So we found
ourselves in the situation we are in today.

From 1935 until 1972, the social security system's actuarial studies
and long-run projections were based upon an arbitrary assumption
that there would be no future growth in real earnings. This made long-
run revenue projections extremely conservative and almost guaranteed
that the system would be found to have a surplus whenever later
actuarial studies were conducted. In 1972, for the first time, the long-
run projections were based on "dynamic assumptions," including
projected future growth in real earnings. Conceptually more realistic,
the dynamic assumptions also made revenue projections much more
sensitive to underlying and uncertain future trends in the economy
and removed a large margin of safety that had heretofore been included
in the projected balance of revenues and outlays.

The point is that unless assumptions about underlying or causal
factors are very soundly based and explicitly qualified, they must be
used with great caution for long-run projections that underlie major
policy decisions. Seemingly technical assumptions about future rates
of economic growth and population change are important in the
necessary planmng for some programs based on long time horizons.
But economic change and population growth are quite difficult to pre-
dict for long periods into the future, and miscalculation can easily
result.

The problems caused by this miscalculation for the future of general
social welfare policy are profound. The size of the program and future
outlay growth dictated by the existing legislation is likely to absorb

Unfortunately, increasing the taxable wage base now leads to considerably higher benefit entitlements
in the long-run future. Thus, the solution can be viewed as simply deferring the problem.

6 Background data on these events are presented in U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, "Financ-
ing Social Security: Issues For the Short and the Lcng Term," July 1977. A political analysis can be found inMartha Derthick, "No Easy Votes on Social Security," The Public Interest, winter 1979. It should be noted
that, even with the infusion of new financing enacted in 1977, the system is still in deficit, and proposals forselective benefit cuts are being discussed. At the same time, proposals abound for rolling back the unpopular
payroll tax increase, and finding other means of financing the deficit.

* Congressional Record, Nov. 3, 1977, p. S-18618.



most Federal revenue growth that would otherwise be available for
social welfare purposes. At the same time, there are potential demands
for other new types of expenditures. The implications of these two
simple facts will be explored at length in the remaining sections of
this paper.

III. WHERE WE HAVE BEEN

Society's commitment to collective action to meet human needs has
increased greatly in recent years. Programs and policies to provide
direct income support and government services to individuals and
families have been expanded, and new programs have been adopted.
Providing income support and services does mean spending money,
however painful that may be, and most of the money is made available
through the political process-governments funded more than 70
percent of total social welfare spending in 1978. This part reviews
the economic and political trends that have shaped the recent past,
and outlines the changes now taking place.

Social Welfare Spending

The Social Security Administration compiles useful data for the
analysis of spending trends, providing some detail on social welfare
spending over a long time period. The data series provides a rather
comprehensive measure of spending to meet basic human needs-ncluding income support programs such as Social Security, Public
Assistance, and Food Stamps, expenditures for health, education, and
the full range of social services.' Data are provided for both public
and private programs, although less detail is available for the private
programs.

Chart 1 shows growth in total public spending for social welfare
programs by all levels of government from 1950 to 1978, compared
with growth in gross national product (GNP).8 During this period,
public social welfare expenditures (SWE) grew more rapidly than
GNP, and growth relative to GNP accelerated noticeably after 1965.
Because of its faster growth rate, public SWE grew from 8.9 percent
of GNP in 1950 to 11.7 percent by 1965, and to about 19.3 percent
by 1978.

Growth in public SWE decelerated after 1976. This decline shows up
more dramatically in chart 2, which shows expenditures as a per-
centage of GNP since 1950. Three curves are shown: Private pro-
grams, public programs, and the total of both private and public
programs. This chart shows steady growth in the commitment of
total national production to public social welfare spending throughout
the period since 1955, at a moderate rate between 1955 and 1965,
rapidly from 1965 to 1976, but turning down in 1977 and 1978. Private
expenditures for social welfare purposes have grown fairly steadily
over the entire period, but moderately relative to GNP.

7 The data on social welfare spending discussed in this section are all drawn from Social Security Adminis-tration sources. See Alfred Skolnik and Sophie Dales, "Social Welfare Expenditures: 1950-1971," SocialSecurity Bulletin, January 1976, and Alma W. McMillan and Ann Kallman Bixby, "Social Welfare Expendi-tures, Fiscal Year 1978," Social Security Bulletin, May 1980.a Gross national product is a comprehensive measure of the economy's production-measuring the totalmarket value of all goods and services produced in a given year. The chart is on a special scale designed tohighlight percentage rates of growth rather than levels. If the lines are parallel, the two series are growing atthe same percentage rate. A steeper line indicates a higher percentage growth rate. Points are plotted atfive-year intervals through 1975. Annual data are plotted for later years.
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The Composition of Social Welfare Expenditures

Table 1 shows both public and private social welfare expenditures
data broken. into broad functional categories and GNP for 1950, 1965,
1975, and 1978. Average annual rates of growth for each item are shown
in table 2 for the full period, and the three subperiods for which overall
trends as shown in chart 1 seem different: 1950-1965, 1965-1975, and
1975-1978.
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CHART 2.-Social welfare expenditures as percentage of GNP, fiscal years 1950-78.
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TABLE 1.-PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EXPENDITURES FOR SOCIAL WELFARE PURPOSES AND GROSS NATIONAL PROD-
UCT, FISCAL YEARS 1950, 1965, 1975, AND 1978

[Dollar amounts in billions]

Category of expenditures 1950 1965 1975 1978,

Total, net 2  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
................ $35.4 $117.8 $393.5 $548.9

Public-------------- ----------------------- 23.5 77.2 290.1 394.5Private--------------------------------- - -12.2 42.7 111.7 166.0
Income maintenance------------- ----------------- 10.7 42.6 157.7 214.8

Public3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -  9.8 36.6 136.1 183.4
Private------------------------------------- 1.0 6.0 21.6 31.4

Health---------------------------------------- 12.0 38.9 123.6 187.0
Public-------------------------------------- 3.1 9.5 51.2 76.2
Private------------------------- ----------- 9.0 29.4 72.3 110.8

Education-------------------------------------- 11.0 34.1 100.0 124.1
Public-------------------------------------- 9.4 28.1 85.3 104.6
Private------------ ------------------------- 1.6 6.0 14.7 19.5

Welfare and other services--------------------------- 2.0 4.3 20.5 34.6
Public-------------------------------------- 1.3 2.9 17.5 30.3Private------------------------------------ .7 1.4 3.0 4.3

Gross national product------------------------------- 265 658 1, 452 2, 043

SWE as percent of GNP:
Total, net -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -............ 13.4 17.9 27.1 26.9

Public----------------------------------- 8.9 11.7 19.9 19.3
Private--------------------------- ----- 4.6 6.5 7.7 8.1

1 Preliminary data.
2 Total expenditures are adjusted to eliminate duplication resulting from use of cash payments received under public

and private programs to purchase medical and educational services. Separate data for public and private expenditures
are not so adjusted.

3Source data include expenditures for food stamps with "welfare and other services." They are reclassified to "income
maintenance" in this table.

Source: Data from Alma W. McMillan and Ann Kallman Bixby, "Social Welfare Expenditures, Fiscal Year 1978", Socia'
Security Bulletin, May 1980.

Growth rates in the two earlier periods show some consistent patterns.
During the period 1950-1065, total SWE grew by an annual

rate of 8.3 percent per year while GNP grew by 6.3 percent
per year. Thus, for each percentage point growth in GNP,
SWE grew by 1.3 percent. During the period 1965-1975, SWE
spending grew by 12.8 percent per year while GNP grew 8.2
percent per year, or by 1.6 percent for each point of GNP,
growth, clearly showing a shaip acceleration.

Growth rates vary among functional categories, but for each,
the second period shows an increase in the growth rate relative
to the prior period.

Growth patterns across the different functions, and in public
versus private funds, also show a remarkable consistency. In
the first subperiod, both public and private spending grew
faster than GNP in every functional area but one (welfare and
other services). In the second subperiod, each category but one
(private welfare and other services) grew faster than GNP-
and that one exception about matched GNP growth.

During these two periods our society, through both public and private
decisions, made strong and broad commitments to expand social
welfare programs-devoting an ever-increasing share of the Nation's
resources to meeting human needs-either providing direct services
or income support payments to particular population groups.

The period from 1975 to 1978 shows a slowdown in this commit-
ment-with a marked slackening of growth in total SWE relative to
GNP. The decline is largely attributable to slower growth in income
maintenance spending. Growth in most functions remains significant
however, although several items show less growth than in the prior
period.
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These data and this brief overview of past trends will be referred to
in later sections of the paper, after a review of some of the political
and economic factors which permitted the rapid expenditure growth
which seems to be ending.

TABLE 2.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF GROWTH IN EXPENDITURES FOR SOCIAL WELFARE PURPOSES AND GROSS
NATIONAL PRODUCT BETWEEN SELECTED FISCAL YEARS2

[in percent]

Time period

Category of expenditures 1950 to 1965 1965 to 1975 1975 to 19781 1950 to 19781

Total, net2-------------------------------------- 8.3 12.8 11.7 10.3
Public..------------------------------------ 8.2 14.2 10.8 10.6
Private-------------------------------- ----- 8.7 10.1 14.1 9.8

Income maintenance -------------------------------- 9.6 14.0 10.8 11.3
Public . ..----------------------------------- 9.2 14.0 10.5 11.0
Private------------------------------------ 12.9 13.7 13.2 13.2

Health------------------------------------------ 8.1 12.3 14.8 10.3
Public.------ -------------------------------- 7.9 18.3 14.1 12.2
Private------------------------------------- 8.2 9.4 15.3 9.4

Education. ..-------------------------------... ---- 7.9 11.3 7.5 9.0
Public..-------------------------------------- 7.6 11.7 7.0 9.0
Private------------------------------------- 9.1 9.4 9.9 9.3

Welfare and other services--------------------------- 5. 1 17.0 19.1 10.7
Public-........................................ 5.3 19.8 20.1 11.8
Private. ..------------------------------------- 4.8 8. 12.7 6.8

Gross national product------------------------- 6.3 8. 2 12.1 7.6

I Data for 1978 preliminary.
, Total expenditures are adjusted to eliminate duplication resulting from use of cash payments received under public

and private programs to purchase medical and educational services. Separate data for public and private expenditures
arp not so adjusted.

'Source data include expenditures for food stamps with "welfare and other services." They are reclassified to "income
maintenance" in this table.

Source: Derived from data in Alma W. McMillan and Ann Kallman Bixby, "Social Welfare Expenditures, Fiscal Year
1978," Social Security Bulletin, May 1980.

Political and Economic Background

The development of coherent national policy to assure that adequate
levels of income and well-being are available to all has developed
slowly in the United States compared to other industrial nations. The
adoption of national policies to improve the well-being of individuals-
through income support and the public funding and provision of
human services-had been sporadic until the 1960s. Most major
social welfare programs were adopted in the 1930s, but their develop-
ment was interrupted by World War II. Little of major import for
domestic social policy was accomplished in the immediate postwar
period and during the two terms of a nonactivist President, although
many potential programs were discussed and proposed by members
of both political parties. The election of President Kennedy in 1960
reawakened interest in many domestic issues and laid the groundwork
for growth in social welfare programs which accelerated in the mid-
1960s. Corresponding changes were taking place in Congress. Power
was shifting toward legislators who were more anxious to adopt social
legislation and away from those concerned with stopping it.'

Finally, society's commitments to expand social welfare programs
were growing stronger through both public and private decisions.
People were being provided with direct services and with money with
which they could meet their own needs. The political climate favored

0 These political developments are discussed in detail in James L. Sundquist, "Politics and Policy:
The Eisenhcwer, Kennedy, and Johnson Years" (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1968).
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expanding the role of governments at all levels in supporting social
welfare programs.

How did this happen? One important factor is that plenty of money
was available for spending. Obviously, such a phenomenon affected
the political climate and the willingness of political leaders to make
financial commitments.

THE FISCAL DIVIDEND AND PUBLIC POLICY

In the early 1960s a major concern of Federal Government policy
makers was an embarrassment of revenues. The economy had entered
a period of rapid growth, and the Federal Government's revenues
from the existing tax system automatically grew faster than its
spending on existing programs. That was a remarkable state of
affairs which was expected to continue. Economists thought that they
had learned to manage the economy, and maintain full employment,
steady growth in income, and price stability. Under those conditions,
Federal revenues were expected to grow by $7 to $8 billion per year
(in 1960 dollars) net of some automatic increases in spending. And
remarkably, if these funds were left unspent, they would place a
"fiscal drag" on the economy, retarding future economic growth.
It was viewed as necessary to dispose of these increases through
declaration of "fiscal dividends," either in the form of tax cuts or
increasing Federal spending.'o

Accordingly, during that period taxes were cut to dispose of part of
the revenue surplus, and more money was spent on all sorts of govern-
ment programs. It was a grand time to be engaged in the process of
formulating public policy. During the 1960s and early 1970s, there
were periodic tax cuts and increased social spending. Almost every
conceivable idea for good ways for government to spend money
received some consideration. Many were enacted into law and manywere not.

With stable prices, declining unemployment, steadily growing
national output, and automatically growing government revenues,
more resources could be devoted to social programs with no apparent
cost. Building on many ideas developed earlier, the 1960s were years of
lanning, plotting legislative strategy, drafting major new pieces of
egislation, and enacting them. Momentum developed quickly and

work went forward at full speed during the Kennedy, Johnson, and
first Nixon administrations, without the apparent need to worry about
any possible inability to sustain programs over the long run. In all three
administrations Federal Government commitments were made to
increase spending on social welfare programs.

PROLIFERATION AND EXPANSION OF PROGRAMS

The rapid growth of public spending for these purposes developed
from two sources. Programs originally adopted during the New Deal
continued to be liberalized and to mature, a process which had gone on
during the 1950s as well. In addition, new programs were proposed at
a rapid rate throughout the 1960s, continuing during the early 1970s.
Many were enacted and many were adopted for just about every

to These views are clearly expounded by the then Chairman of the President's Council of EconomicAdvisers. See Walter F. Heller, "New Dimensions of Political Economy" (Cambridge, Mass.: HarvardUniversity Press, 1966), p. 65 and pahnk.



identifiable group in need of income or some human service. A partial
list of important legislative items follows, including a few near misses.n

The Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 and the Manpower De-
velopment and Training Act of 1962 were designed to create
employment opportunities for individuals without work.

The basic Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
program was amended to permit payments to families with an
unemployed father present in 1961. This was a first departure
from the principle of not providing federal welfare assistance
to unemployed employables.

A general war on poverty was declared in 1964 and new programs
were adopted under its auspicies in the ensuing years, including
both service programs and further liberalization of income sup-
port programs.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was
enacted to improve educational opportunities of disadvantaged
children, for the first time providing significant amounts of
Federal aid to elementary and secondary schools.

The Social Security Amendments of 1962 and 1965 created broad,
federally funded social services programs for welfare recipients
and medical care programs for both welfare recipients and
retirees under Social Security (Medicaid and Medicare).

A Food Stamp program, initiated as a pilot project by executive
order in 1961, was enacted into law in 1964. This program was
originally available at local option and remained small until
federal benefit and eligibility standards were imposed in 1971
and all counties were required to adopt it in 1974.

A federalized welfare system was seriously considered during the
late 1960s and advanced as a major legislative initiative by
President Nixon in 1970. The Senate considered and rejected
the Family Assistance Plan in 1972, after prolonged debate and
passage by the House twice. This program would have pro-
vided cash income supplements to all low-income families with
children. The Supplemental Security Income plan was enacted,
however, in effect federalizing Old Age Assistance, Aid to the
Blind, and Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled. In
addition an Earned Income Tax Credit was enacted, providing
modest income supplements to working poor families.

A comprehensive child development program, which would have
provided funding of $2 billion per year for services, was passed
by Congress in 1971 but vetoed by President Nixon.

In 1972 and 1973 Congress passed legislation to broaden the range
of rehabilitation services for the disabled, to provide for services
to facilitate independent living as well as continue vocationally
oriented services. This was also successfully vetoed by President
Nixon, and Congress was satisfied to require a study, deferring
action until a later date.

Major liberalizations were made in the Social Security system
in 1972, as discussed in part II of this paper.

it Some of these examples are discussed in more detail in Robert Harris, "Policy Analysis and Policy
Development," Social Service Review, Seutember 1973; and "Public Policy to Provide Income Security:
The Recent Politics of Welfare Reform," The Urban Institute, Working Paper, 1977. The legislative historyor child development programs is discussed in "OEO,CGhild Care Program: Veto Sustained in Senate,"
Congressional Quarterly Almanac (Washington, D.C.: Gongressional Quarterly, 1971), p. 504. Therehabilita-
tion services debate is discussed in The Urban Institute, "Report of the Comprehensive Needs Study"
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1975).



Private spending, while not growing as rapidly as public, also
continued to grow, no doubt reflecting some of the same optimism
about the future, although less is known about the specific private
programs and how they evolved. 2

The rate of proliferation of programs slowed in the later 1960s, in
part because attention turned to war-with political actors engaged
m either supporting the Vietnam conflict or trying to stop it. But
spending did continue to rise for existing programs, and some new ones
appeared in the 1970s-the Food Stamp program is a notable case.
Voices of caution began to be heard more often and widely, however.
Programs had grown rapidly, had been mounted quickly, and many
observers feared that action had gone too far too fast. As early as
1968, James L. Sundquist, a sympathetic observer, had already noted
as follows.13

. . . there are many signs that the capacity of the United States government
to make policies and establish programs in the domestic field has outrun its cap-
acity, or its determination, to finance and administer them.

As we entered the 1970s, concerns about the continued growth in
public spending for social welfare purposes intensified. Questions about
the efficiency and effectiveness of many of the new programs began
to crop up repeatedly, even among liberal supporters of the welfare
state. A study which reviewed Federal agency experience in program
evaluation sadly noted, "The most impressive finding about the evalua-
tion of social programs in the federal government is that substantial
work in this field has been almost nonexistent." 4 The dimensions of the
1972 social security fiasco began to unfold at the same time that our
economic future began to look more cloudy. Some retrenchments had
already been made, in bits and pieces, including putting a ceiling on
social services spending under Title IV of the Social Security Act.
With that change, enacted in 1972, an open-ended program that had
been growing rapidly was closed, largely in response to concerns over
its uncontrolled expansion." Other cuts were proposed and some were
adopted.

President Ford, who expressed concern in 1976 that transfer pay-
ments were taking an increasing share of the budget, called for a
rethinking of the pattern of public policy. He cautioned that ". . . if
these kinds of expenditures continue at anywhere near their past
rate of growth . . . total government expenditures could slice away
more than half of our GNP in two decades."'" Other commentators
used the same facts to paint an even bleaker picture. 7 The rethinking
continues today, among both Democrats and Republicans.

i. Perhaps as important to social policy as the programs involving money was enactment of numerous
pieces of civil rights legislation-in an attempt to rid our society of long-standing patterns of discrimination
against racial and ethnic minorities. In addition to ensuring access to public programs and facilities to all,
laws were adopted to regulate private behavior-outlawing discrimination in housing and the labor market.
Attempts were made to end exclusion of the disadvantaged from political power through federally sponsored
voting reforms at all levels of government. Some of the new programs for the poor required participation of
community groups in program decision making-OEO's Community Action programs and the Model
Cities program both required this. Such programs also helped politically mobilize disadvantaged groups,
creating a larger political constituency for spending on social programs.

Is James L. Sundquist, "Politics and Policy," p. 10.14 Joseph Wholey et al., "Federal Evaluation Policy" (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1970).
1& Martha Derthick "Uncontrollable Spending for Social Service Grants" (Washington, D.C.: The Brook-

ings Institution, 1975;.
'o "The President's Remarks at a News Briefing on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1976, February 1, 1975,"

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, vol. 11:6, p. 126.17 A Wall Street Journal editorial, for example, warned of disaster for productivity in the economy because
". . .we are in the midst of an explosion in transfer payments." The "Transfer Payments Explosion,"
Wall Street Jcurnal. January 24, 1975.



The Changing Outlook

The last few years have been humbling to those who were trained
and seasoned as policy analysts during the late 1950s and 1960s. Then
it was assumed that the Government could more or less control the
business cycle, maintain reasonably low unemployment rates, and
restrain inflation, and that analysts could make reasonably good eco-
nomic and fiscal projections. Inflation throughout the 1950s and 1960s
averaged about 2 percent per year. An unemployment rate in excess
of 4 percent caused serious alarm, and by application of monetary
and fiscal policy tools, including a sizable tax cut in 1964, macroeco-
nomic policy makers kept unemployment comfortably below 4 percent
from 1965 to 1969.18 Planning of public and private policies and pro-
grams to provide human needs could take control over those factors as
given. Analysts and political actors could define problems, develop
possible solutions, see them enacted into law-at least in part-and
expect appropriations to flow without causing budgetary strain. Since
then, the policy-making environment has changed considerably.

Many of the financial problems faced today by cities, States, educa-
tional institutions, private agencies and citizens would have seemed
unthinkable 10 years ago. They certainly bear no relationship to even
the most pessimistic views then prevalent about the near future. Yet
our political system is not putting forward public solutions-that is,
new money. Many private institutions are in the same situation. The
Ford Foundation, which had played a leading role in the social acti-
vism of the 1960s, cut its spending rate by half and has ended support
of a number of its programs.' In the past few years it has become
clear that unforseen factors may make it impossible to achieve all of
the goals implicit in the legislation considered and enacted in the 1960s.

Major new legislative thrusts have not developed into action in
recent years, as both the executive branch agencies and the Congress
have looked harder at commitments already made, and into a murkier
and apparently less cheerful future. President Carter's proposed 1980
budget was rather austere-and included proposed cuts or no growth
in many social welfare programs. Congressional debate over the fiscal
year 1980 budget made it clear that it will be politically difficult to
keep all current programs at current levels. The House Budget Com-
mittee, dominated by liberals, included in its version of the congres-
sional budget for 1980 a number of proposed reforms (cuts in outlays)
for programs which would have been untouchable a few years ago-
meluding Social Security, health, education, vocational rehabilitation,
welfare, and veterans' programs. 20 The dialog between Congress and the
President over the 1981 budget, currently under way, reflects greater
pressures to hold the line on spending in general and to roll back
social commitments in particular. Several things have happened which
have changed the outlook.

New demographic analyses point to a very different future than
we had anticipated in terms of the age characteristics of the
population and the composition of the labor force. Past spend-

15 Data on prices, income, productivity, and unemployment cited in this and later sections are all drawn
from "Eccnomic Report of the President, 1980" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1980), tables B-29. B-37, and B-32.

10 "Current Interests of the Ford Foundation, 1976 and 1977," The Ford Foundation, 1975.
20 U.S. Congess, House Committee on the Budget, First Concurrent Resclution on the Budget, Fiscal

Year 1980, April 1979.
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ing commitments are looming larger in the present and the long
run future than was expected when they were made.

The economic outlook is bleak. Inflation seems out of control-
and it seems clear that we do not know how to readily control
it while maintaining high employment. During the 1970s the
consumer price index has increased at a much higher rate than
in earlier years, averaging more than 7 percent per year, with
the lowest year showing a 3.4 percent increase and the highest
(thus far) exceeding 11 percent. The unemployment rate,
which was 3.5 percent in 1969, rose to 4.9 percent in 1970, and
has not been lower since. It was 8.5 percent in 1975, and 6 to 7
percent rates have been common. Productivity growth has
slowed, making projections of real economic growth for the
future less certain and less optimistic.

Finally, the outlook for long term peace and stability in inter-
national relations seems slimmer than at any time in recent
history, with clear implications for domestic social policy.

Perhaps in response to these changes, the public has apparently re-
volted against past trends. Choices must be made about the relative
growth and decline of certain programs-and these choices are being
made through the political process. Political leaders of both parties at
all levels of government feel great pressure to cut taxes and hold the
line on social welfare spending. It no longer seems possible to allow all
human services programs to rise rapidly while income spent on private
pursuits also rises. The outlook is for no more fiscal dividends.

The next section of the paper will systematically and briefly review
these drastic changes of the past few years. Such changes have impor-
tant but uncertain implications for the future of social welfare
spending.

IV. FACTORS THAT WILL AFFECT THE FUTURE

Projecting social welfare needs and governmental responses to them
will involve assumptions about: (1) demographic changes; (2) under-
lying economic forces; and (3) the domestic impact of volatile inter-
national events. Uncertainty about these areas and how they will
shape the future has increased in recent years. These three areas are
discussed in detail in this section before turning in part V to the
ultimate determinant of the future: The political climate.

Demographic Changes

The President's 1980 budget included a long discussion of the
effects that population change will have on Federal budget priorities
and national policy choices for the coming generation.2' The budget
is an unlikely place for a review of demographic trends, but the promi-
nence of the setting attests to the increasing awareness by policy makers
that population changes now taking place offer new challenges and
opportunities for public policy. A House Select Committee on Popu-
lation held extensive hearings in 1978 and reported on demographic
trends in the United States and abroad and on the causes and conse-

21 "The Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1980" (Washington, D.C., U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, January 1979), p. 52.



quences of these trends, reflecting congressional awareness of the
same phenomena.22

Interest in population trends in the 1960s was focused primarily on
growth of the Nation's total population and its effects on the Nation's
resources and standard of living: policy concern was primarily with
slowing population growth. A President's Commission on Population
Growth and the American Future was established, and in 1972 it
issued a final report focused on causes and consequences of aggregate
population growth, and public policies to deal with it.? As that com-
mission was writing its final report, however, population trends were
already shifting. Fertility has been dropping steadily: the total
fertility rate reached approximately 1,800 per 1,000 women in 1975
and has not significantly varied since. This is the lowest level ever
recorded. If continued, this fertility rate will lead to a declining
population in the future." As the decade of the 1980s opens, key
population issues have more to (1o with the future age composition,
family structure, and geographic distribution of the Nation's popula-
tion than with the population's overall size.

Chart 3 shows the profound implications of different birth rate
assumptions for changes in population. Series I assumes a long-term
fertility rate of 2,700. Series II is based on a rate of 2,100, approxi-
mately equal to the zero population growth rate. Series III uses 1,700,
which is slightly below the current actual rate. The differences are
striking. Series II, which is most commonly used, shows modest and
declining overall population growth in the future. It would ultimately
lead to zero growth. Series III eventually leads to absolute decline in
total population. The first "echo" shown reflects movement into
childbearing ages of the children of the 1950s baby boom. The second
echo is caused by birth of their grandchildren. Chart 4 shows how the
age distribution of the population will change over the next 50 years,
using the Series II projections. As you look further and further into
the future, the age distribution gets flatter and flatter. These projected
changes will affect many policies.

The baby boom generation, members of which are now in their
teens and early twenties, was followed by a baby bust during the last
15 years. This has already had important ramifications for educational
institutions-first leading to rapid expansion in elementary and
secondary school enrollments, followed by decline. Institutions of
higher education experienced a similar expansion and decline. The
boom group and the following trough of younger age cohorts are now
moving up in the age distribution. The Nation's housing and labor
markets are suffering the effects-there are shortages of appropriate
housing to meet the needs of newly forming households and pressures
to find jobs for large numbers of new labor force entrants. These
pressures will ease in several years-and we may face labor shortages
at some later date.

22 U.S. Congress, House Select Committee on Population. "Domestic Consequences of United States
Population Change," 1978, and "Final Report of the Select Committee on Population," 1978 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978)..3 "Pcpulation and the American Future," Report of the Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future (New York: New American Library, 1972).

'4 That is, about 1,800 children will be born to each 1.000 women over their reproductive lives if current
pattern continues. The fertility rate for zero population growth, given current mortality rates, is 2,110.
Current fertility and mortality rates, if unchanged for a long period, would lead to population decline of
.5 to .6 percent per year. These statements and the data presented ignore possible significant population
growth through increases in immigration. Data from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1979, table 82.
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CHAnT 3.-Projected annual net population change, 1975-2050.
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Source: Data from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Chart reproduced from U.S.
Congress, "Domestic Consequences of U.S. Population Change." report prepared by the Select Committee
on Population. U.S. House of Representatives. 1978.



CHART 4.-Future population size by 5-year groups, Census Bureau series II
projection.
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Source: Data from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Chart reproduced from U.S.
Congress, "Domestic Consequences of U.S. Population Change," report prepared by the Select Committee
on Population, U.S. House of Representatives, 1978.

In the far distant future, the baby boom generation will place large
new burdens on the health care sector and all public and private
pension systems. As noted earlier, current concerns over the apparent
bankruptcy of the social security system primarily reflect recognition
of the long-run implications of current low birth rates. That problem
will become acute in the 21st century, when the baby boom generation
reaches retirement age and must rely on a relatively smaller working
population to support the system financially.

The recent awareness of the major changes now occurring in the
U.S. population, and the importance of those changes for public
policy, have not yet been matched by good information on how best to
deal with them. For example, population movement out of some north-
ern urban areas has contributed to housing deterioration in the cities.

30 r

70 BU



What housing strategies should local governments adopt in response?
Increased participation in the labor force by married women iscreating a growing perceived need for child care. What role should the
public sector play in meeting that need? There is no consensus yet on
either question. We also know that today's low fertility rates, ifcontinued, will lead to a much more rapidly aging population in the21st century, which may call for many changes in policy. Again we are
uncertain about what today's policy responses will be or should be.2 5Clearly changes in the population's size, its age distribution, andother characteristics will have profound impact for the future of all
human services-and social welfare spending. Demographic changeswill determine the absolute numbers of individuals at different stages
of life where they have need for different services and where their
potential contributions to society differ. Demographic changes will
also determine the relative sizes of different gruops, leading to different
relative political support for various programs and services. Exactly
how all of this will play out remains uncertain.26 Two demographic
phenomena do have clear policy impacts that can be discussed for
illustrative purposes. Both have received a great deal of attention in
the press and are subjects of current policy debate. One, labeled as
"The Graying of America," deals with the impact of a steadily and
rapidly aging population on society. A second phenomenon having
current impact on a wide range of policy issues is the changing role of
women in the labor force and society. This is bringing pressure to
bear for changes, and some of these will be discussed briefly.

THE GRAYING OF AMERICA 2

The percentage of the total population 65 and over, now at 10.7
percent, is projected to rise to 12.2 percent by the year 2000 and will
rise further to 15.5 percent by 2020.28 Much of the concern over this
change has to do with the reduced number of workers per retiree
that it implies, and the implications for supporting the costs of the
social security system and other supportive programs. It is frequently
noted that the ratio of social security contributors to beneficiaries,
which was 5:1 only a few years ago, and which is now a little over
3:1, will decline steadily to nearly 2:1 during the next 50 years (see
chart 5). Since the social security system is financed on a long-term
basis, and changes take effect slowly, these trends must be faced
now. With the new revenues provided by the tax increase of 1977, a
short-term deficit was temporarily averted although new actuarial
studies recently completed show it likely to emerge again." Most
serious problems will arise in financing retirement benefits early in
the 21st century. Chart 6 shows graphically a 1978 projection of the
revenues available to the system, as a percentage of taxable payroll,

25 In its final report, the House Select Committee on Population was properly cautious: It stressed un-certainty and a need for new research. as well as making some immediate programmatic recommendations.
25 A number of possibilities are explored in Thomas J. Espenshade and William J. Serow, eds., "The Eco-nomic Consequences of Slowing Population Growth" (New Ycrk: The Academic Press, 1978).
27 Much of this material and the data are drawn from James R. Storey and Gary Hendricks, "Retirement

Income Issues in an Aging Society: The Need for Better Information for Public and Private Decisions"
(Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1979).

B Based on the Census, intermediate fertility assumption (Series II). Thus, these are based on an assumed
increase from the current fertility rate. If such an increase does not materialize, the percentage of persons65 and over in the population would rise even more sharply. Thus, these conclusions may be conservative.

0 Board of Trustees of the Federal Old Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance TrustFunds and Hospital Insurance and Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Funds, 1980 Annual Report,June, 1980.
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com ared with what will be needed to finance benefits under current
law.o

CHART 5.-Projected number of covered workers per beneficiary, 1960-2050:
Old-Age, Survivors', and disability insurance program I

4.0

0 .

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060

I Based on Alternative II of 1978 Trustee's Report: Total fertility rate=2.1, unemployment rate=5.0.
Source: Data from the Social Security Administration. Chart reprcduced from U.S. Congress, "Domestic

Consequences of U.S. Population Change," report prepared by the Serect Committee on Population, U.S.
House of Representatives, 1978.

30 A similar chart based on the 1980 Trustee's Report would show approximately the same picture, with
larger short-term deficit.
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CHART 6.-Projected OASDI and HI expenditures and legislated tax income as
a percent of taxable payroll under 1977 law, 1977-2051.
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Source: Data from the Social Security Administration. Chart reproduced from U.S. Congress, "Domestic
Consequences of U.S. Population Change," report prepared by the Select Committee on Population, U.S.
House of Representatives, 1978.

In addition, the aging of the population will cause other problems.
The total number of older citizens will grow steadily, and the over 65

Foup will contain increasing numbers of the very old. Thus, demands
or many supportive and costly specialized services, which tend to

increase with age (nursing home care, etc.) will be rising very steeply.
Appendix A provides some illustrative projections for a number of
specific services to 1990. The potential cost of public funding for these
services is enormous.

Given these demographic trends and forecasts, it is easy to see why
continuing "business as usual" with respect to retirement policy and
health care financing for the aged is already having an enormous
impact on the Federal budget and expectations for the future, even
without considering other programs needed by the aged. About one-
fourth of 1979 Federal outlays will directly benefit the aged through
Social Security, Medicare, Federal Employee Retirement, and a num-
ber of other programs. Table 3 shows projected future costs of current
major programs for the aged. It is based on a number of assumptions,
including a return to the "historic" level of Federal expenditures
equal to 20 percent of GNP.1 The elderly's share of the Federal budget

31 Federal outlays will be approximately 22 percent of GNP In fiscal year 1981,According to the Con-
gressional Budget Office ("Five Year Budget Projections, Fiscal Years 1981-1981,',Mnumber of prominent
political leaders are on record as committed to reducing it-includig Presid&nt Carter and many con-
gressional leaders.

61

II I I HI Ta
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will rise slowly and steadily during the rest of this century, reaching 32
percent in the year 2000. It will then leap upward to 42 percent in
2015 and soar to 63 percent by 2025, without any new programs. Since
all of these programs are financed by taxes levied on current income, a
comparison with total labor income is relevant. As a share of labor
income, these benefits will remain fairly stable at 9 to 10 percent until
the "senior boom" hits at about 2010. The share then rises to 19
percent by 2025.

TABLE 3.-PROJECTED FEDERAL EXPENDITURES ON MAJOR PROGRAMS FOR THE AGED IN RELATION TO TOTAL
BUDGET

(Dollar amounts in billions]

Percentage
Spending Percentage of total labor

Year Total budgeti' on aged 2 
2 for aged income

1979.. ..-----------------------.------------------ $499 $131 26.2 8.8
2000. .. . . ..---------------------------------------- 2,155 682 31.6 9.7
2015------------------------------------------- 5, 484 2,320 42.3 13. 0
2025------------------------------------------- 9,449 5,941 62.9 19.3
20152 ----------------------------------------- 5,484 1,961 35.8 11.0
20252............................................. 9,449 4,376 46.3 14.2

5 Assumed to be 20 percent of GNP in future.
Assumes a long-run rate of general inflation of 4 percent, health care inflation of 7 percent, real wage growth of 1.75

percent. The alternative projections in the last 2 rows are based on assumed health care inflation of only 4 percent.
a Projections of the cost of major existing programs: social security, medicare, SSI, civil service retirement, VA pensions,

and railroad retirement.
Source: James R. Storey and Gary Hendricks, "Retirement Issues in An Aging Society" (Washington, D.C.: The Urban

Institute, 1979), p. 24, and unpublished projections provided by the authors.

These projections, shown in table 3, are alarming. They are, of
course, based on a set of assumptions and are quite sensitive to those
assumptions. To show this sensitivity, one alternative projection is
included, based on changing one assumption: a reduction of health
care inflation to a rate equal to the general rate of increase in the
consumer price index. Even then, growth remains very large, as it
would with any reasonable set of assumptions. The growth is so large
that these projections can be viewed as depicting a world which will
not come into existence. But it will require explicit actions to head off
this precipitous growth in the share of Federal spending for the aged,
which could squeeze out other programs. Actions will have to be taken
long before the time comes when a few programs for the aged dominate
the Federal budget. Factors that are likely to change the future
picture include increasing the normal retirement age under Social
Security at some time in the future, placing a lid on health care
inflation, and inducing more efficiency in other programs-including
better integration of multiple retirement plans.32

FEMALE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION -

Since World War II, women have increasingly entered the labor
force on a regular basis. In 1978, the percentage of women over 16 in
the labor force reached 50 percent. Growth, shown in chart 7, has been
sharper for married women with children living with husbands-
including women with children under 6. In 1979, 43 percent of the
latter group were labor force members. All indications are that this is

s See Storey and Hendricks, "Retirement Income Issues," for a detailed discussion of these and some
other options.
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a permanent phenomenon and not a temporary aberration. Chart 8
shows labor force participation of women by age for cohorts born at
different times. The pattern is quite clear: the more recently a woman
was born, the greater her probability of being in the labor force at any
age. The youngest group shown-those born between 1956 and 1964
have started entering the labor force at a rate equal to that for young
men." If this is a permanent phenomenon, it implies many changes'in
society and in social policy. Only a few are noted. ,

n3 The issues are discussed in some detail in June O'Neill, "Trends in the Labor Force Participation of
Women," in Cheryl D. Hayes, ed "Work, Family and Community: Summary Proceedings of an Ad
Hoc Meeting," Committee on Child Development Research and Public Policy, National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C. 1980.

3 These and others are discussed at some length in Ralph E. Smith, ed., "The Subtle Revolution: Women
at Work" (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1979).
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CHART 7.-Labor force participation,' by sex, 1950-1979
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band present, with
children under 6
yrs.
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I Civilian labor force members as percentage of noninstitutional population over age 16.

Source: Economic Report of the President, 1980, table B-27, and Employment and Training Report of
the President, 1979, table B-4.
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CHART 8.-Labor force participation rates over a working life of cohorts of women
born in selected time intervals, 1886-1965.

Participation
Rate (Percent)

Born 1956-64 5

- Born 1946-55

Born 1936-45

Born 1926-35

20-2 25-34. . . .35-44. . 45-54 55-64

Source: June O'Neill, "Trends in the Labor Force Participation of Women," Appendix A of "Work,
Family, and Community: Summary Proceedings of an Ad Hoc Meeting," Cheryl D. Hayes ed., Commit-
tee on Child Develcpment Research and Public Policy, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.,
1980.

There may be increased pressure for government sponsored child
care. The children of the baby boom are beginning to bear
their own. Even if, as anticipated, baby boom babies have
fewer children than their mothers did, the total number of
young children will increase during the next decade. Since
1965, the number of preschool children with working mothers
has increased by 65 percent. Between 1977 and 1990 it is likely
to increase by another 63 percent-to a projected 10. 5 million
compared with 6. 4 million in 1977 (data are shown in chart
9).31 When most children -were being cared for at home by
their mothers, the idea of large-scale governmental child care
may have seemed an unnecessary, and even undesirable, in-
trusion into a private family responsibility. (These were the
grounds on which President Nixon vetoed the Comprehensive

35 Detailed data and analyses of these trends can be found in Sandra L. Hofferth "Family Structure
Changes and Child Care," Testimony before the House Select Committee on Population, May 25, 1978;
Sandra L. Hofferth et al., "The Consequences of Age at First Childbirth: Labor Force Participation and
Earnings," The Urban Institute, Working Paper, 1978; Linda J. Waite, "Projecting Female Labor Force
Participation from Sex Role Attitudes," Social Science Research December 1978; and Ralph E. Smith,
"Women in the Labor Force in 1990" (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1979).
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Child Care Act of 1972, referred to earlier.) Today, however,
nearly half of all preschool children have mothers who work.
Many individuals, including the working mothers, feel that
child care should be provided. Whether government will make
another attempt to develop such programs is problematic at
this time, given budgetary stringency, but pressures will cer-
tainly mount for government action-and expenditures."

A second implication of this phenomenon is that the increasing
pressures of the last decade to require welfare mothers with
young children to work will probably increase. Political deci-
sion makers could justify providing welfare benefits to
mothers of young children without imposing a work require-
ment as long as a nonworking mother staying at home and
raising her children was the social norm. The emerging norm
seems to be that women with children will routinely work in
the market place as well as at home. Exceptions for welfare
recipients are not likely to be politically popular.

CHART 9.-Estimates and projections of pre-school-age children with mothers
in the labor force, 1970-90 5
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1 Projections based on Census Bureau Series II; total fertility rate of 2.1.

Source: Data from Sandra Hofferth. Chart reproduced from U.S. Congress, "Domestic Consequences of
U.S. Population Change," report prepared by the Select Committee on Population, U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives, 1978.

3 Thisswell in thesizecf the preschool population with working mothers may also be a temporary phenom-
enon. By 195O, this population is expected to have reached its peak. Thus whatever institutions might
develop during the next ten years as a response to increased demand will also e faced with eventual decline.



A third implication bears on fertility. The labor force participa-
tion of women has historically been tied to their fertility.
Studies have shown that women with a large number of children
work less over their lifetimes. A large upturn in fertility could
then be expected to reduce women's labor force participation.
However, profound changes have occurred in sex role attitudes
and in women's roles in recent years. These changes are not
likely to be reversed overnight, leading women to stay at home
and have babies, even to achieve such a noble social objective
as saving the social security system." This argues persuasively
against any substantial reversal of the long-term decline in
fertility that characterizes this century.

Finally, this trend will have effects on the already troubled social
security system. That system, in its benefit structure, is pre-
dicated on the assumption that the social norm is for men to
work in the market for wages and for women to work at home,
supported by their husbands. Payroll taxes finance retirement
benefits, which are based on a worker's average monthly covered
earnings, and a spouse automatically receives a benefit equal
to 50 percent of the worker's basic benefit. Two-earner couples
pay taxes on both members' earnings, and the wife receives
either the spouse's benefit or her own earned benefit, which-
ever is larger, but not both. Thus, the combined benefits re-
ceived by two earners are a smaller proportion of the taxes
they paid compared to a couple with only one earner, because
of the "free" benefit provided to spouses. This inequity is
receiving increasing attention, and possible.remedies may add
costs to the system in the future.39

The Economic Outlook

The past few years have seen a growth in uncertainty and pessi-
mism about the condition of the economy and its future prospects. A
detailed analysis of the long-run economic outlook is not presented
here, but a few relevant facts will be discussed, which may shed some
light on possible future trends in human services. The future per-
formance of the economy will largely determine our financial ability
to meet social goals. And uncertainty about the future, or poor
economic performance, will have strong impact on the political
climate and government's willingness to make further commitments.

In recent years rates of inflation and unemployment have been
higher than customary during most of the 1950s and 1960s. This has
serious impacts both at global policy levels and at individual house-
hold levels. Both are relevant to the future ability to mount human
services programs. A third important development is that produc-
tivity growth seems to have slowed down considerably in recent
years, and potential future real economic growth may be slower than
it has been in the past. Past growth in total production enabled the

31 Of course, if female labor force participation continues to grow faster than reflected in official labor force
projections, projected revenues to the social security system will be increased, probably by more than benefit
costs. One should not, however, count on this windfall as a saving factor, as working wcmen are increasingly
recognizing that they are not treated as well under current benefit formulas and are demanding redress as
discussed above.

39 This is an essentially accurate but highly simplified discussion of a complex system. For a more detailed
discussikn and analysis see Nancy M. Gordon, " The Treatment of Women under Social Security," " Proceed-
Ings: Consultation on Discrimination against Minorities and Women in Pensions and Health, Life and Dis-
ability Insurance," U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, April l978.
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United States, in the 1960s, to mount major new publicly financed
programs without impairing growth in private personal consumption.
A decline in prospective real economic growth, if sustained for a
long period, will increasingly retard our ability to support public
programs.

Chart 10 shows graphically what has happened to overall economic
growth since the late 1960s. While current dollar GNP has continued
to rise steadily, real GNP declined for two years in the early 1970s,
and has grown at a considerably slower rate since. Total real national
production is considerably below where it would have been had the
growth trend of the 1960s been maintained. Chart 11 shows per
capita personal income and consumption, in constant dollars. The
drop between 1973 and 1974 was severe relative to past declines, and
1976 barely exceeded the 1973 level.o Current levels remain below
where they would be had the trend of the 1960s continued.

CHART 10.-Gross national product, 1950-79, current and 1972 dollars.
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Source: Economic Report of the President, 1980, tables B-i and B-2.

40 These two income measures are, in addition, cushioned by government transfer payments. Without
unemployment insurance and other income maintenance payments, which rise automatically in a recession,
personal income would have fallen further, as would consumption expenditures.
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CHART 11.-Disposable personal income and personal consumption expenditures,
per capita, 1950-79 (1972 dollars).
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Source: Economic Report of the President. 1980, table B-22.

Chart 12 shows a development of great concern to economists-the
trend since 1950 in productivity. Growth in output per hour worked
was about 3 percent per year from 1955 to 1965. It started to decline
in the mid 1960s, averaging about 2 percent per year from 1965 to
1975. Deterioration then became rapid: from 1973 to 1977 it was only
1 percent; between 1977 and 1978 it was 0.4 percent; and in 1979 we
experienced an absolute decline.

There is little agreement among economists on the reasons for this
decline, and thus uncertainty as to whether it is a temporary aberra-
tion or reflects a permanent, long-term shift toward a more slowly
growing economy. Reasons often catalogued, which might account for
the deceleration in productivity growth, include a large number of
new entrants to the labor force, low rates of capital investment, and
increasing costs associated with social and economic regulation."

di More detailed discussions are provided in Economic Report of the President, 1979 pp. 69-73 and Econom-
Ic Report of the President, 1980, pp. 84-88. In the last chapter of a recent work, Edward F. Denison dis-
cussed 17 factors that ". . . may have been or may be seriously suggested as important causes of productivity
slowdown.. "After stating, "That I do not know why the record suddenly turned so bad after 1973 must be
obvious . . .," he concluded that these factors (which include "People don't want to work anymore,"
higher energy prices, and cthers in addition to those noted in the text) do not fully explain the slowdown.
See Edward F. Denison, "Accounting for Slcwer Economic Growth: The United States in the 1970's"

(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1979).
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CHART 12.-Index of output per hour of all persons in the private business sector,
1950-79 (1967=100).
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source- "Economic Repcrt of the President," 1980, table B-37.

Whatever the reasons, this deceleration in productivity growth, if
permanent, might make a difference of over $3 billion per year of new
governmental funds available for social welfare purposes.42 Losing
$3 billion of new spending per year implies a drop in the rate of growth
in SWE of about 1 percentage point. Thus, if the machine which has
driven past economic growth-steadily increasing productivity-is
permanently imparied, our ability to continue to pursue simultaneous
growth in private and public consumption of goods and services will
be lost. Without more knowledge of whether the downward drift in
productivity is permanent, it is very difficult to predict the future
course of public political decision making with respect to government
programs.

42 This is a very rough calculation, based on assuming a 1 percent per year lower long-run growth rate in
GNP. That is, currently about $20 billion less. In recent years, governments at all levels have acquired about
30 percent of any ONP increase through the normal operation of tax systems. Thus, they would lose about
$6 billion of growth in total government revenues, about hal of which would go to social welfare purposes.

56-369 0 - 81 - 21
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Finally, chart 13 highlights another important economic fact of
recent years, which has affected the political climate. Average weekly
earnings in private nonagricultural industries have risen steadily
and rapidly, but not in purchasing power. In constant dollars, this
indicator has declined in recent years. Coupled with slow growth
(or no growth) in real earnings, high rates of inflation have had the
effect of pushing individuals into higher tax brackets under our pro-
gressive personal income tax system. In addition, social security tax
rates have been rising steadily-as shown in chart 6. Thus many
workers whose gross earnings have increased in parallel with the rate of
inflation have found their net real income declining-as they pay
higher income and social security taxes. And many workers have
found that their gross incomes are not rising as rapidly as necessary
to match the inflation rate. The AFL-CIO has neatly characterized
this trend, "The American worker is losing ground on a relentless
treadmill of living costs rising faster than paychecks." 43

AFL-CItO, "The National Economy, 1979," reprint from the Report of the Executive Council of the
AFL-CIO to the Thirteenth Convention, Washington, D.C., November 1979.
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CHART 13.-Average gross weekly earnings in private nonagricultural industries,

1950-79 (current and 1967 dollars).
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Source: "Economic Report of the President", 1980, table B-36.



International Events

Our international position has been damaged by recent events
abroad. Without discussing specifics, it seems clear that the prospects
for long-term peace and stability in international relations are slimmer
now than at any time in recent history. The president, with strong
bipartisan support, is committed to increased real expenditures for
defense and related matters, after some years of decline. Thus, while
there is pressure to hold the line on the total budget, spending for
defense and international affairs must rise-perhaps by a large amount.
This will make irresistable claims upon resources that might otherwise
have been available for social program spending.

V. THE EMERGING POLITICAL AND FISCAL CLIMATE

Projecting the future of social welfare programs is equivalent to
predicting legislative appropriations. Most of the programs of concern
have been created and grew to their present prominence through
political decisions. Those decisions were based on knowledge or hopes
that the expenditure of public funds could alleviate individual and
social problems. General prosperity led political leaders to believe
that we could afford to make the necessary commitments of funds.

The perceived needs for social service programs still exceed the
ability of agencies to meet those needs, based on reports from the
field."4 Politicians thus still feel pressure from both recipients and
providers for increased appropriations and additional new programs.
They also are increasingly feeling pressure from constituents to reduce
tax burdens and the role of government. They are heeding the latter
more than they used to, and they are not responding to spending
requests as they did in the recent past. The political climate seems
to be shifting drastically-and the future may be very different from
the past.

The three forces outlined above-very rapid growth in the cost of
past commitments, slow economic growth and no fiscal dividends, and
deteriorating prospects for world peace-have built up over a number
of years. When combined, they are likely to lead to extremely strin-
gent fiscal policies for social welfare purposes for the foreseeable
future. The Federal budget will be very tight in the 1980s and beyond,
in the sense that simply funding current programs would about exhaust
all available resources, with no room for new initiatives-such as
liberalizing welfare reform plans and national health insurance-both
of which have been much discussed in recent years. It is quite unreal-
istic to assume that Congress has no other new things to do that call
for spending money. Thus, some current commitments are certain to
be reconsidered.

This is true in both the short and the long term. It can easily be
illustrated numerically for the short term with readily available data.
Long-term projections become increasingly unrealistic and subject to
greater ranges of uncertainty, but would show similar results. Such
projections will be reviewed after a discussion of the changing political
climate.

44 A recent study of the implementation of Title XX, for example, found that one of the prime concerns of
state and local officials who operate the prcgram is the need to raise the dollar ceiling. Bill Benton et al.,"Social Services: Federal Legislation vs. State Tmplementation" (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute
1978). Representatives of providers and recipients of the full range of services are well represented at all
budget and appropriating hearings, at which they press for increased funding.



The Changing Political Climate

The growth in spending on income maintenance and a wide range of
service programs in the 1960s was documented in part 3. That ex-
pansion added millions of persons to the lists of those receiving
publicly funded income assistance, health care, and other services.
It brought millions of clients into contact with public and private
providers of services for the first time. Many of the providing agencies
were also new. Providing expanded community-based services became
the goal of every social service administrator. Group homes, halfway
houses, nursing homes, and community mental health centers became
the service facilities of choice and proliferated across the land. Other
services expanded as federal funding became available. Day care
services for working mothers and their children, home health care
services, nutrition services for children and the aged, legal services for
the poor, and a host of others were created or received renewed life
during the 1960s and early 1970s. Traditional programs such as
rehabilitation services expanded as well. This growth also created a
growing number of persons whose jobs depend on government pro-
grams, both in public and private agencies.

Thus, new and enlarged political constituencies were created-made
up of both recipients of government support under various programs
and providers employed in the industry administering these programs.
This has placed greater pressure on legislators and public executives
to continue funding of growing programs. On the other hand, a growing
crescendo of demands to "hold the line" on government spending is
heard. This is obvious from reading the daily papers. Legislators are
increasingly heeding this call, taking action to stop new growth, and
in some cases rolling back past growth.

It is easy for supporters of the welfare state to discount the tendency
for retrenchment as simply a manifestation of "reactionary" politics
and the increasing political organization of a small number of con-
servatives. It is likely that the cause is much more deeply rooted and
general. Manifestations of very deep-rooted feelings about govern-
ment spending are not hard to find. California voters passed Proposi-
tion 13 in 1978, cutting off possibilities of increasing local government
taxation and impairing the ability of the state to increase overall
state and local spending. Similar measures to retard future growth in
public revenues, spending, or both, appeared on 17 other state ballots
in November of 1978-and a number passed. 5 Similar initiatives also
have arisen at the Federal level. Many State legislatures have en-
dorsed a call for a constitutional convention to adopt a balanced budget
amendment-only a few more are needed to reach the required 34
States. During the first month of the 1979 congressional session,
more than 50 constitutional amendments to either require a balanced
budget or limit Federal expenditures were proposed by members."

There have always been political pressures for cutting taxes and
government spending. Why, then, are legislators now heeding the call
for retrenchment? Earlier sections have presented data on some of the
underlying factors which have shifted. These are as follows:

There is a severe economic pinch operating directly on citizens
and on the legislative process. The economy is not growing

1' Frank Levy, "On Understanding Proposition 13," The Public Interest, summer 1979, pp. 66-89.
' Allen Schick, "Constitutional Limitations on the Budget," paper prepared for the Subcommittee on

the Constitution, Senate Judiciary Committee, 1979.



rapidly enough to generate sufficiently growing govern-
ment revenues to finance growth in public spending at
historic rates without pain. There is no more fiscal dividend
with which public spending can rise while taxes are cut.

The cost of past commitments, driven by both inflation and
demographic shifts, is absorbing an increasing share of public
resources. Even if economic growth picked up, past commit-
ments for income maintenance and health programs would
increasingly absorb funds which might otherwise be available
for other programs." Those programs have grown most
rapidly in the past 20 years, and further growth is built into
them. The "Graying of America" phenomenon alone guar-
antees that such pressures will be felt for a long time to come.
Each year, in addition to cash and health benefits increasing
as prices rise, more people are eligible for both.

Increased pressure for spending on defense and international
affairs will lead to new pressures to cut back on social welfare
programs-to avoid tax increases.

In addition, doubts have sprung up about the effectiveness of many of
the new initiatives of the 1960s. Legislators and others are increas-
ingly raising questions about the effectiveness of some programs.
Regardless of the merits of particular programs, those doubts provide
a convenient basis for holding the line on spending.

I believe that these forces, which have built up over a number of
years, will guarantee more stringent fiscal policies for the foreseeable
future-certainly through the 1980s. The development of a congres-
sional budget process in 1975, and the public conflict increasingly as-
sociated with passage of budget resolutions, is symptomatic of political
concern with the need for better overall control over government
finances and the difficulty of institutionalizing the ability of Congress
to exercise such control.4 1

Budget conflict caused by the factors outlined above became serious
in 1979, during debate over budget resolutions for fiscal year 1980.
The House Budget Committee proposed a stringent 1980 budget
resolution. The committee wished to hold the overall deficit to $25
billion. It was also committed to substantial growth in outlays for
large entitlement programs which grow as fast as, or faster than, the
CPI, either because they are indexed (social security cash benefits,
SSI, food stamps, veterans' pensions, benefits from Federal employee
retirement programs) or because they are traditionally adjusted for
inflation (veterans compensation) or because they are financing
programs in which government simply pays bills generated by indus-
tries with higher-than-average rates of inflation (Medicare and
Medicaid). Projecting only modest economic growth, continued
inflation, and with little political support for major cutbacks in these
entitlement programs, the drafters of the Budget Resolution were
forced to reach their balance by proposing some small cuts in these
programs, larger cuts in other human services programs, and to hold
the proposed rate of growth in many others to less than the rate of
inflation.49

*7 In budgeteers' jargcn, the "uncontrollables" will squeeze the "controllables" out of the budget.
Is The development of a congressional budget prccess is briefly discussed in appendix B., U.S. Congress, House Committee on the Budget, First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget, Fiscal

Year 1980, April 1979.



Similar pressures were felt on the Senate side. The Senate Budget
Committee, in its deliberations, relied heavily on 5-year projections
of revenues and expenditures. Its published projections accompanying
an April 1979 report on the first resolution prompted Senator Moyni-
han to include his own views expressing deep concern that, ". . . a
majority of the Committee seems intent on using the budget process
. . . to set social policy and tax policy." He went on to note as follows:

For this year, in guise of forward projections to fiscal 1984, the Committee
would all but annihilate social policy for the first falf of the coming decade. In
the Committee Report-although I note, not in the Concurrent Resolution-we
project a sequence of Federal revenues and outlays which provides no growth in
real outlays (in point of fact, a slight decrease) over a full 5-year period. If this
were to come to pass, it would mark a policy reversal unlike anything that has
occurred in the modern period of American government. It is a vision of social
entropy and political regression that has no counterpart in the whole of our history.

This has nothing to do with a balanced budget. It is entirely possible to main-
tain a balanced budget throughout this period and at the same time to provide
the public sector with a reasonable share reassuringly in the growth of the nation's
wealth.

For much of the last generation Federal outlays as a proportion of Gross
National Product have steadily increased. They were 17% in the mid-1950s, and
20% in the 1960s. By the mid-1970s they had passed 22%. I count myself as one
who at that point began to suggest that this expansion of the public sector ought
not to go indefinitiely, and probably ought to be cut back.

I welcomed the proposal of President Carter in this year's State of the Union
message to reduce the Federal portion of GNP to 21%.

This is stability. It is altogether different to propose, as the Committee majority
proposes, to reduce Federal outlays to 17.5% of GNP by 1984. To do so would
require either that we sharply cut back the existing activities of the Federal
Government, or else abandon any thought of innovative programs for the next
half decade. 0

Congress went ahead in 1979 and adopted budget resolutions and
actual spending plans leading to a somewhat larger deficit than
desired-$40 billion--only to take up the same battle the following
year.

The difficulties of adjusting to the new outlook are clear from ob-
serving the Federal Government's budgetary exercises of early 1980.
President Carter's January budget received much criticism when it
was initially put forward. It was viewed as deficient by many observers
because: (a) it was not generous enough to some social programs, or
to social programs in general; (b) it did not contain a tax cut pro-
posal; and (c) it had too large a proposed deficit for fiscal year 1981-
$16 billion.

By March, arithmetic reality and perceptions of the changed
political climate dampened enthusiasm for more spending and tax cuts.
President Carter had second thoughts about his January budget in
February, and on March 31 he submitted a revised version to Con-
gress. It included reestimates of revenues and outlays (taking new
inflation estimates into account), and proposals for some spending
cuts, some tax increases, and a modest budget surplus in fiscal year
1981. His staff prepared this new budget at the same time that House
and Senate leaders were independently preparing their own version
of a balanced hold-the-line-on-spending budget. Executive and con-
gressional budgets reflect great stringency thus far in the process.

so U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on the Budget, First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget, Fiscal
Year 1980, April 1979, pp. 329-330.



These 1979 and 1980 political reactions to the emergence of the
underlying social and economic forces discussed in part IV do not lead
one to great optimism for further rapid growth in Federal spending for
social welfare programs. The next section explores the short term
outlook for social welfare spending in the light of the recent political
climate and the arithmetic.

The Short-Term Budgetary Arithmetic1

Budgetary arithmetic dictates that in the next several years, any
new commitments to public programs will have to be financed by one
of three mechanisms: (1) Giving up some current commitment; (2)
deciding to accept a higher effective rate of taxation than exists now;
or (3) continuing sizable Federal deficits. The latter two mechanisms
seem unlikely to gain political support: they are distinctly unpopular
at the moment. Therefore, expenditures will come under increasing
scrutiny, and political conflict over allocation of budgetary resources
will probably rise.

ore specifically, the following political statements seem true:

There will be public pressure to prevent Federal revenues from
rising as a percentage of GNP. There are likely to be tax cuts
to at least partially offset the effects of inflation. This kind of
action would be consistent with history and the expressed
intent of the Congress.52

Large persistent deficits are viewed as undesirable by a majority
of members of Congress. There is strong interest in both Houses
in balancing the budget as soon as possible.

The current mix of Federal programs and expenditure levels is
not sacrosanct. There will be desires to do some new things and
to increase spending on some programs. Some seem inevitable,
such as increased resource commitments to defense and inter-
national affairs.

If these statements are accepted as true, then the short-term budget
outlook dictates serious problems. CBO projections indicate the
following:

Revenues.-Federal revenues, under current law, will be about
21 percent of GNP in 1980. They are projected to rise to about

. 24 percent by 1985. If Congress chooses to cut individual
income taxes to offset the impact of inflation, revenues would
be brought back down to about 21 percent of GNP in 1985.
Taxes could be cut in other ways, with similar revenue effects.

Outlays.-Federal outlays under current law will be 22 percent
of GNP in 1980. By 1985 they will decline to 17 percent of GNP
if only those programs indexed by law are adjusted for inflation.

51 Data in this section are drawn from two sources. The 19895 projections are all from U.S. Congress, Con-
gressional Budget Office, "Five Year Budget Projections: Fiscal Years 1981-1985," February 1980. Base
year estimates (1980) are from the President's January budget, "The Budget of the United States Govern-
ment, Fiscal Year 1981." Specific numbers for 1980 would be changed by using either CBO's February
estimates or the President's March reestimates, but the conclusions would remain the same.

52 For example the House Budget Committee's "Report on the First Concurrent Resolution on the
Budget, Fiscal gear 1981" states, ". . . the goal of tax relief is important to many Members and commit-
ment to that goal is explicit in this resolution." (p. 11). It also notes that such relief should not be considered
until the budget is balanced.



If Congress follows its past practice of choosing to adjust a
number of other programs to preserve purchasing power, out-
lays for existing programs would be 20 percent of GNP.

The deficit.-There will be none by 1985. If both current law
revenues and outlays are adjusted for inflation as indicated
above, revenues will be 21 percent of GNP, outlays 20 percent,
leaving a modest surplus of about 1 percent of GNP-or about
$60 billion in 1985 dollars. That is about equal to the estimated
range of uncertainty in CBO's 1985 projections.

Thus, if the President and the Congress find no new items worthy
of being funded in the next several years, all existing programs. can be
supported (in real terms) through 1985, with a very small budget
surplus. This is a quite unlikely outcome. It ignores, for example, all
authorizing legislation now in process under consideration by Congress.
It also ignores the President's commitment-shared by many-to
make real increases in defense spending. It ignores other ideas for
programs that are not far enough along in development to be en-
shrined in a bill, but which Congress may wish to consider in coming
years. For example, there are current proposals in various stages of
discussion which would provide a better deal to working women
under the social security system, protect the poor from rising energy
cost§, and invest heavily in alternative energy sources; as well as the
welfare reforms and national health insurance plans already men-
tioned. All of these may be good things-but most would not fit
within the budget balance outlined above.

History indicates that Congress and the President are unlikely to
opt for maintenance of the status quo. Any significant movement from
the status quo involves redistribution of funds from current programs
to new ones.

Table 4 shows Federal outlays for selected years for selected func-
tions, and CBO's 1985 projections, including discretionary inflation
adjustments. The fast growth period alluded to earlier, 1965-1975,
is broken into two five-year periods. Most of the rapid growth shown
for those years was, as indicated earlier, induced by discretionary
actions: liberalization of old programs and adoption of new ones. The
1985 projections omit any such possibilities and lead to a budget with
a very slight surplus.53 The set of Federal budget categories that
roughly coincides with the SWE data presented earlier is projected
to grow slightly less than GNP. Most rapid growth is built into health
and income security programs, and within functions it is con-
centrated in the entitlement programs for the aged as noted earlier.
These grow faster than GNP. Other functions fall considerably behind.

63 As this is being written, the economy has entered a recession. A severe recession of any duration would
drastically alter all of these projections. Outlays would rise as cutomatic transfer payment programs ex-
panded, and revenues would decline. A balanced budget would be most unlikely for the next several years
without major programmatic cutbacks.
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TABLE 4.-FEDERAL OUTLAYS FOR SELECTED FUNCTIONS, SELECTED FISCAL YEARS 1965 TO 1980(ESTIMATE) AND
1985 PROJECTED UNDER CURRENT LAW WITH DISCRETIONARY INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS

[Dollar amounts in billions

1980, 1985, Average annual percent change
esti- pro-

1965 1970 1975 mated jected 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 1980-85

Budget category:
Community and regional

development----------- 50.3 $2.4 $3.7 $8.5 $12 52.3 9.6 17.8 7.2
Education, training, and

social services---------- 2.3 8.6 15.9 30.7 44 30.4 13.0 14.1 7.5
Health.------------------ 1.7 13.1 27.6 56.6 109 50.3 16.2 15.4 14.0
Incomesecurity----------- 25.7 43.1 108.6 190.9 330 10.9 20.3 11.9 11.6
Veterans benefits and serv-

ices................... 5.7 8.7 16.6 20.9 30 8.7 13.9 4.6 7.6

Subtotal------------- 35.7 75.8 172.5 307.4 525 16.2 17.9 12.2 11.3
Defense and international

affairs.---------------- 53.9 82.9 92.5 140.8 218 9.0 2.2 8.8 9.1
Other.----------------- 28.8 38.0 61.2 115.4 132 5.7 10.0 13.5 2.7

Total.............. 118.4 196.6 326.2 563.6 875 10.7 10.7 11.6 9.2
Gross national product..--.--657.1 959.0 1,457.3 2,518.0 4,400 7.8 8.7 11.6 11.8

SWE as percent of GNP...---- 5.4 7.9 11.8 12.2 11.9 ...-..............................
Total as percentofGNP...... 18.0 20.5 22.4 22.4 19.9..................................

J Includes all other functional categories shown separately in budget documents.

Sources: Historical data from U.S. Government, Office of Management and Budget, "Budget of the United States Gov-
ernment," fiscal years 1975, 1980, and 1981. Frojections to 1985 from U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, "Five-
Year Budget Projections: Fiscal Years 1981-1985 " February 190. Some reclassifications of expenditures among functions
were made between the 1975 and the 1910 budgets. These have not been corrected in this table as they do not
significantly affect the analysis.

Any new discretionary spending decisions made during the next few
years will change the picture for the worse. This is illustrated in table
5, which shows the revenue and spending picture under two different
assumptions about growth in spending for defense and international
affairs.

If defense and international affairs spending grows by 3 percent
per year in real terms until 1985, the projected surplus is reduc-
ed to $25 billion.

If defense and international affairs spending grows by 5 percent
per year in real terms over the same period, the projected
surplus is reduced to zero.

Neither is a prediction-but they illustrate how slight the projected
budgetary surplus is in the face of any new demands that may be made.

In effect, any significant new expenditure program or expansion of
existing programs can be financed only by forgoing the tax reduc-
tions assumed above, given a desire to avoid deficits.
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TABLE 5.-FEDERAL OUTLAYS AND REVENUES, FISCAL YEARS 1980 (ESTIMATED) AND 1985 PROJECTIONS

[Dollar amounts in billions)

1980, Projected 1985

estimated I II III

Expenditures:
SWE------------------------------------- $307.4 $525 $525 $525
Defense and international------------------------ 140.8 218 253 278
Other------------------------------------- 115.4 132 132 132

Total------------------------------------ 563.6 875 910 935
Revenues------------------------------------- 523.8 935 935 935

Surplus (deficit)---------------------------- --- (39.8) 60 25 0

1 Projection I is from U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, "Five-Year Budget Projections: Fiscal Years 1981-
1985," February 1980. It includes current law plus discretionary adjustments for inflation in both outlays and revenues.
Projections II and III are derived by increasing CBO's projection for defense and international affairs by 3 percent and 5
percent per year respectively, to reflect growth in addition to the inflation adjustment included. Estimates for 1980 are
from U.S. Government, Office of Management and Budget, "Budget of the United States Government," fiscal year 1981.

The Longer. Run

As indicated in part 3, the fiscal tightening for social welfare purposes
has already shown up nationally, with a slowdown in the growth of
social welfare spending. Table 4 indicated that Federal Government
spending for such purposes only slightly outgrew GNP between 1975
and 1980, after growing about twice as fast in the previous 10 years. It
is projected to grow more slowly than GNP in.the next 5 years.

Legislators will have a difficult time in the coming years-they want
to continue to consider desired and popular programs demanded by
constituents, but they also want to control spending and reduce taxes.
The arithmetic shows clearly that they will be hard pressed to do both.

This leads to the inevitable conclusion that:
Social welfare programs of all sorts will be badly squeezed.

Growth in Federal spending for current purposes may have to
fall significantly short of the rate of inflation if any new pro-
grams or discretionary increases in other expenditures are
adopted.

With enormous pressure to maintain the extremely popular
social security and health care financing programs, other human
service programs are likely to bear the brunt of any cuts.

This is, of course, not a statement of preferences, but rather a view
of what the arithmetic seems to dictate. It is almost certainly in-
escapable for the short run. It is likely to continue for the longer run
as well.



At this point it should be clear that the future is too uncertain to
allow making firm long-run quantitative projections about the future
of specific social welfare programs. Two additional imponderable
considerations should be added to that uncertainty.

James L. Sundquist of the Brookings Institution, in writing about
the legislative activism of the 1960s, viewed the period from 1953 to
the late 1960s as an upswing in a political pendulum in a cyclic policy-
making process-shifting from a conservative position in the 1950s,
with few major new initiatives, to a rapid liberal expansion in the
early and mid-1960s. He concluded that it was impressive:

. . . not only in its rhythm but in the aura of inevitability about the outcome.
The ultimate results were, in a sense, compelled by the circumstances of the
problems themselves. Though the imagination and skill and doggedness of the
political actors were indeed remarkable, these men nevertheless seem as actors,
ollowing a script that was written by events.64

If such a cyclic view is accepted, then we may now be on a strong
downswing from the activist side of the cycle. Thus, we would seem
to be heading for troubled times in the public financing of social wel-
fare programs. This is consistent with the interpretation of recent
events outlined above. But as noted earlier, the difference in the rate
of growth of the 1950-1965 and 1965-1975 periods was not between
no growth in expenditures and high growth. it was the difference
between growth in social welfare spending of 1.3 percent per 1 percent
growth in GNP in 1950-1965 versus 1.6 percent in the period 1965-
1975. This would tend to indicate that we may not see sharp retrench-
ment in levels, but rather a holding of the line on rapid growth. On
the other hand, so much automatic growth has been built into large
existing income maintenance and health programs that the possi-
bilites for any growth in discretionary programs, including most
other human services programs, seem slight, unless the political climate
swings into another cycle that permits total spending to rise relative
to GNP, with concomitant tax increases.

Finally, in assessing the long term, the ramifications of a possible
constitutional amendment must be taken into account. It was noted
earlier that there seems to be growing political support for such action.
Allen Schick, in an analysis of leading proposals, has noted both that
the purpose of such proposals is not clear and that their outcome
would be uncertain. He concludes as follows:

... the proposed spending limitations mask their real purpose, a radical trans-
formation in the character, reach, and purpose of the United States Government.
The extent to which the trend toward active government would be reversed
would depend on (1) the type of limitation written into the Constitution, and
(2) the willingness and ability of the Government to do via other means that
which it could no longer do via the budget. While one should not underestimate
the ingenuity which surely will be applied to evade the controls or to act in
nonbudgetary ways, there is no escaping the prospect that a federal government
operating under a constitutional straightjacket would be markedly different than
one which is unfettered and can decide what and how to execute its will. The
differences might be in the walling off of major segments of government from
popular and legislative control through the expansion of "quasi" governments.
They might be reflected in an untangling of the relationships that have grown
between the federal and state and local governments, along with a dispersion of
power and money from the center to states and municipalities. Change might
come through a contraction of America's presence on the world scene or through

u James I. Sundquist. "Politics and Policy," p. 507.
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greater reliance on market mechanisms to provide "social" goods and services
and to manage economic affairs. The list of possible mutations certainly is endless,
and yet no list could comprehend the full range of intended and unintended possi-
bilities.5

Whether or not any such limitation on taxing and government
spending is ultimately adopted, the idea is apparently very popular
with the public and with many political leaders. The possibility of
adoption of some such limitation may act as a severe brake on growth
in the public sector for the foreseeable future.

APPENDIX A

IMPLICATIONS OF AN AGING POPULATION FOR SELECTED SOCIAL SERVICES
PROGRAMS

The years ahead are likely to bring great shifts in the amounts and types of
social service programs demanded in America. Significant sociodemographic
changes are taking place which will place new requirements on social service
agencies by the year 1990. One of the most dramatic of these is the inexorable aging
of American society, as the birth rate falls and the life span of the average citizen
increases. This trend will continue into the 21st century.

This trend was discussed in the body of the paper, where the focus was on
retirement income programs. An understanding of this phenomenon is also im-
portant for effective long-term planning of social services. This appendix presents
a more detailed analysis of potential impacts on a number of specific service
programs in the intermediate-term future-looking ahead to 1990.5

Characteristics of the Elderly Population

In addition to the general increase in the size of the population aged 65 and
older, some important demographic changes are taking place within the elderly
population:

The elderly population is increasingly made up of the "older old." That is,
the population aged 75 and older has grown, and will continue to grow, at
a faster rate than the rest of the elderly population.

Women will constitute an even larger proportion of the elderly population
than they do now.

The proportion of the elderly population which is nonwhite will increase.
These internal changes are taking place because these are the groups which
have benefited the most from recent mortality reductions. The increase in the
proportion of elderly persons who are female and nonwhite is also important.
Women, particularly those who are single, and the nonwhite elderly generally,
have lower retirement incomes than their white male counterparts. Thus, their
need for government transfers in the form of cash income or special services is
often greater than that of higher income white males. Table A-1 shows these
changes in the demographic structure of the elderly population projected to 1990.
The trends mentioned above are already evident by 1990 and are expected to
accelerate in later years.57

The oldest subgroup of the elderly population shows particularly marked
growth from 1977 to 1990. In this 14-year time span the fraction of the elderly
population which is age 75 and older rises by 7 percent. This is an important
change in the structure of the elderly population because dependency tends to
rise with age. The incidence of disabling conditions which prevent self-sufficiency
is significantly higher among persons 75 or over than among persons under 75
and becomes especially marked among the population 85 and over.

The trend toward an increase in the proportion of the population that is elderly
will result in greater demand for a number of social services.

u Allen Schick, "Congressional Limitations on the Budget," p. 33.
" This appendix is based on unpublished materials developed by Burton Dunlop of The Urban Insti-

tute, and a forthcoming paper by Richard Wertheimer and Sheila Zedlewski, "The Aging of America: A
Portrait of the Elderly in 1990" (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute. forthcoming).

57"Demographic Aspects of Aging and the Older Population of the United States," Current Population
Reports, Series P-23, No. 59, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, May 1976.
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TABLE A-1.-SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELDERLY POPULATION IN 1977 AND 1990 (PROJECTED)

Characteristics of the elderly population 1977 1990

Total population aged 65 and older (thousands). . ..-------------------------------- 23, 431 29, 822

Percentage:
Aged 65 to 74 . ... . ...----------------------------------------------------- 62.2 59.7
Aged 75 plus . .....----------------------------------------------------- 37.8 40.3
White. . . . . . ..---.---------------------------------------------------------- 90.7 89.9
Nonwhite... .... ..--------------------------------------------------------- 9.3 10. 1
Male. . . . . ...----------------------------------------------------------- 40.7 40.2
Female. . ...-. ... .--------------------------------------------------------- 59.3 59.8

Source: Computed from series II project ions in "projections of the United States Population: 1977 to 2050," Current
Population Reports, series P-25, No. 704, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, July 1977.

Several of the most basic services that will be affected are identified below, in
order to illustrate some of t he changes that may be expected.

Home Care Services for the Elderly

The number of elderly persons receiving home care services under the Medicare,
Medicaid, and Title XX programs approached 1 million people in 1976 (see table
A-2). Medicare and Medicaid provide primarily skilled nursing care and home
health assistance. Under Title XX, the primary service is that of homemaker.

TABLE A-2.-Number of Elderly recipients of home care services by program in 1976

Number of elderly
Program; recipients

Medicare --------------------------------------------- 547, 770
Medicaid --------------------------------------------- 235, 198
Title XX ---------------------------------------------- 82, 500

Total ---------------------------------------------- 865, 468

If the same proportion of the total elderly population receives home care services
in 1990 that received such services in 1976, the size of the elderly population
receiving home care services willbe 1.1 million people, a 27-percent increase. Such a
projection is probably quite conservative, since past growth has been much more
rapid. Between 1974 and 1976, the number of home health care recipients increased
by 50 percent under Medicare and 74 percent under Medicaid. Under Title XX,
the increase in homemaker services between 1976 and 1977 was 18 percent. In
other words, projection of the demand for home health care services that is based
on today's proportion of elderly persons receiving such services may significantly
understate the future demand, but existing information for estimating future
growth rates is inadequate.

Nursing Home Care Sei vices for the Elderly

The number of persons requiring nursing home care services will increase
rapidly between 1980 and 1990, and this increase will continue through the year
2000. The estimates in table A-3 are derived by applying nursing home utilization
levels by age category of the elderly population in 1975 to projected population
size by those same age categories in 1980, 1990, and 2000. This assumes that the
quantity of beds supplied in the future will bear roughly the same relationship to
total demand that has existed over the relatively recent past. If these assumptions
hold, by 1990 1.6 million aged will be in nursing homes, compared to about 1
million currently.
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TABLE A-3-PROJECTIONS OF U.S. ELDERLY POPULATION IN NURSING HOMES THROUGH YEAR 2000, BASED ON
CURRENT NURSING HOME UTILIZATION RATES BY AGE CATEGORY AS OF 19751

[Amounts in thousands]

Percentage of Projected total elderly Projected numbers in
elderly population nursing homes

popelation in
Age nursing homes 1980 1990 2000 1980 1990 200

65 to 74 ------------------------ 1 15, 493 17, 803 17, 436 155 178 174
75 to 04 .------------------------ 6 7,140 9, 140 10, 630 428 548 638
85 plus. ------------------------ 22 2,294 2, 881 3,756 505 634 825

Total ---.--..---------.. 24,927 29,824 31,822 1,088 1,360 1,638

I Eighty-five to eighty-eight percent of the nursing home population is 65 yr of age or over.

Sources: Zappolo, Aurora, "Characteristics Social Contacts, and Activities of Nursing Home Residents," Vital and
Health Statistics, series 13, No.27, p. 3; Siegaf, Jacob S., "Demographic Aspects of Aging and the Older Population in the
United States," Current Population Reports, series P-23, No. 59, table 2-1, p. 3; Siegal, Jacob S., "Recent and Prospective
Demographic Trends for the Elderly Population and Some Implications for Health Care " paper prepared for publication
in the Proceedings of the Second Conference on the Epidemiology of Aging, Mar. 28-29, table 1.

Domiciliary Care Services for the Elderly

As retirement incomes and education levels (and perhaps health status as well)
rise among the elderly during the next decades, there will be an increase in demand
for domiciliary care services, although the services demanded may be somewhat
different. Facilities that provide domiciliary care services include adult care homes,
homes for the aged, personal care homes, shelter care homes, etc. Whether the
demand from this growing segment of elderly in a higher socioeconomic status will
be met publicly or through private means depends in part on whether or not
eligibility levels for public programs are raised to match increases in income levels,
and whether or not the sliding fee scale comes to dominate human services delivery.
At any rate, the elderly appear likely to demand, to a greater degree, those services
which allow them maximum independence.

A rough estimate of the number of persons currently receiving domiciliary care
services exclusive of congregate housing or assisted independent living is approx-
imately 500,000. The elderly would constitute 40 percent, or 200,000, of these.
While this number represents less than 1 percent of the total elderly population,
the projected elderly DCH population would be a quarter of a million in 1990.
As indicated above, this is likely to be a rather conservative estimate of total
demand for domiciliary care services since the average income of an elderly person
in 1990 is expected to be higher, in real terms, than it is today. Thus, .a greater
proportion of the elderly would probably choose retirement villages, congregate
housing, assisted independent living settings, and full-service communities, per-
haps with continuing care arrangements, than currently occurs.

Other Relevant Factors

Other factors that need to be included in any finer-tuned projections of demand
by the elderly for the types of long-term care services used here as illustrations, as
well as for other social services, deserve mention:

Later retirement would enhance the financial status of the elderly and, pre-
sumably, lower their demand for publicly funded services.

Improved levels of health would lessen demand for health care, although the
changing age and sex mix of the population may change the composition of
demand for medical services.

Higher educational levels and higher incomes could be expected to increase
demand foY preventive health services and perhaps other social services,
especially those services which are nonmeans tested.
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Since a spouse, if present, typically becomes the dominant source of assistancewhen dependency strikes, higher rates of marriage among the youngerelderly population would act to lessen the demand for formal social services.On the other hand, projected increases in widowhood among the olderelderly population would increase demand for formal services.Lower fertility rates will mean fewer adult children to provide filial support tothe dependent elderly-at least until the parents of the baby boom cohortreach old age. In this regard, the dependency ratio of those, say, 80 andover to those 55-74 bears especially close watching.
Any increased labor force participation of women, especially those 55 andover, who traditionally have been the principal care-givers to impairedelderly relatives, could mean lowered familial capacity to provide long-term care.
Increasing rates of marital dissolution may harbor potential further diminu-tion of familial capacity to provide informal support.

All of these factors, which cannot be readily quantified, make projections ofdemand for specific services highly uncertain.

APPENDIX B
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGETING

Concern over the rate of growth in public spending is not new. Debate betweenconservatives and liberals took place throughout the expansionary period of the1960s. From 1969 to 1976 Republican Presidents Nixon and Ford engaged in arunning battle with Democratic-controlled Congresses over spending. ManyDemocratic members of Congress agreed in principle with many of their concernsbut continued to churn out increasing appropriations for particular programs,while expressing concern in general for the total. Recognizing the problem ofcontrolling totals when the legislative process dealt separately with each part ofthe budget, Congress developed and implemented new budgeting procedures in1975, based on the Budget and Impoundment Act of 1974. A new Congressional
Budget Office was created, and Budget Committees were created in both theHouse and the Senate. The potential impacts of these new practices are profoundand quite relevant to future growth in government activities in human services.Under the new procedures, a joint resolution must be passed by both Houses
each spring. This resolution sets an overall expenditure target, expenditure tar-
gets by functional areas, a revenue target, and explicitly defines the expected
Federal surplus or deficit. In general, no bill which affects revenues or expendi-
tures can be considered by Congress until that resolution has been passed. In
the fall a second resolution must be passed, which establishes firm ceilings. After
all money bills are acted on, if the totals are out of line with the second joint
resolution, they must be reconciled to the ceilings. In the process of developing
resolutions, the committees rely on the Congressional Budget Office and their
own technical staffs to assess and choose economic assumptions, and they review
five-year forecasts projecting the implications of their decisions.

This process strongly reinforces already existing pressures on Congress to be
fiscally responsible in its actions. An open vote must be taken on the overallbudget as well as on particular bills. When members push for enactment of par-
ticular expenditure increases or revenue cuts not incorporated in the resolution,they will also have to publicly support an increased deficit. Members have found
it increasingly difficult to publicly favor fiscal responsibility but support everygood" program they are asked to support and tax relief too. Some observers
have argued that Congress will behave more conservatively in the future because
of this change. Fiscal responsibility and conservatism do not have to be viewed
as synonymous to suspect that it will indeed be harder for new or expanded
"liberal" programs to be enacted, once explicit choices within a total budget arerequired.58

is For a detailed review of the legislative history and implementation of the Congressional Budget Actsee Alien Schick, "Congress and Money: Budgeting, Spending, and Taxing" (Washington, D.C.: TheUrban Institute, 1980).
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Under a federal system of government, the public sector is not a
single, monolithic decision-making structure; it is, rather, a highly
fragmented collection of agents working in the context of a constitution
which outlines (often only very roughly) the scope of independent
responsibilities and powers of the different levels of government. In the
abstract, we can envision each level of the public sector setting about its
own business; Lord Bryce, late in the nineteenth century, described a
federal system in terms of ". . . a great factory wherein two sets of
machinery are at work, their revolving wheels apparently intermixed,
their bands crossing one another, yet each doing its own work without
touching or hampering the other." 1

In practice, however, federal systems have evolved in sharp contrast
to the Bryce conception. We live in an age of "cooperative federalism"
in which the activities of different levels of government are enmeshed
to a very high degree. The objective and responsibilities of Federal,
State, and local governments overlap and their operations impinge
upon one another to such an extent that it is simply impossible to set
forth autonomous or independent functions for the various govern-
mental levels. Instead, the central problem becomes one of integrating
budgetary and other decisions of different public units into a coherent
and, to the degree possible, a consistent set of policies.

*University of Maryland.
iLord Bryce, "The American Commonwealth" (New York: Macmillan, 1896), p. 325.
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It is largely from this perspective that intergovernmental grants
have come to play a central role in the fiscal structure of nearly all
federal governments. Such grants have proved to be a highly flexible
fiscal instrument with which one level of government can provide both
inducements and assistance to another in a way that promotes the
objectives of the public sector as a whole. There remain compelling
advantages, for example, for retaining a large measure of fiscal discre-
tion at highly decentralized levels of government; State and local
governments are in a position to tailor their programs to the particular
needs and preferences of their own constituencies. At the same time,
the Federal Government has its own set of allocative and distributive
responsibilities and priorities. But rather than preempt State and local
choice (which is often unconstitutional, as well as unwise), the Federal
Government can induce State and local officials to take account of the
national interest through a set of grants that provides direct fiscal
incentives for expanding those activities that confer benefits on the rest
of the Nation (or, alternatively, to curtail those that have detrimental
external effects).

Intergovernmental grants thus constitute a powerful policy tool for
the integration of decisions by different levels of government. As such,
it is not too surprising to find that these grants have exhibited a
dramatic historical growth. In the United States, for example, Federal
grants to State and local governments totalled about $21 billion in
1950 (about 5% percent of Federal expenditures); by 1977 these grants
had reached over $60 billion (approximately 15 percent of total Federal
outlays).

This paper explores the role for intergovernmental grants both in
theory and practice. Part I examines, first, what the principles of
economics suggest for the appropriate employment of such grants,
and second, the actual range of uses and the growth of intergovern-
mental grants in the United States. As such, Part I is intended to
provide an overview of the potential and actual roles of intergovern-
mental grants in the United States; it calls attention to some of the
basic issues in the design of these grants, but does not attempt a
careful assessment of individual grant programs. Part II is a more
detailed study of the particular and relatively recent use of grants
as a tool of macroeconomic stabilization policy. Drawing both on
U.S. experience and that of other federal countries, Part II explores
the need for and the potential of intergovernmental grants as an addi-
tion to the Federal government's set of countercyclical policy instru-
ments. Finally, Part III evaluates the role of grants with a special eye
to their future deployment in the U.S. economy.

I. INTERGOVERNMENTAL GRANTS: AN OVERVIEW

The public sector as a whole has a range of different responsibili-
ties: Corrections in the allocation of the economy's resources in in-
stances where market choices generate significant distortions; the
redistribution of income in accord with society's view of an equitable
income distribution; the stabilization of the economy at high levels
of employment with reasonable price stability; and the attainment of
an acceptable rate of economic growth. In the pursuit of each of these
objectives, the Federal government (and the States as well) has
employed a variety of forms of intergovernmental grants. This raises



the issue of the appropriate form of grant to achieve a specific goal,
an issue on which the basic principles of economics can shed some
light. Part I thus begins with a brief examination of the general
principles of grant design.

A. External Effects Across Jurisdictions: A Role for Matching Grants

An important potential source of distortions in allocative decisions
exists whenever the choices of one individual or group of individuals
impinge significantly on the welfare of others in the absence of any
payment mechanism. The classic example in economics is that of the
factory spewing forth smoke which imposes external costs on the
neighboring laundry. In this case, the decisionmaker (the factory
owner) has no incentive to take account of the costs (or benefits)
that he or she generates for third parties so that these economic
choices fail to incorporate the full range of social costs or benefits
that are relevant to the decision.' The likely consequence is a dis-
torted pattern of resource use with excessive levels of activities gen-
erating external costs and inappropriately low levels of those that
produce spillover benefits.

External effects are not limited to decisions by private consumers
or firms. The programs adopted by one local or State government
may have important implications for the welfare of residents of other
jurisdictions. A good system of roads in one locality, for example,
provides services for travelers from elsewhere. Likewise, research
activities in the hospitals funded in one State may produce new
treatment or cures of widespread interest. In such instances, we can
hardly expect the State or locality to draw on its own resources to
expand the activity to levels for which outsiders would be willing to
pay if some payment mechanism existed. From the perspective of
the Federal Government, such myopic decisions on the part of States
and localities are a matter of serious concern for programs where
external effects are important.

As a representative of the national interest, the Federal Government
could in principle respond by simply taking over the whole function
and thereby "internalizing" all the relevant costs and benefits. Often-
times this response is simply unconstitutional or for other reasons
politically infeasible. But even were it a viable alternative, this is
frequently a case where the cure may be worse than the disease. The
decentralized provision of public services offers some quite compelling
advantages for the efficient use of resources. Most important, a State
or local government is in a position to fashion its programs closely in
accordance with the particular tastes of its constitutency. Were the
central government to take over the service and establish, say, uniform
levels of output across all jurisdictions, quite significant welfare losses
would be a likely result. There are nearly always important welfare-
enhancing forces associated with allowing individuals or small groups of

In certain instances where the affected parties are able to come together and negotiate an agreement,
Ronald Coase has shown that voluntary private decisions can yield an efficient outcome. See his "The
Problem of Social Cost," Journal of Law and Economics, 3 (October 1960), pp. 1-44. However, the Coase
resolution of externalities relies on a number of quite restrictive assumptions such as low transactions costs
and an absence of strategic behavior: these considerations suggest that its relevance is limited to cases
involving only a very small number of participants. On this matter, see William Baumol and Wallace Oates,
The Theory o' Environmental Policy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975), Chapter 2.
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individuals to determine their own most appropriate levels of services
instead of having them imposed from the center.3

Rather than preempting State-local outputs of services involving
external effects across jurisdictions, the Federal Government can resort
to intergovernmental grants to influence State-local choices. In
particular, the Federal Government can provide a direct fiscal induce-
ment to State and local officials to expand specific activities through a
properly designed system of grants. The form of these grants is of
central importance. For example4 to encourage expansion of a particu-
lar service (like medical research) requires the use of a conditional
grant, not simply an unconditional or lump-sum transfer of funds;
that is, the funds must be earmarked for the intended purpose. But
more than this, the grantor must ensure that the recipient is not in a
position simply to substitute the grant monies for its own revenues
such that there is no net effect on the level of the activity. Note that,
even if a grant is conditional in the sense that the recipient is required
to use the monies for a prescribed function or program, it does not
follow that the grant will induce an increase in spending for the
function relative to that which would have been forthcoming in the
absence of the grant. For example, particularly in periods of rising
budgets, a locality which receives a grant to expand local police
services can use these funds to cover planned budgetary increments
that would otherwise have been financed with its own revenues; the
grant funds would then effectively be available for other programs or,
alternatively, for local tax cuts. In short, this fungibility of grant
funds may allow States and localities to use conditional grants in the
same way that they would employ monies with no strings attached,
thereby frustrating the intent of the Federal grant. program.4

The proper form of grant in the presence of external benefits is a
matching grant, under which the Federal Government agrees to pay
some fraction of the unit cost of the recipient. Under 1:1 matching,
for example, the State or locality receives $1 in grant monies for each
$1 it expends from its own funds. Note that such a grant effectively
cuts in half the cost of the prescribed State-local services to the
State or locality. Moreover, the only way the recipient can increase
its grant monies is by expanding its own spending. Unlike a block
grant for some specified purpose, the matching grant has a "price
effect" which provides a direct inducement to an expansion of the
service. In theory, the matching terms should reflect the magnitude
of the spillover effect; if, for example, $2 of local expenditure generate
$1 of benefits for residents of other jurisdictions, then the Federal
share should be one-third or 1:2 matching. This would effectively
"internalize" the external benefits. In practice, it may be difficult to
determine with any precision the exact shares of local and external
benefits, but the analysis does at least provide some guidelines.
It suggests that, where the purpose of the grant program is to en-

. One attempt to compute some (admittedly rough) estimates of the welfare losses associated with
imposing uniform levels of school expenditures across all jurisdictions generated some quite sizable magni-
tudes; the estimates indicated that, on average, the transfer of a dollar of spending from one school district
to another involved a deadweight loss of about 50 cents (i.e., the expenditure of the additional dollar in the
recipient jurisdiction was valued at 50 cents less than its loss in the school district where it was previously
spent). See David Bradford and Wallace Oates, "Suburban Exploitation of Central Cities and Govern-
mental Structure," in Harold Hochman and George Peterson, eds., "Redistribution Through Public
Choice" (New York: Columbia University Press, 1974), pp. 43-90.

' For a more formal treatment of all this, see Wallace E. Oates, " Fiscal Federalism" (New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1972), Chapter 3. A case in which this is not true is where the state or locality would have
expended none of its own funds (or at least less than the sum of the grant) on the grant-aided program.
So called demonstration grants may thus induce expenditures which would not have taken place without
Federal assistance.



courage state and local provision of particular services that confer
benefits elsewhere in the Nation, the appropriate instrument is the
matching grant. Moreover, where the spillover benefits are regarded
as large compared to local benefits, the Federal Government should
offer relatively benerous matching terms (and conversely).

B. Equalization of Fiscal Capacity: A Role for Unconditional Grants

In addition to improved resource allocation, federal systems of
government have typically placed an extensive reliance on inter-

governmental grants for equity reasons. The basic rationale for these
grants stems from perceived geographical inequities in fiscal well-being;
those jurisdictions with relatively large tax bases and a population
that requires comparatively little in the way of social services are in a

position to provide adequate service levels with significantly lower tax
rates than elsewhere. Central governments in dozens of countries
have responded to these *geographic fiscal differentials with equalizing
grants whose objective is to remove, or at least to narrow, the dif-
ferentials.6 The stated purpose of the grants usually runs *n terms of
establishing a fiscal environment in which each jurisdiction (e.g.,
State or locality) can provide a 'satisfactory' level of key public
services with a "fiscal effort" that is not discernibly greater than
that in other jurisdictions. To achieve this goal, the central govern-
ment typically bases the allocation of grant funds on the measured
"need" and fiscal capacity of the decentralized units of government so
that jurisdictions with populations requiring large public expenditures
and with comparatively small tax bases receive proportionately
larger sums.

Two points concerning equalizing grants are worthy of special
emphasis. First, note that the proper grant form in this case is an
unconditional (lump sum) grant. The intent of the grant is to equalize
fiscal capability; it is not to stimulate public spending. From this
perspective, it would be inappropriate to employ a matching grant
which would effectively lower the marginal cost of services to each
jurisdiction and thereby directly encourage increased expenditure.
Fiscal equalization implies grants to jurisdictions that vary with need
and fiscal capacity, but are invariant to the fiscal response of the
recipient.

Second, while equalizing grants may serve to reduce fiscal differen-
tials among jurisdictions, they are not an effective device for achieving
the socially desired distribution of income among individuals. Al-
though such grants will typically channel funds (on net) to poorer
areas, they are very clumsy instruments for redistributive purposes.
Most low income areas will have some wealthy residents and, likewise,
high income jurisdictions usually contain some poor individuals so that
transfers from rich to poor areas through the medium of equalizing
grants are bound to have some perverse redistributive dimensions.

5 These grants, incidentally, should involve "open-end matching:" that is, the matching terms should be
available to the recipient whatever level of spending is selected. If the matching shuts off at some level of
State or local expenditure on the program, the grant no longer has a price effect and may become equivalent
in its effects to a purely unconditional, lump-sum grant. The use of closed-end matching could be justified,
in principle, if external benefits decline significantly at high program levels or, more pragmatically, in terms
of a budget constraint on the grantor. But the general presumption is in favor of open-end matching grants.
On this, see Oates, "Fiscal Federalism," Chapter 3.

* For a careful examination of equalizing grants and their use in federal countries, see Russell L.
Mathews, " Fiscal Equalization in a Federal System" (Canberra: Centre for Research in Federal Financial
Relations, 1974).
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Unconditional equalizing grants are not a substitute for a national
program to achieve an equitable distribution of income among
individuals.

C. Taxation and Revenue Sharing

A third important rationale for intergovernmental grants is the
establishment of an efficient and fair system of taxation for the public
sector as a whole. There exists the sense, backed by some evidence,
that the Federal tax system is on net a more just and less distorting
structure than the tax system of State and local governments. The
Federal income tax, for example, is probably a good deal more pro-
gressive in terms of its incidence than State-local income, sales, and
property taxes.'

Moreover, taxes at more decentralized levels of government have
greater potential for distorting the flow of resources in the economy.
To take one example, the supply of capital to the economy as a whole
may not be very responsive to moderate levels of Federal taxation.
At State and local levels, however, similar taxes may chase capital
from high-tax to low-tax jurisdictions resulting in real inefficiencies
in resource allocation and consequent reduced output. The relatively
high mobility of both goods and people across State or local boundaries
suggests much more sensitivity to fiscal differentials than at the
national level (a sensitivity which State and local officials are well
aware of).

In addition, with a little ingenuity, States and localities are often
able to shift a substantial portion of their tax burden onto residents of
other jurisdictions. The taxation of certain production activities in one
jurisdiction, for instance, may result in higher prices that are paid
largely by outsiders. As one illustration, the burden of value-added
taxation of the auto industry by the State of Michigan probably falls
predominately on purchasers of new automobiles throughout the
Nation. Likewise, areas which draw heavy tourist populations
frequently meet much of their local tax needs through substantial
excise taxes on hotel and restaurant bills. These are not, incidentally,
isolated examples: Charles McLure has estimated that, on average,
State governments in the United States are able to "export" ap-
proximately 20 to 25 percent of their taxes onto residents of other
States."

The thrust of the argument is that it is considerably more difficult
to design an efficient and equitable tax system at the State-local level
than at the Federal level. People and goods can move away from high-
tax jurisdictions and thereby introduce both serious distortions in the
allocation of resources and unintended distributional results. The
Federal government, in contrast, has a greater scope for reliance on
progressive taxation and can avoid, through a national uniformity of
tax rates, the distortions in resource allocation generated by State-
local tax differentials. Moreover, a greater reliance on centralized
taxation can also provide some economies of scale in tax administration.
Data for the United States indicate that the administrative costs of

7 For a good summary of the evidence on the incidence of various taxes in the United States, see Joseph A
Pechnan and Benjamin A. Okner, "Who Bears the Tax Burden?" (Washington D.C.: The Brookings
Institution, 1974). As Pechman and Okner make clear, any conclusions on overall tax incidence must be
hedged by a number of important qualifications.

I C. McLure, "The Interstate Exporting of State and Local Taxes: Estimates for 1962," "National Tax
Journal," 23 (1970), pp. 206-213.



the Federal individual income tax amount to only about one-half of
one-percent of revenues; at the State level, these costs for income or
sales taxation are typically on the order of I to 2 percent of revenues.'

This suggests that we might improve the equity and efficiency
characteristics of the Federal-State-local tax system as a whole by
shifting more of the taxation function onto the central government. At
the same time, however, we have stressed that there are important
reasons for retaining State and local discretion over the size and com-
position of their expenditures. One way to accomplish these two ob-
jectives is through revenue sharing. From this perspective, revenue
sharing is a mechanism through which Federal taxation can be
substituted for State-local taxes. The Federal Government acts, to
some extent, as a tax-collection agent for the States and localities: it
collects tax revenues in excess of its own needs and distributes this
excess in lump-sum form to State and local treasuries. Note that the
appropriate form for these grants is as unconditional monies. It is of
the greatest importance that State and local jurisdictions pay their
own way at the margin; to promote fiscally responsible choices, it is
essential that each jurisdiction bears the cost of any decisions to
expand levels of State or local services.

We thus have two potential roles for unconditional grants: Fiscal
equalization and an improved overall system of taxation. At a prag-
matic level, there is no reason why the Federal Government cannot
pursue both of these objectives at the same time through a system of
unconditional grants (revenue sharing) in which the size of the per
capita grant varies with the fiscal characteristics of the jurisdiction.

THE GROWING RELIANCE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFERS

The continuing growth in the size and complexity of the public
sector has brought with it a rapid expansion in the use of intergovern-
mental grants. Such transfers provide a policy tool capable of promot-
ing a number of quite different and important government objectives,
and this has not gone unnoticed. Table 1 provides some aggregate data
that document this striking growth: Federal grants to State and
local governments have increased from about $2.5 billion in 1950 to
almost $63 billion in 1978. This represents an annual compound rate
of expansion of 12.7 percent, which is well in excess of the rate of
growth of Federal outlays so that these grants have come to account
for an increasingly large percentage of Federal spending. About 15
percent of Federal expenditures now take the form of grants-in-aid to
States and localities.o On the receiving end, table 1 indicates that

9 Joseph Pechman, "Federal Tax Policy," Revised Edition (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution,
1971), p. 53; James Maxwell, "Financing State and Local Governments," Revised Edition (Washington,
D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1969), p. 102.

10 This rapid expansion intergovernmental transfers is not limited to the United States; it has happened
in most other federal (and nonfederal) countries as well. In a comparative study of fiscal systems, Werner W.
Pommerehne found over the period 1950-70 quite large increases in central-government transfers to other
governents in Canada, France, West Germany, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. See his,
'Quantitiative Aspects of Federalism: A Study of Six CQtnties," in W. E. Gates, editor, "The Political

Economy of Fiscal Federalism" (Lexington. Mass.: Heath-Lexington, 1977), pp. 336-337.
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State governments have come to rely more substantially on Federal
assistance; States now obtain close to one-fourth of their revenues
from Federal grants.

TABLE 1.-GROWTH IN INTERGOVERNMENTAL GRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES

[Dollar amounts in millions for selected fiscal years

Federal grants Grants received
Federal grants- Federal grants to States as a by local govern-

in-aid to State as a percentage percentage of Federal grants ment as a per-
and local of total Federal total State State aid to local directly to local centage of total

governments outlays I revenues governments government local revenues a

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1950....... $2, 486 5.8 16.4 $4,217 $211 27.5
1960....... 6,974 7.6 19.4 9,522 592 27.2
1965.....-- 11,029 9.3 20.2 14, 010 1,155 28.4
1970..----- 21, 857 11. 1 21.6 26, 920 2,605 33. 1
1971.-----. 26, 146 12.4 23.4 31, 081 3,391 34.1
1972..-.-.. 31, 253 13.5 23.8 35, 143 4,551 34.0
1973......- 39, 256 15.9 24.2 39, 963 7, 903 37. 1
1974..-.--- 41,820 15.5 22.5 44, 553 10,199 38. 2
1975...---- 47, 054 14.4 23.4 51, 068 10, 906 38.8
1976.-...-- 5 589 15.2 22.7 56,169 13,576 39.1
1977.----- 62,575 15.2 22.5 60,311 16,637 39.2

1 Total Federal outlays as measured under the Unified Budget2 State aid includes substantial amounts of Federal aid that is channeled through State governments to localities.
a Grant revenues include payments from both the Federal and State governments.
Sources: The data (either presented directly or used to calculate percentages) for years prior to 1976 are from Tax

Foundation, Inc., "Facts and Figures on Government Finance " 19th biennial edition, 1977 (New York, 1977) tables 57,
110, 134, 147, 185; for 1976 and 1977, data are from Bureau o the Census, "Governmental Finances in 1975-7," table 5,
and "Governmental Finances in 1976-77," table 5.

Likewise, local governments, which receive aid both from Federal
grants and from their respective States, have become increasingly
reliant on intergovernmental transfers. Table 1 indicates that in the
aggregate State grants to local governments have risen from about
$4 billion in 1950 to over $60 billion in 1977; similarly, Federal grants
directly to local jurisdictions have grown rapidly from less than $1 bil-
lion in 1950 to over $16 billion in 1977. The relative size of the Federal
and State contributions to the localities is, incidentally, a little mis-
leading; several grant programs channel funds from the Federal
Government to localities through the States, and these monies appear
in official figures as State grants to local government. Regardless of
the specific source, local governments now depend on intergovern-
mental grants for almost 40 percent of their total revenues.

Moreover, these transfers support a wide variety of public programs.
Table 2 indicates the breakdown of Federal grants by categories of aid
for fiscal year 1977. Note, in particular, the diversity of purposes for
grant funds. A substantial chunk (about one-fourth) of Federal inter-
governmental transfers goes for public welfare. There is a sound
rationale for this. It is difficult for States and especially localities to
engage in aggressive redistributive programs to help lower-income
households. A particular jurisdiction that adopts high taxes on the
wealthy with comparatively generous support for the poor creates a
powerful set of incentives for migration that will encourage an influx
of low-income beneficiaries and an outflow of the well-to-do. Such
potential mobility across State and local borders constitutes a real
constraint on the scope for redistributive fiscal activity at decentralized
levels of government. This suggests that the Federal Government
must assume a primary responsibility for public redistributive pro-
grams; the Federal Government has, in fact, used intergovernmental
transfers extensively for this purpose.
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TABLE 2.-Federal Intergovernmental Expenditure,1 1976-77
Millions

Educatibn ------------------------------------------------------ $10, 205
Grants-in-aid ------------------------------------------------ 8,339

Elementary and secondary education ----------------------- 2, 302
School lunch and school milk program ---------------------- 2, 144
Human development -------------------------------------- 1,564
Maintenance and operation of schools----------------------- 696
Occupational, vocational, and adult education---------------- 660
Emergency school assistance------------------------------- 238
Education for the handicapped----------------------------- 118
Work incentive training----------------------------------- 99
Other grants-in-aid--------------------------------------- 518

Payments for services-----------------------------------------1,866
Scientific research and development-------------------------1,840
Tuition payments---------------------------------------- 26

Public welfare --------------------------------------------------- 19, 520
Medical assistance (medicaid) ---------------------------------- 9, 829
Maintenance assistance ---------------------------------------- 6, 337
Social services, N.E.C?2-----------------------------------------2, 405
Special supplemental food programs (WIG) ------------------------ 279
Food stamp program ------------------------------------------- 250
Work incentives, N.E.C.2 ------------------------------------ 242
Other --------------------------------------------------------- 178

Health and hospitals ----------------------------------------------- 2, 353
Health services administration ----------------- 720
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration ------------ 471
Health Resources Administration, N.E.C2-------------------------410
National Institutes of Health ------------------------------------ 294
Environmental Pollution Abatement and Control ------------------- 191
Other --------------------------------------------------------- 267

General revenue sharing ------------------------------------------- 6, 764
Highways -------------------------------------------------------- 6, 173
Natural resources -------------------------------------------------- 969
Housinig and urban renewal ----------------------------------------- 2, 914
Air transportation -------------------------------------------------- 381
Social!Insurance Administration ------------------------------------- 1,532
Other .and combined ---------------------------------------------- 22, 238

Unemployment compensation for Fedcral Employees, ex-service-
Imen, and temporary extended benefits -------------------------- 5, 213

Labor and manpower, N.E.C.2 ---------------------------------- 4, 747
Waste treatment facilities -------------------------------------- 4, 052
Community planning and development --------------------------- 2, 207
Urban mass transportation ------------------------------------- 1,891
Antirecession fiscal assistance --------------------------------- -- 1, 694
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration ----------------------- 684
Civil Defense and Disaster Relief --------------------------------- 287
Federal contribution to District of Columbia ----------------------- 281
Programs for the Aging ----------------------------------------- 203
Promotion of science, research, libraries and museums --------------- 177
Payments in lieu of taxes ---------------------------------------- 168
Other --------------------------------------------------------- 634

Total Federal intergovernmental expenditure ------------------- 73, 045

1Federal intergovernmental expenditure includes, in addition to pure grants, Federal payments for certain
services from State and local goverssnent so that the total of these expenditures exceeds somewhat the figure
for Federal grants-in-aid for fiscal year 1977 that appears in Table 1.

2N.E.C. means" Not Elsewhere Classified."

Source: Bureau of the Census, "Governmental Finances in 1976-77", Tables 10 and 12.



We noted earlier the role for these transfers to provide a stimulus
for State-local programs that confer benefits on residents of other
areas. Federal grants for highways and for various educational
activities are good examples of grants for this purpose: the U.S. popu-
lation as a whole has an important interest both in a good system
of national roadways and in an educated electorate. Intergovernmental
grants provide a mechanism for higher level governments to represent
the broader concern through budgetary incentives.

In addition, the Federal Government instituted in 1972 a system of
revenue sharing with State and local governments. Although the
revenue-sharing formulae are quite complex, the program amounts
roughly to a set of unconditional grants to the States and localities
on a per capita basis." Over the longer run as indicated earlier, revenue
sharing is essentially a substitution of Federal taxation for State-local
revenues with the objective of an improvement of the efficiency and
equity characteristics of the overall tax structure.

Aside from revenue sharing, the Federal Government in the United
States (in contrast to many other countries) has relied almost ex-
clusively on conditional grants. These grants usually involve some
kind of cost sharing between the Federal agency and the recipient
State or locality, which typically takes one of two forms: An explicit
grant formula that specifies the respective shares of the grantor and
recipient or an application and negotiation procedure for a particular
"project grant" under which the State or local share is determined in
the grant process itself. In both instances, the Federal Government
has typically included equalizing elements by providing more generous
matchmg terms to jurisdictions with a lesser fiscal capacity. This is
accomplished under grant formulae through "variable matching
grants" in which the fiscal circumstances of the jurisdictions enter
into the formula that determines the Federal matching share; under
project grants the Federal administrator takes local fiscal capacity
into consideration in determining the local contribution.12 Formula
grants, incidentally, are the major grant instrument in the Federal
intergovernmental transfer system: one study found that formula
grants account for about two-thirds of the dollar total of Federal
grants to State and local governments; formula grants, moreover, go
primarily to the States. In contrast, the Federal Government has
employed project grants mainly for transfers to local governments;
project grants make up about one-fifth of the dollar total of Federal
intergovernmental transfers."

This brief overview suggests that economic analysis can go some
distance in providing a rationale for the Federal grant system. How-
ever, the discussion to this point has been in highly aggregative
terms; closer examination of Federal transfers to State and local
governments reveals a number of anomalies. This should not be
surprising, for the design and enactment of grant programs is, in

I Revenue sharing does have some modest equali7ing features. For a careful analysis of the formulae, see
Robert Reischauer, " General Revenue Sharing: The Program's Incentives," in W. E. Oates, editor," Financing the New Federalism" (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press for Resources for the Future,
1975), pp. 40-87.

i2 For an excellent analysis of how project grants work, see Howard Chernick, "The Economics of Bureau-
cratic Behavior: An Application to the Allocation of Federal Project Grants," in Peter Mieszkowski and
William Ga land, editors, "Fiscal Federalism and Grants-in-Aid" (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute,
1979), pp. 81-103.S See Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, "Federal Grants: Their Effects on State-
Local E enditures, Employment Levels, Wage Rates" (Washington, D.C.: ACIR, Feb. 1977, A-61).
This stuy uses data for 1972.



part, the result of an interaction of Governors, mayors, and various
special interest groups with Federal legislators. Such interaction is
frequently characterized by a tension between the grant adminis-
trator's desire to restrict the scope for use of funds to realize the
grantor's objectives and the recipient's efforts to minimize any strings
attached to the monies. The form of the grant program that finally
emerges must reflect, to some extent, the nature of the resulting
compromise.

With this in mind, it is interesting to return at least briefly to the
structure of the Federal grant system and explore a bit further the
extent to which this structure appears consistent with our economic
principles of grant design. We have noted as a primary justification
for intergovernmental grants the existence of external benefits across
governmental jurisdictions for a range of State-local services including
such things as highways and educational programs. For such pro-
grams, the analysis prescribes a system of open-ended matching grants
where the respective matching shares reflect (at least roughly) the
extent of the spillover benefits. From this perspective, certain charac-
teristics of the Federal grant system are quite puzzling. Most Federal
matching grants are close-ended-with the major exceptions being
Federal grants for public assistance and Medicaid.

This implies that, at the margin, the States and localities that have
reached maximum funding are receiving no inducement to take into
account the spillover benefits that their fiscal decisions generate.
Moreover, it appears difficult to justify the actual matching shares
under a number of programs by the extent of external benefits. The
Federal share, for example, for interstate highways has been 90 per-
cent of construction costs; it seems unlikely that 90 percent of the
value of the interstate highways passing through a particular State
would accrue to out-of-State drivers. To an even greater degree, the
benefits from sewage waste-treatment systems are largely local; there
may exist in some instances, significant external effects involving
neighboring jurisdictions, but hardly enough to rationalize the exist-
ing Federal share of 75 percent of construction costs. More generally,
a study by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
reveals that most Federal grant programs require either low (less
than 50 percent) or no matching on the part of the recipient State or
local government programs requirmg high matching (over 50 per-
cent from the recipient) appear to account for only about 5 percent
of Federal grant monies.14 It seems likely that for many programs
external benefits themselves are inadequate to justify the magnitude
of the Federal share.1 5

The tendency over the past decades has been toward the consolida-
tion of specific programs into larger block grants to the States and
localities with the funds distributed by formula. This movement to

14 ACIR, "Federal Grants," pp. 26-28.
Is In addition to the issue of the matching share itself, other elements in grant design can have a profound

impact upon the effectiveness of a particular grant program. As one illustration, we return to the Federal
subsidy program for waste-treatment plants to reduce water pollution, under which the Federal 6Government
has provided several billion dollars for the construction of new waste-treatment facilities. As various studies
have shown, the failure to link the grants directly to their intended purpose-the reduction of water pollu-
tion-has seriously undercut their efficacy. In particular, the subsidies support only a specific technology-
waste treatment-even where a less costly and more effective alternative exists. Moreover by subsidizing
only the construction of treatment plants, the program has provided no incentive for the eficient operation
of these facilities; one study found that in over half the plants studied services were substandard either
because of poor operating procedures or because the plants were not designed to treat the waste load delivered
to them. On this see Allen V. Kneese and Charles L. Schultze, "Pollution, Prices, and Public Policy"
(Washington, D.6.: The Brookings Institution, 1975), Chapter 3.



grant consolidation has much appeal. In particular, it has simplified
the Federal grant system somewhat by replacing a maze of sometimes
overlapping and conflicting individual programs with a single grant
of funds to support a fairly wide range of State and local services. In
this way, such block grants permit the recipient much greater dis-
cretion n the use of the monies so that State and local officials can
allocate their available resources more closely in line with thier own
priorities. At the same time, it must be recognized that block grants
provide virtually no economic incentives for uses of funds for particular
services or functions. Since they entail no open-ended matching
requirements, these grants do not affect the marginal costs of providing
public services to the respective State or locality. As we stressed
earlier, the fundibility of grant funds makes conditional block grants,
in principle, equivalent to purely unconditional transfers of funds.
For this reason, they are not a suitable policy instrument for resolving
distortions in the provision of public services associated with external
benefits or costs.

In the evaluation of Federal grant programs, it is essential (in
addition to observing general principles) to measure the impact of
the programs on the decisions, budgetary and otherwise, of State and
local officials. There has been some effort in this direction, although
our understanding of the effects of Federal grants is, at best, quite
spotty. Despite the considerable variation in the particular estimates
from one study to the next, research findings, on the whole, suggest
that Federal grants have had a substantial stimulative impact on
State and local expenditures; grant monies have not been used simply
to substitute for State-local tax revenues." Moreover, the evidence
supports our expectation that conditional grants generate a larger
expenditure response (dollar-for-dollar) than do purely unconditional
transfers, with high Federal matching providing a greater stimulus
than low matching.

While these general results are consistent with our theoretical
expectations, there is another aspect of the findings that is somewhat
more intriguing: The extent of budgetary expansion appears, in some
instances, to be surprisingly large. Consider, for example, the case of
a purely unconditional grant to a local community. Since such grants
contain no explicit incentives for budgetary expansion, we might
expect the members of the community to treat these monies as a
kind of windfall supplement to their wealth or income. In principle,
it shouldn't really matter that the monies flow into the local govern-
ment treasury; if local officials are responsive to the preferences of
their constituencies, it should make little difference whether the grant
goes to the local government or directly into the pockets of the local
residents. In short, it seems reasonable to expect the effect of an
unconditional intergovernmental grant to be (at least roughly) equiv-
alent to a set of unconditional grants to the people themselves. From
this perspective, an unconditional intergovernmental grant is simply
a veil for a Federal tax cut directly to individuals."

io For useful surveys of the empirical work on the budgetary impact of intergovernmental grants, see Edward
M. Gramlish, "Intergovernmental Grants: A Review of the Empirical Literature," in W. Oates, education,
"The Political Economy of Fiscal Federalism" (Lexington, Mass.: Heath-Lexington, 1977), pp. 219-240:
and ACIR, Federal Grants."

'7 For a formal presentation of the veil hypothesis, see David F. Bradford and Wallace E. Oates, "The
Analysis of Revenue Sharing in a New Approach to Collective Fiscal Decisions," "Quarterly Journal of
Economics," 85 (August, 1971), pp. 411-439.



The implication of the "veil hypothesis" is that the additional local
public spending generated by a dollar of lump-sum grants to the
local government should be approximately the same as the incre-
mental public expenditure resulting from a one-dollar increase in
private income in the jurisdiction. In both cases, aggregate income in
the jurisdiction has risen by a dollar so that the desired increase in
public spending should be (roughly) the same. However, existing
empirical work suggests that this is not the case. In particular, if the
present size of the State-local sector is any guide to desired marginal
adjustments, one might look for increases in private income to induce
additional State-local expenditure on the order of 10 to 15 cents per
dollar of additional income. The evidence indicates, however, that the
stimulative effect of unconditional intergovernmental transfers is much
larger than this-closer to a figure of 50 cents on the dollar. Lump-
sum Federal grants to the States and localities do not appear to be
equivalent in their budgetary effects to a cut in Federal income taxes."

Although our understanding of the workings of intergovernmental
grants is far from complete, economic analysis does provide a numbe.
of important insights. In particular, the discussion indicates that the
Federal Government has found these grants an attractive policy tool
for the pursuit of a diverse set of objectives: The encouragement of
State-local programs which also service the broader national interest,
the promotion of an improved distribution of income, and the estab-
lishment of a more efficient and equitable tax system. However, to
accomplish their intended objectives at the least cost to society as a
whole, individual grant programs must take the proper form; they
must provide the appropriate incentives for State and local decision-
makers. It is clear that, from this perspective, a number of Federal
grant programs have serious deficiencies. The careful application of our
principles of grant design together with evidence of the response to
particular types of fiscal incentives can make a valuable contribution
to the removal of these deficiencies and to the evolution of a structure
of intergovernmental transfers that effectively promotes our alloca-
tional and distributional objectives.

More recently, the Federal Government has expressed interest in
the potential of intergovernmental grants as a macro-stabilization
tool. This issue, to which we next turn, is a central concern of this
paper.

II. INTERGOVERNMENTAL GRANTS FOR COUNTERCYCLICAL PURPOSES

The "Economic Stimulus Package of 1977" (consisting of Anti-
Recession Fiscal Assistance, local public works, and public service
employment under titles II and VI of the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act) represents the culmination of recent interest
in the United States in intergovernmental grants as a device for
assisting in the maintenance of the economy at high levels of employ-
ment with reasonable stability of prices. This set of programs provides

iS The evidence on the apparently large stimulative impact of unconditional grants comes from a number
of sources including various econometric studies and an actual monitoring of the U.S. revenue sharing
program. There are, however, important qualifications attached to these results such that they should not
be regarded by any means as the last word on the subject. For descriptions of these findings, see E. Gramlich
"Intergovernmental Grants: A Review . . . ," and Richard P. Nathan, Charles F. Adams, Jr., and
Associates, " Revenue Sharing: The Second Round" (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1977).
For a useful collection of papers exploring this whole issue, see Peter Mieszkowski and William Oakland,
editors, "Fiscal Federalism and Grants-in-Aid" (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, forthcoming).
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a variety of Federal assistance to State and local governments includ-
ing supplementary revenue-sharing funds in times of recession and
grant monies specifically earmarked for local public works or public
service employment. In each instance, the magnitude of the grant
funds is tied explicitly to the state of the economy (both national and
local).

Proposals for countercyclical intergovernmental assistance in the
United States have a considerable history, which is both interesting
and instructive in its own right. In the 1940's Alvin Hansen and
Harvey Perloff argued that State and local fiscal activity had been
(and, in the absence of major reform could be expected to be) highly
destablizing." Looking back over the preceding decades of the 1920's
and 1930's, they called attention to the perverse fiscal behavior of
State and local governments:

The taxing, borrowing, and spending activities of the State and local govern-
ments collectively have typically run counter to an economically sound fiscal
policy. These governmental units have usually followed the swings of the business
cycle, from crest to trough, spending and building in prosperity periods and con-
tracting their activities during depression. In the boom of the late twenties, they
added to the disposable income of the community, and bid up prices and building
costs in large-scale construction activities. In the depressed thirties, the fiscal
policies of these governments exerted a deflationary rather than an expansionary
effect on the economy: expenditures, and especially construction outlays, were
severely reduced, borrowing was restricted, and taxes weighing on consumption
were substantially increased. 0

Their explanation of this behavior is a straightforward and, on the
surface at least, a fairly compelling one. Most State and local govern-
ments operate subject to some sort of legally required balanced budget
(for current expenses). When the national economy goes into recession,
their tax revenues level off or even decline. The balanced-budget
constraint then forces State and local officials to cut spending and/or
raise tax rates to eliminate the potential deficit. In consequence, State
and local fiscal activity accentuates the swings in the level of economic
activity.

This view of State-local budgetary behavior has become known as
the "fiscal-perversity" hypothesis. To deal with the problem, Hansen
and Perloff suggested some budgetary reforms which would allow State
and local governments to build up financial reserves in good times that
could be drawn upon to maintain spending in times of recession. In
addition, they explicitly recommended that the Federal Government
initiate special grants to the states and localities for expanded public
construction programs during recessionary periods because "Only the
Federal Government is in a position to manage adequately the interre-
lated problems involved in carrying out a positive and flexible counter-
cyclical policy." 21 They reasoned that, since there typically exists
considerable flexibility in the timing of construction projects, it would
make sense to use this flexibility for countercyclical purposes by
encouraging more capital spending when slack exists in the economy.
This would be accomplished by making special Federal grant funds
available at such times to State and local governments.

x1 Alvin H. Hansen and Harvey 8. Perloff, "State and Local Finance in the National Economy" (New
York: Norton, 1944), ch. 4.

so Ibid., p. 49.
21 Ibid., p. 199.



What the discussion makes clear is that the case for the Hansen-
Perloff proposal (and, likewise, for current measures for countercyclical
fiscal assistance) depends on two distinct premises:

(1) State and local governments tend to behave in a fiscally
destabilizing fashion over the course of the business cycle; and

(2) Federal grants to State and local governments that vary
inversely with the level of aggregate economic activity in the
economy can, to some significant degree, reverse or at least neu-
tralize this perverse pattern of behavior.

Both of these premises are empirical propositions on which we have
some evidence both in terms of U.S. experience and that in other
federal countries as well. A careful consideration of this evidence
should tell us a good deal about the potential effectiveness of inter-
governmental grants as a countercyclical policy tool.

A. Cyclical Budgetary Behavior of State-Local Governments

One must first examine the historical record of State-local fiscal
activity to see if it supports the fiscal perversity hypothesis. Have State
and local governments in fact followed a destabilizing course of fiscal
behavior?

Robert Rafuse undertook the first careful study of this issue in an
examination of the post World War II period. 22 Exploring the period
from 1946 to 1964, Rafuse found that State and local budgetary be-
havior was dominated by one feature: Continued and dramatic growth
regardless of the condition of the national economy. State-local spend-
ing and taxes increased steadily through periods of boom and reces-
sion alike. From the perspective of the downswing, this was most
encouraging. Rafuse concludes that "These [State and local] govern-
ments have been a significant factor in moderating the seriousness of
the postwar recessions and in promoting recovery." 2 In particular
his estimates indicate that, in the aggregate, State-local fiscal behavior
reduced the magnitude of the contraction in the economy in every one
of the four postwar recessions he examined. In the 1960-61 downswing,
for example, Rafuse estimates that the decline in GNP of $2.7 billion
from the second quarter of 1960 to the first quarter of 1961 would have
been in excess of $6 billion in the absence of the stabilizing fiscal in-
fluence of the State-local sector.

Of course, the obverse of this is that continuing State-local budg-
etary expansion did contribute to the overheating of the economy
during periods of excess demand. However, the record for the two
decades following the conclusion of World War II does not appear
consistent with the fiscal-perversity hypothesis; State and local gov-
ernments were not over these years a systematically destabilizing
force in the economy.

Before looking at the more recent record, it may prove useful at this
juncture to stop and ask where (assuming the Rafuse findings to be
correct) Hansen and Perloff might have gone wrong. Three points
are particularly relevant:

(1) The automatic response of State-local budgets to cyclical move-
ments in the economy tends, on balance, to be stabilizing. As the

''Cyclical Behavior of State-Local Finances," in Richard A. Musgrave, ed., "Essays in Fiscal Fed-
eralism" (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1965), pp. 63-121.

Ibid., p. 118.



economy contracts, for example, tax receipts tend to decline thereby
cushioning the fall in consumers' disposable incomes. At the same time,
certain expenditures including those associated with unemployment
benefits are on the rise which further shores up private purchasing
power.

(2) If State and local fiscal behavior is to be destabilizing (on net),
the source must be in the discretionary response of public officials to
the changing state of the economy. In particular, the fiscal-perversity
hypothesis posits a response of increased tax rates and decreased
discretionary expenditures to the potential budgetary deficit created
by the contraction in the economy. Such a discretionary response may
occur, but it need not. If State and local officials have adequate finan-
cial reserves, they may simply ride out difficult times by drawing on
these reserves without raising taxes or cutting spending; the reserves
can then be replenished during the succeeding expansion. It is not
clear a priori which view closely approximates actual budgetary pat-
terns, but it does suggest that a close examination of the cyclical be-
havior of State and local holdings of financial assets should provide
some useful evidence. Note, moreover, that even if there is some
"perverse" discretionary response of the Hansen-Perloff variety it
must more than offset the automatic features of State-local fiscal
systems to render the overall effect destabilizing.

(3) Most of the preceding discussion focuses on operating budgets.
However, a major category of State and local expenditure which is not
heavily dependent on current revenues is new construction. The bulk
of capital spending by States and localities is financed by the issue of
long-term debt. There is a sound rationale for this form of finance:
since capital structures provide services to the various (and changing)
residents of a jurisdiction over a long period, it makes sense to spread
out the payments for these services over the useful life of the facility,
rather than to place the whole burden on current residents through
tax finance.

More recent State-local fiscal experience provides some useful evi-
dence on all this. In particular, the Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations (ACIR) published in 1978 its findings on the
cyclical patterns of State-local budgets.24 Using a number of different
measures of fiscal activity, the ACIR study examines State-local
spending and revenues over the four upswings and contractions in the
U.S. economy from 1958 to 1977. The ACIR findings reinforce the
Rafuse conclusions. Table 3 summarizes these results for rates of
growth of expenditures, revenues, and surpluses. Note that, in each of
the four contractions, State-local spending grew more rapidly than
revenues so that, in the aggregate, the change in the surplus was nega-
tive. Conversely, during expansions, receipts grew faster than expen-
ditures thereby pushing State-local budgets in the direction of a larger
surplus. Like Rafuse, the ACIR found that the State-local sector has
exerted, on net, a stabilizing influence on the national economy.

2*"Countercyclical Aid and Economic Stabilization" (Washington, D.c.: U.S.G.P.O., December 1978).
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TABLE 3.-STATE-LOCAL FISCAL BEHAVIOR: AVERAGE QUARTERLY RATES OF GROWTH OF EXPENDITURES, RE-
CEIPTS, AND SURPLUSES, 1957-77

Average quarterly rate of growth in
percent

Surplus (average
quarterly change,

Expenditures I Receipts billions)

DURING RECESSIONS

Contraction 2 (peak-trough):
1957:111-1958:1----------------------------------- 2.9 1.7 -$0.55
1960: 1-1960: IV.---------------------------------- 2.1 1.9 -. 10
1969: 111-1970: IV--------------------------------- 3.2 2.8 -. 46
1973: IV-1975: I---------------------------------- 3.3 2.6 -1.32

DURING EXPANSIONS

Expansion 2(trough-peak):
1958:1-1960:1 ----------------------------------- 1.5 2.4 .34
1960: IV-1969: III -------------------------------- 2.4 2.5 .08
1970: IV-1973: IV.--------------------------------- 2. 5 2. 9 .80
1975:1-1977:1 ----------------------------------- 1.8 2.9 2.95

I Total expenditures, receipts, and surplus were used to compute the above, hence Federal aid and trust fund amounts
are included.

I Peak and trough quarters used are for real GNP, as identified by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis (BEA).

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, "Countercyclical Aid and Economic Stabilization (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S.G.P.O., December 1978), p. 6.

In addition to these summary measures of fiscal activity, Edward M.
Gramlich of the University of Michigan conducted a careful econo-
metric investigation of State-local budgetary behavior.25 Gramlich
constructed a comprehensive model of State-local budgetary activity
in which fiscal officials maximize an objective function subject to a
set of budgetary constraints. The distinguishing feature of the model
is its focus on asset stocks (including both physical capital and financial
assets) as key decision variables. Gramlich used quarterly data from
1954 through 1977 to estimate the parameters of the model. What
emerges from this study is a view of State-local fiscal behavior that
contrasts sharply with the Hansen-Perloff perspective. In particular,
Gramlich finds that changes in the stock of financial assets absorb the
lion's share of cyclical movements in the budget. Using the estimated
model in a simulation exercise to evaluate the impact of the 1975
recession on the State-local sector, he finds that the recession induced
only a quite small reduction in spending; although tax receipts fell
substantially, State-local officials apparently absorbed this reduction
in the form of a smaller budgetary surplus. In short, the Gramlich
results suggest that State and local governments are not prone to the
destabilizing kind of fiscal behavior envisioned in the fiscal perversity
hypothesis.

i See his " State and Local Budgets, the Day After It Rained: Why is the Surplus So High?," Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity, 1 (1978), pp. 191-214; and " State and Local Budget Surpluses and the Effect
of Federal Macroeconomic Policies," A Study for the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, January 12,1979).

56-369 0 - 81 - 23
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The Gramlich findings receive some additional support from another
study of State-local fiscal activity by Frank Jones and Mark Weisler."
Looking at the 1970's, they find (as expected) a pronounced automatic
countercyclical effect in State and local budgets; during years of rising
unemployment, the state of the economy itself induced increased
spending and held back growth in tax revenues to a significant extent.
Predictably, the discretionary response in State-local budgets was
typically (but not always) in the opposite direction, but for most years
the automatic effects dominated so that, on net, State and local fiscal
activity has been counter-rather than pro-cyclical. 7

More generally, Jones and Weisler examine econometrically the
financial behavior of State-local government from 1955 to 1976. Like
Gramlich, they find that the accumulation of financial assets by
State-local governments is inversely related to the state of the economy:
during periods of rapidly rising real GNP, State and local officials
build up financial stocks; during harder times, they draw on them (or
borrow)." In short, the State-local sector relies on financial adjust-
ments to absorb cyclical budgetary influences so as to insulate, to
some degree at least, expenditure programs from cyclical forces.

In addition, the Jones and Weisler regression equations indicate
that State and local capital spending is significantly countercyclical.
From 1955 to 1976, State-local expenditures both on new structures
and for durable equipment exhibited an inverse relationship with the
percentage change in real GNP. This, as noted earlier, is really not too
surprising: during periods of slack in the economy, credit is readily
available on comparatively easy terms so that these are attractive
times for State-local governments to issue long-term debt and initiate
previously planned capital projects.

The picture that emerges from the evidence this paper draws
together suggests that the State-local sector has not been a destabilizing
force in the U.S. economy; if anything, it seems to have been moder-
ately stabilizing. The record, therefore, does not appear to support
Hansen and Perloff's fiscal-perversity hypothesis. It is interesting to
recall that the Hansen-Perloff view drew largely on the fiscal behavior
of State and local government in the Great Depression of the 1930's.
During this extraordinary episode in U.S. economic history, the
State-local sector contributed to the severity of the economic decline
by raising taxes and cutting spending. The time pattern of this
response however, is quite intriguing. Using E. Cary Brown's measures
of a weighted full-employment surplus, 9 the data indicate that over
the first four years of the Depression, State and local government
actually behaved in a fiscally supportive manner in the sense of adding
positively to the level of aggregate demand. It was only after 1934

$"Cyclical Variations in State and Local Government Financial Behavior and Capital Expenditures,"
"Proceedings of the Seventieth Annual Conference on Taxation," National Tax Association-Tax Institute
of America (Columbus, Ohio, 1978) pp. 78-87.

7 There are, incidentally, some difficult conceptual and empirical problems in separating discretionary
from automatic changes in the budget. Jones and Weisler use the conventional full-employment budget
surplus as their benchmark for this distinction. For some reservations on all this, see Edward M. Gramlich,
" Comments on Vogel's' The Responsiveness of State and Local Receipts to Changes in Economic Activity:
Extending the Concept of the Full Employment Budget ' " Studies in Price Stability and Economic
Growth Papers Nos 6 and 7 The Impact of Inflation on the Full Employment Budget,' Joint Economic
Committe U S. Congress (*ashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 30, 1975).

n Somewhat more precisely, their equations indicate that, on average, various categories of State-local
borrowing are negatively related to the percentage change in real GNP; the t-statistics, however, are not
sufficiently lare to permit geat confidence in these particular results.

""F 4in the'Thirties:' A Reappraisal," "American Economic Review" 46 (December 1956),
pp. 857-879.
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that the State-local sector became a net drag on the economy. This
suggests an interesting view: Over the course of the usual ups and
downs in the economy, the State-local sector seems not to accentuate
cyclical swings (and, if anything, to be modestly countercyclical);
but over an extended period of major contraction, State and local
governments, as they exhaust their normal reserves, will be forced to
adopt restrictive budgetary measures to meet fiscal constraints. The
implication appears to be that the State-local sector may need some
sort of disaster insurance to prevent procyclical activity in cases of
real economic collapse, but not continual support over the normal
swings in the economy.

B. The Effects of Intergovernmental Grants on the Cyclical Pattern of
State-Local Expenditure

The evidence from the United States does not support the first
premise of the case for countercyclical fiscal assistance. But what
about the second? What can one say about the likely impact of counter-
cyclical grants on the temporal pattern of State-local expenditure?
Even if the State-local sector has been a moderately stabilizing force
in the economy, it is possible that anticyclical grants could make
State and local government yet more stabilizing.

As far as the United States is concerned, there is little to go on
because of the virtual absence of experience with such grants prior to
the 1976-77 legislation. The one attempt to answer this question is
Gramlich's simulations of his model of the State-local sector. 0

In particular, Gramlich used his model to estimate the response in
State and local expenditure to the three types of Federal aid included
in the Economic Stimulus Program; these include essentially un-
conditional grants under Anti-Recession Fiscal Assistance, funding
for capital projects under the local public works program, and monies
for job creation under Titles II and VI of CETA. His estimates are
quite striking: they suggest that, in the very short run, only a mini-
scule portion of any grant funds will find their way into increased
expenditure or tax relief. In the case of countercyclical revenue sharing,
for example, Gramlich finds that, in the first quarter following the
grant, only 3 percent of the funds will go into increased spending and
only 6 percent will be used for tax reduction. The remainder (over 90
percent) will be absorbed into increased financial stocks.

This is a particularly disturbing result. If, for example, State and
local governments did not use countercyclical aid to increase their
expenditures but instead cut State-local taxes, at least the additional
grant funds would have effects roughly like a Federal tax cut; they
would increase disposable income and stumulate, to some extent,private expenditure. If, however, the grant monies simply go into a
larger State-local surplus, they will exert hardly any effect on the level
of aggregate demand. The Congressional Budget Office, for one, has
expressed concern over the likely effectiveness of countercyclical
revenue sharing for just this reason.31

Note that these results do not imply that intergovernmental grants
have only minor effects on State-local expenditure. As we say in

s See papers eited in footnote 25, especially the JEC paper.1 Congressional Budget Office, "Countercyclical Uses of Federal Grant Programs (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1978), p. 37.



Part I, a wide body of evidence suggests that these grants have quite
sizable stimulative effects.32 The issue here is one of timing. Gramlich's
results indicate that the short-run effects are minimal; over the longer
haul, as State-local financial stocks accumulate, more of the grant
funds flow into increased spending and reduced State-local taxes. But,
of course, it is the short run that is important for macrostabilization
policy, and, from this perspective, Gramlich's estimates cast serious
doubt on the countercyclical potential of intergovernmental grants in
the United States. The time lag in the impact of these grants appears
too long for stabilization purposes.

C. Fiscal Experience in Other Federal Countries

The impact of decentralized levels of government on the cyclical
behavior of the economy has been a matter of serious concern in other
federal nations. In each case, the central government has assumed a
primary responsibility for macrostabilization policy, but the fear has
been that central countercyclical measures will be offset, partially or
totally, by destabilizing budgetary activity at decentralized levels such
that the public sector as a whole will not achieve the desired fiscal
stance over the course of the upswings and downswings in the level of
aggregate economic activity. A survey of research and of actual policy
m other federal countries may therefore provide further insights.

There has been some research in Canada on the issue of the actual
pattern of provincial and municipal fiscal activity. In particular,
Robinson and Courchene, looking at the period 1952-65, tried to
determine if provincial and municipal budgetary movements had been
pro- or anti-cyclical.1* Their findings are not too different from those
m the United States. In short, they find that provincial and municipal
government, taken as a whole, has exerted a stabilizing effect on the
Canadian economy. In a series of regression equations, they find that
from 1952 to 1965 a rise in the unemployment rate (or, alternatively,
a fall in the ratio of actual to potential GNP) reduced significantly
the aggregate surplus in provincial-municipal budgets. Although the
fiscal swings at the provincial-municipal level have not been as strongly
countercyclical as those of the Federal budget, they have at least been
in the right direction. The source of this fiscal behavior is interesting.
Undertaking some disaggregation, Robinson and Courchene found
that municipal budgetary activity has, on average, been essentially
neutral with regard to cyclical movements in the economy; neither
municipal revenues nor spending show much in the way of fiscal
sensitivity to the state of the economy. In contrast, provincial revenues
exhibit pronounced anti-cyclical swings with revenues declining in
recession and rising in the upswing; the authors note some tendency for
provincial spending to be procyclical, but this is more than offset by
changes in revenues. In summary, the Robinson-Courchene study
suggests that in Canada, as in the United States, the evidence does
not provide much support for the fiscal-perversity hypothesis.

'S For a survey of the empirical work on the stimulative effects of intergovernmental grants, see Gramlich
"Intergovernmental Grants: A Review of the Empirical Literature," in W. Oae, editor, "The Political
Economy of Fiscal Federalism" (Lexington, Mess.: Health-Lexington, 1977), p p. 219-240.

* T. R. Robinson and T. J. Courchene, "Fiscal Federalism and Economic Stability: An Examination of
Multi-Level Public Finances in Canada, 1952-65," Canadian Journal of Economics, 2 (May 1969), pp.
165-189.



This finding receives further support from a more detailed study of
the cyclical patterns of budgetary activity in a single province;
Douglas Auld, using a weighted-budget measure to examine the
fiscal record of the Ontario provincial government found, on the whole,
a stabilizing pattern of budgetary response to the state of the econ-
omy; 34 there was ". . little evidence of a consistent 'perverse'
effect." 35

In contrast to the Canadian experience, there is some evidence of
destabilizing fiscal behavior by State and local governments in the
Federal Republic of Germany.6 Moreover, and this is of particular
interest here, the Federal Government in West Germany has attempted
to modify this behavior through the use of both tied and unconditional
grants to the States. The effects of these programs may shed some
further light on the potential of intergovernmental grants for
macrostabilization purposes.

Concern developed over the 1960's in West Germany with the
observed procyclical character of State and local capital spending
(which accounts for over three-fourths of total public investment);
local investment expenditures in particular grew rapidly in booms and
declined considerably in recessions thereby accentuating cyclical
forces in the economy. The Federal Government, however, is consti-
tutionally prohibited from giving aid directly to local governments;
all such monies must go through the States. Inasmuch as grant funds
themselves had exhibited a slightly procyclical pattern (since they
were tied to tax revenues), an explicit attempt was made in the 1966-67
recession to supplement the usual grant flows; in particular, the
Federal Government expanded its tied grants to the States for local
investment programs by 23% percent. State grants to local govern-
ments, however, increased by only about 2 percent. For one major
program, public provision of low-cost housing, the Federal Government
increased its grants to the States from 250 million DM in 1966 to 1,560
million DM m 1967; the response of the States was to reduce their
own contributions for this program from 3,890 million DM to 2,510
million DM. In short, the States reduced their expenditure "mark-for-
mark" with the increase in monies from the Federal Government. Total
public expenditure for the program actually declined from 1966 to
1967!

More generally, Jack Knott examined the grant receipts and invest-
ment expenditures for each of the eight regular States from 1966 to
1971.37 The results are quite suggestive. In four of the States, invest-
ment grants to local governments exhibited a pronounced procyclical
pattern: they declined absolutely during the 1966-67 recession and
then expanded rapidly during the 1969-71 boom at about a 20 percent
annual rate. In contrast, the other four States pursued a more counter-
cyclical course; in these States grants grew rapidly (at an annual rate

U Douglas A. L. Auld, "Counter-Cyclical Budget Effects in Ontario: Some Preliminary Evidence,"
Canadian Tax Journal (March-April, 1975), pp. 173-183.

3 Ibid p. 181.
' On the Germany experience, see Jack H. Knott, " Stabilization Policy, Grants-in-Aid, and the Federal

System in Western Germany," in W. E. Oates, editor, "The Political Economy of Fiscal Federalism"
(Lexington, Mass.: Heath-Lexington, 1977), pp. 75-92; Knott, "Accommodating Purposes: Fiscal and Budg-
etary Policy in West Germany" (Berlin: International Institute of Management, April 1978); P. Bernd
Spahn, editor, "Principles of Federal Policy Coordination in the Federal Republic of Germany: Basic
Issues and Annotated Legislation" (Canberra: Centre for Research on Federal Financial Relations, The
Australian National University, 1978).

37 "Stabilization Policy,. . . "pp. 82-87.



of roughly 15 percent) during the recession and then slowed their rate
of growth in the subsequent period of economic expansion. When,
however, Knott looked at local public investment expenditures in
these groups of states, he found only modest differences. For both
groups, local investment spending was procyclical: expenditures fell
absolutely in the recession and rose significantly in the boom. Despite
the quite striking differences in State grant policy with four States
adopting procyclical grant policies and the other four following an
anticyclical pattern of grant disbursements, local investment expendi-
tures were strongly destabilizing in all groups.38

The German experience thus appears to contrast with that in the
United States and Canada in that State-local fiscal behavior in
Germany has significantly accentuated the swings in levels of macro-
economic activity. The existing evidence, however, does not suggest
that the Federal Government has been able to make effective use of
intergovernmental grants to reverse this pattern of State-local budg-
etary behavior.

D. Further Thoughts on the Design and Use of Countercyclical Grants

In addition to the timing of grants, their form is important. Since
the intent of countercylcical aid is to alter the temporal pattern of
State-local expenditures, grant funds should take a form that dis-
courages fiscal substitution and that offers a direct inducement to
spending. From this perspective, unconditional, lump-sum assistance
is the least effective type of aid, for it leaves recipients free to do
whatever they wish with the monies. To stimulate State-local spending
in recessions and dampen it in booms, Federal programs should tie
grant funds to State-local expenditure decisions. The most direct way
to accomplish this (as discussed in Part I) is through matching
requirements. In a recession, for example, the Federal Government
could implement new matching-grant programs and/or offer more
generous matching terms for additional expenditures under certain
existing programs. In this way, the States and localities could obtain
these Federal grant funds only through budgetary expansion on the
prescribed programs; they could not simply substitute the grant monies
for their own revenues (or add the funds to their surplus)."

This suggests, moreover, that programs suitable for countercyclical
assistance must possess an inherent flexibility. In particular, social
service programs, many of which provide basic support for lower
income families, are ill suited to cyclical variations in levels of
Federal assistance; the disruptive effects could be quite painful.
Following the Hansen-Perloff proposal of the 1940's, the Congressional
Budget Office contends that an attractive candidate for countercyclical
aid is capital construction grants.40 Federal grants for the construction

a It is the case, however, that during the 1966-67 recession, local public investment fell somewhat more
in that group of States where State categorical grants for investment declined. It may be that the grants
prevented local expenditures from falling by as much as they would have otherwise. Even were this the
the case, Knott surmises that, "Even a fairly large program accounting for almost 50 percent of local invest-
ments cannot guarantee an anticyclical local-government spending policy." (p. 86)

So None of the current countercyclical programs in the United States requires matching. The Congres-
sional Budget Office has called attention to this, but offers some reservations about matching requirements
because, ". . . some grantees might be deterred from accepting the Federal funds because of the difficulty
of raising the required matching money during a recession." (Countercyclical Uses of Federal Grant Pro-
grams, op. cit., p. 41.) The CBO suggests some other methods for limiting fiscal substitution such as ear-
marking of grant funds. Also see the CBO study for an assessment of the issues of "triggering" and "target-
ing" of grant funds-mechanisms for automatically turning the grant programs on and off over the cycle and
for determining the distribution of the funds among jurisdictions.

'0 Ibid., Ch. 6.



of highways or mass-transit facilities, for example, could be varied
countercyclically to encourage an enlarged effort during periods of
recession and reduced expenditure in times of expansion. The focusing
of countercyclical aid on construction grants offers two important
advantages. First, since large construction grants are often for specific
projects that the recipient government would not have otherwise
undertaken, there are very limited opportuntities for fiscal substitu-
tion; States and localities will, in general, be unable to use the grant
funds to displace their own revenues. Second, many capital projects,
like the construction of highways, have considerable flexibility; they
can be speeded up or slowed down somewhat without serious disruption
to the program.

This latter issue, however, does point up a fundamental problem
in the use of grants (and particularly of categorical aid) for counter-
cyclical purposes. Existing expenditure programs have their own ra-
tionale in terms of the allocative and distributive priorities of the
various agents in the public sector. Their proper execution, moreover,
typically requires a certain amount of planning and timing. To adapt
these programs to countercyclical ends is not without cost. It is not a
simple or costless matter, for example, to increase the flow of resources
to highway construction and then to lay off workers and release other
inputs in precise conformity with swings in the level of macroeconomic
activity.' And to the extent this is achieved, it is bound to come at
some expense to other public objectives. In brief, the attempt to
regulate the flow of State-local spending for specific programs for
macrostabiization purposes requires some loss in terms of the effec-
tiveness of the programs on other criteria.

One could argue that, instead of discontinuities in State-local pro-
grams, countercyclical aid promises to stabilize budgets by providing
additional funds at precisely those times when State and local tax
collections are suffering from an economic downturn. From this
perspective, Federal countercyclical grants could serve what the
Congressional Budget Office has called a "fiscal stabilization" func-
tion; they could even out the flows of State-local revenues relative
to changes in fiscal "needs." The difficulty there is that macrostabili-
zation policy may, under certain circumstances, require flows of
Federal aid that are quire different from those needed for fiscal
stabilization. For example, during a period of inflation:

Fiscal stabilization . . ., regardless of whether the inflation coincides with
excess aggregate demand, may require an increase in grants to compensate for
increased costs. Service provision demands a steady flow of resources in order
that careful program development and implementation can occur and that vital
activities not be disrupted.42

In short, macroeconomic stabilization and fiscal stabilization are
not entirely consistent objectives in terms of their implications for
Federal grant policy.

Perhaps more important, to the extent that Federal counter-
cyclical assistance is successful in evening out flows of revenues to
State and local governments, this aid may simply relieve State-local

11 For a careful study that explores the difficulties inherent in the use of highway programs for countercycli-
cal ends, see Ann Friedlaender, "The Federal Highway Program as a Public Works Tool," in Albert Ando
et al., eds., "Studies in Economic Stabilization" (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings institution 1968),
pp. 61-116.42 Congressional Budget Office, " Countercyclical Uses of Federal Grant Programs," p. ix.
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officials of the need to make their own provision for cyclical forces on
the budget. The earlier-cited evidence on State and local fiscal be-
havior suggests that, at least in the aggregate, the State-local sector
has done a fairly decent job of building up stocks of financial assets
during periods of expansion and drawing on those reserves to main-
tain spending during economic downturns. If Federal countercyclical
grants were available, State-local officials might no longer find it
necessary to maintain their own reserves. If this were to happen,
Federal grants would have little macroeconomic impact; their pri-
mary effect would be to increase State and local dependence on the
Federal treasury.

III. REFLECTIONS ON THE EvOLUTION OF FEDERAL GRANTS PAST AND
FUTURE

As has been shown, the Federal grant system in the United States
has not been static; it has undergone a continuing process of change
both in size and structure. From a modest collection of programs and
level of expenditures in 1950, it has grown rapidly to occupy a major
place in the Federal budget. This has resulted both from the expansion
of older programs and the addition of new ones. In the early 1950's,
these grants consisted primarily of transfers to individuals under
public assistance programs such as Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) and Old Age Assistance. The late 1950's brought
the addition of the interstate highway program followed by grants for
sewage treatment plants and support for other capital projects.
Public assistance continued to grow with new programs such as Medic-
aid. And in the 1970's came General Revenue Sharing, consisting
basically of unconditional transfers of funds to State and local govern-
ments. These examples, of course, are simply a few of the major
developments in the grant system; as table 2 shows, the range of
programs and the categories of support under existing Federal grants
constitute an enormously complex structure of assistance. In light of
this continuing evolution, this paper concludes with an exploration
of some of the issues that have figured (and will continue to figure) in
the deliberations and decisions concerning the form and extent of
Federal intergovernmental grants.

A. The Grant Sy8tem and Macroeconomic Stabilization

A major fiscal innovation of the 1970's has been the attempt to
adapt various parts of the Federal grant system, including revenue
sharing, to support Federal countercyclical policy. The findings in
this paper, although admittedly based on quite limited evidence,
point toward a pessimistic conclusion on this particular thrust of
grant policy: existing empirical work on federal fiscal systems both
here and abroad does not indicate much potential for Federal grants
as a countercyclical policy tool. First, the State-local sector in the
United States has not been, as some had thought, a historically
destabilizing force in the economy; on the contrary, the budgetary
patterns of State and local governments have, in the main, taken an
anticyclical form. Second, the capacity of the Federal Government to
have a significant short-run impact on State-local spending and taxes
seems, at best, very limited. State and local governments (in the



aggregate at least) a ppear to handle their finances over the business
cycle fairly well. Federal grants do affect their fiscal behavior, but
only with a substantial time lag. The suggestion of studies, like that
of Gramlich's, is that there may exist important parallels between
the permanent-income h othesis of individual spending behavior
and the fiscal activities o tate and local government. In particular,
like individuals, State and local officials appear to pay little attention
to purely temporary increases or decreases in receipts in making
current budgetary decisions.

This is not to say that revenue sharing is an ineffective program.
As Part I indicated, the grant system has a range of allocative and
distributive objectives, and there are good reasons to believe that
revenue sharing can make some valuable contributions to their realiza-
tion. But the attempt to extend revenue sharing (and other grant
programs) to include countercyclical elements does not appear very
promising.

B. The Grant System and Income Equalization

In addition to its allocative and stabilization funtions, the public
sector has an acknowledged responsibility of promoting a more socially
desirable distribution of income. This has taken the form, in part, of
a set of transfer programs with funds targeted for low-income house-
holds. The development and structure of the U.S. system of income
transfers is the subject of another study in this collection by Sheldon
Danziger, et al.," and a few of their findings are of, interest here. In
particular, their analysis reveals that, over the period 1965-76, the
percentage of persons with pretransfer incomes below the poverty
Ime declined hardly at all (from about 21.3 perce~it to 21.0 percent);
moreover, this figure has actually risen during the 1970's from 18.8
percent in 1970 to 21.0 in 1976. Transfer programs, including both
those that operate through Federal grants to States and localities
and those that are direct Federal transfers to individuals, have had
a real impact. The Danziger-Haveman-Plotnick estimates suggest
that, in terms of posttransfer income, the incidence of poverty among
persons has fallen from 15.6 percent in 1965 to 11.8 percent in 1976,
a fall of roughly 25 percent in posttransfer poverty incidence. More-
over, after further adjustments for the underreporting of incomes, the
payment of Federal income and payroll taxes, and the receipt of in-
kind transfers, they estimate that the percentage of persons with
incomes below the poverty line has fallen from 12.1 percent to 6.5
percent, a reduction of the poverty population by close to one-half.
The intriguing and important finding is that growth in the economy
itself appears not to have made much contribution to the real incomes
of the poor; the source of real progress in the reduction of poverty
over the past 15 years is the expansion in public transfer programs.44

In light of these findings, one might expect that Federal grants would
exhibit a strongly income-equalizing pattern among States with more
funds per capita going to the lower-income States. This would also be
consistent with the goal of fiscal equalization that was examined in
Part I of this paper. In fact, this is not exactly the case. Rudolph

43 Sheldon Danziger, Robert Haveman, and Robert Plotnick, "The U.S. Income Transfer System: An
Analysis of Its Structure and Impact," in this volume.

" This result is admittedly dependent, in part, on the choice of 1976 as the end point.
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Penner found (see table 4) that the five poorest States in the United
States receive only slightly more than average in Federal grants per
capita; moreover, the five richest States also receive above-average
totals of per capita grants." This was true both in 1967 and 1975, but
by 1975, the average per capita grant income in the five richest States
had come to exceed that in the five poorest States.

Perhaps all this should not be too surprising. There are a great many
grant programs with diverse allocative and distributive purposes that
are obscured in the aggregate. What is true as Penner observes, is
that the Federal grant system has something for everyone.

TABLE 4.-GRANTS PER CAPITA AND GRANTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF PERSONAL INCOME IN THE 5 RICHEST AND
5 POOREST STATES, 1967 AND 1975

Grants as
percent of Grants per

personal income capita

5 richest States, 1967:
Connecticut---------------------------------------------------- 1.6 $62
New York------------------------------------------------------18 70
Illinois 1.5--..- -. 56.-
California------------------------------------------------------ 3.2 118
New Jersey.--------------------------------------------------1.3 48

Average, 5 richest-----------------------------------------------2.1 80
National average----------------------------------------------- 2.5 78

5 poorest States, 1967:
Mississippi----------------------------------------------------- 47 90
Arkansas------------------------------------------------------ 4.6 97
Alabama------------------------------------------------------ 4.0 87
South Carolina-------------------------------------------------- 2.7 59
West Virginia--------------------------------------------------- 4 4 103

Average, 5 poorest ---------------------------------------------- 4.0 85
National average ----------------------------------------------- 2.5 78

5 richest States, 1975:
Connecticut---------------------------------------------------- 2.8 190
Delaware------------------------------------------------------ 34 226
Illinois------------------------------------------------------- 2.9 196
New Jersey ---------------------------------------------------- 2.9 191
New York ----------------------------------------------------- 4.2 276

Average, 5 richest ----------------------------------------------- 3.5 230
National average ----------------------------------------------- 3.8 221

5 poorest States, 1975:
Mississippi ----------------------------------------------------- 6.1 246
Arkansas ------------------------------------------------------ 5.0 220
New Mexico---------------------------------------------------- 6.7 299
South Carolina-------------------------------------------------- 4.4 199
Alabama-------------------------------------------------------- 4.9 223

Aveae 5 poorest ----------------------------------------------- 5.2 229
Natoa average------------------------------------------------ 3.8 221

Source: Rudolph G. Penner, 'Reforming the Grants System."

C. On Allocational Objectives and Grant Design

In addition to redistributive goals, many Federal grant programs
have as their fundamental intention to induce certain responses from
the States and localities; in our discussion of external effects, we noted
the use of grants to encourage specific activities that confer benefits
across jurisdictional boundaries. From this perspective, the design of
individual grant programs is of paraimount importance; such programs
will not succeed in generating the intended response unless they pro-
vide the proper incentives to the recipients. This point deserves heavy

is"Reforming the Grants System," in Peter Mieszkowskl and William Oakland, editors " Fiscal Federal-
ism and Granta-in-Aid." Note, however, the large variation among the live Statea in eaci category.
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emphasis: it is not enough simply to channel funds to State and local
agencies; the form of the grant must be such as to induce the desired
budgetary (or other) outcome.

Moreover, as emphasized in Part I, this can be quite a subtle matter.
Under a wide variety of circumstances, grant recipients can easily con-
vert conditional grants into unconditional monies in the sense that the
ultimate impact of a given conditional grant is identical to that which
would have occurred had the funds come with no strings attached.
Furthermore, such outcomes are not easy to detect: the only observ-
able behavior is the pattern of fiscal response that the recipient chose
after receiving the grant; it is hard to know exactly what would have
happened in the absence of the grant (or if the grant had been uncon-
ditional rather than conditional). All is not, of course, lost; one can
make inferences about these effects from a variety of evidence includ-
ing econometric analyses. But, because of the fundibility of grant
funds, it is not easy, and the findings are typically shrouded in some
uncertainty.

In Part I we explored the importance of matching requirements as
an inducement for fiscal expansion. Matching, in addition to making
external funds available, generates a price effect by reducing the effec-
tive cost of the service to the State or locality. If the Federal Govern-
ment were seeking to encourage the expansion of a number of
particular State and local activities, we would.expect to find a variety
of grant programs, each with a narrowly defined scope and with either
explicit or implicit matching provisions.

It is interesting in this regard that the 1960's were years of a pro-
liferation of relatively specific Federal grant programs. In contrast,
there were strong forces in the 1970's to stem this trend, first, through
the consolidation of many individual programs into block grants
providing funds for broadly defined functions and, second, through the
introduction of revenue sharing. This was in part a reaction to the
troublesome complexity of the emerging grant system, but also to
some sense that the Federal Government was encroaching on State and
local prerogatives." The shift in the direction of block grants and
revenue sharing indicates a movement in the Federal grant system
away from direct influence on individual State-local services and
toward a substitution of Federal revenues for State and local taxes.
The Federal Government is, in effect, altering somewhat the structure
of the tax system as a whole, and exerting less leverage on State and
local provision of particular services.

What all this portends for the future is not very clear. But it does
suggest that we must look hard at both the rationale for and the design
of our grant programs. In particular, it is crucial that for each program
we first establish explicitly the basis for Federal intervention and its
objectives, and, second, that we design the grant program to achieve
those objectives. Effective grant design requires both that the Federal
Government adopt the proper form of grant and determine the grant
parameters (e.g., matching shares) so that the program will generate
its intended response from the recipients.

46 There was also evidence that some of these programs were badly designed and were having unantici-
pated (and undesired) effects.
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I. SUMMARY

The Federal Government first used credit programs in 1916 and has
since applied them to virtually every public poiicy objective. In the
last 25 years, it has extended $1.5 trillion in credit. More than $400
billion in Federal credit was outstanding as of fiscal year 1978. Almost
half this amount represented loan guarantees (net), and slightly more
than a quarter involved direct lending. The remaining quarter repre-
sented loans held by sponsored credit enterprises. Gross lending and
g uaranteeing activities during fiscal year 1978 exceeded the total
Federal budget for fiscal year 1967. And the net financing for these

credit programs was about seven times the level of the 1967 budget
deficit.

Despite the tremendous scale of Federal credit programs, little is
known about their overall performance and effects. Throughout their
history, these programs have generated serious public concern. Many
have feared that such credit activities might seriously impair the
efficiency of financial and economic markets, resulting in a serious
misallocation of resources.

While credit programs are designed. to meet specialized objectives,
they sometimes have broader economic goals. Recent evidence, how-
ever, suggests that they are not very effective at the macroeconomic
level. Credit programs have not been reliable or effective instruments
for promoting full employment. As for price stability, credit programs
have demonstrated a persistent inflationary potential. Sponsored
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enterprise activities, in particular, have exhibited a pronounced
pro-cyclical effect. Regarding income redistribution, these programs
are less effective than direct grants. This is because of the lack of a
method for measuring the subsidy values of credit extensions and for
controlling the distribution of benefits.

Efforts to consider the full range of credit involvements will likely
increase. But developing a comprehensive framework for federal credit
programs won't be easy. Any attempt to improve coordination between
credit activities and overall economic policy may result in the sacrifice
of the goals of specialized programs.

During the 10-year period that ended in 1978, the level of credit
outstanding increased by more than 130 percent. The fastest growing
form of credit was lending by sponsored enterprises, which rose by
more than 400 percent. But the effect of direct lending on budget totals
actually diminished, because of the privatization of sponsored agencies,
primarily the Federal National Mortgage Association; the creation of
off-budget status for certain agency lending; and the formation of the
Federal Financing Bank. Of all credit mechanisms, the use of loan
guarantees have been the most pervasive, expanding greatly over the
past 10 years. Loan guarantees are now included in all major functional
areas of the budget, and in many respects represent true alternatives
to direct budget outlays.

The most widely accepted function of credit programs has been the
correction of market imperfections. The oldest, and by far the largest,
credit programs have had this objective. Fundamentally distinct from
these "perfecting" programs are "budgetary" or "fiscal" programs
that pursue the same objectives as non-credit budget programs. Like
other budgetar programs, these can be divided into two categories:
income redistribution programs and programs that exploit economic
externalities or pursue national, political goals. As of fiscal year 1976,
market-perfecting programs represented more than 60 percent of all
outstanding Federal credit. Income redistributing programs repre-
sented about 25 percent, while priorities/externalities programs
represented about 10 percent.

Federal credit programs possess both programmatic and financing
dimensions. Thus, consideration of a program involves two decisions.
When a programmatic decision is linked to a financing mechanism, it
should be explicitly recognized that the adoption of the rogram will
reduce the remaining financing and program options. To the extent
credit programs are interchangeable with non-credit budget outlays,
credit programs are tempting "backdoor" financing devices. The
financing requirements of credit programs of all types have been
volatile and completely unreliable. Budget-year estimates for net
changes in direct loan activities were off by more than 100 percent in
4 out of the 10 years, and in all cases the estimates were below the
actual amount.

Currently, there is no effective way of valuing the subsidy element
of Federal credit participation. According to one estimate, the total
subsidy value of new direct lending and guarantee activities during
the past 10 years has exceeded $80 billion.

In spite of the importance of the issues raised by Federal credit
activities, relatively little empirical work has been done, and that
which is available does not provide a firm basis for conclusions. The



uncertainties regarding the economic effects of credit programs can
be summarized by two basic questions:

(1) Do credit activities produce lasting alterations in the com-
position and volume of credit?

(2) Do alterations in the composition and volume of credit pro-
duce predictable changes in the allocation of economic
resources?

Early studies of credit programs, covering the period 1958-65, were
more optimistic about the resource allocation effects than more recent
studies. But the earlier studies considered only the primary effects of
the credit programs and did not include the various offsetting financ-
ing and portfolio adjustment reactions of private markets. More
recent studies, covering 1973-78, specifically incorporated the offsets
directly into their models. They produced conclusions substantially
at odds with the earlier studies with respect to most aggregate, long-
run effects. Some agreement, however, does exist with respect to the
importance of short-run effects. Other analyses have questioned the
relationship of the financing mix to the allocation of economic re-
sources, arguing that even successful alterations in the overall mix
of credit do not result in parallel recompositions of real assets. For
example, one study concluded that mortgage loans finance acquisitions
of financial assets and real assets other than houses.

More study of credit programs is needed and will likely be forth-
coming. At this point, however, an evaluation of program activities,
individually or collectively, must go beyond the mere volume of
credit flows. In particular, an effort must be made to examine the
intricate pattern of market reactions over the long run.

II. INTRODUCTION

Federal credit programs are financing mechanisms designed to
achieve certain public policy goals. These mechanisms often represent
an attractive alternative to the vast array of other policy instruments
available, such as direct budget outhays, tax expenditures, legislation,
and mandatory credit allocation. All of these instruments vary
greatly in both suitability and efficiency at accomplishing a specific
policy task.

The use of credit programs to pursue policy objectives began around
1916.1 Since then these programs have extended to almost every area of
public concern: general economic stimulus; defense mobilization and
peacetime reconversion; recovery from natural disasters; protection of
strategic financial institutions, industries and economically important
corporations; the development of new industries and the expansion of
existing ones; economic stabilization of sectors and the economy as a
whole; financial innovation and the promotion of financial competi-
tion; the development of the financial system and the perfection of
markets; and the redistribution of income. Each credit program has
represented a Congressional response to perceived public needs.
Questions about the need for a particular program are outside the
scope of the present discussion. Instead, this paper focuses on the
effectiveness of credit mechanisms. In particular, it examines the
available empirical evidence regarding the relationships among al-
ternative financing mechanisms, the public policy implications of

'For a definitive, though now dated, compilation, see U.S. Congress House Committee on Banking and
Currency, Subcommittee on Domestic Finance, "A Study of Federal (redit Programs," 196$.



credit programs, and the effect of these programs on economic change
over the coming decade.

A. Magnitude of Credit Activity

The Federal credit programs discussed in this paper include the
lending activities of Federal agencies-such as direct lending, loan
msurin, and loan guaranteeing-as well as those of sponsored credit
enterprises. Over the past 25 years, the Federal government has
extended at least $1.5 trillion in credit through these programs. Net of
repayments, total credit outstanding at the end of fiscal year 1979
will be almost $500 billion, representing a net increase of $50 billion
during the year, and a net increase of $300 billion since fiscal year
1968. Of the total $500 billion in credit outstanding, loan guarantees
will total $214 billion,2 direct lending $137 billion, and lending by
sponsored enterprises $142 billion. Gross lending and guaranteeing
activities during 1978 exceeded the Federal budget in fiscal year 1967.
The net financing requirements of this activity during 1978 were about
seven times the budget deficit for fiscal year 1967.

Collectively, Federal credit programs operate as a comprehensive
financial institution, continually borrowing and relending in the credit
markets or guaranteeing private borrowing and relending. During the
period 1969-78, the Federal government accounted for approximately
14 percent of total domestic flows of credit.' The volume of loan assets
held or guaranteed at the end of fiscal year 1979 will almost equal the
total assets of the entire savings and loan industry, exceed total life
insurance company assets by more than $100 billion, and exceed the
combined assets of mutual savings banks and credit unions by more
than $200 billion.

Credit mechanisms are often classified according to the following
generic functions: 4 Programs attempting to compensate for or correct
market imperfections; programs attempting to assist marginal or needy
borrowers; programs designed to redirect economic resources according
to altered national priorities; and programs designed to exploit eco-
nomic externalities."

B. Eftectivenes8

Despite the tremendous scale of Federal credit programs, little is
known about either their overall performance or effects. No truly
comprehensive study of Federal credit activity has appeared in the
last 15 years.8 Earlier work is not only out of date, but also suffers

2 This is a net figure and excludes guarantees on securities backed by guarantees as well as guarantees on
direct loans by agencies and sponsored enterprises. The gross guarantee figure for 1979 is about $380 billion.3 If financing of the budget deficit is included with credit program financing, total Federal financing
averaged 25 percent of total domestic credit flows during the period 1969-78.

4 For a recent classification of loan guarantees, see Mitrisin, "Federal Loan Guarantees ... ", 1977. A
recent identification of Ican guarantee programs is in U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization, Catalog of Federal Loan Guarantee
Programs, 1977.

These last two groups are difficult to describe precisely since they overlap with market-prefecting and
subsidy-type programs in several respects. But even in a world of perfect financial markets and no need
borowers, priority-related programs might still be used; for example, to increase national investment in
education or defense activities. Economic externalities might still exist in pollution abatement and recla-
mation programs.

For recent reviews, however, see Weidenbaum, "An Economic Analysis of the Federal Government's
Credit Programs," U.S. Congress, Committee on Banking, Currency and Bousing, Loan Guarantees and
Off-Budget Financing, 1976. Also see Larkins, "$300 Billion in Guarantees," 1972. Also see OMB, Federal
Credit Programs," in Special Analyses of the Budget, annual; and Congressional Budget Office, "Loan
Guarantees; Current Concerns and Alternatives for Control," 1978



from a relatively narrow analytical framework.7 More recent work
exhibits a narrowness of its own by focusing on mortgage programs.
These recent studies reveal little or nothing about the performance of
newer or generically distinct types of credit activity. Still, as a whole,
empirical work in this area has raised serious questions about the
effectiveness of credit programs and identified a number of problems
that demand further study.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to analyze the effectiveness of a pro-
gram, because of the inherent inability to compare the program's r
formance to an alternative situation where it was not instituted. or
example, an analysis of the impact of mortgage insurance programs
on private home ownership would most properly consider the extent
of home ownership with and without the Federal insurance program.
Such comparisons are clearly impossible, which suggests that the con-
tributions of such programs to financial innovation and the develop-
ment of the financial system are understated. Empirical work has been
further limited by a failure to consider the relative effectiveness of
various alternatives to credit mechanisms. It is important to keep these
qualifications in mind when analyzing recent empirical work, which
has been almost uniformly pessimistic about the long-run effectiveness
of credit programs.8 Both recent and earlier studies, however, agree
that the short-run impacts of credit programs can be significant.

III. PRINCIPAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND PROSPECTS

Throughout the existence of Federal credit progtams, there has been
serious concern that they might impair the efficiency of various mar-
kets. Today, this concern has become especially acute with the broad
sentiment for greater control over all types of Federal activity. Still,
Federal credit programs continue to increase in both number and
variety, accelerating the trend toward massive financial intervention.
Linked to these characteristics of credit activities is a growing uncer-
tainty about their costs and benefits, particularly in the absence of
some form of overall coordination or control.

A. Previous Studies and Recommendations

During the past 30 years, credit activities have been examined by
Presidential commissions, Congressional committees, private orgai-
zations and academic researchers. In addition, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB) prepares a "Special Analysis of Federal
Credit Programs" annually. Uniformly, studies that focused on the
public policy implications of Federal credit activities have suggested
the need for more coordination and control over the growth and use
of Federal credit mechanisms. Table 1 summarizes these studies and
their principal recommendations.

I Primarily, the concentration on primary effects and the failure to incorporate private market feeback
effects. Most authors recognized these shortcomings and had no effective way of overcoming them. More
recent efforts have employed "funds-flow" models.

a Studies by D uesenberry, Bosworth, Hendershott, Villani, Meltzer, Jaffee, Rosen, and others are dis-
cussed later.
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TABLE 1.-Summary of Policy Studies

1. Government Corporation Control Act, 19451
Reviewed programs to improve accountability to Congress; requires budgetary

and audit procedures and Treasury review of security issues by wholly-owned or
mixed-ownership corporations.
S. First Hoover Commission, 19471

Especially critical of loan programs. Direct lending viewed as possibly corrupt-
ing, inviting political and private pressure; to be used only in emergencies.
Guarantees considered better, but only if not otherwise available. A dissenting
view was that guarantees provided more risk to government interests. More-
over, there was concern that guarantees caused circumvention of budget and
audit controls of the Corporation Act. Recommended establishment of National
Monetary and Credit Council to advise on policies and coordination of domestic
lending and guarantee activities.
8. Second Hoover Commission, 19581

Advocated curtailment of many lending programs and restriction to only
those uses that private business could not or would not undertake and that were
justifiable as government purposes. Congress did not generally adopt its recom-
mendations.

4. Commission on. Money and Credit, 19601
Market-perfecting programs should be self-supporting. Loan insurance was

preferable to loans. Public purpose reallocations required subsidies in the form
of below-market interest rates. Choice of credit program should be based on
least cost and least interference. Loan programs should not be insulated from
cyclical credit fluctuations. Credit programs should reinforce monetary policies.
5. Committee on Federal Credit Programs, 19681

Usual order of priority should be guarantees, new private institutions, govern-
ment secondary market, direct loans. Secondary market operations sould be con-
sonant with monetary policy. Agencies should emphasize innovation and acceler-
ate privatization. Market-perfecting programs should charge "market" rates.
Public purpose programs should employ cost/benefit analysis.
6. Committee to Reappraise Federal Credit Programs, 1969

All federally-aided credit, whether direct loans or guarantees of Federal and
sponsored agencies, should be subject to direct or indirect controls that consciously
ration the total amount of credit in light of general economic situation. New
Federal credit programs should be introduced only if subject to such controls that
would avoid aggravation of inflationary pressures on financial markets.

I U.S. Congress, House Committee on Banking and Currency, Subcommittee on Domestic Policy. "A
Study of Federal Credit Programs," February 28, 1964.

B. Impacts on Major Economic Factors Over the Next Decade

This section summarizes the role of credit programs over the decade
of the 1980's with respect to their impacts on major economic factors.
This summary and projection is based on both past experience with
the credit programs as a whole and the probable change in program
activity.'

The principle economic factors considered here are the presumed
objectives of economic policy: full employment, price stability, income
redistribution, and coordination with other national priorities. The
effect of credit programs on each of these factors is examined with

0 Section VI reviews the available empirical work In this area.
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respect to their more specialized goals.'0 Then the paper summarizes
the experience with credit programs and develops some assessment of
the performance to be expected over the next 10 years. In developing
this assessment, it is assumed that the mix of credit activities will
continue to reflect recent changes. Table 2 outlines the discussion.

TABLE 2.-IMPACTS ON MAJOR ECONOMIC VARIABLES

Economic variable Need Experience Prospect

Full employment.---.... (1) Promote innovation. (1) Strong nuccesses. (1) Will continue to sponnor
high risk ventures.

(2) Promote economic effi- (2) Successful in some areas. (2) Not certain without better
ciency. measurement

(3) Stimulate new spending. (3) Successful in some areas. (3) Perhaps investment rather
than censumptien.

Price stability-------.. . (1) Countercyclical. (1) Not always responsive. (1) May require a formal
pulicy coordination.

(2) Promote economic effi- (2) Oftn a better record. ) A severe reorientation
ciency. of some programs.

Income redistribution.... (1) Good measure of subsidy. 1) Subsides not well defined (1) No change.
or measured.

(2) Control of benefit flow to (2) Unintended subsidies not
recipient. avoidable.

(1) Subsidies not well con-
trolled.

(2) Some undesirable redis-
tributions.

Coordination with other (1) Consider in an integrated (1) Have escaped full coin- (1) Proposals for change.
national priorities, manner. pgarativte analysis.

(2)Mos exempt from Budget (2) Analytic framework
Act needed.

FULL EMPLOYMENT

Credit (rograms promote full employment by stimulating innova-
tion and investment, increasing economic efficiency, and encouraging
new spending. In the past, credit programs have demonstrated dramat-
ic success in bringing about both technological and economic innova-
tions. The farm credit system, for example, encouraged the develop-
ment of efficient farm machinery. It also brought about financial
innovation, including the development of new financial infrastructuses
and instruments. Similar innovation has occurred in the housing and
mortgage insurance markets. Credit programs have also played a vital
role in the economy by providing high-risk capital, and thus channeling
domestic investment to new, productive areas. Thy have supplied
long-term funds to small business, and, most recently, undex written
the technological and other risks of synthetic fuel programs. While
high-risk ventures necessarily carry high political costs, it is probable
that this unique role of credit programs will continue.

The impact of credit programs on economic efficiency is not clear-cut
The farm credit system has contributed to improvement in farm
technology and distribution methods. And credit programs that suc-
cessfully stabilize the housing construction industry may increase
economic efficiency by reducing the gyrations of productive resources
into and out of the industry. But in other areas, credit programs may
not have as beneficial an effect. Loans and guarantees extended to
large, though unprofitable, companies or municipalities are not likely to
encourage efficiency, although they may clearly serve other purposes.

1n Given this uggregative peraspective, it is necessary to remember that programs also have more spe-
cialized mis ons. A program that falls to satisfy broad economic objectives may ssccesafully meet its own
specialized purposes.



Programs aimed at marginal or needy borrowers also are not likely to
promote maximum efficiency, but they may accomplish other impor-
tant national objectives. A different problem results from credit pro-
grams, such as market-perfecting programs, that supply unneeded
subsidies. The reason these programs are not efficient is that the
eligibility criteria for extending credit are not necessarily related to
competitive factors.

With respect to stimulating new demands, the past experience is not
conclusive. Credit programs may simply provide a cheaper alternative
credit source and thus displace private credit flows with no net impact
on overall spending. Or, to the extent credit programs successfully
add to one type of spending, they may draw funds away from others,
and in so doing crowd out other private credit demands. New spendmig
is most likely to occur when ciedit is extended to needy or marginal
borrowers, since they would not otherwise have credit. Similarly,
extension of credit through market perfecting activities, such as those
directed toward small businesses, will also produce spending that
otherwise would not occur. These, again, are only the initial results of
credit activity. The final effect on overall spending depends on whether
other lenders or borrowers are displaced. The extent of displacements,
in turn, will be heavily influenced by the monetary conditions existing
at the time. A further complication is that an increase in spending for
the outputs of a given sector may be absorbed in higher prices without
increase in overall employment.

During periods of high unemployment, a desirable quality of credit
programs would be sizeable expansions of activity. This was not the
experience, however, during the two most recent recessions. While
persistently positive, the net amount of credit extended under these
programs actually declined during the 1969-70 recession and decreased
slightly during the 1974-75 recession. Substantial increases in direct
lending and guarantee activities during those two recessions were
necessary to offset collapses in sponsored enterprise credit extensions."

In summary, the contributions of credit programs to full employ-
ment remain inconclusive. Specialized program objectives, such as
income redistribution, often conflict with the maximizing of economic
efficiency and long-run economic growth. Programs directed at the
perfection of financial markets and the provision of high-risk capital,
however, promote innovation, investment, and economic efficiency.
Credit programs have not provided desired expansions of activity
during the two most recent recessions. By their nature, high-risk
investments have uncertain future payoffs. Considering this uncer-
tainty and the likely prospect of continued credit extensions in econom-
ically sub-optimal areas, credit programs are not effective instru-
ments for promoting full employment.

PRICE STABILITY

Desirable program characteristics in this regard would be counter-
cyclical behavior and the promotion of economic productivity. Credit
activity during the past decade has not served as an effective instru-
ment of economic stabilization. During the 11-year period 1969-79,
net credit extended under Federal auspices was positive in every year

i Net credit extended by sponsored enterprises dropped from $10.6 billion in fiscal year 1970 to $1.3 billion
in fiscal year 1971; and, from $16.3 billion in fiscal year 1974 to $8.5 billion in fiscal year 1975 and $5.4 billion
in fiscal year 1976.
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including fiscal years 1969 and 1970, two years in which the budget,
excluding on-budget direct loans, was in surplus ($6.1 billion in 1969;
$1.7 billion in 1970). In fact, net credit demands on the financial
markets for the 11-year period exceeded the financing requirements of
the budget deficits by about $60 billion over the same period. Credit
activity has actually operated in a procyclical fashion during the two
most recent expansions. From fiscal year 1971 to 1974, total credit
advanced increased from $16.5 billion to $26.9 billion. From fiscal year
1976 to 1978, total credit extended increased from $26.6 billion to
$59.0 billion. The most severe procyclical pressures have come from
sponsored enterprise activity, while direct lending and guarantee
activities have operated generally countercyclically, and have thus
dampened the impact of enterprise lending activity.' 2

The significant procyclical behavior of sponsored enterprises reflects
the attempts, particularly by mortgage credit programs, to protect
various sectors of the economy. The objectives of certain programs
(e.g., stabilization of mortgage credit flows) often conflict with broader
economic objectives, which suggests that such programs are designed
to meet other urgent public needs.

As for contributions to economic productivity, the earlier discussion
of economic efficiency applies. Credit programs have proven their
ability to produce significant advances in productivity and innovation
(agriculture, for example). This must be balanced against sizable credit
allocations to marginal users of credit and the possible displacement of
economically more productive uses of credit.

Over the next 10 years, growth in net credit extended seems certain,
resulting in a persistent upward pressure on prices. The growth of
sponsored enterprise activity, in particular, is crucial, since these
programs have been decisively procyclical. An extrapolation of growth
during the 1968-78 period reveals that by 1988 sponsored enterprise
credit outstanding will be two-thirds of the total compared to less than
30 percent in 1978. Thus, credit programs will contribute little to
price stability in the foreseeable future.

INCOME REDISTRIBUTION

A desirable quality for a program in this area is a method for
accurately measuring the amount of income to be allocated to parti-
cular beneficiaries. The record of credit programs is mixed. Subsidies
are explicit or implicit in all forms of credit extended, but accurate
measures of the real subsidy value extended have not been possible.
In some sense,- this measurement is a technical problem. But it
remains at the heart of credit programs, since it is the level of subsidy
which distinguishes Federal credit programs from private credit
allocations. An estimate of interest subsidies of direct loan obligations
and guaranteed loan commitments in fiscal year 1978 prepared by
the Office of Management and Budget ranged from $8 billion to $15
billion. Because of the difficulty in quantifying subsidy values, there
is no assurance that such values will be properly evaluated in otherwise
private transactions or that they will flow to the intended party. This
is a particularly troublesome aspect of loan guarantees, which do not
involve immediate costs to the government.

Is Net credit extended by sponsored enterprises increased from $1.3 billion In fiscal year 1971 to $16.3 bil-
lion in fiscal year 1974. Net credit increased from a level of $5.4 billion in fiscal year 1976 to $27.9 billion in
fiscal year 1978.



Empirical work has revealed other undesirable impacts on income
redistribution. For example, the mortgage credit programs of agencies
and sponsored enterprises have the intended effect of reducing mort-
gage rates to borrowers, but simultaneously reduce mortgage returns
to lenders (especially savings and loan associations which must invest
in mortgages), agnd hence depositors. One study of these effects con-
cluded that activities of credit agencies during the 1968-70 and 1973-
75 periods resulted in a net loss to the lowest income quintile of about

1billion and that the net gain to the highest income quintile was
about $1 billion. The second lowest quintile lost another $560 million
compared with a gain to the second highest income quintile of $600
million. A different study, which focused on the risk and income
distribution structures of the mortgage insurance program, found
redistribution effects that favored lower income groups.13

Given the absence of a method for measuring the subsidy values
of credit extensions and of controlling the distribution of benefits,
credit programs are less effective than direct grants in achieving
income redistributions.

COORDINATION WITH OTHER NATIONAL PRIORITIES

In addition to questioning the value of particular programs, a
desirable goal of public policy would be the consideration of credit
programs m the context of the full array of alternatives, as is now
being attempted for budget expenditures. The record with respect to
credit programs indicates that they have escaped full comparative
analysis at the time of adoption; and even under the provisions of the
Congressional Budget Act, they will, for the most part, continue to
avoid integrated analysis. Yet, even if all direct lending were made
subject to the Budget Act procedures, by fiscal year 1988 this would
account for only about 25 percent of total credit outstanding in that
year, according to our estimates of credit activity over the next 10
years. Still, given the current sentiment of Congress and the Admin-
istration, some attempt will likely be made to develop a compar-
ative framework for credit activities. Construction and interpre-
tation of such a document, however, is likely to pose serious political and
technical problems.

Coordination of credit activities with overall economic policy ob-
jectives is another area of difficulty. Protection of favored sectors or
clienteles by credit programs implies insulation from adverse fiscal
and monetary policies. During the 1969-78 period, agency lending and
guarantee activities operated overall much more in concert with fiscal
and monetary policies than did sponsored enterprise activities.
Greater coordination in this area involves the possible sacrifice of
specialized program objectives.

IV. SCALE AND GROWTH OF FEDERAL CREDIT ACTIvITY

From fiscal year-end 1968 to fiscal year-end 1978, total Federal
credit outstanding increased from $189 billion to $440 billion, or 134
percent (see table 3). Over the 10-year period, lending activities of
sponsored credit enterprises demonstrated the most rapid growth

i These studies are discussed in detail later.
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(443 percent)," as loan assets held increased from $23 billion to
$126.8 billion by year-end 1978. Direct lending by Federal agencies
increased by 110 percent over the same period, rising from $57 billion
to $120 billion. Off-budget lending, however, accounted for the major
growth in agency lending activity. On-budget lending increased by
approximately 34 percent over the 10-year period, while off-budget
lending grew 75 percent." Guarantees, on a net basis, increased by
80 percent, rising from $108 billion to $193 billion. The growth figure
for guarantee activity, however, is seriously understated, since guaran-
teed loans held in portfolios of Federal agencies or sponsored enter-
p rises are counted as loans rather than guarantees." On a gross basis,
loan guarantees actually increased from $108 billion in 1968 to $360
billion in 1978 or by 233 percent.

During fiscal year 1978, credit outstanding increased by $59 billion.
Almost one-half (47 percent) of the increase was attributable to growth
in sponsored enterprise portfolios. Another 34 percent of the increase
resulted from growth in primarily on-budget, direct lending by
Federal agencies.

TABLE 3.-FEDERAL CREDIT OUTSTANDING

1968 1978(A) -1979(E) 1980(E)

Direct lending:
On-budget. . . . . ..-------------------------------------------- $76.5 $81.5 $84.3
Off-budget..--.-------------------------------------------- 43.9 55.9 67.7

Total (percent change, 1968-78=110 percent)..... $57.2 120.4 137.4 152.0
Guaranteed lending t (percent change 1968-78=79 per-

cent). . . ..--------------------------------------- 108.1 193.1 213.9 239.4
Sponsored enterprises (percent change 1968-78=443

percent). . ..------------------------------------- 23.3 126.8 142.3 160.7

Total, Federal credit (percent change 1968-78=
134 percent) ..----------------------------- 188.6 440.4 493.6 552.0

1 See following table:

1978(A) 1979(E) 1980(E)

Guaranteed loans gross. . . ..--------------------------------- $317.3 $360.5 $408.8
Less secondary guarantee and direct lending purchase.-.---. -91.2 -113.0 -135.1

Primary guarantee loans .. ..--------------------------------- 226.1 247.5 273.7
Less sponsored enterprise purchases---------------------- -33.0 -33.6 -34.3

Net guaranteed lending (primary, adjusted)-------------- 193.1 213.9 239.4

Sources: Office of Management and Budget, Federal Credit Programs, "Special Analyses of the Budget," various issues.

TABLE 3A.-PROJECTION OF TOTALS FOR CREDIT PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEARS 197848

Percent increase,
Fiscal years 1968-78 1978 1988

Direct lending---------------------------------------------- 110 $120.4 $253
Guarantees------------------------------------------------- 79 193.1 346
Sponsored enterprises.--------------------------------------- 443 126.8 689

Total ------------------------------------------------ 134 440.4 1,030

Source: Calculated from table 3, supra.

14 As of 1969, totals for FNMA were moved from direct agency lending to sponsored enterprise lending.
is All agency lending in 1968 is shown as on-budget.
Is Thus, a guamnteed loan acquired by the Federal Financing Bank (FFB) is counted as a loan rather

than a guarantee.
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The remaining 19 percent reflected a rise in net guarantees out-
standing." The overall increase of $59 billion in credit outstanding,
however, understates the scale of credit activity undertaken during
fiscal year 1978. The gross credit activity during 1978, before sub-
traction of repayments and other liquidations, totaled $156 billion. As
mentioned earlier, credit activities are approaching a scale which is
comparable with overall Federal outlays.

A. Direct Lending

Over the past 10 years, three important changes have diminished
the impact of direct lending on budget totals. The first of these was
the privatization of sponsored agencies, which had the effect of re-
moving their activities from the budget. The second change was the
creation of off-budget status for certain Federal agencies, thus re-
moving these activities from the outlay totals of the budget. The
third major innovation has been the development of the Federal
Financing Bank (FFB) mechanism.

Privatization.-As of 1969, three major credit enterprises were
converted to private ownership: Federal National Mortgage Asso-
ciation (FNMA), Banks for Cooperatives, and Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks. Between 1969 and 1979, these three programs increased
at a rate of 350 percent, resulting in an increase in outstanding
loans of $50 billion during the 10-year period (see tables 4 and 5).

TABLE 4.-GROWTH OF PRIVATIZED AGENCIES

Outstanding Percent
change,

1969 1979 1969-79

FN4MA ------------------------------------------------------ $8.3 $41.6 400
Banks for Cooperatives------------------------------------------ 1.6 6.7 320
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks --------------------------------- 4.4 15.5 250

Total. . . . . ..----------------------------------------------- 14.3 63.8 350

Source: Office of Management and Budget, Federal Credit Programs, "Special Analyses of the Budget"

17 Again, this is a net figure. Gross guarantees extended during 1978 were $99.6 billion.



TABLE 5.-FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN DOMESTIC CREDIT MARKETS

[In billions of dollars]

Actual Estimates

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 TQ 1977 1978 1979 1980

Total funds advanced in U.S. credit markets' (includes
equities).. ....---------------------------------- 96.9 93.6 124.9 162.8 206.9 193.0 179.7 248.0 67.9 319.5 366.9 2) ()

Advanced under Federal auspices.----------------- 15.0 17.6 16.5 22.8 26.7 26.9 26.9 26.6 6.6 36.6 59.0 53.2 58.4
Directloans:

On-budget. . ..-------------------------- 2.9 4.5 3.0 2.7 .3 2.2 4.3 4.2 1.1 2.6 8.6 5.0 2.8
Off-budget ------------------------------------------------------ .2 .7 2.2 8.5 6.7 2.6 9.0 11.2 12.0 11.8 CO

Guaranteedloans.------------------------- 7.8 2.3 12.2 15.6 14.0 6.2 5.7 10.3 -21 14.1 11.3 20.8 2j.5 -3
Government sponsored enterprise loans-------- - 4.3 10.6 1.3 4.3 11.6 16.3 8.5 5.4 2.9 11.0 27.9 15.5 18.4 0

Federal participation rate including Government-
sponsored enterprises (percent)----------------- (15.5) (18.6) (13.3) (14.0) (12.9) (14.0) (15.0) (10. 8) (9.8) (11.5) (16.1) ----------

TotalIfunrds raised in U.S. cred it ma rkets'I -------------- 96.9 93.6 124.9 162.8 206.9 193.0 179.7 248.0 67.9 319.5 366.9...............---
RaisedunderFederalauspices ..------------------- 11.3 16.4 32.2 39.7 46.5 24.0 64.8 97.5 19.1 79.0 94.5 73.4 80.9

Federalborrowingfrompublic.--------------- -1.0 3.8 19.4 19.4 19.3 3.0 50.9 82.9 18.0 53.5 59.1 40.0 39.0
Guaranteed borrowing ..---------------------- 7.8 2.3 12.2 15.6 14.0 6.2 5.7 10.3 -. 1 14.1 11.3 20.8 25.5
Government-sponsored enterprise borrowing. -- 4.5 10.3 .6 4.7 13.2 14.8 8.2 4.3 1.7 11.4 24.1 12.6 16.4

Federal participation rate(percent) ..--------------- (11.7) (17.6) (25.8) (24.4) (22.5) (12.5) (36.1) (39.4) (28.2) (24.8) (25.8)..-..-.-.--...----.-

I Nonfinancial sectors. Source: Federal Reserve Board Flow of Funds Accounts. Estimates from Source: Federal Credit Programs, Special Analysis F; "Special Analyses Budget of the United
table E-10. StatesGovernment," fiscal year 1980, p. 135,Office of Management and Budget.

2 Not estimated.



Of-budget entities.-As of 1979, off-budget entities included the
Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund, Rural Tele-
phone Bank, Federal Financing Bank, and one program of the U.S.
Railway Association. The net outlays of these entities add to the
Treasury financing burden, although they do not appear on the
budget. In fiscal year 1978, financing the deficit of off-budget
entities represented over 17 percent of Treasury financing. In 1979,
financing the deficit of off-budget entities is expected to represent 24
percent of Treasury financing, 29 percent by 1980, and 90 percent by
1981. By 1982, the deficit from off-budget Federal entities is expected
to reduce the anticipated budget surplus by $11 billion, or 29 percent.
At the end of fiscal year 1978, these agencies had about $44 billion in
loans outstanding.

lederal Financing Bank.-Since 1969, the most significant develop-
ment in direct lending has been the formation and growth of the
Federal Financing Bank. In fiscal year 1975, after a year of operation,
the FFB had approximately $6.3 billion in loan acquisitions out-
standing. By 1978, the total had increased to almost $34 billion, and
by fiscal year 1979 it is expected to total $45.4 billion. Out of an
increase in direct lending totaling $63 billion between 1975 and 1979,
operations of the FFB account for $39 billion, or more than 60 percent.
Among its numerous effects on credit operations, FFB acquisitions
tend to reduce the observed impacts of direct lending activities. For
example, at year-end 1979, direct loans outstanding by the Farmers
Home Administration (FHA) are expected to be $1.8 billion; yet the
volume of new transactions alone during the year are expected to be
$10.1 billion. Offsetting the new transactions will be an increase in
FFB acquisitions of Farmers Home Administration CBOs totaling
about $7.7 billion. In essence, the scale of activity can be considerably
understated when FFB transactions are involved. In fiscal year 1979,
FFB holdings of the Farmers Home Administration CBOs will total
$28.4 billion.

FFB purchases of guaranteed loans extended by sponsored enter-
prises have similar effects and, in addition, result in a conversion of
guarantees into direct loans. For example, FFB holdings of guaranteed
international security loans will total $5 billion in 1979. Holdings of
loans guaranteed by the Rural Electrification Administration will
total another $6.7 billion in 1979. Holdings of Student Loan Marketing
Administration guaranteed loans will total an additional $1.3 billion
as of 1979. These four programs will total $41.4 billion in outstanding
FFB acquisitions in 1979, or more than 90 percent of total FFB
holdings.

During 1979, new direct loan transactions will amount to $44.2
billion, but of this amount only $17.0 billion will be added to the out-
standing loan balance. Offsetting transactions will total $27.2 billion.
Repayments will represent $14.7 billion, and FFB purchases will
represent $8.3 billion.

B. Guarantees

Of all credit mechanisms, loan guarantees are the most pervasive.
Gross total guarantees outstanding at the year end 1979 are expected
to be over $360 billion. When adjusted for secondary guarantees, the
total is about $250 billion. Even so, guarantees represent the broadest
form of credit activity by far. Guarantees have also shown a rapid



rate of growth, tripling during the 10-year period 1969-79. An Ex-
pansion in the range of guarantee programs has been associated with
this growth. Guarantee programs appear in all major functional areas
of the budget, and in many respects, represent true alternatives to
direct budget outlays.

C. Federally Sponsored Credit Enterprises

Federally sponsored credit enterprises have exhibited the most
dramatic growth of all credit operations during the last 10 years.
Outstanding loans of these enterprises rose from $23.3 billion in 1968
to $440.4 billion in 1978.

Activities of these agencies have centered on housing and farm
credit. Since 1974, the Student Loan Marketing Administration has
supplied credit to college students, although the amount outstanding
is not sizable by comparison to other credit extended.
e Beyond the sheer growth in sponsored enterprise activities, it is
extremely important that they operate as wholly private financial
institutions, yet possess undeniable competitive advantages over
private, nonsponsored enterprises. Thus, they have the potential for
uncontrolled growth in the financial markets, with serious implications
for other credit programs, and may present a real threat by displacing
other private intermediaries."

V. ANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF FEDERAL CREDIT PROGRAMS

This section of the paper analyzes the essential functions and pur-
poses of Federal credit programs in more detail. It considers the rela-
tionships of these programs to other Federal policies and examines
both their effects on important economic variables and their impact on
decisions in the private sector.

A. Functions of Federal Credit Programs

Despite the great diversity of credit activities over time, certain
basic purposes are identifiable. Since the early part of this century
credit programs have been used as market perfecting devices to assist
in the evolution of the financial system and in the correction of
inefficiencies. In addition, credit programs have operated as "fiscal" or
budgetary devices intended to stimulate or stabilize the economy over-
all, redistribute income, pursue political priorities, and exploit eco-
nomic externalities.

MARKET PERFECTING ACTIVITIES

The most widely accepted functions of credit programs have been
those directed at overcoming existing market imperfections. The
earliest, and by far the largest, credit programs have been directed
toward this objective. Operationally, market imperfections have been
presumed to exist when potential borrowers cannot get credit at
reasonable cost. The unavailability of credit may be attributable to
absence of financial institutions such as existed in rural or farming

g"The growth of the sponsored agencies, particularly FNMA, is not called for in their charters. The
Primary cause of the growth appears to be the monetary reward to be gained. Because FNMA can borrow
at virtually the risk-free Treasury rate, borrowing and investing in mortgages is profitable. It is profitable
both for FNMA shareholders and for mortgage bankers who originate and service most of the mortgages
FNMA purchases." Hendershott & Villani, " Regulation and Reform of the Housing Finance System,"i977, p. 44.



areas prior to development of the Federally-sponsored farm credit
system.

Market imperfections may also be due to inherent flaws in security
instruments. This was the case of residential mortgage instruments-
which lacked liquidity and had onerous terms for borrowers and
correspondingly high risks for lenders-prior to the FHA insurance
program and the sponsorship of the Federal National Mortgage
Association to provide a secondary market for insured mortgages.

At times the market imperfection has been an absence of high-risk
capital, such as provision of term credit to viable small businesses, or
credit for foreign trade, or to large, new unproven technologies and
industries such as synthetic fuel plants.

The main instruments of market perfection have been financial
innovations, financial infrastructure development, financial entre-
preneurship, expansion of credit services and instruments, liberaliza-
tion of credit terms, and the improved mobility of financial resources.

"FISCAL" ACTIVITIES

Fundamentally distinct from the perfecting programs are "budg-
etary" or "fiscaP programs that pursue objectives similar to non-credit
budget expenditures. In these programs, the concern over-the proper
balance of private and public interests becomes especially important.
In their fiscal aspects, credit programs have also been used to stimulate
overall economic growth and to stabilize economic activity. These
latter objectives were particularly important during the 1930's when
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Industrial Loan Pro-
gram of the Federal Reserve System were instituted' 9 More recently,
sectoral stabilization rather than general stabilization activities have
been dominant.

Like other budgetary programs, these "fiscal" types of activities
can be separated into income redistribution programs and those pro-
grams which attempt to exploit economic externalities or the pursuit
of national, political objectives. The principal credit instruments em-
ployed to achieve budgetary-type ob]ectives are explicit and implicit
subsidies. An explicit subsidy is the extension of credit (for example,
under a direct Federal loan) at rates below Treasury cost. An implicit
subsidy is related to the "true" market cost to the borrower. The
total subsidy is the sum of the explicit and implicit subsidies. The
implicit nature of some subsides does not make them any less a sub-
sidy. Implicit subsidies represent a value transfer which alters the
distribution of income in the direction of certain users and uses.

The mechanism, or subsidy, employed is, at least in principle, com-
pletely interchangeable with cash grants or tax expenditures.20 21

" Saulnier, et al., "Federal Lending and Loan Insurance," 1958, p. 139.
2Ibid, p. 123.
21 "In a wide variety of instances, similar programmatic objectives of the Federal Government can be

achieved either with cash payments, credit assistance, or tax incentives." Office of Management and Budget,
"Federal Credit Programs", p. 133, in Special Analyses, Fiscal Year 1980.

" According to Law, this was the effect of CCC guarantees or price support loans "and the techniques
could be widely expanded." Law, "The Aggregate Impact of Federal Credit Programs on the Economy,"
in Commission on Money and Credit, Federal Credit Programs, p. 301.

3 According to Break, some guarantee programs are intended to postpone rather than replace budget
outlays.". . . agricultural price support loans guaranteed by the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC),
defense production loans (v-loans), and local authority notes and bonds guaranteed by the Public Housing
Administration (PHA) and Urban Renewal Administration (URA), all tend to postpone, rather than to
reduce or eliminate, Federal budget expenditures." Break, "The Economic Impact of Federal Loan In-
surance," 1961, p. 18.
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For example, a direct Federal loan carrying an interest rate of 5 per-
cent when the Treasury borrowing rate is 8 percent and a comparable
"market" rate would be 10 percent, provides a 3 percent explicit
subsidy and an additional 2 percent implicit subsidy. The total subsidy
of the direct loan program, and thus, its total value, is 5 percent
per annum. This arrangement is equivalent in principle to a guarantee
program which results in the private borrower paying 9 percent aug-
mented by an annual cash grant of 4 percent. The total subsidy is
still 5 percent, comprised of a 4 percent explicit subsidy and a 1 per-
cent implicit subsidy. Furthermore, these are equivalent in principle
to a direct cash grant program paying 5 percent per annum and
otherwise not intervening in the private transaction . Finally, the
interchangeability of these mechanisms with tax expenditures can be
demonstrated by making the interest income to the lender exempt
from Federal taxes. Lenders in a 50 percent tax bracket (and higher)
will find it profitable to lend at 5 percent tax-exempt.

While the above arrangements are interchangeable in principle,they are far from being so in practice, primarily because of the dif-
ferent budgetary treatments of these devices. This aspect of Federal
credit programs will be discussed later in this paper.

INCOME REDISTRIBUTION PROGRAMS

These programs are identifiable by their relatively low interest
rates, strict eligibility requirements (e.g., borrowers must be in lower
income brackets or in depressed economic areas). A combination of
characteristics, rather than any individual one, distinguishes these
programs as transfers of income. This is because programs based on
political priorities might offer such loans to strong borrowers. An
example of an income redistribution program would be the Very Low
Income Housing Repair Loans (insured) of the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, part of the Department of Agriculture. The program is
directed toward low income farmers in rural areas, and loans under the
program have a statutory interest rate maximum of 1 percent. "The
1 percent interest rate is subsidized up to the Treasury's cost of
borrowing." 24

POLITICAL PRIORITIES/EXTERNALITIES

These programs attempt to reallocate resources in line with national
priorities." They are fundamentally distinct from other types of
programs, since they are "neutral" with respect to market perfecting
or income redistribution functions. Priority-related programs may,
for example, improve academic " or medical facilities,H promote the
growth and modernization of the Merchant Marine, 28 or strengthen
defense industries. 29

U Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization, Catalog
of Federal Loan Guarantee Programs, 95th Congress, First Session, September 1977, p. 62.ss Acecrding to Law, the use of Federal credit as an incentive to investment in specific industries or specific
geographical areas could be valuable thcugh at the time of his study (1963) this use had been largely unex-
plored. Law, op. cit.

c E.g., Academic Facilities Loan Insurance program.
n E.g.. Construction and modernization of hospitals and other medical facilities guarantee program.
5' E.g., The purpose of the Federal Ship Financing Guarantee program is 'to promote the growth and

modernization of the United Stat es Ms of obligations to enable financing
and refinancing of vessels ccustructed in the United States and owned and operated by citizens of theUnited States." Catalog of Federal Loan and Guarantee Programs, p. 72.

5* E.g., the purpose of the Defense Production Act guarantee program "is to finance a contractor, sub-
contractor, or other person in connection with the performance of any contract or other operation deemed
by the guaranteeing agency to be necessary to expedite production and deliveries or services under contracts
for the procurement of materials or the performance-of services for the national defense." Catalog of Federal
Loan Guarantee Programs, p. 83.



Other programs are designed to capture valuable externalities in
certain activities. If the expected benefits to society outweigh those
to the individual, whether needy or not, insufficient resources will be
allocated to that activity unless the government intervenes.3 0

Individual programs may possess one or several of the essential
attributes described above. For example, one might argue that per-
fecting mortgage markets does not require stable mortgage credit
flows: perfectly efficient markets may still be volatile. Yet stability
of the housing sector is a primary goal of these perfecting programs.31
In other cases, where the prime program objective is a reallocation of
resources to pursue national political objectives, preference may be
given to needy capital credit users or to borrowers in certain less
developed geographical areas.

GROWTH STAGES

Over time, the emphasis and features of particular programs are
likely to shift, reflecting changes in the nature of the required assis-
tance and in the program's own development. Thus, a particular
program may begin as an attempt to correct market imperfections
by facilitating the flow of credit to particular users (e.g., mort-
gage credit). To do so, the program may have to design spe-
cialized credit instruments for borrowers (e.g., amortizing mort-
gages) as well as lenders (Federal insurance/guarantees). Initially,
direct private participation may not be forthcoming, and the Federal
involvement may have to be more direct through the supply of Federal
loans, financed by Federal borrowing. Later, as the entrepreneurial
and innovative elements become accepted, private intermediation
can develop and the Federal intermediation can be phased out or
"privatized." The growth in private intermediation may signify
correction of market gaps. The Federal role may then shift in the
direction of greater direct subsidy to "marginal" borrowers unable
to compete for funds even in perfectly efficient markets, or to stabi-
lizing the sector credit flows. Then, in the event private intermediaries
encounter potentially catastrophic credit market conditions (e.g.,
intense dismtermediation) the Federal role may expand to include
emergency financial support to particular private business and non-
business organizations. Tinally, even if there are no credit gaps,
economically disadvantaged parties, or national or private emer-
gencies, credit programs may still be used simply to encourage one
type of activity over others, or to redistribute income in a manner
similar to budgetary income transfer programs.

N E.g. The Water Pollution Control Loans guarantee programs are intended "to assist small business
concerns which are likely to suffer substantial economic injury caused by compliance with standards es-
tablished by the Federal Water Pollution Control Act" Catalog of Federal Loan Guarantee Programs,
p. 303.

Guaranteed Loans for Railroads in Reorganization (US RA) are intended "to pay off existing or prospec-
tive obligations cf the railroads in reorganization to avoid disruption in ordinary business relationships.
The loans can be used for claims of shippers, suppliers, and employees." Catalog of Federal Loan Guaran-
tee Programs, p. 318.

Direct interest-free loans under the Small Reclamation Projects Act cf 1056 were provided because "irri-
gators could not afford to borrow funds for construction and pay private interest rates ... Thus, most of
the projectstneeded were not being constructed." "A study of Feaeral Credit Programs," p. 256.

a' " Sne the mid-1969's the concept of the proper role of the federally sponsor housing credit agencies
has changed radically. Stabilization of housing production has emerged as the principal operating objec-
tive." Gramley, quoted in Guttentag, p. 45.
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FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND GROWTH

Considering the mixture of program attributes and their tendency
to change over time, any classification of programs by type is neces-
sarily arbitrary. Nonetheless, credit activities may still be described
according to their principal characteristics (see table 6). As of fiscal
year 1976, market-perfecting programs represented more than 60
percent of all outstanding Federal credit, with income-redistributing
programs representing about 25 percent, and priorities/externalities

rograms representing about 10 percent of all outstanding activity.
The latter group, however, has been growing at a much faster rate
than other types, averaging 25 percent per year during the 1969-76
period. Moreover, within the priorities/externalities group, loan
guarantees averaged an annual growth rate of more than 200 percent
per year, compared to direcct loans, which grew at about 20 percent
per year."

A second factor in the recent history of credit programs is the rapid
growth of sponsored credit enterprises. While guarantee programs
overall increased at an average 9 percent rate (due to their primary
use in the slower-growing perfecting programs) and direct loan pro-
grams increased by 12 percent per year, sponsored activities increased
by an average of 30 percent per year over the 1969-76 period. This
was about twice the growth rate of non-bank thrift institutions and
four times the growth rate of insurance companies.

TABLE 6.-FEDERAL CREDIT P ROGRAMS, DISTRIBUTION AND GROWTH, FISCAL YEARS 1969 TO 1976

[Dollar amounts in billions, fiscal yearsl

Total Average annual
outstanding, growth

1976 1969-78

Perfecting programs. -..- -- $218.9 13
Guarantees ------------- . ---------..-------- 1166 6
Loans --------------------------------------------------------- 174 18

Spnoe gency --------------------------------------------------- g 849 30Income redistrbution ---------------------- -------------------------- 896.8 9
Guarantees ----------------------------------------------------- 8 13Loans-------------------------------------------------------------- 28.0 3Priorities/externalities --------------------------------------------------- 43.5 25Guarantees--------------------------------------------------------- 3.1 207

40.4 22
Total, credit programs---------------------------------------------- 349.2 13

Guarantees--------------------------------------------------- 178.59Loans ----------------------------------------------------- . 8 12
Sponsored agency---------------------------------------------- 8:

Note: Sponsored agency activity in typically viewed as market-perfecting. Federal loans for this purpose include FIIA-
insurance claims; Es p rt-Import Bask; FDC; FHLBB; and SBA business and investment loans. The distribution of guar-anteed loans among t .e 3 types follows that by Mitrisin, "Federal Loan Guarantees. , April 1977. In fiscal year 1976,
lending activities in the priorities/externalities group included international security assistance, international development
assistance, Public Law 480, coastal energy impact fund, New York City, and transportation loans.

Source: Estimated by author from program descriptions.

B. Relationship8 to Budget Mechanisms

Credit programs differ fundamentally from standard budgetary
programs in that they involve loans and repayments while typical
budgetary outlays represent procurements or grants which are not

n2 This is consistent with Mitrisin's conclusion. These programs fall into his "type 3" category (aid to
discrete ventures). "Type 3 guarantees are the most rapidly growing, increasing from $79 million in fiscal
year 1960 to $3.1 billion outstanding in fiscal year 1976." "Federal Loan Guarantees and Their Use as a
Mechanism to Correct Market Imperfections, Assist Marginal Borrowers, and Finance Discrete Ventures,"
Congressional Research Service, processed.



repaid. Still, strong similarities also exist. In particular, credit activi-
ties, like budget expenditures, reflect programmatic choices. 3 Indeed,
the patterns of credit financing flows strongly resemble those of trust
fund mechanisms, which are, of course, included in the budget totals.
The use of the Federal Financing Bank and its growing importance
to the financing of credit operations also links credit programs to the
budgetary financing burden. Finally, the financing of credit programs
may be a reduction of other budget outlays." In each of these
important ways, credit financing mechanisms can and should be
considered in the context of standard fiscal policy. Considering the
technical interchangeability of financing mechanisms which was
previously discussed, these other relationships increase the importance
of separating programmatic and financing choice decisions.

"PROGRAMMATIC" AND FINANCING DIMENSIONS

Viewed in a budgetary context, Federal credit programs possess
programmatic and financing dimensions. Programmatic choices should
be considered relative to alternative (credit or standard budget)
choices. Given the interchangeability of financing (credit, tax incen-
tive, grant) mechanisms, the use of credit devices should be examined
with respect to cost-effectiveness relative to alternatives. In essence,
the financing device should be a technical, neutral consequence of a
programmatic decision; for example, to increase medical facilities or
student enrollments, help Chrysler or restructure the rail industry or
develop alternatives to oil-based fuels. Such a separation would be
difficult to implement unless the volume and composition of financing
(tax receipts, security issues) sources and mechanisms (outlays, loans,
guarantees) are simultaneously determined. Otherwise, program
choices will be influenced by the ease with which they can be financed
through off-budget mechanisms. When a programmatic decision is
linked to a financing mechanism, it should be explicitly recognized
that the programmatic choice will reduce the remaining financing
options. Currently, there is concern in Congress 35 and elsewhere that
programmatic choices are following the financing mechanism rather
than the other way around.

LOAN PROGRAMS AND TRUST FUNDS

Credit programs, like standard budget operations, are conduits
which collect funds from the economic and financial systems through
contributions, tax revenues, and security issues, an disperse them
through loans, grants, and procurements. It is less important that
budget outlays do not typically link the user of funds directly with
the supplier the way that credit programs link repayments to bor-
rowers than that the economy overall is both provider and user of
funds. More specifically, lending activities operate as trust funds in

as That is, "in which the government seeks to achieve social, economic, military, and other policy
objectives which even a perfectly functioning market system wculd not achieve." Commission on Money
and Credit, "Money and Credit: Their Influence on Jobs, Prices and Growth," p. 184.

54 Break (1965) presented evidence of such non-debt prcgram financing: ". . . postwar federal loans had
some restrictive impact on other types of federal expenditures in every year except those dominated by the
Korean War. Upward pressure may also have been exerted on tax rates, notably in 1954 and 1957." Break,
"Federal Lending and Economic Stability," p. 81.

is See, for example, Congressional Budget Office, "Loan Guarantees: Current Concerns and Alternatives
for Control," 1978, and Office of Management and Budget, "Federal Credit Programs" in "Special Analyses
of the Budget."



reverse: cash is paid out (lent) to the recipient and subsequently
paid in (repaid). Trust funds, of course, involve first a period of
payments into the funds, followed by later disbursements. Net out-
lays, like budget deficits, are financed by drawing down liquid balances,
or with security issues, or through congressional appropriations.

LOAN PROGRAMS AND TREASURY DEBT MANAGEMENT

On-budget net loan outlays clearly add to the budget deficit or
reduce the budget surplus. In fiscal year 1978, for example, net outlays
of on-budget credit programs added almost $9 billion to the budget
deficit. Yet even this amount was net of loan sales to the FFB ($8.5
billion) and the public ($2.9 billion), which had the effect of reducing
the net outlay of on-budget loan programs. Without the loan asset
sales, the contribution of on-budget loan programs to the 1978 deficit
could have been more than $20 billion, rather than the $9 billion
shown. The fact that the other $11 billion was off-budget financing
did not lessen the Treasury financing burden during 1978 (see table 7).
While the budget deficit in 1978 required Treasury financing of almost
$49 billion, the actual Treasury financing burden was m excess of
$59 billion after inclusion of the off-budget net outlay activity in
excess of $10 billion. Based on estimates by the Office of Management
and Budget for fiscal year 1981, credit programs will not only result
in the anticipated deficit for the year, but will add another $11.5
billion in increased Treasury financing activity during the year.

TABLE 7.-FINANCING BURDEN OF OFF-BUDGET ENTITIES
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

1978(A) 1979(E) 1980(E) 1981(E) 1982(E)

Budget surplus (deficit).............. ($48, 839) ($37, 379) ($29, 013) ($1, 216) $37,758
Off-budget enterprises................ (10, 327) (11, 990) (11,956) (11, 501) (11,096)

Total surplus (deficit)------------ (59, 166) (49, 368) (40,969) (12, 711) 26,662

OFFSETS OF DIRECT LOAN ACTIVITY
(IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

New transactions ------------------------------------------------------------- $44. 2

Offsets:
Repayments ------------------------------------------------------------------- 14.7
FFB purchases------------------------------------------------------------------ 8.3
Public sales. . . . . . . . . ..--------------------------------------------------------------- 2.7
Adjustments. . . .. .. . . ..--------------------------------------------------------------- 1.5

Total offset --... . . .. ..------------------------------------------------------------- 27. 2

Net, new outlays.. . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------------------- 17.0

Source: "Special Analyses of the Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1980," p. 106.

C. Impacts on Economic Variables

The central uncertainties relating to the economic effects of credit
programs can be distilled into two basic, empirical, questions:

(1) Do credit activities of the federal government and its spon-
sored credit enterprises produce lasting alterations in the
composition and volume of credit?
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(2) Do alterations in the composition and volume of credit produce
predictable changes in th e allocation of economic resources?

If increases in federal credit flows to favored sectors are offset by
decreases in non-federal credit flows to the same sector (lending
displacement), federal credit programs will not influence the total
volume of credit going to the favored sector; nor will such programs
affect the overall volume of credit in the economy. Instead, the effect
of the federal credit activity will be to "federalize" the credit going to
the favored sector without otherwise altering the allocation of financial
or economic resources and, hence, the level or composition of national
income.

Furthermore, even if credit programs do not completely displace
private lenders and thereby do increase the volume of credit flowing to
a particular sector, there may still be no alteration of the level or
composition of national income. Briefly put, this suggests that more
mortgage credit does not result in more housing. Evidence on this
important matter is discussed later.

NATIONAL INCOME

If credit activities result in (or are supported by) an increase in the
volume of credit or, equivalently, a more intense use of existing credit,
they will have an expansionary effect on the overall economy. In
periods of high unemployment (such as the 1930's) any expansion of
credit operations results in more economic activity (to the extent new
demands are stimulated).

Credit programs have extended vast amounts of credit directly and
indirectly through loans, guarantees and other subsidies. For example,
we extimate that gross extensions of credit (i.e. before repayments)
have exceeded $1.5 trillion in the past 25 years. Considered in isolation,
the extensions of credit represent new spending, repayments represent
reductions in spending. This is misleading, however, since a number of
off-setting market reactions must be considered. With a given supply
of money, the federal credit activities result in private displace-
ments of lenders or borrowers ("crowding out") or both. When these
displacements occur, there is little if any lasting impact on overall
spending. However, if federal credit operations stimulate spending
demands and if the money supply is also expanded, additional na-
tional income will result. Whether an expanded level of spending
translates into inflated or real economic growth or any growth at all
depends on the relative elasticities of sector outputs and the uses to
which the credit is put.

The income-generating effects of federal credit programs, thus,
depend crucially on the level of supportive monetary expansion. Since
credit programs become more important to the sectors they assist
during times of monetary restraint, the supportive role of the Feddral
Reserve creates a policy dilemma. With respect to borrower displace-
ment, it is important to recognize an important difference between
credit-program crowding and deficit-financing of the budget crowding.
Budget financing requirements are typically worst in periods of deep
recession while the financing requirements of credit programs are
heaviest during periods of high economic activity. Therefore, the
probability of borrower displacement effects is substantially greater
for credit than for budget financing.

56-369 0 - 81 - 25



INFLATION

At times of full employment or high resource utilization in favored
sectors, an expansion of federal credit results in a rise in prices with
little or no impact on real output. It should be noted that an overall
inflationary effect can be produced even in the absence of monetary
expansion. For example, if private borrower crowding out results from
the increased federal support to a particular sector, a shift in the

composition of spending will take place. The shift results in a sector
price inflation in the favored sector which is not offset by a price
deflation in the crowded out sector. Thus, in an increase in mortgage
credit results in a decrease in business credit, more spending on housing
and less on business activities will result. The increased demand for
housing will be inflationary at high resource utilization levels. Unless
off-set by a price deflation in the business sector, the overall effect of
the credit activity will be inflationary.

If the credit activity is accompanied by a supportive increase in
the money supply, the inflationary effect will be more severe since
there will be no reduction in business spending.

OVERALL ECONOMIC STABILITY

Dependence on federal credit programs by favored borrowers in-
creases during period of restraint. Thus, in their desire to assist

particularly vulnerable sectors, credit programs expand their activities
in a manner counter to the economic stabilization objectives of both
monetary and fiscal policies. 38 In a period of restraint, the displace-
ment effects noted previously become substantially heightened. 7

PRODUCTIVITY

Through financial innovation and infrastructure developments credit
programs have had an impressive record of accomplishments: 38 hous-
ing and agricultural credit markets and economies being clear exam-
ples. Through such devices domestic credit flows have been made more
efficient. In other respects, however, credit programs have impeded
efficiencies in both the financial and economic systems. In particular,
the relative pricing of securities has been hampered by the interposi-
tion of federal credit. Credit programs currently are incapable of
efficiently discriminating among investments on the basis of relative
risk and productivity. When guarantees are involved, private investors
have the same difficulty. There is currently no clear basis for deter-
mining whether credit or alternative mechanisms are most efficient in

the pursuit of program objectives. Without a realistic measure of

program costs, decisions with respect to the scale or composition of
ederal credit involvement will be difficult. Likewise, comparisons of

relative costs and benefits of particular programs will not be possible.

36 Break, "The Economic Impact of Federal Loan Insurance," p.13.
37 See Jfie and Rosen, "Estimates of the Effectiveness of Sbilization Policies," Journal of Finance,

June 1978, p. 944.
n Saulnier, et. al. considered the effects on financial institutions to be more important then either the

aggregative or resource allocation effects on the economy. op. cit., p. 145.



INCOME REDISTRIBUTION

An important function of credit programs has been assistance to
weaker borrowers who otherwise could not compete for credit. Both
direct, low-interest loans and guarantees (enabling lower borrower
costs) have been employed in this regard. Questions with respect to
the actual distribution of costs and benefits of credit programs have
been raised. For example, portfolio restriction policies reduce the costs
of mortgages to home buyers. The cost, however, is shifted to de-
positors at thrift institutions or to deposits at other institutions.39

Furthermore, even if programs successfully do shift resources to, say,
increases in the housing stock, they still do not necessarily redistribute
housing toward lower income groups, reduce slums or reduce racial
discrimination in the housing market. 0 Likewise, it is not obvious
that federal guarantees proportionately reduce the costs of financing
to borrowers as they reduce lender risks. Nor is there reason to believe
that federal concerns are safeguarded by either private borrowers or
lenders in the transaction. A further and well-recognized possibility is
that federal participation reduces the emotional as well as financial
commitments to the arrangement and precipitates defaults earlier
than otherwise or than desirable.

SECTOR INCOME

Because of the great variety of offsetting effects triggered by the
expansion (and contraction) of federal credit activities, it is inappro-
priate to base conclusions about credit activities solely on the scale of
federal program activity. In short, little can be said about sector
impacts of federal credit programs without information about the
supportiveness of monetary policy or the nature of private displace-
ment effects created by the credit programs. Displacement effects,
in turn, depend importantly on the efficiency of credit markets, the
extent and character of federal regulation and the relative sensitivities
of borrowers to rising interest rates.

Generally, sector spending will be influenced most strongly by
credit programs when there is a supportive expansion in the money
supply or when there is borrower displacement. Whether the increase
in sector credit use translates into greater sector income depends on
whether the greater credit usage results in greater sector demand.
For example, whether greater mortgage credit results in greater
housing demands.

D. Impacts on Private Decisions

Federal credit programs have a number of recognized and undesir-
able impacts on private decision-mlaking in both the economic and
financial areas. Five such impacts are discussed in this section:

(1) Displacement of private lenders.

9 Silber, in Kaminow and O'Brien, eds.. "Studies in Selective Credit Policies," 1975, pp. 117-8.
40 Kaminowand O'Brien, "Issuesin Selective Credit Policies," in Kaminowand O'Brien, eds., op. cit. p. 5.
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(2) Displacement of private borrowers.
(3) Encouragement of foreign financing.
(4) Creation of public policy "wedge" in private decisions.
(5) Preservation of large, inefficient organizations.

PRIVATE DISPLACEMENT

With a fixed money supply, credit program expansions have the
effect of displacing private lenders and/or borrowers. If securities
markets are relatively efficient, the dominant effect is likely to be a
displacement of lenders and/or financial disintermediation. 4142 Where
financial markets are segmented or regulated, the displacement is
more likely to bear on private borrowers. Private lenders are displaced
if federal programs significantly alter relative yields and credit is
mobile. The favored sector will reflect a reduction in relative yields.
Private lenders will shift out of the favored sector towards the higher
yields in other sectors.? If lender displacement does not occur the
volume of credit flowing to the favored sector will increase. Without
monetary expansion, crowding out of weaker borrowers will occur."
This reallocation of credit is most likely to occur when the favored
sector is characterized by weak or non-existent credit institutions or
portfolio regulation.

Three consequences suggest themselves with respect to this dis-
placement effect: (1) If displacement of borrowers and/or lenders is
to be avoided, the monetary aspects of credit programs in general are
crucial. Otherwise, some form of mandatory credit allocation is
necessary. (2) Private lending institutions may be permanently dis-
displaced or financially weakened by recurring episodes of displacement.
Short of this, private institutions are directly coerced into augmenting
federal credit programs (as an attempt to circumvent the displace-
ment of lenders). (3) There is a tradeoff involved between lender and
borrower displacements. Without an expansion in money supply,
the displacement of lenders reduces the displacement effect on bor-
rowers, and vice-versa. The reason being that displaced lenders will
redirect credit flows to other borrowers, thus reducing the borrower
displacement. Conversely, if borrowers are displaced, less lender dis-
placement takes place.

Where displacement of borrowers is involved, a number of other
consequences are possible: (1) Domestic credit flows will be increas-
ingly federalized, injecting federal involvement in more and more of
national output; (2) the probability that uncoordinated credit pro-
grams will impede the attainment of budget priorities will increase;
(3) business firms will be forced to increase reliance on foreign credit

'I "The channels thrcugh which credit flows to housing can be changed, but the total flow is unlikely to
be influenced. New regulations and modifications cf existing cnes may well influence the portion of housing
sales that nonbank thrift institutions finance, but additions to funds through their channel are likely to
promote withdrawal of funds from other channels." King, op. cit. p. 58.

42 "FHLB bonds are a substitute fGr savings at SLAs in investors' portfolios; hence sales of FHLB bonds
in the open market have a reverse effect on Net New Savings." Kwcn and Thornton, "An Evaluation of
the Competitive Effect of FHLB Open Market Operations on Savings Inflows at Savings and Loan Associa-
tionsl" Journal of Finance, June 1971, p. 708

43' The most obvious impact of the agencies has been the reduction in the home mortgage rate relative to
cther rates and the consequent shift of discretionary investors-life insurance companies private pension
funds and mutual savings banks to some extent, out of the home mortgage market." Hendershott and
Villani, op. cit. p. 45.

44 Break considered this to be the most important policy effect. "The Economic Impact of Federal Loan
Insurance." p. 14.
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sources (possibly shifting real investments overseas as well); (4)
demands from other sectors for federal credit protection will increase;
or (5) pressure will grow for central planning of national output in
order to systematically determine which sectors will be expanded and
which will not be encouraged.

The monetary aspect of credit activities is not clearly recognized
and, consequently, the undesirable regulatory and displacement
consequences have not been fully appreciated. Yet, there is little
question but that faced with a choice between displacement and
monetary expansion, the latter will be emphasized.

E. Impacts on Budget Control

The fact that credit activities are, for the most part, "off-budget"
does not diminish their importance to budgetary decisions. To the
extent credit programs are interchangeable with non-credit budget
outlays, credit programs are a tempting "backdoor" financing device.
Additionally, the Treasury financing burden is affected by net outlays
of both on-budget and off-budget loan programs. The budget totals
are affected by on-budget net loan outlays. All credit programs are
characterized by very substantial errors in estimation even when
budget-year estunates are considered. Furthermore, there is substan-
tial variation in practice with respect to the accounting and recognition
of defaults, leading to potentially serious understanding of losses.45

Finally, there is no satisfactory procedure for measuring the level of
subsidy or value transfer contained in alternative credit arrangements.
All of these considerations impact on budget control and warrant
greater security.

"BACKDOOR" FINANCING

The main concern relative to lack of congressional control of federal
credit activities relates to the absence of an integrative, comparative
consideration of program alternatives. To some, important, extent this
is a technical problem, for there is currently no feasible way of com-
paring, for example, $1 billion in loan guarantees with $1 billion of
direct loans or direct outlays. Loan guarantee and insurance programs
are specifically exempted from the Congressional Budget Act." In
a number of instances, credit programs are inherently in conflict with
one another and may collectively conflict with overall fiscal policy
objectives (and monetary policy objectives). Transactions of the
Federal Financing Bank have the effect of obscuring individual credit
operations and possibly concealing the real scale of particular pro-
grams by loan asset purchases and the. Treasury debt management
burden. Reliance on credit mechanisms will increase as public pressure
on budget outlays and balanced budgets increases. Programs may
possess "entitlement" aspects which make the level of activity rela-
tively volatile and uncontrollable. Estimating experience has not been
good. Even budget year estimates have proven to be substantially
under as well as over actual.

43 "Some loans that have actually defaulted are still carried on the government's books because the govern-
ment does not wish to legitimize the default. World War I loans to the U.S. allies, for example, are still carried
on the government's books although no other government reccgnizes them. And some loans do not go into
default because the loans are refinanced by the lending agency." Larkins, "$300 Billion in Loans," 1972.

""(Authority) does not include authority to insure or guarantee the repayment of indebtedness incurred
by another person or government." Sec. 401(c) (2), Congressional Budget Act.
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BUDGET BALANCE

By fiscal year-end 1979, almost $500 billion in federal credit will be
outstanding. By comparison, total budget outlays are expected to
be $466 billion. Budget outlays are projected to increase by $26 billion
between 1978 and 1979. This compares with an estimated increase in
federal credit activity of $53 billion, or more than twice as much.
The anticipated deficit for fiscal year 1979 is about $37 billion, of
which $5 billion represents on-budget credit programs; and, another
$12 billion represents net lending by off-budget agencies. However,
since a substantial portion of the off-budget lending represents pur-
chases by the FFB of on-budget loans, the potential impact on the
budget deficit is larger. Among credit programs, the most dramatic
growth will be in guaranteed loans (net increase) which are estimated
to increase by 85% during 1979, compared with a decline of 42% for
new on-budget lending and 44% decline for new sponsored agency
lending.

ESTIMATING ERRORS

Budget year estimates have been completely unreliable with respect
to the net change in overall credit and, especially, activities of par-
ticular types of credit programs. For example, the actual change in
net guaranteed activity in FY 1977 proved to be almost 6 times that
contained in the budget-year estimate. Actual direct lending in 1975
turned out to be almost 6 times as great as the amount estimated.
Meanwhile, in 1971, the estimate of net sponsored loans turned out
to be 5 times as great as actual. Between 1968 and 1978, the estimate
for direct loans was off by over 100% in 4 out of the 10 years, and in
all cases the estimate was below the actual (see table 8).

TABLE 8.-PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL OUTLAYS AND INITIAL ADMINISTRATION ESTIMATES,
AGENCIES AND MAJOR PROGRAMS

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Farmers Home Administration ------------ 300.6 81.4 -88.5 9.4 152.6
FHA fund------------------------- 87.6 -69.5 10.9 38.7 -68.7
GNMA special assistance --------------- -221.9 33.3 100.1 41.5 -118.1
Export-Import Bank ------------------- -92.2 -20.7 16.9 -105.3 -284.1
FHLB Board ------------------------ -13.7 -13.2 136.1 302.5 -80.0

Source: Congressional Budget Office, "Estimates of Federal Budget Outlays," February 1978.

The budget impact of estimating errors has been noted in a recent

Congressional Budget Office study.47 Guaranteed loan activity has
also been mis-estimated, though predominantly over-estimated. In
1970, the estimate was 10 times greater than actual. Mis-estimates
exceeded 100% in 4 of the 10 years (see table 9). Similarly the error
rate with respect to sponsored activity exceeded 100% in 4 out of ten

years. Additionally, error rates are extremely volatile. In 1977, for
example, actual guarantee activity was 6 times that estimated, but
the following year, actual was only about half the estimated amount.

47 Congressional Budget Office, "Estimates of Federal Budget Outlays," February 1978.
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TABLE 9.-NET CHANGE IN CREDIT EXTENDED, ACTUAL VERSUS BUDGET-YEAR ESTIMATES

Sponsored
Fiscal year Total Loans Guarantees agency

1969:
A ctual.-------- ---- .----------------------------
Estim ated ..---------------- ..------------ .- .----

Actual/Estimated -- .------- .-------- .----- .----
1970:

A ctual.- -------------------- .-------------------
Estim ated .------------------ .-------------- ..- .-

Actual/Estim ated..-- .------ .--------------- ..-
1971:

A ctual.- ------------ .------------------ ---------
Estimated.......... -............. .....-

Actual/Estimated --- .-.-- ---- .--- --- ..---
1912:

Actual-- - -- ----.............................
Estim ated --- .------------------------------ .---

Actual/Esti mated -------------------------- .---
1973:

A ctual..-- .--------------- -------- .-----------
Estim ated ----------- .---------------------- .---

Actual/Estim ated ------------------------------
1974:

A ctual.- - .--------- .------ - .----- .--- .-- .-----
Estimated - ............................

Actual/Estim ated..---------------- .- .------ .---
1975:

A ctual ---.---- -.-.--- ---- --- ---- - .-
Estim ated .----------- ..-------- .----------- .----

Actual/Estim ated.-------------------------- .---
1976:

A ctual.- ----- .- .------------------------- ....--
Estim ated -- .------- .----- .------- .-- .-- ..- ..--

Actual/Estim ated.----------- .--- .--------------
1977:

A ctual -------- ------- ------- ------- --- .---
Estim ated ------------------------- ...--- ..----

Actual/Estimated --- - ..--- - .- ..-.---- --
1978:

A ctual .---- ---- --- .---- ---- - ...-- ..----
Estim ated -- -- - -- - -- - .- -- - ---. - - _

Actual/Estim ated ----------------------- ...--

$2.9 $7.8
1 4.6 10.0
0.9 0.6 0.8

17.4 4.5
26.5 1.4

.7 3.2

16. 5
22.3

.7

2.3 10.6
20.5 4.6

.1 2.3

3.0 12.2 1.3
1.6 12.5 8.2

1.9 1.0 .2

22.8 2.9 15.6 4.3
31.4 2.7 24.5 7.9

.7 1.1 .6

26.7 1.0
33.8 .7

.8 1.4

26.9 4.4
26.9 .9

1.0 4.9

14.0
31.8

.6

6.2
13.8

.5

26.9 12.8 5.7
16.8 2.3 11.0

1.6 5.6 .5

11.6
11.3

1.0

16.3
12.2

1.3

8.5
3.5

2.4

26.6 10.9 10.3 5.4
28.7 12.3 7.7 8.7

.9 .9 1.3

36.6 11.6 14.1 11.0
31.2 12.1 2.4 16.7

1.2 1.0 5.9

59.0 19.8
45.5 10.0

1.3 2.0

11.3 27.9
21.2 14.3

.5 2.0

Source: Office of Management and Budget, Federal Credit Programs, "Special Analyses of the Budget," various issues.

IDENTIFICATION OF CREDIT SUBSIDIES

Currently, there is no objective, agreed upon way of valuing the
subsidy element of federal credit participation. While the Office of
Management and Budget has prepared estimates of interest rate
subsidies for major programs (totalling roughly $80 billion in the last
10 years alone), even these estimates vary substantially depending on
the (unknown) private rates which would have been paid without the
federal involvement. There is the further difficulty that for perfecting
credit programs, where credit gaps are involved, there is no comparable
private rate. Still the assessment of actual costs of programs is crucial
to the efficient use of federal credit programs. Moreover, the costs of
federal credit involvements must be viewed more broadly than simply
covering Treasury financing costs and origin and loan servicing costs.
In most cases, the value transferred will exceed these costs. On the basis
of OMB's estimates, the total subsidy value during the past 10 years
of direct lending and guarantee activity has exceeded $80 billion.

VI. REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL WORK

Looking at the benefits of programs, market-perfecting programs
should have no implicit or explicit benefits; income redistributing
programs should have benefits primarily linked to users (e.g., low



interest rates); externality/priority programs should have incentives
linked to investors. In other words, market-perfecting programs make
market rates "available" to those able to pay for them; redistributing
programs help pay maiket rates; and externality/priority programs
offer above-market returns.

Despite the importance of the issues raised by Federal credit pro-
grams, little empirical work has been done in this area. And that which
exists does not provide a firm basis for conclusions. Studies of credit
activity generally have reached different conclusions depending on
their underlying assumptions. For example, studies looking only at
the primary effects of credit programs, and ignoring feedback and
displacement effects created by the credit programs, offer much more
opimistic conclusions. More comprehensive studies that consider

setting reactions from the financing of the credit activity, however,
find almost no lasting impacts on major economic variables.

A. Complexities

Analyses of credit activities must deal with a number of important
complexities. For example, there are significant, generic differences in
purposes among programs, with different consequences for their
impacts on real and financial variables. Credit programs directed at
the correction of market imperfections should have different effects
from programs directed toward the assistance to marginal borrowers or
the financial restructuring of financially impaired ventures. Moreover,
programs experience growth stages which ilter the degree and diffusion
of impacts. For example, the impact of financial innovations in early
mortgage credit programs differs substantially from the current effects
of such programs. Thus, the significance of particular programs de-
pends on their stage of development. For example, proving that the
mortgage insurance and secondary markets for mortgage investments
are profitable activities completely dwarfs any other accomplishment
of Federal mortgage programs." A third empirical difficulty is that the
financial and real effects of particular credit market involvements have
complicated, lagged patterns, which are properly evaluated only with
comprehensive econometric models. Yet the level of aggregation makes
it virtually impossible to disentangle effects of all but the largest
programs. Thus, the collective impacts of credit programs may never
be revealed, or even suggested, by the analysis of individual programs.

A fourth difficulty is that program data bases from which empirical
research can be developed are inadequate except in the oldest and
largest programs. Thus, generalizations regarding relatively small,
newer, generically distinct programs are at best tentative. A further
difficulty is that a program's short-run effects differ substantially from
its long-run effects depending on the speed and extent of market ad-
justments to the Federal credit interventions. Finally, the effects of
credit programs depend to a large extent on the character of overall
financial and economic conditions and the simultaneous actions of
monetary and fiscal policy.

dLarkins, fcr example, notes "Tf FRA had never existed, it is far from clear that private lenders would
have developed amortizable mortgages on their own, and it is virtually certain that they would not have
done so at the time that FRA did," p. 15.



B. Evidence

In general, earlier studies of credit programs were more optimistic
about their effect on resource allocation than recent studies. For
example, Saulnier, et al., concluded that significant resource shifts
occurred in agriculture, particularly during the 1930's, and that this
led to increased supply of farm products without commensurate in-
creases in demand, resulting in reduced farm income. With respect to
private business activities, no overall effects were observed due to the
relative insignificance of Federal credit compared to all business
credit flows to that sector. But they found sigmficant effects in parti-
cular types oft business firms and industries.

This paper discusses eight studies (see table 10) which relate the
effects of specific or total credit activity to aggregate economic
variables. The first studies, published between 1958 and 1965, con-
sidered only the primary effects of the credit programs and did not
incorporate the variety of offsetting financing and portfolio adjust-
ment reactions of private markets. The latter four studies, published
between 1973 and 1978, in contrast, specifically incorporated the
various offsets directly into their models. Consequently, the latter studies
have produced conclusions substantially at odds with the earlier
studies regarding most aggregate, long-run effects. Some agreement
among the various studies, however, does exist with respect to short-
run effects. The following section summarizes the major findings of
these studies.

NATIONAL INCOME

A 1958 study by Saulnier, Halcrow and Jacoby, covering the period
1917-53, examined loans, insurance, guarantees, and activities of
sponsored agencies. According to this study, the effects of Federal
credit activity could be approximated by the net change in such
activity. Thus, an increase in net credit extended under Federal
auspices was interpreted as similar to an expansion in budget outlays,
while a decrease in net credit was similar to a reduction in budget
outlays. During the entire period, the Saulnier, et al. study found
an important income-generating effect only in the depths of the De-
pression during the 1930-35 period. In all other years, the effects of
Federal credit programs were either relatively unimportant (1917-30;
1936-46) or primarily inflationary (1947-53) with respect to na-
tional income.

TABLE 10.

A. INCOME GENERATING
1. Saulnier, et al. (1958)

Period covered: 1917-53.
Type of credit analyzed: loans, insurance, guarantees, sponsored agencies.
Measure of impact: net credit extended.
Findings.-1917-30, relatively unimportant in overall spending; 1930-35,

increasingly important in expanding spending; 1936-46, relatively unimportant
in overall spending; and, 1947-53, moderate (inflationary) impact on GNP.
2. Law (1963)

Period covered: 1929-58.
Type of credit analyzed: loans, insurance, guarantees, sponsored agencies.
Measure of impact: net credit extended.
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Findings.-1929-34 insignificant in income generating potential; 1934-36,
small, positive impact on income; 1942-45, no impact on income; 1946-48, im-
portant (inflationary) impact; 1949-5011, important stimulus to real output;
195011-53, small (inflationary) impact; and 1954-58, moderate to insignificant
impact.
3. Break (1961)

Period covered: 1935-59.
Type of credit analyzed: insurance and guarantee programs.
Measure of impact: net change in credit outstanding.
Findings.-1935-46 typically minor and erratic (expansionary and contrac-

tionary); 1947-53 moderate expansionary impact on overall spending; and 1954-59
increasingly important in overall spending.

4. Break (1965)
Period covered: 1946-63. Type of activity: Federal lending.
Measure: net change.
Results.-1947, strong, positive effect; 1948-57, generally small positive and

negative effects; and 1958-62, generally moderate impacts.

B. STABILIZING
1. Saulnier, et al.

Results.-stabilization record generally more appropriate than those of budget
and monetary policies.

Net credit increases five times out of seven.
Net credit declined nine times while GNP increased 17 times.
Change in net credit concurrent with fiscal policy 22 of 36 years.
Change in net credit concurrent with monetary policy 12 of 36 years.

2. Law

Results.-stabilization record appropriate in 16 of 29 years.
Credit activity consistent with fiscal policy 18 of 29 years.
Credit activity consistent with monetary policy 18 of 29 years.

3. Break (1961)
Results.-Net volume of loan insurance had appropriate sign in five out of 12

years.
Loan insurance programs consistent with fiscal policy in six out of 13 years.

4. Break (1965)
Results.-Changes in amounts of direct loans outstanding had the appropriate

sign in seven of 16 years.
Change in loans outstanding consistent with budget changes in seven of 16 years.

C. INCOME DISTRIBUTION
1. Saulnier, et al.

Results.-In agriculture, main result was to expand supply of agricultural
output, lower commodity prices and reduce farm incomes.
2. Law

Results.-It is doubtful that income was redistributed downward. Business
sector assistance improved the positions of stockholders. Housing programs
assisted middle income groups. Agricultural programs mainly benefited large
farmers (through price supports).

D. SECTOR OUTPUTS, PRICES, STABILITY
1. Saulnier, et al.

Results.-Agriculture-more output, lower prices. Housing-more of an impact
on prices than output. Business-significant only in special areas.
2. Law

Results.-Agriculture-helped produce agricultural revolution. Housing-little
question of effectiveness. Business-important in specialized areas.
S. Break (1961)

Results.-In housing, loan insurance programs provided an important stimulus
to the residential construction industry averaging between $2 and $4 billion per
year (in constant dollars).
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E. SIMULATIONS

1. DuesenberrylBosworth (1973)
Period simulated: 1965-70.
Type of credit analyzed: FNMA mortgage purchases of $1 billion in 1965.
Measure of impact: Difference between actual and simulated levels of variables.
Findings.-Nominal GNP $200 million higher at end of simulation. Residential

construction is $100 million higher. Savings and loan deposits are $600 million
lower. Life insurance companies hold $500 million less in residential mortgages by
the end of the simulation. Conventional mortgage rate is 3.4 basis points lower.
Short-run effects can be substantial but long-run effects are minor.
2. Dusenberry/Bosworth (1974)

Period simulated: 1969-71.
Type of activity: FNMA purchases are frozen at 1969 level. A reduction of $10.1

billion between 1969 and 1971.
Measure of impact: Actual vs. simulated levels of variables.
Findings.-GNP is only $400 million below actual by the end of 1971. Residen-

tial construction is only $600 million below actual. The mortgage rate is 10 basis
points below actual. Residential mortgage stock is $3.1 billion below actual.
Non-bank intermediary deposits are $6.1 billion higher. Short-run effects can be
substantial but they get "unraveled" by the market adjustment mechanism.
Long-run effects are minor.
8. Hendershott (1977).

Period simulated: (a) 1969; (b) 1965-71.
Type of activity: (a) $1 billion FSCA mortgage purchases; (b) reduction of $18

billion in mortgage purchases to 1965 level.
Measure of impact: Actual vs. simulated levels of variables.
Findings.-(1) strong short-run effects. Decrease in mortgage rate by 19 basis

points in first quarter. Mortgage stock increased $450 million by fourth quarter.
Housing stock increased by $510 million in fifth quarter. Only slight long-term
effects. Eleven quarters after the purchase, mortgage stock is only 5 basis points
lower, mortgage stock only $60 million higher. Housing stock only $230 million
higher.

(2) withdrawal of $18 billion of mortgage credit activity would have raised the
mortgage rate by 106 basis points. Mortgage stock at end or simulation was $3
billion lower. Housing stock was $4.5 billion lower in the simulation.
4. Jaffee/Rosen (1978)

Period simulated: 1965-76 monthly.
Type of Credit Activity: $18 billion increase in agency commitments and interest

rate subsidies during rationing and non-rationing periods.
Measure of impact: Difference between actual and simulated levels of variables.
Findings.-Although long-run effects disappear, mortgage credit programs can

and do have substantial and rapid short-run effects. These effects increase during
periods of credit rationing. An $18 billion increase in FNMA purchases results in
62,000 additional housing units in non-rationing environments versus 101,000
units in rationing environments. Therefore sectoral stabilizalion can be effective.

A similar study by Law (1963) done for the Commission on Money
and Credit covered the 1929-58 period. This study examined all types
of Federal credit and like the earlier study, focused on net credit
extended: increases being viewed as income-generating, decreases as
income-reducing. In contrast to the Saulnier study, the Law study
found only a small positive impact on income in the 1934-36 period
and an insignificant impact on income prior to that. Law came to a
different conclusion by determining that the large increases in credit
during the Depression were primarily directed at strengthening finan-
cial institutions and were not primarily income-generating. Law con-
cluded that the effect of Federal credit activity was inflationary
between 1946 and 1953, except for the 1949 to 195011 (second quarter)
period. In this respect, Law's conclusion was similar to the Saulnier
study for the post-war period. Law decided that the 1949-195011
period was the only important stimulus to real output.



Two works contain Break's analysis of Federal credit activities: a
1961 study covering the period 1935-59, which examined insurance
and guarantee activities, and a 1965 study covering the period 1946-63,
which examined lending activities. Like the two earlier studies, Break's
research focused on the net changes in insurance and guarantee activity
and also in direct lending. Break's earlier study indicated a growing
importance over the 193 5-59 period of guarantee and insurance activ-
ity in income-generating effects. Prior to 1947, however, the impact
was typically minor and erratic (both expansionary and contraction-
ary). Break's study of lending activity indicated a strong, positive
impact only in 1947, with generally small positive and negative effects
in the 1948-57 period, and moderate impacts in the 1958-62 period.

All of the comprehensive studies recognized, but did not adjust
for, the importance of the financing offsets required by the credit
activity. The studies recognized that these offsets were large enough
to reverse completely the stimulative or contractionary impacts on
national income produced by the credit programs. 9 These early
studies, however, did not have available a methodology suitable for
handling the complicated reaction patterns in the private markets.

In 1973, Duesenberry and Bosworth presented a model incorporating
the feedback effects of Federal credit activities. The model was based
on a flow-of-funds framework and used simulation of alternative
policies and program activities to evaluate the actual results. The
Duesenberry/Bosworth simulation looked at only one type of credit
activity: mortgage credit. The model was based on the 1965-70 period
and simulated the effect of a $1 billion increase in FNMA mortgage
purchases. The results showed a strong, immediate impact on GNP
which quickly dissipated. Eighteen months after the initial purchase
by FNMA, GNP was actually lower because of the intervention by
FNMA. The GNP effect stayed negative until the first half of 1970.
At the end of the simulation period-the end of 197C-GNP was
about $300 million higher as a result of the $1 billion FNMA pur-
chase. Over the entire simulation period, the net impact on total GNP
is a reduction by $1.5 billion as a result of the $1 billion purchase by
FNMA. By the second half of 1970, residential construction is only
$100 million, annual rate, higher than it would have been without
the $1 billion in FNMA purchases. Duesenberry and Bosworth con-
cluded that short-run effects of FNMA purchases could be substantial,
but they were reversed in the longer run through market reactions to
the Federal stimulus.

In 1974, Duesenberry and Bosworth again simulated FNMA
activity (see table 11). This time the period covered by the simulation
was 1969-71, a period of credit restraint. The study examined the
impact of freezing FNMA purchases at the 1969 level, thus eliminating
the impact of more than $10 billion in FNMA purchases over the
period. By the end of the simulation period, GNP was only $400
million below actual, even though FNMA mortgage purchases were
$10.1 billion below actual. The mortgage stock was only $3.1 billion

49 "The scope of fiscal offsets available to the federal government is clearly a wide one. At one extreme, by
resorting to money creation, it may impose an cffset to all and allow the loan program to exert its maximum
expansionary pressure on the economy. At the other extreme, by cutting back its purchases of new output to
make an equal amount of new loans, it may well more than offset the expansionary effects cf those loans and
end up with a new deflationary impact." Break, "Federal Lending and Economic Stability", p. 21.
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below the actual level by the end of the simulation. Importantly,
nonbank intermediary deposits were $6.1 billion higher. As in their
earlier study, Duesenberry and Bosworth indicated that short-run
effects can be substantial but they get "unraveled" in the longer run
by the market adjustment mechanism. Long-run effects are minor.
TABLE 11.-CHANGES IN SELECTED VARIABLES FOR A REDUCTION IN FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIA-

TION MORTGAGE HOLDINGS

Semiannual periods
Variable 1969:1 1969:2 1970:1 1970:2 1971:1 1971:2

Interest rates:I
Treasury bill rate-------------------------- 0 -0.17 -0.34 -0.36 -0.32 -0.43BAA bond rate---------------------------- 0 -. 04 -. 13 -. 19 -. 26 -. 37Mortgage rate------------------ ---------- 0 .06 .01 -. 08 -. 11 -. 10Flew variables:'2
GNP------------------------------------- 0 -3.4 -6.0 -5.0 -1.8 -0.4Residential construction ---------------------- 0 -1.4 -2.0 -. 9 0.1 -0.6
Business investment------------------------ 0 -. 5 -1.0 -1.1 -0.6 -0.1Stock variubles: o
FNMA mortgage holdings -------------------- 0 -2.0 -4.7 -6.3 -7.4 -10.1Residential mortgage stock------------------ 0 -1.9 -3.5 -3.3 -2.7 -3.1Time deposits ----------------------------- 0 1.4 3.9 3.9 3.1 3.9Commercial bank earnings assets-------------- 0 0 .5 .2 .2 .5Nonbank intermediary deposits---------------- 0 .2 1.2 2.6 4.1 4.1Long-term securities outstanding--------------- 0 .3 .9 1.5 1.8 2.2Short-term securities oetstanding-------------- 0 -2.0 -4. 1 -5. 1 -5.7 -8.4Federal Government securities---------------- 0 -1.8 -3.4 -3.7 -3.8 -6.1
Household security holdings------------------0 -1.2 -3.3 -5.0 -6.1 -8.1

I Interest rates are measured as percentages.2 Flow variables are measured at annual rates in billions of dollars.
3 Dollar stocks are measured in billions of dollars.
Source: Duesenberry and Bosworth, "Policy Implications of a Flow of Funds Model," Journal of Finance (June 1974)p. 344.

In 1977, Hendershott reported a simulation of the 1969 period (see
table 12), examining the impact of a $1 billion increase in sponsored
agency holdings of home mortgages. Like others, Hendershott found
an early though rapidly diminishing impact on a number of market
variables such as interest rates, mortgages, and housing. 0 51 After
11 quarters, the initial infusion of $1 billion had resulted in a net
increase in the housing stock of $230 million and a negligible impact on
the mortgage stock. The study concludes that "Agency demand has
simply substituted for private demands, especially that of mutual
saymgs banks and life insurance companies." 2

In the same study, Hendershott also simulated a freeze on sponsored
agency purchases of mortgages at the 1965 level. He then examined
the 1966-71 period with mortgage purchases frozen at the 1965 level
(see table 13). The total reduction simulated during the 6 year period
was $17.9 billion. The increase in sponsored agency holding which
actually took place during the period (i.e. $17.9 billion) raised the total
stock of mortgages by only $3 billion and the housing stock by only
$4.5 billion.

0"Empirical evidence now has been accumulated showing that the agencies, in fact, have essentially
no effect on mortgage and housing markets over extended periods; beyond, say a year, private sector reac-tions do fully offset the intervention of the agencies." Jaffee and Rosen, op. cit., pp. 933-4.at". . the more recent the period analyzed, the more likely the research has been to find little or no
effects of credit supply on housing beyond those explained by interest rates." King, op. cit., p. 56.

a Hendershott, "A Flow of Funds Financial Model" (1977), p. 238.
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TABLE 12.-IMPACT OF A BILLION DOLLAR 1-TIME INCREASE IN FSCA HOLDINGS OF HOME MORGTAGES1

Sponsored
Mortgage Commercial Corporate agency demand Housing

yields paper yields bond yields for mortgages stock

1(691)--------------------- -0.19 0.04 -0.01 0.64 0
1+1 ----------------------- -. 13 .03 -. 00 .74 .08
1+2 ----------------------- -. 10 .07 -. 01 .80 .22
1+3 ----------------------- -. 07 .04 -. 01 .86 .36
1+4 ----------------------- -. 05 .07 -. 01 .90 .47
1+5----------------------- -. 05 .04 -. 01 .90 .51
1+6 ----------------------- -. 04 .04 -. 01 .91 .49
1+7----------------------- -. 06 .03 -. 01 .89 .40
1+8 ----------------------- -. 06 .02 -. 01 .88 .30
1+9----------------------- -. 06 .04 -. 01 .88 .25
1+10---------------------- -. 06 .02 -. 01 .89 .24
1+11.---------------------- -. 05 .04 -. 01 .90 .23

1 Adapted from Hendershott, "A Flow of Funds Financial Model, 1977," p. 237.
Note: Interest rates in percentage points, dollar magnitudes in billions, housing flows at quarterly rates.

TABLE 13.-CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF APPROXIMATE FREEZE IN FSCA MORTGAGE HOLDINGS AT END 1965 LEVEL I

Observed 714 Policy impact Difference

Interest rates
Commercial papeor yields------------------------------------- 5.03 0.67 4.36
Corporate bond yieldo -------------------------------------- 7.64 -. 19 7.83
Mortgage yields --------------------------------------------- 7.82 -1.06 8.88

Home mortgages and housing:
Mortgage demand:

Agencies ------------------------------------------- 20.9 17.9 3.0
Savings institutions --..----------------------------------- 177.3 -7.8 185.1
Other finance.--..--------------------------------------- 35.2 -7.0 42.2
Commercial banks . . ..------------------------------------ 48.0 -. 1 48.1

Mortgage supply (households) -.------------------------------- 296.1 3.0 293.1
Cumulative impact on housing .------------------------------- 73.8 4.5 69.3

I Adapted from Hendershott, "A Flow of Funds Financial Model," 1977, p. 240.

Note: Interest rates in percentage points, dollar magnitudes in billion, housing flows at quarterly rates.

OVERALL STABILIZATION

The four early studies of federal credit activity considered the
stabilization record of credit programs by looking at the net change
in credit activity relative to economic conditions and relative to
fiscal and monetary policies. For example, Saulnier, et al. (1917-53)
found that the stabilization record was generally more appropriate
than those of budget and monetary policies. In 17 years of increasing
GNP, federal credit programs declined 9 times. Saulnier, et al. con-
sidered this behavior to be appropriately countercyclical. Additionally,
during 7 years of decreasing GNP they found "appropriate" increases
in net credit in 5 of the years. Law later, properly, criticized this
simplistic decision rule since it suggested that during the Depression
even a slight increase in GNP would have called for a decrease in
credit activity.

The Saulnier study also compared the net change in credit activity
with the apparent fiscal and monetary policies being pursued. This
focused on the extent to which credit "policy" was consistent with
other stabilization instruments. The Saulnier study found that net
credit changes were concurrent with fiscal policy changes in 22 of the
36 years and concurrent with monetary policy in 12 of the 36 years.

Law also examined the stabilization and coordination records of
credit activity. In contrast to the Saulnier study, Law used a com-
bination of the unemployment rate and the change in the Consumer



Price Index to indicate the need for expansionary or contractionary
credit activities. Law found that credit programs had an appropriate
change in 16 of 29 years between 1929 and 1958. The record of coor-
dination with other stabilization policies was also favorable, being
consistent with both fiscal and monetary policies in 18 of 29 years.

Break (1969) used a similar approach although he employed National
Bureau of Economic Research data to characterize economic condi-
tions. He found that the net volume of loan insurance had the appro-
priate sign in 5 out of 12 years and that loan insurance programs were
consistent with fiscal policy in 6 out of 13 years during the 1935-59
period. Break's 1965 study of direct lending found that this credit
activity had the appropriate sign in 7 out of 16 years, and the change
in loans outstanding was consistent with budget changes in 7 out of
16 years during the 1946-63 period.

All of these have revealed the presence of strong short-run effects
resulting from significant alterations in credit activity, regardless of
the long-run impact. Thus, it it not surprising that a 1978 simulation
by Jaffee and Rosen produced similar effects. Their simulation, -how-
ever, used monthly data to track the short-run effects as carefully
as possible. Jaffee and Rosen further examined the short-run effects
under two types of credit environments: a rationing and a non-ration-
ing period. Along with other policy simulations, they explored the
effects of an $18 billion increase in FNMA mortgage commitments
under both types of credit market conditions. Jaffee and Rosen con-
cluded that although long-run effects disappear, mortgage credit
programs can and do have substantial and rapid short-run effects.
These effects increase during periods of credit rationing.s2 a For example,
an $18 billion increase in FNMA purchases resulted in 62,000 addi-
tional housing units in the non-rationing environment versus 101,000
units in the rationing environment. Since Federal credit activities
are particularly important during periods of credit rationing, the
Jaffee/Rosen study demonstrates the important role in sectoral
stabilization that credit programs can perform."

While credit programs can have substantial short-run effects,
they also trigger offsetting market adjustments. Thus, the use of
credit programs for stabilization purposes can initiate undesirable
reactions which are hard to predict or even control.

INCOME REDISTRIBUTION

Information is generally lacking in this area, but the available
evidence is not favorable to credit programs. The Saulnier study con-
cluded that in agriculture the main result of credit programs was to
expand the supply of agricultural output without increasing demand
commensurately, thereby reducing commodity prices and farm
incomes.

Law doubted that credit programs redistributed income downward.
Business sector assistance improved the position of stockholders.
Housing programs assisted middle income groups. Agricultural
programs, through price supports, mainly benefited large farmers.

52. Silber found that selective credit policies have their greatest potential usefulness within a cyclical
context due to the delayed market reaction. Silber, op. cit., p. 109.

3 "The counter-cyclical activities of federal mortgage agencies are . . . effective in stabilizing housing
activity and mortgage market activity." Jaffee and Rosen, op. cit., p. 945.
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Hendershott analyzed the redistributive effects of his second policy
simulation which was discussed earlier (i.e., in which sponsored agency
purchases were frozen at the 1965 level, resulting in a reduction of
$17.9 billion in purchases by the end of 1971). As of the end of 1971,
net interest income of $3.4 billion had been redistributed (see table 14).
Thrift institutions were the major losers ($2 billion) while households
($2.2 billion) and State and local governments ($0.9 billion) were the
principal gainers of the massive agency purchases. On the basis of
the simulation results, Hendershott estimated that the two lowest
income quintiles (income groups) lost approximately $300 million,
while the next two upper quintiles gained $300 million (see table 15).
The highest quintile was estimated to lose about $50 million during
the period. According to Hendershott, this occurs because low, lower-
middle, and highest income groups all have the lowest mortgage debt
relative to savings account holdings. The middle and upper-middle
income households with relatively large mortgage debt are the
gainers."

TABLE 14.-ANNUAL NET INTEREST INCOME REDISTRIBUTION EFFECTS OF FSCA ACTIVITIES'

Gainers Billions Losers Billions

Households- .....--------------------------- $2.2 Thrifts ------------------------------ $2.0
State and local governments.------------------ .9 Other finance ---------------------------- .7
Nonfinancial businesses.--------------------- .1 Treasury .--------------------------------- .5
FSCA's -------------------------------- .1 Commercial banks.------------------------- . 2
Rest of the world ------------------------- 1

Total ---------------------------- 3.4 Total......--------------------------- 3.4

Reproduced from Hendershott, "A Flow of Funds Financial Model," 1977, p. 244.

TABLE 15.-GAINS OR LOSSES INDUCED BY THE INCREASE IN FSCA MORTGAGE HOLDINGS, BY INCOME QU INTILES I

Itn billions of dollars]

Income quintiles 2

Holders of
Bank savings accounts.. . ...--------------------------- -0.15 -0.19 -0.16 -0.21 -0.66
Thrift savings accounts. .. ..--------------------------- -. 16 -. 18 -. 22 -. 33 -. 92
Insurance and pension reserves ...--------------------- -. 01 -. 02 -. 04 -. 07 -. 23
Primary securities..-------------------------------- .05 .13 .11 .22 .0
Mortgage debt. . ..---------------------------------- .05 .14 .39 .61 1.09

Payers of-
Federal tases------------------------------------- -. 02 -. 06 -. 09 -. 12 -. 32
State and local taxes ------------------------------- .04 . 07 . 10 . 12 . 19

Income shifts.. .. .. ..-------------------------------- -. 20 -. 11 .09 .22 -. 05

1 Reproduced from Hendershott, "A Flow of Funds Financial Model," 1977, p. 249.
a The approximate divisions between the income quintiles for 1975 are, in thousands of current dollars: 7.5, 12, 16.5

and 24.

In a separate estimate of the income redistributing effects of Federal
credit activities, Hendershott and Villani (1977) concluded that
activities of credit agencies during the 1968-70 and 1973-75 period
resulted in a net loss to depositors of about $15 billion, including a
$9 billion loss for thrift depositors and a $6 billion loss for commercial
bank depositors. On the assumption that the lost depositor income
went to mortgage suppliers through lower mortgage rates, Hendershott
and Villani computed the net redistribution effects by income quintiles.

54 Hendershott, op. cit., p. 250.
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Looking at net gains and losses (i.e., deposit losses compared with
mortgage gains for each quintile), they concluded that the net loss
to the lowest income quintile was about $1 billion and that the net
gain to the highest quintile was about $1 billion. The second lowest
quintile lost another $540 million compared with a gain to the second
highest quintile of $600 million.'-

In a different study of the redistributional aspects of the mortgage
insurance program, von Furstenberg found a powerful and progressive
redistribution among income groups. He concluded that "the lower
50% of families account for almost 63% of expected defaults but
certainly no more than 50% of total premium income .. " 5

FINANCING/REAL-ASSET MIX

Studies by Arcelus and Meltzer (1973) and Meltzer (1974) raise
important doubts about the relationship of the financing mix to the
allocation of economic resources. Meltzer (1974), for example, found
considerable substitution in the form of borrowing, with no net in-
crease in housing relative to total assests, between 1912 and 1970
(see table 16). The increased injection of mortgage credit, however,
had the effect of altering the composition of household liabilities-
raising the ratio of mortgage debt to total liabilities from 48 percent
in 1912 to 61 percent in 1970. This combination of increased mortgage
credit unmatched by an increased share of asset investment in housing
led Meltzer to conclude that "mortgage loans finance acquisition
of financial assets and real assets other than houses." 7 Thus, according
to Meltzer, credit policy aimed at affecting the real asset mix through
selective credit forms has been ineffective in housing over the long
run.

TABLE 16.-HOUSING, MORTGAGES, AND LIABILITIES OF NONFARM HOUSEHOLDS

Ratio of
Ratio of housing to total Ratio of mortgage debt to mortgage debt

assets housing to total
liabilities

Year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1912 ------------------------------- 25.2 -------------- 13.3 -------------- 47.8
1922 -------------------------------- 24.8---------------- 12.5---------------- 46.0
1929-------------------------------- 22.3 18. 4 18.0 25. 8 43.0
1933------------------------------- 25. 0 20.0 18.8 28.7 49.7
1939------------------------------- 26.0 20.8 16.1 22.7 52.0
1950------------------------------- 27.5 23.9 17.3 20.9 60.9
1955------------------------------- 25.6 23.2 25.6 29.0 63.2
1958------------------------------- 24.9 22.6 29.1 29.0 65.9
1960 NA NA 30.9 33.6 65.5
1970-------------------------------- NA NA --------------- 37.5 61.0

Sources:
Meltzer, "Credit Availability and Economic Decisions: Some Evidence from the Mortgage and Housing Markets,"

Journal of Finance (June 1974), p. 765.
Col. 1: Goldsmith and Lipsy (1963), vol. I, table 65, p. 257.
Col. 2: Net housing stock from Survey of Current Business (1971), p. 25. Total assets as in col. 1.
Col. 3: Goldsmith and Lipsey (1963), vol. I, table 82, p. 292.
Col. 4: Total net housing from Survey of Current Business (1971). Mortgage debt from Goldsmith and Lipsey,

vol. II, p. 340, lines 11 and 15, 1912-39; 1950-70 from Federal Reserve Flow-of-Funds Accounts, May 1971, p. 2.
Col. 5: Goldsmith and Lipsey, table 77, p. 383, 1960 and 1970, Flow-of-Funds.

Arcelus and Meltzer (1973) have proposed that to the extent credit
is homogeneous, a loan "given for one purpose can be used for another,
and there is no necessary expected relation between the composition

as Hendershott and Villani, op. cit., pp. 72-3.
" Von Furstenberg, "Risk Structures and the Distribution of Benefits within the FHA Home Mortgage

Insurance Program," Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, August 1970, pp. 320-1.
'7 Meltzer, (1974), op. cit., pp. 764-5.

56-369 0 - 81 - 26



of credit and the composition of output." Attempts to facilitate invest-
ment in housing by changing the composition of credit to increase the
volume of mortgages do not have the desired effect."

Meltzer (1974) also addressed specifically the question of credit
"availability" in the housing market and whether it had a separable
dimension from its "cost." That is, whether it implied the existence of
non-price rationing. In his study, Meltzer (1974) found that increasing
the "availability" of mortgage credit affected the financial structure
but not the real asset mix, and thus:

no evidence of any effect of mortgage policy or "availability" on the
number of houses produced or purchased . . . Specifically, the effect on housing
of financing the mortgage purchase (or sale) offsets the effect of the increased
(or reduced) "availability" of credit in the form of mortgages.59

CONTRIBUTIONS TO FINANCIAL MARKET EFFICIENCY

The general development of Federal credit programs is believed to
have improved the mobility and homogeneity of credit. Freedman, for
example, has asserted that the development of national credit pro-
grams has helped organize national securities markets and reduced the
regional and security-type yield differentials by increasing the con-
solidation of particular types of credit flows and providing secondary
markets for the securities.
* Again, the experience in housing has been demonstrative:

Federal insurance of amortized mortgages initiated in the depths of the Great
Depression has successfully broadened home ownership, improving housing stand-
ards and contributed to a healthy, competitive mortgage market. The flow of new
savings into housing has also been facilitated by federal sponsorship of a central
reservoir of credit for the savings and loan industry and by a government second-
ary market for the insured and guaranteed mortgages. Federal agencies have
pioneered in broadening the flow of housing credit to various groups in special
circumstances-including moderate-income families, the elderly, and those in
farm and rural centers.60

PROGRAM CONFLICT

In a study of mortgage credit programs, Penner and Silber identified
three types of programs: (1) wedge-type, in which an explicit subsidy
is paid to the borrower or lender; (2) portfolio restriction, in which
certain financial institutions are required to make certain types of
investments-thus supplying more credit at lower yields than they
might otherwise; and, (3) mortgage-characteristic; for example,
guarantee programs. Wedge-type programs are most effective in
credit markets exhibiting high degrees of substitutibility, although
Penner and Silber note that this effectiveness must be qualified ac-
cording to the source of program financing. Portfolio restriction pro-
grams are most adversely affected by substitutibility with other
credit market instruments. The broadening of credit flows may also
have a harmful effect on certain types of intermediaries, such as say-
ings and loan associations, because of their unique asset/liability struc-
tures. Exposure of S&L's to volatile, efficient credit markets creates
potential "feast or famine" profit swings, given the rigidity of earn-
mgs rates over time.

H Arcelus and Meltzer, op. cit., p. 93.
69 Meltzer, op. cit.
0 Freedman, " Federal Credit Agencies . p. 421.
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Mortgage-characteristic programs have been used to standardize
features of various mortgage securities, making them more
investment worthy and thus homogeneous with other capital market
securities. Silber later found, in a regression study of yield differentials,
that agency securities were generally homogeneous with other capital
market securities. These interrelationships among the three program
types suggest to Penner and Silber that mortgage characteristic
programs decrease the effectiveness of portfolio-restriction programs
while increasing the effectiveness of wedge-type programs."

VII. FINAL OBSERVATIONS

This discussion results in several important conclusions about
Federal credit programs as well as some recommendations for public
policy. First, despite the number of research and policy studies un-
dertaken in this area, little can be said with any confidence about the
effects of Federal credit activities. Although inference can be seriously
misleading, the sheer size and rapid growth of credit activity demands
that some analysis be attempted.

In general, credit programs have represented specialized, ad hoc
responses to important public needs. Yet, unavoidably, these special-
ized programs have broad ramifications for other forms of public
policy as well as the overall health of the economy. Collectively,
credit programs have uneven impacts on all major economic variables.
This suggests the need for a coherent credit policy that reflects not
only the immediate objectives of particular programs, but also the
relationships of program activities to overall economic conditions.
This need for coordination is likely to increase not only because of the
continued growth in total credit activity but also because of the
potentially dominant role of sponsored credit activity over which
Congress exercises the least direct control. At recent growth rates,
this sponsored activity will represent two-thirds of all credit out-
standing by fiscal year 1988.

Attempts to assess the effectiveness of programs by the amount of
credit flowing through them are seriously misleading. One must
also consider the effects on other lending institutions, other borrowers,
real assets decisions, and price levels. Individually or collectively,
these factors can completely undo the apparent effect.

One point is almost universally accepted. Credit programs have
substantial short-run effects on credit flows. This fact creates both an
opportunity and a problem for policymakers. A short-run stabiliza-
tion effect would promote overall economic management objectives.
Yet, the principal economic sector affected by credit activity is
inherently countercyclical. Thus, credit programs in this area find
themselves at odds with monetary policy, perhaps by design. In this
case, the short-run impacts of credit programs have the result of
shifting the stabilization burden to less-protected sectors.

There must be an effort in the selection of programs to disengage the
financing mechanism from the perceived public purpose of the pro-
gram. One way of assuring this result is to provide no comparative
advantage among programs; that is, to avoid allowing some programs
to seem costless by having them phrased as guarantee programs.

0' Penner and Silber, "The Interaction Between Federal Credit Programs and the Impact on the Alloca-
tion of Credit," American Economic Review, December 1973, pp. 838--2.



If the financing of programs can be left to a second stage, or at least a
separate part of the analysis, programs will compete more evenly.

A major problem remains in identifying and measuring the subsidy
values of various forms of credit activity. These subsidies represent a
potential for great waste. In addition, comparisons among alternative
financing mechanisms on the basis of least cost will not be possible
until some common framework for valuation is adopted. Although this
valuation problem may appear to be a technical matter, it raises
serious political problems in both implementing credit programs and
interpreting their results.
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SUMMARY

As inflation has accelerated in recent years a complex and pervasive
set of. tax distortions has resulted from continued use of individual and
corporation income taxes based on nominal money values. As a result,
the neutrality of the Federal tax system has been severely impaired.

To understand the nature of these tax distortions it is necessary to
distinguish between the two distinct ways in which Federal income
taxes could be adjusted, or indexed, in order to neutralize the effects
of inflation on taxpayers. Structural indexation, required because
the taxes are progressive, would convert all money components of the
rules by which tax liabilities are computed, such as personal ex-
emptions, zero bracket amounts, and tax rate bracket limits, into
constant-dollar amounts. This would be done by raising them each
year by the rate of general price inflation in the most recent 12-month
period for which processed data are available. Measurement indexa-
tion would shift the tax base from nominal money income to price-
adjusted, or real, income. It must be admitted that neither of these
methods is trouble free. In general, structural adjustments would be
easy to make in practice but they are highly controversial in principle.

* Professor of economics, University of California, Berkeley.
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Measurement adjustments, in contrast, are highly desirable in principle
but costly and complex to put into practice.

To shift from money to real income as a base for taxation would
mean making major changes in the distribution of taxable income
among individuals and corporations. Whereas wage and salary income
can be measured in straight money terms, with little or no distortion
by the presence of inflation, neither property nor business income can.
The nature of the required adjustments is a matter of some dispute.
Mainly this is because there is no one concept of business income that
is ideal for all purposes. To tax base designers, for example, all gains
that can be measured objectively are equal. To shareholders or
managers, however, the sustainability or liquidity of corporate gains
is likely to be more important. Similar choices must be made among
competing concepts of business real income. For tax purposes, it seems
clear, one should choose a comprehensive, general purchasing power
concept. Since all tax burdens are ultimately imposed on people, the
best measure of their abilities to bear them is the increase in their
command over goods and services during a given period of time. The
measurement of taxable real income, in other words, should be based
on a general price index that covers all consumption goods and services.

If such a general purchasing power concept of income were accepted
as the proper tax base, business income would be converted from money
to real terms by three main kinds of adjustemnt:

1. Inventories would be put on a constant-dollar FIFO basis under
which beginning-of-the-period inventory values would be raised by
the amount of general price inflation during the accounting period.

2. Original cost depreciation allowances would be converted to
current-dollar terms by multiplying them by the ratio of the current-
year general price index to its value in the year in which the assests
were acquired.

3. Real capital gains and losses on business financial assets and
liabilities would be included in taxable income on an accrual basis.
On a bond worth $1,000 at the beginning and end of the year, for

example, the adjustment for a 15 percent rate of inflation during the

year would be a $150 real capital loss for the bondholder and an equal
real capital gain for the debtor. When these purchasing power gains
and losses on bond capital values are combined with nommal money
interests receipts and expenses, the latter are converted into real terms.

Real gains and losses on business financial assets are sometimes
omitted from proposals to adjust taxable business profits for inflation.
They are, however, just as basic a part of the total conversion to a
general purchasing power income concept as the other two adjust-
ments. Since the inventory and depreciation adjustments make real
income less than money income while the financial asset adjustment
for net debtors, which most businesses are, has the reverse effect,
real business profits may be either larger or smaller than nominal
money profits. Variations in business capital structure and in asset
composition necessarily make for large differentials among individual
companies and between different industries in the size and direction
of the gap between real and money income. Quantitative estimates
of these differentials made by a number of experts are presented and
discussed in the paper.



The tax burden distortions among different industries and indi-
viduals caused by failure to index the income tax base for inflation
set in motion a pervasive set of intermediate economic effects. These
include:

A shift of tax burdens from labor to capital income;
Highly variable increases in the before-tax real rates of return

required to yield a given after-tax real rate of return;
An increase in the level and variability of market interest rates;
A shift of business capital structures away from equity, and

toward debt financing; and
Important, but offsetting, effects on tax-created incentives for

corporate mergers.
These intermediate effects, in turn, threaten to impose some very

serious efficiency losses on the U.S. economy. The general nature of
these effects is well known, but their quantitative dimensions are
still highly uncertain. They include:

A reduction in the level of private saving and investment and
hence in the Nation's rate of economic growth;

A diversion of resources from superior to inferior economic uses
in response to the large tax burden differentials imposed on
different sectors of the economy and on different industries;

A diversion of work effort from productive activities to the
search for ways of minimizing the erratic and hard-to-predict
effects of inflation on tax burdens; and

A discouragement of work effort undertaken in order to save
for future consumption.

The potential effects on Federal tax policy are equally disturbing.
Unless inflation abates significantly in the near future, continued use
of an unindexed income tax base risks serious loss of public confidence
in the equity of the income tax, and perhaps even in the government
itself. Savers who are required to pay income taxes when they know
that their real rates of return are negative are only one of the groups
whose alienation from government may be intensified.

One obvious result would be heightened pressures for reductions in
income tax rates. liberalization of the investment tax credit, greater
acceleration of depreciation deductions, and expanded exclusion from
the tax base of those kinds of income, such as capital gains and interest
receipts, that are most subject to inflationary distortions. Such ad hoc
adjustments are not likely to improve the overall equity and efficiency
of the Federal income tax system, and if they were large enough they
might well impair the ability of the Federal Government to finance its
high-priority programs.

An alternative set of policy initiatives would seek to reduce the
relative importance of the income tax in the Federal tax structure. In
the absence of base indexation, inflation creates serious inequities and
inefficiencies in the income tax that are absent from some of its major
competitors. These more attractive sources of Federal revenue include
a self-assessed personal consumption (or expenditure) tax, a value-
added tax, or even the payroll tax for social security. Failure to index
the income tax, in short, both strengthens the case for adopting a
Federal value-added tax and weakens the case for financing some part
of social security benefits from the general fund.



Indexation of the Federal individual income tax structure for in-
flation presents no serious administrative or compliance problems, but
it does raise hard-to-answer questions about government performance
in the modern world. Whether that performance would be better than
it is now under an automatically operating, structurally indexed
income-tax system is a closely debated question. Under such circum-
stances only experimentation can hope to resolve the conflicting
arguments. The most relevant evidence in this case is provided by
Canada's experience with structural indexation. Though only five years
have passed since its enactment, the plan appears to be working well
and not to have generated any of the ill effects that critics of structural
indexation fear. If annual indexation of the Canadian type is not
enacted, an alternative policy option that would serve many of the
same goals would be a major reduction in the number of tax rate
brackets used in the Federal individual income tax. The Treasury
Department's 1977 "Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform," for example,
included only three brackets in its model income and expenditure tax
plans.

Tax base indexation is a policy option of considerable complexity.
So also, however, is the alternative status quo option, and it does not
have the solid theoretical foundation that supports tax base indexation.
If a shift of options is to be made, it should be done sooner rather than
later because persistent inflation tends to produce stronger and
stronger pressures opposing the adoption of base indexation. Foreign
experience illustrates the many difficulties created by delay and the
complexities resulting from ad hoc adjustments to the inflationary
distortions which plague a nominal money income tax. What has yet
to be put to the test of experience is a systematic plan of tax base
indexation. On its development and implementation may well depend
the future of the income tax in this country.

INTRODUCTION

During any extended period of general price inflation income taxes
based on nominal. rather than price-adjusted, money values create
serious economic problems of two distinct kinds. One is that the meas-
urement of different kinds of income is distorted to widely varying
degrees over the period as a whole and also within particular subpe-
riods. The burdens of an unadjusted income tax, therefore, will be
distributed quite differently among households, businesses, and indus-
tries during and after a period of inflation than would have been the
case under consistently stable price levels. These differential burdens
raise some important questions about the equity and efficiency of the
present Federal income tax system.

The second problem is created by the structure of all progressive
income taxes. Even if the first problem is solved by measuring income
properly during inflationary periods, people with constant real incomes
over time will be subjected to higher and higher effective tax rates
unless the structure of the tax is indexed for inflation by converting all
of its nominal money components, such as personal exemptions, zero
bracket amounts, and tax rate bracket limits, into constant-dollar
amounts.



These two kinds of inflationary tax adjustment, mensural and
structural, confront the policymaker with difficult choices of quite
differing natures. The measurement adjustments are highly desirable
in principle but costly to make in practice. The structural adjustments,
m contrast, could be made relatively easily in practice, but their de-
sirability in principle is highly controversial.

INCOME MEASUREMENT UNDER INFLATION

Since the essence of income is gain (Simons 1938, p. 50), measuring
its amount requires the subtraction of all costs and expenses from the
gross receipts of sale of goods and services. Under stable price levels
these two components of income measurement are in comparable units
and can be subtracted without adjustment. Under inflationary condi-
tions this is not the case. In principle, all dollar amounts to be used in
the computation of income should be stated in the same units-i.e., in
dollars of comparable general purchasing power. If this is not done the
measured gain will be at least partly illusory because it results in no
increase in the recipient's command over goods and services. An asset
bought for 100 and sold for 250 at the end of a period during which
prices doubled, for example, would yield the owner a real gain of 50
(measured in end-of-the-period dollars). In this case two-thirds of the
nominal gain would be illusory. Any selling price below 200 would, of
course, make all of the nominal gain illusory and in addition impose a
net loss in purchasing power on the owner.

If personal income "connotes, broadly, the exercise of control over
the use of society's scarce resources" (Simons, 1938, p. 49), then it
must be measured in real terms. For some components of income the
adjustments required to move from a nominal to a real measurement
basis are of very minor significance. For others they are quite the op-
posite. This may be seen by looking at both the uses and the sources
sides of a household's income accounts. Measured on the uses side,
income is the sum of consumption and saving. Consumptioix, it is gen-
erally agreed, requires no special inflation adjustments because, by
definition, it is measured in terms of the prices prevailing in the
period in which the consumption occurred (Sunons, 1938, p. 55). This
feature of a retail sales, value-added, or self-assessed personal con-
sumption tax is one of the major advantages of such levies, compared
to a tax on personal income. The accumulation of wealth by saving,
in contrast, will be badly mismeasured under inflationary conditions,
as the example given above illustrates, unless suitable adjustments
are made in the capital values from which the measure of net gain is
derived.

By including saving in its base, the income tax sets itself on a
collision course with inflation. If inflation is the one to give way, the
income tax may emerge unscathed. If inflation persists with vigor,
the income tax itself may be severely damaged.

Inflation adjustments also differ by type of income received on the
sources side of household accounts.

Wage8 and Salaries

Wage and salary income does not, in general, require any measure-
ment adjustments under inflationary conditions. Partly this is due to
the fact that employee expenses of earning income are seldom of more



than minor significance, and when they are important, are usually
incurred at the same price level as the wage receipts themselves. If
human capital values were to be included in the income tax base, it
is true, exactly the same inflationary adjustments would be needed for
wage as for property income (Brinner, 1973, p. 573; 1976, pp. 125-26).
There is, however, little or no interest in making such a change in the
income tax base. As a result, the measurement of wage and salary
income encounters no special problems because the general price level
in the economy is changing.

Business Income

Changing prices do, however, greatly complicate the measurement
of business income. Profit data are important to many different groups,
and no one concept of business income can be expected to serve all
users and all purposes equally well. To tax base designers, for example,
all gains that can be measured objectively are equal. To corporate
shareholders, in contrast, gains that can be sustained in future op-
erations are more important than those that are unlikely to recur.
The former point of view is reflected in the Haig-Simons, purchasing-
power-accrual, concept of income; the latter in the standard account-
Ing, or going concern, concept (Shoven and Bulow, 1975, pp. 561-65).
The choice, in other words, is between a "general value" accounting
measure that focuses on income recipients' abilities to buy goods and
services in general and a "specific value" measure that concentrates
on each firm's ability to replace the particular capital assets required
for its future operations.

For tax purposes it is the general purchasing power concept of
business income that is needed. Under it, three main kinds of inflation
adjustments in current accounting practice are called for:

1. Eliminate inflationary inventory profits by converting all costs
of goods sold to the same general price level as that applicable to sales
receipts. Neither first-in, first-out (FIFO) nor last-in, last-out (LIFO)
accounting is satisfactory for this purpose. FIFO does include gains
from the holding of inventory in measured profits, as the Haig-Simons
concept requires, but it does not distinguish between real gains that
add to the owner's general purchasing power and inflationary gains
that do not. LIFO does exclude inflationary gains on maintained inven-
tories, but it also excludes all real gains as long as inventories are not
reduced and then includes both real and nominal gains in income as
inventories are liquidated. LIFO, in short, is more consistent with a
"specific value," going-concern concept of income than with a general
purchasing power measure (Shoven and Bulow, 1975, pp. 583-90).
Wat is needed for the latter is adjusted, or constant-dollar, FIFO
inventory accounting. For any firm using conventional FIFO pro-
cedures the adjustment would be a deduction from its nominal business
income equal to the FIFO value of its beginning-of-the-period inven-
tories multiplied by the change in the general price level during the
period (Shoven and Bulow, 1975, p. 590). Adoption of constant-dollar
FIFO inventory accounting for tax purposes would imply elimination
of LIFO accounting as an optional way of computing taxable business
income.



2. Convert depreciation deductions to a constant-dollar basis. The
required adjustments would be directly comparable to those for
inventories:

D' =D. -
Po

where
D,= adjusted depreciation measured in year n dollars,
D,= unadjusted original cost depreciation,
P.= value of general price index in the year n, and
P. =value of general price index in year in which depreciable

asset was purchased.

Original cost depreciation would simply be adjusted up or down in
proportion to changes in the general price level.

3. Include in business income all real gains and losses on financial
assets created by changes in the general price level. A one-year $1,000
bond with an interest rate of 12 percent, for example, would, under
stable price levels, yield the bondholder an income of $120. If the
inflation rate were 10 percent, however, the bondholder's real income,
measured in end-of-the-year dollars, would be only $20. As in the
previous two cases the inflation adustment would increase original
costs by the rate of inflation prevailing up to the date of sale or
termination of the contract:

Real income=1.12X$1,000-$1,000X 1.0

=$1,120-$1,100
=$20.

Conversely, the debtor's real interest costs would be $20 and not $120.
It is important to stress that these measurement adjustments are

required regardless of whether the nominal interest rate adjusts
upward in response to expected inflationary trends. If the interest
rate under noninflationary conditions were 2 percent, the previous
example indicates full upward adjustment for an anticipated inflation
rate of 10 percent. Bondholders' real rates of return are then 2 percent
in either case. If the noninflationary interest rate were 4 percent, bond-
holders would lose from inflation, as indicated by their price-level-
adjusted rate of return of 2 percent. Conversely, if the noninflationary
rate of return were only 1 percent, bondholders would enjoy, under the
conditions assumed, a doubling of their real rate of return to 2 percent.

Personal Investment Income

All capital gains and losses realized by individual investors would
be indexed for inflation by increasing original cost bases by the amount
of the general price rise since the assets were purchased. That is:

Po
where

G',,=the real capital gain or loss realized on an asset purchased
at time to and sold at t,



8,= the sales value of the asset at t.,
C,= the cost of the asset at to,
P.= value of the general price index at t., and
P= -value of the general price index at to.

For all financial assets that are bought and sold or have fixed ma-
turities, these inflation adjustments would not create any serious
administrative or compliance problems (Brinner, 1976, pp. 127-32).
An important policy issue would arise over the continuation of the pres-
ent 60 percent exclusion of long-term capital gains from the Federal
income tax base.

The problem would be to decide the extent to which the exclusion
is intended to serve as a rough, second-best, inflation adjustment for
capital assets. To that extent if should be eliminated with the adop-
tion of inflation indexing for capital gains and losses. The exclusion,
however, may also serve to keep at tolerable levels the investor lock-
in effects that taxation on a realization basis creates. To that extent
the exclusion should be kept until this need for it is eliminated by
other structural changes in the income tax. Similar considerations
apply to the role of the capital gains exclusion as a tax incentive for
risk taking.

Another important policy choice would concern the treatment,
under an indexed income tax, of demand and savings deposits. Two
arguments can be made for excluding demand deposits from the index-
ing rules. One is that the imputed income now earned by depositors on
checking accounts, mainly arising from the provision by banks of free
check clearance and recording services, is not part of the present in-
come tax base and hence does not qualify for any inflation adjustment.
The other is that currency could not be indexed for administrative
reasons and that demand deposits are so close a substitute for currency
that they should be treated m the same way (Harberger, 1976, p. 148).

The last argument immediately raises questions about the substitu-
tibility of passbook savings accounts for demand deposits. If the elas-
ticity of such substitutions is high, indexing savings but not demand
deposits would induce investor shifts between the two asset forms
under inflationary conditions. On the other hand, even higher sub-
stitution elasticities probably exist between passbook savings accounts
and the various kinds of fixed-term deposits offered by banks and
other savings institutions. This is a strong argument for indexing pass-
book accounts so that inflation would not tend to drive them out of
existence. Since passbook accounts have no fixed maturity, inflation
adjustments for them would presumably be made on an accrual basis,
with the relevant amounts being reported to depositors each year by
the savings institutions.

Summary

Given that the essence of income is gain, maintenance of capital is a
general requirement of all income calculations. Exactly how those
maintenance deductions should be measured is the key issue in the pres-
ent discussion. Under the ordinary kind of income tax capital, main-
tenance means keeping wealth intact in nominal money terms. Under
the kind of inflation-adjusted (indexed) income tax discussed above,
capital maintenance means keeping wealth intact in terms of its pur-
chasing power over goods and services in general-that is, in real terms.
This means, as Arthur Okun has noted, that using an unadjusted



income tax under inflationary conditions is equivalent to imposing a
capital levy with a tax rate equal to the product of the inflation rate
and each person's marginal income tax rate (Aaron, ed. 1976, p. 150).
For an investor in the 60 percent marginal tax bracket, a 15 percent
inflation rate, for example, would, without income tax indexing, imply
a wealth tax rate of 9 percent. Since that is in addition to the income
tax itself, the possibilities for wealth confiscation are apparent.

The wealth tax effects implicit in an unadjusted income tax readily
explain the opposition to indexing of those who regard the present
Federal tax system as insufficiently progressive in its vertical incidence.
The equity of accomplishing by indirection what cannot be legislated
directly is questionable, to say the least. Moreover, the economic
effects of nominal income taxation, being unintended and unexamined,
may well be broadly unacceptable to the great majority of the people.
The complex nature of these impacts on the economy is just beginning
to be revealed by researchers.

TAX BASE INDEXATION: IMPACT EFFECTS

An important, but not widely understood, determinant of the tax
effects of inflation on different people and businesses is the time pattern
that inflation happens to follow. This is clearly brought out in an
analysis of business income by Tideman and Tucker (1976). Taking
five hypothetical firms with different capital structures, they compute
the tax over-and under-payments caused by different rates of inflation
under an unadjusted income tax system. Their four representative
manufacturing firms have equity-to-asset ratios ranging from a high
0.75, through the 1970 U.S. average of 0.55, to a low of 0.35. The
fifth firm is a typical transportation-communications-utility enter-
prise with a high ratio of long-lived capital assets to inventory and a
high debt-to-equity ratio. The inflation pattern assumed is one of
accelerating price increase during the first 4 years-2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and
10 percent rates respectively-an 11-year period of steady 10 percent
annual inflation, a 4-year decelerating period that exactly reverses the
inflation pattern of the first period, and finally an extended period of
no inflation.

Figure 1 shows the pattern of excess taxation under an unadjusted
income tax for each of the five firms. Whereas the two high-equity
manufacturing firms are overtaxed throughout the entire period, the
two highly levered ones are first undertaxed and then overtaxed. The
transportation-communications-utility firm enjoys unusually low
burdens under an unadjusted tax until the middle of the decelerating
inflationary period and excess burdens thereafter.
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FIGURE 1.-Excess of actual taxes over taxes based on inflation-corrected income,
as a percentage of assets, for four representative manufacturing firms and a
representative transportation-communication-utility firm.

Accelerating Steady 10 Decelerating
inflation percent inflation inflation No inflation

Equity/assets
ratio= 0.35

.........
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. ... .

- Manufacturing firms
- -- Transporlation-

coltitinication-
utility firm
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Years

Sourtce: Derived uising the assumipitions that fllow. Initial valies assumed for the ianuinlcturing
and transportation-conuinunicattion-utility (TICU) lirms, respectively, airc total asets 110 and 211.
monetary assets 25 and 17, short-term debt 20 and 30, annual equipmuent inivestment 3.27 tl 1i.90,
annual structures investment 1.40 and 4.67, sales 100 and 100. cost of sales 70 uand 55, and Ihllier
costs 20 and 18. The long-term debt of the TCU tirm is initially 85, while the long-term debts of
the four different manufacturing firms are initially 5, 25, 35, and 45. All these magnitudes are as-
sumed to grow at a constant 3 percent real rate. The tax accounting life of equipment is twelve
years in manufacturing and twenty-tive years in the TCU lin; all firms use a forty-year life for
structurcs. Equipment and structures are depreciated by the 200 percent and the 150 percent de-
clining balance methods, respectively. Inventories are turned over three times a year in manufac-
turing and six times a year in the TCU lirm. Tlie noinmal interest rate on short-lerin dcht adjusi
compleitely to the current inflation rate within one year. while the average rate on outstanding long-
term dcbt depends on an average of inilation rates over the past twenty years.

Source: T. Nicholaus Tideman and Donald P. Tucker, 'The Tax Treatment of Business Profits Under
Inflationary Conditions," in Henry J. Aaron ed. "Inflation and the Income Tax" (Brookings Institution,
1976), p. 46.
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Clearly, the effects of inflation on a firm's tax liabilities cannot be
determined by comparing its nominal and real profits in only one or
two individual years. Mainly this is because the depreciation adjust-
ment reflects both past and present inflation, builds up gradually under
persistent inflation, and continues long after the inflation has
stopped-in fact, until all assets on the books in the last year of price
rise have been fully depreciated, sold, or scrapped. The adjustments to
financial assets, in contrast, are present only when inflation is occurring
and are a direct function of the current inflation rate.

A useful way of summarizing the impact of tax effects that differ
from one year to the next is to compute the present value (at the after-
tax real rate of return on corporate capital) of the entire sequence.
Tideman and Tucker have done this for firms with assets of $1 million
or more in the Treasury Department's 1972 corporate tax model file
under two kinds of contrasting hypothetical inflation. Table 1 shows
their estimated percentage tax under- and over-payments for non-
financial firms in 20 different industry groups. The first two columns
deal with the effects of a 10. percent inflation rate in one year only,
followed by zero inflation rates thereafter. The differences shown be-
tween the first-year and the full-period effects are striking. The first
column indicates first-year underpayments in all but one of the indus-
tries (finance, insurance, and real estate) ranging from 10 percent of
unindexed tax liabilities in two groups to 374 percent in railroads and
airlines. The long-run effects, shown in the second column, are quite
different. For the all-nonfinancial-industry group the first-year under-
payment of 37 percent of tax liabilities is sufficiently overbalanced by
later tax overpayments to produce a total long-run excess tax burden
of 18 percent. Degrees of total tax overburden vary widely in the other
industries, from 1 percent in "other transport" to 134 percent in rail-
roads. Services are the only group showing a long-run tax under-
payment. Finally, the third column shows total steady-state annual
tax overpayments if inflation persists indefinitely at 10 percent. The
interindustry pattern is similar to that shown in the second column.
though the amounts in each case are larger.

An important implication of the estimates shown in the first two
columns of table 1 is that the present Federal corporation income tax is
procyclical. When inflation accelerates, unindexed business tax burdens
are typically less than those that would be imposed at that time by an
inflation-adjusted corporate profits tax. Later, when inflation rates are
falling and stimulus to aggregate private demand may be called for,
unindexed tax system burdens exceed those under an indexed tax.
Tideman and Tucker also conclude that "These results demonstrate
that the surtax imposed by inflation is arbitrarily and inequitably
distributed." (1976, p. 54).
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TABLE 1.-AVERAGE TAX OVERPAYMENTS AS PERCENTAGE OF TAX LIABILITIESFOR FIRMS WITH ASSETS OF AT
LEAST $1,000,000 IN 1972, ASSUMING 10-PERCENT INFLATION I

10-percent inflation in 1 yr Steady-state
overpayment,

Discounted 10-percent
Ist-yr total over- inflation

Industry overpayment payment 2  in every year

Mining -------------------------------- --------------- -15 4 7
Contract construction -------------------------------------- -35 14 18
Food and related products----------------------------------- -18 17 21
Petroleum refining ---------------------------------------- -23 31 39
Chemicals, rubber ---------------------------------------- -12 19 22
Other nondurables ---------------------------------------- -16 19 23
Primary metals -------------------------------- ---------- -78 23 36
Fabricated metals, nonelectrical machinery.-------------------- -10 18 20
Electrical equipment.--------------------- ---------------- -24 5 8
Transportation equipment----------------------------------- -11 15 17
Other durables.------------------------------------------ -10 21 25
Railroads ------------------------------------- -------- -374 134 233
Airlines ----------------------------- ----------------- -374 45 92
Other transport----------------.. . .----------------------- -73 1 9
Communication . . ..----------------------------------------- -111 29 48
Electric, gas utilities.-------------------------------------- -198 6 48
Trade. . . ..------------------------------------------------ -21 26 29
Finance, insurance, real estate.------------------------------ 46 64 68
Services. . . ..---------------------------------------------- -94 -23 -13
All nonfinancial industries-------------------------- -------- -37 18 25

1Overpaymentis tbe excesn of tan liabilities bused on conventional income over tax liabilities based on inflation-corrected
income. An overpayment greater than 100 percent indicates tbat the industry earned an inflation-corrected loss altbough
it earned a conventional profit.

2 Future overpay ments res ulting from 1 yr's inflation were discounted at 5 percent in deriving tbe figures in this column.

Source: Tideman and Tucker, in Aaron ed. "Inflation and the Income Tan," p. 50. U.S. Department of the Treasury ,
1972 corporate tax model file.

Hypothetical estimates of the kind just described are wvell suited
to the identification of some of the main differences between indexed
and unindexed income taxes. They cannot, of course, reveal the full
complexity of effects that would be produced by a shift from the one
kind of tax system to the other. A good example of the detailed esti-
mates needed just to take a first step in the direction of reality is
provided by the recent study of "Inflation and the Taxation of Capi-
tal Income in the Corporate Sector" by Feldstein and Summers
(1979). In it they calculate that in 1977 inflation increased the total
tax burden on nonfinancial corporate- sector capital income by $32
billion. This excess inflation tax was 23 percent of estimated real
income in the sector, and it made the total effective tax rate 66 per-
cent in that year, rather than the .43 percent rate that would have
been imposed by an indexed tax system.

Several aspects of the Feldstein-Summers, estimates deserve com-
ment. The first is that they are comprehensive measures of the tax
burden on the total income generated by nonfinancial corporations
for the benefit of their owners, both shareholders and bondholders.
Table 2 shows the main components of the $32 billion excess inflation
tax in 1977. The first three lines show the tax changes estimated to
result from applying to corporate profits the three kinds of inflation

56-369 0 - 81 - 27
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adjustment discussed above. Corporations lose from the use of origi-
nal cost inventory and depreciation accounting but gain from the',
decline in the real value of their indebtedness as prices rise. The net
effect of taxing nominal, rather than real, corporation income is esti-
mated to be an excess tax of $11 billion in 1977. Shareholders are also
subjected to countervailing influences. On the one hand, the excess
corporation tax of $11 billion reduces dividends and capital gains and
thereby lowers individual tax liabilities on corporate source income
by $2 billion (line 4). Capital gains on corporate shares, on the other
hand, are taxed on a nominal, rather than a constant-doPar, basis;
and that is estimated to increase shareholder tax burdens by $5 billion
(line 5). Corporate bondholders, finally, pay excess inflation-generated
taxes of $18 billion (line 6). The total excess tax is thus $32 billion.

TABLE 2.-EXCESS INFLATION-CAUSED TAX BURDENS ON CORPORATE SOURCE INCOME, 1977

[in billions of dollarsi

Amount

A. Corporations----------... -. -------------------------------------------------------------- 11

1. Inventories...---- .-.----------------------------------------------------- 7
2. Depreciable assets-- -------- ------------------------------------------------- 19
3. Financial assets and liabilities. ..- ...-------------------------------------------------- -15

B. Shareholders --------------------------------------------------------------------- 3

4. Excess corporation taxes-----------------.. .-.. . ------------------------------------ -2
5. Capital gains and losses. . .. ..-------------------------------------------------------- 5

C. Bondholders . . ... . ...-------------------------------------------------------------------- 18

6. Nonimal interest income. ..------------------------------------------------------- 18

D. Total.----------------....-.. . . -. --------------------------------------------------------- 32

Source: Feldstein and Summers (1979).

Looked at from the policy point of view, the Feldstein-Summers
estimates are additive rather than adaptive. This is because they
assume that the inflation adjustments discussed are simply added to
the existing income tax law. It is, of course, highly unlikely that this
would be done in practice. The existing tax structure would no doubt
be adapted in various ways to the new addition, but it is not easy to
say exactly how it should, or would, be changed. Two kinds of struc-
tural reforms could reasonably be said to be closely related to meas-
urement indexation. The first would cover elimination of any tax
features, such as accelerated depreciation, that were enacted in the
past at least in part to compensate taxpayers for failure to adjust the
income tax base for inflation. The second would include any changes
needed to offset whatever undesirable equity and efficiency effects
measurement indexation might be expected to have. Since none of these
adaptations can be specified with confidence, there is much to be said
for concentrating solely on the effects of measurement indexation by
itself, as Feldstem and Summers do.

Finally, looked at from an economic point of view, the Feldstein-
Summers estimates are impact measures only. That is, they show the
effects of tax base indexation on different groups on the assumption
that no one alters behavior in response to the identified changes in tax
burdens. Impact measures are obviously not the final answer, but they
are a necessary first step in the derivation of that answer. Interpreted



in that light, they can be a very useful input into Federal tax
policymaking.

The detailed analysis of 1977 data is extended by Feldstein and
Summers in two important ways. One is the estimation of annual
inflation tax burdens on the nonfinancial corporate sector for the
1954-77 period. In brief, these measures indicate an excess tax of less
than $5 billion a year until the mid-1960's, a doubling of that burden
by 1970, and another doubling by 1973 (Feldstein and Summers 1979,
pp. 28-30). For the past 10 years, then, a tax system designed for a
noninflationary economy has been imposing on corporate source in-
come extra tax burdens of very substantial size.

Severe distortions have also been created within the corporate
sector itself. Using data first made available in 1976 by individual
companies on their 10-K reports filed with the SEC concerning infla-
tionary inventory profits and the excess of replacement cost over
original cost depreciation, Feldstein and Summers analyzed a sample
of 327 firms classified into the 20 two-digit manufacturing industries.
Table 3 shows their estimates of the extra inflation tax paid by each
industry in 1976 as a percentage of both actual taxes paid in that year
(column 5) and the replacement value of their capital (column 6). The
interindustry differentials are very large. The efficiency losses created
by such tax distortions may well be one of the most serious effects of
inflation on the present Federal tax system.
TABLE 3-INFLATION, DEPRECIATION, AND CORPORATE TAX LIABILITIES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

(Dollar amounts in millions]
Sample firms

Additional taxes Estimated industry
as percent of totals

Over- Replace- Over:
Sales state- . Addi- Actual ment state- Addi-

coverage ment tional taxes value of ment tional
N (percent) of profits taxes paid capital of profits taxesS.l.C. Code-industry (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

20-Food and kindred prod-
ucts--------------------- 28 45 $1,339 $642.0 57.0 3.0 $2,989 $1,43521-Cigars and cigarettes.... 6 70 378 181.0 33.0 1.8 535 25722-Textile mill products.. - 6 25 153 73.0 78.7 2.9 623 29923-Apparel and other fin-
ished products------------ 6 22 46 22.0 40.6 2.0 211 10224-Lumber and products.... 6 83 678 252.0 100.0 2.5 820 30425-Furniture and fixtures.. - 4 69 35 17.0 65.1 2.0 52 2526-Paper and products.... 20 70 858 371.0 100.0 2.3 1,230 53227-Publications and printing. 12 50 153 74.0 28.2 2.6 308 14828-Chemicalsand products.. 43 62 1,796 862.0 48.9 1.8 2,892 1,38829-Petroleum products..... 22 49 2,970 1,426.0 70.3 1.8 6,025 2,892

30-Rubber and miscellane-
ous plastics--------------- 5 48 694 9.3 100.0 1. 1 1,448 194

31-Leather and products.... 3 58 59 28.0 22.7 2.6 101 4832-Glass, clay, and stone
products ----------------- 23 81 593 284.0 73.7 2.0 725 348

33-Primary metals---------- 20 64 1,828 180.0 100.0 .4 2,852 280
34-Fabricated metal prod-

ucts...-------------------- 12 46 186 89.0 49.5 2.6 401 193
35-Nonelectrical machinery. 45 64 707 339.0 17.8 .9 1,103 529
36-Electrical machinery 26 60 949 455.0 46.6 2.1 1,571 754
37-Transportation equip-

ment-------------------- 24 62 1,644 789.0 29.4 1.8 2,639 1,267
38-Instruments------------ - 12 49 221 106.0 30.1 1.5 456 219
39-Miscellaneous manu-

factures------------------ 4 41 51 24.0 33.1 1.7 124 60

Note: All figures refer to 1976. Overstatement of profits includes the effects of both historic cost depreciation and arti-
ficial inventory profits. The number of firms in the sample for each industry is shown in col. 1; these firms account for the
percentage of industry sales in col. 2.



The final step in any study of the impact of tax base indexation on
the distribution of corporation tax burdens is to compare the effects
on individual companies. This has been done by Davidson and Weil
(1976) for the 30 Dow Jones Industrial companies in 1974. Their
results, computed both before and after the inclusion of real gains and
losses on financial assets (called monetary items in the table), are
shown in table 4. For the 30 companies as a group, price-adjusted
income was less than conventionally reported income in 1974, but the
individual variations around the average were huge. Whereas Texaco
and Proctor & Gamble had fully adjusted income very close to their
conventionally reported profits, as indicated by their respective
percentages of 106 and 98 shown in the last column of the table, two
companies (Sears Roebuck and Westinghouse Electric) had conven-
tional profits converted into adjusted-basis losses, Chrysler had its
reported losses nearly tripled, and American Telephone & Telegraph
had its reported profits nearly doubled.

Another important kind of income now measured for taxpayers in
quite misleading ways consists of capital gains and losses realized by
business and individual portfolio investors. A detailed study of the
effects of inflation adjustments in this area has been made by Feldstein
and Slemrod (1978). Using data from a subsample of over 30,000
individuals who sold corporate stock in 1973, selected from the IRS-
TD special sample study of capital asset transactions in that year,
Feldstein and Slemrod computed their price-adjusted realized gains
and losses. Specifically,

G'=73 CP 73<CPI;
where

G'=price-adjusted capital gain or loss,
S73= sales price of capital asset in 1973,
C,= cost of capital asset acquired in year i,

OPI 7 3=value of the Consumer Price Index in 1973, and
CPI,= value of the Consumer Price Index in year i.
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TABLE 4.-INCOME AS CONVENTIONALLY REPORTED AND AS ESTIMATED AFTER GENERAL PRICE LEVEL ADJUST-
MENT, 30 DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS, 1974

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Income after price level
Income after price level adjustment as a percentage
adjustment (end-of-1974 of conventionally reported

Income as dollars) income
conventionally

reported Before gain Including gain Before gain Including gain
(historical on monetary on monetary on monetary on monetary

dollars) items items items items

Company (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Allied Chemical ---------------------- $150.8 $89.7 $136.1 $60.0 $90.0
Aluminum Co. of America-------------- 173.1 118.7 219.4 69.0 127.0
American Brands--------------------- 136.6 76.0 150.2 56.0 110.0
American Can------------------------ 95.1 59.6 99.7 63.0 105.0
American Telephone & Telegraph.-.-.-- 3,169.9 2,397.5 5,997.0 76.0 189.0
Anaconda --------------------------- 247.1 231.6 270.6 94.0 110.0
Bethlehem Steel ---------------------- 342.1 220.2 283.0 64.0 83.0
Chrysler --------------------------- -5?. 1 -300.6 -144.0 1577.0 1276.0
Du Pont ---------------------------- 403.5 175.1 185.2 43.0 46.0
Eastman Kodak ----------------------- 629.5 536.2 467.2 85.0 74.0
Esmark ----------------------------- 68.1 4.8 41.1 7.0 60.0
Essay------------------------------ 3,142.2 2,678.0 2,752.6 85.0 88.0
General Electric ----------------------- 608.1 391.4 568.7 64.0 94.0
General Foods ------------------------ 99.4 20.2 66.7 20.0 67.0
General Motors ----------------------- 950.0 -185.3 1.0 ' -20.0 (
Goodyear---------------157.4 1.2 147.7 1.094
International Harver------------------ 124. 1 -55.9 53.4 3 -45.0 43.0
International Nickel ------------------- 306.0 254.2 291.9 83.0 95.0
International Paper-------------------- 262.6 168.1 212.7 64.0 81.0
Johns-Manville ----------------------- 72.0 60.3 75.8 84.0 105.0
Owens-Illinois------------------------ 83.5 56.5 117.5 68.0 141.0
Procter & Gamble --------------------- 316.7 262.8 310.6 83.0 98.0
Sears Roebuck ------------------------ 511.4 14.0 -16.7 3.0 ' -3.0
Standard Oil of California--------------- 970.0 631.0 846.2 65.0 87.0
Tenacoa---------------------------- 1,586.5 1,527.2 1,673.9 96.0 106.0
Union Carbide ------------------------ 530. 1 454. 5 490.9 86.0 93.0
United Staten Steel-------------------- 634.9 401.6 501.6 63.0 79.0
United Technologies (United Aircraft)....- 104.7 -4.4 26.5 '-4.0 25.0
Westinghouse Electric------------------ 28.1 -93.8 -46.8 2 -334.0 3 -167.0
Woolworth --------------------------- 64.8 -44.3 42.7 2-63.0 66.0

All companies ----------------- 15,916.2 10,146.1 15,822.4 63.7 99.4
Median (percent) ------------------------------------------------------ 64.0 89.0

1 Estimated loss as a percentage of reported loss.
2 Loss equal to indicated percentage of positive net income.
I Less than 0.5.
Note: Col. I was derived from published income statments of the various companies and 10-K reports submitted by the

companies to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Co. 2 and 3 were derived as were comparable items in table
3-1. Col. 4 equals col. 2 divided by col. 1. Col. 5 equals col. 3 divided by col. 1. Figures are rounded.

Source: Davidson and Weil (1976), pp. 90-91.
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The results, given in table 5, are striking. All taxpayers are estimated
to have realized net nominal capital gains on corporate stock of $4.6
billion in 1973, distributed among eight adjusted gross income (AGI)
classes as shown in the first line of the table. The estimated tax
liability on these realized gains was $1.1 billion (line 3). If, however,
the same realized gains and losses had been measured on a price-
adjusted or real basis, the net taxable amounts in each AGI class would
have been those shown in the second line of the table. It is especially
notable that net real losses would have been realized in each of the five
AGI classes below $100,000 and by all corporate shareholders as a
group. In the aggregate, in other words, a net real capital loss of $0.9
billion (line 2) was mismeasured in 1973 as a net nominal capital gain
of $4.6 billion. The fourth line of the table shows the tax liabilities of
each AGI class under a price-adjusted capital gains tax using the same
rates and loss offset limitations that prevailed in 1973. Though share-
holders in the bottom four AGI classes would have had negative tax
liabilities of $0.1 billion, those in the other classes would have owed
$0.8 billion, and a net capital gains tax revenue of $0.7 billion would
have been generated.

TABLE 5.-CAPITAL GAINS AND ASSOCIATED TAX LIABILITIES

[Dollar amounts in millions of dollars]

Adjusted gross income class

Less Zero $10,000 $20,000 $50,000 $100,000 $200,000 More
than to to to to to to than
zero $10,000 $20,000 $50,000 $100,000 $200,000 $500,000 $500,000 All

1. Nominal capital gains.. $86 $77 $21 $369 $719 $942 $1, 135 $1, 280 $4, 629
2. Peal capital gains.-...- -15 -726 -895 -1,420 -255 437 839 1,125 -910
3. Tax on nominal capital

gains-------------- 1 -5 23 0 159 215 291 374 1,138
4. Tax on real capital

gains---------------0 -25 -34 -52 58 141 235 337 661

Note: All figures relate to capital gains on corporate stock sold in 1973

Source: Martin Feldstein and Joel Slemrod, "Inflation and the Excess Taxation of Capital Gains on Corporate Stock."
National Tax Journal, vol 31 (June 1978), p. 109.

The interpersonal inequities created by the taxation of nominal
capital gains and losses under inflationary conditions are all too
obvious. Moreover, since the excess inflation-created tax liabilities can
be avoided by postponing realization of taxable gains, the net effect is
likely to be a significant increase in investor lock-in effects. That
shareholders are very sensitive to tax considerations, particularly in
decisions to switch from one investment asset to another, is the message
of two recent empirical studies that will be discussed later (Feldstein
and Yitzhaki, 1978; Feldstein, Slemrod, and Yitzhaki, 1978).

TAX BASE INDEXATION: INTERMEDIATE EFFECTS

The impact effects of tax base indexation just discussed are only
the beginning of the story. Their function is to indicate whether the
story is worth pursuing. In this case it clearly is. As long as inflation
rates equal, or exceed, those prevailing in the mid-1970's, failure to
index the Federal income tax base will generate large and highly vari-
able tax burden distortions among different businesses and individuals.
The fiscal and economic effects set in motion by these distortions are



likely to be of major proportions. Some of these effects will occur
relatively quickly and will thereby set the stage for the development
of still more important changes in the performance of the U.S.
economy. The general nature of the most important of these inter-
mediate effects is well established in the literature. They include:

A shift of tax burdens from labor to capital income;
Highly variable increases in the before-tax real rates of return

required to yield a given after-tax real rate of return;
An increase in the level and variability of market interest rates;
A shift of business capital structures away from equity, and

toward debt, financing; and
Important, but offsetting, effects on tax-created incentives for

corporate mergers.

Shift of Tax Burdens From Labor to Capital Income

In general, as the preceding discussion showed, inflation adjustments
would reduce the amount of business and property income subject to
taxation but would not affect wage and salary income in any major
way. Failure to index the Federal income tax base for inflation, there-
fore, tends to shift its burdens from labor to capital income. This
shifting is inevitable if Congress reacts to inflation by allowing real
tax burdens and revenues to rise. Even if real buidens were to be held
approximately constant by an across-the-board reduction of tax rates,
applying more or less proportionately to all kinds of income in the
aggregate, there would be a shift of income tax burdens from labor to
capital income.

Increase in Required Before-Tax Rates of Return on Business Investment

A neutral tax system is one that requires the same real before-tax
rate of return on all investments in order to yield the owner a given
net-of-tax return. The first column of table 6-illustrates the nature of
some of the nonneutralities that would be present under the current
tax structure in the absence of inflation. Owners of inventories need a
gross rate of return of 1 1, percent to yield a net-of-tax rate of 6 percent,
owners of structures need 10 percent, and owners of equipment require
different rates, depending on its length of life, depreciation pattern, and
the size of any investment tax credit allowed. The table also shows the
effects of inflation on these required rates of return. If the tax base is
not indexed, the rates are uniformly raised, but by different amounts
(columns 2 and 3). With a 10 percent investment tax credit, which
itself favors short-lived equipment (column 1), a 7 percent inflation
rate, for example, would raise required rates of return more on short-
lived than on long-lived equipment (column 3). Short holding period
(i.e., FIFO) inventories would become unattractive relative to long
holding period (i.e., LIFO) inventories. In general, the magnitudes of
the required before-tax rate differentials among different kinds of
assets would increase.

If the tax base were fully indexed, in contrast, none of these
inflation-created changes in required rates of return would occur. The
first column of table 6 shows the set of before-tax rates of return
required to yield 6 percent net of taxes both in a noninflationary world
and in an inflationary one with a fully indexed business income tax
base.
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Table 6 highlights two important features of the present Federal
income tax system. One is that even moderate rates of inflation of 7
percent have significant effects on required rates of return on business
assets. The second is that Federal income taxes would not be neutral
even in the absence of inflation. Consideration of tax-base indexation
therefore raises difficult policy questions as to which of the existing
tax nonneutralities should be changed and to what extent. Finally, it
should be stressed that the table does not show the changes in required
before-tax rates of return that would necessarily accompany any shift
to a price-adjusted income tax base. The calculations shown assume a
given required net-of-tax real rate of return (6 percent), and required
net rates may well vary in response to varying rates of price inflation.
Tideman and Tucker in fact suggest that the real cost of capital may
be lower when inflation is higher (1976, p. 41), but that is a complicated
question to which there are as yet no clear-cut answers.

TABLE 6.-REAL BEFORE-TAX RATES OF RETURN REQUIRED TO YIELD A 6-PERCENT REAL RETURN AFTER BUSINESS
TAXES, BY TYPE OF ASSET

(In percent]

No inflation or 2-percent 77percent
Asset, investment tax credit, and life or holding period full correction inflation inflation

Equipment: I
Investment tax credit equals 0:

Life:
5 yr ------------------------------------------ 9.4 10.4 127
12 yr ----------------------------------------- 9.6 10.5 12.4
20yr------------------.---.------.---...-- 9.9 10.7 12.4

Investment tax credit equals 7 percent:
Life:

5 yr ------------------------------------------ 6.1 7.2 9.5
12 yr ----------------------------------------- 7.1 8.0 10.0
20 yr ---.--------------------------------. 8:0 8.9 10.6

Investment tax credit equals 10 percent:
Life:

5yr................................. ... ... 4.8 5.8 8.1
12 yr...................................... 6.0 7.0 8.9
20yr-........................................ 7.3 8.1 9.8

Structures:
Life:

25 yr................................--- ........... 10.0 10.7 11.8
50 yr-............................................ 10.0 10.4 11.0

Inventory:
Holding period:

1 nr yr.. ...................................... 11.5 13.3 17.6
30Oyr...........................................--- 11.5 12.0 12.5100 yr- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -11. 5 11. 6 11. 6
lyr......................................... iL..16-1.

I Assumed to depreciate at 134 times the straight-line depreciation rate.

Source: Tideman and Tucker (1976), p. 39.

Increases in the Level and Variability of Market Interest Rates

The effects of inflation on interest rates are exceedingly complex.
Difficult distinctions must be made between anticipated and unantici-
pated changes in the price level, and attention must focus not only
on the debt instruments therbselves but also on the assets or liabilities
that are directly related to them.

It is well established that, in general, borrowers enjoy windfall
gains when prices rise unexpectedly and that lenders suffer windfall
losses. As John Bossons has stressed (1974, p. 110), however, these
redistributive transfers occur only among debtors and creditors with
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unhedged wealth positions. Either party may hedge by combining
assets and liabilities subject to similar inflation risks. Businesses, for
example, may protect themselves against risks of rising replacement
costs for their long-lived assets (because of generally rising price
levels) by financing those assets by long-term debt. In that way they
could balance the losses created by the use of original cost depreciation
for tax purposes against the untaxed gains on their monetary liabili-
ties. Debt-financed business assets need not in principle be indexed
for inflation since the income reductions on asset account would be
exactly balanced by the income increases on liability account (Fellner,
Clarkson, and Moore 1975, pp. 5-8).

Whatever the opportunities for such hedging may be, it is clear
that an unindexed income tax base will accentuate whatever windfall
gains and losses unanticipated inflation generates. Such a tax system
acts to magnify the economic inequities and distortions created by
inflation.

Anticipated inflation, however, is another matter. While it is
generally agreed that money interest rates will adjust upwards in
response to expected inflation, it is not clear how large that adjustment
will be. Tax considerations aside, the basic relation here is:

where r=r'+ag,
r=the market, or nominal, rate of interest,

r'= the real rate of interest,
g= the anticipated rate of inflation, and
a= behavioral parameter indicating the relation between market

and real rates of interest when inflation is anticipated.
If the parameter a were equal to one, as Irving Fisher (1930) argued
it would be under ideal conditions, real interest rates would be invariant
to different rates of anticipated inflation. Fisher, however, was dealing
with a hypothetical world and moreover one in which no income tax
existed. Though the question is far from settled, recent empirical
studies tend to support the conclusion that a is unity or less (Tanzi
1977, p. 501). Benjamin Friedman (1978), for example, found its
value to be 0.64 for this country, and Feldstein and Summers (1978)
obtained estimates close to unity.

For present purposes the important money interest rate is not the
actual one prevailing in the market, but rather the rate required to
keep net-of-tax real rates constant. This is:

r*=r'+g/(1-t),

where t= the marginal income tax rate of the investor or borrower in
question.

It should be stressed that r* is the required rate if the income tax base
is not indexed for inflation. Since indexing would not tax inflation
premiums as income to lenders, nor allow them as cost deductions to
borrowers, the required inflation-compensating money interest rate
under an indexed tax system would simply be:

r**=r'+g.
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It is instructive to compare these two required rates of return under
different rates of anticipated inflation and for investors with different
marginal tax rates. For example, if the real rate, r', is 3 percent:

INFLATION-INVARIANT RATES OF RETURN

Unindexed income tax system
Tax base (r*)

indexed system
(r**) t equals 0.25 t equals 0.50

Anticipated rates of inflation (g):
0 --------------------------------------------------- 0.03 .03 .03

.05 -.----------------------------------------------- .08 .10 .13
.10 -------------------------------------------------- .13 .16 .23
.15 .----------------------------------------------- .18 .23 .33
.20 . ..----------------------------------------------- .23 .30 .43

Note: The required market rate Is both higher and more volatile under an unindexed tax system.

The vertical distributional effects of an unindexed income tax may
be derived from these basic propositions. Vito Tanzi (1977), for ex-
a mple, has computed the market interest rates required in 1972, 1973,
and 1974 to provide lenders at different AGI levels with a zero real
rate of return. His estimates are shown in table 7. If these required
rates are compared with the market rates actually prevailing in those
years, shown in table 8, it is clear that most lenders could have realized
positive real after-tax rates of return in 1972, but that few could have
done so in 1974. Tanzi estimates that the tax treatment of interest
income and expense in these years redistributed income from the low-
est and highest income groups (those with adjusted gross incomes
below $10,000 and above $50,000) to the middle income groups and
the Federal Government (1977, p. 511).

TABLE 7.-INTEREST RATES REQUIRED TO PROVIDE LENDERS WITH ZERO REAL INTEREST INCOMES, 1912-74

[In percent]

1972 1973 1974

Adjusted gross income (thousand U.S. dollars)

Under I . . . . . ...-------------------------------------------------- 3.36 6.31 11.52
1 to 2.. . ....--------------------------------------------------- 4.42 6.47 11.38
2 to 3.. . . . . ..--------------------------------------------------- 3.39 6.37 11.28
3 to 4 -------------------------------------------------------- 3.47 6.53 11.59
4 to5 --.-. . ..--------------------------------------------------- 3.53 6.64 11.79
5 to 6 - ..-. ...--------------------------------------------------- 3.57 6.70 11.93
6 to 7. . . . . . ..--------------------------------------------------- 3.60 6.77 12.04
7 to 8 . . .. ...--------------------------------------------------- 3.62 6.83 12.13
8 to9 .--. . ..--------------------------------------------------- 3.64 6.83 12.22
9 to 10---- -------------------------------------------- 3.65 6.89 12.26
l to 11...H --------_-----_-------....------..-----3.67 6.92 12.30
11 to 12 -..----------------------------------------------------- 3.68 6.93 12.32
12to13 .-------------------------------------------------- 3.69 6.96 12.37
13,to 0 1. 4.-------------------------------------------------- 3.71 6.98 12.42
14 to15 ----------------------------------------------------- 3.73 7.01 12.46
15 to20 ----------------------------------------------------- 3.77 7.09 12.60
20 to25 ----------------------------------------------------- 3.86 7.23 12.87
25 to 30 ----------------------------------------------------- 3.93 7.38 13.08
30OtoSO--------------------------4.08 7.65 13.56
50 to 100---------------------------------------------------------- 4.51 8.42 14.97
1 00 to200 --------------------------------------------------- 5.05 9.45 16.90
200 to 00 --------------------------------------------------- 5.57 10.44 18.80
500 to 1,000-------------------------------------------------- 6.04 11.61 20.22
Above 1,000-------------------------------------------------- 6.08 11.65 21.65



TABLE 8.-INTEREST RATES AND BOND YIELDS, 1972-74

[In percent per annum]

U.S. Federal
U.S. Government securities High-grade Prime Housing Ad-

municipal commercial ministration
3-mo Longer- Corporate bonds 5 paper, new home

treasury 3-yr to 5-yr term bonds (Standard 4 to 6 mo mortgage
bills I issues n bonds (Moody's Aaa) & Poor's) maturity yields

1972.--.--. 4.071 5.85 5.63 7.21 5.27 4.69 7.53
1973 --.-.- 7.041 6.92 6.30 7.44 5.18 8.15 8.08
1974 --.-.. 7.886 7.81 6.99 8.57 6.09 9.87 9.47

I Rate on new issues within period.
2 Selected note and bond issues.
a These are tax exempt.

Source: Vito Tanzi (1977), pp. 505-506. U.S. Council of Economic Advisers, "Economic Report of the President"
(Washington, 1976), p. 239.

Corporate Shifts From Equity to Debt Financing

The full deductibility of nominal interest expenses under an un-
indexed income tax reduces the cost of debt capital relative to equity
and thereby encourages corporations to shift their capital structures
accordingly. Looked at in another way, debt financing permits busi-
nesses to offset the excess taxable profits created by original cost
depreciation and FIFO inventory accounting with excess cost deduc-
tions for interest cost. More highly levered business enterprises, of
course, face higher risks of liquidity squeezes and of eventual bank-
ruptcy in a world of fluctuating inflation and unemployment rates.

Tax Incentives for Mergers

Since tax base indexing would increase the occurrence of business
loss carryovers, it would strengthen this important financial incentive
for mergers. On the other hand, indexing would eliminate the incentives
that firms now have to merge in order to avoid the tax consequences
of liquidating LIFO inventories (Tideman and Tucker 1976, p. 42).

TAX BASE INDEXATION: FINAL EFFICIENCY
EFFECTS

When one comes down to the bottom line, which deals with effects
on the performance of the U.S. economy, one encounters all of the
familiar problems of measuring the value of gains and losses in
national output and, particularly, of separating those caused by
specific tax distortions from the others. Empirical work on these
questions has been greatly stimulated by the recent development of
the comprehensive- microdata sets required for either comparative
static or dynamic analyses of tax policy changes. This research, much
of it supported by the Treasury Department's Office of Tax Analysis,
is still m its early stages, and only a small portion of it has been
published (Shoven, 1976; Fullerton, Shoven, and Whalley, 1978a and
1978b; Fullerton, King, Shoven, and Whalley, 1978). Tax policy
choices must therefore be made under conditions of considerable un-
certainty concerning the economic efficiency effects likely to result
therefrom.



Nevertheless, the known effects of taxing nominal money incomes
in an inflationary world, discussed above, clearly establish a strong
presumption that the efficiency looses thereby imposed on the economy
will be large. In the main, these losses are likely to result from four
kinds of basic tax distortion:

(1) A reduction in the level of private saving and investment
and hence in the Nation's rate of economic growth.

(2) A diversion of resources from high-taxed sectors and in-
dustries into less productive, lower-taxed areas.

(3) A diversion of work effort from productive activities to the
search for ways of minimizing the erratic and hard-to-predict
effects of inflation on tax burdens.

(4) A discouragement of work effort undertaken to save for
future consumption.

That continued use of an unindexed income-tax base risks serious
impairment of private sector incentives to save and invest is implied
by an impressive number of the effects previously discussed. They
include:

The shift of tax burdens from labor to capital income;
The increase in the gross rates of return required to yield a

given net-of-tax real rate of return;
The increase in lock-in effects for portfolio investors with large

accrued nominal capital gains; and
The increased investor uncertainty resulting from more vola-

tile market interest rates, from tax burdens that depend on future
rates of inflation, and from the increased risks of liquidity squeezes
(or even bankruptcy, related by tax incentives for debt, rather
than equity, financing).

This is an impressive array of factors helping to create investment
and saving disincentives. Though their quantitative impact cannot
now be estimated precisely, their absence under a base-indexed income
tax system offers considerable promise of improved economic perform-
ance as a result of a shift to such a fiscal regime.

Even if base indexing provided no substantial stimulus to total
saving and investment, its adoption would clearly have significant
effects on the allocation of resources to higher or lower rate-of-return
uses in the economy. Some of these tax-induced distortions might
indeed offset previously established distortions and thereby produce a
net improvement in economic efficiency. Few such cases have been
documented so far, however, and until they are, the presumption
must be that the resource reallocations created by failure to index the
Federal income tax base do reduce economic efficiency. As Richard A.
Musgrave puts it, "The chance that the distortions caused by inflation
will Just happen to offset other distortions found in the tax structure
is very small. The income tax should relate to real income" (Aaron, ed.
1976, p. 324).

The allocation effects of an unindexed income tax base are pervasive
and complex. They include:

A redirection of investment away from business plant and
equipment toward residential real estate and consumer durables;

A reallocation of resources among different industries, some of
the specific dimensions of which are shown clearly in table 3
above; and



A diversion of business investment choices away from assets
with relatively high required before-tax rates of return to those
with lower rates.

All of these effects interact with others produced by long-established
features of the tax system-accelerated depreciation, the asset de-
preciation range, and the investment tax credit. One clear result of
this situation is great uncertainty about what the effects of the Federal
income tax system on business investment really are. There may in
fact be much ado about nothing, with some incentive features of the
p resent law more or less offsetting the disincentive features of the same
law. Persistent inflation increases the probabilities of such a standoff
and makes more urgent an early, comprehensive reexamination of all
investment tax incentives and disincentives.

The diversion of work effort into unproductive activities or leisure
also threatens future performance levels of the economy. Wastage of
workers' time and energy might not be so troublesome if the U.S.
economy were growing at its historical pre-inflation rates. As a con-
tributor to current slow rates of labor productivity growth, however,
it must be taken very seriously indeed. Future growth rates will also
be reduced if negative, or uncertain, real net-of-tax rates of return on
personal saving induce a significant substitution of leisure for work.
Recent research by Boskin and Lau suggests that this may well be the
case. As they put it: "Our estimates suggest that the consumption
saving choice is strongly influenced by relative prices, including the
forward price of future consumption. Our estimates, which appear to
be measured quite precisely, suggest that leisure and future consump-
tion are much stronger substitutes than leisure and current consump-
tion" (1978, p. 5).

These, then, are the many distortions, inequities, and economic
inefficiencies created by the failure to measure taxable incomes cor-
rectly under inflationary conditions. Enactment of measurement
indexation would eliminate them, but it would not completely neu-
tralize the effects of inflation on Federal taxpayers. Because the Federal
income tax system is progressive and even with measurement indexa-
tion in operation would be based on current dollar values that keep
rising in line with the general price level, inflation steadily increases
the effective tax rate applicable to incomes that are constant in real
terms over time. These inflationary tax burden effects can, however,
be dealt with by structural indexation.

STRUCTURAL INDEXATION

If the Federal individual income tax were levied at a single rate on
each person's total income, there would be no need for any structural
adjustments in it in response to inflation. If the single tax rate were
applied to income above some basic exemption level for each size of
family, and if that exemption level were stated in nominal money
terms, inflation would raise average tax burdens, particularly for
those with incomes just above the exem tion levels. Structural in-
dexation in this case would involve a simpe upward adjustment each
year of exemption amounts by the genera rate of inflation.



Though existing income taxes are a good deal more complicated than
the simple designs just discussed, structural indexation for them would
follow exactly the same basic principles. All structural components
stated in nominal money values would be converted to constant-dollar
(or real) terms by increasing them each year by the average amount of
inflation. With personal exemptions and zero bracket amounts indexed
in this way, families with low incomes would not be pushed by inflation
into taxable status, nor would those just above exemption levels ex-
perience rapidly rising average tax rates even though their money
incomes were only keeping up with rising price levels. With all tax-rate
brackets indexed in a similar manner, higher income families with
stable real incomes would remain in the same marginal tax bracket
rather than being steadily pushed, as they are now in the absence of
discretionary tax reductions, into higher and higher tax brackets.

The large effects of steady inflation on average and marginal Federal
income tax rates are shown in figure 2, prepared by Martin Bailey for
the 1975 Brookings conference (Aaron, ed. 1976, pp. 291-319). A
10-year 100 percent inflation is assumed (roughly 7 percent a year),
and both average and marginal tax rates are shown for families of four
whose adjusted gross income remained constant in real terms over the
period. The upward and leftward shift of the two curves shows both
the addition of low-income families to taxable status-namely, those
with incomes between $2,800 and $5,800 in 1975 dollars-and the
increased tax burdens on families already taxable in 1975. A family at
the 1975 median income of $13,500, for example, would have its mar-
ginal tax bracket raised from 22 percent to 32 percent if its real income
remained constant and to 36 percent if it participated in the 10-year
economic growth assumed by Bailey so that its real AGI increased to
$17,000. It should be stressed that figure 2 was constructed to repre-
sent only families whose income is mainly from wages and salaries. It
would a so apply to taxpayers with property income if the Federal
income tax base were indexed for nflation, but it cannot show the
complex effects of inflation on such families in the absence of measure-
ment indexation.



FIGURE 2.-Federal individual income tax rates and tax as a percentage of income
for a family of four, before and after 10-year, 100 percent cumulative inflation,
by real adjusted gross income, 1975 tax laws.*
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a. The effect of the $30-per-person tax credit enacted in 1975 is disregarded in the steps, but is included in the
smooth curves. Deductions are assumed as either $1,900 or 16 percent of adjusted gross income, whichever is
greater. Exemptions are $750 per person.

b. The figure of $17.000 for median family income after 100 percent inflation is the author's estimate of 1985
median family income.

Source: Martin J. Bailey, "Inflationary Distortions and Taxes," in Aaron, ed. (1976), p. 298.

Implementation

Vito Tanzi concluded his survey of foreign experience with income
tax inflationary adjustments by saying: "[Indexng the rate structure
does not present serious administrative problems. The tax authorities
can easily produce new tax tables, and taxpayers can easily compute
their tax liabilities with the new tables" (Aaron, ed. 1976, p. 226).
Three basic choices are involved in any structural indexation plan.

The first concerns the particular items to be adjusted. While, in
principle, all fixed dollar amounts in the U.S. tax code should be
indexed, a less comprehensive plan that included only the most im-
portant ones, such as personal exemptions, zero bracket amounts, and
the tax rate brackets, would come close to the goal of full structural
indexation (Sunley and Pechman, 1976, p. 154).

The second choice concerns the price index to be used. A thorough
discussion of the alternatives is given by Denison in his paper for the
1975 Brookings conference (Aaron, ed., 1976, pp. 233-61). His two
general conclusions are that a single index should be used for all tax-
payers (a judgment that occasions little dispute), and that the price
index should be the implicit deflator for national income (a choice
that does not command universal support). Denison's case for the
national income deflator rests on the argument that it "corresponds
most closely to the definition of income that is subject to the personal
and corporate income taxes" (Denison, 1976, p. 248). His critics, who
opt for a consumption price index, stress its closer correspondence to
what they perceive to be the basic purpose of an income tax-namely,
to relate tax burdens to each family's consumption opportunities
(Aaron, ed., 1976, pp. 264-66). Whatever the theoretical advantages
of different price indexes, the quantitative differences among them
during the last 40 years in this country are not large enough to make
this choice a major policy issue (Denison, 1976, pp. 254-58).
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A more important policy question concerns the way in which other
tax changes should affect a structurally indexed income tax. Specifi-
cally, should an increase in sales taxes be considered a price increase
to be included in the index by which the nominal income tax structure
is to be adjusted upward? The answer, it seems clear, is no. A price
increase, by definition, is an increase in the cost of a given quantity of
a product of unchanged quality. A sales tax increase, in contrast, is, or
at least should be, accompanied by an increase in the quality of govern-
ment services provided. It is, in effect, a surrogate private price in-
crease substituting for a public goods price increase that is either im-
possible or too costly to collect. As such, its treatment in any consumer
price index should be subject to special scrutiny, and for many purposes,
special treatment. In the present instance, such surrogate price in-
creases should be excluded from the calculations to be made. To do
otherwise would blunt the purpose of sales and excise taxes by granting
to Federal income taxpayers an adjustment for price increases that
have not occurred. If these arguments are accepted, Denison's choice
of a price index is the better one. The implicit deflator for national
income excludes indirect business taxes whereas the Consumer Price
Index (CPI), for example, includes them. The CPI, of course, could be
adjusted to exclude sales taxes also, but that would require an explicit
tax policy decision that might be hard to make.

The third basic choice concerns the manner in which fluctuating
price levels are to be built into the structural indexation system. If
taxpayer compliance costs are to be minimized, inflation adjustments
must be incorporated both into the withholding tax tables sent to
employers and into the Federal income tax forms sent to individual
taxpayers. The price level adjustments used, therefore, must be based
on the latest data available in time for the preparation of these tax
forms. In Canada, which has had comprehensive structural indexation
in operation since the beginning of 1974, the adjustment factor used
is the ratio of the consumer price index during the 12 months ending
September 30 of the year preceding the tax year to the value of the
index in the corresponding period a year before that. In other words,
withholding tax tables for the tax year 1979 are based on the average
October 1-September 30 consumer price increase between 1976-77 and
1977-78.

This is a time lag of considerable size, but reductions in it cannot be
achieved without cost. It might be that a cut-off date somewhat later
than September 30 could be used, but the price data must be compiled
and made available to the IRS and the withholding tax tables must be
constructed, printed, and distributed to employers in time for the
preparation of payrolls in January of the following year. Clearly, there
is not much room for any significant shrinking of the Canadian adjust-
ment time lag as far as withholding tax tables are concerned. Final tax
rate tables, however, need not be based on the same price adjustment
factor as the withholding tables. For example, whereas 1979 with-
holding tables would be based, as indicated, on the 1976-77 to 1977-78
average rate of price inflation, the tables to be used by taxpayers in
computing their final 1979 tax liabilities, due on April 15, 1980, could
be based on the 1977-78 to 1978-79 price increase. The advantage of
this plan would be the use of a relatively current price adjustment
factor for each tax year-i.e., one based on the actual rate of inflation



during the last quarter of the preceding year and the first three
quarters of the tax year itself. The disadvantage, if indeed it is one,
would be an increase in over-withholding whenever consumer prices
are rising significantly.

Several other features of the Canadian plan are notable. One is
the choice of the Consumer Price Index as the adjustment factor.
This had the advantage of general public familiarity and of availability
of the data on a monthly basis. A national income deflator, in contrast,
would be a more general measure of price inflation but would be avail-
able only on a quarterly basis and would not be widely understood
without extensive discussion of its qualifications in the media. Choice
of the CPI, however, forced explicit consideration of the treatment of
indirect taxes. Account was taken of the strong case for excluding such
taxes from the price index to be used, but this adjustment was rejected
as too complicated in a federal country with significant interprovincial
indirect tax burden differentials (Allan, Dodge, and Poddar, 1974,
p. 358). Where this rationale has less force, as in Denmark and the
Netherlands, indirect taxes and price subsidies are both excluded from
the tax adjustment index (Tanzi 1976, pp. 219-20). In this country,
the Canadian federalist rationale would apply to State and local retail
sales taxes, but it would not, and should not, be applied to any value-
added, or other sales, tax levy that the Federal Government might
enact in the future.

Use of an annual, rather than a monthly, price index ratio as the
adjustment factor seems desirable to eliminate short-run priced
distortions. However, consideration could be given to an intermediate
period, such as a quarter or half year. Finally, structural indexation
should in principle be applied to price level changes in either direction.
The possibility of a general price level reduction over any extended
period may appear to be too remote to be taken seriously. However,
the time to incorporate adjustments for such changes in the income
tax law is before a need for them arises and entrenched interests in
their absence have been created.

Strengths and Weaknesses

Canadian experience with structural indexation indicates its admin-
istrative feasibility. There has also been time for at least a preliminary
assessment of its effects on different income groups. A study by Jarvis
and Smith (1977), for example, shows that indexing of both exemptions
and tax brackets had an important effect on average tax rates between
1973 and 1975. As table 9 indicates, exemption and deduction indexing
reduced average tax rates by 1.1 to 2.7 percentage points (column 1),
depending on the taxpayer's real gross income and number of depen-
dents. Tax bracket indexing reduced tax rates by 1.7 to 3.6 percentage
points (column 2). These effects may be compared to the impact in-
flation would have had on average tax rates in the absence of structural
indexation (column 3). Two general effects stand out. One is the greater
effect of inflation on the tax rates of larger sized families. The other
is the similarity in the tax rate increases experienced by low- and high-
income taxpayers. This means, of course, a larger relative tax increase
for low-income families.

56-369 0 - 81 - 28
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TABLE 9.-1973-75 CHANGES IN AVERAGE CANADIAN INCOME TAX RATES

Change resulting from-

Structural indexation of- Inflation in
unindexed

Deductions and Tax rate income tax
Real gross Income (1954 dollars): Exemptions exemptions brackets system

(1) (2) (3)

$3,000:
2 ----...--------------------------------------------- -0.0244 -0.0356 0.0266
4. . . .. . ..---------------------------------------------- -. 0251 -. 0353 .0295
6.. . .. . ..---------------------------------------------- -. 0268 -. 0190 .0314

$5,000:
2 ---.---------------------------------------------- -. 0208 -. 0231 .0175
4.. .. . . ..---------------------------------------------- -. 0224 -. 0227 .0211
6.. .. . . ..---------------------------------------------- -. 0243 -. 0277 .0253

$7,000:
2 ---------------------------------------------------- -. 0139 -. 0210 .0278
4. . . . . ..---------------------------------------------- -. 0160 -. 0195 .0276
6.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .0183 - .0185 .0284$006:------------------------------------------------- 08 .18 08

$10,000:
2-..------.-----------------.--....-.-.--------------. 0130 -. 0209 .0387
4. . .. . . ..---------------------------------------------- -. 0150 -. 0184 .0379
6 ----..---------------------------------------------- -. 0170 -. 0167 .0393

$15,000:
2 ------------------------------------------------- -. 0111 -. 0242 .0315
4 ------------------------------------------------- -. 0128 -. 0239 .0326
6 .-....---------------------------------------------- -. 0146 -. 0236 .0335

$20,000:
2 ------------------------------------------------- -. 0114 -. 0219 .0267
4 ------------------------------------------------- -. 0108 -. 0212 .0284
6... ... . ..-------------------------------------------- -. 0115 -. 0205 .0301

Source: Jarvis and Smith (1977), pp. 211 and 214.

Structural indexation of the income tax, then, deserves serious con-
sideration as one way to keep inflation from raising Federal tax burdens
on people with constant real incomes. Since its chief competitor is
discretionary congressional action aimed at the same goal, the choice
raises some fundamental questions about government performance in
the modern world. Would discretionary tax cuts be made in time, in
the right amounts, and for the right people? Would an automatically
adjusting system help or hinder the achievement of sooiety's desired
allocation of resources between the public and private sectors? Would
structural indexation strengthen or weaken our ability to control
inflation and minimize unemployment? Would structural indexation
strengthen or weaken intergovernmental fiscal relations?

There are no easy answers to any of these questions. In their analysis
of Federal tax policy between 1960 and 1975, for example, Sunley
and Pechman (1976) show that periodic tax reductions during that
period more than offset, on the average, the increase in average tax
rates that inflation would otherwise have produced. In 1960 tax liabili-
ties were 11 percent of total personal income subject to tax (what
Sunley and Pechman call adjusted personal income) and would have
been 16 percent in 1975 had no changes been made in the 1960 income
tax law (Sunley and Pechman 1976, p. 165). If the Federal income tax
had been structurally indexed for inflation during the period, tax
burdens would have been 12 percent of adjusted personal income in
1975 (assuming no discretionary tax reductions during the period),
the increase from 1960 reflecting the growth in real personal income
between the two years. In fact, however, individual income tax liabili-
ties were only 11 percent of adjusted personal income in 1975. Discre-
tionary tax reductions, then, had more than compensated Federal



income taxpayers for inflation, and compared to structural indexation
these reductions had favored low-income groups relative to those with
high incomes (Sunley and Pechman, 1976, pp. 157-61).

The relevance of the Sunley-Pechman analysis to the question at
issue is debatable. During most of the period covered, consumer
prices were rising at rates well below 5 percent a year. Most of the
tax reductions made were not, therefore, primarily in response to the
upward push of inflation on tax rates. Moreover, the best example of
an inflation-stimulated discretionary tax reduction, the Revenue Act
of 1978, was significantly less progressive in its vertical incidence than
were the reductions enacted between 1960 and 1975 (Okner, 1979).
Whether the 1978 Act represents a one-time adjustment to past
overly progressive tax burden reductions, or whether it sets the tone
for discretionary income tax cuts in an inflationary economy cannot
now be known. Its occurrence, however, clearly increases the risks
that discretionary tax burden adjustments to inflation will be less
to the liking of liberals than would automatic inflationary adjustments.

Opportunities to lower income tax rates periodically are not some-
thing that politicians will surrender easily. Many fiscal economists
also like them because tax reform policies are easier to sell when their
redistributional effects can be sweetened by a general reduction in tax
burdens. There are, however, some economic costs attached to these
obvious political benefits. When inflation is running at double-digit
rates, frequent tax reductions will be called for and much congressional
time and effort may have to be devoted to the specific design of each
tax change. Structural indexation would allow the Ways and Means
and Finance Committees to devote their attention to other matters.
In addition, frequent tax reforms would create business uncertainties
about future tax burdens and might well have an adverse impact on
the level of investment.

Concern has frequently been expressed about the perverse fiscal
flexibilities that might be built into an inflation-adjusted income tax
structure. In particular, tax revenues might not expand in response to
accelerating inflation as rapidly under an indexed system, and that
might weaken the economy's ability to keep inflation under control.
The existence of such a possibility must be recognized, but it is only
part of a much broader picture. The built-in stabilizing, or destabiliz-
ing, powers of a structurally indexed income tax system vary sig-
nificantly with the time lags that characterize the system, with the
time pattern of interactions between price level changes and the
incidence of excess unemployment, and with the kind of inflation the
countr is experiencing. Demand-pull inflation is indeed best com-
bated by the income tax rate increases that an unindexed tax system
would automatically produce. Cost-push inflation, in contrast, may
be exacerbated by tax burden increases that induce workers to demand
still greater wage rate increases. The question is basically an empirical
one that can be answered precisely only for particular structural in-
dexation plans and for particular kinds of economic instability. Ad-
dressing the problem on a more general level, Pierce and Enzler (1976)
used a macroeconometric model to simulate response patterns to out-
side shocks in the U.S. economy both with our present tax system and
with an inflation-adjusted one. Their conclusion was that "indexing
the income tax system will not produce significantly greater economic



instability than already exists" (Pierce and Enzler, 1976, p. 187).
Similar results were obtained for the Canadian economy by Bossons
and Wilson (1973).

Still another problem is that the tax revenue increases produced by
an unindexed income tax structure may not even serve as a built-in
dampener to demand-pull inflation. This would happen if higher,
automatically generated, revenues stimulated higher government
spending, as some fiscal experts believe to be the general case. This in
turn raises the basic question of the relative impact on the size of
government of indexed and unindexed income tax structures. If there
is broad popular support for a public sector of stable size, will the
additional income tax revenues produced by inflation under an un-
indexed structure be returned to the people by tax rate reductions,
as they should be, or will they be kept and spent in the public sector?
There is no definite answer to that question, but current interest in
tax and expenditure limitations suggests a growing public disenchant-
ment with the recent record of discretionary tax reduction policies.

Critics have also stressed the risk that structural indexation would
weaken public support for anti-inflationary government policies. Un-
like measurement adjustments, which are required to define the cor-
rect income tax base, structural adjustments are an attempt to
eliminate some of the undesirable effects of inflation. By succeeding,
they might well make it somewhat easier to live with inflation. At
the same time, they are only one of many adaptations to inflation
that have already occurred, all of which either establish entrenched
interests in the continuation of inflation or weaken individual willing-
ness to incur short-term costs in order to reduce it in the long run.
Union members who have added cost-of-living adjustment clauses to
their wage contracts, investors who have shifted from stocks and
bonds to gold and other real assets, businesses that have shifted from
equity to debt capital, and homeowners who have acquired houses
with low downpayments and high interest rate mortgages are all
examples of the strong adaptive powers of the economic system. The
real question, therefore, is whether or not structural indexation of the
Federal income tax would materially strengthen the inflation-
perpetuating forces already building in the society. The best place to
look for an answer to this question is Canada. Structural indexation
has been in operation there for five years, and there is no evidence
that it has had any effect on Canadian anti-inflationary policymaking.

Finally, there are important questions about the impact of struc-
tural indexation of the Federal individual income tax on State and
local governments and their relations to Washington. Again the
answers are mixed (ACIR, 1976, pp. 53-66). States that base their
own income tax on Federal income tax liabilities would participate
automatically in all of the revenue effects of Federal indexation, while
States that allow deductibility of Federal income taxes from their
own bases would experience opposite effects. In 1975 three States fell
in the first category and 16 in the second (ACIR, 1976, pp. 27-36).
The net burdens of State and local taxes that are deductible from the
Federal income tax base, which have been falling as inflation has
pushed taxpayers into higher and higher Federal marginal tax rate
brackets, would fall less rapidly under indexation. All State and local
governments would face greater revenue constraints if the Federal



Government reacted to its reduced revenues under indexation by
cutting back Federal grants-in-aid. On the other hand, if Federal in-
dexation moderated public opposition to government growth, State
and local officials would be freer to raise funds from their own sources.

Summary

Structural indexation raises many hard-to-answer questions about
government performance in the modern world. As long as high uncer-
tainties accompany a decision either to adopt structural indexation
or not to adopt it, no broad public consensus can be obtained for
either policy option. Under such circumstances only experimentation
can hope to resolve the conflicting arguments. The most relevant evi-
dence in this case is provided by Canada's experience with structural
indexation.

Though only five years have passed since its enactment, the plan
appears to be working well and not to have generated any of the ill
effects that critics of structural indexation fear.

TAX POLICY OPTIONS

When strong inflationary pressures arise and persist, as they have
in this country in recent years, Federal tax policymakers have four
broad options. They can do nothing and hope that the inflationary
pains go away quickly. They can adjust the income tax base, by
mensural indexation, so that it continues to reflect accurately tax-
payer abilities to pay in spite of rising price levels. They can enact a
plan of structural indexation so that income tax burdens on stable real
incomes do not rise steadily as inflation continues to push taxpayers
into higher and higher tax rate brackets. Or they can enact both
changes.

Each option has its benefits and costs, its risks and rewards.
Choosing the first option would be easy under inflationary prospects
much lower than they are today. Choosing the last option would be
essential under much higher inflationary prospects. Such easy solu-
tions, however, are not the stuff of which good tax policy is made. The
Federal income tax system may well be approaching a critical water-
shed beyond which in one direction lies improvement and continued
well-being and in the other retrogression and intensified ill health.
Choosing the right road may make all the difference.

The Status Quo Option

If over the next few years the Federal income tax system is not
indexed for inflation, and if current rates of price increase do not
decline appreciably, Federal tax policymakers will face four major sets
of problems.

1. The enactment of tax base indexation will become increasingly
difficult as more and more people adjust to its absence and acquire
vested interests in the continuation of the status quo.

2. Congressional consideration of both income tax reductions and
reform will become more difficult, partly because it will be harder to
discern exactly where the true burdens of the income tax system lie,



and partly because taxpayer group pressures for special favors to offset
perceived inflation-created excess burdens are likely to increase.

3. Beset by the obvious inequities of a nominal money income tax in
an inflationary world, the public may lose confidence in the income tax
as the main source of Federal revenue and shift its support to other
alternatives.

4. Public !oss of confidence in the income tax might spill over to the
Federal Government as a whole, strengthening the tax and expendi-
ture limitation movement and focusing it more sharply on Washington.

The familiar adage that "old taxes are good taxes" ap plies here as
well as elsewhere. Excess inflationary tax burdens can be avoided in
varying degrees, and people can be expected to ursue these op-
portunities with vigor. As they do so they increasingly put themselves
into positions where they stand to lose from the adoption of tax base
indexation. Money interest rates, for example, have already risen
high enough to create considerable difficulty for designers of an
equitable mensural indexation plan, as will be seen below. The first
step in what is a rather insidious process is, as Martin Bailey has
cogently put it: "When inflation increases tax discrimination, the
expectation of further inflation will cause resource shifts that convert
the initial inequity into inefficiency" (1976, p. 309). These inefficiencies
may go largely unnoticed by the general public, or if they are noticed,
may not be attributed to their true causes. Even if they are so at-
tributed, the tax reforms needed to eliminate them-in this case tax
base indexation-will create a new set of inequities that stand as a
political barrier to successful enactment of the needed tax law changes.
Old taxes need not, of course, be the only taxes. What the adage
stresses is that tax reforms should be designed to minimize the windfall
gains and losses they create and should not be undertaken at all
unless their long-run benefits clearly outweigh any inescapable short-
term costs.

Making intelligent tax policy in an inflationary world with an
income tax of the conventional kind is like trying to comb one's
hair in a room of distorted mirrors. No matter how hard one looks,
the picture is misleading, and doing what looks right may in fact be
the wrong thing to do. The large differences discussed earlier between
nominal money income and price-adjusted income for different
groups and kinds of income indicate how much obfuscation is likely
to be produced. Another good illustration is the difficulty involved in
determining whether, and to what extent, taxation of nominal money
income during inflation increases the progressivity of the Federal
individual income tax. In general, as already noted, such an income tax
system imposes an annual capital levy on wealth owners at a tax
rate equal to the rate of inflation times the owner's marginal income
tax rate. If this were all there were to the picture, the result would be a
progressive surtax on a form of income that is already, except in the
lowest income ranges, progressively distributed in relation to total
personal income.

While such an addition to the present income tax would therefore
be broadly progressive in its vertical incidence, there are enough
exceptions to this general pattern to make its true dimensions highly
uncertain. In the first place, some kinds of personal wealth, such as
homes and consumer durables, are virtually income tax free, and the



inflationary capital levy makes these forms of wealth relatively more
attractive. Current owners enjoy untaxable capital gains and the
Nation's resources are diverted into inferior uses. Secondly, some
owners of taxable capital assets are able to avoid the capital levy
burdens by postponing any taxable realization of accrued capital
gains and losses. Income tax inequities may be reduced by these
reactions, but the cost is an increase in lock-in effects and a decrease
in capital market efficiency.

The final, and perhaps most important, set of exceptions is created
by whatever tendencies nominal rates of interest have to rise in
response to anticipated inflation. As discussed above, excess infla-
tionary tax burdens on creditors and excess subsidies to borrowers
are offset when the following relation prevails between market rates
of return under inflationary and noninflationary conditions:

r*=r' +g/(1-t),

where r*=the rate required under inflationary conditions,
r'= the rate prevailing under noninflationary conditions,
g=the rate of general price inflation, and
t=the marginal income tax rate of creditors and debtors.

In years dominated by unanticipated inflation, as Tanzi's data suggest
was the case in 1974 (table 7 above), actual market rates of return are
likely to be well below the required r* levels, and few people are able
to escape the inflationary tax surcharge. In years when anticipated
inflation rates are equal to or exceed actual rates, however, there will
be some critical marginal income tax rate, t', for which actual and
required market rates of return are equal. Lenders and borrowers in
that tax rate bracket would not be penalized or subsidized by the use
of an unindexed income tax base. Lenders in lower tax rate brackets
would be rewarded by the operation of that kind of tax system, and
those in higher tax rate ranges would be penalized. Opposite effects
would apply to borrowers.

Under present conditions inflation and the Federal income tax may
be on a collision course. If inflation gives way, the income tax will sur-
vive. If inflation does not give way, the income tax may be badly
scarred. This is because the absence of base indexation creates serious
inequities and inefficiencies in the income tax which are absent
from some of its major competitors. These more attractive alternative
sources of Federal revenue include a self-assessed personal consump-
tion or expenditure tax, such as has recently been discussed at length
in the United Kingdom and Sweden and was the subject of a Brook-
ings Institution conference of experts in 1978 (Institute for Fiscal
Studies, 1978; Sven-Olof Lodin, 1978; and Joseph A. Pechman, ed.,
1980), a value-added tax, or even the payroll tax for social security.
Failure to index the income tax base, in short, both strengthens the
case for adopting a Federal value-added tax and weakens the case for
financing some part of social security benefits from the general fund.

The ultimate risk of a status quo policy is that it will increase
public disenchantment with government and, doing so, strengthen
such nascent constitutional amendment movements as those seeking
to require a balanced Federal budget or limitations on expenditure
growth. By failing to enact a simple plan of structural indexation for



the Federal individual income tax, Congress may give unintended
comfort to the framers of much more stringent rules of government
behavior.

These possibilities are perhaps too remote to be given prime atten-
tion at this point. What seems a more imminent prospect is the under-
mining of the income tax as the main source of Federal Government
revenue. A status quo policy will surely intensify public pressures for

secial tax relief for those kinds of income most subject to inflationary
istortions. More accelerated depreciation allowances, more generous

investment tax credits, some exclusion of ordinary saving from the
income tax base, and greater exclusion allowances for long-term capital
gains are only the most obvious of many possibilities. Such ad hoc
"reforms" are not likely to improve the overall equity and efficiency
of the Federal income tax system. Lacking sense and direction, they
make a mockery of the tax and stimulate the search for better
alternatives.

Tax Base Indexation

Shifting all taxable incomes to a price-adjusted basis, desirable as it
is from a theoretical point of view, means overcoming several major
practical difficulties. The first barrier is the general belief, or at least
hope, that inflation is a temporary disorder which will, without extraor-
dinary measures, be brought under control. Even those who are opti-
mistic about such possibilities, however, may still support mensural
indexation because, as shown above, its effects on taxable business
incomes do not stop with the elimination of inflation. The existence
and importance of these after-effects provides a strong argument
favoring the adoption of tax base indexation even if inflation is ex-
pected to abate significantly in the near future.

The main problem with base indexation, even if enacted in its
simplest form, is that it would make the tax law more complicated.
Failure to enact it, however, would also make the tax law more
complicated, as Congress reacted to taxpayer pressures discussed in
the preceding section. The real question is whether the incremental
administrative and compliance costs of mensural indexation are over-
balanced by its incremental benefits. The precise nature of the com-
plexities that base indexation would add to the tax code cannot
be foreseen at this point. The basic measurement principles are clear
enough, but there are many different variations and refinements that
could be used and might indeed be essential to make the proposal
politically salable.

FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

One important feature of the plan's design would be minimization
of windfall gains and losses resulting from its enactment. This, in turn,
counsels careful attention to the treatment of financial assets. Market
interest rates have already adjusted to some degree both to inflation
and to the tax distortions produced by the present income tax system.
The larger these adjustments, the stronger the case for restricting
mensural indexation to new financial asset contracts. This would re-
quire a clear set of rules distinguishing existing from new contracts.



One important choice would be the treatment of outstanding mort-
gages on homes put on the market for sale. High current interest rates
are already providing a strong incentive for the transfer of these mort-
gages to the buyer whenever feasible, and inflation indexing could
significantly increase those incentives unless a transferred mortgage
were considered a new contract for tax purposes.

Tax base indexation could be applied to new debt issues in two dif-
ferent ways (Bossons 1974):

1. All new debt issues could be required to be indexed for inflation
in the standard way discussed above. Lenders would then deduct from
their nominal interest income each year the product of that year's
inflation rate and the outstanding principal of the debt instrument;
borrowers would add the same sum to their taxable income (or equiva-
lently compute their deductible interest expense by subtracting the
inflation adjustment factor from nominal interest costs).

2. New contracts issued as "inflation-indexed debt instruments"
could qualify for special tax treatment. A debt contract of this kind
would be one that divided interest payments into components: (a) A
fixed amount of money; and (b) a variable amount equal in each period
to the product of that period's inflation rate and the outstanding prin-
cipal. The special tax treatment would make the variable component
nontaxable to the lender and nondeductible by the borrower. The
second plan has the advantage of making tax base indexation for fi-
nancial contracts optional rather than mandatory. It also gives the
tax advantages of indexation to lenders only if all of the inflation risk
is passed to borrowers. Since borrowers are normally in a better posi-
tion to hedge those risks by buying suitable assets, this allocation of
inflation risks makes sense economically.

A more drastic modification of the basic mensural indexation plan
would be to omit financial assets and liabilities entirely. Such a trun-
cated set of tax base adjustments has serious economic and fiscal draw-
backs. It would be less equitable and efficient than a comprehensive
plan, and it would almost certainly be more complex to administer and
comply with. It may, however, be the only politically feasible form of
tax base indexation (Wetzler, 1979). It would, for one thing, signifi-
cantly understate business taxable income, much more for some com-
panies than for others. Its resource-allocation effects would therefore

e adverse. As far as the equitable tax treatment of corporate source
income is concerned, its deficiencies at the corporate level might be
offset at the individual level by suitable adjustments in the capital
gains tax. This is because under a comprehensive Haig-Simons concept
of income there is no justification for a separate corporation income tax
as long as capital gains and losses are fully taxed on an accrual basis
(McLure, 1979). Making appropriate adjustments in the capital gains
tax, however, is a formidable assignment.

A truncated base indexation plan would require both clear distinc-
tions between assets that were eligible for indexation and those that
were not, and a set of rules (which might have to be very complex)
to prevent taxpayers from converting noneligible assets into eligible
assets and from combining eligible assets and noneligible liabilities.
Borrowing to purchase indexable corporate shares would be an obvious
loophole. Given the fungibility of debt, any attempt to allocate



specific liabilities to particular assets would introduce many arbitrary
distinctions into tax law. As a feasible alternative, Bossons has pro-
posed that taxpayers be allowed to use a full capital gains cost basis
adjustment factor only when they have no debt liabilities, and that
they be required to reduce that factor in proportion to such outstanding
debt (1979, pp. 151-152). This proposal would require all shareholders
wishing to index capital gains and losses for inflation to file a suitable
balance sheet of investment assets and liabilities, including, in Bossons'
plan, principal residences and mortgage debt but not short-term
liquid assets.

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

Another major practical difficulty faced by designers of tax base
indexation plans is to determine what other adjustments in current
tax law should be made at the same time. These would include elimina-
tion of any features in the present code that were put there mainly to
counteract distortions created by failure to index the tax base for
inflation. In addition, if the introduction of base indexation were judged
to affect the vertical equity of the Federal tax system adversely, these
side effects could be dealt with by suitable changes in the tax structure.

The tax treatment of capital gains and losses provides an excellent
example of the kinds of policy issues that would be raised by the enact-
ment of tax base indexation. Some reduction in the present 60 percent
exclusion for long-term capital gains would be seen by many as an
essential accompaniment of capital asset cost basis adjustment for
inflation. How far such reductions should be carried involves a
delicate balancing of equity considerations (which favor full taxation
of capital gains on an accrual basis), certainty, liquidity, and simplicity
tax goals (which favor taxation on a realization basis), and capital
market efficiency targets (which may require lower tax rates on real-
ized capital gains than currently apply to other kinds of property
income).

The empirical studies of Feldstein, Slemrod, and Yitzhaki provide
important evidence of the sensitivity of corporate shareholders to tax
considerations. One problem faced by researchers in this area is the
lack of suitable data sets on which to base analyses of the effects of tax
changes on the realization of capital gains and losses. The only syste-
matic evidence about the use of the proceeds from the sale of capital
assets is the national survey concentrating on high income households
made for the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System in
1963-64 (Projector and Weiss, 1966). Feldstein's and Yitzhaki's
analysis of these data (1978) shows that corporate shareholders would
react to higher tax rates on realized capital gains by selling less stock,
particularly when their purpose was to reinvest the proceeds in other
financial assets rather than to spend them. Because of the small
number of households in the Feldstein and Yitzhaki subsample and
their high concentration in the wealthiest groups, the quantitative
estimates obtained should be viewed only as broad indicators of prob-
able tax effects (1978, p. 30). Even in this limited role their message
is a striking one. Simulating the effects of full taxation of realized
capital gains at ordinary income tax rates in 1963, for example,
Feldstein and Yitzhaki found that half of those who sold in that year



would not have sold at all and that the value of corporate stock sales
would have fallen to 30 percent of its 1963 level (1978, pp. 30-33).

The other main source of data is the Internal Revenue Service-
Treasury Department special 1973 sample study of capital asset
transactions. This covers a much larger group of corporate share-
holders, but switching from one financial asset to another cannot be
distinguished from sales made to finance consumption. Feldstein,
Slemrod, and Yitzhaki's analysis of these data (1978) produced results
similar to those obtained from the 1963-64 survey. By their calculation
full taxation of realized capital gains would have reduced corporate
stock sales in 1973 from $29 to $17 billion and would have reduced
capital gains tax revenues from $5.4 to $2.9 billion. These dramatic
results stimulated considerable debate in the profession (Slemrod and
Feldstein 1978; Tax Notes August 9, 1978; Feldstein 1978; Nordhaus
1978). Whether increasing tax rates on realized capital gains would
actually reduce government revenues cannot yet be predicted with
confidence. That there would be significant effects on the number and
amount of capital asset sales, however, seems highly probable.

The taxation of realized capital gains, then, should be designed with
close attention to investor lock-in effects. One solution is to keep effec-
tive tax rates low enough to avoid significant impediments to the
switching of capital asset investments. Another would be to tax realized
capital gains at full ordinary rates but to minimize lock-in distortions
by tax law changes that reduce the gains to be obtained by deferring
realizations. Taxation of accrued gains whenever property is trans-
ferred by gift or at death is one such policy that has been discussed
for many years but never enacted. Another, also under discussion for
years but usually regarded as prohibitively expensive administratively,
would be to impose on realized long-term capital gains an interest
charge designed to approximate the taxpayer's gains from tax deferral.
Bucovetsky (1977) has recently proposed a plan for doing this that he
regards as administratively feasible.

Adjusting the orignal cost bases of capital assets for inflation would
greatly expand the amount of accrued capital losses and hence would
require a reassessment of current tax policies concerning the deduc-
tibility of realized net capital losses against ordinary income. The
standard equity rule is that capital losses should be deductible for tax
purposes to the same extent that capital gains are taxable. The prob-
lem with taxation on a realization basis is to prevent taxpayers from
realizing all capital losses immediately and deferring capital gains for
extended periods. The revenue effects of different treatments of capital
losses are substantial. Table 10 gives Feldstein and Slemrod's estimates
of the revenue and distributional effects of different tax treatments of
capital gains and losses, computed without taking into account any
investor reactions. The first two lines in the table simply repeat the
estimates given earlier in table 5 (lines 3 and 4) showing the impact
revenue effects of keeping the 1973 exclusion and loss offset limitation
rules and taxing realized gains and losses on a nominal and on a price-
adjusted basis.
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TABLE 10.-TAX LIABILITIES WHEN CAPITAL GAINS ARE TAXED LIKE ORDINARY INCOME'

(Dollar amounts in millionsl

Adjusted gross income class

Less Zero $10, 000 $20, 000 $50, 000 $100, 000 $200, 000 More
than to to to to to to than
zero $10, 000 $20, 000 $50, 000 $100, 000 $200, 000 $500, 000 $500, 000 All

1. Tax on nominal capital
gains-------------- $1 $-5 $83 $80 $159 $215 $291 $374 $1,138

2. Tax on real capital
gains-------------- -0 -25 -34 -52 58 141 235 337 661

3. Tax on nominal capital
gains; no loss limit.- -0 -7 -6 -31 91 191 288 372 897

4. Tax on real capital
gains; no loss limiL. -1 -38 -94 -259 -97 72 209 325 117

5. Tax on nominal capital
gains with all gains
treated as short-
term gains---------- 9 30 109 406 469 562 676 804 3,065

6. Tax on real capital gains
with all gains treated
as short-term gains-. 6 -8 14 174 285 421 569 736 2, 196

7. Tax on nominal capital
gains with all gains
treated as short-
term gains; no loss
limit--------------- 7 19 44 183 340 514 665 799 2, 571

8. Tax on real capital
gains with all gains
as short-term gains;
no loss limit-------- 4 -38 -112 -216 14 302 523 715 1, 193

'All calculations relate to capital gains on corporate stock sold in 1973.
Source: Feldstein and Slemrod, "Inflation and the Excess Taxation of Capital Gains on Corporate Stock," National Tax

Journal, vol. 31 (June 1978), p. 114.

The next two lines in table 10 (lines 3 and 4) show the substantial
effects of removing the 1973 limits on loss offsets while retaining all
other features of that law. Lines 5 and 6 then show the effects of taxing
capital gains and losses-on a nominal and a price-adjusted basis
respectively-at full tax rates while retaining the 1973 limits on capital
loss offsets. Finally, lines 7 and 8 show the same pair of comparisons
for full taxation plus full loss offsets. Clearly, the treatment of capital
losses has revenue implications of major magnitudes.

If capital gains and losses were indexed for inflation, it would be
difficult to avoid either arbitrary limits on capital loss offsets against
ordinary income or undue freedom for investors to realize losses and
defer gains. Both kinds of inequity could be minimized under a plan
recently proposed by Bossons (1978, 1979) that would restrict fully
deductible losses to the amount, if any, by which realized net losses
exceeded total accrued net gains in the investor's portfolio. If realized
net losses were less than accured gains, taxpayers would be given the
option of carrying the net losses forward or of offsetting them against
accrued gains by writing up the cost basis of accrued-gain assets by
the amount of the net realized losses. When realized net losses exceeded
accrued net gains, all of these gains would be eliminated from taxable
status by offsetting the losses against them and the remaining net
losses would then be fully deductible from ordinary income.

INDEXATION FOR FUTURE INFLATION ONLY

Another modification of tax base indexation that has been given
serious consideration would be to adjust only for inflation that occurs



after the date of enactment of the policy change, but not for any in-
flation that had already occurred (Aaron, ed. 1976, p. 151; Wetzler,
1979). In essence, this is simply a combination of the first two broad
policy options-a status quo choice for the short and intermediate run
and full mensural indexation for the long run. Politically this plan may
be more salable than immediate indexation, and it does phase in the
inevitable administrative and compliance complexities gradually.
It might also, however, suffer from some of the worst features of both
possible worlds. Indexation of capital gains and losses for future in-
flation only, for example, would severely undermine the case for tighter
tax treatment of that kind of income any time in the near future. The
result might be continuation, or even liberalization, of the present
favorable exclusion rules for long-term capital gains while inflation
indexation gradually became more and more effective for portfolio
investors. Many of the unfortunate consequences of status quo policy
maintenance, in short, might become so entrenched during the early
phases of the future-inflation-only indexation plan that their elimina-
tion later would be impossible.

CONCLUSIONS

Tax base indexation, admittedly, is a policy option of considerable
complexity. So also, however, is the alternative status quo option,
and it does not have the solid theoretical foundation that supports
tax base indexation. If a shift of options is to be made, it should be
done sooner rather than later because persistent inflation tends to
produce stronger and stronger pressures opposing the adoption of base
indexation. Foreign experience shows both the many difficulties
created by delay and the complexities resulting from ad hoc adjust-
ments to the inflationary distortions plaguing a nominal money income
tax (Fishlow, 1974; Lent, 1975, 1976; Petrei, 1975). What has yet to
be put to the test of experience is a systematic plan of tax base indexa-
tion. On its development and implementation may well depend the
future of the income tax in this country.

Structural Inderation

Indexing the structure of the Federal individual income tax for
inflation would not give rise to any major administrative or compliance
problems. Whether the performance of the Federal Government, and
of the economy in general, would be improved thereby can be debated
at length but cann ot be proved either way. Three broad policy options
may be distinguished.

TAX RATE BRACKET SIMPLIFICATION

If Congress continues its past practice of making periodic reductions
in income tax burdens to offset the expansionary effects of inflation
on Federal revenues, a major policy issue is likely to be the number
and size of the tax rate bracket used to determine individual income
tax liabilities. In the Revenue Act of 1978, partly in response to in-
flation, the 26 brackets then existing (including the zero rate bracket)
were widened and reduced to 16. Further reductions in that number
would both moderate the relentless upward pressures of inflation on
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real tax burdens and simplify the task of adjusting the remaining
bracket limits upward periodically in line with general price increases.
In the model comprehensive income tax proposed in the Treasury'A
"Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform," for example, there were only three
taxable income classes in addition to the zero rate bracket (1977, p.
162). For joint returns they were:

Marginal Tax Rate
Taxable income bracket: Percent

$0 to $4,600 ------------------------------------------------ 8
$4,600 to $40,000 ------------------------------------------- 25
Over $40,000 ----------------------------------------------- 38

These limits were defined for 1976 income levels and would be
correspondingly higher in nominal dollars at present price levels.

ANNUAL INDEXATION

Two versions of full structural indexation were discussed earlier.
Under each all tax rate brackets, personal exemption amounts, and
any other important structural components stated in nominal dollars
would be raised each year by the rate of inflation. The adjustment
factor used would be derived for a period as recent as administrative
considerations permitted. Under the Canadian plan, for example, the
adjustment factor for the tax year 1979 would be the ratio of the
Consumer Price Index for the 12 months ending September 30, 1978,
to its average level in the period between October 1, 1976, and Sep-
tember 30, 1977. One version of this plan would apply the same cor-
rection factor to the withholding tax tables used m 1979 and to the
final tax tables mailed to taxpayers prior to the April 15, 1980, dead-
line for the filing of their 1979 returns. The second version would
adjust the withholding tables in the same way but use a more current
adjustment factor-namely, the ratio of the price index for the Octo-
ber 1, 1978, to September 30 1979 period to its corresponding 1977-78
value-for the final tax tables. by this means the adjustment lag
could be shortened considerably, but over-withholding would be wide-
spread unless short-term adjustments in withheld amounts were
thought both desirable and feasible.

Choice of a suitable price index for either version presents no great
problem. The chief contenders are:

1. The implicit price deflator for national income.
2. The implicit price deflator for personal consumption

expenditures.
3. The fixed-weight price index for personal consumption

expenditures.
4. The Consumer Price Index.

The main considerations in this choice, discussed above, are the
breadth of price coverage desired and the treatment of indirect business
taxes.

The price adjustment factor specified in an annual indexation plan
need not be a single, mandatory figure. If some administrative or
legislative discretion is thought desirable, but not as much as a status
quo policy option would allow, the government can be given a range
within which the adjustment multiplier must fall. The structural ad-
justment mechanism adopted in the Netherlands in 1971, for example,



specified the standard type of correction factor but allowed the Min-
ister of Finance to adjust it downward by not more than 20 percent
(Petrei, 1975, p. 543).

PERIODIC INDEXATION

Automatic structural indexation of the income tax could be put on
a periodic, rather than an annual, basis. Changes in nominal structural
components could be made whenever the selected price index had
increased by stipulated amounts from some base period, such as 10
percent, 20 percent, 30 percent, and so on. This would tie the frequency
of adjustment to the rate of inflation rather than to the calendar. One
weakness of the plan is its failure to distinguish between the burdens
of, say, a 20 percent inflation occurring in two or three years, and
those of one spread out over a longer period.

How serious the tax distortions produced by slow but steady in-
flation may be is a difficult matter to judge Those who discount the
importance of such cumulating effects can consider a periodic in-
dexation plan that would trigger a structural income tax adjustment
only in years in which inflation exceeded some minimum specified
percentage rate. As long as inflation was kept at or below that mini-
mum "bearable" rate, no tax adjustments would be made. In other
years they would occur automatically and might be based either on
the full rate of inflation then occurring or only on its excess over the
minimum specified rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last four decades have seen large increases in personal income
tax rates. In 1939, a person with a taxable income of $3,000 faced a
marginal tax rate of 4 percent. By 1976, someone with a similar real
taxable income faced a marginal tax rate of 36 percent.' In addition,
important changes in the size, composition and skill level of the labor
force have been occurring: Between 1947 and 1976, the average num-
ber of hours worked per week decreased from 40.3 to 36.2. Between
1940 and 1978, the total labor force increased from 56.1 million to
101.5 million, and the number of females in the labor force increased
from 14.2 million to 41.1 million. In the post-World War II period,
the labor force participation rate of married women more than doubled,
from 22.0 percent to over 46 percent (see table 1.1).

*Princeton University.
I These calculations are based upon Tax Foundation, Inc. (1977, pp. 102-103). If the individual in 1978

were married to someone with zero income, the marginal tax rate would be 25 percent. Inclusion of the
social security payroll tax would make the differential between 1939 and 1976 even greater.

(444)
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TABLE 1.1'

Married women
(husband

present) labor
Total labor Female labor force participa*Year force2 force 5 tion rate

1940 ------------------------------------------------- 56.1 14.2 -.............-.
57.7 14.7 ...............
60.3 16.1 ..............
64.8 18.8 ...............

1945---------------------------------------------- 66.3 19.4 --------66.2 19.3 ............. -
60.5 16.8 ...............
60.9 16.7 ...............
62.1 17.4 22.0
62.9 17.8 22.5

1950-.---._-------------------- 63.9 18.4 23.8
65.1 19.1 25.2
65.7 19.3 25.3
66.6 19.4 26.3
67.0 19.7 26.6

1955...--. --------.-------_--.--... 68.1 20.6 27.7
69.4 21.5 29.0
69.7 21.8 29.6
70.3 22.1 30.2
70.9 22.5 30.91960-.--.-..--...----.------------- 72.1 23.3 30.5
73.0 23.8 32.7
73.4 24.0 32.7
74.6 24.7 33.7
75.8 25.4 34.4

1965..-------.---------.. ---__ - ..-.---. 77.2 26.2 34.7
78.9 27.3 35.4
80.8 28.4 36.8
82.3 29.2 38.3
84.2 30.6 39.6

1970----------_----------------- 85.9 31.6 40.8
86.9 32.1 -..............
89.0 33.3 ... ... ..-.- .
91.0 34.5 42.2
93.2 35.8 43.01975 ------------------------------------------------- 94.8 37.0 44.4
96.9 38.4 45.0
99.5 40.0 46.6

101.5 41.1 ..............

I Source: Data for before 1970 are from Historical Statistics of the United States, and, after 1970 from Statistical Abstract
of the United States 1978.

2 Includes Armed Forces.
3 Does not include the Armed Forces.

Has the Federal personal income tax system had a substantial
impact on these trends in the labor supply behavior of Americans?
Would various "tax reforms" that are currently being considered
change their labor force decisions? How might such changes influence
the economic organization of the family? The purpose of this paper is
to discuss and evaluate the economic evidence on these issues. We begin
by discussing in Section II the methodological framework used byeconomists to analyze labor supply decisions. Section III shows how
this methodology has been implemented econometrically in order
to estimate the effects of taxation on labor supply, and includes a
critical discussion of the empirical work.

Sections IV and V, narrow the focus somewhat, and discuss the
taxation of the family. Special attention is devoted to the tax treatment
of married women, a group of growing importance in the labor force.
The efficiency and distributional consequences of a number of ways for
taxing the family are analyzed. Section VI examines a somewhat
neglected topic, the impact of taxes upon dimensions of labor supply
other than hours of work. These include time of retirement, intensity



of work effort, and educational decisions. A concluding section contains
a brief summary and suggestions for future research.

II. TAXES AND HOURS OF WORK: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The purpose of this section is to explain how economists model
individual labor supply behavior, and how taxes are incorporated into
analysis. It begins by discussing the simple but useful case in which
an individual decides how much to work in disregard of the labor sup-
ply decisions made by other family members. It then turns to the
more general situation in which husbands and wives decide jointly how
many hours each will work, if at all. The section concludes with an
evaluation of the usefulness and adequacy of the theoretical model.

A. A Simple Model of the Work Decision 2

From an economic point of view, the work decision is essentially a
problem in the rational allocation of time. Given that the individual
only has a certain number of hours in the day, how many should he or
she devote to work in the market, and how many to leisure? 3 The
individual derives utility from leisure, but to earn income, leisure time
must be surrendered; i.e., work must be supplied. The individual's
problem is to find just the right trade-off between income and leisure.

Formally, imagine that the individual's utility or satisfaction, U,
is a function of his or her income Y, and hours of leisure L. He or she
seeks to maximize the utility function

(1) U= U(Y, L)
subject to the budget constraint

(2) Y=w(T-L)+A,
where: w is the individual's net wage, T is the total number of hours
available, and A is nonlabor income. Equation (1) states that the in-
dividual values both income and leisure, and equation (2) simply
indicates that income is the sum of earned income (the wage (w) times
hours of work (T-L)), plus unearned income, A.

To understand this model, it is crucial to note the role of the net
wage as the cost of time. For every hour spent at leisure, the individual
gives us w dollars-time is literally money. Note, however, that a
"rational" individual generally will not work every possible hour,
even though leisure is costly. Most individuals spend time on leisure
to the extent that leisure generates utility that is valued in excess of
its opportunity cost.

Imagine now that the individual has found his or her utility maxi-
mizing combination of income and leisure, and the government imposes
a tax on wages of t percent. How will a "rational" individual react-
work more, work less, or not change at all? It is interesting to note that
in public debate, arguments for all three possibilities have been made
with great assurance. In fact, however, the impact of a wage tax upon
hours of work cannot be known a priori.

2 A detailed algebraic interpretation of the material in this section can be found in Abbott and Ashen-
felter [19761.

3 "Nonmarket activity" might be a more appropriate term than "leisure," because it includes housework
as well as relaxation. We will follow convention, however, and use the less combersome traditional term.
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To see this, first observe that the wage tax lowers the effective price
of leisure. Prior to the tax, consumption of an hour of leisure cost the
individual w dollars; now it costs only (1-t)w dollars. Since leisure
has become "cheaper," there will be a tendency to consume more of
it, i.e., to work less. This is called the "substitution effect."

Another effect occurs simultaneously when the tax is imposed.
Assume that a certain number of hours will be worked by the individual
regardless of all feasible changes in the net wage. After the wage tax,
the individual receives only Sw(-t) for each of these hours, while
before he was receiving $w. In a real sense, the individual has suffered
a loss of income. To the extent that leisure is a "normal good," i.e.,
its consumption varies directly with income, this income loss leads to
less consumption of leisure. Because the individual has become
"poorer" due to the wage tax, there is a tendency to work more. This
is sometimes called the "income effect."

Thus, the substitution effect and the income effect work in opposite
directions, so that the impact of a wage tax cannot be determined by
theorizing alone. To develop more intuition for this result, consider
the following two statements:

(a) "With this high income tax, it's really not worth it for me to
work as much as I used to."

(b) "With this high income tax, I have to work more to maintain my
standard of living." Loosely speaking for the person making state-
ment (a) the substitution effect is dominating, while in statement (b)
the income effect is dominating. Both statements can reflect perfectly
rational behavior for the individuals involved.

The importance of the indeterminacy generated by the conflict of
income and substitution effects is hard to overemphasize. It indicates
that only careful empirical work can answer the question of how labor
force behavior in future years will be affected by the possible changes
in the tax system. Even intense armchair speculation on this matter
must be regarded with considerable scepticism.

B. The Work Decision in a Family Context

In the model just described, the individual acts in isolation. How-
ever, it often makes more sense to assume that the individual's labor
supply decision is influenced by that of his or her spouse.4 In recent
decades, an unportant development in economics has been the exten-
sion of the basic model to take family interactions explicitly into
account. (See, e.g., [Ashenfelter and Heckman, 1974].)

To generalize the simple model, imagine that the family has a
utility function with three "commodities," husband's leisure, wife's
leisure, and family income. As before, the price of the husband's
(wife's) leisure is his (her) potential net wage. The family members
decide jointly how much each spouse will work,6 and thus how much
income the family unit will have.

When a wage tax is imposed in this model, the story is slightly more
complicated than it was before. Each spouse still faces an income effect

4 Indeed, even the labor supply of one's children might influence work decisions, although this possibilityis not explored here.
I The question of how the spouses' preferences are aggregated to form the household utility function isdiscussed by McElroy and Homey [1978].
* Of course, it may turn out that one or both spouses will work zero hours in the market.



and substitution effect, but now there are cross effects as well. The
fact that one spouse decides, for example, to work less in the market
and therefore consume more leisure will tend to effect the behavior of
the second spouse, and vice versa. Will spouse number two tend to
consume more or less leisure when spouse number one works more,
other things being the same? Again, the answer cannot be known a pri-
ori. It depends upon whether the husband's and wife's leisure hours are
complements or substitutes. A new source of ambiguity is thus added
to a picture that was already somewhat cloudy.

The main result from the simple model therefore continues to hold:
the impact of taxation upon hours of work cannot be predicted by
theoretical considerations alone.

However, introduction of the family model is important for a
reason in addition to reinforcing this basic result. It provides a use-
ful framework for discussing the taxation of the family unit, a subject
to be taken up in Sections IV and V below.

0. Problems With the Theoretical Models

The models discussed above, or variations on them, have provided
the theoretical framework for practically all economic work on the
question of taxes and labor supply. It is therefore of some importance
to discuss the major criticisms to which they have been subjected.

For example, the model assumes that an individual is able to choose
the number of hours of work that maximize utility, given the net wage.
To the extent that the individual faces involuntary (or "Keynesian")
unemployment, this assumption is of questionable validity. More-
over, even for an individual who is employed, it is not clear how much
freedom there really is to change hours of work.7

Although it is doubtless true that individuals do not enjoy the full
amount of flexibility assumed in the model, there is more choice in
selection of hours of work than might first meet the eye. Moonlighting
and overtime, for example, are both opportunities to extend the
number of hours worked. Moreover, thinking of the time horizon as
a year rather than a day or a week, gives the opportunity to bargain
over the length of the vacation period, providing another way to
choose number of hours.

Indeed, taking a lifetime perspective with respect to labor supply
decisions, the possibilities for even more flexibility become apparent:
taxes may influence retirement dates, intensity of effort, or even
career choices. We discuss in greater detail such aspects of labor sup-
ply in section VI, below. In the meantime, the important point is
that if the notion of "time endowment" is suitably interpreted, then
the assumption that the individual can make a choice about labor
supply seems quite tenable.

Another criticism of the model is that it ignores the nonmonetary
aspects of the work decision. After all, job satisfaction, work condi-
tions, and attitudes toward work may be as important as pecuniary
considerations. This objection lacks validity, because attitudes toward
leisure and income are already built into the utility function. The
interesting policy question is always how the tax system changes

7 See Ham [1977] for a discussion of labor supply when hours of work are "rationed."



labor force behavior given a set of preferences, and the model is
designed precisely to help us address that issue.

A more fundamental criticism of the basic model is that it assumes
too much "rationality" to be a realistic depiction of human behavior.
When a tax is imposed on an individual, does he or she literally
perceive that the price of leisure has changed, and then attempt to
find a new utility maximizing combination of income and leisure?
Many economists would respond that the usefulness of the model
is independent of the answer to this question. The model is useful
if it helps in understanding and predicting behavioral responses to
taxes, and it is irrelevant whether people consciously tradeoff the
costs and benefits of additional hours of work. Individuals need only
act as if they are maximizing their utility functions. Ultimately,
then, the value of the basic model turns upon its usefulness as a
framework for empirical analysis, a subject to which we now turn.

III. TAXES AND HOURS OF WORK: EMPIRICAL STUDIES

The important conclusion of the theoretical analysis of labor
supply is that the impact upon hours of work of a change in tax rates
cannot be known a priori. A considerable amount of effort has there-
fore been devoted to empirical investigation of this matter. In this
section, we critically discuss two different strategies for such in-
vestigation: Personal interviews and econometric studies. This is
followed by estimates of how hours of work might change under
some alternative tax regimes.

A. Interview Studies

Perhaps the most straightforward way to find out whether taxes
influence hours of work is sunply to ask people whether they do. Many
studies have used personal interviews for this purpose. The most
frequently cited of these is Break's [1957] survey of a group of British
solicitors and accountants who were either partners or in business on
their own.' Some of Break's questions dealt with how the individuals
determined their hours of work, whether they were aware of the mar-
ginal tax rates they faced, and if these marginal tax rates created any
incentives or disincentives to work. Break's analysis of the responses
suggested to him that ". . . disincentives, like the weather, are much
talked about, but relatively few people do anything about them." (p.
549) From this he drew the policy implication that ". . . in the
United States, at least, income tax rates could be raised considerably
. . . without lowering unduly the aggregate supply of labor." (p. 549)

The study of Barlow, Brazer, and Morgan [1966] tells much the
same story. In their sample of affluent Americans, "Only one-eighth
. . . said that they have actually curtailed their work effort because of
the progressive income tax . . . Those facing the highest marginal
tax rates reported work disincentives only a little more frequently
than did those facing the lower rates."(p. 3).

Our discussion so far has dealt with the impact of taxes on labor
supply in general. When we turn attention to married women, whose
labor force behavior has changed so dramatically in recent years, the

m A number of other such attempts are discussed in Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-ment [1975].



survey results yield the same basic conclusions. Barlow et. al. observe
that "Very few [men] reported that their wives' participation in the
labor force. . . was affected by taxes." (p. 3) When asked why a wife
who had once been in the labor force was no longer working, ".
there were virtually no references to tax disincentives. . ." (p. 48)
Although it was noted that at the highest incomes women tended to
work less, no part of this phenomenon was attributed to high marginal
tax rates. Rather, the responses indicated that these wives '
felt more free to occupy themselves with voluntary unpaid activities."
(p. 149)

The survey results appear to have been quite influential. For
example, in Pechman's important book, Federal Tax Policy, one is
left with the impression that "The evidence suggests that income
taxation does not reduce the amount of labor supplied by workers
and managers." (p. 63) Similarly, Lipsey and Steiner's [19721 widely
used text states that "Such meager evidence as exists . . . goes
against the commonly held view that a lowering of the existing levels
of taxes would greatly increase the supply of effort in our economy."
(p. 338)

Perhaps, though, some caution must be exercised in the interpre-
tation of survey results. Just because an individual cannot recite his
marginal tax rate does not mean that he is unaware of the discrepancy
between his gross and take-home pay. And the fact that individuals
fail to admit that taxes (or for that matter, other economic variables)
enter their work decisions does not mean that it is necessarily true.

B. Econometric Studies

Econometric analysis is a method for studying the impact of taxa-
tion upon hours of work which does not rely upon asking people their
opinions. Rather, the effect of taxation (or lack thereof) on hours
of work is inferred from statistical analysis of data on taxes, wages
and labor supply.

In order to be more specific, it is useful to think back to the simple
theoretical model presented in section II. The model suggested that
hours of work will depend upon the net wage, nonlabor income, and
other factors that might influence "tastes" for income versus leisure.
(Marital status, sex, age, and number of children are variables that
come readily to mind.) In an econometric analysis, at the outset the
investigator must choose a definite algebraic functional form to repre-
sent the dependence of hours of work upon these explanatory variables.
For example, if the function is linear, then the relation will look like:

(3) H=ao+a 1w+a 2A+asXj+a 4X2+e, where H=hours of work,
w=net wage, A=nonlabor income, X and X 2 are some relevant
demographic and personal characteristics, and e is a random error.
The a's are called the parameters of the equation, and show how a
change in a given right hand side variable affects hours of work. For
example, if a,= O, the net wage has no impact on hours of work, if
al is greater than 0, the supply curve slopes upward, and if a, is less
than 0, it is "backward bending." The presence of e reflects the fact
that there are influences on labor supply that are unobservable to the
investigator.



The econometrician next obtains data 9 on the values of H, w, A, X1,
and X2 for groups of households, and uses them to estimate the a's.
The most popular estimation technique in these cases is called "multi-
ple regression analysis." With estimates of the a's in hand, inferences
can then be made about the changes in H induced by changes in the
net wage.

Labor economists have been estimating equations like (3) for
many years. Interestingly, in a number of studies, investigators
virtually ignored taxes; 'o i.e., they used the gross wage for w, even
though theory indicates that the net wage is appropriate. In recent
years, however, a number of studies has dealt carefully with the incor-
poration of taxes into labor supply equations. (See, for example,
Hall [19731, Rosen [1976], Burtless and Hausman [1978], and Johnson
and Pencavel [19781.)

Since the various studies have used different samples, time periods,
and statistical techniques, there are considerable differences in the
estimates of the parameters of the labor supply function. However,
two important "stylized facts" have emerged:

(a) For prime age males, the impact of changes in the net wage
upon hours of work tends to be small, and statistically insignificant.
This result has emerged from both cross-sectional studies (see, e.g.,Cain and Watts [1973]) and from time-series studies " (see, e.g.,
Abbott and Ashenfelter [1976] or Rosen and Quandt [1978]).

(b) The hours of work and labor force participation decisions of
married women are quite sensitive to tax induced changes in the net
wage. Although estimates differ widely, many investigators would
agree that if tax reductions led to a 10 percent increase in the net
wage, married women would increase their hours of work by more
than 10 percent. 2 (See Cain and Watts [1973]).

Before turning to the implications of these results for the labor
supply effects of several tax reform changes, more needs to be said
about why econometric investigators sometimes give different answers
to the question of how taxes affect work decisions. In the process we
will point out some problems with econometric analysis as a method-
ological strategy.

Studies differ in their conclusions for several reasons:
(a) Investigators use different samples drawn from different time

periods. To the extent that the parameters of the labor supply func-
tion changes across these samples and over time, it will lead to different
parameter estimates.

(b) Different functional forms are used in various studies. The linear
specication of equation (3) is the simplest one, but it is certainly not
the only possibility. For example, one might believe that hours of work
vary with the square of the wage, and therefore augment the equation
with the variable w'. The basic theory gives little guidance as to what
the "correct" functional form is, and so investigators must choose
specifications largely on the bases of intuition or convenience.

* For example, the Current Population Survey of the U.S. Bureau of the Census has information on suchvariables for thousands of families.
1o See, for example, Cain [1967] or Bowen and Finegan [1967].
z The time series data are dominated by the behavior of prime age males.it Given the magnitude of current unemployment rates, one might ask if women seeking more workwould be able to find it. A discussion of the nature of modem unemployment is beyond the scope of thisStseem likel however that with appropriate policies, additional workers could be absorbed bythe economy. See Feldsteln !li72.



(c) Investigators use different statistical techniques. The question
of how to extract from the data information about the a's is a
complicated one, and the relative merits of the various methods are
not always clear. Formidable statistical problems arise, for example,
because the potential wage for individuals who do not work is un-
observed. Different methods of dealing with such statistical issues lead
to different parameter estimates. (See, for example, Da Vanzo, De
Tray and Greenberg [1976].)

(d) Different demographic and personal variables are included in
the equations. It is not a ways clear how many X's to put in equation
(3), and what they should be. Consider, for example, years of education.
Some would argue that education affects tastes for work and income,
and therefore should be included as an independent variable. Others
would argue that education only affects work decisions to the extent
that it changes the wage, and therefore should not be included. In
general, the inclusion of an additional X variable will change the
estimate of a,, and therefore yield different implications about labor
supply responsiveness.1

Regression analysis, then, is not a perfect methodology. But in the
absence of controlled experiments,14 it is the best one available. If
interpreted with caution, econometric studies provide results that
can be employed to make useful predictions concerning the impact
upon work effort of changes in taxes.

I7. Tax Reforms and Changes in Hours of Work

As of this date, no definitive empirical study of the impact of taxes on
hours of work exists. Such a study would require estimating param-
eters of labor supply functions for different groups in the population,
and using the estimates to simulate the behavior of a representative
sample of individuals under alternative tax regimes. What has impeded
work in this direction is not a dearth of estimates labor supply elastici-
ties: as suggested earlier, such estimates abound. However, reliable
cross-sectional data with information on both family labor supply
behavior and tax situation have until recently not been available."
Investigators have therefore been forced to estimate tax liabilities by
using the tax statutes and making careful guesses about families'
deductions, exemptions. Although this has been done with some
ingenuity, (see, e.g., Feldstein and Clotfelter [1976]), the results must
nevertheless be viewed as rough approximations.

We report in this section some simulation results from a study com-
pleted by the author several years ago [Rosen, 19761. In this analysis,
the labor supply behavior of a subsample of U.S. families was simulated
under a number of alternative tax regimes. The subsample consisted of
married couples in which the wife was between 30 and 44 years of age.
This group was chosen chiefly due to expediency: excellent data on
their economic behavior (although not on their tax rates) were avail-
able in the National Longitudinal Sample for Mature Women 1967,

is More precisely, the inclusion of a variable Xk in the equation will influence the estimate of a' if w and
xk are correlated.

14 There have, of course, been controlled experiments concerning negative income tax plans. See, for
example Burtless and Hausman [19781.

is At the National Bureau of Economic Research, a current project involves analysis of a data set which
matches data from Federal tax returns with some information from the Current Population Survey.
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and their labor supply response to changes in taxes had already been
studied in some detail. Although the labor supply parameters were
estimated using 1967 data, the elasticities obtained were quite similar
to those that have been found in more recent samples, suggesting that
similar results would emerge were the analysis to be done with more
up-to-date data.

In the simulations, it was assumed that the hours of work of the
husbands were insensitive to changes in the wage, an assumption in
conformity with the stylized facts described in section III.B, above.
For each wife, it was assumed: (a) that the labor supply elasticity,
evaluated at the means, was about 2.2; and (b) that the wife made her
decision to work conditional on her husband's labor supply." In addi-
tion, it was assumed in each simulation that marginal tax rates were
adjusted proportionately so as to keep tax revenues at the same level
as existed during the 8tatus quo.

The most important simulation concerned the impact upon hours of
work of a change in the rules concerning how the incomes of family
members are treated for tax purposes. Under the U.S. tax system,
husbands and wives are induced to pool their incomes for tax purposes,
i.e., to file joint returns. However, for reasons to be explained in the
next section, joint filing has been subject to severe criticism. The
simulations reported in table 3.1 indicate how labor supply and hours
of work might change if spouses filed as individuals rather than jointly.
The columns show changes in family net income and in the wives'
hours of work. All changes are broken down into categories according
to gross family income before the wife works.

TABLE 3.1.-MOVEMENT TO INDIVIDUAL FILING

Average change
Gross other family Income Average change in yearly hours

Grssoterfail Ico ein net income of work

0 to $500 ------------------------------------------- -------------- -5.67 0.416
$500 to $1,500 ------------------------------------------------------ 15.80 28.58
$1,500 to $3,000 --------------------------------------------------- -23.09 21.97
$3,000 to $5,000 --- 10.21 20.92
$1,000 to $0,000------------------------------------------------------ 71.39 28.27
Ov$20,000 2,W------------------------------------------------------- 210.20 53.29Over $20,000. . .----- _------- ------ ------ --- _-- --_ --- ------ -- 381.94 92.42

It appears that the high income families benefit most from this
change. Since the wives of high income husbands faced the highest
marginal tax rates under joint filing, under individual filing they have
the largest inducement to increase work effort. As a consequence,
the average net income of the richest families increases more than
that of families at lower levels. The simulation, then, although based
upon slightly crude assumptions, brings to light an important fact:
changes in behavior induced by modifications of the tax system may
lead to unanticipated changes in the distribution of money income.
It is important to note, however, that the change in welfare may
differ from the change in income: wives who work more under the
new regime have higher incomes, but earn them only at the sacrifice
of some leisure.

's An implication of the second assumption is that for purposes of labor supply behavior, the husband'snet income Is equivalent to family capital income.
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A second simulation concerned the impact of child care allowances
on hours of work. More specifically, it was assumed that when the
wife worked 800 hours per year or more, the family could deduct
$400 if there were preschool children, and $160 if there were school
age children but no preschool children."

The results of introducting the child-care allowance are in table 3.2,
the format of which is identical to that of table 3.1. The negligible
change in hours per.year induced by the child-care allowance is at
first glance somewhat surprising. Although some of the working wives
face lower marginal tax rates due to the exemption, their childless
sisters face relatively higher marginal tax rates m order to make up
for the revenue loss. Taken together, the positive and negative impacts
on hours of work and net family income just about cancel each other.

TABLE 3.2.-INTRODUCTION OF A CHILD CARE DEDUCTION

Average change
Average change in yearly hours

Gross other family income in net income of work

aOto $500-------------------------------------------------------------- 6.01 0.53
$500 to $1,500---------------------------------------------------------- 5.58 -. 66I1.500 to $3OD------------------------------- ------------------------- 5.02 -. 79

3,000 to $5,000 ----------------------------------------------------- 7.57 .12
$5,000 to $10,000 -------------------------------- -. 66 -1.33
$10,000 to $20,000 --------------------------------------------------- 15.28 -1.36

ver $20,000 ----------------------------------------------------- -46.17 -1.28

For the reasons discussed above, the particular quantitative results
of this section must be taken cum qrano salis. I think, however, that
even these crude predictions provide some useful qualitative insights.
The first one,. already alluded to, is that the substantial labor supply
responsiveness of married women to changes in the net wage will have
an important impact on the longrun implications of any tax changes.
Secondly, the possible countervailing effects on labor supply of
measures to keep tax revenues constant must be taken into account.

IV. TAXATION OF THE FAMILY: BACKGROUND

As noted above, the labor force participation rate of married women
has increased dramatically over tune. With this increase have come
changes in the role of the wife in the family. Given these changes in
the economic organization of the family, it is reasonable to ask if the
Federal tax treatment of the family is still appropriate. In this section,
we provide some historical and institutional background on the tax
treatment of the family. 8 This is followed by a discussion in Section V
of the implications of this system for labor supply and economic
efficiency.

To begin our discussion, it is useful to consider the following three
propositions:

(a) The income tax should be progressive, i.e., the proportion
of income taken by the tax collector should increase as income
increases.

17 These are amounts suggested by the Carter Commission in its study of the Canadian tax system*
(See Royal Commission on Taxation [196.5, p. 1941.)

Is Some of the material in this section draws upon Rosen [19771.
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(b) Families with equal incomes should, other things being
the same, pay equal taxes.

(c) An individual's tax burden should not change when he/she
marries.

Although a certain amount of controversy surrounds these proposi-
tions (particularly the first), it is fair to say that they reflect a broad
consensus as to desirable features of a tax system. Perhaps (c) re-
quires some modification. It can be argued that two married persons
with a given income have more "ability to pay" than if they were
single. This is due to the economies of living together. (Even if two
cannot live as cheaply as one, they may be able to live as cheaply as
1.5.) It is not clear if such economies should be considered by tax policy-
makers." We merely observe that if one adheres to this view,
(c) should read "The only change in an individual's tax burden when
he/she marries should be that which corrects for economies of living to-
gether." This modification does not change the basic argument that
will be made below.

Despite the appeal of these principles, an unfortunate problem arises
when it comes to their implementation. In general, any tax system
must violate at least one of them. This point is easiest made by means
of an arithmetic example. Assume the following simple progressive
tax schedule: a taxable unit pays, in tax, 10 percent of all income up
to $5,000 and 50 percent of all income in excess of $5,000. In the first
two columns of table 4.1 are shown the incomes and tax liabilities of
four individuals, A, B, C, and D. (For example, B's tax liability is
.10 X $5,000+.50 X $24,000= $12,500.) Now assume that romances
develop-A marries B, and C marries D. In the absence of joint filing,
the tax liability of each individual is unchanged. However, two families
with the same income ($30,000) will be paying different amounts of
tax. (The A-B's pay $12,600, while the C-D's pay only $11,000.)
Suppose instead that the law views the family as the taxable unit, so
that the tax schedule applies to joint income. In this case the two
families pay equal amounts of tax, but now tax burdens have been
changed by marriage. Of course, the actual change in the tax burden
depends upon the difference between the tax schedules applied to in-
dividual and joint returns. In our example, we have assumed for
simplicity that the schedule remains unchanged. The example does
make the ma point: given progressivity, we cannot have both (b)
and (c).

TABLE 4.1.-TAX LIABILITIES UNDER A HYPOTHETICAL TAX SYSTEM

Individual Individual
income Tax Joint income Joint tax

A -_-_ _ __------------------------------------------. _1,000 $100
B .. ......... ... _-- --- -- --- -- - _-_-_-_-_-_--- _-- -- .-- 9, 000 12,500

1 55-- -$30, 000 $13, 00015,000 5,500 30,000 13,000

What choice has the U.S. made? Over time, it has changed.20 Prior
to 1948, the taxable unit was the individual, and principle (b) was
1o Nonmarrieds generally have the opportunity to loin together with others to en!oy the economies ofliving together. If they do not, it simply shows that the benefits of living alone more than compensate forsuch economies.
o Much of the following description of the tax law is based upon U.S. 'reasury [19751.
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violated. In 1948, income splitting was introduced, inducing married
couples to file jointly. Family income became the tax base, but it was
possible for an individual's tax liability to fall drastically when he/she
married-a violation of principle (c). The introduction of income
splitting was due in large part to the fact that community property
states already allowed effective income splitting, giving their citizens
a distinct tax advantage. Clearly, the family is the only fair taxable
unit under such circumstances. Thus, any discussion of the elimination
of joint filing must be made in light of the possibility of legislative
action requiring the income of community property couples to be re-
ported on a separate return by the person earning the income or own-
ing the income-producing property.

The differential between a single person's tax liability and that of a
married couple with the same income was so large that Congress
created a new schedule for unmarried people in the 1969 Tax Reform
Act. Under this schedule, a single person's tax liability can never be
more than 20 percent higher than the tax liability of a married couple
with the same taxable income. (Under the old regime, differentials of
up to 40 percent were possible."

Unfortunately, this decrease in the single-married differential was
purchased at the price of a violation of principle (c) in the opposite
direction: in many cases it is now possible for persons' tax liabilities to
increase when they marry (i.e., when they file a joint return instead of
a single return) .22 Consider, for example, two unmarried individuals
with taxable incomes of $20,000. According to the tax schedule for
1978, each pays $3,999 in income tax, or $7,998 together. If they should
marry, their family tax liability becomes $9,856. Thus, marriage in-
creases their annual tax bill by $1,858.

It might be asked, then, why married persons continue to file jointly
when they have the option to file separately. Married persons may
indeed file "separate returns," but they are treated differently from
the "single returns" filed by the unmarried. These separate returns
have own rate schedule which is designed to prevent the possibility of
making a gain by changing filing status.

There are many other interesting aspects of the tax law for families
such as special schedules for non-married heads of households, and
deductions for dependents. But with sufficient institutional back-
ground to explore the economic implications of joint filing.

V. TAXATION OF THE FAMILY: EQUITY AND EFFICIENCY
CONSIDERATIONS

To review briefly, under the current regime couples with the same
income, other things being the same, pay equal amounts of tax.
However, tax burdens may increase substantially with marriage. In
addition, the taw law encourages the pooling ot husbands' and wives'
income into one return-joint filing-because in general this minimizes
the family's tax liability. The economist surveying this scene is

21 Tax liabilities between singles and marrieds can also differ because of the way certain deductions Ser
computed. See the excellent discussion by Brazer [19781.

22 The effect of marriage on tax liability depends upon, among other things, how close the spouses'
incomes are to each other. The tendency is, the closer the spouses' incomes, the more they lose when they
marry. Thus, it is no surprise that couples with two full-time earners complain so bitterly about the current
tax regime.



likely to ask the usual two questions-is it equitable and is it efficient?
This section discusses these questions.

A. Equity Issues

The current debate on the tax treatment of the family has focused
mainly on the equity issue, is it fairer to tax individuals or families?
One argument favoring the family as the choice is that it allows a
fairer treatment of nonlabor income (dividends, interest, profits).
There are fears that, under individual filing, high earnings spouses
would transfer property to their mates in order to lower family tax
bills ("bedchamber transfers of property"). It is difficult to predict
whether this would occur on a massive scale. The view implicit i
these fears is that property rights within families are irrelevant. My
guess is that such rights do matter in many cases, although there is
not much strong evidence one way or another. To the extent such
transfers would take place, the result would be a lower rate of taxa-
tion on capital income. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss
whether this would be desirable. We merely note that the effect of
individual filing on the progressivity of the tax schedule cannot be
determined a priori. It depends on how tax rates are changed to adjust
for revenue ddfferences.

On a more philosophical plane, one of the most cogent arguments
for the family as the appropriate unit of taxation is found in the well-
known report of the Carter Commission, a group that evaluated the
Canadian tax system in the mid-1960's: "W ble be e firmly that the
family is today, as it has been for many centuries, the basic economic
unit in society." (Royal Commission on Taxation [1967], p. 123.)
"Taxation of the individual in . . . disregard of his inevitably close
financial and economic ties with the other members of the basic social
unit of which he i ordinarily a member, the family, is in our view [a]
striking instance of [a] lack of a comprehensive and rational pattern
m . . . [a] tax system." (p. 122)

The case for the family unit is not as compelling as the Carter Com-
mission siggests. Although many believe that sharing is a basic ele-
ment of the marriage contract which should be taken into account
by the tax law, others find no compelling reasons to treat married
couples specially. As Bittker argues, "If married couples are taxed
on their consolidated income, for example, should the same principle
extend to a child who supports an aged parent, two sisters who share
an apartment, or a divorced parent who lives with an adolescent
child? Should a relationship established by blood or marriage be
demanded, to the exclusion, for example, of unmarried persons who
live together, homosexual companions, and communes?" (p. 1398)

There is no theoretically correct solution to this question. Although
I find the ethical requirements for regarding the individual as the
taxable unit to be quite compelling, my purpose here has been less to
settle the controversy than to show that there is a case to be made
for both views. The hope is that once the presumption that the family
should be the taxable unit is removed, then more attention will be

'3 For a discussion of this issue, see Feldstein [1978]. The relation between individual filing and estate
and gift taxation would also be worth exploring.

24 Additional arguments both pro and con the family as the taxable unit can be found in Munnell [19781.



focused upon the efficiency implications of joint versus individual
filing.

B. Efficiency Issues

The fact that U.S. tax laws induce married couples to file jointly
has been pointed to as a source of discrimination against working
wives. In this section we first explain and analyze this contention.
The results are then brought to bear on a discussion of the impact of
joint filing on the efficiency of the U.S. economy.

When spouses file jointly, they face exactly the same tax rate on
their last dollar of earnings. If, for example, the family is in the 30
percent bracket, then both the husband and wife are allowed to take
home 70 cents of an additional dollar of earnings. It could be argued,
then, that this aspect of the law cannot discriminate against working
wives for the simple reason that it does not distinguish between the
spouses. However, this reasoning ignores the social reality that in
most households, it is assumed that the husband will work full-time,
and the wife makes her labor force decision conditional on the hus-
band's income. In effect, then, the first dollar earned by the wife is
taxed at the same marginal rate as the last dollar earned by the
husband-she bears a higher tax burden on her earnings.

Is it useful to describe this situation as "discrimination against
working wives?" Such a characterization may be misleading for two
reasons. First, to the extent that any discrimination exists, it is against
secondary workers, not wives per se.25 Second, it seems peculiar to
label as discrimination an effect which arises because the tax law
treats the family as a unit instead of treating spouses asymmetrically.
Although it is important to recognize that the current system tends
to diminish the net returns to working for married women, it probably
only confuses public discussion to label this discrimination against
working wives."

Does this higher burden discourage wives from working? In 1977
over 46 percent of all married women participated in the labor force, 2
a substantial number. However, the issue is not whether there are a
lot of wives working today, but rather what changes in the labor force
participation rates and hours of work would occur under alternative
tax regimes.

As noted in section III, an impressive body of econometric literature
has addressed this issue. The overall conclusion is that after controlling
for the effects of race, number of children, and other personal charac-
teristics, when the net hourly wage increases, on the average there is
a substantial increase in hours of work. It follows, then, that since
joint filing raises the effective tax rate on the earnings of married
women, it probably lowers the amount of time they spend working
in the market. We will argue below that this has important conse-
quences for economic efficiency. To do this, however, it is necessary
to digress a bit to explain more precisely what is meant by efficiency
as economists use the term.

2 In this context, the word "secondary" does not mean "less important" or "less meaningful." It merely
refers to the fact that the attachment to the labor force is not as strong as for some other workers. Clearly,
not all working wives are secondary workers: nor are all primary workers necessarily husbands.

26 A second alleged source of discrimination against working wives is that the law does not permit them
to deduct various work related expenses when they enter the marketplace. But as Bittker points out,
"Everyone who works away from home-not just the working wife-must get to the job site, dress as the
job requires, and pay for lunch if it is inconveneint to bring it in a brown bag." (p. 1435)

2 U.S. Bureau of the Census, " Statistical Abstract of the United States 1978," Washington, D.C., 1978.
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It seems natural to measure the "burden" of taxation in terms of
the amount of tax paid. If Mr. I spends $100 on commodity X and
the tax rate on X is 5 percent, then 's tax burden is $5.00.

This, however, is only part of the story. Consider the following
hypothetical situation. Prior to the existence of the tax, Ms. II
consumes 100 units of X per year. After the 5 percent tax is imposed
she stops consuming X altogether, spending money that was formerly
devoted to X on other commodities instead. Clearly, the tax paid by
II is zero, since her expenditures on X are zero. Do we want to say,
then, that the burden placed on her by the tax is zero? Certainly not-
II's welfare is less than it was before the tax was imposed because her

ost-tax bundle of commodities is less desirable than the pre-tax
bundle. (It is less desirable because she could have selected the post-
tax bundle initially, but chose not to.)

The same principle applies to the less extreme (and more common)
case in which the imposition of a tax leads to a diminution of the
quantity of a good consumed, but not all the way to zero. As long as
the tax induces a change in the set of commodities consumed, there
is a loss in personal welfare which actually exceeds tax payments.
Economists refer to the loss of consumer welfare above the amount
of tax collected as the "excess burden" of the tax.

The more responsive the demand for a good is with respect to its
price, the more excess burden is generated by taxing it. (In the extreme
case where the demand for a good is completely unresponsive to
changes in its price, no excess burden is generated by taxing it.) A set
of taxes is considered to be "efficient" when it raises a given amount of
revenue with as small an excess burden as possible. Intuitively, this
means that an efficient tax system should raise revenue in a way that
distorts decisions minimally.28

Roughly speaking, then, a set of taxes will be efficient when rela-
tively high rates of tax are put on goods whose demands are relatively
unresponsive to price changes, and vice versa. However, it cannot be
overemphasized that efficiency is not the only goal of taxation. Equity
considerations are equally important-if an efficient tax system gen-
erates an undesirable change in the income distribution, then the effi-
cient set of tax rates must be modified.29 A good tax system must
represent a compromise between efficiency and equity criteria. Un-
fortunately, efficiency considerations are all too often misunderstood or
ignored by policymakers.

What has all this to do with the tax treatment of the family? Recall
the theoretical model of section II.B, in which the family is viewed as a
unit which consumes three "commodities": "Goods and services,"
"husband's time spent in nonmarket activity" (leisure plus house-
work), and "wife's time spent in nonmarket activity." The prices of
the latter two "commodities" are simply the net potential wages of the
husband and wife respectively-when an individual works in the
market one less hour, the price of that time is the wage income fore-
gone. Now, recall that the statistical studies cited above implied that
the wife's demand for "time spent in nonmarket activity" is much
more sensitive to changes in the net wage than the husband's. There-

28 In some cases, it may be a goal of public policy to change certain private decisions using the tax system:
e.g., to modify the behavior of polluters.

" For example, taxing a drug necessary to sustain the lives of individuals with a particular disease would
probably be quite efficient. Yet, it would be rejected out of hand as grossly unfair.

56-369 0 - 81 - 30



fore, to tax the family unit efficiently, the wife's earnings should be
subjected to a lower rate than those of the husband. 0 Yet we have
shown that, in eflect, just the opposite is occurring.ax

It is hard to imagine Congress implementing separate income tax
schedules for primary and secondary workers, with secondary workers
facing lower rates. This does not mean, .however, that it is impossible
to move family taxation in the direction of greater efficiency. One
possibility would be to exempt some Proportion of the earnings of
secondary workers from tax, a proposal which has been discussed by
Joseph Pechman of the Brookings Institution. Another option would
be to allow a secondary earner to file a separate return, but only for
earned income. A third solution is simply to eliminate joint filing. This
would not only be efficient, but would move the tax system in the
direction of greater "marriage neutrality" than the other alternatives.

In the empirical labor supply study cited in section III above, some
estimates of the efficiency gains from abandoning joint filing were also
computed. I found that, with individual filing, the same tax revenue
could be collected with an approximately 30 percent lower excess
burden (Rosen, 1976, p. 115). of course, as was also stressed above,
the outcome is sensitive to statistical techniques employed and choice
of sample. Therefore, this particular figure cannot be taken as defini-
tive. Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that the efficiency of the tax
system would increase substantially if joint filing were eliminated.

VI. TAXATION AND OTHER DIMENSIONS OF LABOR SUPPLY

Both the theoretical and empirical work described up to this point
have focused upon the impact of taxes on hours of work. This is a
fairly accurate reflection of the emphasis in the literature on taxation
and labor supply. Such an emphasis is easy to understand, because
the number of hours of work is an important variable, and one that is
relatively straightforward to measure. Nevertheless, the finding that
taxes generally have little impact upon hours of work does not neces-
sarily imply that taxes leave labor supply unaffected, because labor
supply is a concept more general than number of hours per week or
per year. In particular, there are at least three important dimensions
of labor suppy that may be influenced by taxes:

(a) Lifetime hours of work and timing of retirement;
(b) Intensity of work effort; and
(c) Quality of work effort.

The theoretical and empirical evidence on these important issues
is currently rather scanty. In this section we discuss and evaluate such
fragmentary evidence as exists, and suggest some avenues for future
research.

so This proposition is proved formally by Michael Boskin [1975a]. An entirely efficient tax scheme would
involve taxation of time spent in housework and leisure. This is not only politically infeasible, but also
requires solving the extraordinarily difficult problem of placing a value on the time of those who do not work
in the market.

a1 Another efficiency aspect of the current system is that it changes the "price of marriage." At present
there is no statistical evidence that this has had much impact on individual decisions to marry. However,
anecdotes about postponed marriage, divorce, or separation for tax reasons are becoming increasingly
common. This suggests that if the current tax regime continues, the marriage tax may become an important
consideration in the marriage decision. The sums involved certainly are not trivial. Over a period of 30
years, the present value of $1,858 (the sum from the example above) exceeds $28,613 when the interest rate
is 5 percent.
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A. Time of Retirement

Although taxes may not influence the number of hours worked per
year, they may effect the number of years individuals choose to work;
i.e., the retirement decision. The basic theory of work choice described
in Section II above has been generalized to provide a framework for
thinking about retirement decisions. (See, e.g., Boskin, 1977.) In
this more general "life-cycle theory," the individual plans his work
and consumption decisions for a given year explicitly taking into
account his (her) past and expected future decisions. The theory
suggests that an individual will choose to work as long as the return
to working, the net wage, exceeds the value of leisure. Of course,
age, health, the availability of pensions, etc. are expected to influence
the net wage and/or the value that individuals impute to their leisure.

As Boskin [1977] has noted, until fairly recently it was widely
believed that financial variables had little to do with retirement
decisions. The prevailing opinion was that bad health was the over-
riding reason for retirement. This view was based mainly upon survey
studies in which individuals were asked to explain why they retired.
It may be the case, however, that poor health is considered a more
socially acceptable reason for leaving the work force than a pecuniary
one, so it is not clear how much credence should be given to such
studies. Considerable doubt is cast on the health explanation by
table 6.1, which documents the rapid fall in the labor force partici-
pation rates for elderly males in the postwar period. Is it likely that
health has deteriorated to such an extent that it has induced a halving
in the participation rate of men over 65 years of age?

TABLE 6.1.1--LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES FOR ELDERLY MALES, 1948-74

Whites Nonwhites

55-64 yr 65 and over 55-64 yr 65 and over

1948------------------------------------- 89.6 46.5 88.6 50.3
1949------------------------------------- 87.6 46.6 86.0 51.4
1950------------------------------------- 87.3 45.8 81.9 45.5
1951------------------------------------- 87.4 44.5 84.6 49.5
1952------------------------------------- 87.7 42.5 85.7 43.3
1953 .----------------------------------- 87.7 41.3 86.7 41.1
1954------------------------------------- 89.2 40.4 83.0 41.2
1955------------------------------------- 88.4 39.5 83.1 40.0
1956--------------------------------------- 88.9 40.0 83.9 39.8
1957------------------------------------- 88.0 37.7 82.4 35.9
1958. ..---------------------------------- -- 88.2 35.7 83.3 34.5
1959------------------------------------- 87.9 34.3 82.5 33.5
1960------------------------------------- 87.2 33.3 82.5 31.2
1961------------------------------------- 87.8 31.9 81.6 29.4
1962------------------------------------- 86.7 30.6 81.5 27.2
1963------------------------------------- 86.6 28.4 82.5 27.6
1964------------------------------------- 86.1 27.9 80.6 29.6
1965.-------------------------------------- 85.2 27.9 78.8 27.9
1966..------------------------------------- 84.9 27.2 81.1 25.6
1967------------------------------------- 84.9 27.1 79.3 27.2
1968.------------------------------------- 84.7 27.3 79.6 26.6
1969.------------------------------------- 83.9 27.3 77.9 26.1
1970.------------------------------------- 83.3 26. 7 79.2 27.4
1971.------------------------------------- 82.6 25.6 77.8 24.5
1972.------------------------------------- 81.2 24.4 73.6 23.6
1973.------------------------------------- 79.0 22.8 70.7 22.6
1974.------------------------------------- 78.1 22.5 70.2 21.7

ISource: Boskin (1977, p. 5).



In the past few years a large number of econometric studies of the
determinants of the retirement decision have appeared.32 (See, e.g.,
Boskin (1977], Quinn (1977], Burkhauser (1977], Blinder, et. al. [1978].)
Almost uniformly, these studies suggest that financial considerations
such as the availability of social security and the implicit tax put on
wages by the social security system have statistically significant and
quantitatively important impacts on the probability of retirement.

Most of these econometric studies have focused on the interaction
between pension and social insurance systems on the one hand, and
the retirement decision on the other. Nevertheless, in some cases the
parameter estimates can be used to shed some light on the question
of how the personal income tax influences retirement decisions, other
things being the same. This is possible because the equations generally
include potential market earnings as an explanatory variable. To the
extent that taxes influence potential market earnings (the opportunity
cost of retiring), their impact on retirement decisions can be estimated.

TABLE 6.2-BURKHAUSER'S ESTIMATES OF THE PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTING SOCIAL SECURITY RETIRED WORKER
BENEFITS AT AGE 62 AS A FUNCTION OF MARKET EARNINGS

Market earnings-

$2, 100 $4, 200 $6, 300 $8, 400 $9, 700

Probability----------------- 56.5 37.5 21.2 10.0 5.7

For example, Burkhauser (1977] analyzed the probability of males
accepting social security retired worker benefits at age 62 as a function
of marital status, education, potential market earnings, and several
other variables."3 His estimates of how the probability varies with
potential market earnings when the other explanatory variables are
evaluated at their means are shown in table 6.2. The numbers suggest
substantial responsiveness of the probability of retirmig to potential
market earnings. More specifically, consider an individual with
adjusted gross income of $9,700. Assuming that he pays a payroll tax
of 6.05 percent and an average income tax rate of 9.0 percent 3 his
disposable income would be $8,495. Interpolating from table 6.2, this
$1,504 change in net income would induce an increase of about 4 per-
centage points in the probability of retirement, a substantial difference.

This computation is meant only to be illustrative. Personal income
taxes have not yet been integrated with sufficient care into models of
the retirement decision to allow more definitive statement. However,
given the apparent sensitivity of retirement decisions to other economic
parameters, this would seem to be a subject worth further inquiry.

B. Intensity of Effort

In empirical labor supply studies, hours of work are usually meas-
ured as the amount of time elapsed at the workplace. Some reflection
will indicate, however, that the effective number of hours of work may
not equal actual hours because of possible differences in the intensity

32 The methodology for estimating parameters when the left-hand side variable is a discrete choice (e.g.,
to retire or not to retire) is somewhat more complicated than that for the econometric problem discussed in
section III.B. See Goldberger (1964, pp. 251-255) for a discussion.

a Burkhauser's data were from the 1973 Social Security Exact Match File.
" This figure is for a married person with no dependents. See Tax Foundation, Inc. [1977, p. 105].



of effort. Eight hours of work from an "eager beaver" are not the same
as eight hours from a "goof-off."

Of course, measurement of intensity of effort is a difficult problem,
particularly in jobs where salaries are not based on piece rates. How-
ever, substantial progress on this measurement problem has recently
been made by Stafford and Duncan [19771, who analyze data from the
"Time Use Survey" administered by the Survey Research Center
of the University of Michigan. These data contain detailed time
diaries in which individuals report on several measures of on-the-job
time allocation: Time spent in formal or scheduled work breaks;
time spent informally socializing oi any other type of unscheduled
work breaks; and time spent in on-the-job training.

With such information, Stafford and Duncan are able to compute
effective number of hours worked per day in addition to hours of work
as conventionally measured. In an interesting experiment, they esti-
mate two labor supply equations similar in form to equation (3) above,
one using hours of work as conventionally measured, and one with
effective hours of work. Stafford and Duncan find that with the con-
ventional measure, the usual results are obtained-for males, there is
essentially no response of hours to changes in the wage. However,
when effective number of hours is used as a left-hand side variable, a
statistically significant response is isolated. Their equation implies that
a 10 percent increase m the wage would lead to a 1 percent increase
in effective hours of work (p. 44). Since Stafford and Duncan use a
gross rather than net wage variable in their equation, their parameter
estimates may be biased. However, the tentative conclusion seems to
be that changes in remuneration have a greater impact on effective
hours of work than had previously been thought.

C. Human Capital Investments

It has been argued that one of the key sources of growth in the
United States and other developed countries is human capital, the
investments that people make in themselves in terms of educationhealth, on-the-job training, etc. By increasing the productivit ofworkers, human capital investments increase the effective size oF thelabor force. One of the most important developments in economics inthe past two decades has been the analysis of human capital decisions.(See, for example, Becker [1964], Mincer [19741 and Blinder and Weiss[19761.) However, the relation of taxes to human capital investmenthas not received much attention.

Schultz [1961] argued that the United States tax system discrimi-nates against human capital investment:
Our tax laws everywhere discriminate against human capital. Although thestock of such capital has become large and even though it is obvious that humancapital, like other forms of reproducible capital, depreciates, becomes obsolete, andentails maintenance, our tax laws are all but blind on these matters. (p. 13)
This view has recently been challenged b Boskin [1975b], whoargues that Schultz's argument regarding the lack of deductibility forexpenditures on human capital investment is misleading once it isrecognized that the most important costs of human capital are notitems like tuition payments. Rather, the bulk of many human capitalinvestment costs consists of foregone earnings-the wages the individ-
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ual does not earn because he/she is in school or involved in an on-the-
job training program. It has been suggested that foregone earnings
amount to over half the costs of human capital (Boskin [1975b, p. 5]).

Boskin shows that under the assumption that all the costs of human
capital investment are foregone earings, then in a simple model, a
proportional wage tax has no impact whatsoever on the decision to
invest in human capital. The logic of his argument is quite simple.
Suppose that the costs of the human capital investment (i.e., the
foregone earnings) are C, and the benefits of the investment (i.e.,
increased earnings in the future) are B. (Both B and C are measured
m present value terms.) Then in the absence of taxation, the indi-
vidual will invest in human capital if benefits are greater than costs;
i.e., if

(4) B-C>O

Now, suppose a proportional tax on wages at a rate of t percent is
levied. Then the net benefits to the individual are reduced to (1-t)B.
But the costs of the investment are reduced in the same proportion.
This is because the foregone wages would also have been taxed at
rate t, so the individual gives up only (1-t)C by making the human
capital investment. Thus, after the tax is imposed, investment in
human capital will take place only if

(1- t)B -(1- t) C>0
or

(5) (1-t)(B-C)>O
Clearly, equation (5) will be satisfied if and only if equation (4)
is satisfied, p roving that the tax is neutral-if it was worth doing the
investment before the tax was imposed, it is worth doing after.

However, Eaton and Rosen [1979] have shown that even if one
accepts Boskin's assumption that the only costs of human capital
accumulation are foregone earnings, the neutrality result does not
necessarily follow. There are two reasons for this. First of all, an
important assumption in the Boskin model is that the supply of
hours of work is fixed regardless of the net wage. Now, hours of work
can be thought of as the "utilization rate" of human capital-the
more the individual works, the higher is the rate of utilization, and,
therefore the higher the return on the human capital investment.
In terms of equation (4), to the extent that hours of work change
after a tax is imposed, B may change without an offsetting movement
in C. In this case, the tax will not be neutral with respect to the human
capital decision.

Moreover, in light of the results cited in sections II.A and II.B
above, it cannot be said, a priori, in which direction imposition of
the tax will change B. If hours of work increase with the net wage,
then the tax will tend to increase the human capital utilization rate,
and increase the amount of investment. But if hours of work are
negatively related to the net wage, then the opposite tendency will
operate.

A second factor ignored in Boskin's model is the uncertainty of
returns to human capital. When an individual makes an educational
investment, he or she does not know for certain that it will increase



his or her earnings capacity, or by how much. To forecast the future
strength of the markets for various skills is difficult, to say the least.
And, it is unlikely that the individual can insure himself against such
risk because problems of moral hazard associated with insurance in
general are especially pervasive in the insurance of human capital.
The private insurer, unable to distinguish clearly between external
events and events subject to the control of the insured party, would
provide an incentive for an insured worker to work less hard, spend
less time seeking a higher paying job, or otherwise earn an income
below potential. In such a situation the market is unlikely to provide
insurance.

It can be shown that even when hours of work are independent of
the net wage, if the returns to human capital are uncertain, then
proportional wage taxation will not in general be neutral in the
human capital decision. [Eaton and Rosen, 1979]. Rather, in the
uncertainty model the impact of taxation is ambiguous because of two
conflicting effects:

(a) A proportional wage tax cuts the riskiness of human capital
because in a sense the treasury serves as the taxpayer's silent partner.
If one "wins" in the labor market by receiving a high return from
human capital investment, the treasury collects t percent of the win-
nings. On the other hand, if one loses, the treasury bears t percent of
the loss. To the extent that the individual is risk averse, this insurance
effect tends to increase human capital accumulation.

(b) On the other hand, the proportional tax reduces the individual's
wealth. To the extent that the desire to invest in relatively risky assets
decreases with wealth, then this wealth effect will tend to decrease
investment in human capital.

Thus, the insurance effect and the wealth effect work in opposite
directions, so in the absence of specific assumptions on how risk
aversion varies with wealth, it is impossible to know a priori how a pro-
portional wage tax will change human capital accumulation. We are
m a position similar to that &escribed at the end of Section II on the
theory of the leisure-income choice: only empirical work can settle
the question. However, econometric analysis here is much harder than
in the hours of work case because of measurement problems. How does
one measure the amount of capital embodied in a human being? What
proportion of educational expenditures are consumption, and what
proportion investment? How can the amount of earnings foregone in
on-the-job training and vocational training programs be estimated?

In light of these formidable problems, it is no wonder that little
empirical work has been done on this problem. However, a recent
paper by Rosen and Willis [19781 permits us at least to speculate on
the impact of income taxes on an important kind of human capital
investment, the decision to attend college.

The purpose of the Rosen and Willis (R-W) study is to determine
which factors influence individuals' decision to attend college. They
investigate a number of "family background" variables, such as reli-
gion, achievement test scores, and occupation of father. In addition,
they find that the probability is significantly affected by the expected
growth rate of earnings after college, and by the ratio of the initial
earnings obtained by college graduates to the earnings of those who did
not attend college. The higher the growth rate of earnings for the
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individuals if he attends college, the more likely he is to matriculate.35

The effect of the growth rate is both large in magnitude and statisti-
cally significant. Since a progressive tax decreases the rate of growth
of net earnings associated with any given gross earnings stream, the
R-W results suggest that such a tax will substantially decrease the
probability of college going. Thus, to the extent that individuals
perceive that taxes cut the returns to college going, the amount of this
important kind of human capital will be lessened.

This statement must be regarded as only suggestive since the income
variables used to estimate the R-W model were gross rather than net
of taxes. Moreover, the sample used was not representative ofthe entire
population." The results, however, do suggest that enough of an effect
may be present to make further empirical investigation of this problem
worthwhile.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this essay we have reviewed the literature on taxation and labor
supply. Most of the theoretical and empirical work has concerned the
effect of taxes on hours of work. It appears that taxes have had little
effect on the hours of work of primary earners. However, taxes have
exercised a substantial disincentive effect upon secondary workers, a
group of growing importance in the U.S. economy. The implications
of these facts for the optimal tax treatment of the family unit were
discussed in some depth.

The econometric results on the effect of taxes on yearly hours of
work, as important as they may be, are not the whole story. We also
discussed the impact of taxes on some other dimensions of labor sup-
ply: Time of retirement, intensity of effort and human capital invest-
ment. At the present time however, any statements regarding the
relationship between taxation and these very important decisions can
only be conjectures. Further investigation should be a high priority
for students of both public finance and labor economics.
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